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PREFACE

The United States Air Force Summer Faculty Research Program

(USAF-SFRP) is a program designed to introduce university, college,

and technical institute members faculty members to Air Force research.

This is accomplished by the faculty members being selected on a

nationally advertised competitive basis for a ten-week assignment

during the summer intercession to perform research at Air Force

laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a subject area and at

an Air Force facility mutually agreed upon by the faculty member

and the Air Force. In addition to compensation and travel expenses,

a cost of living allowance is also paid. The USAF-SFRP is sponsored

by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research/Air Force Systems

Command, United States Air Force, and is conducted by the Southeastern

C nter for Electrical Engineering, Inc.

The specific objectives of the 1981 USAF-SFRP are:

(1) To develop the basis for tontinuing research of interest

to the Air Force at the faculty member's institution.

(2) To further the research objectives of the Air Force.

(3) To stimulate continuing relations among faculty members

and their professional peers in the Air Force.

(4) To enhance the research interests and capabilities of

scientific and engineering educators.

In the 1979 summer program, 70 faculty members participated, and

in the 1980 and 1981 programs, 87 faculty members participated. These

researchers were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across the

country. This two volume document is a compilation of the final

reports written by the assigned faculty members about their summer

research efforts.
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SI'ECAIALTY, LABORATORY
ASSIGNED

Dr. Milton J. Alexander DIxrgree: 1).B.A., Management Sctience, 1968

Professor Specia.lt Y: Management Information Systems

Auburn University Assigned: LMC

Management Department

Auburn University, AL 36849

(205) 826-4730

Dr. David 14. Allender De-jree: PhD, Physics, 1915

Associate Professor Sj§cLi at : Condensed Matler Theory

Kent State Uiiversity Assigned: AL

Dept. of Physics

Kent, OH 44242

(216) 672-2816

Dr. Martin D. Altschuler Degree: PhD, Physics and Astronomy, 1964

Associate Professor §p ecialty: Robot Vision, Surface Mapping,

SUNY/Buffalo Internal Mapping

Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: SAM

4226 Ridge Lea Campus

Amherst, NY 14226

(716) 831-3065

Dr. Aloysius A. Beex Dereoe: PlhD, Electrical Engineering 1979

Assistant Professor Sjpecialt : Signal Analysis and Signal

VPI SU Processing

Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assijnled: RADC (Griffiss)

Blacksburg, VA 24061

(703) 961-6307

Dr. Jay B. Benziger l)egre,: PhD, 1979

Assistant Professor S lly: Surface Science and Catalysis

Princeton University Assigned: RPI.

Dept. of Chemical Engineering
Princeton, NJ 08544

(609) 452-5416

Dr. Albert W. Biggs !_ulDre-v: PhD, Electrical Engineering, 1965

Professor Specialty: Electromagnetics, Radar, Micro-

University of Kansas waves, Antennas

Dept. of Electrical Engineering Ass~tjned: WI.

2026 L.earned Hall

Lawrence, KS 66045

t91,) 864-4b15

Dr. William C. Bradley IL erec: PhD, Elettrical Engineering, 1973
Assistant Protessor Spec~ity: Commun itat ion and Radar Systems

University of Al,/Ilhtsville and Dlgital Design

Electrical Engineering Dept. A s-si~elied: RADC (tianscom)

Huntsville, AL 35899

(205) 895-6139
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY

ASSIGNMENT

Dr. Jerome D. Braverman Degree: PhD, Statistics, 1966

Professor & Chairman specialty: Statistical Inference,
Rider College StaListical Decision Theory,
Dept. of Decision Science & Computers Quality Control & Reliability

Lawrenceville, NJ 08648 Assigned: RADC (Griffiss)
(609) 896-5124

Dr. Louis W. Buckalew Degree: MS, General Experimental Psychology,
Assistant Professor 1969

Alabama A & M University Specialty: PhysioltogiLal Psychology

Dept. of Psychology Assigned: AMRL

Box 200

Normal, AL 35762
(205) 859-7451

Dr. Gale H. Buzzard Degree: PhD, Mechanical Engineering, 1966
Assistant Professor S _ecir: Fluid Mechanics, Heat Transfer,

Duke University System Dynamics

Dept. of Mechanical Engineering and Assigned: RPL

Material Science

Durham, NC 27706

(919) 684-2832

Dr. David A. Carlson Degree: PhD, Computer Science, 1980

Assistant Professor Sveci alty: Computer Science, Design &

University of Massachusetts/Amherst Analysis of Algorthms
Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering Assigned: HRL (Lowry)
Amherst, MA 01003

(413) 545-0973

Dr. Robert E. Carlson De6_ree: PhD, Ecology & Limnology, 1975

Assistant Professor Specialt: Ecology, Aquatic Biology
Kent State University Assigned: ESC

Dept. of Biological Science
Kent, OH 44242

(216) 672-2266

Dr. Junho Choi Degree: PhD, Control Systems & Signal

Assistant Professor Processing, 1978
Florida Institute of Technology Speialty: Modern & Conventional Control

Dept. of Electrical Engineering Systems

University Boulevard Assigned: ESMC
Melbourne, FL 32901

(305) 723-3701 X 430
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPEIALTY, LABORATORY
ASS IGNMENT

Dr. Hugh W. Coleman Degree: PhD, Mechanical Engineering, 1976

Associate Professor Specialty: Turbulent boundry layers -

Mississippi State University Fluid Mechanics & Heat Transfer

Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: AD

P.O. Drawer ME
Mississippi State, MS 39762
(601) 325-3260

Dr. David L. Cozart Degree: PhD, Mathematics, 1973

Associate Professor Specialty: Programming languages, Statistics

The Citadel Assigned: AL

Dept. of Mathematics
Charleston, SC 29409
(803) 792-7896

Dr. Robert W. Cunningham D4_eee: PhD, Physics, 1969

Associate Professor Specialty: Solid State Physics

Kent State University Assigned: ML

Dept. of Physics
University Drive, NE
New Philadelphia, OH 44663
(216) 339-3391

Dr. Larry R. Dalton Deree: PhD, Chemistry, 1972

Associate Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry, Electronics

SUNY/Stony Brook & Instrumentation Microwaves

Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: FJSRL

Long Island, NY 11794
(516) 246-8601/5068

Dr. Charles B. Davis DP fkree: PhD, Statistics, 1976

Assistant Professor peAalt : Mathematical & Applied Statistics

University of Toledo Assigned: SAM

Dept. of Mathematics
Toledo, OH 43606
(419) 537-2297/2568

Dr. Carol A. Deakyne Degree: PhD, Theoretical Chemistry, 1976

Assistant Professor peciatyj: Applications of Molecular Orbital

College of the Holy Cross Theory

Chemistry Dept. Ass i~ied: (;L
Worcester, MA 01610

(617) 793-3367

Dr. Donald W. Emerich DR__eee: PhD, Chemistry, 1951

Professor Speci_alt : Analytical Chemistry, Classical

Mississippi State University I.ecto-iialytical Chemistry

Chemistry Dept. As d: RPL
P.O. Box CH
Mississippi State, MS 39762
(601) 325-3584
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY

ASS ICNMENT

Dr. Chris W. Eskridge Degree: PhD, Public Administration, 1978

Assistant Professor Specialty: Public Administration, Police

University of NB/Lincoln Organization & Management
Dept. of Criminal Justice Assigned: LMDC
103 Brace Laboratory
Lincoln, NB b8588
(402) 472-3677

Dr. Glenn E. Fanslow PL__&ee: PhD, Electrical Engineering, 1962

Associate Professor Spcalty: Applications of Microwave Power

Iowa State University Assigned: APL

Electrical Engineering Dept.

Coover Hall
Ames, IA 50011
(515) 294-6576/2663

Dr. William A. Feld Degree: PhD, Chemistry, 1971

Assistant Professor Specialty: Synthetic Organic & Polymer
Wright State University Chemistry

Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: ML

Dayton, OH 45433
(513) 873-2511

Dr. John A. Fleming Degree: PhD, Electrical Engineering, 1977
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Systems

Texas A & M University Assigned: AL

Dept. of Electrical Engineering

College Station, TX 77843

(713) 845-7441 X 66

Dr. Dennis R. Flentge Degree: PhD, Physical Chemistry, 1974

Assistant Professor SpecialLy: Physical Chemistry, Catalysis,

Cedarville College IR & EPR Spectroscopy
Dept. of Mathematics & Science Assigned: APL

Box 601

Cedarville, OH 45314
(513) 766-2211 X 311

Dr. Harold W. Fox ejgree: PhD, Economics, 1967
Professor Spsia]4t: Business Administration

Ball State University Assigned: BRMC

Dept. of Business
Muncie, IN 47306

(317) 285-5244

Dr. Peter Freymuth Dercee: PhD, Aerospace Engineering, 1965

Associate Professor Spfeciialty: Turbulence, Thermal Anemometry,
University of Colorado Stability

Aerospace Engineering Science Dept. Assijned: FISRI.
Campus Box 429

Boulder, CO 80309

(303) 492-7611
-vi-
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
ASSIGNMENT

Dr. Joel R. Fried Diree: PhD, Polymer Science & Engineering,

Assistant Professor 1976

University of Cincinnati Specialty: Mechanical Properties,

Chemistry Engineering Dept. Caloriimetry & Rheology of

Mail Location #171 Polymer Blends

Cincinnati, Oh 45221 Assigned: ML

(513) 475-3500

Dr. David E. Greene Derve: 'h), Appiled Mathemat ics, 1973

Assistant Professor Spec Jlat y .: Cont rol Theory, Man Machine

Texas A & M University Systems, Biological Regulation,

Industrial Engineering Dept. PDE, DE

College Station, TX 77840 A.sJi-ed: SAM

(713) 845-5531

Dr. Gurmohan S. Grewal Dice: PhD, Electrical Engineering, 1969

Professor S _ecialty: Control Systems, Simulation,

Southern University/Baton Rouge State Estimation

Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assined: AL

P.O. Box 11060

Baton Rouge, LA 70813

(504) 771-2317

Dr. Paul B. Griesacker D_eireL: PhD, Physics, 1963

Associate Professor SL)ec i-a Ly: Physical Opt ths, Coherent

Gannon University Rid ia L ionl

Dept. of Physics Assij ied: RADC (Crlffiss)

Erie, PA 16508

(814) 871-7338

Dr. Vijay K. Gupta I e__rtee: 'hD), Chemistry, 1968

Assistant Professor Spciity: Physical Chemistry, Physical

Central State University Organic Laboratory, Physical

Dept. of Chemistry Science, '.eneral Chemistry

Wilberforce, OH 45384 Assigned: APL

(513) 376-6423

Dr. Kenneth R. Hall i)e6rLe: PlhD, Aerospace Engineering, 1973

Associate Professor Specialty: Simulation, Flight Dynamics,

Mississippi State University Control, Optimization

Aerospace Engineering Dept. A.si21nd: AD

P.O. Drawer A

Mississippi State, MS 39762

(bOi) 325-3623

Dr. Robert M. Harnett Dljre e: Phi), Industrial & Systems

Associate Professor & Director Enginuering, 1914

Clemson University Spccialty: optt rtions Research, Optimi-

System Engineering Dept. /..It i oil

Clemson, SC 29631 Assi_6icI: AD

(803) 656-33Y5

-vi i-
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
ASSIGNMENT

Dr. Ronney D. Harris Degree: PhD, Electrical Engineering, 1964

Profsor Specialty: Aeronomy - Atmospheric Radiation

Utah State University Transfer

Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: CL
UMC 41

Logan, UT 84321
(801) 750-2973

Dr. Franklin D. Hill Degree: PhD, Biochemistry, 1960

Professor Specialty: Lupid Metabolism

Grambling State University Assigned: AMRL

Chemistry Dept.

Grambling, LA 71245

(318) 247-8397

Dr. Francis J. Jankowski Degree: ScD, Physics, 1949

Professor Specialty: Systems Engineering, Nuclear

Wright State University Engineering, Mechanical Engin-

Dept. of Engineering eering, Human Factors Engineering

Dayton, OH 45434 Assigned: WI,

(513) 873-2079/2403

Dr. Stanley E. Jones Degree: PhD

Associate Professor Specialty: Applied Mathematics, Nonlinear

University of Kentucky Mechanics

Engineering Mechanics Assigned: AD

Lexington, KY 40506

(606) 258-2719

Dr. Paul R. Kalata Degree: PhD, Electrical Engineering, 1974

Assistant Professor Specialty: Control Theory, Estimation Theory

Drexel University Assigned: WL

Dept. of Electrical & Computer

Engineering

32nd 6 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104

(215) 895-2251

Dr. Richard Y.C. Kwor De~ee: PhD, Electrical Engineering, 1976

Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering

University of Notre Dame Assigned: AL

Dept. of Electrical Engineering

Notre Dame, IN 46556

(219) 283-6269

Dr. Richard C. Liu Derye: Ph), 1E (Manufacturing), 1973

Associate Professor ScclalLy : Manufacturing Engineering

Purdue University Assi d: MI.

Dept. of Industrial Engineering

(;rissom Hall

W. Lafayette, IN 47907

(317) 749-2948

-viii-
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY

ASSIGNMENT

Dr. William S. McCain Degree: PhD, Metallurgical Engineering,

Assistant Professor 1973
Tennessee State University Specialty: Aliminum alloys, fabrication &

Mechanical Engineering heat treatments of aerospace

3500 Centennial Blvd. alloys, rolling, forging,

Nashville, TN 37203 extrusion x-ray diffraction

(615) 320-3555 Assigned: ML

Dr. William S. McCormick Degree: PhD, Electrical Engineering, 1967

Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering

Wright State University Assigned: AL

Engineering Dept.

Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2403

Dr. Donald F. McCoy Degree: PhD, Experimental Psychology, 1966

Associate Professor Specialty: Learning, Operant Conditioning,

University of Kentucky Animal Performance
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: AMRL

Lexington, KY 40506

(606) 258-8589/5601

Dr. Henry A. McGee, Jr. Degree: PhD, Chemical Engineering, 1955

Professor & Dept. Head Specialty: Cryogenics, Molecular Phenomena

VPI & SU & Processes

Chemistry Engineering Dept. Assigned: WL

Blacksburg, VA 24061

(703) 961-6631

Dr. Patrick J. McKenna Degree: PhD, Mathematics, 1976

Assistant Professor SEecialty: Partial Differential Equations

University of Florida AssLned: FDL

Mathematics Dept.

Gainsville, FL 32611

(904) 392-6721

)r. John R. McNeil Dciege: PhD, Electrical Engineering, 1977

Assistant Professor Speialty: High Energy Laser Optics,

New Mexico State University Ion Beam Applications
Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering Assijned: WI

Las Cruces, NM 88003

(505) 646-3115

Dr. Louis A. Martin-Vega De ree: PhD, Industrial & Systems

Associate Professor Engineering, 1975
University of Florida Specialty: Scheduling, Applied 1E & OR

Industrial & Systems Engineering Dept. Assigned: LMC

Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-1464 X 35

-viv-
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS Page 8

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY

ASS IGNMENT

Dr. Kishan G. Mehrotra Degree: PhD, Statistics, 1971

Professor Specialty: Discriminant Analysis, Non-

Syracuse University parametric Reliability

Dept. of Computer & Information Science Assigned: SAM

313 Link Hall
Syracuse, NY 13210

(315) 423-2811

Dr. David F. Miller DeLriee: PhD, Applied Mathematics, 1979

Assistant Professor Specialty: Optimization Theory, Optimal

Wright State University Control

Mathematics Dept. Assigned: FDL

Dayton, OH 45435

(513) 873-2068/2785

Dr. Levon Minnetyan Djegree: PhD, Structural Mechanics, 1974

Assistant Professor Specialty: Nonlinear Structural Analysis,

Clarkson College Structural Dynamics

Dept. of Civil & Enviromental Assigned: FDL

Engineering

Potsdam, NY 13676

(315) 268-4432

Dr. Rex C. Moyer Degree: PhD, Microbiology, 1965

Director & Associate Professor Specialty: Oncology, Microbiology, Virology,

Trinity University Tissue Culture

Thorman Cancer Laboratory Assigned: SAM

Box 191, 715 Stadium Drive

San Antonio, TX 78218

(512) 736-7231/7235

Dr. Steven B. Newman ?e ee: PhD, Atmospheric Sciences, 1978

Assistant Professor CpeciaI : loud & Precipitation Physics,

Central Community State College Analysis & Forecasting

Physics Dept. Assigned: GL

1615 Stanley St.

New Britain, CT 06050

(203) 827-7341

Dr. Eugene E. Niemi Jr. DLLar[e: Ph), Mechanical & Aerodynamic

Associate Professor Eng ineer ing
University of Lowell Spe !Lic lty: Avrodyi|amics, Fluid Mechanics,

Mechanical Engineering Dept. Thermodynamics
One University Ave. Assietd: AFDC

Lowell, MA 01854

(617) 452-5000 X 2768/2312

Dr. Samuel Noodleman 1ke.Lrv,: B.S., Electrical Engineering, 1937

Adjunct Professor Sp ailty: Electric Machines, Rare Earth

University ef Arizona Magnel Materials
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: APL

Tucson, AZ 85721

(602) 626-5210
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY

ASS I GNMENT

Dr. William N. Norton D~egree: l'hl), Entomology, 1975

Assistant Professor SVec ia.!_tY : lectron Microscopy, Insect

Southeastern LA University P'hsiology, Cell Biology, Histology

Biology Department Assi ned : AMRL

Box 335 A....A.
Hammond, LA 70402

(504) 549-2173

Dr. Alan H. Nye Degree: PhD, MEchanical & Aerospace Science,

Assistant Professor I(J/5

Rochester Institute of Technology SptcIatl ILy: Solar Magnt'tohydrodynamics

Mechanical Engineering Dept. Assi jwed: (;IL

I Lomb Memorial Drive

Rochester, NY 14623

(716) 475-6b63

Dr. Thomas E. Nygren Iejr c,: I'h), Q nt it ,t iwy, Psychology, 1975

Assistant Professor Specialty: Mcasurenent & Scaling; Mathe-

Ohio State University inatical Models of Decision Making

Dept. of Psychology Assiuvd: AMRL

404C W. 17th Avenue

Columbus, OH 43210

(614) 422-2935

Dr. William W. Payne D11re): li), Civil Engineering, 197b

Associate Professor Sp/ec_5ialtv: Structural Design & Analysis

Virginia Military Institute Assigned: I"SC

Civil Engineering Dept.

Lexington, VA 24450

(703) 463-6331

Dr. John E. Powell Dt trLc: lDBA, Q uiitit ive Business Analysis,

Professor I 9i2

University of South Dakota Sjpwe_iay : Computer Applications to Business

School of Business A_s s___d : LC

Dept. of Mathematics

Vermillion, SD 57069

(605) 677-5231

Dr. Robert HI. Puckett h.g ev: Phl), Political Science, 1961

Professor Spec ialty : IIS F ,re ign Policy; American

Indiana State University Nat ioinal Security Policy

Dept. of Political Science A. si ,niled: A!

Terre Haute, IN 41809

(812) 2J2-6311 X 2591

)r. G. Frederic Reynolds IhD). t: P11), Clht, istly, 1959

Professor S11, ci altv: l'hvsical ChemistrV (Spectroscopy)

Michigan Technological University ,, Organic Molecules

Dept. of Chemical & Chemical Enginec ring Ass. igiid: I'I SRI.

Htoughton, Mi 49931

(906) 487-2054

- xi-
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY

ASSIGNMENT

Dr. Richard 0. Richter Degree: PhD, Chemistry, 1959
Assistant Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry (Spectroscopy)
Washington University of Organic Molecules
Civil & Environmental Engineering Assigned: ESC

Pullman, WA 99164
(509) 335-2147/3175

Dr. John J. Riggs Degree: PhD, Pharmacology, 1976

Assistant Professor Specialty: Cardiovascolar Pharmacology
Tuskegee Institute Assigned: AMRL
Dept. of Pharmacology
School of Veterinary Medicine
Tuskegee Institute, AL 36088

(205) 727-8471

Dr. Edward J. Rinalducci Degree: PhD, Experimental Psychology, 1966
Professor Specialty: Vision & Visual Perception,
GIT Engineering Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: HRL (Williams)
Atlanta, GA 30332

(404) 894-4260/2680

Dr. John M. Roberts Degree: PhD, Metallurgical Engineering, 1960
Professor Specialty: Elastic-Anelastic & Plastic
Rice University Deformation of M.terials
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: APL

& Mathematical Science

P.O. Box 1892
Houston, Texas 77001

(713) 527-8101 X3590

Dr. Thomas A. Roth DPe : PhD, Metallurgical Engineering, 1967
Associate Professor Specialty: Metallurgical Engineering
Kansas State University Assigned: ML
Dept. of Chemical Engineering
Durland Hall

Manhattan, KS 66506
(913) 532-5584

Dr. Charles D. Sanders Degree: PhD, Education & Counseling Psychology
Professor Specialty: Psychological Measurement &

Coppin State College Evaluation
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: HRL (Williams)
2500 W. North Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21216

(301) 383-7410

Dr. Sarwan S. Sandhu Derev,: Chemi,cal Engineering, (.omlLion, 1973
Assistant Professor SpecL/ lty: C(ombusL ion, Heat Transfer, Effect
University of Dayton EVectritctl Fields on Heat Transfer
Chemical Engineering Dept. Kinetics, I'Itavmodynamics & Laser
300 College Park Ave. Interferometry
Dayton, OH 45469 Assigned: API
(513) 229-2627 -xii-
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NAME/ADDRESS Degree, SpecialLy, Laboratory

Assignment

Dr. Gerald W. Simila D ejre: PhD, Geophysics, 1980

Assistant Professor Specialty: Seismology

California State University/Northridge AssiGned: WI.

Dept. of Geological Science

18111 Nordhoff St.
Northridge, CA 91330
(213) 885-3541

Dr. Vina Y. Sloan Dvjree: MS, Industrial Engineering, 1981

Professor Spec LL ty : Operations Research Techniques;

Eastern Washington University Corporate Planning
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HOMOGENEOUS COMPRESSION OF RAPIDLY SOLIDIFIED

ALUMINUM POWDER ALLOY BILLETS

by

William S. McCain

ABSTRACT

A program to collect data required for developing constitutive

equations for compressible solids was initiated. Billets of partially

dense, rapidly solidified aluminum alloy CT-91(x7091) were warm and hot

compressed under homogeneous strain conditions to develop flow curves and

strain rate sensitivity data. These data are to form the basis for further

work in materials behavior modeling, process modeling and process model

validation.
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1. INTRODUCTIONs

The U.S. forging industry is comprised of approximately 300

companies with $6 billion in annual sales and 75,000 employees.

Productivity in this industry is vital for the nation's needs in

transportation(automotive, aircraft), defense(ammunition, aerospace),

and energy(drilling, turbines) areas. Research in aerospace technology

has emphasized near net shape technology which includes such unit

operations as powder metallurgy(P/M) produced preforms, hot die and

isothermal forging and conventional forging.

In defining the goals of the Material laboratory, the following

observations were considered:

(a) Costs and availability of energy and materials are a

problem for the entire industry.

(b) In conventional hot Impression-die forging about 50% of the

cost of forging is due to material utilization. On the average, nearly

30% of the incoming material, i.e., 15% of the forging costs, is lost

into the flash as scrap. Thus, the trend is to forge flashless to near

net dimensions. This requires innovation and improved engineering.

(c) Skilled die designers and die makers are key to a

successful forge shop operation. However, according to the Forging

Industry Association, there is and will continue to be a shortage of

die makers. Therefore, CAD/CAM techniques must be developed and

utilized to increase the productivity of die making.

(d) Often in the development of a forging process for a new

part, extensive and expensive die trials and modifications are necessary.
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A scientific understanding of metal flow and use mathematical methods for

designing forging processes is not widely accepted in the industry. Most

of current process development is by trial-and-error.

(e) The use of warm forging t chniques, the temperature being

dependent on the specific alloy, would benefit all of the aerospace forging

companies. It would allow them to produce parts at lower total energy con-

sumztlon, parts with more complex geometries and parts with controlled

properties. Forging designed by metal flow analysis will also permit the

design of preform shapes (blocker dies).

kK ) The Metals and Ceramics Division has a major in-house and

contractual program in powder metallurgy with emphasis on rapid solidifi-

cation technology. Research on rapidly solidified powders has stressed

alloy development with particular emphasis being given to the hardware end

of the development. Very little attention has been given to processing P/Y

billets into precision shapes with desirable mechanical properties.

This aspect of rapid solidification technology must receive increasing

attention to realize the benefits of this new technology.

Based on the above observations, this work is concerned with the

analytical modeling of deformation processes used to fabricate parts from

P/11 billet materials that may only be partially dense.

The objective of the research is to develop analytical models for

metal flow analyses and microstructure/property control in compressible

P/M materials. The task areas for this work ires

MATERIAL BEHAVIOR MODELIING

PROCESS MODELING

PROCESS MODEL VALIDATION

The tasks on material behavior modeling and on process modeling

will provide the science base and data necessary for predicting how a P/M
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preform material that is not fully dense flows and compacts during shape

making. The process model validation task will demonstrate the ability to

predict by comparing analytical predictions with laboratory studies of metal

flow and property/microstructure relationships.

11. OBJECTIVES

The objective of the project is to collect data required for developing

constitutive equations and a workability model for X 7091 aluminum P/M alloy.

These data will be subsequently used for developing materials behavior

models for the above alloy.

111. TDCHNIC L APPROACH

Previously(1 ) cold compaction, vacuum sintering and vacuum hot pressing

studies had been performed to develop laboratory methods for preparing

specimens or billets for subsequent mechanical property test as a function of

temperature, strain rate and relative density. Procedures for producing

controlled density preforms(billets) were developed, based on degassing and

trial compaction experiments conducted at different combinations of pressure,

temperatures and time

Using an ingstrom testing machine, continuous tests were used to generate

data for constitutive equations. *Specimens 15 mm by 10 mm diameter with

relative densities 0.75, 0.85 and 1.0 and sintered for four hours at either

10500F or 11000F were used for the test. The test temperatures 2000C, 275°C

3500C and 4500C. Strain rates covered a range from about 10 - to 10 - 1 s - 1

a range sufficient to cover rates normally encountered during precision
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forging of aluminum alloys.

To determine strain rate sensitivities, strain rates were doubled after

0.5 true plastic strain.

To insure homogeneous deformation, both ends of the billet were coated

with a MoS2 paste, and compression was carried out on smooth flat dies.

Iv. RE SULTS

Figures 1 and 2 are plots for true stress versus true strain. Fig. 1

at the various temperatures and Fig. 2 for different strain rates. For

both figures relative densities are 0.75 and 0.85 and the sintering temperature

was 1100 0 F. At all true strains, the flow stress for 0.85 relative density

specimens is greater than that for 0.75 relative density specimens at

corresponding strains. This indicates that initial relative densities

influence the flow stresses. This fact must be taklen into account in the

development of the constitutive equations. Even in the hot wor;ing r'.nge,

tbc flow curve still shows some hardening, which is apparently due to

densification.

rigure 2 shows that at a given strain, as the flow stress increases, the

strain rate sensitivity increases. Ibis increase in flow is greater in the

higher strain rate region. his behavior indicates greater r-ate sensitivities at

the higher strain rates for compressible b dies . Fully dense or incom-

pressible solids, on the other hand, show greater rate sensitivities at lower

strain rates. The difference in this regard between compressible and in-

compressible bodies require further investigation to determine the deformation

mechanism operative in compressible solids,
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Figures 3 and 4 show the flow curves for specimens sintered at 10500F

with relative densities of 0.75 and 0.85. In general, the behavior is the

same, as for 11000F sintered specimens. This fact would indicate that the

sintering temperatures have no appreciable influence on either flow stress or

strain rate sensitivity.

V. REC0MMENDATIONS

The compression tests should be extended to samples with a relative

density of 1.0 i.e., fully dense billets; after which the data can be used

for developing constitutive relations among the process parameters.

Microstructure studies should be conducted to identify the deformation

for the anomalous strain rate dependence of the strain rate sensitivity in

CT-91 (X7071). In this regard parallel studies of the ingot metallurgy

counterpart of CT-91 should also be conducted to help explain the diffzrence

in strain rate sensitivity.

The apparent lack of influence of the sintering temperature on either

flow stress or rate sensitivity deserves further investigation. Sintering

parameters(tempe'-ature and tine) were too confined.

A broader investigation of sintering..and its influence on flow stress

and strain rate sensitivity would be useful in the pursuit of the optimum

processing parameters for this alloy. These studies should include vacuum

hot pressing at temperatures in the 9750F vicinity. The treatment times

should be selected to develop several levels of relative densities.
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IMAGING RADAR AUTOFOCUS UPDATE OF AN

INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM BY MEANS

OF A KALMAN FILTER

by

William S. McCormick

ABSTRACT

The value of an Autofocus update of an INS is investigated. Three

cases are considered: (1) centripedal acceleration only; (2) centripedal

and line-of-sight acceleration; and (3) centripedal and line-of-sight

acceleration as well as attitude error effects. The extended Kalman filter

configuration was employed using the versatile SOFE Monte Carlo simulation

program. Measurement matrices were defined for each of the three cases.

Simulation results indicated an observability problem for Case (1).

Suggestion for further work was included.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Imaging radar (SAR) has become an increasingly important all weather

sensing technique for both reconnaissance and weapon delivery applications.

Briefly stated, imaging radar provides high azimuth resolution by co-

herently processing the naturally occurring doppler return over the

synthetic radar aperture. Because of the phase coherence requirement,

any phase error accumulated over the aperture time will result in both a

loss of resolution and a higher sidelobe level. Under normal circum-

stances, the radar processor will use the dynamic output of the inertial

navigation system (INS) to compensate for aperture phase perturbations.

Unfortunately, a typical unaided INS system will have an error state

vector that increases with time until the imaging performance of the SAR

radar becomes seriously degraded.

In order to correct for the uncompensated phase error, a number of

iterative image restoration techniques have been developed under the

generic name of "Auto-Focus" (AF) techniques. Although the details of the

algorithms are propietary, most autofocus techniques estimate various

orders (e.g. quadratic, cubic, etc.) of phase error by measuring the

relative displacement of a point target as processed in contiguous sub-

arrays. Since the AF techniques must attempt a location estimate of a

point target and since that target resolution is itself degraded by the

phase error, it naturally follows that there will be a "lock-in" value

for maximum accumulated phase error that must not be exceeded for success-

ful autofocus operation. However, since the Auto-Focus algorithm is

quite accurate and can essentially eliminate the phase error (provided

it is operating within its "lock-in" range), it could also provide a

potentially useful means of updating the INS system every aperture time.

Assuming the AF scaler measurement contains adequate information on the

INS error state vector, it would therefore appear possible to bound the

growth of the error state vector by somehow integrating the AF measure-

ment with the INS system. Performed optimally, such an AF update could

well improve the INS-dependent SAR processor to such an extent that the

AF mission time ("lock-in") is extended well beyond its present limit.

The optimal integration or augmentation of various sensors has

traditionally been performed using the Kalman filter algorithm. Many
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sensors have been considered for INS augmentation including doppler radar,

monopulse position fixing, star-trackers and loran/Omega type systems.

No consideration has, however, been given to the potential value of AF

algorithms as an INS update. With regard to the AF-INS Kalman filter

update, a number of questions must be addressed. Some of these questions

are as follows:

(1) questions of observability or simply whether the scaler AF measure-

ment contains enough information about the INS error state-vector to

provide a useful filter update.

(2) given the nonlinear nature of the AF measurement, the effects of

trajectory dependent nonlinear noise must be considered.

(3) since the Kalman filter will have a deleted state vector, the question

of filter convergence must be investigated when the AF update is used.

II. OBJECTIVES

The principal objective of this study was to investigate the value of an

"Auto-Focus" update of an INS using the Kalman filter algorithm. In

particular, as discussed in Section I, the study will consider the value

of the AF update as a means of extending the AF mission time or, equiva-

lently, the time before the AF algorithm loses lock. A detailed

consideration of observability, the effects of nonlinear noise and

filter convergence will be considered for the following cases:

Case A: In the simplest case, only the centripedal acceleration term is

considered as a contributor to quadratic phase error. This case

implicitly assumes that the velocity vector is constant which is

clearly an oversimplification.since this measurement comprises

only one scaler measurement and involves only 3 of the 13 state-

variables, the question of observability is very important in this case.

Case B: For this case, the line of sight acceleration component is

included as a source of quadratic phase error. Such a measure-

ment is still scaler and nonlinear but now involves 9 of the 13

state-variables.

Case C: The attitude error states are included in their measurement which

increases the total number of state-variables involved in the

measurement to 12.
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Case D: Using the complete measurement of the 12 state-variable dependent

AF update of Case C, an investigation will be made into the per-

formance degradation suffered by the Kalman filter when its measure-

ment matrix is defined by the more computationally efficient

assumptions of Cases A and B.

III. EVALUATION OF QUADRATIC PHASE ERROR

As developed in reference 2, the phase error, T(t), generated by air-

craft motion over the aperture time can be represented in a Taylor series as,

(47 LR ~to) + [ R(t) t2 .j 1
T t) [R7) + [a~/t t a L

It is assumed in this study that the phase error is predominately low-

frequency in origin and can be approximated well by neglecting the third

order and higher terms of equation (1). Implicit in this statement is the

assumption that both the line of sight and centripedal accelerations are

constant over the aperture time. Referring to Figure 1, the centripedal

acceleration component, (Vi) /R, will accumulate a quadratic phase error

over an aperture time, T, equal to

2

CENT 

(

giving, with V = V sin 0, an accumulated phase error, of,

(tI  < 2- ) V2 sin 2 8--T 2 ( )V2  3

(t)I t=T ( [ R n j = KE

CENT

where K is a system constant.

CENTby 47) (
The line-of-sight (L.O.S.) acceleration component of (I- is given

by

4(t) 47 T

L.O.S. .O.S. L.O.S)

=\ A (4)
=L.O.S L.O.S. L.O.S)
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In the study, the assumption is also made that the antenna phase center

is coincident with the body centroid of the aircraft. This assumption merely

neglects the lever arm effects between phase center and body center and is

quite reasonable physically; it also offers a considerable simplification

since it essentially equates the aircraft (INS) and antenna reference systems.

IV. THE EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER

A voluminous literature exists on the Kalman filter. Basically, it is a mini-

mum variance, recursive estimator that generates the optimum conditional

mean estimate. In the usual continuous-discrete measurement form, the

linear Kalman filter propagates the estimate, R(t), and covariance, Pf(t),

according to the dynamic equations,

X f(t) = F(t) xf(t) (5)

and

f(t) = F(t) Pf(t) + Pf(t) F Tt) + Qf(t) (6)

where F(t), Qf(t) are the filter dynamics and input noise levels respectively.

At measurement time, the filter weights the new measurement according to its

signal to noise properties and by the current state of knowledge of the state

vector as expressed by the propagated covariance, P f(t). The measurement

and update operations are defined by the gain matrix, K, as follows:

K P_ HT [H P_ HT + RI (7)
f f f

X = X + K [Z - H f] (8)

P = Pf - K H Pf (9)

where H is the measurement sensitivity matrix, R is the measurement noise

covariance, and Z is the measurement itself.

Since both the INS dynamics and the autofocus measurements are highly

nonlinear, the above linear Kalman filter cannot be directly applied in the

form of equation 5 through 9. Rather, the extended Kalman filter is used

where the F(t), H(t) are now linearized about some estimated trajectory as,

F(t;Xf) = *f(Xf;t) (10)
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and

h~,kf (X f;t i )H(ti;Xf) = X X X (l

f Xf .-f =-f

Figure 2 illustrates the extended Kalman filter configuration.

Although Figure 2 represents the usual or direct configuration, it is

not an attractive configuration for INS applications because of the high

computational requirements involved in propagating the full vector estimate,

Xf(t). The indirect or error-state vector configuration is the approach

normally used. This approach propagates the nonlinear, dynamic equation,

f(Xf;t), by linearizing about the trajectory as is already done with the

covariance propagation. The time variation of the error state-vector is

much slower than the full state vector which therefore permits real time

operation.

V. THE KALMAN FILTER SIMULATION USING "SOFE" WITH THE LN-15 INS DYNAMICS

In order to study the effectiveness and sensitivity of the nonlinear

Kalman filter, a Monte Carlo simulation is usually performed. In such a

simulation, the actual measurement is generated by what is referred to as

the "truth" model which is simply a higher order model of the particular

INS under investigation. For the sake of the simulation, the "truth" error

state-vector, X s(t), is considered as the actual error-vector which then

allows the best Kalman estimate to be written directly as "true" + X (t) --s

Xf(t) where the "true" trajectory is a tape input corresponding to some

maneuver. The measurement is now written as

Measurement = (TRUE - PREDICTED) + NOISE (12)

where the TRUE corresponds to the nonlinear measurement as given by the

trajectory values and the PREDICTED is the nonlinear measurement as given

by the best Kalman filter estimate, "True" + X (t) - X (t). The noise is

white, Gaussian measurement noise with a covariance of Rf.

During the study, the versatile Monte Carlo simulation program called

SOFE was used exclusively. This program was written by Mr. Stanton Musick

of the WPAFB Avionics Lab and features a variable -5- step integration sub-

routine and the Carlson sequential square root matrix inversion routine for

Kalman filter gain, K, calculation.
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The INS model chosen was the local-level Honeywell LN-15 system defined

as a 1 n.m./hr.system. As listed in Appendix I, the "truth" model has 47

state variables and the filter model has 16 state variables.

VI. OBSERVABILITY TEST

Since the update on measurement constitutes an attempt to update a 13

state vector with a single scaler measurement, the question of observability

becomes important. In the problem at hand, the question can be phrased as

follows: "Is the implicit coupling of velocity, acceleration, and attitude

components as contained in the LN-15 dynamics equations sufficient to allow

the Kalman filter to update each vector component in the proper proportion."

As developed in reference 5, a measurement can be shown to be observable

if the following observability matrix, (P, is invertible;

£D FT T' T)2 HT' T T1

H ( HI (FTH'= F H'(F) Hi...',( H(13)
L I i

the matrix is a square nxn matrix. The degree of observability of the measure-

ment can be quantified by the condition number, C, of 4 defined as

C Determinant of 1' (14)1 1,P II

VII. THE MEASUREMENT AND H MATRICES FOR CASES AB, AND C

Case A: Centripedal Acceleration Only

Referring to Section 11, the measurement can be written directly as

K C (VT V 2  +VT ) - n (15)
CENT T + T~ T en n

where (VT , VT , VT ) is the time velocity vector of the tape trajectory and
e n z

(V , Vn9 V ) is the best estimate of velocity given by

V = VrT + XS(4) - XF(4)

e

V =-VT
n T + XS(5) - XF(5) (16)n

Vz = V + XS(6) - XF(6)
z
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where the first order perturbation of (13) yields the H matrix given as

H(4) = - 2 KCENT (VT + XS(4) - XF(4))

H(5) = - 2 KCENT (VTE + XS(5) - XF(5)) (17)

H(6) = - 2 K CENT (VTE + XS(6) - XF(6))

In this case, the nonlinear noise is only second order and has an explicit

expression, RA, given as

RA = KCENT [(XS(4) - XF(4))2 + (XS(5) - XF(5)) 2 + (XS(6) - XF(6))2],(18)

Case B: With Line of Sight But Without the Attitude Error

Referring again to Section III, the measurement term includes Case A

plus the nonlinear term due to the line of sight acceleration given as

follows

KL.O.S. [AT cos aT + AT  cos T + AT cos
e n z

A cos a - A cos 8 - A cos (19)

where (cos aT, Cos V cos T) and (cos a, cos 6, cos ) are the true and

estimated direction cosines of the unit vector between the target and the

phase center and , A are the true and estimated values of acceleration.

Since the LN-15 INS dynamic equations are basically second order

(Newton's second law), the acceleration state vector is redundant and can

be generated dynamically as follows

A (Vt - (t-T)/T (20)

where V(t-T) is the velocity vector at the end of the previous integration

interval and r is the current size of the interval itself. The acceleration

vector is augmented as XF(14), XF(15), X(16) respectively. The true and

estimated values of the direction cosines are calculated from the true and

estimated coordinates of the aircraft position relative to the fixed point

target being imaged. The equations are straightforward and are not Included

here.

The derivation of the new entries of the H matrix can be represented

conveniently as the first order coefficients of the Taylor series expansion
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of (17) or

( A ) cos(,x) - ( A ) cos i - (, A) cos YC n

+ (Ae ) sin (C) (6a) + (An ) sin (V) ( ) (21)

+ (A x sin (

where

Ae = AT + XS(45) - XF(14)
e

A = AT + XS(46) - XF(15) (22)
]T

n

A7 = A + XS(47) - XF(16)
T
z

In calculating the expressions of (17) and (19), the geographic frame is

used which requires a position conversion from the earth frame (latitude,

longitude) to (Xe,Xn) in the geographical frame; e.g. (6a) geographical =
en 2

(R /RF) 6 where R = REARTH (l.-2c + 3 sin (L) + h) given that R EARTH =

radius of earth, e = eccentricity, and h equals estimated altitude and; the

RF value equals the radius vector length from the imaged point target to the

antenna phase center.

With regard to expression (19), the inclusion of position error in the

form of ( ,J, 6i, Sy) is a direct result of the imaging radar anplication

where the unit pointing vector has one end :ixed at the imaged point

throughout the entire aperture time while the other vector end fluctuates

according to the uncertainty of the aircraft position. Such a position

uncertainty term is not present in the H-matrix of the doppler-INS augmenta-

tion since the doppler measurement is not referenced to specific target

points; i.e. the unit vector merely slides along the ground in a parallel

fashion and is not fixed at one specific target.

For Case B, the nonlinear noise term is the sum of the nonlinear noise

of Case A and a remainder term of the Taylor series expansion of expansion

of (19) which can be handled as follows
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R(remainder) f e t 6 ^1 + nIM 160 M

^ ^ 2 2 2

+ IAZIM L(-vIM + 16AelM + 16 A i 2

M M

+ 8Aj I+ IAel 16aIM IIAeIM

+ JA I I & I 11 + IAz I 6M 16Azl M) (23)

where the subscript, M, refers to the maximum value expected over normal

operation. Since this term is not known apriori, it is impossible to

compensate for; however, under normal convergence, the nonlinear noise is

expected to be mashed by measurement noise.

Case C: Attitude Errors Included

The attitude error vector in geographical coordinates is given as

= (C n c z ) which leads directly to an additional nonlinear measure-

ment component given as

'L.O.S. ATe 
COS (tT + AT Cos T + ATz cos YT

A cos (a + E ) - A cos (U +

-A cos (y + c (24)

The H matrix for c results from the perturbation term A • A, where

A is the acceleration and 6A is the perturbation of the unit vector due

to attitude error. As developed in Reference 6, the perturbation can be

expressed as follows

(A)T ('A) t ) (25)

where ( A) is the shew-symmetric matrix given by

= z I ] CP F (26)

-C i l l i
y x
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n
where C is the platform to geographical transformation matrix for a

wander azimuth mechanization given in terms of wander angle, at, as

C os CZ sin a 0

C = sin a Cos a 0 (27)

c0s0 0

and where 4 is the azimuth squint angle. Upon expanding, expression (26)

becomes the column matrix

cos a cos 4 + F z (sin ai cos C) - c sin
Z ^

C (Cos a cos 4) + (sin a cos 4) + c sin (28)
A x

Cy (Cos a cos C) - x (sin a cos 4>) + sin

which from (25) leads to the expression for the new [H] components

[An] (An) = [H]T  (29)

or

H(7) = (An ) {cn (cos a cos E)- e (sin a cos 4) + sin 4}

- (A) {- z (cos a cos 4)+ (sin a cos) + ce sin4>}

H(8) = - (A e ) { n (Cos a cos C) - e (sin a cos 4) + sin 4}

+ (A {cos a cos 4 + c (sin a cos r) - c sin 4}zz y

H(9) = (A) f-Cz (cos (t cos 4) + (sin a cos 4)

+ (sin 4)} - (An) tcos c Cos

+ E (sin a cos - n sin 4} (30)
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VIII. COMPUTER RESULTS

A. General Remarks

Major problems were encountered during the simulation with filter

divergence and the "debugging" of computer execution errors. With regard to

the "debugging" problem, it is indeed unfortunate that the WPAFB Cyber CDC

possesses such a poor execution error diagnostic; many hours were spent in

intriguing but unnecessary searches for yet another mode error. On the other

hand, the problem of filter divergence was not unexpected and could in

general be traced to one or all of the following three contributors:

1. The effect of higher order terms resulting from the nonlinear nature

Qf the Autofocus measurement.

2. The lack of observability (or whether there is enough information

in the update) in the measurement itself, which will allow IXS-XFI

to accumulate indefinitely.

3. The reduced state nature of the filter model.

The SOFE simulations were generally run over an 80 sec. trajectory with

a 4 or 8 sec. Auto-Focus update interval. The available trajectory was a

low-speed, low-altitude trajectory with some degree of maneuvering present.

B. Case A:

Using the complete nonlinear measurement of (15), the early runs were

found to be divergent; that is, the difference; IXS-XFI became increasingly

large. -Originally, it was thought that the nonlinear noise contribution to

the update [which, from simple algebra, can be expressed as {(DS') 2/2(VT DS')}

where DS'=XS-VY and VT is the true velocity] was the fundamental cause of the

divergence. To counteract this effect, the measurement noise was increased

but still tae filter remained divergent. To resolve the role of the nonlinear

noise effect, the nonlinear or higher-order terms were simply subtracted

thereby linearizing the measurement. This was possible only in Case (A)

where the higher order term (2nd order) was known in closed form; it is, of

course, impossible to subtract this term in practice since XS is unknown.

However, the filter continued to remain divergent even with this extreme

fix which seem to suggest that the higher order terms were not the funda-

mental cause of the divergence.

The next factor considered was model divergence or the effect of the

reduced order of the filter error state-vector. The deleted state problem
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is especially serious in the high measurement accuracy case {e.g. Autofocusl

since the filter, as expressed by its propagated covariance, becomes over-

confident as to the accuracy of its estimate and ignores further measurement

updates. In such a situation, the subtle differences between the truth and

filter are accentuated and the filter eventually diverges. The standard

technique for controlling this type of divergence is to artifically inject

noise into the propagating covariance either by increasing the initial

covariances or by introducing ficticious process noise (Qf. terms). Both
2

methods were tried and eventually a Qf level of 320 ft/sec in the velocity

states was found effective in controlling divergence. Even though this

intellectually unsatisfying approach did control gross divergence, the

updates themselves were not anymore effective; that is, the Kalman gain

vectors were not receiving and processing the reassurement in an effective

manner. By a process of elimination, the question of observability therefore

became the center of attention. Initially, the observability matrix of (13)

was programmed on the computer with a term added, d{(FT)i-l HT), to the

T Tt
(FT) H column to account for the time varying nature of F(t) as the

operating point moved along the trajectory. Immediately, it became

apparent that the 13 state observability matrix would be singular (zero

determinant) because of the non-interactive longitude channel [first row

of F1 and the three {0} columns of the gyro-drift states. Accordingly, the

13 state matrix was reduced to 9 states and the program was rerun over the

usual trajectory. The results indicated very marginal observability with

the condition number of the 4) matrix lying between 0 and 10- 201 These

results, of course, apply to this particular trajectory only; other

trajectories may possess better observability particularly violent maneuvers

where all three velocity components are non-zero and rapidly changing. As

an added support for the observability argument, Appendix I1presents a 2nd

order system with a simila- nonlinear measurement; the observability

criterion indicates regions of non-observabillty In the (XI,X 2 ) state

space.

Although the properties of the observability matrix are an analytically

satisfying way of investigating observability, a more direct way is to simply

look at the change in covariance at update. Referring to Figure 3(a,b,c),
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for a high ficticious Qf i. the velocity states of 32, only the north

velocity component receives a significant update while the other velocity

components and the 10 other state variables are essentially unaffected.

Figure 4(a,b,c) shows the update effect for a lower Qf of 3.2; in this case,

the effect is less dramatic due to the lower absolute value of the covari-

ance. However, the large correction at the first update is interesting and

was also reflected in an excellent initial filter update. For some reason,

the quality of the update was not maintained. Figure 5(a,b,c) gives the

covariance propagation for QF = 0 when the filter becomes divergent. The

rapid monotonic decrease in /Pf is an indication of the filter's absolute

confidence in its erroneous state estimate which leads finally to the

divergence. From the covariance plots, it would therefore appear that only

the north component of velocity is observable for this particular trajectory

given the LN-15 dynamics. The system observability should however improve

in Case (B) and Case (C) since more state variables are included in the

measurement matrix.

C. Case B:

While conceptually straightforward, the inclusion of the acceleration

state vector in the SOFE simulation proved to be quite difficult. A fixed

step integration mode was used for simplicity but problems were encountered

trying to circumvent the 5 step numerical integration routine that is a

permanent feature of SOFE. Many mode or execution errors were encountered.

It was only on the last day of the ten week period that a "successful" run

was completed. Early results indicate an improvement in observability based

on the propagated covariance. The conditioning of the observability matrix

was not checked however.

A follow-on grant proposal will propose completing Cases B,C, and D and

resolving the observability question.
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IX. RECOMMENDATIONS

tn a follow on grant proposal, I will recommend the following tasks:

(1) Cases B,C and D should be completed as outlined. Special attention

should be given to the relative importance of observability and non-

linear noise in all three cases. It should be emphasized that only an

investigation of the complete case (Case C) can resolve the potential

value of the Autofocus update.

(2) If observability should continue to be a problem in Case C, the use of

similarity transformations to isolate the observable and nonobservable

states should be considered. The identification of the observable

states could suggest additional state deletion or addition and also the

type of additional sensor input necessary to augment the Autofocus

update.

(3) Because the Autofocus measurement is essentially a high signal to noise

ratio measure, the presence of nonlinear noise could seriously degrade

its potential usefulness. Accordingly, the use of the iterated,

extended Kalman filter should be considered.

(4) The use of the finite memory technique for controlling filter divergence

should be investigated. This technique is intellectually more satisfying

than merely adding a higher noise level to the covariance propagation.

(5) If and when a satisfactory update is realized, the effects of different

trajectories and update intervals should be investigated.

(6) An adaptive Kalman filter configuration should also be considered. This

suggestion is motivated by an observed improvement in attitude error

observability when the appropriate H matrix entry was zeroed for

velocity components below a certain threshold level.
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APPENDIX I

TRUTH LN-15

STATE
INDEX ERROR SOURCE ERROR MODEL

I EAST LONGITUDE DYNAMIC
2 NORTH LATITUDE DYNAMIC

3 ALTITUDE DYNAMIC
4 EAST VELOCITY DYNAMIC

5 NORTH VELOCITY DYNAMIC

6 VERTICAL VELOCITY DYNAMIC

7 EAST ATTITUDE DYNAMIC
8 NORTH ATTITUDE DYNAMIC

9 VERTICAL ATTITUDE DYNAMIC

10 VERTICAL ACCELERATION DYNAMIC

11 X GYRO DRIFT RANDOM WALK

12 Y GYRO DRIFT RANDOM WALK

13 Z GYRO DRIFT RANDOM WALK

14 X GYRO G-SENS DRIFT. INPUT(X) RANDOM CONSTANT

15 X GYRO G-SENS DRIFT, SPIN(Y) RANDOM CONSTANT

16 Y GYRO G-SENS DRIFT, SPIN(X) RANDOM CONSTANT

17 Y GYRO G SENS DRIFT, INPUT(Y) RANDOM CONSTANT

18 Z GYRO G--SENS DRIFT, SPIN(Y) RANDOM CONSTANT

19 Z GYRO G-SENS DRIFT, INPUT(Z) RANDOM CONSTANT

20 X GYRO G*G-SENS DRIFT RANDOM CONSTANT

21 Y GYRO G*C-SENS DRIFT RANDOM CONSTANT

22 Z GYRO G*G-SENS DRIFT RANDOM CONSTANT

23 X GYRO SCALE FACTOR RANDOM CONSTANT

24 Y GYRO SCALE FACTOR RANDOM CONSTANT

25 Z GYRO SCALE FACTOR RANDOM CONSTANT

26 X GYRO MISALIGNMENT ABT Y RANDOM CONSTANT

27 X GYRO MISALIGNMENT ABT Z RANDOM CONSTANT

28 Y GYRO MISALIGNMENT ABT X RANDOM CONSTANT

29 Y GYRO MISALIGNMENT ABT Z RANDOM CONSTANT

30 Z GYRO MISALIGNMENT ABT X RANDOM CONSTANT

31 Z GYRO MISALIGNMENT ABT Y RANDOM CONSTANT

32 X ACCELEROMETER BIAS RANDOM WALK

33 Y ACCELEROMETER BIAS RANDOM WALK

34 Z ACCELEROMETER BIAS RANDOM WALK

35 X ACCELEROMETER SCALE FACTOR RANDOM CONSTANT

36 Y ACCELEROMETER SCALE FACTOR RANDOM CONSTANT

37 Z ACCELEROMETER SCALE FACTOR RANDOM CONSTANT

38 X ACCEL MISALIGNMENT ABT Y RANDOM CONSTANT

39 X ACCEL MISALIGNMENT ABT Z RANDOM CONSTANT

40 Y ACCEL MISALIGNMENT ABT X RANDOM CONSTANT

41 Y ACCEL MISALIGNMENT ABT Z RANDOM CONSTANT
42 7 ACCEL MISALIGNMENT ABT X RANDOM CONSTANT

43 Z ACCEL MISALIGNMENT ABT Y RANDOM CONSTANT

44 BARD ALTIMETER BIAS FIRST ORDER MARKOV

45 EAST ACCELERATION
46 NORTH ACCELERATION
47 VERTICAL ACCELERATION
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FILTER
STATE
INDEX ERROR SOURCE ERROR MODEL

1 EAST LONGITUDE DYNAMIC

2 NORTH LATITUDE DYNAMIC
3 ALTITUDE DYNAMIC
4 EAST VELOCITY DYNAMIC
5 NORTH VELOCITY DYMAMIC
6 VERTICAL VELOCITY DYNAMIC

7 EAST ATTITUDE DYNAMIC
8 NORTH ATTITUDE DYNAMIC
9 VERTICAL ATTITUDE DYNAMIC

10 BARO ALTIMETER BIAS FIRST ORDER MARKOV
11 X CYRO DRIFT RANDOM WALK
12 Y GYRO DRIFT RANDOM WALK

13 Z GYRO DRIFT RANDOM WALK
14 AZIMUTH MEASUREMENT BIAS FIRST ORDER MARKOV
15 ELEVATION MEASUREMENT BIAS FIRST ORDER MARKOV
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APPENDIX II

It is of interest to analytically investigate the observability of

Case (A). Inasnueb as the F matrix of the LN-15 is far too complicated to

be analytically tractable, a second-order system is instead analyzed

using the nonlinear measurement, X12 + X2K2

Consider the invariant, linear system given by

x + k1  + k2 x = f(t) (A.2.1)

which, in state variable form, becomes

[ [ + (A.2.2)

2  -k 2  -k I1 x 2  f(t)

where the measurement, , is now

=x 1
2 + x2 (A.2.3)

or

T 2x (A.2.4)

2x 
2

for the extended filter. Using expression (13), we have for the observability

matrix, (D,

2xI -2k2x 21 22 (A.2.5)

2x 2xl-2kx x

x2  21 1 2

with a determinant equal to

2 2

x 1 - kI x 1 x 2 + x2  (A.2.6)

which provides the following condition for nonobservability,

2 2

xI - k1 x1 x2 + x2 2 (x-I  c I x 2 ) (x1 -c 2 x2 ) 0 (A.2.7)
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Nonobservable regions of (x,, x2) space (other than origin) are the straight

lines, x - C1x2, if and only if ci, c2 are real numbers which correspond to

the overdamped case which of course describe the F matrix of the highly

overdamped LN-15 INS. Observability with the "Auto-Focus" update will be

further complicated by the sparseness of the LN-15 F matrix and the fact

that the measurement involves only a subset of state AF variables.

In summary, the above analogy does suggest that the AF update may well

have serious observability problems.
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THE UTILITY OF THE ANIMAL MODEL CONCEPT

BY

DONALD F. MCCOY

ABSTRACT

The evaluation of aircrew performance can be accomplished in two

separate but related ways. First, one can explore and describe the

performance capabilities of the human operator under various simulated

environments. Second, a researcher can use the behavior of an animal

(preferably a primate) as a performance model for that of the human

operator. Perhaps this simpler approach will lead to the discovery of

fundamendal behavioral mechanisms which support aircrew performance.

Additionally, the animal preparation enables the use of various invasive

procedures through which physiological substrates of performance can be

elucidated. The viability of the animal model concept was delineated in

two general ways during the reporting period. First, the utility of the

animal preparation was described in a series of weekly seminars dealing

with the logic, methods and application of animal learning concepts.

Second, two animal behavior studies were initiated during the 10 week

report period. These studies are currently in progress. It is believed

that the results of these studies will demonstrate the viability of the

animal model concept. Suggestions for future research along these lines

are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The performance of aircrew personnel is of critical importance in

determining mission effectiveness. The predictibility of mission

effectiveness is, therefore, a direct function of the degree to which we

can provide a through analysis of the individual behaviors which comprise

performance.

In order to provide complete understanding of the behavorial concepts

which determine performance, it is necessary to bring the behaviors into

the laboratory situation and study them under carefully controlled

conditions. It is only in this way that we can isolate, manipulate, and

truly analyze the ways in which such factors determine performance. In

this connection, the concept of simulation has relevance. A subject

might, for example, be placed on a centrifuge and exposed to the

acceleration forces which accompany the critical maneuvers of an aircraft.

Under such conditions his ability to perform a visual tracking task might

be analyzed. It is assumed that performance in the simulated gravity

environment is simular to that which can be expected under actual flying

conditions.

While the above paradigm may seem to be a direct way to assess and

predict pilot performance, it is not without deficiencies, since it is

likely that maximum control is not possible even under these conditions.

The human is a notoriously poor subject for pure behavioral research. In

the first place, the diversity and complexity of past experience makes it

virtually impossible to equate subjects for degree of past learning.

Further, their motivational systems are enormously complex and quite

different across individuals. All of this makes for great degrees of

individual differences in performance levels. Finally, with human

subjects, the scientist is, for moral and/or ethical reasons, limited as

to the degree and type of research he can conduct.

An alternative (but not necessarily incompatable) approach is to

utilize the animal-model concept. Because of the relative simplicity of
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the aniaLinl it is possib[u thut fundamontol behivio len mechanin:ms can be

elucidated. In addition, it is possible with animals to employ invasive

techniques which permit the identification of the physiological substrates

of performance. Finally, the use of animals affords the scientist great

degrees of experimental, behavioral, and statistical control in his

research. In this sense, these animal data are "relatively pure". The

degree to which the animal performance model is applicable to the human is

an empirical question, the answer to which requires that both species be

compared under identical condtions.

One popular measure of performance is the visual tracking task.

Several years ago, we performed some experiments dealing with positive and

negative support systems for tracking behavior in Rhesus monkeys 1. This

research was read with interest by various members of the Acceleration

Branch of the Biodynamics & Bioengineering Division of AMRL. After

visiting this laboratory on several occasions, it was agreed that the

opportunity to apply my skills in this environment for a summer might be

mutually beneficial. It was to this end that my involvement with the AMRL

program in the Acceleration Branch was directed.

II. OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH EFFORT

The overall objective of the research effort was quite general. It

was to demonstrate the utility and viability of the animal model concept.

Several approaches were taken in order to accomplish this objective. They

were as follows:

a. To assume directional responsibility for the animal

performance portion of a previously designed tracking study.

b. To propose and conduct an experiment which brings together to

concept of the Feature-Positive Effect and the development of attention in

primate tracking situations.

c. To provide a series of weekly seminars on the logic,
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techniques, and application of fundamental concepts of animal behavior.

III. TRACKING FOR POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

The primary purpose of this endeavor is to develop a critical

compensatory task which can be used by both human and non-human primates.

This is necessary in order to compare the two species in terms of the

phase plane analysis developed by Repperger el.al. 2 . Clearly, the first

step in such a program is to establish reliable tracking performance in

non-human primates.

Four Rhesus monkeys are receiving training on a visual compensatory

tracking task requiring the subject to maintain a constant velocity

drifting target on a CRT screen. The animals press translucent side

panels on each side of the TV monitor to keep the picture on screen for a

period of 20 seconds. The computer graphics presentation consists of a

transparent container holding a simulated food pellet. The container

moves left or right at a constant velocity. Pressing the side panel

toward which the image is drifting reverses the direction of travel. At

the twentieth second the container tilts completely allowing the "pellet"

to drop out and fall the length of the screen. A pellet dispenser is

located at the bottom of the screen where the actual pellet reward

appears. If during the 20 second presentation the animal allows the

container to drift behind either translucent side panel the container

resumes an upright position and the 20 second timer is reset.

The most cirtical and laborious aspect of this study is the training

of the animals to perform the above described task. This involves chair

training, magazine training, response shaping and target familiarization.

During chair training the animals are placed into restraint chairs daily.

Magazine training consists of teaching the monkeys to accept the sucrose

food pellets when they are delivered into the hopper. Response shaping

involves teaching the animals to press the side panels in order to earn

food pellets. Target familiarization requires that the animals respond

appropriately on the panels in order to control the location of the target
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on the CR . TtQ -tirt )rUcec;!3 requirec different amounts of time for

each subject. bst" animals learn it in a minimum of five weeks.

Currertly, two of the monkeys are in the target familiarization stage

of" training. The remaining two are undergoing response shaping. It is

believed that all subjects will be completely trained within the next

eight weeks. Mainpulation to the various velocity-acceleration

combinations required for the pahse plane analysis will then be

accomplished.

IV. FEATURE POSITIVE AND FEATURE NEGATIVE DISCRIMINATION LEARNING

MAINTAINED BY NEGATIVE REINFORCEMENT

The ability to produce a reliable and efficient protocol for the

development and maintenance of tracking behavior in subhuman primates has

an important bearing on the utility of the animal model concept. From a

behavioral standpoint, the production of tracking behavior in monkeys

requires that the animal learn to (a) attend to specific aspects

(features) of the environment, and (b) respond appropriately to various

configurations of the features.

Infortunately, it is presently difficult to characterize the essential

criteria for producing tracking behavior in animals 1  In part, this i.-

due to the variety of task parameters which have b en used (e.,., pursuit

vs. compensatory tracking, positive vs negative reinforcement, discrete vs

continuous response). However, another equally important problem, and the

one addressed in this research, deals with issue of the development of

attention. Specifically, how can the researcher communicate to a

nonverbal subject the behavioral rules which must be used in order to

produce efficient tracking performance? Stated in a more analytic way,

how can the researcher insure that his animal subjects attend to the

critical stimuli in the tracking situation.

'he concept of attention is currently popuilar in the aroea of animai

earnin,, . Although va-rious theories of attenti en ,xi:J., fill r,ree thnt 'i
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primary element in the development of 9ttention is that the relevant

stimulus is highly correlated with a biologically significant event.

Thus, stimuli which are correlated with (and therefore predictive of)

biologically significant events (such as food or shock) are stimuli to

which the subject will attend. The strength of attention is a direct

function of the degree of correlation.

Related to the concept of attention is a body of literature known as

the Feature Positive Effect (FPE)3 . Basically, this phenomenon deals with

the relationship between stimuli and reinforcers (biologically significant

events). In one such arrangement, a compound stimulus consisting of a

light and tone predicts food. The light alone, however, predicts no food.

The critical element (i.e., feature) in this arrangement is the tone since

this is the stimulus which distinguishes food trials from no-food trials.

Tnis procedure is called feature positive (FP) learning since the critical

stimulus (tone) is correlated exclusively with positive, or food trials.

Fr 1-arning is readily acquired by every organism studied, ranging from

i sr. , rrsi r.3

w, . r-r:,- arrangement, namely, that iight alone

predict t. t, re combiziation produces no food. The

feature [tor,, .- food since it is present. only

on negative (no *",.., r. feature-negative (FN)

task is exceedingly .. fact, most

subjects never learn it at , . ';e rate at

which FP discriminations are iesrr.. -" Lq

known as the Feature-Positive Effect, -

The feature-positive phenomenon is related t .. .

irj even more direct way. An example should be infurnat',,, .

igr.t te presented with an array of light panels, two of' wLicr, Mre r.'i,

, .... " .r ren on 2; trials (i.e., trials on which the animal can

r.wr(J:m ty ;rei;:ing any one of the panels). On S-trials (trails

* : i avai1ble) the array consists of three red panels.

* ,. ... , i f i1 r.:-pu.ut~ve task in which the feature is the green



li1ht. Iinder the~e c on ition:,, the an imin[ wi I I oon direct virtually all

of its responses (panel presses) to the green feature; i.e., that stimulus

element most predictive of food. Whenever and wherever the green light

appears, the animal's response will follow. Thus, the monkey tracks the

feature. In the FN case when the green light appears exclusively on

S-trials, the subject will track negatively; i.e., it will actively avoid

the feature. Thus, the feature-positive paradigm appears to be an

interesting and efficient way to explore the development of attention (and

subsequently tracking) in animals 4 .

Virtually all of the studies concerning the FPE have used positive

reinforcement (i.e., food reward). The present proposal seeks to extend

this body of data by exploring the FPE as supported by negative

reinforcement, shock. This preparation has relevance to the typical

tracking paradigm inasmuch as shock is the usual mode of behavioral

control. Furthermore, it is of interest and importance regarding the

present mission to establish clearly whether the tracking of a feature

which preiicts shock develops in the same manner and form as does that

:±z:uciated with food reinforcement. The degree to which we can specify

tLe development of attention in the negative reinforcement setting is the

iegree to which we can delineate further the essential conditions

necessary to establish tracking behavior in primates.

Experimental Design

i. Avoidance S+ S-

FP 1 lied & 2 Green - Shock Avoidance 5 Green - No Avoid.

PIN (reen - ,hock Avoidance I Red & 2 Green-No

Avoid.

[I. Escape: Feature Predicts Shock

9+  S-

I. 1 Red & 2 Green - Shock (Escape) 3 Green - No Shock

3 Green - Shock (Escape) I Ped & 2 Green-No

:2hoc'k
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III. Escape: Feature Predicts Reinforcement (Shock Termination)

S+ S-

FP I Red & Green - Shock (Escape) 3 Green - Shock (No

(Escape)

FN 3 Green-Shock (Escape) 1 Red & 2 Green

(Shock No Escape)

The response requirement for the animals in this experiment is to press

the appropriate panels on S+ trials so as to escape or avoid shock. If the

critical aspect of attention is determined by the predictability of shock by

the feature, then the FPII group should learn more readily then the FPI or

FPIII groups, since in the latter condition shock is not predictable from the

feature alone. If, however, the critical attentional aspect in the negative

reinforcement situation is reinforcement, (i.e., shock termination), then the

FP I and FP III groups should also learn easily. The differences between

groups FP I and FP III will point to the role of shock-reinforcement

interaction. If the FPE is maintained, learning in the FN conditions should

be universally attenuated.

The actual running of this experiment began late in the reporting period.

Hardware development, computer acquistion and programming and protocol

approval, caused the delay. Consequently, it is too early to report any

definitive results aside from the fact that some learning is beginning to

appear. This experiment will, however, continue beyond the ten week reporting

period. The Acceleration Branch personnel are now qualified to carry out the

remainder of this experiment.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

At this point it is difficult to characterize in absolute terms the status

of the above described experiments since they are not yet completed.

Nevertheless, preliminary results appear favorable. Monkeys are learning the
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food-supported tracking task, and escape and avoidance behaviors are beginning

to emerge under the feature-positive paradigm. At this point then, the animal

performance program appears viable.

Future tracking experiments should become increasingly complex. In

addition, comparison of human and subhuman operators seems desirable and

necessary. The relative utility of positive and negative reinforcement

support systems should be explored also. Finally different types of response

manipulanda should be evaluated. The proposed design to explore these

relationships is a 2X2X2 factorial plan in which combinations of species

(human vs subhuman primate), support source (positive vs negative

reinforcement), and response manipulandum (stick vs panel) are present. This

would be a repeated measures experiment in which various combinations of

target acceleration and velocity are presented in each condition.

Follow-up research on the feature positive problem should examine

conditions which determine the detectability of the feature itself. Various

stimulus blocking and overshadowing paradigms should be studied. In addition,

it seems prudent to empirically examine (and perhaps theoretically couch) the

entire feature positive effect in terms of a signal detection model. These

experiments would begin by exploring the relative saliency of the phenomenon

under various signal (i.e. feature) noise ratios. Finally, in order to

validate the animal model concept, these studies should be replicated using

human subjects.
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VIBRATION-ROTATION RELAXATION IN THE HF LASER

by

Henry A. McGee, Jr.

ABSTRACT

The literature on rotational and vibrational relaxation in HF has been

reviewed. The rates of these processes are critical to the design of

large devices such as ALPHA, and yet our understanding is meagre. The

areas of minimum understanding are identified and recommendations are

made for further work.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rates of vibrational/rotational relaxation processes are critical

in both the design of a large laser such as ALPHA as well as in the final

power efficiency, spectral distribution, and beam quality that one may

expect from the device. The chemistry is

F + H2 4 HF + H

where product 1fF is produced in v=l, 2, and 3. We are here not concerned

with this pumping reaction which is both fast and also channels its

exothermicity into vibration of the product. Rather we are concerned with

the collisional rearrangement or relaxation of the nascent or primitive

product distribution.

For example, in the laser we seek v=3 4 v=2, but significant amounts

of v=3 with a thermal rotational distribution (peaked at about J=2) under-

goes a near resonant collision induced transformation into v=2 and J=14.

To the extent and rate that this occurs, we have lost the laser output at

v=3 > v=2. Alternatively it is also possible that the energy may merely

pool in v=2, J=14 and feed back into v=3 for subsequent lasing to v=2.

These sorts of rearrangements in v and J can occur in many forms as is

clear from a consideration of the complexity of the v, J manifold for HF.

And all of these collisional processes will depend upon the specific

collision partner as well as upon the temperature, i.e., the translational

energy of the impact.

So the relaxation dynamics that we seek are very complex.

I1. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

A relaxation process is the name given to the attaining of an equi-

librium distribution from some non-equilibrium distribution that might

be produced by some fast energy input process. This input rate must

clearly be fast relative to the relaxation rate or else relaxation would

merely follow input, and a non-equilibrium distribution could never be

produced. Suppose 1fF is all in its ground vibrational state (v=O) at T,

we may rapidly place some of these molecules in the v=l state, and if
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the gas temperature is held at T, the vibrational relaxation rate

irrespective of J is

kb
HF(v=I) + HF(v=O) + + HF(v=O) + Hf(v=O)

kf

and

d(F) - kf (HF) 1 (HF) + k (HI) 2

The reverse reaction, kb, is here so small as to be negligible, and

(HF) v=1 = (HF) v1I exp (- kfIFIv=0 t)

We know kb to be insignificant, for the equilibrium constant at T is

large and negative.

The initial non-equilibrium distribution has been produced by chemical

reaction or by laser pumping, and monitoring of the subsequent concen-

tration as a function of time has been accomplished by observing the

emission from v=1 - v-0, or by some laser absorption process such as

vl - v=2. Several problems are immediately apparent.

a) We demand that [HFI << (HF]v=O so that collisions are

only with (HF]v= as the relaxer. This will yield the so-called self-

relaxation rate.

b) We demand that the emission or absorption that is the

probe or diagnostic procedure be directly proportional to the number

density of IHFIv although an absolute measurement is unnecessary.

c) The efficiency of various collision partners is different.

We must develop a kinetic analysis to allow a determination of the k of

the added relaxer since HYJv= 0 will always be present.

d) The rate of relaxation depends upon the specific v. We

want to determine these different rates.

e) Within each v there is a rotational (J) manifold, and we

expect the v-v rate to depend upon this underlying J structure. We may

assue the J states to be at equilibrium, or we can experimentally

determine the J states. We must know the rates of J relaxation to

understand the v rates; the rates of the two modes are theii inter-
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related and to understand one, we must understand the other. Even if we

are only interested in J-J rates, we expect that these rates will depend

upon the v state.

f) In the relaxation of higher v states, we must know if

transitions of Av>l can occur. Just what is the role of multi-quantum

transitions? Insofar as J-J relaxation plays a role in the v-v rates, we

also must know the role of multi-quantum transitions in J-J relaxation.

g) Even the mechanism of v-v relaxation is uncertain. The excited

species may go to v=O and thermal J or it may more resonantly go to v=O and

high J. Either this process or the subsequent J-J rate could then be rate

controlling in the overall relaxation of the HF(v,J) state.

h) Overlaying all of these collision effects are changes in

number density due both to spontaneous and to stimulated emission.

These effects must be sorted from the collisional effects.

In the following pages we will examine each of these issues in

detail and summarize our current best understanding.

III. KINETIC ANALYSIS

The analysis of much experimental kinetic data is similar, so it is

appropriate to sunmerize this prior to reviewing the critical experiments

themselves. We are interested in both vibrational and rotational relaxation

in which the collision partner is the same chemical species as well as that

for other collision partners. The language in the following development is

in terms of vibration but the arguments are equally applicable to rotational

relaxation. Let us look at these in turn.

(a) Self-Relaxation

If a relatively small fraction of HF is excited, the single

quantum relaxation process could be,

HF(v) + HF(v=O,J) HIF(v-1) + HF(v,J)
followed by, HF(v-1) + HF(v=O,J) HF(v-2) + HF(v,J)

and so forth. We here take the temperature to be so low that only v=O

relaxers are present, that is, the temperature is below about 600 K where
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v-l is present only to about 0.1%. Neglecting radiative process, the number

densities of the several species can be written.

dn(v) - k n(v) n(v=O) (1)
dt v

and

dn(v-1) _ kv n(v-1) n(v=O) = k n(v) n(v=O) (2)
dt v-I v

and so on. With n(v=O) essentially unchanged with time, these differential
equations can be integrated to yield

n(v) = n (v) exp(-kvnt) (3)

and

n(v-) = (v)kv [exp(-kv_ nt)-exp(-k nt)i (4)
v- k v  v

v v-i

and so on. Here n is the number density of HF at v=O, n*(v) is the initially

produced number density of n(v), and kv is the rate coefficient of v into
v-I

v-I. We recognize that species may leave v to enter any state, and thus

k = T kV. The actual experimental data will allow us to examine the

probability of single vs. multi-quantum transitions, and we shall return

Channel Number
C U 250 30 DO 50 41(

HF(v=5) + HF

* [v-. -- --" I

P 300 Tarr

n s)

Fig. 1. Overtone vibration fluorescence (Av=3) from HF (v=5). The
solid curve is the difference signal obtained by averaging 500 laser
pulses, and the broken curve is a single exponential fit to the data.
From G. M. Jursich and F. F. Crim, J. Chem. Phys. 74, 4455(1981).
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to this analysis later. To evaluate the fundamental constants, kv, kv-1 ,

kv- etc. we require some analytical measurement of n(v), n(v-1), etc. as av-i
function of time. Note that we do not need the absolute densities, but

rather some measurement proportional to these densities will do.

Suppose we measure some radiative transition such as that in Fig. 1.

Using the equation that we have derived for n(v) vs. t, we find the time,

I III

HF(v=4) + HF

P=I.50 Torr

v= 4 - v'= I
-1= 3.81 u~s - I

.(v-1): 3 -- -v':O0
3 48

-A

4

-- T- = 1.57 /s
- I

C I( .0 25 30

Time (Ls)

Fig. 2. Overtone vibration flourescence (Av=3). (a) Fluorescence from HF(v=4).
The solid curve is the difference signal obtained by averaging 2000 laser pulses,
and the broken curve is a single exponential fit to the data. (b) Fluorescence
from HF(v=3) following excitation of HF(v=4). The solid curve is the difference
signal obtained by averaging 4000 laser pulses, and the broken curve is a fit of
two Iexponenjials Eq. 4 to the data which yields the indicated decay constants

(T4 and T3 ). From C. M. Jursich and F. F. Crim. J. Chem. Phys. 74, 4455(1981).
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-l
T a whith (v) has fai II to I/e of its iniIi I value, Fi(v) , is T = k n°(v)

Sinoc 11 - p/RT, at any experimental T s.od p, we ('an report the (hara.teristic

relaxation as either k , usually in the cm3/molecule s or as a time constant,

T, in s. Fig. 1. depicts T = 15.0 ps for k(v-5) at 300 K and 3.0 torr, Fig.

2(a) is the same sort of fit but for (v=4).

The data of Fig. 2(b) are well represented by Eq. (4) with T4 = 3.48 ps

and 13 = 1.57 ps. The difference between T4 = 3.81 ps and 3.48 ps is an indica-

tion of the experimental error, and we will want to make sufficient measure-

ments to obtain a sense of this overall uncertainty.

25 ,r r I r ' I I

HF(v) + HF

20 v
(P, 0-, 4 69p,,-'to --

A

0 v=4
0 1

I> &

I) 4

*A ,o - - : .tA" ?O

Pre sure (Torr)

Fig. 3. Pressure dependence of observed decay constants for HF(v 3, 4, and 5).
From G. M. Jursich and F. F. Crim, J. Chem. Phys._74, 4455(1981).
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The time constant, T, will be a linear function of the pressure, for

-_I = k n0 (v) = k p/RT (5)
V V

and the slope of such a curve will give k . Such a graph for v=3, 4 and 5
v

appears in Fig. 3 where the line is a least square fit to all the data.

At v=4 then, (pI)-  = 2.36 ps-  torr - which can be converted to k by Eq. (5),

k(v=4) = (p) -1RT = 7.23x10 -1 1 cm 3/molecule s.

(b) Alternate Collision Partners

Consider now a mixture of HF in, say argon, of mole fraction

x(HF). The rate of loss of HF excited to level v is similar to Eq. (2)

which integrates to

TI= n(A)+n(v=O)[kA+x(k HF -kA)A (6)v HF V V

The first bracket is p/RT, and a plot of (pi)-  is then linear in xHF' Such

data for HF(v=4) appear in Fig. 4, and we see from Eq. (6) that the sum of the

slope and intercept is k vF, the self-relaxation coefficient, which can be
V

compared with that determined for v=4 determined in pure HF. In this case,

(p)- = (1.98±4.74)103 + (2.32±0.28)106x in units of (torr s)
- 1. And k4H

F

is 7.21 x 10" 11 cm 3/molecule s which compares very well with the pure HF value.wtkA -14

Argon with k = 6.15xi0 cm 3/molecule s is not nearly as efficient.

Ot' -~ *._T

IF (v 4) Ar / 1

7"70.16

.04

0 0010 000o 0 !Th30

Fig. 4. I/pt vs. x (v=4) in argon. From D. J. Douglas and C. B. Moore,
J. Chem. Phys. 70, R69(1979).

Probability Of Reaction

Rather than specific rate coefficients, some discussions are in terms

rather of probabilities. At equilibrium the forward and reverse relaxation
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rates are equal, and we can write

-kfIHF(J-)I]J+kb 1IfF(,J)IIMI = 0

or
-zP1-  I)I+ZP 1HFun = 0

ZP IRJ-I

where Z is the rate of collision of an HF(J-l) with M and P is the
J

probability that HF(J-1) will be changed to HF(J) in that collision. Both

HF(J-l) and HF(J) are similar in size and intermolecular force field, so

taking Z to be equal for both,

k Ik J- J
f PJ /PJ-]

At equilibrium the ratio of the number of species in adjoining levels is

given by the appropriate Boltzmann factor, and the probabilities are then

related as

J-l JPj Pj~(gj/gj~l) exp[-EE_)/T

Comparing characteristic rates as a specific rate coefficient vs. probabil-

ity as written above, we see that an interconversion will require a collision

frequency. This, in turn will require a collision diameter, and a calculated

probability from a measured rate coefficient will implicitly reflect the

choice made for this diameter.

IV. VIBRATION (EXPERIMENTAL)

There is good evidence that vibrational and rotational relaxation

processes are closely interrelated. But for purposes of discussion, we

will here make this somewhat artificial separation nonetheless.

Both the experimental data as well as theoretical predictions are

in disagreement among themselves as to the extent of processes of Av>l.

Pro Av>1

Some of the most compelling data is from pure rotational lasing of HF from

photoelimination experiments summarized in Fig 5. The earliest and the

strongest lasing occurs at 15-14, 14-*13, or 13412 in each v, and it is

striking that these rotational levels are opposite the thermal J levels
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of the next higher v. At 300 K, the peak rotational population is at J=2,

and 97% of the molecules are found within the J=0 to J=5 range. Even the

very high J lines at 31-30 to 28+27 are at near resonant energy with thermal J

in higher v states. Note that the J=31 state contains 53 kcal/mol of

rotational energy which is about 35% of all available energy from CH 2CHF

and CH 2CF One can well argue that the nascent HF in high v states is

collisionally converted by Av of as much as -5 and J of as much as +26.

This conversion must be fast for these transitions have the highest gain,

U - '-4.-
_, ~ _R Tr -- I- I -o-4- ' -

25 29 $'N'-- 25- " P 101-
1-4-- 28: 24.-0 2

41
-0 0 1

10 '1
01

left column CH2CHF;z right column CH2 CF2 ; arrow width and placement
shows intensity and timing; parent absorption is indicated by rectan-
gles: solid, absorption exceeding 5% per pass; open, exceeding 1%;
horizontal crosshatching shows levels that are in near resonance
with levels n, J=O to 5. From E.R. Sirkin and G.C. Pimentel,
J. Chem. Phys. 75, 604(1981).
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that is, they are earliest to threshold. They are also collision induced,

for the addition of He, Ne, or A decreases time to threshold with effec-

tiveness A>Ne>He. Such high J states could come from the nascent reaction

as well, but it is interesting that a Statistical analysis of the nascent J

population, while not conclusive, nonetheless predicts negative gain at

every J. Other transitions such as 0(16-15), 1(17-16), and 2(18417) are

insensitive to added buffer gas both as regards pressure and moleculer

weight. So these would appear to result from nascent production.

So although these data are not conclusive, they do provide a com-

pelling argument for the production of high J states by nascent means

but also with a large contribution from near resonant fast v-R collision-

ally induced transitions.

Although all calculations do not agree, some trajectory calculations

suggest that transitions of Av>l occur. These calculations are discussed

in detail later in this report.

From the earlier kinetic analysis, we can determine the ratio of the total

molecules out of the level initially excited to the molecules that flow into

and out of the next lower level. If this ratio is nearly one, we can safely

argue that every molecule out of v has gone through v-I and thus a Av of

unity is dominant. The areas under curves like those in Fig. 2 are an

experimental measurement of this ratio provided the intensity from each of

the two transitions is proportional in the same way to the number density of

species in that level. The "corrected" experimental area is the actual

area under the curve multiplied by a collection of efficiency and intensity

factors such as the Einstein coefficient, the quantum efficiency of the

photomultiplier tube detector, the number of laser pulses, etc. A similar

coirection could be written for all experiments in which observed intensity

is to be related to an actual number density. These "corrected" areas may

then be ratioed,

A - k v

A V vdt kv_1

4')-I
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Now if we multiply both sides by k v1/kv,

k vv./k v = (A vi/Av)(kvI/kV )

For excitation of v=4, Crim finds

k4 ,3/k 4 = (A3 /A4)(k 3 /k 4 ) = 0.98 - 0.19

and we conclude that single quantum processes dominate. At least one

other laboratory has reported similar results from a similar analysis.

Experiments to determine the rate of relaxation of vibrationally

excited HF by several species other than HF(v=O) have also reported only

single quantum transitions.

Relaxation by Species Other Than HF(v=O)

The efficiency of added species is

(pT) = (C/RT) [kM+xHF (k FkM)] (7)

Several possibilities are apparent. By knowing x., we can measure T and

p, and deduce kM since we know the self-relaxation rate, k HF, from previous

work. We could plot pT vs. xiHF for a series of mixtures where we measure

I at whatever the convenient pressure. The plot should be straight with

0- -TTTT ,-T 1FT TITT T c10 T

I- HF(vY3) + CH46C I
t C 

4  I0 
II (C

(111 * CI, 1cm3molectla 
Is,

-  "

so-

2 4- 
-It HF CH.*k P$h3 

:

;o ~ (PSF '090 tort)

C". PIkstol, PCN. to,,f)

Fig. 6. Methane pressure dependence of the observed decay constant in a
HF-CH 4 mixture. The arrows indicate the calculated intercept using the
previously determined relaxation rate constant for HiF(v) by HF(0). HF
(v=3), pHF=0.19 0 torr. From J. K. Lampert, G. M. Jursich and F. F. Crim,
Chem. Phys. Lett. 71, 258(1980).
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intercept km and slope (kH. - km) from which we could get another evalua-

tion of km since k is known. Such a plot appears in Fig. 4 for argon

in HF, and such data are available for several relaxers with HF in several

initial v states. Alternatively, one could plot T- vs. the partial pressure

of the relaxer while keeping the partial pressure of HF constant. From Eq. (7)

above, it is clear that this plot will be a straight line of slope km/41T. Such

a curve with CH4 as the relaxer appears in Fig. 6, where the slope is 0.57

(torr ps) - I and kCH 4  1.8 x lo' 1 cm3/molecule s. We may also determine kCH4

from each measurement of T at a particular p(CH 4 ) since we know the total

pressure and kHF. The typical scatter in these individual measurements that

is evident in Fig. 6 suggests that the averaging represented by the determination

from the slope yields a more reliable value of k(CH4).

Interestingly, the deactivation of HF(v=l) occurs over a wide range

of rates from l.lx1O5 (torr s)-I for CIF 3 to 90 (torr s)
-1 for SF6.

There is no theory that successfully describes such data.

Relaxation as a Function of Temperature

The self-relaxation of HF at increased temperatures has been measured

in the same way as depicted in Fig. 2 earlier by merely thermostating the

HF cell at temperatures of interest. The experimental data together with

several comparisons with theory appear in Fig. 7 where the inverse temper-

ature dependence reflects the dominant influence of the van der Waals
2.7

attraction. Note that the relaxation rate scales with v as v at all

temperatures.

An alternate, but less informative, way to present such data derives

from the Landau-Teller analysis which predicts the experimental product,

pT, to be linear in T1 I 3 . The trajectory calculations of Wilkins do in

fact yield such a linear plot, and these same data are also plotted in Fig. 7.

V. ROTATION (EXPERIMENTAL)

The coupling between vibration and rotation remains one of the crucial

unanswered questions. Slow rotational relaxation will mean lower laser power
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Fig. 7. Experimental and theoretical self-relaxation -ates of HF at several

temperatures. From T. J. Foster and F. F. Crim, J. Chem. Phys. 75, in press.
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and a multiline output; whereas fast rotational relaxation allows single line

emission from each vibrational level.

A qualitative, but nonetheless informative, insight into the rate of

rotational equilibration is evident in Fig. 8. The emission when population

is placed in J = 2 follows the injection pulse as does that from nearby in

J' = 0. Population placed progressively further away leaks very rapidly into

the observed P(2) and P(3) lines with that placed furthest away in J, = 5

requiring 1.4 ps for the maximum to arrive in the levels from which the emission

is being observed.

, I,

HF(4), HF

J 4

0

93UO A
Fluorescence

'=

Fig 8. Temporal behavior of overtone vibration fluorescence upon excita-
tion of different rotational states of HF(v=4). The level diagram shows
the excitation and detection scheme in which an initial rotational state
MJY of HF(v=4) is prepared and fluorescence coming primarily from J, = I
and J' 2 is observed. From J. K. Lampert, G. M. Jursich and F. F. Crim,
Chem.Phys, Lett __71, 258(1980).
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The most direct method of observing the rate of rotational relaxation

employs infrared double resonance, as portrayed in Fig. 9. Here population

is placed in (in this case) J=5 of v=1 by a pulse of P(6) from an HF driver

laser or tunable laser. A second cw probe laser then monitors the arrival

of population at J # 5 by absorption. The absorption of the probe laser is

a measure of the difference in population between the affected J levels in

v=l and v=2. But since insufficient energy has been supplied in the pulse

to populate v=2, the absorption measures the population in v=1.

Pure rotational lasing is a serious problem in understanding these

sorts of data as we shall see. These laser transitions have a much more

serious impact upon the populations below the J level that is pumped than

for levels above the pumped level. Let us then consider first the higher

levels and we will take the population there to be affected only by collision.

V 0 V 1 V 2

60000-400, ... .

200-

/
50, 6280979./

4 //
/

/
4000.

Fig. 9. Diagram of double-resonance experiment. The dashed line
represents typical pumping pulses - solid lines represent cw probing of
rotational levels. From J. 3. Hinchen and R. H. Hobbs, 3. Appl. Phys.
50, 628(1979).
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"UP" Relaxation

Population placed in i leaks into the next higher level, j, as,

ij =(n ij) = RT (PT ij)

Here I.. is the time for the population in i to fall to l/e of it's initial

value which is taken to be the same as the time for the population in j to

grow to I/e of its maximum value, that is, for the absorption of the probe

laser to grow to l/e of it's maximum value. Here again we ignore parallel

paths and the simultaneous leakage from level j. Fitting the observed

absorption vs. time data in this way, one determines T whose values we

expect to form a straight line vs. p (see Fig. 10). The slope of such a

line is k and the rate of filling J=6 removed by AJ=3 from the fill point

at J=3 is clearly slower than that for AJ=l just as one intuitively knows

must be the case. Deviations from linearity at increasing pressures must

be due to omissions in our highly simplified kinetic model. Some transfer

rate constants are summerized in Table 1. Such data are rare, and several

models that have achieved some currency are discussed in detail subsequently.

The population in a probed level at say J=4 (of v=2) after pumping to

J=0 is influenced in a parallel way by J = 1, 2, 3 and 4 processes, each

occurring at a different rate plus superradiance. Vibrational superradiance

can confuse the data even when probing at J above the pumped J (v=2). But

with pressure control, the weak dependence of lasing on pressure as compared

to the collisional dependence, and the good fits to a single T, all suggest

0
0 0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
PUSSM (TOMR)

Fig. 10. Transfer rate, l/, versus pressure for pumping the level J=3 and
probing at J=4(0) and J=6(A). From J. J. Hinchen and R. H. Hobbs,
J. Chem. Phys. 65, 2732(1976).
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that radiative processes are not confusing the data. We determine a single

phenomenological time constant while recognizing that the process is a com-

posite thing.

The data at v=l and v=2 appear in Fig. 11 and there appears to be a

vibrational state effect causing a difference of as much as a factor of two

in the rates. And yet the rotational constant changes by only 4% between

v=l and v=2. Uncertainties in the data however make any conclusions highly

tentative.

"DOWN" Relaxation

Population placed in level i may also leak downwardly into lower

levels, but here the measured time constants are confused by rotational

lasing. This is evident from observation of the long wave emission as well

as from the relative lack of pressure dependence of the characteristic time

constant for absorption from the probe laser in infrared double resonance

experiments. Lasing was always observed between the J level pumped and the

next lower J, but cascading down the J ladder was not seen possibly due to

detection sensitivity problems. The gains on these lines is such that we

expect lasing even with no mirrors.

Using known optical characteristics of HF and an exponential correlation

of collisional relaxation, one can readily make a computer simulation of the

population in a level as a function of time with results as shown in Fig. 12.

TABI.E I. Transfer rate constants.

(1 !P'rj)

Pump J Probe J x (1 0 6 sec
1 
torr") K,, t- 10' sec- torr

"
)

2 3 104 22
2 4 50 6.3

2 5 27 1.6
2 6 19 0.42
2 -7 12 0.083
3 4 48 G.0

3 5 24 1.4

3 6 19 0.42

:3 7 17 (.12

3 8 11 O.1)2

4 5 58 3. 4

4 6 34 0.7(6

4 7 30 0.21
4 8 10 0.017

5 6 68 1.5

5 7 33 0. 2:3

Estimated statistical errors for values of 1/pT. . and k. . are ±20%. From
J. J. Hinchen and R. H. Hobbs, op. cit. ii
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Fig. 12b depicts population in the pumped level, and clearly with lasing

from 5 4 4, the population never gets as high as would otherwise be the

case. Fig. 12a depicts the arrival of this population in J=4 due to

lasing. While in Fig. 12c, the population in J=6 is reduced somewhat due

to the reduced populaton in J=5 due to lasing and the then corresponding

slower rate by collision into the next higher level at J=6. Since lasing

reduces the population in the "up" level only slightly, we conclude that
"up" rates determined while ignoring rotational lasing are probably reason-

ably accurate

It has been estimated that perhaps 10% of the power from a large laser

device will be in the form of this unwanted long wave radiation.

i A C1 4

L A' , I A

D 

II

t ASIN",

-- 4- -- .

0TIME MT~m

Fig. 12. Computer-generated comparisons of populations as a function of
time under lasing and nonlasing conditions for the case of pumping J=5.
From 3. J. Hinchen and R. H. Hobbs, J. Appl. Phys. 50, 628(1979).

VI. THEORETICAL

Models for Rotational Relaxation

One model proposes that the specific rate coefficient exponentially

depend upon the negative of the energy defect in the collision. That is,

for

IF(v=1,i) + HF(v=O,k) -+ HF(v=,j) + HF(v=0,1)
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we write,

k an.(v=l)n .(v=l)exp{-I(E-E. )+(E -E )I/kTl (8)

We could fit the measurements of k with this relationship with the pre-

exponential factor as an adjustable parameter. It has been written as above

with two Boltzmann factors to satisfy detailed balancing at equilibrium.

Here,

n.(vzl) =n.(v=1)/nO(v1l) =(2j1l)exp(-&.(v=l)/kT)/f (v1l)
1 1 rot

and
n (v1l) = n.(v1l)/nO(v=1) = (2j+1)exp(-c.(v1l)/kT)/f (v1l)

j j rot

3nd from fitting Eq. (8) above to the data of Table 1, we determine

a =2 X 10 (torr s) ~
We had taken the growth of the probe laser absorption to be a simple

exponential, but the real fill rate must depend upon many parallel processes.

dn.i(v1) = Jj {k..n.(v=)-k ..n.(v=I) I ~v0

where all of the n(v1l) are much less than n(v0O), and we replace n(v=O) by

p/RT. We can now use these k. 's (as correlated by Eq. 8) to predict the

300 NSE C

00

_______________________ 200 NSEC

tESE C

0
0 12 3 4 5 6 1

0 NOTATONAI. LEYW.

Fig. 13. Rotational population distributions at various times after
pumping the level J=3 at 0.10 torr as compared to a computer simulation.
From J. J. Hinchen and R. H. Hobbs, J. _Chem. Phys. 65, 2732(1976).
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population at each rotational level as a function of time. A comparison of

the measured populations in several J states of v=l with that predicted by

Eq. 9 appears in Fig. 13. After 300 ns, the population is effectively all

in J=3 where it was pumped, which evolves in 2 ps to a Boltzmann distribution

at the temperature of the experiment, 22*C. The fit is encouraging.

The mechanical or experimental problems of measuring such fast rates

are certainly here evident. We expect the measured concentrations to err

on the low side, for the relaxation is on a comparable time scale to the

duration of the pump pulse and the response time of the particular detection

system.

To the extent that the model is a realistic one, we can also gain

insight into the extent of single vs. multi-quantum relaxation events.

For all processes of &J=±l, we sum the values of k.. and divide this by

the sum of all k.. 's regardless of AJ. And repeat this for AJ=±2, J=±3,

etc. to determine then the percent of the total relaxation that is due to

each type of event. For pumping into J=3, v=l one finds

= ±1 43%

AJ = ±2 32%

AJ = ±3 23%

all other 2%

where we have used the data of Table I and Eq. (8) to deduce the reverse

rates from detailed balancing.

The slow rates of rotational relaxation at high J as given by Eq. (8)

will pool energy and thus allow more time for superradiant long wave

transitions to occur.

The effect of an added gas on these rates of rotational relaxation

has been studied in a cursory way using the earlier kinetic analysis

that takes the loss in population to arise from HF(v=O) and added gas in

direct proportion to their partial pressures. The transfer from v=1, J=3
7 -1 7

to J=4 due to H2 was 0.3 x 10 (torr s) , due to He was 0.1 x 10 (torr s)
and due to HF(v=0) itself was 0.6 x 107 (torr s) 1. H2 is then less effective

than HF, but more efficient than He suggesting that the rotation of H2 may

play a role in the rotational relaxation process.

Another exponential model has been suggested,
9

Pj.J = N exp(-CAE) (10)
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J
Where P j is the probability of transition from J to J', AE is the energy

difference between the two states and N and C are adjustable constants.

This model well correlates observations of the change in population in

each J state as a function of time for HC formed in the reaction H+Cl 2 '

The nascent HC1 is in high J states (J13) which relax to a thermal dis-

tribution (J-3) through a charcteristic two-peak pattern. Eq. (10) well

describes this pattern with no restriction on AJ, but the model does this,

in a sense, automatically through its exponential dependence upon the

energy change in the transition. This is in keeping with trajectory
13

calculations where a transition from J=15 to J=12 occurred in about 1 in

1000 collisions. A transition from J=3 to J=2 occurred in about I in 3

collisions, while from J=3 to J=0 occurred in about I in 50 collisions.

Even at low J, and much more so at higher J, a multi-quantum transition

occurs with about an order of magnitude smaller probability than does a

single quantum transition.

At J=10 the two exponential models predict relaxation rates different

by an order of magnitude, and this difference grows rapidly as J increases.

These exponential models, however, do not fit all data, rather they under-

estimate the cross-section for large J 4 T transfers. A molecular beam of HF

was pumped to several J states within v=1 and v=2 which then collided with Ar

followed by observation of the infrared fluorescence. Here the data were

well fit by,
10

jY = (2J'+1) (Tf/Ti)(AEJJ,)Y (11)

where Tf and T.i are the final and initial relative translational energies

respectively and AE is the energy transferred from translation to rotation

of the HF. The collision was then typically, HF(v=I,J=I) + Ar(Ti=4 kcal/mol)

and the JJ' observed was 1+2 to 19. Eq. (11) well correlated these data,

the cross-sections were unaffected either by varing T. from 4 to 16 kcal/mol1

or by placing the 1fF in v=l or v=2.

Trajectory Calculations

The most useful theoretical results on HF relaxation have come from

trajectory calculations notwithstanding the mechanical difficulty that only

one trajectory for a set of given initial conditions can be calculated at a

time, and one must do many such calculations then to obtain averages that
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may be related to reality. The quantum condition on the internal energy

must be imposed at the end; there are several ways to this, and each involves

approximations. A potential energy surface of some sort must be input to

the trajectory calculations, and several choices have been explored. Trajectory

calculations can however give us valuable insight into the relative

contributions of parallel pathways and how each depends upon experimental

parameters.

Specific computational details and assumptions are irrelevant to our

purposes here, but it is proper to realize the nature of the results.

Coltrin has obtained results for the relaxation of HF of vl to v=7

by HF(v=O) as summarized in Table II, and the results suggest a preponderant

probability of single quantum transitions.

TABLE U. <Rate constants' using quasiclassical
cross-correlation method with Morse oscillator vi-
brational potentials.

System k tot kv-V k V-R'

1-0 0.2(0.1)b- " '" 0.2(0.1)
2-0 19(3) 1 (3) 1.7(0.5)
3-0 28(4) 24(4) 4(l)
4-0 53(10) 31(7) 22(5)
5-0 69(10) 9(3) 60(10)
6-0 156(18) 14(3) 142(15)
7-0 455(49) 17(3) 438(48)

*Rate constants in units of 10"12 cc molecule-' sec'.

bThe v = I case only. the deactivation is completely

V-RT.
*Value in parentheses is one standard error.

From M. E. Coltrin and R. A. Marcus, J. Chem. Phys. 73, 4390(1980)

Experimentally one measures, of course, only the total relaxation rate.

To obtain the results of Table II, at least 500 trajectories were used.

These results compare well with experiment except at v=l, where relaxation

must be v-T, where the trajectory calculation is low by an order of magni-

tude.

These workers have replaced the more realistic Morse potential in

the surface with the same modified harmonic oscillator potential used by
12

Billing and Poulsen, and, although the other procedures and assumptions

were somewhat different, the two results were equivalent.
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Extensive trajectory calculations have also been made by Wilkins

who has elected to use still another potential surface (a so-called

London-Eyring-Polanyi-Sato surface). One of the most striking differ-

ences between the surface used by Coltrin and that of Wilkins is the

depth of the potential well when two HF molecules approach head-to-tail,

that is, on the most attractive colinear geometry. Coltrin obtains a
13

depth of 6.9 kcal/mol vs. 2.7 kcal/mol obtained by Wilkins. Thus we expect

more Coltrin trajectories to form van der Waals complexes with more time for

interaction and then greater cross-sections for vibrational relaxation. And

this is exactly what happens. Coltrin finds that such complexes occur in

30% of the trajectories, but these trajectories account for 60% of the v-v

relaxation rate, and so the sticky collision is more efficient by a factor

of 3.5.

The first comprehensive trajectory studies on HF were done by Wilkins
13

using relative translational energies from 0.5 to 6 kcal/mol, and about

200 trajectories for each initial set of parameters. There was no evidence

for collision complexes being formed which is surely an artifact of the

potential energy surface that was chosen . Here one, two or even three

quanta of vibrational energy may transfer into rotational energy of the same

1F molecule. Table III lists the predicted total deactivation rates due to

collision with HF(v=O). But, of course, much more detailed information may

be obtained from these sorts of calculations, such as rates for particular

v,J collisions and rates into specific v',J' states. This detailed infor-

mation must be summed to obtain the total rates listed in Table III below.

Multiquantum transitions (in both v and J) are common, and no van der Waals

complexes are observed.

Table IlI

Deactivation of HF(v) by HF(v=0)

v 1 2 3 4 5 6

k 1.0 13.4 17.5 19.9 25.1 30.8

k is in units of 102 cm3/mole s
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Similar computations on the H2 + He system at a fixed relative trans-
lational energy of 0.5 eV is informative for its implications for the HF

system. The results appear in Fig. 14. Here the cross-section of transfer

out of Ji. vi to all other Jf and vf significantly increases as vi is

increased between 0 and 6. Also for a particular vi, the cross-section as

a function of J. exhibits a minimum which occurs at about J. = 10, 8 and 61 1

for v=2, 4 and 6, respectively. The trajectories reveal that the enhanced

cross-section at high J is due to J - v transfer. Vibrational transitions

of Av = ±1 or 0 are dominant. Also resonant exchanges are, by far, the

largest contributor to the cross-section, and hence multiquantum changes

in J occur to match the change in v. Rotational energy transfer is here

enhanced by vibration, and vibrational energy transfer increases with

initial rotational energy.

The so-called "energy corrected sudden" scaling theory has been used

to investigate the interaction of rotational and vibrational modes in

relaxation processes of HF.15  Here v-v processes are dominant only at low

v, with v-J,T processes of large AJ of about 10-12 probable at n = 4 to 5.

These results are in keeping with the trajectory calculations.

J \ \\

J f as functon of J fo nta irtoa 8tts0 ,4 n
45-2

, • \

" C /

S , ' ,I14

J

Fig. 14. Cross sections for transitions from 3. to all other states v,
Jf as a function of J. for initial vibrational states 0, 2, 4, and 6 a

0.5 eV collision energy. From D. L. Thompson, J. Chem. Phys. 75, 1829(1981).
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Temperature Dependence

The trajectory calculations have been taken to the point of pre-

dicting the temperature scalability of the rates, and the results appear

in Fig. 15.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ --=- 2F~ +H v J

: "f.- .,- v= 31

V=5J

P 11L ,I [ ii p i .] ' n li ! ]

Fig. 15. Rate coefficients of vibrationalelaxation of 1fF (vzl through
6) by HF (v=0). px(psec atm) vs T and T with T in K. From R. L. Wilkins
and M. A. Kwok, J. Chem. Phys. 73, 3198(1980).

As is evident from Fig. 15, the logarithm of the predicted rates vs. T
0 .33

are essentially linear over the temperature range of practical interest.

This dependence is in keeping with so-called Landau-Teller theory.

Whether they be electronic, vibrational or whatever, collision induced

changes in the state of a molecule, that is,

A + M-B+M

have been rather well correlated with temperature by
17

n EA/kTwee M = 'i C + A*M/

where C is a constant and CA* is the depth of the potential well between

the colliding pair. This correlation imagines the interaction that produces

the change of state to be predominently attractive, and since this well depth

is never really known, it is best to consider LAN/k as just an adjustable

characteristic temperature. The data of Fig. 15 may be replotted to reveal

that the correlation holds well for v=l, 2, 3, 4, or 5 of HF where M is

HF(v=O) and e/k = 520 K. It is also well known that the potential well depth
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correlates rather well with the critical temperature, so we are not surprised

that the self-relaxation rates correlate rather well with this macroscopic

property. 18

VII. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We really do not know the mechanism of vibrational relaxation.

Does a vibrational state having a thermal rotational distribution

go to a lower vibrational state with the energy difference balanced

by a concommitant AJ? If the subsequent J-J relaxation is the rate

determining step, to what relative extent do collisional and superradiant

pathways occur? No critical experiment has been attempted to determine

the mechanism of vibrational relaxation and this is needed. It would

be desirable to pump, say the J=1 or 2 state (i.e., thermal at 298 K)

of v=1 and probe for the arrival of population at J=14 of v=O. The

transition of v=l, J=2 to v=O, J=14 is near resonant, that is, only small

amounts of energy would need to transfer either to or from translation.

Similar such probings at other resonant v to J transitions all along

the manifold of energy levels would be informative. If multi-quantum

transitions do in fact play a significant role, one could detect the

arrival of population at v=O, J=19 from v=2, J=2.

We need more information on the extent of microwave superradiance.

That is, to what extent is rotational relaxation a collisional or a

radiant process, and what are the rates? The infrared double resonance

experiments have given reasonable rate data on rotational relaxation

where collision is the major mechanism, but those transitions where

superradiance is a factor are poorly understood. The slow rates of

collisional decay at high J's prolong population in these levels and

enhance the probability of superradiance.

The scaling of vibrational relaxation rates with v seems to go
2.7

as v , but we have no theory to explain why this should be so.

The scaling of this rate with temperature goes as T" 1/3 at each v,

and we do have the Landau-Teller analysis to provide a rationaliza-

tion. We see here a near linear decrease in rate with T . The

scaling of vibrational relaxation with temperature seems to fit rather
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well with the idea that the dominant force in the transition is that

of intermolecular attraction, i.e., the van der Waals forces between

the excited species and the collision partner.

The pancity of data that exist suggest that the rate of rotational

relaxation depends significantly upon the vibrational state within

which the rotational states are relaxing. Again, we have no molecular

model to rationalize this behavior.

A critical and as yet unanswered question is to what extent

energy may merely pool in the upper rotational states and subsequently

feed back into vibration. Alternatively, of course, this rotational

energy could tumble down the J manifold by some combination of colli-

sion and superradiant processes.

The data are conflicting on the extent of multi-quantum transitions

in both vibrational and in rotational transitions. This disagreement

exists among the experimentalists as well as among the theorists,

and it exists in our understanding of the rotational rates as well

as the vibrational rates. We just do not understand the role of

multi-quantum transitions.

Trajectory calculations provide heuristic insights that illuminate

experimentation and hopefully ultimately lead to a theory of relaxation

processes. The technique is too unwieldly for practical utilization.

Further trajectory calculations at this time are relatively unimportant

as compared with, for example, developing a reliable potential energy

surface. Some insight into such surfaces that might he analogous to

the van der Waals equation or the Redlich-Kwong equation of state of

real gases is needed. As particular groups of species deviate from

ideal gas behavior in some general way, so some potential energy sur-

face should describe inelastic collisions of polar gases like HF.

But we have no such insights as yet.

By some wise combination then of experiment and theory, we need

molecular models of both rotational, and vibrational relaxation processes

that would allow intelligent extrapolation and interpolation of the

less than complete data that will always be available to the design

engineer on a project like ALPHA.

F'inally, and from a purely mechanical or instrumental point of

view, the signal averaging technique of Crim would seem to be the
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technique of choice in observing the low level signals that change

over short time intervals that are characteristic of measurements

of population density within the energy level manifold.
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N1JERICAL SOLUTION OF ILIL NAVIER-STOKES EOUATIONS

by

Patrick J. McKenna

ABSTRACT

The problem of prescribing fictitious far-field boundary conditions

at an artificial boundary is discussed. Several boundary conditions which

have been used in the literature are compared with two newly proposed sets.

The proposed boundary conditions are shown to be non-reflecting and

superior in both accuracy and time to convergence. Graphs showing the

numerical results for the different types of boundary conditions are dis-

played and the wave motion is demonstrated. in particular, reflecting

boundary conditions are shown give rise to fictitious variations of a

periodic wavelike nature.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Attempting to determine fluid flow around an obstacle requires the

solution of the Navier-Stokes equations;

au + (1 )T- + ax 3y 0(i

where

U ~ E= FPu2

Sjuv -y

[u]u -xYx VCx x

o -p - (2/3) Vu+ 2 u 4 k T

xy = i(Uy + v) 4y = kTy

F2+v
xy y xy~ ' 2

o = -p - (2/3) 'iVu + 2P u e =cvT+ u vyy =y( 2 2

p = 6RT ;U = i(T)

Here, the four dependent variables p, u, v, and e represent the

physical quantitive of density, x- and y- components of velocity, and

internal energy.

Even a casual glance at this system of equations shows that it has

many extremely difficult aspects. It is a system of four equations in

the four basic unknowns, which is of mixed parabolic hyperbolic type.

It is in two space dimensions and in addition is nonlinear. Any one of

these problems would be sufficient to make obtaining an analytic solution

difficult so it is fair to say that an analytic solution is out of the

question. Thus these problems are "solved" by numerical methods.
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What this means of course is subject to some interpretation. What

usually happens is that a number of approximations are made to the original

problem, in order to arrive at a discrete approximation which may then be

solved by computer- Most obviously, "space" is interpreted, not as a

continuum, but as a finite number of grid points. The value of pressure

for example at a grid point is then used to calculate the value at nearly

points, by means of a few terms in a Taylor series. Derivatives are

approximated by finite differences. If the flow is around a body, then

one assumes that velocity is zero on the surface of the cylinder, and

the surface temperature is prescribed. The assumption is that if

the grid is fine enough, and if time steps are sufficiently small, then

this discrete model is a reasonable approximation of the original eq-

uations (1).

A method for solving supersonic flows that was found by experience

to work well was MacCormack's alternating direction explicit scheme.

Thus, this wasa logical method to be experimented with for subsonic flow.

However, the transition was not easy. The MacCormack method demands

certain fictitious (or numerical) boundary conditions due to the dif-

ference algorithm which are not physically present, and which were

arrived at by a process of computational experimentation. These

methods did not work in the case of subsonic flow, although they did in

the case of supersonic flow.

II. OBJECTIVES:

Tl- purpose of this project was to explain thus anomaly, and to

arrive at improved far-field boundary conditions for the subsonic case.

To do this, we will first review the theory for a single wave equation,
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then for systems of linear hyperbolic partial differential equations, and

finally, we shall discuss how numerical experiments with the Navier-Stokes

equation confirm the predictions based on the elementary theory.

III. REVIEW OF NUMERICAL THEORY FOR ONE EQUATION:

Obviously the full system of equations (I) is too complicated to

achieve a great deal with sophisticated mathematical analysis. Typically,

mathematicians will work with simpler equations which in one way or

another resemble the original system. One tries to use the mathematical

insights of the simpler situation in the context of the more complicated

one. This is obviously not one unbroken chain of reasoning, but more a

process of educated guesswork.

Surprisingly, one equation which provides a great deal of insight

is the simple wave equation

u + au = 0 (2)t x

We consider this equation on the interval [0,1]. On the real line, the

solutions to this equation would be waves running from left to right with

velocity a, which are constant along the lines x - at = d, deR.

Thus, if we consider this equation on the region {(x, t) 0< x <1, t>O),

then it will be analytically determined by the initial value U (x, 0) = f(x),

0< x <1 and the boundary value u (o, t) = g(t). With these conditions,

the initial boundary value problem is well posed. It is impossible to

prescribe boundary conditions at x = 1 instead of x = 0 without either (a)

limiting the initial values or (b) causing discontinuities. All of this

makes perfect physical sense. In order to know what happens in a wave

situation, we must give information on the initial conditioLns and also on

the waves entering at the inflow point.
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However, the MacCormack scheme which is equivalent to the Lax-Wendrof

n+l .
scheme requires some knowledge of u (1, t). Indeed the value for u3 1 is

U fl n

given in terms of u_ 2 , u 1 and un. Therefore, the boundary point x - 1,

(j = J) requires special treatment of some sort. This special treatment is

called a "numerical boundary condition" or compatibility condition. The

imposed can have an enormous impact on the successful numerical solutions

of the problem.

Pherhaps the best two recent summaries on this simple equation were

accomplished by Kreiss [5] and Gottlieb and Turkel [2].

Kreiss is basically concerned with what can go wrong. Ile observes

for example that if you overspecify, i.e. just make a guess at what u(l, t)

is going to be and then simply prescribe it, convergence to a steady state

may or may not take place, depending on whether the number of grid points

is even or odd. If this happens with this simple case obviously you don't

want to try it in a more complicated case. (We shall have more to say on

this later).

One method that works well is to use u (1, t) = 0, or in finite dif-

ference form un = un A slight error in u at the outflow point is made,
J J-V*

but since the flow is from left to right, this error does not propagate back

into the x-domain. This is proved analytically in Parter [8 ] About the

worst mistake that can be made is not to specify u at the incoming

boundary. For example, one might confuse the inflow and outflow boundary
n n

and prescribe u = u2 , and uj = M, all n. In this case as the space step

and time step become small this conveys to a steady state on an interval

[O,T] where the steady state is determined by the initial conditions at

the inflow point.
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A moments reflection ought to convince us of how undesirable

this is, since we do not know the correct steady state, our initial

conditions are bound to be different from the correct solution. However,

what we seem to converge to actually depends on the choice of the initial

conditions. Again, we shall have more to say about this when we discuss

computational solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations.

Another excellent paper on the same subject is by Gottlieb and

Turkel (2]. In this paper, a comprehensive review of many different num-

erical boundary conditions is given. For example, in addition to the ones

already mentioned at the outflow, one might consider u - 0, which numerically

is uJ 2 - 2uj_1 + u3 = 0 or even ut + aux = 0 where u 
+ I = un a(At/Ax)

(uj_1 - un). This corresponds to a one-sided "upwind" difference approxi-

mation at the outflow boundary.

Their conclusion is that the upwind difference appears best, although

the convergence of the scheme with u - 0 is just as fast (but less accurate).

IV. WELL POSED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS:

The simplest systems of two linear wave equations to consider is

u + au = 0
It x

v - bvx - 0 (3)

where a1 > 01 b > 0, 0 < x < 1, and t > 0. In this case the waves in u

travel from left to right with velocity a, and the waves in v travel from

right to left with velocity b. Clearly u must be given initially and at

the left boundary, whereas the values of v must be given at the right bound-

ary. This is analytically necessary in order to have enough information to

solve the problem. However, there is a minor complication. The incoming
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value of u maxy he ,iven it x = 0 in rtiis of v (which, after all,

is it. termined tht. re), aud tit iu oi,ii , v.i I u, of V at I may be given

in terms of u. Thus, the initial boundary value problem (3) is well

posed if the initial conditions are

u (x, 0) = f(x) v (x, 0) = g(x)

and the boundary conditions are

u (o, t) = F (t) + c 1 v(0, t)

v (1, t) = Gl(t) + c 2 u(l, t) (4)

Notice that if c, = c2 = 0, then the problems are completely

uncoupled, and each is a copy of the single equation in section IV.

For a moment, consider the case where F (t) = G (t) = 0, and c c = 1.

In this case, we get a different phenomenon. Let us assume that u

is identically zero initially, and that v is identically 1. Then the

square wave in v travels to the left, causing u to be non-zero at the

in-flow boundary, and thereby propagating from left to right with velocity

1. When u reached x = 1 it would in turn influence v by the boundary

condition (4) and a new disturbance would propogate in v from right to

left. This is the reason that this boundary condition is called a

"reflective boundarv condition".

Notice that if both u and v travel from left to right, i.e. if

u + au = 0
t x

v + bv = 0
t x

where a > 0, b > 0, 0 < x e 1 and t > 0, then this problem does not

arise. The initial conditions of u and v must be specified as must

the boundary conditions at x = 0. No reflections or coupling is allowed

to take place.
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For a general hyperbolic system of the form

+Au =0 (4)t x

one must diagonalize the matrix A, i.e. one must find a matrix T so that

TAT-I=D

where D is a diagonal matrix. One then makes the substitution W = TU and

the equation (5) t ansforms to

W +DW = 0

t x

The number of positive eigenvalues of D identifies the right-running

variables W. and the negative ones identify left running variables at this
1

point, we emphasize that the only way to be familiar with the wave nature

of (5) is to look, not at the physical variables u in which the problem

was originally presented, but instead at the new variables W which

are linear combinations of the old ones. Only then is the wave structure

apparent.

If k is the number of positive eigenvalues, and if WI represents the

k-vector of these k coordinates of W1 and W1 I is the n-k other coordinates,

then unless W1 and WII are independently prescribed at the left and right

boundaries respectively then we may get reflective boundary conditions.

For well-posedness, it is sufficient that at x = 0, WI be given (possibly

depending on WII) and that at x = 1, WII be given with possible dependence

on WI. Only then can acceptable boundary conditions be formulated in terms

of the physical variables U.

V. THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS AND CHARACTERISTIC VARIABLES:

We now begin our discussion of the equations of gas dynamics. We

will neglect viscosity for the purposes of this analysis. We will assume
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For a general hyperbolic system of the form

ut + Au =0 (4)t x

one must diagonalize the matrix A, i.e. one must find a matrix T so that

-1
T A T = D

where D is a diagonal matrix. One then makes the substitution W = TU and

the equation (5) transforms to

+DW =0
t x

The number of positive eigenvalues of D identifies the right-running

variables W. and the negative ones identify left running variables at this
1

point, we emphasize that the only way to be familiar with the wave nature

of (5) is to look, not at the physical variables u in which the problem

was originally presented, but instead at the new variables W which

are linear combinations of the old ones. Only then is the wave structure

apparent.

If k is the number of positive eigenvalues, and if WI represents the

k-vector of these k coordinates of W and WII is the n-k other coordinates,

then unless WI and WII are independently prescribed at the left and right

boundaries respectively then we may get reflective boundary conditions.

For well-posedness, it is sufficient that at x = 0, WI be given (possibly

depending on WII) and that at x = 1, WII be given with possible dependence

on W . Only then can acceptable boundary conditions be formulated in terms

of the physical variables U.

V. THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS AND CHARACTERISTIC VARIABLES:

We now begin our discussion of the equations of gas dynamics. We

will neglect viscosity for the purposes of this analysis. We will assume
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that the flow is one-dimensional and subsonic and that the deviations

from free-stream solutions are small. This will allow us to neglect

second order terms.

There are many forms of this equation, but the one most suitable

for the present discussion is

au + A u 0 (5)
at a

where

A1 0

3)-i (3-y) u y - 1
ye 3 (y-2)u yu

P P .2

and U P,
or in terms of physical variables

au-+ a 0 ~(6)

where

A M- AM

and
M-I- 1 00

-u/p i/p U
y1)u 2 (l-y)u (y-l) '

Here we make the key assumption that deviations from the free stream

are going to be sufficiently small that we can treat the entries in the

matrix A as being approximately constant (at least locally). Denote

these frozen variables by a 0-subscript. We then make the substitution
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0 2 Pc

W / (7)
0 l iI00oo \

and when this is substituted into (6) we obtain

W1 1W

-- + ua-- = 0at o ax

'W2 + ( C 2) = 0

at

9W3 3 3-- +(u -c) 0

Notice now how this breaks down into two separate cases. On the one hand,

if flow is supersonic then all wave motion is in the left to right direc-

tion. In this case all analytic boundary conditions ought be prescribed

at the left hand side and only numerical boundary conditions prescribed

at the right hand side.

Since the substitution (7) is equivalent to

0 = K + (p /2c )(K + K
1 o o

u = 1/2 (K2 - K3 )

p = P0Co/2 (K2 + K3 )

it follows that prescribing all physical variables at the inflow and pre-

scribing ap/3x = Du/ax = ap/ax = 0 at the outflow is sound in terms of

analytical and numerical requirements.

However, we must now consider the case of subsonic flow. In this

case the situation is completely different. Here, two of the variables W1

and W2 go left to right with velocities u and u+c respectively, whereas

one of the variables runs right to left with velocity c -u . While the
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the variables W2 and W 3 have no clear physical significance. Yet it

is only by considering these variables that the full wave structure of

the equations (5) or (6) can be understood. Thus, one would be led to

predict, for small deviations from free stream conditions, that the best

boundary conditions would be for an interval (o, L)

W1 (o,t) = K1  dWI (L.t) = 0

dx

dW
W 2 (o,t) = K2  dW2 (L,t) = 0 (8)

dx

dW3 (o,t) = 0 W3 (L,t) = K3

Note the curious aspect of these boundary conditions. In order to

prescribe the numerical values K1 and K2 , we need to know accurately all

three physical variables at some distance to the left. However, only the

two combinations K1 and K2 are prescribed. This can be summarized by saying

that while we have used all three pieces of information upstream, we have

done so in such a way that one degree of freedom remains, thus allowing

the waves in W 3 to exit without problems.

On the basis of the linearized model, various other combinations

would be well-posed. For example, it is possible to prescribe K3 in terms

of either K or K2 at the outflow x - L. Thus at the outflow one may

prescribe

W2 (L,t) = F3 (t) + c1 W1 (L,t) + c2 W 2 (L,t)

For example if cI  0, c2 - 1, then this amounts to putting

u (L,t) = 1/2 F3  (9)

i.e., we prescribe velocity at the outflow.

Alternatively, we might take c = 0, c2 = -1 and we would get

p (L,t) - ((p0 c0 )/2)F 3  (10)
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i.e. we prescribe velocity at the outflow. Many othkr combinations arc

possible, but as remarked in section IV, all tli . will c(iuse crror; in

the initial data to be reflected back into the medium as waves running

from right to left. For example, we would predict that an error in W 2

would be reflected back as an error in W1 if we use boundary condition

(10). As we shall see, this is exactly what happens.

At the inflow end, we may prescribe W1 and W2 in terms of W Thus

the following boundary conditions are well posed;

W1 (o,t) = F1 + c I W3 (o,t) (lla)

W2 (o,t) = F 2 + c2 " (o,t) (1lb)

For example, choosing c2 = +1 in (lb) corresponds to

u (o,t) = (1/2) 12

(i.e. prescribing u at the inflow) and c2 = -1 corresponds to

p (o,t) = (Pocl /2) F2

(i.e. prescribing p). One can prescribe the combination (u,p) by first

choosing c2 = I (thereby prescribing u) and then choosing c1 = Po/C o ,

thereby prescribing p in terms of a given F, and a prescribed u(o,t). Since

(lla) and (llb) reduce to

u(l + c2 ) + -P--- (1 - 2  F 2
0 0

P-- (P /C + l F
P 0c 0 c 0 c1u 1

about the only condition we cannot prescribe is u(o,t), p(o,t), since there

is no choice of cl, c2 to eliminate p from these equations.

Again, we emphasize that each of these boundary conditions is reflect-

ing, i.e. deviations from the free stream in the initial data get refelcted
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back as waves in WI and W2 and then travul back downstream. About the

worst thing that can be done is to prTUScribe reflecting boundary condi-

tions at the inflow x = 0 and the outflow x - L. In this case errors

can keep being reflected up and down the region, never being allowed to

exit. This prevents convergence to a steady state and may even give rise

to fictitious periodic oscillations.

We conclude this section with a review of the conclusions hJund-

ary conditions. Based on the linear model, boundary conditions (8) seem

optimal. Any other prescription of the physical variables, although well

posed, causes reflections of the deviation from the true solution. If for

example, only the physical variable p. is known at the outflow then it is

possible to prescribe p at the outflow, in such a manner that the problem

remains well posed. We emphasize that this will cause errors to propagate

upstream, thereby slowing the process of convergence to steady state.

This may not be too bad, so long as the upstream boundary conditions are

not also reflecting. On the other hand, if they are, then convergence to

free stream may never occur.

VI. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS - NONLINEAR COUPLING:

The one dimensional Navier-Stokes equations were solved with an

alternative direction explicit MacCormack scheme, on a one-dimensional

net with forty grid points. The code wa3 an exact one-dimensional version

of a three-dimensional code which had proved successful in many supersonic

studies [6], [11]. There were two questions to answer. The first was,

given that equation (7) is correct for infinitesimally small deviations

from a constant free steam, how correct is it when deviations of an
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intermed iate (of the order of 10' ) t nitude are tL Ire instead? It

would be too much to hope that the variables W1 , W2 , and W remain

uncoupled, but we should be able to get an idea of the order of magni-

tudes of the coupling involved. The second problem of course, is to

assess the influence of the various types of b-andary conditions commonly

employed. We will dcal with the latter problem in section Vii.

To do this, we considered a uniform free stream situation, with

pressure equal to 2000 lbs/ft , velocity equal to 548 ft/sec and density

3
equal to 0.0023 slugs/ft . We created a deviation from the steady state

condition in a variety of ways as in [9] , [10], and then watched the

progress (or lack of it) to a steady state. A variety of different wrong

initial conditions were used. One type was to impose a 10% deviation in

one of the variables KI 2 K2' K3 at the points {xj, j=18,19,20,21,22}.

We would then watch the disturbance, graphically as it propagated up or

down stream. Another possiblity was to put in uniformly wrong initial

conditions where some or all of the characteristic variables WI, W2, W 3

are perturbed throughout by a percentage error of 10%. Each plot then

showed the percentage error, with the different curves representing the

progress of time as one ascends the plot. The curves are plotted ever/

twenty five time steps when At = (.9)(Ax)/(u+c). We also point out the

percentage errors in WI, W2, and W3 at the end of the run, so as to obtain

information on relative accuracy and speed of convergence of the various

methods.

Figure 1 gives the results of an experiment, which is ideal in terms

of the linear theory. Ai; initial disturbance in W3 the left-running
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of [10J could introduce more errors into the system, by increasing W 3

at the outflow point even more.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

We have completed an initial study of the one-dimensional Navier-

Stokes equations and their far-field boundary conditions; and developed

a one-dimensional code to provide numerical solutions. We have used

this code to evaluate the impact of a variety of different boundary condi-

tions upon the successful numerical solution of these problems. Several

outstanding problems remain to be studied.

First one should examine the usefulness of the two recommended boundary

condition sets in time dependent situations. It may well be that the

difference between no-change characteristic boundary conditions and windward-

difference characteristic boundary conditions will prove to be highly signifi-

cant important in a time dependent problem. If so, this would be signifi-

cant since a high proportion of work currently done at the Flight Dynamics

Laboratory Computational Aerodynamics Group is of this type.

Recommendation for future efforts is to implement these characteristic

boundary conditions in two and three-dimensional codes. This is presently

in progress. As this is done, there is no doubt that further refinements

will need to be considered.

In the discussion of our results, we noted, but did not stress, the

following problem. Truly accurate time dependent solutions only exist if

the C.F.L. number is close to 1. The time step is limited by a stability

requirement that the C.F.L. number be less than 1. The problem with this

is that the C.F.L. number is calculated on the basis of the fastest moving
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wave, which is the fastest to leave the region. After a relatively

short amount of time, only the slow-moving waves are left. This ought

(at least for some cycle of iterations) allow us to use a larger time

step. This has not yet been thoroughly explored and we recommend

that a study be made of this problem This could result in substantial

savings of expenditure of computer time.

More work needs to be done to properly understand the nonlinear inter-

actions between the characteristic waves. This problem is not under-

stood at this time and a proper understanding might give a clue to correct

posing of intial conditions in such a way as to minimize start-up shocks,

as observed in figures 4 and 5.

Another problem to be investigated on the one-dimensional code is

whether up-dating the coefficients 0, c0 , u0 to the (n+l) st time step

values significantly accelerates convergence to steady state or improves

accuracy. Either result would improve computational efficiency in the

future.

Finally, we need to evaluate how appropriate these sets of boundary

conditions are in the presence of stationary shock waves. This can be

done first on a one-dimensional model problem.
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characteristic variable is given (graphed as K3 ) and we observe deflec-

tions in the variables W W W 3  As one can readily see from the pictures,
1 2 3'

the disturbance propagates upstream rapidly until converence is reached

(.1% agreement with physical variables), which takes place within 130

time steps. This gives us six curves. Note that although a good deal

of undershoot and overshoot in W3 becomes apparent, there is no significant

interaction with W1 or W 2 . The same situation appears with initial dis-

turbances in WI , the slow-noving right running wave. From this experiment

it appears that deviations in either W or W 3 will not effect either of

the other two variables. However, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, when initial

disturbances are in W2 , an entirely different situation exists. Figure 2

shows a uniform initial disturbance in W2 of minus ten percent, while WI

and W3 are left undisturbed. Initially the wave in W2Y propagates rapidly

out of the medium. Indeed,after fifty time steps,it is essentially gone

from the picture. However, this does not happen without affecting the other

two variables. Notice how, in the top graph, a large disturbance is left

in W1 after fifty time steps and in W3 , we have that W3 values one almost

constant at minus eight percent. However, once the W2 wave has made its

exit, the other two variables uncouple and resume their normal wave motion,

and the error can be seen propagating out of the solution in the usual way

convergence is attained within three hundred iterations. These particular

results illustrate what became increasingly clear throughout the series;

perturbations in W2 had a large effect on W1 and W 3 whereas if W 2 was not

perturbed, WI and W3 behaved as if uncoupled. Perturbations in WI and W 3

had little effect on W2  No qualitative explanation of this phenomenon

is known at this time.
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Figure 3 shows the same phenomenon. Here an error of -10% is made in

W2 whereas errors of +10% are made in W 1 and W3. Again, we see that unitl

the W2 wave exists, there are massive disturbances in the wave sturctive

of W 1 and W . As soon as W 2 exists, (after 75 interations) the regular

wave structive reasserts itself and errors propagate out in a predictable

wave-like manner. Again, convergence takes approximately three hundred

and twenty five iterations. It seems clear that this is optimal given

the limited wave velocity, so we can deducethat these affects are due to the

nonlinear coupling. Thus, even after the W2 wave exists it will take at

least a miximum time of {L/(u-c), L/u} seconds for the resulting errors

to propagate out of the system.

VIl. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS - BOUNDARY CONDITIONS:

The linear "small deflection" theory predicts that the best boundary

conditions would be the prescription of the charateristic variables at

their point of entry with some form of (stable) numerical boundary condi-

tion for the point of exit. Here are two such schemes

INFLOW OUTFLOW

W1 (o,t) - K1  dWI (L,t) = 0

dx

W2 (o,t) - K2  dW2 (L,t) 0 (12)

dx

dW3  (o,t) - 0 W3  (L,t) 3

dx

Here K1 and K2 are numbers calculated from the known values of

u, p, 0 At the inflow and K3 is calculated from the known values of u

and p at the outflow. Notice, however, the one "degree of freedom" is

left at the inflow point. This allows the variables to adjust but in
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compensating ways. The boundary conditions in the code are usually

in terms of the physical variables so we translate (12) to physical

variables.

INFLOW

P = 2 [K2 - u 2 - (1/0c) P2

uI  M 1/2 [K2 + u2 - (1/pc o ) p2]

P1  K1 + (p0/2c0) [K2 - u2 + (1/p c0 ) P2
]

OUTFLOW

uN = 1/2 [uN 1 
+ (1/pc) PN-1 + K3

PN " (poco/2) [K3 + UN-i 
+ (i/poco) PN-11

P N = (po/2c0 ) [K 3 + uN] - [11(2 c 2)] PN- 1 + ON-1

This set of boundary conditions is predicted to work well in the linear

studies of one equation, occurring in [2] and [3]. We shall call these

boundary conditions the "no-change characteristic boundary conditions".

Another possiblity, suggested by one-D analogues in [2], is the following:

INFLOW OUTFLOW

W 1  (o,t) -K1I aW 1 + UN  Wl - 0
at ax

W2 (o,t) - K2aw 2 + (u+c) N aW 2 = 0 (13)

at ax

aw 3aw3W3 W3
-- + (u-c) 1  ax W3  (L,t) -K3

where derivatives in the x-variable are downwind at the inflow and upwind

at the outflow and forward in time. The numbers Kl, K2, K3 are prescribed

as before. In terms of the physical variables these translate into
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INFLOW

u = 1/2 [K2 + un _(iop c )pn +(u oeo)(At)[UlUn +(1/0oco)(pn + p,)] ]

n+1= (poco/2)[K2+(i/Poco)pl-ul(uo-co)(At/Ax) [u2-nu +(I/Poco)(PI+p2)]]

n+ = KI+(Po/2co)[K+(1/P c )pnun+(u _co )cAt/Ax)[u _u 7 +(1/P Co) (pf_p)]]
1 0 1 1 0 0 00 1

OUTFLOW

P n_(poco/2)[K3+u n +(1/0oco)P n+(At/,8x)(Uo+Co)[UN__-UN +(I/Poco)(PN_I-Pil]3n n nN 00 3N 0 N 3 N 1N 0 0 N

P~ = (P/2)[K +un 0 0/PC 0 ~p +(tAx( +c 0[n N-i n (/c n1Pn]

~N 3(gN N0 0 0 NtII N 0 0 N- N

+ - (1/c 2)p + (AtnAx)Uo[ON -Pn_
N o ~N 0 NIY lc)P

We shall call these the "windward difference characterstic boundary condi-

tions". Note: Up, c can be different values at inflow and outflow.
00

The performance of the code with either of these was analyzed by posing

initial conditions in which there was a disturbance in one or more of the

characteristic variables either locally at the center of the grid or uniform-

ly throughout the grid, of the order of 10%.

Thus figure 1 shows what happens if the disturbance in only in the

third characteristics variable locally using the windward characteristic

variables.

Figure 3 shows the effect of a plus +10% error in the initial conditions

W and W and a -10% error in W (The first curve from the bottom is the
1 3 2

initial state of the variable, and the others are the states at intervals of

25 iterations). In figure 2, we have an initial disturbance in W2 of -10%

with no initial disturbance in W1 or W The pictures look essentially the

same as figure 1. There is considerable nonlinear interaction until the
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W2 wave exists, and then uncoupled wave motion to the right in the first

variable (WI) and to the left in the third variable (W3). There are no

reflections when the W and W3 waves exit and convergence is reached in

300 iterations.

These computations were made using the windward differencing charac-

teristic boundary conditions, although the same results were obtained with

the no change characteristic boundary conditions.

In figure 4, we show the effect of a local disturbance at the center

of the grid in the W2 variable with the second set of B.C.'s and in figure

5 we show a speeded up version (every 50 iterations) of the same distur-

bance with the first set of B.C.'s. The third and fifth graphs on figure 4

are almost exactly the same as the second and fourth on figure 5. Figure 5

shows convergence being reached in 300 iterations.

We conclude that either of the first two sets of boundary conditions

give optimal convergence since convergence cannot take place until the wave

in W2 exists (very quickly) and the residual (nonlinear) effects of W2 on

W3 can exit upstream. If they can do this without any reflections, then

the convergence is essentially optimal.

Sometimes, it is objected that in a wind tunnel experiment, the only

variable known downstream is pressure and that we are requiring too much

information in prescribing K3, which demands a knowledge of p and u at

the outflow. Suppose, then we just prescribe p. at the outflow using the

otherwise successful conditions of wl = ;W2 =0 as complementary numerical
ax ax

boundary conditions. Then we could have, for example
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INFLOW OUTFLOW

Wl1(O,t) = K 1  P =p

W2(ot) = K2  dW

2(2do (tt) = 0 (14)

dW3  dW2dx3 = (o,t) =0 dx = (L,t) = 0
dx

The inflow boundary conditions are precisely those of (12). TI "-flow

boundary conditions (used by Steger [12]) are

PN = P

PN = (i/c2)(p. - PNl + PN-I

UN (1/p 0ic)(pN 1 - p.) + UN 1

The predictions of section VI are clear. The fact that p is pre-

scribed means that when a wave in W comes downstream, it exits by adjusting
2

the u values at x = xN. This in turn causes disturbances in W3= -u+(l/poco)P

which cause a reflected wave upstream. This wave can be seen in figure 6.

Since the upstream B.C. is non-reflecting, this means that the left running

wave will exit without incidence. When composed with boundary conditions

(12) or (13) it is obviously less desirable because of the magnitude of the

reflection in W3 . However it does converge in approximately 300 iterations,

which is again almost optimal. The effect of these large oscillations in

more complicated geometries may prove undesirable, however.

We briefly review our progress so far. Two sets of non-reflecting

boundary conditions have been produced, both of which give optimal con-

vergence but which rely on a great deal of information at both ends. The

infomation, however, is used in such a way as to allow additional degrees of

freedom for the waves to exit without repeated reflections. One reflecting
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and one non-reflecting boundary condition can be combined to obtain

almost optimal convergence at the cost of some large left running

reflections, whose effect in more complicated geometries remains un-

certain. While B.C. 12 was expected to be less accurate than B.C. 13,

little evidence for this has been uncovered, except at the boundaries.

Time dependent periodic flows (e.g. self excited oscillations) may prefer

B.C. 13 however. We now consider some of the other boundary condi-

tions which have been tried previously in the literature.

First we consider the case of reflecting boundary conditions. These

occur in several places in the literature, for example in [10] and [12]

and have been discussed in section VI. As we have seen, these arise from

prescribing combinations of characteristic variables such as pressure down-

stream, and other combinations (perhaps to density and velocity upstream).

In [10] Rudy and Strikwerda considered (among many others) the boundary

conditions

INFLOW OUTFLOW

du 0
dx

T= T dx 0 (15)

dW3-x= 0 p p
dx P P

and in [12] Steger uses
dW

~dx dW 
2

dW3

dx p -p
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Figure 7 shows the effects of an initial local disturbance in W3 on

both of these sets of boundary conditions, (13) on the left and (14) on

the right. Note that first there is only a disturbance in the bottom

picture. By iteration 75 (fourth curve up from the bottom) we can see

reflections in both W2 and W1 although the W2 deiration is a little harder

to see. By iteration 125 it can be seen that the W2 wave has travelled

downstream and is reflected back upstream in W These reflections con-

tinued (somewhat smeared out) for at least 2000 iterations. Perhaps most

startling is (at least at the beginning) how similar they are. A conclusion

may be drawn from B.C.'s (14), (15), and (16). Prescribing physical values

instead of characteristic values gives rise to reflection. If the reflec-

tions can occur only at one end, this does not impede convergence. However,

reflecting conditions at both ends can be disastrous. This accounts for

the "spurious pressure waves" mentioned by Moretti [7].

The case of prescription at the wrong end is now considered. In this

case, the variables u, p, p are prescribed at the inflow and the conditions

u= = = 0
dx dx dx

are prescribed at the outflow. In this case, square wave disturbances

which effected only the interiors of the domain exited as in figure 1, with

some minor oscillations. However, when a uniformly wrong initial condi-

tion was imposed, convergence was very slow with large oscillations, and

the solution converged to the wrong values, with errors of as much as 27%.

The converged value was a function of the initial condition at the outflow

end, as predicted in Gustafson and Kreiss [3]. The resulting graphs are

given in figure 8.
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Related to the above problem is the method of over prescription of

boundaries. This method is mentioned in [9] as giving good results al-

though the authors caution against it on the grounds of small oscillations

being present. In fact the situation is much more serious. If initial

waves in the interior of the domain are used with the initial conditions

correct near the outflow, then the solution converges rapidly as the

travelling waves exit without reflections and with minor oscillations.

However, if the initial data is uniformly wrong with an error intially

at the outflow point, then WI and W2 converge rapidly but W3 accumulates

huge errors of the order of 70%. Eventually when W1 and W 2 are converged,

the correct value is propagated upwind in W 3 but taking large amounts of

time to converge because of the large errors near the inflow point. Indeed,

as W2 becomes more accurate downstream the inaccuracies become much

larger (140%) upstream. Particularly in a time dependent problem or in

a problem with more complicated geometries, this could be truly disastrous.

It points to another fact: if a new boundary condition is being tested, it

is not sufficient to consider initial value perturbations from free stream

which are non-zero in the interior only. In this case, we might have

drawn totally wrong conclusions from the time taken for convergence.

In [1O, a separate non-reflecting boundary condition is proposed.

This boundary condition alters the value of K increasing it if the computed

value of p is less than p., and decreasing it if the computed value of p is

greater than p.. Some thought shows that this cannot be optimal. Indeed,

we can choose a variation from the intial conditions in which p is less

than p., but because us is smaller than u., computed W3 is actually larger

than W, . In this case, the proposed non-reflecting boundary condition
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CONSTITUENT HONITORING OF EVAPORAT ION SOURCE PLUMES

by

Dr. J. R. McNeil

ABSTRACT

Thin film physical characteristics depend to a great extent upon

the techniques used for deposition. In particular, films of ThF4 have been

deposited from different sources (boats, e-beam, etc.) and have displayed

different absorption characteristics. A system of monitoring plume

constituents has been implimented that employs mass spectroscopy. Drawbacks

to this approach include low sensitivity for detecting plume constituents.

Plans have been made to modify the deposition system in order to improve the

sensitivity. Optical absorption and emission spectroscopy have been

evaluated, but these techniques also appear to have low sensitivity to

species in the plume, particularly molecular and impurity constituents.
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L. INTRODUCr.I ON

Characteristics of thin films depend to a great extent upon the

techniques used for deposition. Films of ThF 4, for example, have been

observed to have absorption coefficients varying by nearly a factor of

10 when deposited under identical conditions except for the type of

evaporation source used. Film cracking was observed in some cases and

not in others; of those that cracked, the patterns observed were different

for different sources employed.

Recently Hughes Research Laboratories has investigated impurities

in ThF 4 material. They concluded that ThF4 supplied by Cerac and believed

to be of high purity actually contained as much as {5% of ThL(OH)F . This

impurity is not detectable by Cerac's method of x-ray analysis. Hughes

believes the OH content strongly influences the absorption of the film

material at 3.8 w

It is not known what fraction of plume material coming from different

sources (boats, e-beams, etc.) is ionized. The level of constituent

ionization might be connected with the characteristics displayed by the

resulting film. This is particularly the case for materials that disassociate

during deposition, such as ZnS.

II. OBJECTIVES

The points above are the driving factors for establishing a system

to monitor the constituents of plumes. The system would preferably have

the sensitivity to detect impurities present on the order of 1%. This

might provide a means of correlating physical characteristics displayed by

the film with impurity content and thus remove some of the ambiguity of

film deposition.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

Mass spectroscopy was chosen as the technique for attempting to

monitor plume constituents. The systems available at AFWL was the EAI

Quad 250, with a range of 0 to 500 amu and a Varian unit with a range

0 to 1O0 amu. These systems were mounted on the ultrahigh vacuum system in

the Developmental Optics Facility at AF4L. The deposition system had the

capability of generating plumes usings different resistively heated sources,

e-beam and COI laser heating. The deposition system was made operational,

and a vacuum of 2xlO- 8 Torr was achieved, with several leaks located. Back-

ground mass spectra showed typical constituents of water, N., etc.
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IV. RESL.TS

As a "warm up", sources of MgF, were examined. The first soorc.

was an e-beam generated plume. No spectra was observed ,1illg , Oit her 01

tile mass spectrometers with the e-beam power supply set at maximum (10kkv).

Next several resistively heated boat sources were used. Ihev were mounted

in different positions inside the deposition chamber. After several boat-

loads of MgF, were deposited, spectra of MgF and M1 1 were observed

using the Varian mass spectrometer. l)eposition rate at the mass spec

detector was approximately 10 X/sec. The vapor source was an open,

cesistively heated boat. From what has been observed, the following

problem areas can be identified:

1. The geometry of the source and mass spec must be changed to reduce

their separation. At present, a boat loaded with materiil must be operated

so hot in order to detect 1gF that it emptiCs in h to I) n;inutes Of operation.

Redc ini- tile separation bv at least a factor of 1.s required. However. this

is complicated i f source plumes other than ths& I r.11 lir, ctlv heated boats

are to be examined. Possibilities include rteo; 11, 1I* a.1i, :ipec head

or obtaining a new bell jar, both of which wo,011 1 e , ooi .eod time

consuming.

2. There may be problems related to observing c'u!de ns.ahI. vap, r.

This affects the sensitivity of the mass spec and is thus related to 'I

above. Dielectric material can condense on the anode of the mass spec

ionizer, reducing emission current and thus lowering sensitivity. During

the 6 to 10 minutes of operation observing MgF 2 spectra with the Varian

instrument, during which the density of MgF o in the ionizer was significant,

the emi sion current dropped sli.ghtlv f rom !. to 4.1 mIA. Was t hIi s

reading real? This is something that can probably be lived with.

3. From what has been observed it is important to have the mass spec

head in line of sight with the plume source. The EAT mass spec was mounted

with a right angle valve above the source of Mgf 2 , and operated with ImA

emission current, giving a sensitivity comparable to that of the Varian

instrument. No Mgl.F, spectrum was observed using the EAI instrument.

4. The e-beam source location is presently not within line of sight ot

the pas ible mass 4pec head positions. If .mnv modifications of geometry are

made, as mentioned in 141, this should be kept in mind (e.g. a port should

be installed direct lv over the e-beam pockets). The present geometry probably

explains why MgF,1 spectra has not been observed from the e-beam source.
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5. I Ito tw L as WO[c M.t~ Iii~i t itlaW If on ife v rar ta

[rtesame two amu)1 itithers . I'lii s 1iii gt be due to c) COUp I of things.'[h

smaller Varian instrument could change in sensitivity with increasing amu,

whereas the EA1, with a range at *Q0 amu, probably has less of a change

over the same amu range. The result would he to indicate different ratilos

for materials of sign if icantkI d if fvront am11It. Ano the r possible explIanat ion

might be that the ionizer cathodes eatilId he (racking ma lecti les. With

dif ferent geometries, different am6uiits, Ot cracking ini g-it be expected.

V. REC0'EN DAT IONS

Alternat ive approaches to mon itoaring the p1 time constituents might

incluide emission and absorpt ion Spec t1 rosCOpv',. A smal I electron emission and

accelerator arrangement could be constructed to straddle the plume to excite

the constituents. Howeever there would be problems aSs;ociated with electrons

dissociating molecular species in the plume and otherwise changing the plume.

Also the spectra and Einstein A-coefficients Of the mclecular species are

not all well known, and this would make it difficult to obtain quantitative

measurements. This would also be the case in using absorption spectroscopy.

However, an estimate of the optical path length, kof, can be made following

the techniques of Ladenburg and Reiclie Iusing the expression

ko -2-1 AK2 1 A21 N,

Here A0~ is the wavelength of the center of the transition, N1 is the density

tOf species in the tipper level of the transition, and g-, and 92 are degeneracies

of levels I and 2 (xbl). Making reasonable assumptions for values of A,,

(%- lO'sec I) and Avo (x, 109lHz) and calculating NI from knowledge of the

deposition rate and species temperature (% l,31cm-3) yields a value of

I,.Z of .4 to 4. This is a reasonable range for performing absorption

spectroscopy. However, this is applicable for atomic resonance transitions

in the blue region of the spectrum, and this would not apply for molecular

spec ies. Also, impur ity (consti tuents wo Ild be a*t concentrations 10 to 100

times less thita thli ma jor nsti intent, wi tlt NI aind ko h lei rig iorrespond intug v

s111I I k. TIMu; thle two opt i ca spectIrtisetpi it echiiies woul d lhe 0n lV

part iaIliv oppIlcab Ie to 110uit tring" Iv1 tune tons t it tuent s
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The deci:iou was made to ad:ip the '!position ,.himbir such that mass

spect roscop ic techniques could be used. Costrruction of the apparatus should

begin within a month.

The final two weeks of this eight week effort were spent disassembling

the uhv system and moving it. This was to prepare for clean-room modifica-

tions of the )OF.
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I A. C:. C. M it -I it- I ;ini M. W. /.ewmansk y J:niaw Rd iI oanEXt j t-cdL

Atoms, (Cambridge University Press, London, 1971), Ch~apter 111.
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DEVELOPKf"NT OF A COMPUT'EN ASSISTED

AIRCRAFT LOAD PLANNINC MODEL.

by

Louis A. Martin-Vega

ABSTRACT

The main objective of this applied research effort was to assist the

Logistics Planning Office at Gunter AFS in their attempts to describe, model

and develop computer assisted approaches to the aircraft load planning prob-

lem. Part of the research effort involved visits to locations where actual

deployments were carried as well as meetings with experienced load planners

throughout the course of the study. Information gathered from these visits

and meetings was analyzed and documentation concerning the way the aircraft

loading problem is approached by load planners was developed. A test data

base was also developed and used to compare loading plans generated by manual

load planners with existing computer assisted approaches. These comparisons

resulted in a consensus that existing computer assisted approaches are still

of limited practical value. Based on the insight obtained from the analysis,

documentation and testing, a general methodology was developed which could

serve as a foundation for the future development of computer assisted approaches.

The feasibility of using microcomputer technology to assist in aircraft load

planning was also explored yielding what appears to be a very promising area

for future applied research in this area. Suggestions for basic research into

Lthe mathematical structure of the aircraft loading problem are also included.
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T. INTRODUCTION:

A major prlori y ,.fort of the Logistics Plinninsg Office ;it Gunter Air

Force Station iS the development anid use of computer ti.'hniology for load

planning Air Force mobility equipmentL/pvrsonnev on mil itary c;argo and (ivi)

Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) aircraft. Although the load planning process is

currently carried out manually at the base level, it is felt by Air Force

personnel that the adequacy of the manual process is limited to pre-planned

peacetime deployment exercises exhibiting few, if any, changes in aircraft

or equipment availability. Both the inadequacies of manual load planning

and the frustrations encountered by load planners can best be appreciated

when last minute changes occur in either the aircraft available for the

deployment, the equipment to be deployed or the desires of the loadmasters.

(For a more extensive description of these problems refer to ( 3, 7, 8 ).

Since last minute changes are considered the rule rather than the exception

in any "real-time" deployment exercise, it is not hard to see why it is felt

that any enhancement of mobility capability and effectiveness requires at

least a partial automation of the load planning process.

The general load planning problem can be described as a situation where

personnel and equipment are to be transported from one location to another

subject to a set of restrictions. These restrictions include factors such

as types and availability of aircraft as well as loading considerations

such as maximum weight limits, type and size of equipment and many others.

(Refer to ( 3 ) for a detailed listing of factors relevant to the loading

problem). The objective is basically one of carrying out the move with the

minimum number of aircraft which in some cases is akin to making the move

in such a way that total fuel consumption is minimized. The support equip-

ment to be transported is either packaged in pallets or consists of rolling

equilpment which are usually large enougi to be transported as self-contained

unrits. The related problem of creating pallet loads based on existing equip-

ment requirements has been the subject of prior study (5,6). In so far as

the loading problem is concerned it can be assumed that pallet loads have

been previously designed and specified.

The peculiarities of any particular load planning problem are encased

within the logistics of the deployment effort it is to serve. The basic

objective of any deployment effort is to move one or more squadrons of fighter

aircraft (say F-4's) from an origin to a destination in such a way that
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combat readiness is attained at the destination, in order to achieve combat

readiness a coordinated parallel move of support equipment and personnel must

be carried out. It is at this point where the load planning phase comes into

play. Insight into the logistics of a deployment effort can be obtained by

referring to Figure 1. In this example it is assumed that the objective of

the deployment is to move one or more squadrons of F-4's from origin( to
destlatLion (D , allowing for two CroutLe refuCling or Lanker pos iLions, Q iAandO The support squadrons fall into four general classifications:

ISE: Initial Support Equipment

Part of this squadron precedes the actual movement

of the F-4's and has the responsibility of preparing the destination site for

initial combat readiness. Since the characteristics of the destination may

vary from that of a well equipped site to an extreme bare base condition, the

size of this move will vary accordingly. Given the importance of this initial

move, it is often the case that the first aircraft to be load planned are

dedicated exclusively to this equipment.

EST: Enroute Support Te;m

As the name suggests, this squadron provides support

to the movement of the F-4's at the intermediate or refueling positions as may

be required. The move will be divided among the refueling positions (i.e., EST-A

and EST-B)

TSE: Tactical Support Equipment

BSE: Base Supply Equipment

These squadrons can either precede or follow the

actual movement of the F-4's. Their arrival at the destination is tantamount

to the completion of the deployment. As can be noted, the logistics of a

deployment effort imply the movement of equipment and personnel with different

time dependent priorities. It does not suffice "to move everything". It is

also necessary to have particular items available at either the destination

or refueling positions at certain strategic moments in order to carry out the

move with the coordination required. It is this time dependent factor which

becomes an additional crucial argtm('nL for the partial a itomat io of the

iad planning process if one Is to adeqtately serve a "reaL-tit'" deployment

with "real-t ime" support.
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O Destination

ORefueling or Tanker Position A
EST-A

ISE

O Refueling or Tanker Position B

EST-B

0 Origin

TSE;BSE

(i) The first group of equipment and passengers to be moved is part of ISE

and is sent directly from the origin to the destination.

(11) The second group of equipment and passengers that go out is EST-A to

the refueling point closest to the destination.

(ili) EST-B goes to refueling point B, and then

Both EST-A and EST-B advance to the dostination as the F 4's pass

points Q and Q respectively.

(iv) TSE and BSE followup the movement of the F4's.

Figure 1

The Logistics of a Deployment Effort
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FinaI lIy, it should be pointed 01t t hat researtuh -arrIed out on ai rcraft

Ild plaill Ilg, wil I ackilowtudgIng thv theortL I cal aspLcLs of the problem,

consists baically of attempts to develop real-time interactive approaches

to the problem. It is this approach which appears to be most amenable to

incorporating the many practical details involved in an actual load planning

situation. It suffices at this point to state that given the size and multiple

constraints associated with practical loading problems, it is highly unlikely

that any optimum real-time solution to the problem will be found. It was with

this in mind that the objectives out] [ned in the following section were specified.
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OBJECTIVES

The effort documented in this report is a study of Lhe aircraft load

planning process with the main objective of assisting the Logistics Planning

Office in their attempts to describe, model and develop automated or partially

automated approches to the problem. Within this main objective the follow-

ing specific steps were established as guidelines for this research:

(i) In order to develop a feel for the physical reality of the problem

a location where a deployment is carried out would be visited. Part of the

research effort would involve visits to the location to analyze and document

the way the problem is approached at present by manual load planners. The

objective here is to develop documentation that would provide insight into

understanding the problem itself.

(ii) Using this location as a "test case", a data set corresponding to

the loading problem faced by those doing manual load planning would be

generated. This test data would then be used to compare the actual loading

plans generated at the test site with plans developed by either load planners

at other locations or existing automated approaches. A comparison of these

results would then yield the basic structure of a load planning methodology

as well as an evaluation of current manual and computerized load planning

approaches.

(iii) Using the insight obtained from (i) and (ii), a methodology

would then be developed based on this "test case" taking into consideration

the eventual, at least partial, automation of the procedure itself.

(iv) Finally, it is expected that the work carried out would also

assist in developing recommendations as to feasible directions for future

work in load planning including the possibility of incorporating microcomputer

technology in the load planning effort. These recommendations would then

complete the contents of this report.

The following sections of the report follow the sequence established

by the s~atement of objectives starting with a visit to Moody AFB, Georgia

in early June.
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III. ANALYSIS AND DOCUMENTATION OF MANUAL LOAD PLANNING PROCEDURES

Exercise Red Flag 81-4 was carried out at Moody AFB, Georgia between

June 9 and June 12, 1981. The destination of this pre-planned deployment

was Nellis AFB, Nevada. In addition to observing the various aspects of

this deployment, conversations were held with personnel in charge of the

load planning effort as well as with personnel previously in charge of

load planning at this facility. Subsequently during the summer in the

c(mpupny of 1.t. Yost of the AFILMC a series of meetings were held with M/Sgt.

W. Clark, load planner for the Air Force Reserve at Dantley Field in

Montgomery, Alabama. The following description is a summary of the insight

obtained from these conversations and meeting. It is felt that this

information is an accurate statement of the way load planning is presently

approached by those who have responsibility for this task.

A. i're-Load Plan Phase

One of the first insights obtained from the conversations at Moody

and at Dantley was that the entire load planning operation can be divided

Into essentially two phases. The pre-load plan phase consists of all the

steps to be carried out from the moment the origin deployment site (say Moody)

receives its initial message from Headquarters announcing the exercise up to

and including the moment the origin site replies with its estimate of the

number of each type of aircraft it will need to carry out the deployment.

These steps are documented in Figure 2, and can be summarized as follows:

Steps Q and 0 consist of Headquarters advising the origin

deployment site of an exercise and their submission of a description of the

deployment (exercise package). Once information is acquired by the origin

deployment site on the conditions of the destination site Q , the support

groups are asked to submit a list of the equipment they would need to move

( , 0 0 ) in order to complete the exercise. This list is screened

by the load planners 0 and after interacting again with the support

groups a final list of equipment to be moved is agreed upon. This final list

of equipment is then partitioned into various material handling units 7 and

ust iluatts ol quantities to be moved r-L generated . Using these totals,

1iMiaLes of the total we ight of the support deployment are arrived aL In

:1olIn, instances, estimates of the total number of stations (i .e., aircralt

ca.rgo positions) aind passcnger pcsitions are also generated QD This
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Origin deployment site (Ex; Moody) receives a? message from HQ advising of an exercise

2 HQ sends the Exercise Package to Origin deployment siLe.

Survey of equipment available at Destination

3 site is carried out.

Based on knowledge of equipment available at Destination

4 Maintenance and other support groups are asked,

What do you need to carry?

Maintenance and other units come back with a list
of equipment they need to move

T) List is screened by load planners and a
6

Final List of Equipment is agreed upon

7 The Final List of Equipment is distributed into

pallets, cargo bins, boxes and other related units.

Estimates of :# of pallets

# of pieces of wheeled equipment

# of passengers

are generated.

Figtire 2
P re-Load 1' tan Phase
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FSi~-imate Of tile TotalI 9A Est 1Mate of the Tot al N.umb~er
VWekr,.t of the move is (of S ta t i c ns and Peopl e involved
generated. in the move is generated.

How many_____________

10 C-130's or 10 C-141's 10 C-5A's

will be nee ed to make the move'?

Information is Sent To LogisticsL Headquarters..

..on to actual load planning phase..

Figurje 2 (cont.)
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Unless a prior expected aircraft mix has been provided by HQ, the usual assum-

tion made by the load planners is that the move will be .ade on one type of

aircraft and therefore estimates of the total number of either C-130's 0-
C-14 I's , or C-5A's needed to individnalllv carry out the

whole move are generated. While this may appear to be rather complicated

at first glance, most load planners will usually carry out their calculations

for just one type of aircraft (say C-.1 30's) ind then use eqiival ency rel ation-

ships (Ex: 2 C-130's carry approximately the same as 1 C-141) to generate

estimates for the other type of aircraft. This information is then sent

back to Logistics Headquarters (D thus completing what we have called

the pre-load plan phase.

B. The Actual Load Planning Phase:

The actual load planning phase is summarized in Figure 3.

It commences with a reply from Logistics Headquarters informing the type

and amount of aircraft assigned for the deployment G12 Up to this point

most experienced load planners will have relied upon their knowledge of the

characteristics of support equipment to generate the estimates of space and

weight referred to in the pre-load plan phase. However, a formal check of

the physical characteristics of the equipment (height, length, weight, cube)

is usually conducted by referring to the BAMS 3 Mobility Equipment Listing

maintained at most origin deployment sites Q3 The aircraft mix informa-

tion and the estimates of the physical characteristics of the equipment

along with the number of people to be moved becomes the input data

for the creation of the load plans 14 - This information is summarized

on standard MAC Passenger/Cargo Maui fest forms consisting of schematics of

the different aircraft which allow for manual positioning of equipment and

passengers along with a listing of the equipment and its characteristics.

(see Figure 4, for an example of a c-1.30 form).

While estimates of equipment weights have been used as data for the

creation of load plans, it is not until the equipment packages are actually

prepared that actual weight can be determined Q . An inspection of

these equipment packages is carried out by the planners and differences

between estimated weight and actual are noted Q . If the differences

are not significant, then load plans are not altered. However, if the
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Logistics replies stating the amount of

Estimate of
9B Passengers

VI Physical characert 1StiCS of equ pinent
(he ight , length) are gone rated ( IMAMS

6 Step crement numbers, physical chara':ter-

N~ istics of equipment and aircraft
restrictions ... (Passenger Cargo
Manifest Form)

Equi pment p)ackagcs (pallets, rolling Stock)
15 are prepared and actually weighed in

hang.a r.

Yes Ye Is there a difference between estimated

16 weights and actual weights?
Readjust
Load Plans

'.,kages Have 19 ---- 1181 No
Bt. R ebuilt?

Yes Is there a change in the type and amount of
17 aircraft available for the move?

No

No

20 Load Plans are submit ted to Load Master
for Inspection Upon Arrival of Aircraft

No Loadmast er OK' s load Plan
21

Actua I ,. ad 111 m1,i I g Pis
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differences cause any vital loading restrictions (essentially maximum weight

at this point) to be violated, then a readjustment of load plans may be re-

quired H If feasible plans cannot be created due to the differences,

it may be the case that equipment packages would have to be torn down and

rebuilt 19 causing essentially a second iteration of the whole process
from step ILj onwards. This group of steps may also occur (and more
frequently does occur) if a change is announced (usually on short notice) in
the type and amount of aircraft available for the move 0 . In this case
it very likely that some of the load plans will have to be scrapped rather
than just readjusted leading one through steps 1 , and up to again.

Given a set of "final" load plans, these plans are presented to the
aircraft loadmasters upon their arrival with their aircraft. . The
loadmasters will then inspect the plans and recheck, height, weight, center
of gravity and other restrictions before granting their approval for the
actual loading to begin Q . Other considerations such as ease of
loading and unloading of palletized and rolling stock equipment come into
play in the inspection. If no changes are requested, then the actual loading
is commenced However, if changes are requested the load planner may
find him/herself again in the readjusting, rebuilding and re-creation of load
plans loop 1 8 , ,r l..) relying ulpon his/her experienct, to shorten

the duration of this manual proc dure.

It is in steps 1 and 81 where the experience of the load
planner comes strongly into play. The amount of time required to create or
adjust the load plans depends significantly upon his or her knowledge of both
aircraft and equipment characteristics. Various loading restrictions such as
maximum weight and height limits, center of gravity considerations, specific

location of certain types of hazardous material and many others (refer to (3)
for a detailed listing ) must be taken into consideration in the creation of
feasible load plans. However, as is to be expected, certain restrictions
are in reality "more critical" than others and the experienced load planner
is acutely aware of this. It was therefore not surprising to find that the
methodolOgy employed in the creation of load plans varies among load planners
h;iSd on the amount of experience they have and the type of equipment they
are accustomed to moving. Noncthe les s tt I, felt that cert. an common
e.lemen1clits Can1 be exploited in an attempt to develop a load planning methodology.

I ti de'velopment of Is ItthO I(Ology whith forms the basis for the next

,tions ot this report.
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Finally, it must be pointed out that the load planning procedure from

step R1 onwards, is a manual procedure. While no computerized system

c;jn, nor should desire to replace, the insight of an experienced load planner,

it is in these steps where the assistance of a computer based interactive

system should be able to play a significant role. Reductions of the time

required and the inherent tediousness and error proneness of having to

manually go through iterations of the creation, readjustment, re-creation

of load plans loop described by steps , , etc .., while

not critical for most pre-planned peacetime deployments, would be a very

critical component of any real-time deployment effort.

IV THE MOODY TEST CASE

The documentation of the previous section presents the general pro-

cedure followed by load planners at the locations visited as part of this

effort. The difference in the approaches followed are concentrated in

the actual methodology used for the creation of load plans. In order

to obtain additional insight into this part of the procedure the data

used in the Moody deployment was compiled and used as a test case. The

actual load plans generated at the test site will now be presented along

with the load plans developed by M/Sgt. Clark when he was given the same

data to analyze. In addition, the test data was fed into the New Mexico

Air National Guard Computerized Aircraft Load Planning Model (10)

allowing for an additional comparison between existing manual procedures

and this first attempt in the Air Force to introduce automation into the

load planning process.

A- The Test Data:

The list of equipment to be moved during Exercise Red Flag 81-4 is

described in Table I along with their length, width, height and weight

characteristics. The 31 items include both pallets and rolling stock as

well as equipment which can occupy only specified positions in the air-

crafts (Ex: Loxcart requires a position with Venting Equipment). The

generations of this list is equivalent to having reached step (Q
of the Pre-Load Plan Phase (see Figure 2). The total weight of the move

was 89,987 lbs., well within the peacetime load limits of either one C-5A,

two C-141A's or four C-130's (MAC Pamphlet 50-13, 10 Oct. 1980 page 2-1)

anid thus completinug the equivalent of steps 0 , ® 1 and®0
(,1 hc PI'o-Load Plan PIhasc.
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Table 1

List of Equipment To Be Moved

peration Red ..Fla 81-4
DescrlPtion Increment Ieth Width Height We i.mh tNo . . . . . . . .

I. Compressor MC2A T429 86 59 40 880
2. Compressor MCIA T433 79 66 61 2150
3. Pallet 463L 1248 88 108 93 5200
4. Pallet 463L 1236 88 108 96 4000
5. Pallet 463L 1247 88 108 90 4000
6. Pallet 463L 1266 88 108 90 3717
7. Pallet 4631, 1269 88 108 90 3880
8. Pallet 4631, 1001 88 108 96 4500
9. Pailet 463L 1010 88 108 96 4200

10. Pallet 463L T150 88 108 96 3600
[I. Pallet 463L 1244 88 108 96 2000
12. Pallet 463L 1268 88 108 90 3520
13. Pallet 463L 1260 88 108 90 3120
14. Pallet 4631. 1252 88 108 90 3420
15. Pallet 463L 1233 88 108 90 3350
16. Pallet 463L 1264 88 108 90 3380
17. Pallet 463L 1256 88 108 90 2000
18. Bomblift MJ1A 1113 148 53 42 3650
19. AM32A-60 1109 118 68 86 4290
20. Loxcart 1188 117 68 54 1100
21. A.M32A-60 1145 118 68 68 3900
22. AM32A-60 1149 118 68 68 3900
23. NF2- lightall 1144 83 68 60 2150

NF2- ightall 1129 83 68 60 2150
25. Air Cond 1228 88 68 68 1120
26. lal etl 4631, 1259 88 (08 90 2415
2i. l',jlhlt 4631, 1263 88 108 90 2335
28. Pillet 4631, 1101 88 108 90 2150
29. Compressor M2A 1128 86 59 40 880
30. Compressor MIA 1125 79 66 61 2150
31. Compressor M2A 1141 86 59 40 880

89,987
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B: Mod 4's Load Plan:

The day before the deployment word came in from IQ that i nstead of two

C-141A's and two C-130's, a C-5A would be available to make the move. This

greatly simplified the process since all items could be accomodated on this

one aircraft. The load planning function became one of having only to locate

the items on the C-5A, instead of first having to select which items would

go on which aircraft and then locating them into positions as would have been

the case had C-141A's and C-130's been used.

The load plan generated by the Moody planners is illustrated in Figure 5.

The main considerations taken into account in the development

of this load plan were the following:

(i) Identification of items that could be located on the ramps of the

C-5A kstations 407-484 and 2007-2126). Possible choices for loading on the

ramp are limited to items with a height of 76" or less. Twelve of the items

ol the list satisfied this constraint out of which two were chosen for loading

on the front ramp (T429 and T433) and three were located on the back ramp

(1128, 1125 and 1141). The rationale for choosing these particular five it'ms

is not clear although the fact that all are rolling stock items (compressors)

would imply a material handling consideration.

(ii) The mainframe of the C-5A can be divided into two rectangles, each

with the capacity to handle 16 items of standard pallet size (i.e., 88" long

and 108" wide). Since all the remaining items satisfied the height satisfied

the height constraint for the main frame (i.e., 96" or less) and weight was

not really a factor in this move, the decision of where to locate the remain-

ing items was based exclusively on handling considerations.

The main handling consideration is the difference that occurs between

the loading of pallets versus the loading of rolling stock. Since rolling

stock, by definition, has its own wheels, the floor is left flat and the items

ned only to be rolled on. The loading of pallets however (flat surface)

requires preparing the floor with a rail system. In order to eliminate the

inconvenience of loading and unloading that should occur if pallets and rolling

were mixed arbitrarily (i.e., a section of the floor would be flat, another

rail, etc.), the remaining 26 items were segregated into pallets and rolling

stock. The right side of the aircraft (one rectangle) was then loaded completely

with pallets (items 1248 to 1256). The rolling stock items (1.13 to 1228) were all
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loaded on the left side, and the remaining three pallets (1259, 1263 and I101)

were located in the last three positions of the left side. This allowed for

the following loading and unloading patterns:

Rigtr Soe

.f",,__ r rT J 4 R A
* 'A3 9 4 TOta J
LxFT Sim~

i.e., Pallets & Rolling Stock could be loaded and unloaded simultaneously,

Lhereby reducing the time the aircraft had to remain on the ground.

In synopsis, once the main restrictions were satisfied (height & weight

constraints), attention was directed towards creating a load plan that would

provide for ease of handling thereby speeding up the actual loading and un-

loading procedure. Considerations such as balancing the load on opposite sides

o[ the aircraft, splitting the load into a 55-45 total weight distribution

forward and aft of the center of gravity and individual floor stress factors

were not critical in this deployment. In general, the C-5A is considered by

the load planners at Moody to be the least critical aircraft with respect to

weight which allowed them, in this case, to concentrate on other factors.

C: M/Sgt. Clark's Load Plan:

During the summer a series of meetings were held with M/Sgt. William Clark,

a member of the Air Force Reserve Unit at Dantley Airfield in Montgomery,

Alabama. M/Sgt. Clark is a load planner with over sixteen years experience.

During the meeting he was provided with the Moody test data. In an attempt

to gain additional insight into the load planning process, he was asked to

devetlop load plans for the test data using both C-141A and C-130 aircraft.

One of the load plans developed by M/Sgt. Clark using C-141A aircraft is

illustrated in Figure 6 The main characteristics of this aircraft that he

cLOsidered relevant in the load planning process were:

0) he C-141A Can be visualized as consist L1g of essentially 10 Cargo

i'l Lt Positions.
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(i) Position #10 is a ramp with a height limitation of 76:. This same

height limitation applies to position #1 (crew door).

(iii) Liquid oxygen or any other equipment requiring vents must be

located in either position #1 or position #7 where venting equipment is

available.

(iv) Hazardous material should be located either in position #1 or

preferably in position #10 for possible jettisoning during flight if the

need were ever to arise.

It is important to note that even though the MAC affiliation training

manual for load plannershas various other aircraft related restrictions,

consideration of the above four along with general height and weight restric-

tions provided the basis for the load plan in Figure 6. The load plan itself

was developed as follows:

(i) The equipment list was scanned and it was noted the individual weights

of the equipment would not violate any of the weight restrictions of the indi-

vidual cargo pallet positions. (i.e., pallet positions I through 9: Maximum

weight 10,354 pounds; position #10: Maximum weight 7,500 pounds.) It was

also quickly determined that total weight would not be a problem since the

C-141A is capable of carrying up to 60,000 pounds.

(ii) Based on the total weight of the move (89,987 pounds), theoretically

only two aircraft would be needed. However, the 31 pieces of equipment corres-

ponded to more than 20 pallet positions, therefore requiring a total of three

aircraft. (i.e., steps and of Figure 2).

(iii) Equipment with special characteristics were identified and assigned

to either position #1 or position #10. A liquid oxygen cart (1188) was located

in position #i of the first aircraft (venting equipment) whereas a lightall

(1144) and two compressors (T429 and T433) were assigned to position #1 of air-

craft two and position #10 of aircrafts one and two respectively (i.e., height

less than 76").

(iv) The remaining equipment on the list was segregated into pallets

versus rolling stock. Aircraft one wps completed with pallets where the heaviest

pallets were located in the middle (1248, 5200 pounds in position 5 (station 891);

1001. 4500 pounds in position 6 (station 981) and the assignments kept alterna-

ting in this same pattern in order of decreasing weight (known in load planning

1argon as "pyramid loading"). Application of this technique becomes the load

pk -flnr4 equivalent of approximating the "center of gravity" restriction Without

.v ,r having to actually curry out the calculation.
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(v) This saute patLCrn Itis FepeattLd Il LIlt Lscond aircral t with the retlain-

ing pallets of standard size although a I ightal 1 (1129) was located in tile

second position. The two lightalls were apparently kept together for ease of

handling.

(vi) After aircrafts one & two were loaded essentially with pallets, the

remaining equipment (mostly rolling stock) was accomodated in aircraft three

based upon the same idea of placing the heaviest total weight in the center

and working outwards. The dimensions of the"rolling stock" as well as handl-

ing considerations were taken into account in accomodating the equipment on

this aircraft.

The load plan for the C-130 followed the same steps outlined with the

difference being that this aircraft has only six cargo pallet positions. A

total of six C-130's were required to complete the move. Finally, it should

be mentioned that it took M/Sgt Clark about 45 minutes to complete the load

plan in Figure 6.

D: New Mexico Load Plans:

The New Mexico Air National Guard Aircraft Load Planning Model represents

the first documented attempt within the Air Force to automate in some way the

load planning process (refer to 7 8, 10 1or hackground in l'lflt ion on the dev, I-

opmcnt of the program as well as a Users Guide developed by the AFI.MC for those

u aits that might be interested in trying out the model on an experimental basis).

Use of the program is available at the AFLMC at Gunter through the ARPANET

network. The Moody test data was fed into the program for both a C-5A deployment

is well as for a move consisting of C-141A aircraft. The results obtained were

the following:

(i) C-5A deployment:

Figure 7 illustrates the load plan obtained through the use of the

proram. The program does not output a schematic, but does provide coordinate

I'ILocationIs of the loaded equipment allowing one to locate the equipment on a

in 1 etSL form.

A comparison of this load plan with that developed by the Moody planners

r, , . tirvt of all that the 31 pieces of equipment were all loaded, but crammed

howover towards the forward part of the aircraft. This is due to the underlying

.11 4oithm of the program which starts locating equipment in the lower left

!itnd corner of the aircraft and continues loading from this point backwards.
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I'hys I caI character Is Lcs such as til ' i , r t mos ,La I rwel I I are ignored (i .. , 1429

is partially loaded in the stairway) and two pieces of equipment (1113 and 1248)

overlap over a portion of the space. The programs deterinioation ill minimizing

tle use of space also allows iLems to b' located in cenLIr aisle space ( Ex: 1248,

1188, 144, 1 228, 1141). Of even greater importance is the fact that the main

consideration of the Moody planners (ease of loading and unloading) never came

into play and therefore pallets and rolling stock are interspersed throughout

ol bot h sides of the aircraft. Since the algorithm loads equipment in the order

it is input, it would appear that the only way to achieve the rail system versus

rolling stock effect so desired in the C-5A would be to prepare the list before-

hand so that pallets and rolling stock would be alternated.

(ii) C-141A deployment:

Figure 8 illustrates one of eight load plans obtained by the New

Mexico program when C-141A aircraft were specified. A comparison of this load

plan with that developed by M/Sgt. Clark reveals first of all that even though

the program was given three aircraft, it did not manage to load all of the

equipment. (This was also true for the other seven plans generated by the

program's switching routine). Since the program loads equipment in its input

order, characteristics such as locating a liquid oxygen cart in position #1

will not be complied with unless the equipment list were scanned an prearranged

pri or to being input. (Il this case, it was located on tile ramp of aircraft one

(1188) which is not feasible.)

The "pyramid effect" used by M/Sgt Clark to alleviate center of gravity

problems does not appear, nor will appear, unless tLhe equipment iist Was

pre-arranged to generate this effect. The segregation of pallets versus rolling

o;tck does not occur, nor will occur, in less again the equiplileLnt list were

prc-airranged . The object ive ot the program of pushing items forward could lcild

to ccnter of gravity problems for aircraft that do not have a full load (like

aircraft 3) or for cases where the equi pmeut list is arbitrarily drawn up.

I.: Snummary :

This section has presented the results obtained when a "test case" set

of data was submitted to experienced load planners for their use in the

development of load plans. Although the number of details that have to be

taken into account can vary greatly depending on the equipment and aircraft

involved, in reality the load planners basically concentrate on satisfying

.1 limitId ;'t of dominant characteristilen and restrictions. This approach,
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arising, it appears more out of necessity than desire, has become the only

rational way to deal manually with a problem that otherwise would be intracta-

ble if every detail in the MACS manuals and other sources were taken

strictly into account. It will be these common elements which will serve as

the basis for the load planning methodology described in the following section.

Finally, the test data also served as a means to compare one of the first

automated approaches to load planning (the New Mexico program) with results

generated by experienced load planners. Undoubtedly, the New Mexico program

has its merits as a pioneering effort within the Air Force and has contributed

in generating further interest in this kind of activity. However, based on

comments provided by the load planners who had a chance to review the cases

presented in this section as well as other runs of the program, the consensus

was that in its present form, the program is of very limited practical value.

\ A GENERAL AIRCRAFT LOAD PLANNING METIIODOLOGY

Although it should be clear by now that the number of details that have

to be taken into account in aircraft load planning will vary greatly depending

on equipment and aircraft characteristics, it should be equally clear that any

load planner or automated load planning procedure that strives to deal with all

Of these factors simultaneously will have followed a route paved with frustra-

tions and ultimate failure. A common element in the approaches taken by the

load planners that participated in this study involved viewing the process as

a series of steps that concentrated on satisfying a small set of dominant

characteristics and restrictions.

The load planning methodology outlined in this section is an attempt to

lay a foundation for present and future attempts at partially automating this

process based on those notions esteemed to be of greatest importance by the

io id planners themselves. The basis of the methodologv is contained ilr Figures

), j) .,Id 1 I with Figures It through 14 illustraiting the dominant considerationu;

,inl restLraiinls associated with the C-I 30, C-141A, C-4lB and C-5A aircr;aft

tvlpc; respectively. The following is a summary of the information contained

in lhe first three figures.

I'hic irst type of input to the load planning process is a list of the

equipment to be moved a long with its ciarac te r is tics (hi gh t , weig ht , I en ht, e c.

a:i well as symbols that identify hazardous equipment and/or equipment requir-

ing aircraft venting equipment. The first objective of any automated procedure
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sltoiul d hi Lo assist In tile l'ri-Iload .;1 ,, I'l yisc b d hv. Ilopt f i "'Initial feas l b v

load plans" even before information is provided on the aircraft mix by Head-

quarters. (Figure 9 Step Q ) One way to accomplish this is to assume that

tile complete deployment will be moved on one type of aircraft, generate

"initial feasible load plans" for this type of aircraft and then repeat this

step for the three remaining types of military aircraft used for deployments.

(For example, say it is first assumed that the deployment will be carried out

entirely on C-130's. Initial feasible load plans would be generated that would

allocate all the equipment and passengers to C-130's only. This would then be

repeated for C-141A's, C-141B's and C-SA's).

While this may appear at first glance to involve "unnecesary work", it

should be emphasized that this part of the load planning process can be totally

automated. Moreover, this same type of approach is taken hy load planners wheui

an aircraft mix has not been forthcoming despite the fact that they have to do

it manually. Sub-routines would be developed for each aircraft type (actually

Only two sub-routines would be required due to the similarities between the

loading procedure of C-130's and C-141A's and B's) such as those presented in

Figures 10 and l which would terminate with a display and print out of schematics

of the "initial feasible load plans". This output would not be final in any

way since precisely one of the goals of any automated procedure should be to

provide for interaction between the planner and the program. The generation

of a graphical display and a printout of the schematic of the "initial load

plans" is however critical in that it would allow for real-time enhancements

or changes to the "initial load plans" by the planner with minimum effort.

(This type of interaction is not possible with say the New Mexico program (L0)

nor the Army's AALPS package (3 ).

The procedures presented in Figures 10 and i fcr generating the initial

rLasible load plans" incorporate these loading and aircraft characteristics

that dominate the logic of the manual load planners that participated in this

study. These characteristics have been discussed in Section IV and will not

he epeated here except only to note that strategies such as:

(i) Segregation of Pallets versus Rolling Stock

(ii) "Pyramid Style" loading, or loading the heaviest pallet in the center

position and working outwards

(iiI) Ease of loading and uloading on thle C- A and other manual- "short cuts"

us.d by the load planners play a crucial role in the 1V, lopment of the ini ti:1

plans. The initial plans would be feasible in the sense that they satisfy the

restraints found in Figures 12-15 for the aircraft types.
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C-130; G-14 1A; C- 141B; "Subroutine"

List of Equipment with Characteristics

I np n it Passenger Lists+

1 Check Equipment List versus Individual Aircraft
Weight and Height Restrictions (Figure #I's

12 through 15)

2 Calculate Total Weight of Move including 'AX

3 Determine No. of Aircraft Needed to Carry out
move

- Identify material requiring venting equipment

4 and hazardous material and pre-assign to
appropriate positions (See Figure

5 Segregate remaining material into Lwo Croups:
Standard Pallets versus Rolling Stock

6 List Pallets in order of decreasing weights;
List Rolling Stock in order of decreasing

weights.

Starting with the first aircraft, load pallets
in previous order "pyramid style," until

all pallets have been loaded.

8 Repeat with rolling stock until all equipment

hIas bt'n I oi.ded.

I.old PAX N B;Igg; tI I Itt,'; t on fro W 'r 1.i'k
poSitioW1; of .iliv partialiy lo dtd OY tUIlLty

aircraft..

" .0 ok? Check total weight and center of gravity
rou ti t," restrictions for all aircraft.

ok

1 j Display and print out "initial feasible load

plkin" schematics for load planner

F-igure .0

C-5A "Subrout i ne"
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I"ist of Equilpment with Character 1st 1 cs*

Input

Steps 1 through 6 of C-130, et al.
Subroutine (Figure 10))

2- Starting with the first aircraft, load
pallets in previous list order "pyra-
mid style," in even numbered cargo
pallet positions.

3 Continue loading pallets in odd-numbered
positions if required, starting with
position #3.

2 and 3 with 4 Have all pallets been loaded in first

aircraft two, etc. aircraft ?

Yes
Load rolling stock in remaining position

in accordance with "pyramid style"

principle.

Repeat steps No ? Has ncil e r
6 and 7 with 8 Has all the rolling stock been loaded?
remaining aircraft

Yes

"Interchange 1 ot A > Check total weight and center of gravity
routine" restrictions for all aircraft

Display and print out "initial feasible

load plan" schematics for load planner.

*Loading of Passengers can be done independently for C5A.

Figlre 11

(-5A "Stihrout ine"
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Forc 42?? 5o2 . 60. 1 ? 1 Aft.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Basic Considerations and Restraints:

1) Consists of 6 cargo pallet positions

2) Weight Restrictions:

-Maximum Total Weight (ACL): 25,000 pounds

-Pallet Positions 1 through 4: Max Weight 10,354 pounds

-Pallet Position 5: Max Weight 8,500 pounds

-Pallet Position 6: Max Weight 4,664 pounds (Ramp)

3) Height Restrictions:

-Maximum height of positions I through 5: 96 inches

-Maximum height of position 6 76 inches

4) Other Considerations:

-Hazardous material should be located in position #6

-Material requiring venting equipment should be located in

position #5

-A six-inch aisle (walkway) must be provided on left hand

side of pallets positioned in wheel well area (stations 577 to 597)

-Unloaded center of gravity is at station 537. Load should be

planned so that approximately 60% of the weight is forward

of CC and 40% aft (i.e., aircraft is tail heavy).

Figure 12

C-130
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Fore Aft.

531 621 711 801 891 981 1071 1161 1251 1352

1 213!451 7 8 9 Jy

Basic Considerations and Restraints:

1) Consists of 10 cargo pallet positions

2) Weight Restrictions

-Maximum Total Weight: (ACL) 60,000 pounds

-Pallet Positions I through 9: Max weight: 10,354 pounds

-Pallet Position 10 Max weight: 7,500 pounds (Ramp)

3) Height Restrictions

-Positions 2 through 9: Max height: 96 inches

-Positions 1 and 10 : Max height: 76 inches

4) Other Considerations:

-Material requiring venting equipment (Lx: loxcart) should go in

positions I or 7

-Hazardous material should be located in position 1 or 10

-Load should be planned so that approximately 60% of the weight

is located forward of the unloaded center of gravity (922) and

40% is located aft of CG.

-Loaded CG should be within the range 906.7 to 947.7.

Figure 13

C-141A
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Fore Aft

381 ___ _ _ 741 92j 1101 1281 1472

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 Ii 12 13

47 651 831 .. ._. 9

Hasic. Considerations and Restraints:

1) Consists of 13 cargo pallet positions

2) Weight Restrictions:

-Maximum Total Weight; (ACL): 72,900 pounds

Pallet positions 1 through 12: Max weight: 10,354 pounds

-Pallet position 13 : Max weight: 7,500

3) Height Restrictions:

-Positions 2 through 12: Max height: 96 inches

-Positions I and 13 : Max height: 76 inches

4) Other Considerations:

-Material requiring venting equipment should go in position 9.

-Hazardous material should be located in positions I or 13.

-Load should be planned so that appro<imately 40% of the weight

is located forward of the unloaded center of gravity

(Station position 877) and 60% is located aft of CG *

* This is the reverse of the C-141A & C-130.

_F .}ulre..!4

C-141B (Stretch Model)
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Once StLep ),f Vigure Ih .- h,-t templ,,td ;ilnd hi "I f t pi ; i

have been approved and/or adjusted and approved by the load planner, it

remains to wait and see what the actual aircraft mix will be. If the mix is

not really a mix, but consists of only one type of aircraft then no further

work would be required. If more than one type of aircraft is to be used,

then a search of the existing "initial load plans" could lead to a feasible

overall plan by taking subsets of the plans generated for .ach aircraft type.

(Remember that schematics of these plans will hve been printed out!) (Steps

O through (, Figure 9).

If not, then plans could be generated aircraft by aircraft in their

order of arrival. This is accomplished by taking the first aircraft to arrive

and assuming that the total move will be made solely on this aircraft. The

appropriate aircraft sub-routine (either Figure 10 or Figure 11) is applied

until this aircraft is completely loaded and its "initial load plan" is dis-

played and/or printed out. The equipment loaded on this aircraft is deleted

from the input list and steps (Q through Il2 are repeated with the

next aircraft to arrive playing the role of the "first" aircraft. These steps

are repeated until "initial feasible load plans" have been generated for all

the aircraft to arrive, in their order of arrival.

Any changes or additional detnils related to peculiar equipment character-

istics would, and should, be resolved through the interaction of the load planner

and the program. The program would then play tile role of an "auditor" in that

it would check those changes made by the planner to the "initial load plans"

to assure that they comply with feasibility restrictions. Tile decision on

which plans to use would rest in the hands of the planner.

Finally, it must be mentioned that the methodology in this section, while

general, does not pretend in any way to be all encompassing. On the contrary,

it is presented as an example of the format that an effective computer-assisted

load planning procedure could take since it would only pretend to automate

those aspects of manual load planning that are "common denominators" without

attempting to automate those details that are in fact more the exception rather

1h11 the rule. These must and should be left to the load planner, since the key

to the success of ally load planning methodology and resulting procedure will

lie in the degree to which it strives to assist, rather than substitute, the

I, ad p lanne .
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V I RLCOMMLNDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to a:;ist the Ilogistii : Il;niniug Office ol

the AFI.MC at Gunter, AFS in their efforts to o scribe and model the atrcraft

l,,d planning process. The long range objectives of this effort by LGX is the

development of automated or partially automated approaches to the aircraft

load planning problem. The approach taken was of an applied nature in that

iufo.,mation gathered through meetings with experienced load planners along

with observations of actual deployments were used as the hasis for the deve lop-

ment of this report. Analysis and documentation of this information led to

the identification of common characteristics within manual load planning pro-

cedures which were then used to develop the general methodology presented in

the previous section. This methodology does not pretend to be an "all encom-

passing solution to load planning" but rather an example of the format that

any effective computer assisted load planning procedure should take. Its

basic strategy is one of using common elements of manual load planning procedures

to satisfy a set of dominant aircraft characteristics thereby resulting in an

auLomated process that develops initial feasible load plans. These initial

plans would then be modified by the load planner in a real-time interactive

mode to arrive at final load plan schematics.

One of the first efforts within the Air Force in applying computer technology

to the aircraft load planning process is the work done by Hubner and Reid (7,8)

The result of their effort was the development of a computer program written in

Fortran for assisting load planners in their work. In this study a test data

hase was used to compare the effectiveness of Huebner and Reid's program versus

,iually generated load plans. While undoubtedly the New Mexico program has its

merits as a pioneering effort within the Air Force, these comparisons revealed

that in its present form, the program is of very limited practical value.

The important thing in this section is not so much to comment on the relative

mcri tis of the program but to note that when Huebner and Reid started their work,

their stated objective was one of "optimally solvi g' (the rebv potentially

"tot.1] Iv automting") the aircraft load planning process. However, they soon

realized that this approach was neither feasible (due mainly to the combinatorial

complexity of the loading problem) nor practical. Their approach became one of

developing a computer program that would assist load planners in the solution

of their loading problems. 1! short, complete u'ntomation soon gave way to an

interactive approach.
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This reality was also perceived by two Danish researchers who developed

an interactive computer system for the loading of cargo aircraft for Scandi-

navian Airlines (9). Given the standardization of containers and material

handling equipment used by commercial airlines, the problem addressed by

Larsen and Mikkelson (9 ) is actually a simpler version of the problem faced

by the Air Force. Yet even in this case, automation of the load planning

process was not considered feasible, and an Interactive system was employed.

The main argument for the use of an interactive approach for aircraft

load planning is simply that it is the most effective way of combining the

powers of the computer and the load pljanner. Anyone who has either observed

or assisted in a load planning exercise can verify that the number of "little

details" involved and "last minute changes" that occur cannot nor should not

be left to a computer program to resolve. It Is at this point in the load

planning process where the practical experience of the load planner is irrepiace-

able. In an interactive system the load planner continues being the master at

all stages, whereas the computer is the servant doing all the tedious work.

Wlile additional arguments may exist, it suffices at this point to recommend

that the term "Computerized Load Planning" be scrapped and replaced by the

notion of "Computer Assisted Interactive Load Planning".

Both the Huebner and Reid model (8 ) as well as the Danish model (9

demonstrate potential advantages of having a computer assist in the load

planning process. Although various factors can be listed, the major advantages

can be summarized as increased speed and accuracy of the load planning

process including the rapid generation of alternate load plans for a given

deployment. Both programs however, are written in Fortran, have large storage

requirement and are resident at centralized locations. In the case of the

New Mexico program, the results are stored in output files which must then

be manually transcribed onto blank cargo manilest sheets in order to visualize

or see the suggested load plan.

While it is possible that use can be made of an interactive model available

on the ARPANI'f system, the argument here is that the culmination of any real-

time base level Computer Assisted Interactive Load planning effort requires the

addition of two more enhancements. These are:

(i) The mobility associated with a small scale interaictive system, and

(ii) The v isual in-teract-ion. provided by i graphics capability.

It is felt that existing microcompiter t, ,1boology cli C1 c us,-d to icorpoiUitc

these factors in what would eventually be a Mob ilt. CompuLter Asi:sted I1teLractliye1

I ovid Planning effort.
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The potential .se of intcrocomput er technology in load planning has already

been illustrated during Operation Bright Star carried out by the New Mexico

Air National Guard in Egypt during November, 1980 (8 ). During that exercise

an Apple 11 with 48K, video monitor and disk drive was transported and used to

assist in this deployment effort. Quoting from the report, "Even though the

computer operated off of gas powered generators and in extremely sandy conditions,

no hardware problems were encountered (thereby attesting to the durability of

the equipment). A computer program was written in BASIC which graphically

di-played the upper half of cargo manifests and was used to verify I, Lidity

of manually produced load plans".

As part of this summer's effort this researcher was able to confirm part

of the results of Operation Bright Star by producing a small program on an

Apple Il system which duplicates the C-130 schematic that appears on aircraft

cargo manifests. This program was written by Airman Chip Hyde of the Gunter

Design Center on his in-house (dormitory) Apple system. Also during a meeting

of the Gunter AFS Micro Computer Club on Thursday, July 8 the subject of using

micro computers to assist in a load planning effort was discussed. The con-

sensus of the members was that there should be very little difficulty in using

microcomputers to assist the load planner in carrying out his current function.

The question of developing a program that would in fact generate "good solutions"

or "good initial load plans" on a microcomputer was felt to be a matter of greater

ctmplexi ty.

In synopsis, the use of microcomputer technology to assist the load planner

in his function is a fertile area for future applied research. In light of the

work being carried out on Interactive Computerized Load Planning at the AFIMC,

a logical next step would be to explore the potential of using microcomputer

technology to incorporate the features of mobility and visual interaction which

are not provided by centrally located systems.

Finally, it should again be pointed out that research carried out on air-

craft load planning has basically acknowledged but never actually explored the

theoretical aspects of this problem. Given the size and multiple constraints

associated with practical loading problems, it is highly unlikely that qny

"optimum" real-time solution to the problem will be found. Nonetheless a brief

revivw oif basic research related to the aircraft loading problem (1,2,4)

allows one to state that an investigation into the particular structure of the

iircralt loading probliem has not been carried out. Basic research into special

cases of the aircraft loading problem could yield insight into more clearly de-

lining what the objective of the loading process should be as well as pos:oibly
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providing exact procedures for siolving sub-problems that arise as part of th.

general load planning methodology presented In Section V (such as tile C-130

sub-routine for example.) This theoretical effort would parallel and comple-

ment applied efforts in load planning as well as contributing to an expansion

of knowledge in the general area of combinatiorial scheduling.
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A MODEL FOR CATH DATA AND SOME RESULTS ON TIHE

ARBITRARY RIGHT CENSORED DATA

by

Kishan G. Mehrotra

ABSTRACT

Two problems of interest in bio-statistics are considered

in this paper. In the first part we discuss a model which can

be used to predict the amount of blockage in arteries, given

some important factors such as age, cholesterol and blood

pressure. How well this model explains the data, collected at

the School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Texas, is current-

ly under investigation.

The problem of comparing two populations when the data is

collected with arbitrary right censoring is also investigated.

In past ten years several tests have been proposed to compare

two populations under arbitrary right censoring schemes. First

we prove that several, seemingly different, two sample tests are

the same. Next, we perform a small sample study to compare the

power and asymptotic level of significance of these tests.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The following objectives were discussed during the

pre summer visit.

(i) Modelling of the Cath. data: This objective

has been achieved to a reasonable degree of satisfaction.

(ii) Study and futher developments in the area of

tests with arbitrary right censored data: This objective

has also been achieved.

49-
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]. INTRODUCTION

Two problems of interest arc studied in this report. In the first

part we discuss a model to analyse data collected at the School of

Aerospace Medicine on approximately seven hundred pilots. This data

(called the cath. file) contains several measurements on each subject,

such as their age, blood pressures, cholesterol high density lipid

and of course a measure of amount of blockage of arteries in a small

neighborhood of heart. It has been observed that one can arrive at a

"reasonable" discriminant which will classify an individual as sick or

non-sick, when an individual is defined as non-sick if score which

measures the amount of blockage of arteries is less than two. The main

objective of further research is to investigate a possibility of pre-

dicting the blockage score of a person given his cofactors such as age,

cholesterol etc. A model with potential to handle this problem is

studied in Section 2.1.

In Section 2.2 we describe the results of another investigation

which arises in epidemiological studies. Prentice (1978) proposed a

class of rank tests to compare two populations when the data is obtain-

ed in the context of arbitrary right censoring. Earlier Cox (1972) had

also proposed a rank test for this problem which was later generalized

by Morton (1979). It is shown that the rank tests of Prentice and

Morton are the same. It is also proved that two alternative approaches

to obtain exact, conditional variances of these rank test statistics

give the same result. Finally, a small sample (empirical) study is

>jerformed to investigate which choice of variance produces best results.

2. RESULTS OF THE TWO STUDIES: In this section we describe our main

results. First we consider a model for the cath. file and in Section

2.2 we describe results on the rank tests for equality of two populations.

2.1 A MODEL FOR THE CATII. FILE:

2.1.1 The Background:

To analyse the data available in the Cath.file a first

attempt was made by means of discriminant analysis. Persons in the

Cath. file were divided into two groups. The first group consisted of

persons who had a sum of sone score less than 2. and the other group

with a sum of sone score greater or equal to 2. For simplicity of
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presentation we would refer these two groups as non-sick and sick

groups respectively. Logistic discrimination was applied to this data

with two main covariates: age and cholesterol. The fit was good.

Michalek (1980)

A problem of greater interest is prediction of the Cath. score

given variables such as age, cholesterol, high density lipid etc. To

get some preliminary information we first used the following approach.

It was conjuctured that the sum of sones random variable, S, is dis-

tributed as a poisson random variable whose intensity function X( JX)
depends on the covariables x (age etc). That is

P( s, W [xp- (/
However, an observation on the Cath.file immediately rules out the

above model because the cell with s=o has very - very large frequency,

compared to other cells. It was decided to accomodate for this by way

of considering the inflated poisson model. [See Johnson & Kolz (1969

page 205J. In other words the following model was tried on the avail-

able data.

where O( 4 I \(E)>O and is given by (2.2)

With cqx) given by (2.2), this model did not provide a very good

fit.

A major objection is the lack of explaination of additional

probability in the first cell. Lack of a good fit of (2.2) can be seen

due to the choice of c(j') which depends on .) and thus lacks

freedom of choice of a parameter.

We study these issues in the next section.

2.1.2. A MODEL FOR THE CATlH DATA

To accomodate for some additional freedom in the choice of

we consider o(k) =J+ 4_ 4j$/x)y and as before.

The reason for inflated poisson can be argued as follows. It is

hypothesized that a blockage of arteries starts as follows. First a

random event occurs which triggers the system so that the blockage
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begins to grow.* This triggering occurs with probability,

Given that the triggering mechanism has started

Thus, we naturally obtain an inflated poisson distribution for S.

However, the Poisson distribution of S, given that the trigger has

aiready started, still remains to be justified. In the remaining

part of this section, we investigate this question. We conclude

that the distribution of S is rather complicated and should not be

approximated by the poisson distribution.

To obtain the sum of sones a neighborhood of heart is divided in

subsections. In each subsection blockage of arteries is measured and

depending upon the percentage of blockage, a score is obtained,

generally between zero and 5 (both inclusive). The sum of all these

scores is what is knon as sum of sones.

As above, suppose the neighborhood of heart is divided in sub-

sections. In the ith subsection we may have more than one place where

blockage of arteries is obtained. We claim that this random variable

Y. the number of places where the blockage is starting to buildup,1

should behave like a poisson random variable with parameter = )*

we justify this claim as follows.

Let us assume that each subsection is further subdivided in

smaller regions called cells. Then two possible outcomes can be ob-

served. Either in the cell the blockage has already triggered or not.

Probability of a trigger in a cell, given by 9(x), is assumed to be very

small. Thus, using the property that sum of Bernoulli random variables

converges to a Poisson random variable, if the probability of success

(trigger) is very small, we conclude that Y. should behave like a

pcisson randoo variable with AL) area of the subsection

Finally, if all subsections in the neighborhood are equal in size, then

YI= total number of blockages should behave like a poisson random

variable. Unfortunately, we do not have a record of

*Concept of triggering mechanism was first used by Dr. Charles Davis,

visiting professor from the University of Toledo, Ohio. Some other
dliscussions with him were also extremely useful.

'Area of a subsection is not necessarily the Euclidean area.
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number of blockages. But due to this reason, it appears that distri-

bution of sum of sones will not be a poisson random variable as used

in our previous analysis.

Next, we wish to consider th- distribution of blockage at a

given point. It is assumed that triggering mechanism has already

started. However, the trigger occurs at a random time TO in the in-

dividuals life and satisfies the distribution function .

If the current age of this individual is A and the trigger occured at

age T . then the amount of blockage will be proportional to (A-To0

and will also depend upon other variables i.e. cholesterol, smok-

ing etc. We make a simple assumption that once the trigger has start-

ed, the blockage process builds up in a derterministic manner given by

Blockage (Proportion) p % ( 0+ P 'e) (A-T) (.4)

where x* is the collection of all other variables except age.

Thus one can obtain the distribution of B in terms of the distri-

bution of T0 . It remains to find a reasonable distribution for To.

In actual practice, if there are Y. (v) regions where block-

age is observed then the sone score is obtained from the maximum

blockage. It remains to find the distribution of maximum blockage in

a subregion. In terms of our earlier development, the second problem

can be handled as follows. Suppose Yi is fixed.

Suppose Ti,..° , *T denote the triggering time random variables.

Let T* = .i% Then the maximum blockage corresponds to

consequently, if we know the d.f. of T using (2.4)

we can find the d.f. of maximum blockage. On the other hand, if we

only capture the essence of above discussion and ignore the details,

it wculd appear that a reasonable distribution for percent blockage

could be given by some extreme value distribution, whose parameters

depend upon predictive variables A in some appropriate manner.

We further justify the above argument from slightly different

argument.

Another model for Blockage random Variable.

Once again assume that a given subsection is divided in small

cells. Assume that there is no triggering mechanism. Instead all

small cells have a built-in potential for blockage and this blockage

exists at each cell. However, we are only interested in the maxi-
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mum b.Lockage. Irrespective of the distribution of the blockage ran-

dom variable, the distribution of maximum blockage must be an ex-

trem, value random variable.

2.1.3. ANALYSIS.

For simplicity we assume that the distribution of T is given by

the exponential random variable with density A'eJ(-tIX)where the scale

parameter is unkno -i. Assuaing this, the distribution of

Vi'" I-T j is also exponential with parameter /

co:nsequently using(2.4)we can find distribution of B.

Analysis of Cath analysis with the above assumptions will be

investigated soon.
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2.2 A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF SOME LINEAR RANK

TESTS FOR THE TWO-SAMPLE PROBLEM'SUBJECT

TO RIGHT CENSORING*

2.2.1 Background: Gehan (1965) considered the problem of testing

equality of two populations when the samples were obtained under

arbritrary right censoring and proposed a generalization of the

V.ilcoxon rank test. Mantel (1966) also considered this problem and

proposed a rank test which is popularly known as the Mantel-Haenszel

or the log rank test. It can be seen that this is a generalization

of the Savage score test. Since then several other rank tests have

been proposed to test the equality of two populations. For example

the two-sample specializations of Cox (1972), Peto and Peto (1972) and

irentice (1978). Some modifications of the Cox (1972) test have

appeared recently; for example see Tarone and Ware (1977), Morton (1978).

In this paper, we study small sample properties of these rank

tests when the two-samples are arbitrarily right censored. Only other

simulation study of this nature, known to us, is by Lininger et al

(1970) in which they have compared small sample power of the Mantel-

Haenszel tests, with and without continuity correction, the Gehan

test and a test of Cox based on scores.

In the first part of this paper we briefly review some rank

tests. We present a general result which relates Prentice (1978)

class of rank tests to Morton's generalization ef the Cox statistic.

We also demonstrate that although the two tests appear to be the

same, they in fact are not identical. We also relate Prentice scores

(defined in Section 2) to the "usual" score function (see 11ajek and

Sidak (1967)). Next three possible choices of variances are briefly

revi ,wcd.

In section 2.2.3, we present results of our simulation study.

2.2.2 Two classes of Rank tests and their interrelationshi.

Let m and n denote the sizes of group 1 and 2 respectively and

N = m+n. The combined sample of size N is subject to arbitrary right

*This research was jointly performed with Dr. Michalek, Brooks AFD,

Texas and Dr. Mihalko, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE.
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On the other hand Cox (1972), using the partial likelihood

approach, obtained a test statistic which for the above two-sample

problem reject the null gypothesis if TN > constant, where

It is obvious that TN depends only on the Z S at actual failure

timus and their conditional expectations. The components (Z-..'Wl)

are intutively very appealing. These observations raise two

questions: (i) Is it possible to write SN in terms of

, . (ii) How do we choose weights

s5 to improve Tn to T N* where

Prentice and Marek (1979) investigated the first question and proved

that if scores c. and Ci, given by (2.2.2) satisfy
. :

for i=l,...,K, then SN can be written as TN* with w = c.- C .i

They observed that (5) is satisfied for three scores in particular.

We have p, roved that for c. and C. given by (2.2.2) equation(2.2.5)
I 1

is always satisfied. Consequently, all statistics given by (2.2.1)

have alternative representation in terms of TN *. From this it also

follows that if the underlying error density is f, then the appro-

priate weights are given by

co:\'u1 '1y, we have shown that any TN* can be written as an SN. T,

distinquish W's from the Mortons weights described below. The weights
1

iv, n by (2.2.6) will be called the Prentice weights. To find appro-

irstc wei(l1ts in T N* Morton (1978) obtained the following result.

:c that the, most



appropriate nonparametric test would have given scores a(j) to un-

censored data. Then for the censoring situation, they be modified as

) ......L.. )if a failure occurs at
ordered observation,

(2.2.7)
0 if a censoring occurs,

where R. is number of persons at risk at theith ordered observation.

It is natural to ask: Is it true that for the same error density f

w. and w,* are equivalent? By means of an example, we demonstrate

that, in general, they are different.

Consider the logistic error density. In.Kalbfleisch and Prpntice
0. L

(1980, page 147) it is shown that Cz I Y'. l$ v -),=i - .IT r (,r+
=J J jai J  J

consequently the Prentice weight is given by a - 1 Ay/ t .
jai

On the other hand, the for this situation the a(j)'S are given by

ii ) -I and therefore, since R = N-j+l, _ -

if a death occurs and 0 otherwise. In other words X m "/(N.)"

Thus, Morton's approach leads to the Grehan's Statisic and moreover

the weights are different.

Remark 1: Observe that if the error distribution is logistic, then

Prentice weight is given by the Kaplan-Meyer estimator of the survival

of function whereas the Morton's weight is the usual esitmator of the

survival function.

Remark 2: In the uncensored case whether we use scores

of 0,) / (Nt) we get the requivalent result. How-

ever, in general it appears that one should not use equivalent scores

in (2.2.7). For example, if we use scores j in (2.2.7) we get

S--which is obviously different than

the weight obtained above.

2.2.3. Variances of test statistics: In the previous section we ob-

served that the Prentice statistic can be written as weighted sum of

lralj / ) and conversely, any Tn* can be written as Sn.

From this observation it immediately follows that E(S n ) = 0.
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In the following we use this observation to obtain four possible

variances of S and three choices for the variance of T N*

Variance (1): First choice of variance of Sn is obtained by the

permutation argument, see Prentice (1978). In case of the two-sample

problem under consideration, the variance is

Var" (SN4) + (4?mC,)Ys1 1) k."

and is valid if the censoring is independent of group membership.

Since every TN* can be written as SN with appropriately definediN

Ci and C' s this variance applies to any TN*.

Variance (2): The variance is obtained using the Bernoulli

distribution of 2 and the fact that conditional covariance of

z. cMA Z* for is zero, see Cox (1975). Thus, we

obtain

Varr

Note that in this case we have obtained a conditional variance given

Variance (3): Morton (1978) has pointed out that if we replace

/~i (t- |)] by its conditional expectation

it /ir (VI)} we obtain a less conservative statistic. He makes

this argument in the case when all La)s are 1 (i.e. logrank test)

and takes the conditional expectation given { Y. , K... .

Using this argument, in general, we obtain

( I'.Lag

We remark that this is also a conditional variance however conditioned

on 0 1 r; r;, . =I;.. I only.

Variance (4): This variance is obtained for Prentice Statistics

only ano is given by equation (6.20) of Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980).
a r ' ~S4) i. the "observed" Fisher information matrix based on the

mar'jinal likelihood. In general, this variance of T N* is not available.

Ioz instance, we do not know the density which generates the Gehan



weights, and therefore it is not possible to obtain this variance

for the Gehan statistic.

However, we have also proved that the Variance (1) and Variance

(3) are identical. Thus, in fact, there are only three possible

choices of variances for SN and two for TN.

2.3 Relation between Prentice Score and scores obtained in the

uncensored situation:

The Prentice (1978) scores given by (2) are given in terms of

multiple integral. For logistic and exponential error model these

scores are exactly known. We have shown that both of these can be

written in terms of linear combinations of where

~ (U) u.(iIA

is the ordinary score in the complete sample situation, see Hajek

and Sidak (1967, page 64). Since 6N()'S are tabulated for some

distribution$, it is, therefore, possible to consider tests other than

extensions of Wilcoxon and Savage score test.

All mathematical details of this section will be available soon

in Technical Reports.

2.2.3 Small Sample Study and the Results:

We have studied Mortan's and Prentice's extension of the Wilcoxon

statistic. Two possible variances corresponding to the Mortan

statistic and three choices of the variance of the Prentice statistic

give us five different statistics. These five statistics are compared

when the underlying error distribution is logistic. These statistics

are calculated one thousand times for samples of sizes 10, 20, 30 and

50 and with various proportion of censoring. They are compared in

terms of their level of significance as well as powers.

Similarly Mortan and Prentice's extension of the Savage statistics

are also compared. However, since the Tn and Sn  are identical in this

case, we compare only the test statistic which differ in terms of

their variances.

Further details will be available in a Technical report.
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A DIRECT STATE SPACE APPROACH TO

THE CONTROL OF SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEMS

by

David F. Miller

ABSTRACT

Simple and direct algorithms for the control of multivariable sampled-

data systems are presented. Both the digital redesign and the direct digital

design problems are considered. A "period optimal" digital control problem

is formulated, and a general solution methodology is discussed. Emphasis is

placed upon developing adaptive control design methods which are uncompli-

cated, responsive, and which avoid the computational complexities of many

conventional state space techniques. Complete algorithmic solutions of the

output matching and signal tracking problems for linear systems are given.

In both cases, the solutions reduce to solving systems of linear equations.

A unique feature of this work is the effective incorporation of conven-

tional data holds into the digital controller for the purposes of smoothing

and predicting sampled signals. A simple numerical example illustrates the

effectiveness of the output matching algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

Recent advances in microcomputer technology have generated

renewed interest in the design and implementation of sampled-data

control systems, a subject area with an already mature and well-

developed theory. 1,2,3,4 The Air Force5 is actively investigating

the fesibility of introducing digital flight control systems into

its aircraft. The compactness, flexibility, reliability, and

accuracy of microprocessors make them ideally suited for the

responsive guidance and control requirements of the demanding

high-speed flight environments of aircraft, missiles, and space

vehicles. Since the motions of these and many other mechanical

devices are, by nature, continuous, this study focuses upon the

efficient utilization of digital (sampled) data to control dynamical

systems (plants) that unfold smoothly in real-time.

In what follows, a digital controller (abreviated DC) will be,

very simply, a unit of computer software (subroutine, subprogram,

etc.. It will generate, as is indicated in Figure 1, the (at

least) peicewise continuous control signal u d(t), which will serve

DC

r(kT) r(jT) Control u dt)

j~k Algorithm Input to
QiO Plant

Internal
Signal - -0

Generator

I
4 '

y(jT) ud (t)
j~k -... - - t~kT -

() From Plant

FIGURE 1. THE DIGITAL CONTROLLER DC
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to drive a continuous plant. To generate u d(t) on the sampling

interval [kT,(k+l)T), DC processes received and stored samples

r(jT) and y(jT), jk, of ip vectors r(t) and plant outpu_t

vectors y(t). It may also use stored control action data for

t~kT, and possibly other internally generated signals s1 (t). (In

practice, of course, only the most recent relevant information is

retained, not all data.) Tie conventional z-domain (transfer

function) controller D(z), a ratio of polynomials in negative

powers of z, defines a simple linear relation between input error

samples e(kT) and output pulses u(kT). The digital controller DC

by contrast, is essentially a non-linear control algorithm which

constructs an entire control signal u d(t) of a pre-specified form.

An important feature of the DC is that it is able to take better

advantage of data samples by using relevant system models and the

computational capabilities of the digital computer to smoothly

predict the input and output signals r(t) and y(t) between sampling

instants t=kT. This is accomplished by effectively implementing

data holds (zero-order, higher-order, slewer, etc.) internally.

Furthermore, other relevant signals s,(t) may be generated on-line.

As an added unique feature, the controller output data hold may

be effectively integrated into the control algorithm. Hence, full

advantage of the character of this hold nay be taken in the design

process.

Digital redesign (emulation)
6
'
7

', and direct digital

designI0 ,11,12 ,13 represent the two basic digital system design

philosophies. In the former, an analog control system is designed

using conventional s-plane techniques. One or more continuous

elements (controllers) is then replaced with a digital element

(preceeded and followed by sample and hold devices). The objective

is to preserve as closely as possible, in the resulting digital

system, the performance characteristics of the original continuous

system. By contrast, direct digital designs are effected by designing

the digital elements directly using z, w, or w'-plane techniques or

other methods. The general approach discussed here is applied to

both types of digital design problems. It is most closely related in
10,11

flavor to the Model Algorithmic Control of Mehra, et al.I  , and
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14
the Model Reference Adaptive techniques surveyed by Landau 1 . It

employs, however, a general state space representation of the plant

dynamics rather than Mehra's impulse response characterization.

In the sections which follow, it is shown that if the analog

controller of a linear, multivariable, continuous feedback control

system is replaced by an appropriately designed DC, then the outputs

of the resulting digital system and the original continuous system

can be matched exactly at all sampling instants. A simple numerical

example illustrates the real-time applicability of this redesign

technique. Importantly, the control algorithm defining DC is centered

around, very simply, the solution of a system of linear equations.

Furthermore, it is completely independent, in form, of the system

input r(t). This result significantly generalizes that of Kuo,
6et al. , which is limited to state matching by the adjustment of

9forward and feedback gain matrices. It also generalizes Yeh and Yeh

where it is proved that a conventional digital controller D(z) can be

designed that provides exact output matching, but only for that input

with respect to which it is originally designed. It is shown further

tulat a very general linear, multivariable digital control problem can

be easily solved, one which includes for example Mehra's objective of

tracking a desired reference trajectory. The solution once again

depends simply on the solution of linear equations, an easy task for

a high-speed digital computer. Time consuming numerical non-linear

optimization problems and difficult Riccati equation solutions are

thus completely avoided (a major objective of this study). Control

algorithms are structured as straightforward algebraic manipulations

of sampled data and pre-computed relevant system constants.
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I. OBJ ECTLVES

The main objective of this project was to investigate state space

designi techniquCs for multivariab e sample-data feedback control systems.

Emphasis has been placed upon simple and direct control algorithms which

are responsive and able to accommodate rapid sampling if system perfor-

mance demands, while remaining free of excessive computational requirements.

A simple numerical example is presented, leaving more extensive methods

evaluation for later work. The specific objectives were:

(I) To formulate an implementation oriented optimal digital control

problem and suggest a general methodology for approaching its

solution.

(2) To develop direct adaptive control algorithms for linear systems

which avoid the computational complexities that characterize

many modern state space techniques.

(3) To investigate the feasibility of incorporating data holds and

signal predictors into the internal algorithmic structure of the

digital controller, for added flexibility and improved system

performance.

(4) To provide data from a numerical example to support the validity

of predictions of the theory developed.
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1II. THE OPTIMAL DIGITAL CONTROL PROBLEM

Many state space multivariable control problems assume the form

(see Ref. 15) of the following optimal control problem (OCP):

m tf tfT
Min J(u)=s L(t,y(t),u(t))dt+ Zf/T (kT,y(kT),u(kT))+

uCC o k=l
+ Y(tf $y(t f ),u(t f

(OCP)

y(t)=g(x(t))

where

u is a control function with values u(t) in a control set

UcRm; C is a collection of controls u; x, with values x(t)CRn

is the state trajectory corresponding to u; y, with values y(tERp

is the vector of observable system outputs; tf>0 (possibly -), the

final time has t f/T an integer whenever tf < for constant T>O; and

L,(P, and T are system performance measuring functions.

In words, (OCP) seeks, among all controls udC, one which drives x so as

to minimize the performance criterion J(u).

Let C be the class of controls ud with values of a pre-
d 1 2

specified form u k(t;ck , k'O' k ) which is independent of k. That

is, ud is determined on [kT,(k+1)T) by specifying particular values of

the vcctor control variables kk .... ' in the function uk(t;ck, .... ,
d

Since u is determined by a discrete collection of control variables

(to be chosen by the control algorithm), it is digital in nature.
d

Hereafter,u will be referred to as a digital control.

Most commonly, if Z = 1, ck = 1 C Rm , and Cd is defined to be

all u
d of the form

ud(t) = k for kT < t < (k+l)T, k = 0,i,..., (?)

then the state equations (1) are excited by a piecewise constant signal.

Such a signal may be identified with the output of the conventional

zero-order hold. If all ud C C have the form

u d(t) = u d(kT) + a k (t-kT) kT < t < (k+l)T,
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d d
then each component u.(t) of u (t) is continuous and piecewise linear

(cf. the slewer data hold ). If C is specified by

2

arl ced rod ts aofseo etial a sint wa o.We (C)

will be assumed in this work that u=R7, that is, that control signals

are unconstrained. udEC d should always be thought of as having been

sequentially constructed on successive sampling intervals [kT,(k+l)T),

k=0,1,2,..., by a DC as in Figure 1. The DC will simply generate

the control variables ckc k ... , using an appropriately designed

programmable algorithm.

Kuo discusses solutions of the (ODC) problem when equations (1)
d

are linear, u assumes the form (2), and J(u) may be rewritten in an

equivalent form so that L=O. lie describes in detail solution by the

discrete maximum principle, a discrete version of the well-known

Pontryagin maximum principle. The optimal linear digital regulator

problem arises when L and ' are quadratic forms. It can be solved

using either the discrete maximum principle or dynamic programming.

Unfortunately, these classical solution techniques are not without

problems. The maximum principle, for example, requires potentially

prohibitively expensive solutions of systems of adjoint equations or

of matrix Riccati equations. With dynamic programming, computationally

unfeasible solutions of infinite dimensional (in the state variables)

coupled systems of differential or difference equations are often necessary.

The general idea of the methodology presented here is to replace (ODC)

with a related, simpler problem. This problem will not require, for its

solution, the sophisticated and often cumbersome machinery of the classical

theory. The problem will be called the period optimal digital control

d _d
problem (PODC). It consists of the sequential construction of u c du

solving, on each successive interval [kT,(k+l)T), the control variable

minimization problem

Min (k+1)T d dd dMin:' (k.. )Tkl L(t y yd(t),u d(t))dt+ ',(kT,y d(kT),u d(kT)) (3)

(POIl)

d d d d d dt) = ( k
.d(t)= (t (t),u (t)),x (k)= k  Y(t)) k=
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The d-superscripts emphasize that the system is digital in nature,

d
being driven by a digital control. Given the initial state xd, the

solution of (PODC) with k=O produces control variables X 1 ol 2 (A 9

d d 0 0 0
which determine u on [0,T]. The solution x of equations (4) on

d

[o,T] evaluated at t=T determines the intial condition x for the
d

k=l minimization, and the process is repeated. The control u

generated by these successive minimizations will be said to be optimal

in (PODC).

For examples of performance criteria (3) for (PODC), let s(t)

be another Rn-valued trajectory. If q=0 and

d d Ln d 2 (5)t(t,yd(t) ,ud(t)) = 2 E wi(Si(t)-Y i(0)) 5

i=l

with weights wi, then (PODC) will be referred to as the signal

tracking problem. The objective of this problem is to follow s(t)

with the system output y(t) so that the mean square tracking error

is minimized. If L=O and

n
Sd 2

D(kT,y(kT),u(kT))= j qi(si(kT) - y.(kT)) (6)

with weights qi, then (PODC) will be called the signal matching

problem. The objective here is to force s(t) and y(t) to agree at

the sampling instants t=kT. Both of these specific problems will be

considered in more detail in the sections that follow. Obviously,

many other performance objectives may be realized by the specification

of an appropriate criterion (3). Indeed, the effectiveness and

implementability of solution technqiues for (PODC) will in large part

depend upon the attention given to the choice of (3).

A control ud which is optimal in (PODC) will not in general be

optimal in (ODC). This is because the classical techniques which

vield a solution to (ODC) enable the controller to effectively view,

all at once, the entire evolution of the state variables from t=O to

t=T with the help of the adjoint or Riccati equations. Potentiallyf

unacceptable performance at later times may be eliminated by appropriate

control actions at earlier times thus producing a balanced, "over all"

optimal system response. (PODC), by contast, is narrowly focused on
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successive sampling intervals [kT,(k+l)T. R1owever, since output

updates y(kT) will constantly be received by the DC, if the forms

of the digital control ud and the objective (3) are carefully

chosen, the satisfactory realization of desired performance should

be a realistic and achievable goal. Evidence .upporting this prospect

will be presented in the sections which follow. They will focus upon

the solution of (PODC).
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IV. OIU'PU'" MAI'CIII N; - T[lIE,1) IG]''AI. REI,,S ICN PROBLEM

A ncw, ea-; lly IuplI eluted approaclh to dlgital redLl.;g us tug

DC's is presented in this section. Let y(t) be the output of the

closed-loop, multi-input multi-output control System I of Figure 2.

System I may be thought of as the state space representation of the

r t + e(t) i=Dz+Ee u(t) - k=Ax+Bu y(t)

u=Fzz(O)=z y=Cx,x(0)=x

FIGURE 2. SYSTEM I

(previously designed) continuous linear feedback control system

of Figure 3, for plant (plant-actuator) transfer function matrix

rt e t uy)(t)
- C(s) G(s)

FIGURE 3. ELENTARY SERVO-MECHANISM

G(s) and controller matrix C(s) (see Ref. 16). r(t), e(t), and

y(t) are p-dimensional vectors (all vectors are column vectors

unless otherwise indicated), u(t), x(t), and z(t) are m,n, and

q-dimensional respectively, and the matrices A,B,C,D,E, and F

are of the corresponding appropriate dimensions. Digital redesign

is accomplished by replacing C(s) with a digital controller DC to

give System II of Figure 4. The goal is to choose DC so that the

output y d(t) (also p-dimensional) of the sampled-data System II

matches y(t) closely at t=kT, k=0,l,2,... Setting s(t)=y(t), this is
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j d d , d d d

r(L) U(L) =A+U u y (L)
])C y Cx ,x (o)

FIGURE 4. SYSTEM II

simply the output matching problem of Section III, the (PODC) problem

with performance criterion (6) and state equations xd(t)=Axd(t)+

Bu d(t),x d(o)=x , y d(t)=Cx d(t). Here qi = 1 for each i.
0 d1

For simplicity, let C be defined by (2). In this case, it

will be shown that (6) can be driven to zero for each k. That is,

perfect output matching can be achieved.

From linear systems theory, referring to System I, for each k20

x(t) = e A ( t - k T) x ( k T ) + f t eA(t -1) Bu (rT) d, t.>kT (7)

kT

so that

y((k+I)T)=Ce ux(kT)+C e Bu (T)dT,k=0,1,2,... (8)
0

d

Similarly, since u in System II drives the same physical plant G(s),

y d((k+)T)=Ce x (kT)+C f e Bu () d i, k=O, 1, 2, (9)

0

Thus, equating (8) and (9), a necessary and sufficient condition for

perfect output matching (and hence minimization of (6)) is, in view of (2),

(C je A(T-) BdT)cxk=CeAT (x(kT)-x d(kT))+ (10)

C f eA(T-)Bu( E)dT,k=Oi, 2 ,...
0

In essence, the digital input Ck has the same net effect on [kT,(k+l)T)d
as the continuous input u(t), driving y (t) to y((k+l)T) as t approaches

(k+l)T. Note that (10) is simply a system of p linear equations in m

unknowns, the components of ck. In practical situations, one expects

that p<m so that the equations most likely posses a solution.
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The solution of equations (10) requires that the vector difference

x(kT)-x d(kT) and the continuous control law u(t) be known. Recognizing

that e(t)=r(t)-Cx(t) and u(t)=Fz(t), it is easily verified that System I

can be represented as a single linear system

x(t)=Ax+Br(t) x(o)=X
0

FXt1
where x(t)= Lz(t)J is the closed-loop system state,

= , and B = -
E DE

Thus,

x(t)=e A ( t - k T ) x(kT)+ ft-kT e A(t-kT-T)r(T)d,t > kT,k=0, 1 ,2,... (11)
0

and

u(t)=[O'Fjx(t) and y(t)=[C;O]x(t). (12)

Again by standard theory,

x d(kT)=eATxd((k-l) T) +[i TeA(T-[) Bdt Uk-l, k=1,2,... (13)

In theory, the right hand side of equations (10) can be computed

using (11), (12), and (13). However, if the output matching technique

is actually to be implemented as a sampled-data control system, at any

sampling instant t=kT, only knowledge of observed inputs r(jT) and y(jT),

jSkT, and previous control actions (X k,j<k-l, are available for the deter-

mination of k (refer to Figure 4). Therefore, estimates (predictions) of

r(t), u(t), and x(kT)-x d(kT) are provided in the following manner.

tf s(t) is a continuous signal sampled at instants t-kT, let s(t)

represent a function which predicts the values of s(t) on (kT,(k+l)T)

based only upon observations s(jT) and possibly other fixed parameters.

s(t) may be thought of as the output of a conventional hold device

(e.g., s(t)=s(kT)+ s(kT)-s(k-l)T (t-kT), tn(kT,(k+l)T) for a first-
T

order hold), or simply as some other suitably generated signal. If i(t)

predicts r(t), x(kT) may be approximated, using (11), by
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R(kTN -eAT ((k-I)T)+ Te A(T - BL)E((k-l)T+ )d-c (14)

0

(This approximation is a sample of an internally

generated signal S (t). Refer to Figure 1.) Replacing kT with

(k+l)T in (14), u((k+l)T) may be approximated. The signal u(t)

may then be predicted on (kT,(k+l)T) by a suitable function

S+(t) of the estimates u(jT),jfk+l (e.g., +(t)=u(kT)+
u((k+l)T)-u(kT) (t-kT)). Loosely speaking, i+(t) is used to

T

predict the control that C(s) would exercise on (kT,(k+l)T) if

the closed-loop system state actually was 7(kT) as estimated by (14).

Subsituting u (t) for u(t) in (10), along with the estimate of

the difference x(kT)-x d(kT) provided by (13) and (14), the vector

control variable ck may be determined (approximately). An attractive

feature of the predictors "r (t) and u +(t) is that their specific

forms may be chosen so that the intergrals in (10) and (14) may

be numerically pre-computed (as well as those in (13)) being

essentially independint of k. Simple algebraic expressions in the

r(jT) and u(jk) result. Furthermore, the coefficient matrix c TeA(T- ),ld

of system (10) can also be pre-computed. Thus, the solution of (10)

when pLm may be effectively pre-programmed (e.g., using (pseudo-) inverses)

thereby reducing the solution of the output matching problem to an

algorithmic sequence of algebraic manipulations. It is interesting to

note that if p m, then m-p control variables may be conveniently assigned

arbitarily, their values perhaps influenced by other design considerations.

Because of the approximations made, on-line output matching as out-

li ed abov, will not be exact. Also, in actual operation the control

syste-m will be truly adaptive only if the information contained in the

observations y d(kT) is utilized. Assume that y(t) is a vector of

observable states of the plant state vector x(t), and hence observable

states of x(t). (That is, the component Y.(t)=x.(t) for some j, for

each i=1,2,...,p.) Then, only the unobservable components of x(t) must

be estimated using (14). For convenience, assume that yi(t)=x.(t),

i=I,2, ...,p, and hence y.(t)=x.d(t), i=l,2,... ,p also. The approximations
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7(kT),k=l,2,..., should now be sequentially computed using (14) by

dfirst setting xi((k-l)T)4y.((k-l))T, i=1,2 ,...,p. The remaining

components xi((k-l))T, i>p, are those generated by (14) during the

preceeding iteration of the output matching algorithm. Similarly,

the approximations x d(kT) in (13) should be generated by redefining

the first p components of the previously computed estimate x d((k-l)T)

to be x d((k-I)T)=yd((k-l))T. This is perhaps the most important step

in the implementation of the algorithm. It permits an estimate to

be made of the response x(kT) (and hence u(kT)) that would be observed

if the system found itself in state S((k-l)T))at t=(k-)T. Thus, at

time t=kT, given the prediction i((k+l)T) generated by (14), the

algorithm is able to use L+(t) to estimate the character of the control

u(t) that would be issued by C(s) on [kT,(k+l)T) if i-(kT) were the

system state at t=kT. It then essentially uses u +(t) to estimate

y((k+l)T) through (8), and adjusts k in (10) so that yd ((k+l)T)

matches y((k+l)T). (Perhaps a better predictor u+(t) could be generated

by replacing r(t) with r(t) in (11) and then setting t +(t) equal to u(t)

as given by (12). This u+(t) could then be substituted into (10) to

determine ak. Now, however, troublesome multiple integrals arise which

may produce computational difficulties as well as numerical inaccuracies.)

The on-line application of the output matching technique when the

outputs are observable states may be out-lined as the following algorithm.

A numerical simulation employing this algorithm is given in Section VI.

Output Matching AlAorithm

d d [0
I. Set k = 0, x (0) = x, x() = X Go to III.

II. Compute x d(kT) using (13). Set xd(kT) = yi(kT), i = 1,2,...,p,
1

for on-line observations yd(kT).
1

III. Set xi(kT) = yi(kT), i = 1,2,...,p (yi(kT) as in II). Compute

x((k+l)T) using predictor i(t) and (14).

IV. Determine (ak using predictor Z (t) and (10). Set k = k+l. Go to

II.
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The sequential approximation of x((k+l)T) using (14) (as in

III above) is subject to the accumulation of errors in the estimation

of the unobserved states. Hence, the algorithm out-lined may be in

general well-suited only for the case when all of the states x(t) are

observable. In this case, complete state matching is guaranteed by

(10). To minimize the effects of errors one may introduce, in the

usual fashion, a suitably designed asymptotic observer (assuming

that (A,C) is observable) with state estimator x(t) satisfying

x(t) = (A-KC)x(t) + Br(t) + Ky(t)

R(O) = x

lIcre y(t)=Cx(t) is the output of the plant C(s), C=[c'O] (see (12)),

and K is an appropriately specified gain matrix. Thus, x(kT) may be

estimated by x(kT) (instead of by (14)), with (kT) in turn being

appro.;imated by

x_ (KC)T ̂  T+ fT e(A-KC)(T-T)(kT) Ze x((k-l)T) 0o

r[Bi(k-l)T+T) + K ((k-I)T+t-IdT (15)

where y(t) is an appropriate output predictor and x.((k-l)T)=
d 1

yid((k-I)-T),i=1,2 .... p.
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V. DIRECT DIGITAL DESIGN

In this section the general methodology of Section IV is extended

to the direct design of sampled-data control systems. Referring to Figure

5, the design goal is to construct a digital controller DC that will gener-

d
ate a control signal U , which in turn will drive plant equations (1)

r(t) rk) C uW x d f(t axd d  y Wt)
(s(t)) (s(kT))" y m

y g(x ),x ()X

FIGURE 5 - THE DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM

so as to realize a given control objective. A popular, effective, and

really quite general objective is embodied in the signal tracking problem

of Section III, a (PODC) problem with D = 0 and L given by (5). The

tracked signal s(t) may appear as a portion of the input r(t), or it may

be generated internally by DC, or it may be a combination of both. For

example, if s(t)=r(t) is the reference input signal, the the signal tracking

(PODC) becomes the classical design problem of forcing the system output

to follow input command signals. If s(t)=s1 (t) is internally generated

then yd(t) is made to follow a desired or preferred trajectory. (cf.

Mehra's 10,11 MAC where preferred trajectories are exponentials leading to

an ultimate set point c.).

The minimization of mean square tracking error does not necessarily

ensure that s(t) and y d(t) match closely at sampling instants, as is de-

picted in Figure 6. This is particularly true if T is large relative to

the highest frequency component of s(t), since the character of yd(t) is

Tracking _(t)

ErXror .. . .. . y(t )

T 2T 3'TT 5T

FIGURE 6 - MEAN SQUARE TRACKING ERROR
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determined by the specific forms of u d(t) and the

plant dynamics. Hence, the variability of possible outputs yd(t) is limited.

Since DC makes control decisions based upon collected data samples, perhaps

the signal matching criterion of Section IV would provide a more reliable

measure of system performance. But here again, depending upon the magni-

tude of T, signal matching does not imply effective signal tracking. Since

it is often desirable to keep T as large as possible, perhaps the sequential

minimization of

w( ty(k+l)T d 2d + - qi(si(kT) -yd(kT))
2  (16)-Y i"i fkT w i(s i(t)-Yi(t))2dt + 2f i=l

2i~i "kT

,-' 'ors an advantageous compromise.

The performance index (16) is a particular form of the (PODC) index (3),

and obviously many other indices may be chosen by varying L and I. One might

even choose to add the F term from (OCP) if, for example, it is desired to

ensure that after a certain finite time tf the output yd(t) is steered to

a preferred state. As has been emphasized, the goal here is to find direct

solution techniques for (PODC). Computationally tractable problems character-

isticallv require the specification of an uncomplicated performance criterion.

The quadratic nature of (16) makes it particularly attractive and it is

-his criterion that will be considered in the remainder of this section.

Let the plant dynamics in Figure 5 be

:d(t) = Axd(t) + Bu (t), x (0) = x(d =Cdo (17)

y (t) = cxd(t).

11 ud(t) =  is applied to (17) on [kT,(k+l)T), (16) is given by

P k ~ci' 2 1PI
F(,k) Pl fk+l)T wi(si(t) -yi(t)) dt + - i2l q.(si ( kT) -y,(kT))

I p f(k+l)Twi -CA(t-kT)xd(kT)+ ft eA(t-T)BdTl))2dt-- 4 i1 JkT wiftsi\t) i(0j
+5 i qT s (C FeA xd(kT) + [eft eBd

_ [s( T ij T +0 Jc ATT)BT k])2

where C. is the ith row of C.
1

Since F(tXk) is strictly convex, a necessary and sufficient condition for

its minimization is that the gradient of F with respect to the m components

'k,i of 'k be zero. Setting VF(xK)=O, the following system of linear

equations results:

ip w~ki) i(t) ,.(t)dt + F qiYi(kT) 'P.(T) (18)

-kT i=
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pI(k+l) T i
i I kT wisi(t) 3(t)dt + E qisi (k T)# (T) j =1,2,...,m

where 'li(t) is the jth component of the row vector

(I(t) = C, ft eA(t-')BdT (19)

and of course

ydt) =C i [eAkt-kT)xd(kT) + [ t eA(t-)BdT akj •  (20)

Equations (18) constitute a direct design algorithm for (PODC) with

performance index (16) and class Cd defined by (2). As in Section IV,

using suitable predictors zd(t) (or xd(t)) and ;(t) of xd(t) and s(t)

based upon samples s(kT), observations yd(kT), and the plant model (17),

the integrals in (18), (19), and (20) may be pre-computed. Thus, the de-

sign algorithm may again be implemented as simply a system of linear

equations for the cintrol vector Q. Even though the coefficient matrix

of system (18) involves the system states xd(kT), its (pseudo-) inverse

can again he pre-computed (at least in theory), reducing the sample-data

direct design control algorithm defining DC to a series of algebraic manip-

ulations.

Note that equation; (18) do not appear to explicitly involve the sys-

tem input r(t). This is because, quite simply, either s(t)=r(t), or a

portion of s(t) is generated by DC internally making use of the input

samples r(kT). In particular, s(t) may be the output y(t) of a linear

system as in system I of Figure 2. In this case, s(t) may be predicted on

(kT, (k+l)T] from (closed-loop) system state equations (e.g., from equations

(11)) and the integral of s(t) in (18) may be computed in a straight forward

fashion.
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VI. AN OUTPUT MATCHING EXAMPLE

In this section the output matching algorithm is applied to the closed-

loop feedback control system I of Figure 7, with plant transfer function

r(t) + W K u(t) 1 V(t)
S s+1

FIGURE 7 - SYSTEM I

1 K

- and continuous compensator ". For all K # 0, this system is open-

loop unstable (unit step response: y(t)=K(t+e -1)) and closed-loop stable.

Setting the gain K=2 (resulting in damping ratio C = .351) the closed-

loop unit step response is easily seen to be
y(t) = 1-a- e -112t sin7 t - e 2tcos t .(21)

7 2 2 *2(1
The object is to replace the continuous controller s with a DC (refer to

Figure 4) so that y d(t) and y(t) agree at t=kT, k=0,1,2 .... The plant

state equation is simply y=-y+u. It follows that if ud has form (2),

y((k+l)T)=e- T y(kT) + Te -(T-t) u(kT+t)dT

and
yd((k+l)T)=e-T yd (kT) + 'k foTTd (22)

with o a scalar. The requirement y d(k+l)T)=y((k+l)T) given that y d(jT)= y(jT),

. k, forces

itk T e-TdT = T C_ (T-T) u(kT+T'dT

0 0

or T e-(T-T)u(kT+T)d{

o (23)

This is simply equation (10).
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The closed-looP system state x = j satisfies
.
= -y + u

u = -2 y + 2r

or, assuming zero initial conditions,

x = Ax+br

x(O)=O

where A-L I] and b= OI .  (The bars over A and b have been dropped as a

notional convenience.) It follows that

u((k+l)T) = eAT F(kT)J + 2 fo e A(T-T )dc (24)
e2  Lu(kT) o e22  rTd

4T th AT th AT
where el is the i row of the matrix e with j element eij. An easy

computation shows that

-1
At 4 -it s
21= - - e sin- tV7- _I 1

At 7 -_ 2 2 07
e22 7 e sin 2 t + e Cos 2 t. (25)

Let the predictor +(t) be given by

+ (t)=u(kT) + u((k+l)T)-u(kT) (t-kT) kT < t < (k+l)T. (26)
T

Let r(t)-l, a unit step function. Note that u(t) is the only component of

x(t) that needs estimation. Letting r(t)=r(t)-l, (24) becomes the second

component equation of (14) which here is an exact equality. Substituting

u (t) as given by (26) for u(t) in (23) and integrating results in the

approximation

T-l+e
-T

uk  U(kT) + -T u ((k+l)T) - u(kT)(27)T(l-e - T) L27

Therefore, using (22), (24), and (27), the output matching algorithm of

Section IV assumes the following simplified form:
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Output Matching Algorithm

I. Set k=O, y ()y(O)u(0)=O,

AT 0 AT 3 = fT AT
1 2 1 ' 2 e2 2 ' 3 e2 2 dl,

T-l+e -T -T

@4 - , @5 = e , @6 = 5.
T(l-e

- T )

II. y d (kT) = 5yd((k-l)T) + 6k l.

IIl. Set v(kT)=y d(kT).

u((k+l)T)=Bly(kT) +9 2 u (kT)+20 3

IV. (k = u(kT)+0 4 [u((k+l)T)-u(kT)].

Set k=k+l. Go to II.

Letting T=1, system I was redesigned using the output matching algorithm.

The results of hand calculations on the interval [0,5] are listed in Table 1.

The (on-line) responses y d(kT) and y(kT) were simulated by (22) and (21)

d Absolute
K u(kT) ak-l y (kT) y(kT) Error

1 1.517868 .8833690 .5583956 .6289264 .0705308

2 1.5847347 1.5567865 1.1894988 1.2574212 .0679224

3 1.0485244 1.2726728 1.2420747 1.2131373 .0289374

4 .8028136 .9055265 1.0293356 .9687450 .0659060

5 .9007514 .8598111 .8975960 .9122874 .0146914

TABLE I - OUTPUT MATCHING ALGORITHM DATA

respectively. As can be seen, y d(t) quite effectively matches y(t) at t=kT,

and certainly more acuracy could be achieved if T were reduced. Intersample

simulations of y d(t) and y(t) were run on the Air Force Institute of Tech-

nology program TOTAL and the results are graphed in Figure 7. Note that on

each interval [kT,(k+l)T), y d(t) is an exponential function as de-
1

termined by G(s)= --. By way of comparison, the continuous controller
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FIGURE 7 M-UIT STEP RESPONSES COM[PARED

C(s) was converted into the z- form T(z+l) using the popular Tustin transform.
Z-1

This discrete transfer function was provided with ideal samplers and a zero-

order output hold and was then inserted into system I in the place of C(s).

A TOTAL simulation of the unit step response of the resulting digitized

system for various values of T is given in Figure 8.

yft

In s"ac.

/

//

FIGURE 8 -TUSTI TRANSFORMED UNIT STEP RESPONSE
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Note that when T=I (since the poles of the closed-loop z- transfer function

of the digitized system lie approximately on the unit circle) the unit

step response is a sustained oscillation with output values ranging between

0 and 2. Output matching comparable to that achieved in Figure 7 is possi-

ble only when T=.l, an increase of a full order of magnitude in the rate of

sampling.

As a final note, consider the question of stability. System I of Figure 7
K .

is stable for all K#O. When K is replaced by DC as is done here for K=2,
5

must it necessarily follow that the resulting sampled-data system is stable?

Intuitively, at least with respect to the unit step response of Figure 7, if
d

y (t) matches y(t) at t=kT, k=0,1,2 ..... , then eventually close matching

should result for all t. Thus, if y(t) displays a stable response, so should
d

y (t). One can actually demonstrate this fact mathematically for the simple

example discussed here though the proof is somewhat involved and hence will

be omitted. The algorithm appears to function smoothly and efficiently,

apparently without accumulation of errors in the estimated state component u(t)

(refer to Section IV). Its adaptive nature seems to guarantee a robustness

and self-correcting character which promises to carry over into higher di-

mensional settings.
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VI. RECOHMENDATIONS

This study has focused upon the digital control problem (PODC) formu-
i

lated in Section III. If the control variables (tk enter the plant dynamics

linearly, then (PODC) lends itself to a direct solution which is easily

implemented. Complete theories for the linear multivariable output match-

ing and signal tracking problems have been given. The simple numerical

example of Section VI supports the feasibility of the direct methodology.

The obvious next step in this research should be the numerical application

of the general approach presented to larger scale and more realistic models.

if the redesign tecLhni uC of Section IV is to be of value, it must he

effective when applied to the multiloop, highly interconnected configurations

(see ref. 7) characteristic of flight control systems. If such a system is

represented as a whole in state space form, state dimensionality could

become a serious problem. Perhaps a more satisfactory digital design would

be achieved if each controller were replaced individually starting with the

ones in the innermost loop and working outwards. With regard to Section V,

direct multivariable designs should be undertaken. A convenient test example

might be the missile control problem of reference 11. Particular attention

should be given to the classification of those trajectories s(t) which may

be easily and accurately integrated in equations (18). The incorporation of

stochastic disturbances Into system models and observation processes should

be investigated. Also, since the algorithms considered here are based upon

plant models with relevant operational parameters held fixed, the pre-computed

system constants (generalized gains) in (10) and (18) depend upon these

specific parameter values. Since the parameter values depend upon system

operating conditions (e.g., aircraft flight conditions), the (gain) schedul-

ing of these constants should be s'udied to ensure that the control system

can adapt to a changing environment.

The effects of the forms of digital controls upon system performance

should be carefully evaluated. The incorporation of the output data hold

into the control algorithm should increase design effectiveness. Perhaps
d
u can be tailored to better meet the needs of each particular operational

environment. Attention should also be given to the signal predictors s(t).

Is there an advantage to employing higher order predictors? What kinds of

signals can best be predicted Internally (as sl(t) signals)? Also in need

of consideration are the introduction of the observer x (see Section IV) to

improve performance and importantly, the introduction of constraints through
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the control set U since only limited (bounded) control action is possible

in actual physical settings.

As mentioned, the specific problems considered here are easily solved

because the control variables enter the plant dynamics, and after differ-

entiation, the performance index linearly. For this reason, non-linear

control problems with similar characteristics should yield to similar

solution techniques. Specific non-linear examples need to be constructed

to test this hypothesis. In fact, even problems with control variables

entering in a non-linear fashion should be solvable provided that the

equations that result from equating the gradient of the performance index

to zero can be efficiently solved. This of course requires that the index

itself be appropriately structured. The interplay between the forms of

the dynamics and the performance indices needs investigation.

As always in problems of digital control, the effects of sampling rates

upon performance need to be assessed. Although it is usually difficult to

give precise mathematical analyses of these effects, they represent an im-

portant problem area which should receive serious consideration. The accom-

modation of multi-rate and variable rate sampling by the design algorithms

given should also be examined. Because of the simplicity of the control

designs, this accommodation should take place in a straightforward fashion.

Finally, the questions of stability and robustness of the sampled-data

systems employing the DC controllers need serious consideration. As mentioned

in Section VI, there is no immediate guarantee of system stability. Prelimi-

nary results however indicate that in a sense that can be made precise,

both stability and robustness are present. These results provide encourage-

ment that uncomplicated, direct control of sampled-data systems is a realistic

objective.
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TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES

WITH DISTINCT NONLINEARITIES

By

Levon Minnetyan

ABSTRACT

A new hybrid method is formulated for the transient response analysis

of certain structural systems with isolated nonlinear components. The

method is aimed to achieve an optimal solution path that will reliably

predict the dynamic response of all structural components. Options on

substructuring and requirements for orthogonality of rigid body and

flexible modes are stated. The solution procedure incorporates a time-

history analysis of the nonlinear response with a frequency domain analysis

of the linear modes. The linear modes that affect the response of nonlinear

structural components are also included in the time-history analysis. The

resulting nonlinear response time-histories are used as external inputs for

the analyses of linear substructures. The response of linear structural

components is determined through the frequency domain. The frequency

domain analysis uses a larger number of modal coordinates to realistically

simulate the details of substructural response. The application of the

method to the modeling of taxiing aircraft is studied.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

Non] inear behavior often plays an important role in the transient ,truc-

rural response. Nonl inearit i e, may he due to inlastic mate.rial behivior,

specially designed nonlinear energy absorption and attitude control devices,

or due to geometric nonlinearities that result from large structural defor-

mations.

With the advent of high speed digital computers, the time-history analysis

has become a standard method for the prediction of nonlinear dynamic response.

Two numerical methods have emerged for the incorporation of nonlinear

properties in structural analysis. The first method uses variable structural

stiffness properties. The piecewise linear stiffness matrix depends on the

state of deformation of the structure. In the second method, the initial

linear elastic stiffness matrix is preserved intact. The nonlinear properties

are taken into account by means of additional effective coordinate forces.

Equilibrium iterations at consecutive time increments are carried out to

balance the equations of dynamic equilibrium. Most nonlinear computer pro-

grams incorporate both methods and use step-iterative or mixed procedures.

Detailed formulations of these methods are given in references 1,2.

In theory, it is possible to simulate the total structural behavior by

a direct dynamic analysis of a finite element model. However, the transient

response analysis of the full finite element model is prohibitively expensive.

Also, past experience has shown that such analyses of complex structures can

be numerically unreliable.

The second method of nonlinear analysis that keeps the initial stiffness

matrix unchanged is particularly convenient for the expression of the equa-

tions of motion in terms of an orthogonal modal basis. Nonlinear terms can

be extracted from the total stiffness matrix by substructuring 3. The

con'trib.t ions of these non inear terms are treated as additional coordinate

forces. The vi)ra rtion ci genvalue proilem need he formulated only once at

the beginning of the time-history solution. The modal superposition method

can be used for a change of basis from n nodal to p modal coordinates,

p n n, prior to the time-history solution.

For most types of loadings, the contributions of low frequency modes are

the most significant in predicting the dynamic response of major structural

components. It is often satisfactory to truncate the modal superposition
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series when the response is ohtained to ;i desired degree of accuracy. Also,

the mathematical idealiz ation of a large and complex structure tends to bc

less reliahle in predicting the hi gher modes of vibration. Nevertheless,

some of the higher vibration modes may be significant in representing the

behavior of critical structural components. In such cases, the original

finite element model must be sufficiently refined to yield meaningful

vibration information on the high frequency modes.

The necessity of including higher vibration modes is especially relevant

when force-related quantities such as internal loads are being estimated.

It can be shown that structural deformations are given by the product of the

orthogonal mode shape matrix and the modal amplitude vector. On the other

hand, the vector of elastic forces can be expressed as the product of the

structural mass matrix, mode shape matrix, and a vector of modal amplitudes

which are multiplied by corresponding modal frequencies. Because each mode

contribution is multiplied by the square of the modal frequency to represent

forces, it is evident that the higher modes are of greater significance in

defining loads in the structure than they are in the displacements. Conse-

quently, it is necessary to include more modal components to define the

forces to any desired degree of accuracy than to define the displacements.

Many complex systems contain both linear and nonlinear structural

components. The types of structures that are particularly addressed in this

research are those with mostly linear characteristics. However, significant

nonlinearities exist in some limited regions of the structure. The most

immediate and relevant example of such a dynamic system is an aircraft taxiing

over an irregular surface. The vehicle superstructure may be assumed linear

but the suspension system is highly nonlinear 4 It is necessary to perform

a time-history integration of the equations of motion to estimate the non-

linear suspension response. To account for the vehicle flexibility during

taxiing, the fundamental elastic vibration modes should also be included in

the model. The modal superposition series can be truncated after a few modes

since the higher frequency vibrations do not affect the suspension response.

However, the time-history analysis is not practical to simulate the response

of all critical aircraft components; especially those that are affected by

the high frequency modes. It is not practical to include the higher vibration

modes with numerical reliability within the constraints of time-domain dis-

cretization. It would be necessary to decrease the time increment by several
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orders of magnitude to simulate the higher frequency modes consistently.

Such refinement of the time step with the addition of a greater number of

modal coordinates makes tIC tine-history inailysis approach prolilbitie ly

expensive for design cal culations. A s imple , cI icient, and reliable method

is needed to simulate aircraft total structural response for comparison with

critical design limits to establish relevant runway repair criteria.

To accomplish this task, a hybrid analytical method is formulated; aimed

at defining an optimal solution path that will reliably predict dynamic

response. The method incorporates a time-history analysis for the nonlinear

response with a frequency domain analysis of the linear modes. First the

time-history analysis including the nonlinear components and a small number

of linear modes is to be conducted. Partial decoupling of the nonlinearities

from the rest of the structure constitutes the second step. The remaining

linear dynamic subsystem can be analyzed through the frequency domain under

external forces and interactions from the nonlinear components. Frequency

domain analysis can also be used to compute the total structural response when

the nonlinear dynamic forces are measured from actual tests.

The results of this research are applicable to the transient response

analysis of all surface tracking vehicles. There is a need for the dynamic

modeling of high speed sleds that are used to simulate the flight environment

of supersonic vehicles. These sleds utilize a special high speed test track

and rails to which they are connected by nonlinear slipper-springs 5. Con-

secutive sleds may be connected to each other by nonlinear couplers.

Future applications of the results may include the modeling of large

space structures that will consist of multiple linear substructures with some

nonlinear components. It is envisioned that the linear substructures will be

attached to each other by nonlinear energy absorbing couplers to prevent

vibration propagation 6. The nonlinear couplers will be needed to absorb

energy input that is originated by attitude control adjustments or by docking

space vehicles.

I [. OBJECTIVES:

The main objective of this research is to investigate alternative

modeling techniques to simuilate the transient dynamic response of partially

nonlinear structures. This report concentrates on the mathematical formu-

lations of the results, leaving numerical demonstration of the viability
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of these methods to the implementation stage. The specific objectives are:

(I) To study and expose new and useful m,.thods that will be efficient

and reliable in predicting the dynamic response of partially nonlinear

structures; in particular the transient response of taxiing aircraft to

runway roughness.

(2) To formulate a mathematical procedure that will evaluate the dynamic

response of the linear elastic substructures when the nonlinear component

responses are measured during tests. This objective is geared to address

the specific problem of computing the response of an aircraft vehicle

structure when the suspension forces are measured.

I1. FORMULATION OF TIlE NONIINEAR PROBLEIM:

In general, for time--historv analvsis, the equations of iodal coordinate

dynamic equ, ilibrium can be written os:

[ml (III + [ci {fi} + (k] {ul = {P - PE(1)

where

[ml = structure nodal mass matrix

Jul = list of nodal coordinate displacements

[c] = structure damping matrix

[k] = structure piecewise linear tangent stiffness matrix (includes
both constant and variable stiffness coefficients)

{I} = list of external loads

Il1 list of effective loads equivalent to unbalanced coordinate forces.
{P.} are usually calculated by equilibrium iterations within a
piecewise linear solution interval.

The above formulation, Eq. (1), is not convenient for representation in terms

of an orthogonal modal basis. When the structure stiffness matrix is re-

assembled at each solution step, it becomes also necessary to redefine and

reanalvze the vibration eigenvalue problem.

The transformation to modal coordinates becomes practical only if the

nonl inearities are accounted for in terms of additional effective loads.

To achieve this, the total stiffness matrix Ik] in Fq. (1) can Ibe separated
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into its linear and nonlinear components

[k] = k0] + [ky"'] (2)

where

[k0] = constant linear elastic stiffness matrix

[kNL] = nonlinear stiffnesses which depend on the state of deformation

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1)

[m] {u} + [c] {6}i + [ko] {ul + [kNL] fu) = {P} - {PE} (3)

The nonlinear effects can be expressed as additional coordinate loads

[PL kNL] fu} (4)

Combining the nonlinear effects with the unbalanced coordinate forces

{PNL/E) = {PNLI + {PE) (5)

the equations of dynamic equilibrium are written as

(m] {ul + [cI {i } + [kO] {u} = IP} - {PNL/E} (6)

The cumulative effective loads {PNL/EI are contributed due to nonlinear

elemental forces. They also include corrections for the discretizing error.

fPNl, loads are determined at each time step from nonlinear component

propert ies. The balanced nonlinear forces O'N1./F}1 are obtained by equilib-

rfii, it crUt i)ii ori th lie (q(int ons of moion.

Toi ch. ll)nge tie eoh t i ol h),.is ~Frrm n iiodou to 1) modal coord inateCs, p fn,

an orthogonal transformation can be written

ful (0i n (7)
nxl nxp pxl
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where n are the generalized modal coordinates and ] is the modal shape

matrix whose columns are the orthogonal eigenvectors {4,} of the vibration

problem defined by

Ik°] (4)I = 2 [m] {} (8)

where w is the natural frequency corresponding to {}. The vibration problem

need be formulated only once at the beginning of time-history analysis due to

the exclusion of the variable components from the stiffness matrix [k°]. The

equations of motion can be written in modal coordinates

[m] {n} + [C] t{1 + [K] fn) = [T - PNL/EI (9)
p,:p pxl pxp pxl pxp px] pyn nxl

where

[N] = generalized mass matrix; [MI = [li T [m] MI

[C] = modal damping matrix; Cjj = 2qwiMj, Cij = 0

[K] = modal stiffness matrix; Kjj = wIMj , Kij = 0

CJ = jth modal damping ratio

The time-history integration of the equations of motion can now be

accomplished more efficiently in terms of the modal coordinates. The

conditions of orthogonality among the rigid body and flexible modes will

be discussed in the next section. It should be noted that although time-

history integration is performed using the modal coordinates, some nodal

displacements must be calculated at each time step to evaluate the effective

load vector {PNI,/I-1 in Eq. (6). (cnernllv this does not pose a problem

since the effective loads usually act only at a small number of nodal

coordinates.

The structures of interest in this research are composed of linear

substructures which are joined together by nonlinear couplers. The total

stiffness matrix [k] consists of substructural stiffness matrices [k55 1.

plus a few nonlinear off diagonal coupling terms as slown schematically
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by small shaded areas in Figore 1. When the nonlinear coupling terms are

Figure 1. Stiffness Matrix Configuration

separated from the total stiffness matrix according to Eq. (2), the vibration

problems are also automatically decoupled for individual substructures. Now

Eq. (8) can be written as

[kssi] {ssi} = .2 [mSSi] {ssi} (10)

wher(-

[kssi] = ith linear substructure stiffness matrix

{fss)} = a vibration mode shape vector for the ith substructure

[ms s
i] = mass matrix for the ith substructure

The off-diagonal terms shown in Figure 1 need not necessarily be non-

linear in order to formulate the problem in the above manner. Once

substructures are decoupled according to their physical boundaries, it

becomes possible to model the critical regions with more accurate finite

element representations without numerical interference from other regions.

For important substructures the vibration problem can be formulated to a

hig-her dlerec of nvcirlev to determine significant local dynamic response.
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IV. MODELING OF LINEAR SUBSTRUCTURES

In the previous section, the time-history analysis of the overall

structural response is formulated. To complete the analysis, each linear

substructure is considered separately from the surrounding nonlinear and

linear components. The interactive forces between a particular substructure

and its surroundings are now considered as external loads at the substructure

boundaries. The dynamic response of critical substructure components can he

complited on the hasis of a greater inhtimer of nodes through the frequency

doma in.

The substructure of interest may be represented by a finite element model.

The finite element model of a structure consists of a number of nodes

connected by idealized discrete elements. In general, each node may possess

six degrees of freedom which completely define nodal translations and

rotations. The required refinement of the finite element model depends upon

structural geometry, boundary conditions and applied loading.

The dynamic equations for free vibration of a linear substructure can be

written as

Iml {u} + [k] {u) = {O (11)

where

{u} = I st of substructure nodal displacements

[k] = stiffness matrix of the unconstrained substructure

[m] = substructure mass matrix

The solution of the harmonic equations, Eq. (11), constitutes a general-

ized eigenvalue problem of the form 7

Ik (H = Iml {} (12)

%I IIk'VI

natural frequiency of uncon.trained substructure

{} =mode shape vector corresponding to w
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The stiffness and mass matrices in Eq. (12) are written for the uncon-

strained structure. The mass matrix is positive definite, the stiffness

matrix is semi-definite. Common numerical procedures that require the

inverse of the stiffness matrix to solve the eigenvalue problem cannot be

used directly. However, a special method can be used to make the eigen-

problem soluble. Introducing an eigenvalue shift, H = (02 - 6, in Eq. (12)

yields

[k] {4} = (i + 6) [m] {4} (13)

or

[[k] - [i]] {4} = 6 [m] {W} (14)

the shifted matrix [k*] = [k] - p [m] will be nonsingular even if [k] is

singular. In this method, the rotode shapes are not changed and the frequency

change is accounted for exactly by the shift 8

The definition of the free vibration problem with respect to the

unconstrained substructure is necessary to render the rigid body modes

orthogonal to the elastic vibration modes 9. Accordingly, the mode

shape vectors { } are defined relative to the dynamic center of mass of

the flexible substructure. The dynamic center of mass can be defined as

the instantaneous center of structural mass during dynamic response. The

behavior of the dynamic center of mass is described by the rigid body modes

of motion. Thus, the dynamic center of mass will remain stationary during

free vibrations of an unconstrained structure.

In general, any structure coordinate displacement can be expressed as

the sum of rigid body displacement contributions plus the effect of elastic

structural deformations. The elastic deformations can be expressed in terms

of the amplitudes of flexible vibration modes. If we write the modal

superposi t ion equations for all structure coordinates in matrix form, then

ftl = I'rl h111 + I { (1 (15)
nxi nx6 6xl n.x(p-6) (p-6)xl
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where

{uR} = vector of rigid body displacements

[] = vector of rigid body modal influence coefficients. Each column

of [R] lists the displacements at structure coordinates due to
a unit displacement of the corresponding rigid body coordinate.

['ljI.,] = mode shape matrix of the flexible modes. Eachm column of I Pl:
represents a mode shape vector.

t} = flexible mode amplitudes

The superposition equations, Eq. (15) may be combined into a single

matrix of rigid body plus flexible modal influence coefficients

Jul = [ R 4] fUY) (16)

nxl nxp pxl

defining new symbols for the combined matrices

hlm = IH n (17)

where [fl is the total modal transformation matrix obtained from the solution

of the unconstrained free vibration problem.

It can be observed that in Eq. (15) if ti is in the same direction as

the jth rigid body mode URj, then Rij = 1. If coordinate j corresponds

to a rigid body rotation and u i is a linear displacement, then Rij is

the moment arm of u i from the ith rigid body rotation axis.

For the mnconstrained free vibration problem, the orthogonalitv of

the rigid body and flexible modes can be ascertained bY the use of conservation

of momentum principle 9. The list of svstem momenta, {mo}, in terms of

nodal coordinates can be written as

![I),'! - ,1 I tl (18)

Sdlt i tiuting lii, I ril in lm(j. (18) ;ind premUltiplying each side of
t'hlmi , t mt mi lbv I I'i :

f l'T  imol = ItIT [ml [V,] {,1 (19)
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From the definition of the generalized mass matrix, M = [1]T [ml [4], thus

[, ]T {o} = [M] {) (20)

Separating the rigid body and the flexible modes in Eq. (20)

I MITRR it MRF u~
I {mR (21)

We now write the first row of Eq. (21)

¢R] T {mT ol [MRR] {UR} + [MRFI {14 (22)

By definition, [ R]T {mo} represents the vector sum of system momenta about

the dynamic center of mass 10 During the free vibrations of an unconstrained

structure, the dynamic center of mass will remain stationary in an inertial

frame of reference since there are no external impulses. Thus all mode

shape vectors are required to have their zeros at the dynamic center of mass.

The principle of impulse and momentum for a system of particles states

that the vector sum of system momenta about the dynamic center of mass is

equal to the momentum vector of the total system mass as if it was concentrated

at the center of mass 10

In our case

IT {mo} = [MRRI ( ) (23)

Substituting Eq. (23) in Eq. (22), the obvious result is [MRF] {i = (0}. Since

{) 1 0, then [MRF] = [0), which indicates that the generalized mass

matrix is a diagonal matrix and the rigid body modes are orthogonal to

the flexible vibration modes.

Since the modal equations of motion are orthogonal, they can be written

separately for each mode. For the rigid body modes, the generalized stiffness

and damping are zero, thus
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M j J Ig = FRi (- = I, .., 6) (24)

where

MNj = jth rigid body inertia

UR1 = _ith rigid body acceleration

Fizi = jth rigid body force; IFRi 
= {R.I}T {Pssl

{P. 1} = list of substructure nodal coordinate forces

Similarlv, for each flexible mode

M i ,j + 2 .' M i + j M j q.1 =  F. (25)

where

Mji = jth flexible mode generalized mass

j = j th mode natural frequency

Sj = jth modal damping (ratio of critical)

Fi = jtb flexible mode generalized load F1 = {Fj}T Opss}

The modal equations of motion, Eqs. (24) and (25), call he solved separately

and the structural response can be evaluated by modal superposition.

The alternative to unconstrained formulation of the substructural vibration

problem is a constrained formulation that fixes the modal shape vectors at

chosen constraint coordinates. The most appropriate choice is to fix the

substructure at the points of interaction with its surroundings. Because

the most significant forces will act at the constraint points, this approach

may be more favorable in representing the system with a smaller number of

modes. The disadvantage is that the generalized mass matrix will now have

off-diogonal terms which render the rigid-body modes non-orthogonal to the

i lex ible modes.

rhe equations of motion for a substructure in terms of the general ized

modal coordinates are now written as
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S0 0 0 (2 6)

+F N. 1.1 [ 1 _ l
MFR'. MFF I2F ~ CF, 'IF 0 KF 'I FF

The submatrices MRF and MFR are no longer zero. The interaction forces do

not contribute to {FF } since the modal deformation shape vectors are zero

at the attachment points.

From the second row of Eq. (26)

[MFRI (iRI + [MFF] {1F} + [CF ] {fF} + [KFI {nF } = {FF} (27)

rearranging

[MFF] {nF } + [CF] {IF} + [KF ] {nF
} = {FF } - IMFRI {rp} (28)

Thus, if the generalized forces acting on the flexible modes and the rigid

body accelerations are given, then the equations of motion can be uncoupled

and solved for the response of the flexible modes. This is a possible

alternative to the unconstrained formulation if the rigid body accelerations

are computed during the time history analysis of the total nonlinear

problem. At this stage, it is difficult to compare the constrained and

unconstrained substructural formulations with respect to efficiency and

reliability. However, if the input quantities are to be measured by

direct testing rather than by time-history estimation, then the unconstrained

formulation is the choice as it is not possible to measure the accelerations

of the dynamic center of mass.

V. FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION OF TOTAL STRUCTURAL RESPONSE:

The basic assumptions which permit a frequency domain analysis are that

the nonlinear substructure interaction forces are known and the linear systems

are represented by orthogonal generalized coordinates. In Section III it

was assumed that a few flexible modes were sufficient to estimate the non-

linear coupling forces. In this section, a greater number of modes is

assumed Lo represent the substructures in detail. The frequency domain
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analysis can he also used to compute tile elast ic f-orces when nonlinear

response is measured by testing.

The time-history dynamic forces are first converted to the frequency

domain by Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT). The DFT coefficients are

defined as 8

N-1 -21tinT/N
Cn+l (wn) = Ar Z F (T) e ; n=O,..., N-I (29)

T=0

where

i = / -

AT = T/N

T = total time period considered (includes an attached period of F(T)
=0 to take into account the periodic nature of DFT)

N = number of discrete time intervals in T

wn = forcing frequency of n cycles per second

C(,; ) = coefficients which define the discretized harmonic amplitude

function

The complex-Frequency-Response-Function (CFRF), Hj(wn) , for each jth

generalized structural mode under the forcing frequency un is defined as 8

Hj (Wn) = -_

-u + i Wn Cjj + Kjj (30)

where

i = / -

Mij, Cjj, Kjj = jth generalized modal mass, damping, and stiffness
respectively

For the rigid body modes C.. = K.. = 0, and

-c) 1 (1
-n Mjj (31)
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It can be shown that the total response of a system to any forcing input

can be written by means of Inverse Fourier Transformations (IFT). The

displacements of the jth modal coordinate are given by 8

- N-I i~nT

nj () = Z H(W n) Cj(W ) e (32)
2Ti n=O n J n

n-j A ~N-1 nle n/

or since w= nAw and AW = W /N; n.(T) = A Z I(n+I)C /N(n n'i 2-an=O J

Both the DFT harmonic amplitude coefficients of the generalized forces,

Eq. (29), and the IFT to solve for generalized displacements, Eq. (33),

can be rapidly generated by modern Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms Ii

Modal accelerations can be evaluated from the second time derivative of

Eq. (33)

• N-1 -4 2 n2

nj(T) = H.(n+l)C.(n+l)( N-)e 2 inT/N (34)
n=O

The structure nodal coordinate displacements can be obtained from the

modal superposition equations

f,,(T)) = [01 fn(T)] (35)

nxl nxp px]

Other response parameters such as stresses or loads developed in various

structural components can be evaluated directly from the displacements.

For example, the elastic forces {f} which resist the deformation of the

structure are given directly by the displacements and the structure

stiffness coefficients.

f(T)l = [k] {u(T)} = [k] [ ] {n(r)} (36)

An a1ternative expression for the elastic forces can be written in

terms of the structure mass matrix and nntura1 frequencies. Expanding

Eq. (36) in terms of the modal contributions

{f(r)} = [k] {l)n1 (T) + [k] { 21 9n2 (T) + .... + [k] { p} rp (T) (37)
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Substitute Eq. (12) in each term of Eq. (37)

ff(T)}= w2 [m]{ l}n(jr)+uW2 [m ] { 2 }n 2 (r)+ ... +w2 [m]{4}O p(T) (38)

Combining back into matrix form

{f } =[m] [ 1 {(02, f+i ( )) [ [(39)

where {w nj ()) represents a vector of modal amplitudes, each multipliedJJ
by the square of its modal frequency.

In Eq. (36), if [k] is the substructure stiffness matrix and {u(T)} is

the list of substructure coordinate displacements then f(T) are the total

elastic forces at the substructure nodal coordinates. To obtain the internal

stresses at particular locations in the substructure, the elemental stiff-

ness matrices and the corresponding element vertex displacements are used.

{f'(T)l = [k'] {u'(r)} (40)

where prime indicates the quantities that are defined with respect to

elemental vertex coordinates.

If elemental stiffness information is not available, the internal forces

can also be obtained in a different manner. First the total elastic forces

are determined at the structure coordinates according to Eq. (36). Then a

section is passed through the structure including the nodal coordinates

where the internal stresses are required. Eq. (36) is partitioned into

three groups of coordinates and is written as

f 1 1 k12  0 ul*!'L "_ , __I -{2 *}_ 23~~- ' u i (41)f; ,0 k k~j 0

where {f2} correspond to tie coordinates through which the section is

passed. {f,) and {f3} are attached to nodes on either side of the section.
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i ixing one side of ti sibstru'turt separated by the section we write

112 ) = {u 3 1 = {0). From the first row of Eq. (41)

{ul*} = [kill- - fl (42)

where fu *} are the pseudo-displacements if the elastic forces {fj} were

applied on the substructure with the assumed sectional fixity. The actual

internal forces, (f2*}, at the sectioned coordinates can now be obtained

from the pseudo-reactions or

(f2 [k2 l] {U1*} (43)

Eq. (43) is a rather indirect and inefficient method of evaluating

internal loads. It should only be used as a last resort when elemental

stiffness information is not available.

VI. APPLICATION OF METHOD TO TAXIING AIRCRAFT

The analysis of taxiing aircraft response over irregular runways is of

immediate concern. Currently the Air Force is in the process of assessing

the operability requirements for specific aircraft on Battle Damaged

Repaired (BDR) runways. It is necessary to have an analysis capability

that will determine the total aircraft response to possible runway repair

profiles. With the use of an efficient and reliable mathematical model,

parametric studies can be made to map out acceptable runway repair patterns

and tolerances.

To determine the response of taxiing aircraft, the equations of dynamic

equilibrium are written for the aircraft vehicle and the unsprung masses of

the suspension systems. First, the nonlinear time-history analysis is

carried out in terms of the rigid-body and flexible modal coordinates.

Runway irregularly induced forces.are transmitted through tires that are

represented by linear or nonlinear springs. Landing gear unsprung masses

transmit the tire loads to the nonlinear suspension struts. The suspension

struts are multiple level energy absorption and dissipation systems. Strut

forces are highly nonlinear functions of strut deformation and velocity

of deformation. The strut forces are transmitted to the aircraft vehicle
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at the gear attachment points.

In simulating taxiing aircraft over irregular runways, the vertical,

longitudinal, and pi tch rigid body modes are significant for the vehicle.

The roll mode is also needed when runway irregularities are asymmetrical.

Only the vertical modes are usually considered for the unsprung suspension

masses. Vehicle flexibility is taken into account in terms of the elastic

free vibration modes. Assuming that the flexible vibration modes are

determined with respect to the unconstrained vehicle structure, the

generalized mass matrix is diagonal including the rigid body modes.

However, because the nonlinear forces depend upon all coordinate deformations,

the equations of motion must be solved simultaneously. Presently the FDL-

TAXI computer program is successfully being used to perform the time-history

integrations in the above described manner. The FDL-TAXI program is rela-

tively simple compared to other computer programs that serve the same

purpose. Yet, TAXI has been validated by extensive tests and yields excellent

simulations for the nonlinear strut forces. Details of the TAXI program

are well documented in reference 12 The remainder of this section is to

delineate the computation of linear vehicle response from the results of

the TAXI computer program.

Considering a symmetric irregularity profile, the modal transformation

equations, Eq. (15), can be written as

{u} = [ R  {uR} + [tVl  {q} (44)

nxl nx3 3xl nx(p-3) (p-3)xl

where

{uR }  the displacements of vertical, longitudinal, and pitch rigid
body modes

matrix of rigid body influence coefficients corresponding to
vertical, longitudinal, and pitch modes

The other symbols are defined as in Eq. (15). However, the total number of

modes considered, p, is now a larger number than that used in the time-

history analysis. The aircraft vehicle is considered as a single linear
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substructure including sprung masses of the suspension systems. The vehicle

linear response under the time-history suspension strut forces, aerodynamic

forces, and gravity can be obtained through the frequency domain. The

orthogonal modal equations of motion Eq. (24) and Eq. (25), yield the

CFRF given by Eq. (31) and Eq. (30) respectively.

The time-history forces are first transformed to generalized modal

coordinates as indicated in Eq. (24) and Eq. (25). The generalized forces

are converted to the frequencv domain by the discretized harmonic-amplitude

coefficients of Eq. (29). The harmonic-amplitude coefficients are combined

with the modal CFRF in the frequency domain. Inverse transformation by Eq.

(32) yields the real modal response. The vehicle nodal coordinate displace-

ments, accelerations, elastic forces and internal loads are obtained by

modal superposition as explained in the previous section.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

A new hybrid method has been formulated for the transient response analysis

of partially nonlinear structures. At this stage, the results are vulnerable

to testing. The viability of this method must be demonstrated by its imple-

mentation to systems which have been or can be physically tested. The

comparison of the developed method to time-history analysis with parametric

discretization refinements of the time domain can help evaluate the relative

efficiency and reliability of the new method.

Other combinations of time-history and frequency domain analyses should

also be studied. An interactive method that resorts to a frequency domain

analysis at each time increment may be cost effective for a realistic

representation of the higher modes. A step-iterative procedure can make

time-history corrections from higher frequency modal response evaluations.

In Section IV, the unconstrained and constrained formulations for sub-

structural free vibration problems were explained. It was shown that the

accelerations of the dynamic center of mass must also be evaluated by time-

history analysis if a constrained vibration problem is to define the modal

basis. The acceleration vector of the dynamic center of mass is not expected

to be sensitive to the higher vibration modes. However, the necessity of

restraining the frequency domain analysis by force and acceleration information

from only the lower modes may squeeze out the higher vibration modal response
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from the simulation. The relative merits and deficiencies of the constrained

and unconstrained free vibration formulations should be studied to assess

the best choice for a particular application. The possibility of numerical

improvements in tile substructural vibration problems should also he

explored. Tradeoff studies which assess the relation of substructure size

to modal accuracy would help identify realistic vibration problem formulations.

The number of modes to be included to represent the res ponse of a

specific component to a given accuracy will uSually be different for each

case. The number of necessary modes con be assessed by consequtive

sampling, comparison with test data or by engineering intuition and

experience. The formulation outlined in this report assumes that the

original finite element model is sufficiently accurate to extract the

required modal information necessary to define the response of critical

components. It would be helpful to study specific modeling requirements

before the method is applied to a given system.

Finally, it is recommended that the proposed method be first implemented

by its application to simulate taxiing aircraft. Test data on the component

dynamic response of specific aircraft already exists. There are also a number

of independent time-history simulation results that have tried to predict the

dynamic response. Physical property data for specific tested aircraft is

available at the FDL. The results of the present method can be immediately

compared to existing test data and simulations when applied to those aircraft.

Nevertheless, it is conceded that the best validation for a transient response

model can be obtained by the use of a controlled loading environment. It is

hoped that after implementation to taxiing aircraft, the new model can be

eval nated by parallel test ing on a ground induced loading facility such, as

A(;IIL (Aircraft Cround Induced Loading Environment) which is being planned

by FDL.
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PLASMID FINGERPRINTS OF STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS STRAINS

ISOLATED FROM A TOXIC SHOCK SYNDROME FEMALE PATIENT

by

Rex C. Moyer

ABSTRACT

The objective was to use plasmid fingerprinting as a means of

identifying various strains of a bacterial pathogen isolated during

disease outbreaks among Air Force personnel and to determine if it

would help track nosocomial infections.

Four isolates of Staphylococcus aureus from the urine, cervix,

and throat from a female patient with toxic shock syndrome which

could not be differentiated by conventional techniques were used

as models. Escherichia coli V517 and other strains with plasmids

of known molecular weight were used as reference DNA. Plasmid

DNAs were purified by several techniques (and modifications thereof).

DNAs were electrophoresed on 0.8% agarose vertical slab gels. The

electropherograms were stained with ethidium bromide and photographed

with long wave UV light. Molecular weights of plasmid DNAs were

estimated by comparison of their migration with plasmids of known

molecular weight. The plasmid fingerprints of S. aureus isolates

from the 3 different body sites were all unique but plasmid finger-

prints from the two isolates from urine were identical. Different
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DNA isolation techniques yielded different plasmid fingerprints,

therefore, precise numbers of plasmids and their molecular weights

were not obtained.

I conclude that plasmid fingerprinting can differentiate various

S. aureus strains and probably will be useful for tracking nosocomial

infections.

/-
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The design of procedures to halt nosocomial epidemics requires

the identification of reservoirs of infection and the mode of pathogen

transmission. Thus, the identification and differentiation of bacteria

isolated during epidemiological studies is often required. Methods

of bacterial species identification include biotyping. antimicrobial

susceptibility patterns, serotyping, bacteriocin production, bacteriocin

susceptibility, and phage typing. Unfortunately, no typing schemes have

been developed for many bacterial pathogens and those that do exist for

some pathogens such as Staphylococcus aureus, are insufficient for strain

identification.

Recently, many clinical and epidemiological laboratories have been

using agarose gel electrophoresis of the total plasmid contents (plasmid

fingerprints) of nosocomial bacteria as excellent markers of individual

strains and as tools for investigating the epidemiology of nosocomial

infections.

Parisi and Hecht (1980)1 have studied the plasmid fingerprints of

Staphylococcus epidermidis nosocomial isolates and have confirmed the

utility of the procedure.

Toxic shock syndrome is a disease predominantly of young women.

The clinical features of this acute illness are fever, diarrhea,

conjunctivitis, myalgia, marked hypotension and rash. The onset of

the disease occurs during menses and the frequent recovery of S. aureus
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from the vagina from women with the disease has prompted epidemio-

logical studies on possible menses-related risk factors. Tampon

usage was found to be a significant risk factor of the disease
2

and S. aureus infection appears to always be associated with the
2

disease .

The pathogensis of toxic shock syndrome by S. aureus infection

is poorly understood but the serious, systemic manifestations of a

local (vaginal) infection suggest that a toxin or toxins are

involved.

Attempts have been made to identify the characteristics of

S. aureus that are always or very commonly present in toxic shock

syndrome - associated S. aureus strains to serve as markers in

epidemiological studies3 . Certain phenotypic traits of the bacteria

were more commonly associated with isolates for toxic shock syndrome

3
patients than isolates from non-toxic shock syndrome patients

Since toxic shock syndrome - like strains were recovered from approxi-

mately 20% of healthy or only slightly sympathomatic women from whom

3S. aureus was a vaginal inhabitant , these traits are not adequate as

markers for epidemiological studies.

The Epidemiology Division had earlier received four S. aureus

strains isolated from the urine, cervix, and throat of a female patient

with toxic shock syndrome. I have not had access to the results of the

biotyping, antibiotic sensitivity, and phage typing tests performed on

these four clinical isolates, but Dr. Louis Blouse, Chief, Microbiology

Branch, Epidemiology Division informed me (personal communication)
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that the four S. aureus isolates were indistinguishable by the tests

performed. Thus, Dr. Blouse recommended that I investigate the use

of plasmid fingerprints of the four clinical S. aureus isolates

from a female patient with toxic shock syndrome to determine if these

four isolates could be differentiated by this technique. I was

selected to perform this study because of my experience both as a

microbiologist and as a molecular biologist working with DNA.

II. OBJECTIVES:

Conventional tests for identification of various strains within

a bacterial species are insufficient for many isolates of S. aureus.

Plasmid fingerprinting is a technique which has great potential for

strain identification within a species and thus for tracking the mode

of transmission of hospital-acquired infections. Plasmid finger-

printing is a tool currently under investigation in many laboratories

for bacterial pathogen study. Much research has been done on the

genetics of S. aureus plasmids, especially as they relate to the host's

toxin production and antibiotic resistance. However, plasmid finger-

printing of S. aureus has not been used as a tool for epidemiological

investigations, to my knowledge.

My objective for this ten-week period was to investigate the

possibility of using plasmid fingerprinting of bacterial pathogens as

an additional tool in strain identification in various disease outbreaks

occurring in Air Force personnel. The Epidemiology Division currently

does not use plasmid fingerprinting for bacterial strain identification.
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The toxic shock syndrome isolates provided a convenient test

system since the four isolates could not be differentiated by conven-

tional techniques. Ultimately, plasmid fingerprinting may be applied

to strain identification of many different medically important bacteria.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Bacterial Strains and source

1. Staphylococcus aureus strains (toxic shock syndrome

isolates).

129 2011 UA Y (urine isolate)

130 2105 CX (cervical isolate)

131 2011 UA White (urine isolate)

132 2066 T/C (throat isolate)

2. Strain from Dr. Joseph Parisi, University of Missouri

Medical School

Escherichia coli

Strain Plasmid Plasmid Mass (daltons)

V517 1.36 x 106

1.79 x 106

2.03 x 106

2.63 x 106

3.39 x 106

3.67 x 106

4.82 x 106

35.84 x 106
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3. Eschirichia coli strains (from Dr. Al McManus, Surgical

Research Unit, Fort Sam Houston)

Strain Plasmid Plasmid Mass (daltons)

J53-1 Sa-1 26 x 106

J53 R6K 26 x 106

J53 R46 33 x 106

J53 RP4 36 x 106

J53 R1 62 x 106

J53-1 R621-A 65 x 106

J53-1 R16 69 x 106

Rc712 Col b 70 x 106

J33-1 RA-1 86 x 106

Foc 600

J53-1 R4466

J53 R124

J53-1

J53 R386

J53 R387

J53-1 R726

J62-1

J53-1 R401

J53 A391

*C601 138E 2 plasmids (?)

*C601 RP1 40 x 106
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Other bacteria from Dr. McManus

4. Pseudomonas aeruginosa

PAO-2 RP1 40 X 106

5. Proteus mirabilis

*77082234 RP1 40 X 106

* Strains constructed in Dr. McManus' lab.

B. Cultivation of bacteria

All bacteria were cultured on BBL Trypticase Soy Agar (TSA).

The bacteria were grown overnight at 370 C and subsequently stored at 40C.

Growth of bacteria for DNA extraction was in Trypticase Soy Broth at 370

for 17-18 hours in a 500 ml screw capped Erlyenmeyer flask with shaking

at 100 rpm. Bacteria were harvested by pouring 40 ml of culture into

capped centrifuge tubes and centrifuging at 12,000 rpm for 20 min at 40 C

in a Sorvall SS-34 rotor. In some cases the bacterial pellet was washed

and in some cases not-depending upon the DNA extraction procedure used.

C. Plasmid/DNA extraction procedures.

Literature sources indicate that different extraction procedures

are required for Gram positive bacteria such as S. aureus than for Gram

negative bacteria such as E. coli. Thus these organisms will be treated

separately.

1. S. aureus strains 129, 130, 131, 132, were each subjected

to five different extraction procedures and modifications thereof. These

DNA extraction/purification protocols are not given in detail because they

all yielded plasmid band fingerprints. However, there was variability
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between the procedures employed and, at this point, there is no way

of knowing which if any, of these procedures yielded the "true"

fingerprint. The protocols are all detailed in my research note

book, a copy of which was placed in the hands of Dr. Louis Blouse.

Preparation #1 - Hansen and Olsen 5 technique

Preparation #2 - Modified Elwell and Falkow 6 and Hansen
5

and Olsen techniques. Modification caused by lack of certain reagents.

Preparation #3 - Slightly modified Elwell and Falkow 6

technique. Slight modification caused by lack of certain reagents.

Preparation #4 - Combination of certain components of the

Elwell and Falkow 6 and Hansen and Olsen 5 techniques but including a

deproteinization step using a neutralized phenol-chloroform mixture (1:1).

2. E. coli V517 contains eight different plasmids of known

molecular weight for use in estimating the molecular weights of unknown

plasmids (Macrina et al 4). Three different preparations of E. coli

V517 DNA have been made.

Preparation #1- Hansen and Olsen 5 technique
Preparation #2 - Hansen and Olsen 5 technique

Preparation #3 - Modified and shortened procedure using

5
portions of the following procedures: Hansen and Olsen , Elwell and

6 47Falkow, Macrina et al4. and Clewell and Helinski
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3. The following E. coli strains from Dr. McManus have been

grown, harvested and DNA extracted by the same procedure as preparation

#3 of E. coli V517.

J53-1 Sa-I 26 x 106

J53 R46 33 x 106

J53 RP4 36 x 106

J53 R-1 62 x 106

Rc712 Col b 70 x 106

D. Agarose Gel Electrophoresis

Agarose gel electrophoresis to separate the plasmids of

various sizes from each other and from chromosomal DNA was performed

essentially as described by Hansen and Olsen5 . Electrophoresis

procedures have been performed in my laboratory at Trinity University

using a vertical slab gel apparatus (Model 220) purchased from Bio Rad.

All agarose gels made to date were 0.8% in E buffer as described by

(Meyers et al8 ). A recent modification has been to produce a 3 ml of

1.2% agarose (in E buffer) at the bottom of the gel to slow the

migration of low molecular weight plasmids. Electrophoresis was carried

out at 100 volts, about 30 miliamps for 2-3 hours or until the tracking

dye reached the bottom of the gel.

E. Photography of Plasmid DNA Electropherograms.

Gels after electrophoresis were removed from apparatus and

stained with about I uq/ml of Ethidium bromide (in distilled water)

for 15 - 30 minutes. Gloves were worn for all procedures using ethidium
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bromide. The gels were rinsed briefly with deionized water and photo-

graphed essentially as described by Parisi' (personal communication

from Dr. Joseph Parisi to Dr. Louis Blouse) except that the polaroid

PN 55 film was exposed for 90 seconds rather than 50-60 seconds.

F. Estimation of Plasmid Molecular Weights.

Plasmid DNA molecular weights were estimated by the method

of Meyers et al8 using plasmids of E. coli V517 (Macrina et al 4) as

known reference markers to establish the standard curve.

IV. RESULTS:

Plasmid DNA was extracted by five different procedures from

S. aureus strains 129, 130, 131, and 132. Plasmid DNA was extracted

from E. coli V517 by three different procedures. Plasmid DNA was also

extracted from the five additional E. coli strains each bearing one

plasmid -- Sa-1, R46, RP4, R-1, and Col b. All these DNAs were

analyzed by electrophoresis on fifteen separate 0.8% agarose vertical

slab gels. Each slab gel could fractionate 10 or 20 samples, depending

upon the type of sample - well-forming comb used to insert into the

molten agarose.

Figure 1 shows representative plasmid fingerprints of electro-

pherogram gel No. 8 DNA from preparations 1, 2 and 3 of E. coli V517

and preparation No. 2 from S. aureus strains 129, 130, 131 and 132.

Figure 1 shows quite clearly that E. coli V517 DNA preparation No. 3

yielded distinct plasmid bands. Each band migrated the appropriate

distance through the agarose gel to yield a straight line when each

band was assigned its molecular weight as published by Macrina et al
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Tracts 6, 7, 8, and 9 (from the left) show relatively distinct

(plasmid) DNA bands from S. aureus strains 129, 130, 131, and 132,

respectively. Streaking in the low molecular weight region (bottom)

of the gel is very likely due to RNA since extraction procedures

utilizing an RNAase treatment shows lessened or no such streaking in

their electropherograms.

Figue 2 shows a typical standard curve (from gel No. 14)

generated from the plasmids from E. coli Col b strain. A standard

curve was prepared for every gel and they were generally parallel

but the absolute values varied slightly -- probably due to small

differences in time of electrophoresis for each gel. Some standard

curves differed slightly in slope which was probably due to small

differences in agarose concentration or electrolyte concentration

in the gels.

Tables 1 through 3 show the results of the analyses of the

electropherograms of gels 5-15. These data include DNA preparations

1-5 of the four S. aureus strains.

Table 4 shows the molecular weights of E. coli V517 plasmids.

DNA preparation No. 3 of E. coli V517 shows several DNA bands more

4
than those described by Macrina et al . Only preparation No. 3

produced the highest molecular weight plasmid (36 megadalton)

described for E. coli V517. Procedures used in preparations 1 and 2

did not produce this 36 megad plasmid.
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The numbers of (plasmid) DNA bands varied from preparation to

preparation and from gel to gel even from the same preparations within

a strain. Preparations 2 and 5 produced the greatest number of DNA

bands in all four of the S. aureus strain DNAs. However, even these

preparations stored poorly because a number of DNA bands disappeared

upon subsequent electrophoretic analysis.

A great deal of similarity appeared in the plasmid fingerprints

of strains 129 and 131 which one might expect since they were both

urine isolates. However .... strain 131 as seen in track No. 8 (Fig. 1)

shows three tight bands at the top of the smear region with estimated

molecular weights of 1.45, 1.50, and 1.55 million, respectively;

whereas strain 129 only shows one sharp band (on top of the RNA smear).

It is possible that the other small molecular weight bands of strain

129 are obscured by the RNA smear.

The plasmid fingerprints of 129/131, 130, and 132, however, were

all distinct and one can easily distinguish differences in the plasmid

fingerprints and thus the strains merely by inspection of the photo-

graphs of the electropherograms (e.g., tracts 6, 7, 8, and 9 in Fig. 1).

V. DISCUSSION:

Different extraction procedures produced different plasmid finger-

prints even within a single strain. This was true both for the number

of bands produced on electropherograms and also the sharpness and

clarity of the bands. In these experiments, the best plasmid profiles

of the four S. aureus strains were produced by preparati..is 2 and 5.
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I would define "best" by stating that these preparations gave the

greatest number of and sharpest (plasmid) DNA bands. I think some

caution must be made in this assumption till future experimentation

confirms or denys this. Even these preparations appeared to deter-

iorate even though the DNAs were stored frozen and kept in an ice

bath when thawed for sampling for electrophoresis. This can be

interpreted in several - not necessarily mutually exclusive ways;

(1) DNAse molecules survive the purification process and continue

to degrade the DNA; (2) RNA or protein components of the plasmid

DNA superhelix exist and these are degraded by RNAase or protease;

(3) plasmid DNAs may be sticking to the sides of the glass tube

or precipitating in the tube, as precipitates are sometimes

observed upon thawing; (4) Larger plasmid DNA molecules may be

subject to shear forces created by drawing the DNA up in capillary

tubes. It is possible that all of these phenomena are occurring

and thus steps must be taken in future studies to rule them out or

eliminate them. The least likely possibility, to me, appears to be

the first--surviving DNAase. This is because the ONAs are stored

in the presence of EDTA which chelates divalent cations Ca+ + and
++

Mg which are required by known DNAases for activity. It cannot

be ruled out, however, that nucleases not required divalent cations

persist to degrade the plasmids. One observation does, to some

extent, support the enzymatic degradation of plasmids hypotheses.

That is, DNA prepared from E. coli V517 and the other E. coli
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strains were prepared similarily - yet E. coli V517 DNA was much

more stable than the other E. coli DNA. This suggests that V517

may possess fewer or less active nucleases than the other strains.

Other interpretations of this observation are also possible.

It is quite clear from these experiments also that extraction

procedures that yield good plasmid fingerprints from one species

may be ineffective for another species. This observation was also

made by Dr. Al McManus (personal communication).

The E. coli strains all possessed plasmids of known molecular

weight to use as a reference for estimation of the molecular weights

of the plasmids from S. aureus. Unfortunately, the E. coli strains

carrying the high molecular weight plasmids to aid in estimating the

molecular weights of the large S. aureus plasmids were obtained late

in the project. Therefore, through much of the project, the plasmid

fingerprints of the four S. aureus strains had to be analyzed with-

out high molecular weight reference molecules. This resulted in a

greater error in the estimated molecular weights of the large plasmids

of S. aureus.

The best plasmid fingerprints were obtained from E. coli V517

(Fig 1). Preparation No. 3 of E. coli V517 DNA (Fig. 1) produced

good plasmid fingerprints and also sh~wed more DNA bands than described

by Macrina et a]4 . The same procedure (No. 3) that yielded excellent

plasmid fingerprints of E. coli V517 produced rather poor plasmid

fingerprints from the E. coli strains carrying plasmids Sa-1, R46,

RP4, R-1, and Col b (data not shown).
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Plasmid fingerprints from these strains generally produced one

or two DNA bands more than expected, and the bands were generally

fuzzy and indistinct. The stability of the DNA from these strains

was poor as repetitive tests of the same DNA preparation yielded

different - often disappearing - DNA bands on the electrophero-

grams. Even with these difficulties, the plasmid DNA from Sa-1,

R46, RP4, and Col b did aid in the analysis of some gels and did

help confirm the slope of the regression line used for estimation

of plasmid molecular weights. DNA from strain R-1 did not yield a

band which migrated an appropriate distance for its known molecular

mass of 62 megadaltons (Dr. Al McManus, Fort Sam Houston, personal

communication).

The experiments made to date cannot yet provide an optimal

plasmid DNA extraction/purification procedure even though they do

provide suggestions for future studies. Neither is it possbile to

yet assign the absolute number of plasmids to each S. aureus

strain or to assign each plasmid a molecular weight. This study

does, in my opinion obtain the goal of the project. That is, the

data do support that plasmid fingerprinting of these S. aureus

strains does differentiate the strains where conventional techniques

do not. Thus, I conclude that plasmid fingerprinting could be

developed to be used as a tool for identifying and tracking diseases

of epidemiological significance.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Any agency whose mission is to identify and trace the source

of infectious disease must attempt to accomplish these tasks with

the tools at hand. Unfortunately, the available protocols are

insufficient for differentiating various strains within some patho-

genic species. Thus with opportunistic pathogens such as S. aureus

which colonize several sites of most people, it is impossible to

determine which strain is responsible for a given disease. The

problem has recently become more acute with the upsurge of anti-

biotic resistance among previously antibiotic sensitive bacteria.

Large organizatiois with many personnel scattered over the

earth must constantly deal with infectious disease and occasiondlly

epidemics. With the increased resistance of existing disease agents

and the advent of new diseases such as Legionnaires Disease, it

behooves the diagnostic and epidemiology laboratories to constantly

update and upgrade their diagnostic procedures through research

and education.

This research as well as personal communications with active

medical/clinical microbiologists (i.e., Dr. Louis Blouse, Dr. Al

McManus, Capt. Barbara Schramm) and literature sources, all indicate

a gap in our technology for tracking nosocomial infections. This

research and literature sources as well as personal communications

supports the contention that plasmid fingerprints of various strains

of a pathogenic species are sufficiently different and sufficiently

stable to serve as means for differentiation between the strains.
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I would recommend that the Air Force put forth some degree of

effort to utilize plasmid fingerprinting to supplement contemporary

techniques in certain disease-producing bacterial species where the

conventional techniques are inadequate. Exactly which pathogenic

species these words apply to would have to be determined by Air Force

epidemiologists and physicians. Air Force planners would also have

to determine the level of funding in this endeavor. It might be

more cost effective to determine which pathogenic organisms are of

greatest concern to Air Force medicine and then fund contracts and

grants to outside investigators to develop protocols for plasmid

fingerprinting those organisms.
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FIGURE 1. Photograph of gel No. 8 electropherogram.

A 20 ul sample composed of 15 ul DNA and 5 ul of tracking

dye was applied to each well. Electrophoresis was at 100 volts,

27 milliamps for 3 hours. The gel was stained with 1 ug/ml ethidium

promide, rinsed and illuminated with long wave length ultraviolet

light for photography. The samples from left to right are:

Tract No. Source of DNA

1 E. coli V517-1 (preparation no. 1)

2 E. coli V517-2 (preparation no. 2, PEG precipitate)

3 E. coli V517-3 (preparation no. 2, ethanol precipitate)

4 E. coli V517-3 (preparation no. 3, PEG precipitate)

5 E. coli V517-3 (preparation no. 3, ethanol precipitate)

6 S. aureus 129-2 (preparation no. 2)

7 S. aureus 130-2 (preparation no. 4)

8 S. aureus 131-2 (preparation no. 2)

9 S. aureus 131-2 (preparation no. 2)

10 E. coli V517-1 (preparation no. 1)
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FIGURE 2. Standard Curve for Estimatinq Weijhts of Plasmid DNA.

The standard curve was plotted from the distances migrated by the plasmid

DNA in gel No. 14 electropherogram and the published molecular weights

assigned to each plasmid. The reference plasmids are from E. coli

strains V517 and Col b (-0-).
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TABLE 1. ESTIMATED MOLECULAR WEIGHTS OF PLASMID DNA BANDS OF
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS STRAINS 129, 130, 131, and 132
OBSERVED IN GELS NO. 5 & 6.

Strain No. 129-1 129R01 129-2 129-2 129-3 129-3 (20 ul)
Gel No. gel 5 gel e 15 _el 6 gel 6 gel 6

0.9
1.35 1.25 1.25 1.3

Mw 24.5 26.5 27.5 19.5 28.0 2.3
(millions) 45.0 25.0 41.0 23.0

90.0 60.0 28.0

Strain No. 130-1 130R-1 130-2 130-2 130-3 130-3 (20 ul)
Gel No. gel 5 el 5 I 5ge 6 gel 6

0.9
Mw 1.35
(millions) 26.5 26.5 26.0 18.5 25.0 26.5

58.0 43.0

Strain No. 131-1 131R-1 131-2 131-2 131-3 --

Gel No. gel 5 gel S gel 5 gel 6 gel 6
0.90

2.65 1.37 1.3 1.20
Mw

(millions) 26.5 26.5 25.3 21.0 2.1
37.5 25.5 23.0
66.0 47.0

60.0

Strain No. 132-1 132R-1 132-2 132-2 132-3
Gel No. gel 5 gel 5 g el 5 gel 6 gel 6

0.96
1.45

2.65

Mw 26.5 26.5 25.0 23.0 22.0
(millions 74.0 55.0 47.0

340.0

I. Strain No. - 1, 2, or 3 indicates the DNA preparation No.
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TABLE 2. ESTIMATED MOLECULAR WEIGHTS OF PLASMID DNA BANDS OF S. AUREUS STRAINS129, 130, 131, and 132 OBSERVED IN GELS NO. 7, 8, 13, 15
129-2 129-2 129-2 129-2 129-2 129-3 129-3 129-3gel 7 gel 7 gel 8 gel 13 gel 15 gel 7 gel 7 gel 13

1 0.86 0.86 0.99 -2 1.35 1.35 1.67 1.55 - 1.15 1.15 1.53 2.6 2.6 - 2.85-3.10 - 2.2 2.35 2.84 74 64 12 23.5-37 16 74 80 35-575 150 78 20.5 36-60 17.5 112 1356 186 112 32 94-190 - 195 2507 - 200 56 _
8 2.Ix109 - 1.75x109 - - -

130-2 130-2 130-2 130-2 130-2 130-3 130-3 130-3gel 7 gel 7 gel 8 gel 13 gel 15 gel 7 gel 7 gel 13

0.86 0.84 1.06
1.15 1.30 1.5 - -7 - 11.3 23.5-37 17.5 - 22-3474 74 18 - - 78 94 _186 186 -

131-2 131-2 131-2 131-2 131-3 131-3 131-4 131-4gel 7 gel 7 gel 8 gel 12 gel 7 gel 12 gel 10 gel 11

0.84 0.84 1.05 -1.15 1.25 1.45 - 1.15 -1.25 - 1.50 1.4 - 1.4 1.65 -2.35 - 1.55 2.5 2.35 2.5 - 2.0-2.362 64 10.5 29 - 33 13.5 14.5-28.574 80 19-26 42140 112 27 72 112 - - 16.5-34200 200 68 115 195 --
12x109  1.2x109  1/75x10 - 310 _

132-2 132-2 132-2 132-2 132-2 132-2 132-4 132-4
+RNaseqel 7 gel 7 gel 8 gel 12 gel 7 gel 12 gel 10 gel 11

0.80 0.84 0.98 -
1.15 - 1.42 1.52.35 - 11.3 - - 13.5 2.3-2.7574 90 19 29 - 30 29 14.5-29185 222 45 62 110 60 - 28-65380 q 430 320 400 8001.75x10 1.2x10 9  

6.Ox10 9  
-

) 2 - 2 ')
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TABLE 3. ESTIMATED MOLECULAR WEIGHTS OF PLASMID DNA BANDS OF S. AUREUS STRAINS
129, 130, 131, AND 132 OBSERVED IN GELS NO. 10, 11, 13, 14, AND 15.

129-4 129-4 129-4 129-4+RNase 129-5 129-5 129-5
gel 10 gel 11 gel 13 gel 11 gel 14 gel 15 gel 15

- - - 1.53 - -1
1.25 - 1.55 - 2.42 - - 2

13.5 2.0-2.3 2.8 1.95-2.1 68 - - 3
22 13-25 22-35 2.7 -34 99 18 17.5 4
- 15.5-32 - 13-25 140 20.5 21 5

- - - 390 30 - 6
- - 570 - - 7

- - - -1.2x1 - 8

RNase
130-4 130-4 130-4 130-4 130-5 130-5
gel 10 gel 11 gel 11 gel 13 gel 14 gel 15

1.25 ....
1.8 ....

13.5 11.5-21.5 13.25 23.5-36 - 17.5
- - - 115 20

- - 400 27.5
- - - 720 -

RNase
131-4 131-4 131-5 131-5
gel 11 gel 12 gel 14 gel 15

1.4 -
1.63 1.6 -

2.0-2.3 2.5 2.4 -

14.5-28.5 - 38 16
19-40 74 88 19

- - 115 27.5
- - 270 -
- - 300 -
- - 560 -
- - 980 -

132-4 132-4 132-5 132-5
+RNase
gel 11 gel 12 gel 14 gel 15

17.5

2.35-2.85 - 22.5
14.5-29 27.5 - 30

32-76 53 112 42
- - 280 260

1.7x10 -
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE NATURE OF THE MELTING LAYER

IN STRATIFORM CLOUDS

by

Dr. Steven B. Newman

ABSTRACT

Research into the nature of the melting layer in mixed strati-

form clouds has been conducted in the Cloud Physics Branch of the

Air Force Geophysics Lab (AFGL). An extensive reference list has

been compiled, covering some 35 years of published work concerning

the melting layer and the radar bright band.

In addition, the problem of defining the boundaries of the melt-

ing layer have been examined. It is postulated that the 00 C dry bulb

isotherm may not always be the best threshold level for the top of

the melting layer. Instead, the OC wet bulb level is examined, and

a relationship between airmass stability and the height difference

between these two levels is developed. The lower boundary of the

melting layer remains undefined, primarily due to lack of a concrete

definition of the "end" of melting.

A simple model of snowflake aggregation and breakup has been

developed. It is shown that at reasonable cloud ice contents, the

aggregation and breakup of snowflakes just above the melting layer

results in considerable ice multiplication, as well as growth.

The increase in both size and number concentration of snowflakes

entering the melting layer may play a considerable role in enhancing

the radar echo intensity in the melting layer resulting in the radar

bright band.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) is the Air Force

center for research in the environmental sciences. AFGL interacts

with a family of 12 other research and development laboratories in

the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) to identify emerging research

and technology needs and integrate scientific advances into Air

Force technology.

The Meteorology Division of AFGL satisfies several requirements

of operational commands by bringing together pertinent technologies

to solve specific problems. Within the division, the Cloud Physics

Branch is heavily involved in research in the area of melting layer

processes and also in an aircraft icing program for improving

forecasting of atmospheric icing conditions for both design and

operational use by the Air Force.

II. OBJECTIVES

The main objertive of this research was to investigate some of

the cloud mirrophysiral processes associated with the melting layer

in stratiform clouds.

We have attempted to extend previously derived models of

snowflake aggregation and melting and to investigate the interaction

with the ambient atmosphere.

This research has not attempted to completely model the melting

layer, but rather to provide a "first look" at some of the processes

orurring within it. As such, it is limited to static or simplified
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dynamic models.

Compilation of an extensive melting layer reference list was

also a major objective of this research, as was a first attempt to

accurately define the upper and lower limits of the melting layer.

It should be noted that this research is only in its early

stages, thus any conclusions which are drawn here must be regarded

as purely preliminary in nature, and will doubtless need further

study.

IIi. LITERATURE SEARCH

Using a list of over sixty references already compiled by Ms.

Walsh and Capt. Gibbons of the Cloud Physics Branch, the author com-

pleted an exhaustive search of the existing literature on the radar

bright band and the melting layer. The excellent facilties of the

AHL Research Library, and the cross-referencing from citations as

they were found and abstracted were used to prepare a list of ap-

proximately 90 books, papers and monographs. This is probably the

most extensive reference list pertaining to the bright band and

the melting layer ever compiled. It represents the sum total of

what is presently known about the nature of these phenomena. The

entire reference list is reproduced here in Appendix A. The author

would appreciate hearing from anyone who might know of other

references which are not included in this list.
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IV. DEFINING THE MELTING LAYER

The definition of the melting layer has presented one of the

major problems encountered thus far; although on the surface, such

a definition would appear to be quite straightforward.

Logically, one would choose, a priori, the OC dry bulb isotherm

as the upper boundary of the melting layer. Indeed, all the previous

research we have seen does define the top of the melting layer in

just this way. However, a possibility exists that melting may not

actually begin when frozen precipitation particles fall past the

OC dry bulb level in clouds.

In most clouds, a relative humidity of 100% is not always

maintained. In fact, many clouds have relative humidities which are

less than 100%. In such cases, the wet bulb and dry bulb temperatures

will not be equal at any given height, and the OC wet bulb isotherm

will be located somewhat below (in terms of height) the OC dry

bulb isotherm.

The Glossary of Meteorology defines the wet bulb temperature

thus:

WET-BULB TEMPERATURE -- The temperature that an air parcel

would have if cooled adiabatically to saturation at constant

pressure by evaporation of water into it, all latent heat

supplied by the parcel.

--Glossary of Meteorology

hrits is signit[rant. in that melting of snowflkes will not

begin until the wet bulb temperature rises above OC. This is because

the snowflake or ice crystal behaves as a wet bulb, thus the air
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immediately surrounding the flake or crystal will be cooled, by evap-

oration, to the wet bulb temperature.

Previous research (Austin and Bemis, 1950; Hooper and Kippax,

1950; Browne, 1952; Mason, 1955; Gupta, et. al., 1961) indicates that

the radar bright band is always found at some distance below the

O'C dry bulb isotherm (Fig. 1). The actual distance is found to be

quite variable. Hooper and Kippax (1950) reported a gap of

330 1 150 feet between the O°C isotherm and the radar bright band;

while Gupta, et. al. (1961) reported a gap of approximately 4700 feet.

Present research indicates that, for situations where the

O°C dry bulb isotherm is located above ground level, the distance

between the O°C dry bulb isotherm and the O*C wet bulb isotherm

is directly related to the stability of the air mass. Using the

K-Index (George, 1960) as a measurement of stability, we have

found a good relationship between this index and the distance

between the O°C dry bulb and O°C wet bulb isotherms. These results

are summarized in Fig. 2. Note that high values of K (greater than

30) are indicative of strong airmass instability with the likelihood

of thunderstorms high. Values of K lower than approximately 15

indicate very stable air. The solid line on the figure is the best

fit curve to the data, and would call for a 1300 meter difference

for a K-Index of 0, and a 100 meter difference for a K-Index of 40.

in a cloud with relative humidity near 100%, the gap between

the O°C wet bulb isotherm and the 00 C dry bulb isotherm is on the

order of 100 to 150 m. This is within the range of values reported

in the above mentioned literature. It is possible, then, that the

top of the radar bright band may correspond well with the 00 C wet

bulb isotherm, where melting has progressed to the point of providing

a liquid coating to the snowflakes. In fact, it is also possible

that in the shallow layer between the O°C dry bulb and the O°C
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wet bulb levels, any water droplets present in the cloud may remain

supercooled, even if the ambient temperature is slightly higher

than O°C.

Defining the top of the melting layer also presents a problem

because it is not a constant height surface. As snowflakes begin

melting, they take up latent heat from the surrounding atmosphere.

The resultant cooling will cause the top of the melting layer to

lower, locally, in altitude (Fig. 3). This lowering will be non-

uniform due to non-uniform melting rates and non-uniform precipi-

tation areas in the cloud. In some cases, the effect can be expec-

ted to be highly localized, producing convective overturn in those

areas where the local lapse rate becomes superadiabatic. Such over-

turn incidents could result in downbursts of cold air, or momentary

occurrences of heavy precipitation at the ground.

Defining the bottom of the melting layer also presents some

problems which, at the present time, have not been resolved. The

radar bright band is rarely more than a few hundred meters thick,

yet the melting layer is known to extend well below the lower bound-

ary of the bright band.

If we define the bottom of the melting layer as the level at

which there is no more frozen precipitation, then we may be setting

a boundary which is too low in altitude. Snowflakes are rarely ob-

served at temperatures above +4C.1 A more logical method would

be to establish a threshold level below which a given percentage of

snowflakes and ice crystals will have completely melted. Although

this is probably somewhere between +3°C and +5°C for total melting

of 90% of the snowflakes 2 , the +5 0 C level has been the most widely

used threshold temperature for the bottom of the melting layer.

The reasons for this choice appear to be entirely arbitrary, with-

out any supporting data.

Morton Glass, AFUL, private conversation.
2 Capt. Ian Cohen, AFGL, private conversation.
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lUnt orItuiaLe ly, we do no0 havc stit[r icilt f [[Lght datd with which

to attempt any such definition ourselves. Only one or two flights

actually penetrated the melting layer, and these were specifically

studying icing processes just above the melting layer. More flights

specifically aimed at studying the melting layer need to be made in

order to obtain enough reliable data to accurately define melting

layer boundaries, both upper and lower.

V. A SNOWFLAKE AGGREGATION MODEL

Lhermitte and Atlas (1963), as well as Mason (1955) have

suggested that a possible explanation for the enhancement of the

radar echo intensity in the melting layer is aggregation of snow-

flakes with ice crystals just above the O*C isotherm.

Lo and Passarelli (1981) have found evidence of aggregation at

temperatures much lower than had previously been thought possible.

Observations by Hobbs (1973) indicate that, while very large aggre-

gates may be found at ground level when temperatures are near OC,

in clouds, aggregates of maximum dimension greater than 5 mm are

uncommon. However, observations made during AFGL flights indicate

that In the region between -3 0 C and OC, aggregates larger than

j mm do exist. The model presented herein does not allow for such

larger aggregates; however, further refinement will take these ob-

servations into account.

Using the aggregational growth equation given by Rogers (1979),

a simple aggregation model has been developed. The equation for

growth of a snowflake by aggregation is,
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dm/dt = EM W R2 L u (1)

where E is the mean collection efficiency of the snowflake, R the

snowflake radius, A u the difference in fallspeed between the snow-

flakes and the ire crystals, and M is the cloud ice content, which

can be related to the ice crystal number density, N, by

M = Nv p (2)

where v is the average ice crystal volume and p the average ice

crystal density.

The cloud ice content differs from the cloud liquid water

content in that no supercooled droplets are counted in deriving

the value of M. Thus use of M in the model means that any growth

by diffusion or accretion is effectively ignored. Only growth by

aggregation is considered.

Mason (1971) relates the diameter, D, of a stellar dendritic

snowflake to its mass, m, by

m 0.027D2 (3)

And, substituting into Eq. (1) gives

I/R dR/dt = 4.63EMrLA u (4)

integration of Eq. (4) from R=RO to R=Rf, and from t = 0 to t =tf

yields,

Rf = RO exp(4.b3EM ra ut) (5)
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in obtaining solutions for this expression, a number of

simplifying assumptions have been made.

a. All snowflakes fall at a constant speed of

I m/sec; while all ice crystals fall at a constant

speed of 0.5 m/sec. These are valid assumptions,

according to Magono (1953), and Rogers (1979),

respectively; however, Passarelli (1978) has shown

that the fallspeed of aggregating dendritic flakes

is related to the diameter of the dendrite.

b. The lapse rate of temperature is constant during

the model run.

c. Aggregates have a maximum dimension of 5 mm. Upon

growing larger than this size they spontaneously

break up into smaller particles. The model then

resumes aggregational growth with a new I mm diameter

snowflake, until it falls to the O'C level. If the

particle again reaches 5 mm before reaching the

00 C level, it breaks up once again, resulting in the

same recycling process.

d. The snowflakes aggregate in the layer from -10*C to

0*C. Layer thickness depends on the lapse rate.

We examine the case of a snowflake with initial maximum

dimension of 1 mm falling through the layer with constant lapse rates

of -40 C/km, -5 0C/km and -6*C/km. Solution of Eq. (5) for 10 second

intervals of growth are shown in Figs. 4 through 6. Cloud ice con-

tents are 1.0 and 1.5 g/m 3, respectively, for each lapse rate.

Note that the aggregation rate increases as the flakes approach

the freezing level (curves become more vertical). This is to be

expected as the growing flakes sweep out a greater area and collide

more frequently with ice crystals.
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At Lapse raLes ol -5 0C/km and -b 0C/kin, brvakup does not occur

when the cloud ire content is 1.0 g/m 3 (Figs. 5a and 6a). However,

breakup is seen to oc'ur at all three lapse rates when the cloud

ire content is 1.5 gin 3 . Fig. 4b illustrates how the growth then

continues from I mm diameter until the freezing level is reached.

The number of small particles which result each time a growing

aggregate breaks up cannot be determined at the present time.

However, if the flake were to splinter entirely into I mm diameter

particles, there would be 25 for every 5 mm diameter snowflake

undergoing breakup. It is reasonable to assume that some of the

broken fragments will be larger, and some will be smaller than

I mm, but in any case, aggregation and breakup appears to be a

powerful mechanism for ice multiplication. Also note that the

size of the ice particles entering the melting layer after resump-

tion of growth is considerably larger than those that began the

aggregation process, ranging from 1.75 to 3.25 mm in diameter for

the case of -4*C/km lapse rate and 1.5 g/m3 cloud ice content.

Thus aggregational growth and breakup will yield greater num-

bers of larger snowflakes than were present before aggregation

began. This in itself may account for a large part of the radar

echo enhancement (bright band) in the melting layer, esperially

when these flakes become water-coated.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The research done here during the summer of 1981 represents

only the initial phase of an extensive study of melting layer pro-

cesses being conducted by AFGL.

Most of what is known about the melting layer comes from

ground-based radar observations. In more recent years, Doppler
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radar has been utilized to give profiles of particle fallspeeds.

However, there is a singular lack of in situ data concerning

the microphysics of the melting layer. The 5 or 6 flights by the

C-130 which we looked at provided very little data, as they were

mostly confined to altitudes above the U0 C isotherm. In the I or 2

flights which did penetrate the melting layer, only limited data

were obtained as the time in the melting Layer was short.

At this time, ARFL does not have a research aircraft, either

Air Force operated or under contract. Such an aircraft is neces-

sary to continue the research and gather enough reliable data in

the melting layer to allow reasonable conclusions regarding its

nature to be drawn.

Among the important parameters which can be studied with new

flight data are:

a. Cloud ire content

b. Liquid water content

c. Droplet size distribution

d. Ice crystal number density

e. Snowflake aggregation and breakup

The last has been shown to be an important ice multiplication

mechanism; however, the aggregation model developed herein is rela-

tively simple and contains many assumptions. A larger data base

would allow refinement of the model to a point where growth of snow-

flakes by other mechanisms (accretion, diffusion, etc.), as well as

more realistic assumptions, could also be considered, and the growth

of a snowflake could be more fully and accurately modeled.

Also, we need to understand more fully how a snowflake melts
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when it falls past the OUC level. Exactly what happens to it?

Does it retain its shape until fully melted? How does its fallspeed

change? What effect does collision with water droplets have when it

is partially melted? Such studies can be done in the laboratory,

possibly augmented by in-cloud observations. Some of these studies

are currently being done for AFGL under contract.

In addition, I believe that more radar observations of the mel-

ting layer be made. There is some disagreement as to the effect of

particles in the melting layer on the polarization of the returning

radar pulse. This is an area that needs further study.

The first description of the radar bright band was published

approximately 35 years ago (Ryde, 1946). The research being conduc-

ted at AkUL represents one of the first major attempts in those 35

years to describe the melting layer by studying it from the inside

as well as the outside.
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Fig. 1. Profile of radar reflectivity versus height. Note that

maximum radar reflectivity is found below the OC isotherm

(after Lhermltte and Atlas, 1963).
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Fig. 4a. Aggregational growth and breakup of a 1 fam diameter

snowflake failing through the layer from -10%C to OOC. Lapse

rate is constant at -40C/km. Cloud ire content is 1.0 g/m
3.

Curves are for mean rollection efficiencies of a) 0.8

b) 0.9 and c) 1.0
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Fig. 4b. Aggregational growth and breakup of a 1 mm diameter

snowflake falling through the layer from -10C to OOC. Lapse

rate is constant at -40C/km. Cloud ire content is 1.5 g/m 3 .

Curves are for mean collection efficiencies of a) 0.8

b) 0.9 and r) 1.0
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Fig. 5a. Aggregational growth and breakup of a I mm diameter

snowflake falling through the layer from -10C to OoC. Lapse

rate is constant at -5*C/km. Cloud ice content is 1.0 g/m3 .

Curves are for mean collection efficienries of a) 0.8

b) 0.9 and c) 1.0
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Fig. 5b. Aggregational growth and breakup of a 1 mm diameter

snowflake falling through the layer from -10*G to 00C. Lapse

rate is constant at -50C/km. Cloud ire rcontent is 1.5 g/m3 .

Curves are for mean collection efficiencies of a) 0.8

b) 0.9 and c) 1.0
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Fig. ba. Aggregational growth and breakup of a 1 mm diameter

snowflake falling through the layer from -10°C to O'C. Lapse

rate is constant at -6°C/km. Cloud ire content is 1.0 g/m 3 .

Curves are for mean rollention effirienries of a) 0.8

b) 0.9 and r) 1.0
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Fig. 6b. Aggregational growth and breakup of a 1 mm diameter

snowflake falling through the layer from -10C to 0°C. Lapse

rate is constant at -60C/km. Cloud ice content is 1.5 g/m3 .

Curves are for mean collection efficiencies of a) 0.8

b) 0.9 and c) 1.0
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JET SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR WIND TUNNEL MODEL

THRUST REVERSER TESTING

by

Eugene E. Niemi, Jr.

ABSTRACT

An investigation is made of the simulation requirements necessary for

wind tunnel tests of aircraft models using thrust reversers. Dimensional

analyses are reviewed to determine the kinds of parameters that theoreti-

cally must be scaled to accurately represent a thrust reverser test. Pre-

vious test results are examined as a guide in deciding which of these

parameters are most important in simulation.

It is found that the following parameters should be simulated to get

reliable wind tunnel test data from thrust reversers: ratio of jet exit

static pressure to free stream static pressure, p e/pD ; jet exit Mach num-

ber, M e; jet exit specific heat ratio, 'Ye; and product of gas constant

and temperature of exiting jet, (RT) . Various gases are suggested for

use in wind tunnel tests, based on these results.

The hysteresis effect in thrust reverser flow attachment to an air-

craft fuselage is examined. Suggestions for future research in this area

are made.

Recommendations for future wind tunnel tests to study thrust reverser

behavior are made. Several types of tests are recommended.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The U. S. Air Force has developed a renewed interest in the use of

thrust reversers for fighter aircraft. The concept of using thrust reversers

on fighters is not new, however, having been investigated at least as early

as 1959. Reference I describes full scale wind tunnel tests on a YF-86D

aircraft using thrust reversers, and reference 2 describes flight tests on

an F-94C aircraft using fully modulating target-type thrust reversers for

in-flight thrust control.

The reason for this new interest is that the use of thrust reversers

on current generation fighter aircraft in the landing mode may offer ad-

vantages worthy of investigation. Reverse thrust is also being consider-

ed as a tactical maneuvering technique in the transonic speed range.

The effect of thrust reverser deployment on an aircraft is a more spe-

cific application of the jet aircraft nozzle/afterbody topic. This topic

has been of interest for several years, primarily for predicting the effect

of a jet or rocket engine exhaust plume on the aerodynamics of a flight ve-

hicle. Thrust reverser testing is a newer application of this topic, just

now starting to be reexamined at the various Air Force Laboratories.

Wind tunnel tests on scale models are necessary to determine the effects

of thrust reverser deployment on various aircraft configurations. This re-

quires simulation of the wind tunnel model jet exhaust flow using either a

cold gas exhaust or some type of hot jet exhaust.

The requirement for matching the representation of exhaust flow in

wind tunnel tests is the subject of this paper.

II. OBJECTIVES

The general purpose of this project was to make a study of the simula-

tion required in wind tunnel tests of thrust reversers (and nozzle/after-

bodies) to be conducted in the future at various Air Force Laboratories,

particularly the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC). Simulation

in this case refers to how accurately the exhaust plume must be modeled,

whether by using cold gas or various hot gases. The specific objectives of

this study can be summarized as follows:

1) To assess the total scope of simulation likely to be

required in future thrust reverser and nozzle/afterbody

testing to be conducted at AEDC.
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2) To identify those simulation parameters considered most

pertinent to testing, based on present knowledge.

3) To recommend, in general terms, future testing activities

in the thrust reverser, nozzle/afterbody area that will

improve the Air Force's ability to accurately predict the

performance of fighter aircraft using thrust reversers.

Ill. PROBLEM AREAS WITH THRUST REVERSER DEPLOYMENT

A number of problems can arise due to deployment of thrust reversers,

and these will be described in this section. The purpose of describing

these possible problem areas is to point out the need for accurate simula-

tion of thrust reverser flow field effects during wind tunnel testing.

In general terms, the types of problems that can arise are as follows:

changes in aircraft stability and control, changes in aircraft drag, ex-

haust gas reattachment and/or reingestion into the engine inlet, heating

of surfaces due to jet impingement, buffeting, and wind tunnel wall inter-

ference (tunnel testing only). The more important of these problems will

be described in more detail below.

Changes in Aircraft Stability and Control

Aircraft stability changes can occur directly as a result of the ex-

haust gas Impinging on various portions of the aircraft, or indirectly if

the exhaust flow causes changes in the pressure distribution on parts of

the aircraft. Direct exhaust gas impingement can also cause airframe

buffeting or heating of surfaces. In these cases, the adequacy of simula-

ting the far field of the jet exhaust becomes an important factor. This

raises the question of whether or not a hot jet exhaust can be adequately

simulated using a cold gas in the wind tunnel tests.

Changes in Aircraft Drag

Exhaust jet effects due either to normal thrust operation, or due to

reversed flow can cause changes in aircraft drag and power required.

Figure I on the next page shows a schematic of the flow field around a ty-

pical nozzle/afterbody configuration when the exhaust flow is in the con-

ventional rearward direction. When the jet exhaust leaves the nozzle exit,
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Figure 1. Factors influencing afterbody drag.

(Figure taken from ref. 18 , see Section IV for
nomenclature)

it influences the afterbody pressure distribution in two ways: by presenting

a "body" which the external flow must negotiate, the so-called plume block-

age; and by entraining fluid from the vicinity of the afterbody. These two

effects tend to oppose each other, with plume blockage acting to raise the

afterbody pressures, and the entrainment effect tending to lower them.

Both effects are functions of the gas properties of the jet exhaust.

The net effect is a pressure change on the aircraft afterbody which

causes a change in aircraft drag. The effect will vary depending on whether

a hot gas or cold gas is used to simulate the jet exhaust.

Jet Reattachment to Fuselage

Mother problem that can occur for certain thrust reverser operating

conditions is reattachment of the reversed jet to the aircraft fuselage.

3This effect was reported In wind tunnel tests by Munniksma , and was also

noted In wind tunnel tests 4 conducted in July, 1981 at AEDC. The reattach-

ment - detachment of the reversed jet exhibits a hysteresis effect that is

different for a hot jet than for a cold jet, again raising the question of

what type of jet simulation is necessary in wind tunnel tests.
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Munniksma found abrupt changes occuring in aircraft pitching moment

during jet attachment-detachment, and the effect was different for hot jets

and cold jets.

Exhaust Gas Reingestion

An additional problem occuring as a result of the above described jet

attachment effect is the possibility of reingesting the hot exhaust gases

back into the engine inlet. This could result in drastic changes in engine

performance, and would need to be thoroughly investigated before thrust re-

versers could be used in flight. This raises the possibility of having to

simulate both engine inlet flow and exhaust flow simultaneously during wind

tunnel testing.

Wind Tunnel Wall Effects

Finally, wind tunnel testing of configurations with simulated thrust

reversers can cause considerable tunnel wall interference effects requiring

tunnel blockage corrections that may more nearly approximate those encoun-

tered in V/STOL model testing, than in conventional aircraft testing.
5

Young summarizes the work of investigators in England who are studying the

problem of reversed thrust blockage corrections.

Calculations done by Jacocks at AEDC in support of the thrust reverser

tests planned in reference 4 showed considerable wall effects. To keep the

computational mesh size down, calculations were done for reversed thrust

testing in a simulated 8 foot tunnel, although the tests were actually con-

ducted in the 16 foot transonic tunnel.

Summary of Various Investigations

A number of investigations have been made on the effect of deploying

thrust revers while in flight. Reference 6 is typical of tests conducted

on wind tunnel models to determine stability and control changes occuring

due to thrust reverser deployment on a single engine fighter model. The

reader can consult the bibliography in this reference to identify addition-

al work in this area.

Among the conclusions determined for the model fighter configuration

tested were the following:

1) For certain blocker door positions, large nose-up or

nose-down pitching moments could occur, presenting
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potentially hazardous operation.

2) Reversed thrust decreased stabilizer effectiveness by 30

to 40 percent for most subsonic Mach numbers.

3) Reverse thrust mode produced a significant loss in direc-

tional stability and control at subsonic Mach numbers.

Hydrogen peroxide decomposition products were used to simulate the

hot gas exhaust in these tests.

Extrapolation of these kinds of conclusions to the prototype flight

vehicle makes it extremely important that one can place confidence in the

validity of the jet exhaust simulation being used in the wind tunnel tests.

Typical wind tunnel data on a full scale airplane using thrust rever-

sers is presented by Falarski and Mort. 7  It was found that for some opera-

ting conditions, the lower exhaust plume from the thrust reverser would at-

tach to the nacelle and fuselage lower surfaces. This attachment could be

delayed by the addition of spoilers to the nacelle. For certain operating

conditions, exhaust plume reingestion would occur when the aircraft was in

the presence of a ground plane. Increasing reversed thrust also caused a

reduction in longitudinal stability and control because the reverser exhaust

plumes interfered with the horizontal tail.

In reference 1, various problems due to thrust reverser usage on the

YF-86D were described. Among these were exhaust gas reingestion, elevation

of skin temperatures, and buffeting of tail surfaces. The major aerodyna-

mic effect of thrust reverser deployment was a change in aircraft stability

due to a large nose-down pitching moment. No significant steady state ef-

fects occured with the lateral characteristics, but there were some occasion-

al directional oscillations due to random separation of reversed flow ex-

haust gases from the fuselage.

Additional wind tunnel studies and flight test data could be cited

showing similar effects, but the references given should be sufficient to

show the importance of using valid simulation or scaling laws in designing

any wind tunnel tests for investigating thrust reverser phenomena. Addi-

tional test data can be located by consulting the bibliographies in refer-

ences 6 and 7.
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IV. OVERVIEW OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS

To conduct any jet effects testing in a wind tunnel, it is necessary to

know what model scaling laws apply, which variables are of primary importance

in scaling, and which ones are of lesser importance. This section of this

report will cover jet scaling laws.

An extensive review of the literature was conducted to see what work

has been done on the jet simulation problem in general, particularly with
8

regard to modeling by use of dimensionless ratios. Brtdgeman and Lang-

haar9 cover the topics of dimensional analysis and modeling in general

terms, but one must turn to other references to get more specific informa-

tion on modeling of jets.

Modeling of Jet Flows and Exhausts

Figure 2 is a schematic of a typical nozzle/afterbody and exhaust

plume configuration, and shows many of the variables important in jet sca-

ling studies (the meaning of the symbols can be found in the Nomenclature

section at the end of this report).

Free-Stream Conditions,moo P T Inviscid Jet

M t, ,T Tt '//'Plume Boundary
tco ta 00PueBudr

M c Me e f( Ae/A*)
PM M:* 11 Ip
St ; * 'D* D e 4 -te
T'tc TTel Tt T * Ie]ITte

III I

NozzIdI
Nozzle Nozzle

Chamber Throat Exit
Conditions (c) Conditions (*) Conditions (e)

Figure 2. Schematic of nozzle and exhaust plume.

(Figure taken from ref. 20)
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Pali 0 does a brief dimensional analysis of jet flow and concludes that

the following variable are of importance in the study of free jet flows:

Jet Reynolds Number: Re = UeDe/ Ve (1)

Jet Mach Number: M. = U /a (2)e e e

Jet Prandtl Number: Pr = C pe,/k (3)e p e e e

Jet Specific Heat Ratio: We = C/C (4)
pe ve

Jet Nusselt Number: N = h D /k (5)

For jet mixing with gases of different kinds (i.e., engine exhaust and

air), Pai states that the diffusion equation must be added to the fundamen-

tal equations.

One of the more complete evaluations of jet scaling factors, done by
11

dimensional analysis, is presented by Li, Yoler, and Morgan. After a con-

siderable discussion of many of the physical -ariables, the authors conclude

that " . . . a fairly accurate simulation of jet-on effects can be insured

by matching the following important non-dimensional parameters:"

Ra - free stream Reynolds number

M9 - free stream Mach number

le /V - ratio of specific heat ratios, jet to free stream

M e/M O - ratio of jet exit to free stream Mach numbers

Ue /U, - ratio of jet to free stream velocities

pe /p - ratio of jet exit pressure to free stream static pressure

elo - ratio of jet exit to free stream density

C - aircraft angle of attack

D/L - aircraft "diameter" to length ratio (i.e., geometric scaling)

D e/1 - ratio of nozzle exit diameter to aircraft lengthe

(D e-D*)/L - nozzle exit minus throat diameter, to aircraft length

Matching these quantities also assures that the following additional

ratios are automatically satisfied: ratio of jet kinetic energy to free

stream kinetic energy, and ratio of jet mass flow to free stream mass flow.

Factors judged to be of lesser importance in this study were diffusion
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coefficients, molecular weights, rmperature ratios, heat capacities, and

viscosity ratios.

Note that many of the parameters are dependent on each other. It

should be pointed out that although this study felt that temperature ratio,

Te/T.., might be of lesser importance, other references (to be cited later)

indicate that temperature is an important factor. Heat transfer coefficients

were also neglected. The study was made for rearward facing jet exhausts,

but its conclusions should also apply for the case of thrust reverser simu-

lation. The report concluded by recommending the use of heated helium as

one of the best gases to simulate hot gas exhausts. No experimental data

were cited to prove or disprove the relative importance of many of the

ratios examined.

Pindzola 1 2 also does a very complete study of jet simulation in ground

test facilities, and breaks down the requirements for simulation into two

regions: jet exit effects and downstream effects. He shows that the jet

exit effects can be simulated by matching the initial inclination angle,b1,

of the jet. This can be accomplished by duplicating the jet exit static

pressure ratio, p /p , the nozzle exit angle, aN' and the similarity

parameter, beM/e- . This will match the initial jet turning angle

even if the Ye values are different. These requirements are in addition

to matching the free stream conditions.

To match downstream effects a short distance from the nozzle, in addi-

tion to the above required simulation, it is necessary to match the product

of gas constant and temperature, (RT) , at the jet exit. Matching of (RT) e

also appears to provide a means of simulating the mixing boundary, but no

correlation parameters are available for use in predicting full scale re-

sults from data obtained from unmatched conditions of (RT)e .

When wing or tail surfaces are immersed in or placed near to a jet ex-

haust, Pindzola states that duplication of jet momentum appears to be the

most critical jet flow parameter for simulation.

Some references discuss scaling momentum ratio, others talk about sca-

ling dynamic pressure. These are equivalent, since it can be shown that

qe 2 Pe _ Me2
=q4- Ue e

2 p ~YUaD



Therefore, the reference 11 requirement to scale the density ratio, P/',

and velocity ratio, U /U , individually; also automatically satisfies the
e Go

requirement to scale the momentum ratio. Similarly, a requirement to scale
the pressure ratio, p /p , and the ratio of )eMe/ YM., also automatically

e M e e/ 'Masauoaily
scales the momentum (or dynamic pressure) ratio. However, a requirement to

scale only the momentum ratio is not as stringent, since scaling the momen-

tum ratio does not automatically satisfy scaling pe/?- Ue/UI , or pe/p .

Jet Mixing Simulation

Mixing along the jet boundary is governed by the viscosities, momen-

tums, and heat transfer rates of the local elements of the flow at the jet
12

boundary. As pointed out by Pindzola , very little work has been done in

deriving simulation parameters for the mixing processes along the jet boun-

dary. The best way to obtain information on these parameters then is to

look at some of the principles involved in heat transfer simulation, in ad-

dition to general flow simulation.
13

Schlichting shows that the dimensionless ratios involved in convec-

tive heat transfer are the Reynolds number, Prandtl number, Grashof number,

and Eckert number. The Reynolds number and Prandtl number were referred to

earlier in Pai's analysis of jet scaling parameters. The Grashof number

is important only where buoyancy forces predominate, such as in free convec-

tion, and would be unimportant for the types of flow of interest here. The

temperature field and coefficients of heat transfer are functions of the

Eckert number when temperature differences are large and simultaneously when

velocities are large and on the order of the velocity of sound. This is the

case in the study of jet mixing and heat transfer from jet exhausts, and

therefore would apply to hot jets at transonic speeds.

The definition of the Eckert number and its relationship to the

Mach number is as follows:

u 2  
=

E = = ('Y- 1) M T (6)
Cp(&T) °  (AT)0

where: (AT) is a temperature difference governing heat

transfer rate, such as between the jet exhaust and

the free stream.
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The effect of the Eckert number in jet mixing studies needs to be explored

further.

The effect of turbulent mixing would also involve such things as eddy

viscosity, and it appears that the freestream and jet turbulence intensity,

T, may also be an important factor in determining jet mixing characteristics.

It is apparent that more work needs to be done in this area to more clearly

define the factors affecting jet mixing, and how they may be scaled.

In summary then, it appears that jet mixing may be simulated if the

Reynolds numbers, Prandtl numbers, Eckert numbers, and turbulence inten-

sities are simulated, in the free stream and in the jet exhaust.

At this point, if one did not have some experimental evidence to rely

on for guidance, it would appear that the simulation requirements are very

complex. Simulation of virtually every parameter would seem to be required,

an almost impossible task. Heated gases or multi-component gas mixtures

would be required to simulate all the actual hot gas properties. Fortunately,

the simulation requirements can be relaxed somewhat, based on experimental

data that are available to show the effect of the more important variables.

Some of these test data will be reviewed in the next sections, and the ef-

fect of relaxing the simulation requirements somewhat will be discussed in

a subsequent section.

Review of Experimental Data on Jet Simulation

Some additional facts relative to jet simulation have been gleaned

from the literature and are summarized in the sections to follow.
14

Spring. Spring states that correlation studies of experimental

data showed that the most consistent behavior for near field effects was

obtained when they were plotted versus the jet momentum to free stream

momentum ratio, (?U2Z/( ?U2 )
15

Chrans and Collins. These investigators studied the lateral injec-

tion of argon, helium, and nitrogen from a sonic nozzle into a supersonic

stream, using various stagnation temperatures for the gases. It was found

that stagnation temperature had no significant effect on jet penetration

height, but did affect the bow shock radius somewhat. Molecular weight

had a small effect on jet penetration height and a more important effect on

bow shock radius. Jet momentum, not jet mass, was found to be the main
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determinant of the observed jet effects.
16

Gilman. Gilman was able to obtain comparable near field effects for

helium and air, and from two different jet configurations, when test data

were compared on a momentum basis at the same chamber pressure. However,

the tests were for a supersonic free stream, and he did not expect the cor-

relation to work as well for a subsonic free stream.
1

Tolhurst, Kelly, and Greif. In reference I discussed earlier, a full

scale YF-86D aircraft was tested in the wind tunnel to determine the effects

of thrust reverser use. The various problems that were found have already

been described. The major aerodynamic effect of thrust reverser use was a

change in aircraft stability due to a large nose-down pitching moment.

For the range of variables tested in these experiments, it was possible

ty correlate pitching moment changes and stabilizer buffeting with the ratio

of reversed thrust to free stream momentum, FG/qS, where

FG  - gross thrust from engine

q - free stream dynamic pressure

S - wing area.

A simplified dimensional analysis of thrust reverser effects on hori-

zontal tail forces was conducted. The ability to determine a non-dimensional

ratio that served to correlate tail buffet data makes it appear that fluctu-

ations in angle of attack and dynamic pressure, as well as the mean flow

field near the tail, are determined by FG/qCS.

The test results indicated that it should not be necessary to dupli-

cate the full scale engine tail-pipe pressures and temperatures to obtain

similarity between the test flow field and the actual flow field as long as

the quantity FG/qOS is duplicated.

These results on the far field effects, although somewhat in conflict

with those of other studies to be quoted later, are in agreement with the

results of Spring, Chrans and Collins, and Gilman. They all expressed the

result that the most important scaling parameter was the momentum ratio,

which is closely related to FG/qOS. It may be that the horizontal tail

in the F-86 tests had an integrating effect on the disturbed flow field at

this distance from the jet, in such a manner that variations were averaged

out across the span of the tail. For other configurations, or positions
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of control surfaces in the thrust reverser flow field, the importance of

the other effects might become apparent.
17Squire. Some early data are presented by Squire, on jet character-

istics in general, and on the effect of jet momentum and temperature on the

downwash at the tailplane of an aircraft. It is shown that the jet momen-

tum is the main contributor to downwash angle at the tailplane, and that

jet temperature has a smaller, secondary effect. However, extrapolation of

Squire's data from cold jet to hot jet conditions indicates that, although

temperature is secondary to momentum, it may still be important enough to

require consideration.

Compton. 18 Compton reports experimental data obtained with nacelle

models having afterbodies with two different boattail angles. Tests were

conducted for subsonic speeds and transonic speeds using both air for a

simulated exhaust, and hot exhaust gases formed from the decomposition of

various concentrations of hydrogen peroxide. Afterbody pressure drag coef-

ficients were obtained from integrations of experimental pressure distri-

butions.

It was found that the use of cold air to represent the actual exhaust

could cause afterbody drag to be overpredicted by as much as 17%, compared

to the values obtained from hot gas decomposition which approximated a dry

turbojet exhaust. It was also found that corrections for plume blockage

did not eliminate very much of the drag difference. Thus, the effect of

jet entrainment on afterbody drag was seen to be significant, and affected

primarily by the temperature of the jet.

Corrections for plume shape differences could be made by relating the

drag to the computed initial inclination angle of the jet plume. Entrain-

ment differences were difficult to predict, but seemed to be approximately

a straight line function of the product of the jet exhaust gas constant and

local temperature, (RT)e .

Compton's work and results appear to be a forerunner of the type of

work conducted recently by the Air Force at AEDC.

aeview of AZIDC Work in Jlet Simulation

Considerable work has been done at AEDC in the area of jet simulation

for nozzle afterbody configurations. Both experimental and theoretical work

have been done. In this section, coverage will be given primarily to recent
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experimental work oriented toward jet simulation and comparison of hot and

cold gas jet effects.
19

Galigher, Yaros, and Bauer. These investigators experimented with

three boattail geometries over a Mach number range from 0.6 to 1.5, using

cold air and burning ethylene-air mixtures to simulate the exhaust plume.

Exhaust temperatures were varied from 5400 R to 2900 R. Afterbody pres-

sure distributions were measured and converted to afterbody pressure drag

coefficient.

An attempt was made to adjust the cold air test data to predict hot

gas effects by just increasing cold air nozzle pressure ratio to match the

jet plume initial inclination angle of the hot jets. This procedure would

not collapse all the data for different hot gas temperatures onto a single

curve. In other words, jet entrainment effects due to temperature differ-

ences were found to be just as important as jet plume blockage effects due

to jet turning angle.
20

Peters. Peters studied various jet simulation parameters to charac-

terize the shape of the inviscid jet plume boundary. Tests were conducted

over transonic Mach numbers and at jet temperatures varying between 5400 R

and 3300 R, using cold air and burning ethylene-air mixtures. Exit area

ratio of the boattails was also varied.

For underexpanded nozzle flow, Peters found that correlation parameters

that characterize the inviscid jet plume boundary provided significantly bet-

ter hot and cold jet simulation than nozzle total pressure ratio (NPR). Noz-

zle total pressure ratio is an older correlation parameter that does not work

nearly as well as other parameters which characterize the inviscid plume shape.

However, at nozzle design conditions, nozzle pressure ratio correlated drag

data as good as any other variables.

It was found that the modified inviscid plume shape parameters, (AY)(A/A*),

and (pe/Vpc)(A/A*) gave good drag correlation for many different test con-

ditions.
21

Peters. To study the effect of independent variations in exhaust gas

constant, R, and specific heat ratio, IV , on afterbody drag, Peters used cold

gas mixtures of nitrogen and hydrogen, and nitrogen, hydrogen, and ethylene

individually. Gas constants were varied between 55 < R < 767 ft-lbf/lbm-0 R,

and specific heat ratios were varied between 1.2 < 1.4.
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It was found that the gas constant affected afterbody drag solely through

entrainment (jet mixing), while the specific heat ratio affected afterbody

drag primarily by controlling inviscid jet plume shape. The specific heat ra-

tio effects were predictable by duplicating an inviscid jet plume shape para-

meter such as nozzle static pressure ratio, NSPR. The entrainment effects

varied linearly with V and fR-T

Bauer.2 2 Bauer develops a theory for predicting entrainment effects.

A brief numerical study indicated that entrainment was correlated by the

parameter (RT)e, which is in agreement with the experimental results found
21

by Peters. Bauer showed that matching the jet initial turning angle, AV,

correlated hot and cold afterbody drag for supersonic flow, but entrainment

correction was necessary for subsonic and transonic flow.

23
Peters. This investigation by Peters develops an experimental method

for correcting afterbody drag coefficient data for the effect of jet gas con-

stant (and by inference, temperature). Tests were conducted using cold nitro-

gen, hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen-hydrogen mixtures to determine effects of

changes in gas constant on afterbody drag coefficient. Three nozzle exit

area ratios were tested over a wide range of pressure ratios at Mach numbers

between 0.6 and 1.2.

No jet simulation parameter correlating jet mixing effects was isolated,

but experimental corrections for mixing could be made if data were available

at several values of gas constant. This is because it was found that after-

body incremental drag coefficient at a fixed inviscid jet plume shape decrea-

sed linearly with increasing jet gas constant, R . By inference, the same

correction was expected to be valid for changes in the (RT)e product. Thus,

experimental corrections for temperature should be valid if data are avail-

able for several gas constants.

These results and the results presented in reference 21 are in agreement

with the results obtained by Compton.
1 8

Summary. All the detailed work for correlating plume shape and jet en-

trainment effects conducted to date is for nozzle/afterbody tests only, and

does not address the larger picture of thrust reverser testing and complete

aircraft configurations. Thus, the validity of methods such as presented in

reference 23 (especially with the wide data scatter) must be taken cautiously

if they are to be extrapolated to more complex configurations.
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Comparison of Experimental Results

Review of the literature available indicates an apparent conflict in

the relative importance of certain variables required for jet simulation.

This is especially true concerning the effect of jet temperature on the

flow field induced by the jet. Some investigators have found jet tempera-

ture to be of negligible importance if jet momentum is scaled. However, re-

cent nozzle/afterbody work has found the temperature to be an important ef-

fect.

It might be expected that a configuration as simple as a nozzle/after-

body would be affected only by near field jet effects. If this were the

case, then the jet plume corrections outlined in reference 20 would enable

one to adjust nozzle pressure ratio (or some other inviscid plume shape

parameter) for a cold air jet to simulate the plume shape for a hot jet.

As pointed out in reference 19, however, this procedure did not work when

scaling cold air data to an ethylene-air hot jet.

Although other investigators (Squire, Gilman, Strike, etc.) found mo-

mentum scaling adequate for tail surface forces, the nozzle/afterbody tests

in particular seem to show the importance of the entrainment (RT)e effect

in jet testing. This is probably due to the fact that jet entrainment oc-

curs directly along the geometric axis of a nozzle/afterbody, thus directly

changing the entrainment drag of the object. In the case of other geome-

tries such as tail surfaces, the entrainment effects are further removed

from the geometry of the object.

17
For the aircraft configuration studied by Squire , the downwash at

the tailplane would be due to an entrainment effect far enough removed from

the tailplane location to be of secondary importance. For tailplanes loca-

ted closer to the jet exhaust, the temperature effect on downwash might be

more significant.

Squire does make the interesting point that as a hot jet develops down-

stream of the exit, the mass flow, temperature, and velocity all vary, where-

as tie momentum remains constant. Thus, it is proposed that a cold jet should

have the same momentum as the hot jet it represents.

Squire also refers to test data for jets impinging on wings, and states

that the increase in wing drag is a function of the jet momentum only.
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V. SIHULATION REQUIRE14ENTS

In this section, the significance of the information reviewed in the

previous section will be used to determine requirements for jet simulation.

First, the requirements for complete jet simulation will be examined, fol-

lowed by a look at the effect of relaxing some of the simulation require-

ments. Finally, minimum simulation requirements will be examined, follow-

ed by recommendations for a practical compromise on simulation.

Optimum Jet Simulation

Examination of the total simulation picture using information from all

the sources examined indicates that theoretically complete simulation would

be obtained only if all the dimensionless ratios developed by Li, Yoler, and

Morgan were matched. These ratios were listed in the section entitled

Modeling of Jet Flows and Exhausts, and will not be repeated here. In addi-

tion, the temperature ratio would have to be matched to simulate entrainment

effects.

Representation of the interference effects of the downstream jet re-

quires simulation of the mixing processes along the jet boundary, in addition

to simulation of near field effects. The mixing along the jet boundary is

governed by the viscosities, momentums, and heat transfer rates of the fluid

particles of the mixing flows, so complete simulation involves essentially

complete representation of the actual engine exhaust. This means duplica-

tion of jet Reynolds number, Prandtl number, diffusion coefficients, and

turbulence level, and requires using gases other than cold air to simulate

the exhaust.

Effect of Relaxing Simulation Requirements

It is desirable now to examine the effects of relaxing the above simu-

lation requirements somewhat, in light of the experimental data reviewed in

the last few sections

The interference effect consists primarily of two parts: the near

field effect in the immediate vicinity of the jet exhaust, and the far tield

effect if the Jet ultimately impinges on any part of the aircraft structure.

Hensel24 discusses the importance of the various parameters on these two

parts of the jet interference. The near field interference effects can be

simulated if the following three parameters are matched: ratio of jet exit
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static pressure to free stream static pressure, p /p ; jet exit Mach num-
e 0

ber, M ; and Jet exit specific heat ratio, 'e The exit static pressure
e e

ratio is considered of first order importance in defining the shape of the
jet boundary immediately after exit from the nozzle. For an underexpanded

jet, Ye and Me will determine the initial turning angle of the jet boun-

daries after exit from the nozzle (Prandtl-Meyer expansion), and this will

obviously define the jet plume shape in the immediate vicinity of the jet

exit.

If Ye cannot be matched (which is the case when using air), then the

initial jet inclination angle can be matched by using the simulation para-

2 V.M -2
meter eMe2/WM-i , when using a supersonic nozzle. However, the jet

boundary variation will not be matched beyond the initial turning angle if

M is not matched. For a sonic nozzle, the above simulation parameter does
e

not apply, and both M and 'e must be individually matched for correct jete Ye
simulation. Recall that the simultaneous matching of nozzle exit static

pressure ratio, specific heat ratio, and Mach number also satisfies the

scaling requirement for momentum ratio.

For simulating far field effects, or for where any significant jet

impingement is involved, then it becomes necessary to simulate the jet in-

ternal properties as well. This requires matching of six additional jet

internal properties, which are taken care of if the following three para-

meters are matched simultaneously: 'e' Me) and (RT)

Minimum Jet Simulation

The minimum effort that must be expended to obtain some degree of simu-

lation of jet effects occurs when only near field effects need be modeled.

This can be accomplished with a cold air jet, which limits one to matching

only pe/p and M2/'M-l , if the model nozzle geometry is left as

a variable. This will match initial jet expansion angle and jet momentum

ratio. If the model nozzle geometry is preset, then a cold air jet allows

one to match only the jet momentum ratio.

Of course, these requirements are in addition to the customary wind

tunnel requirements which require matching Ma0 , Rc, V , and satisfying

model external geometric similarity.
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Practical Jet Simulation

As in all aerodynamic modeling tests conducted over the years, exper-

ience has shown that the effect of certain parameters is less important than

the effect of other parameters. In the case of wind tunnel tests on thrust

reversers, jet impingement and far field effects are involved as well as

near field effects. Experimental data examined to date indicates that mini-

mum jet simulation will not be sufficient, since near field plume modeling

is not adequate.

It is recommended that the following parameters be matched in thrust

reverser testing and in future nozzle/afterbody testing:

pe /paO - ratio of jet exit static pressure to free stream
static pressure

M - jet exit Mach numbere

Ve - jet exit specific heat ratio

(RT)e  - product of gas constant and temperature ofexiting jet.

These are again in addition to the usual tunnel flow simulation re-

quirements and geometric model scaling. To satisfy the Ye and (RT) e sca-

ling requirements, it is necessary to use a hot gas exhaust such as obtained

from burning ethylene or decomposing hydrogen peroxide, or by using various

gas mixture combinations at more nearly ambient temperatures. Recommended

gases will be covered in the next section.

Selection of Candidate Gases

There are a number of gases or gas mixtures available that will approx-

imate the required values of specific heat ratio and gas constant to simu-

late a turbojet exhaust. It would be ideal if cold air could be used, but

analyses and tests have shown that cold air will provide only minimum simu-

lation for near field effects, and is not suitable for more involved test-

ing.

There are several arguments against using exhaust gases other than

cold air, namely the additional complexity and cost of the required test

equipment, and the cost of the gases involved. However, when one considers

the high basic operating cost of the larger tunnels, the cost of the model,

and the importance of the use to which the data will be put; it is "penny
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wise and pound foolish" to conduct any tests that do not adequately simulate

the desired prototype conditions. To quote from an earlier Air Force Summer
25

Design Study, . . . the accuracy or precision of present instrumentation

is probably at least an order of magnitude better than the accuracy of simu-

lation of the test being conducted in the wind tunnel." Thus, it is very

important that the tunnel model scaling laws have been properly assessed be-

fore a test is conducted or resulting data interpreted.

Simulation of a turbojet exhaust can be obtained in three basic pos-

sible ways:

1) Using mixtures of two or three component cold gases -- this

avoids the need for combustion or heating the gas, but intro-

duces some complexity due to the need to accurately mix the gases.

2) Burning a fuel-air mixture approximating the turbojet exhaust

characteristics -- a mixture of ethylene and air is suitable for

this.

3) Using compounds that decompose in such a way that the resulting

products approximate the (RT)e product for a turbojet exhaust --

hydrogen peroxide is suitable in this regard.

A brief table of some possible turbojet exhaust gas simulations is

given below, with data for air given as a comparison.

Table 1

Summary of Exhaust Gas Simulations

Gas Ve Re Te (RT)e

(ft/0 R) (0R) (ft)

Turbojet Exhaust2 7  1.34 53.4 1600 8.5 x 104

Cold Air 1.4 53.3 520 2.8 x 104

N 2-H2 Mixture
2 1 with mole- 1.4 231 630 14.6 x 104

cular weight = 6.68

Ethylene-Air2 1 (burned) 1.33 53.4 1550 8.3 x 104

H202 (90% conc.)27 1.27 69.9 1820 12.7 x 104

An extensive study of cold gas mixtures, including three component

gas mixtures that also satisfy the simulation requirements can be found in

Tempelmeyer's work.
2 6
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Hydrogen peroxide decomposition products should be good for simulation

purposes without requiring the use of an actual combustor. In addition to

the match shown in the table for gas constant and specific heat ratio, the

kinematic viscosities and thermal conductivities of a hydrogen peroxide jet

and turbojet exhaust are close to each other. Therefore, jet interface

mixing phenomena should be closely simulated if the thrust coefficients and

ratios of jet temperature to stream temperature are close. Actual limits of

applicability would have to be determined by experimental comparisons.

More data on the characteristics of hydrogen peroxide and the equip-

ment required for its use can be found in reference 27.

VI. THRUST REVERSER FLOW FIELD ATTACHMENT

As mentioned previously, when a thrust reverser is used on an aircraft

either during the landing roll or in flight, there is a possibility for the

exhaust flow reattaching to the fuselage. This phenomenon is illustrated

in Figure 3 below.

U00  U 0

*''".": ": "~ "Target-type

thrust .a%*
Target-type reverser ----------
thrust -______. __

reverser .% *.
.,... .... .. ... .. .. ....... ":;'

Separated jet flow Attached jet flow

Figure 3. Possible modes for thrust reverser flow.

The reattachment phenomenon is a function of nozzle pressure ratio, jet

characteristics, forward speed, and thrust reverser-boattail geometry. This

attachment of the thrust reverser jet to the aircraft afterbody is a variation

of the so-called "Coanda effect," but occuring under the somewhat different

conditions of compressible flow and with a main stream flow approaching from

the opposite direction. This same behavior was reported in the Dutch tests

of reference 3.
4In the tests conducted at AEDC , a hysteresis effect in the jet behavior
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during attachment-detachment was noted, although this type of hysteresis ef-

fect was not reported in the Dutch tests. Nevertheless, a hysteresis effect

is also common to the more general Coanda effect. Obviously, any type of hys-

teresis would cause significant changes in aircraft drag and stability that

would need thorough investigation.
28

In the work done by Bourque and Newman , the hysteresis effect was noted

in terms of the range of angles over which an incompressible jet would attach

to an adjacent sidewall.

The Coanda effect is a viscous phenomenon, as explained in reference 29,

and is a function of flow entrainment along the edge of the jet. Perry2 9 de-

velops a theory for predicting jet reattachment location for an incompressible

jet, and Olson 30 develops a theory for predicting reattachment conditions for

a two-dimensional, compressible jet. Very recent work done in this area can

be found described in reference 31.

In the thrust reverser tests conducted at AEDC, a similar Coanda type

effect occured with the reversed exhaust jet either attaching to the nozzle

afterbody or staying detached, in a geometry similar to that shown in Fig-

ure 3. This is a three dimensional axisymmetric Coanda effect. Time did

not permit searching for any references in the literature on three dimensional

Coanda effects. Significant differences existed between the test conditions

causing the cold jet to attach and the conditions causing a hot jet to attach.

Since attachment-detachment of the jet to the nozzle/afterbody can cause

large changes in drag and stability, this area needs to be researched thorough-

ly. In addition, jet attachment can cause high afterbody skin temperatures

and exhaust gas reingestion into the engine inlet. Thus, considerable work

will have to be done to develop theories and experiments to study this pheno-

menon. Particularly needed is the development of a simplified theory for pre-

dicting Coanda effect in three dimensional, axisymmetric flow.

As mentioned earlier, Peters points out that jet entrainment effects are

a function of the (RT)e product for the gas. Therefore, wind tunnel experi-

ments simulating the jet attachment phenomenon will require matching the (RT)e

product in the tunnel tests, as well as the exhaust gas specific heat ratio.

It will be recalled that certain investigations2 1 showed that the (RT)e
product for an actual exhaust gas could be simulated by either matching the

higher temperature, or by using a cooler gas having a higher gas constant,
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as long as the product of gas temperature and gas constant matched the (RT) e

product for the actual exhaust. Wind tunnel simulation of the thrust reverser

hysteresis effect would provide an acid test of this concept, since the Coanda

effect occurs because of entrainment and mixing along the jet boundary.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the data evaluated in this study, recommendations for future

testing can now be made. Recommendations will be addressed toward five kinds

of testing efforts and how they should be handled. These are as follows:

1) Complete aircraft configurations, without thrust reversers, with

exhaust in conventional rearward direction.

2) Complete aircraft configurations with thrust reversers operating.

3) Future basic nozzle/afterbody testing.

4) Current AEDC thrust reverser tests.

5) Future basic thrust reverser testing.

Complete Aircraft Configurations Without Thrust Reversers

For this kind of test, where exhaust plume simulation is desired, test-

ing with a simulated cold air jet will be adequate. The reason for this is

because the afterbody drag is only a portion of the total aircraft drag. Test-

ing with cold air to simulate the exhaust plume will result in some error,

but it is a comparatively small error compared to the total configuration drag,

and in light of the accuracy to which drag can be determined from a wind tun-

nel test.

The nozzle pressure ratio of the cold air jet should be adjusted to give

an exhaust plume matching the calculated shape of the actual exhaust plume.

In this manner, plume blockage effects on drag will be modeled, although the

entrainment effect on drag will be in error by some amount. However, this

error will be conservative.

This type of test is recommended for conventional configurations having

no unusual characteristics that might be abnormally affected by the exhaust

plume.

Complete Aircraft Configurations With Thrust Reversers

In this kind of test, with thrust reversers in operation, it is impor-

tant that exhaust effects be simulated as accurately as possible. It is rec-

ommended that plume simulation be done with scaled engines (such as the ethy-

lene air combustors), or decomposition products of hydrogen peroxide. The
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wind tunnel tests reported in reference 6 provide a good example of how this

should be done. The models should be build-up models with detachable wings

and tail surfaces. In this manner, body-alone, body-wing, and body-wing-tail

configurations can be tested if necessary to isolate any problem areas that

may arise due to thrust reverser usage.

If hot plume duplication must be avoided because of model temperature

considerations, then the three component gas mixtures of reference 26 could

be used as a minimum. Use of cold air for thrust reverser tests will not

provide adequate simulation and is discouraged.

If flow situations are discovered where extensive jet attachment to the

fuselage occurs, then it will be necessary to avoid these conditions in

flight, unless the model tests are conducted with inlet flow simulated also.

Movable control surfaces may be required on the model, to determine the

effect of the hot plume on the control surfaces, and pressure measurements

should be made on the afterbody, together with Schlieren photography and

Thermovision studies of the flow field.

Basic Nozzle/Afterbody Testing

Considerable testing of basic nozzle/afterbodies has been done at Arnold

Center. The correlation studies to date have shown that both plume blockage

and jet entrainment must be simulated. Integrated afterbody pressure drag

has been used extensively as the determining parameter for equal jet effects

on boattails. This may not be a valid measure for more complicated geome-

tries, since it is an averaging axial measurement only. The effects of skin

friction drag may also need to be considered.

For the immediate future, basic nozzle/afterbody testing can be done in

any of three ways: using ethylene-air combustion (or a similar arrangement),

decomposing hydrogen peroxide, or using two or three component gas mixtures

at ambient temperatures.

Further research, either analytical or experimental, is necessary to de-

termine the importance of diffusion coefficients, jet Reynolds number, and

jet Prandti number on the j-t mixing process. When these effects have been

determined, it may be that one of the three methods outlined above will prove

to be superior for modeling actual exhausts.

Conduct of the thrust reverser testing and analyses outlined in the next
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sections will also shed more light on the best way to proceed with future

basic nozzle/afterbody tests.

Current AEDC Thrust Reverser Testing

Prior to performing the more complicated tests suggested in the next sec-

tion, it is recommended that the tests conducted at AEDC in conjunction with

reference 4 be thoroughly analyzed, and the same types of correlation attempts

be applied to them as for conventional hot gas vs. cold gas nozzle/afterbody

tests conducted to date.

Since the reverse thrust jet attachment-detachment is a complicated flow

phenomenon, any successful correlation studies conducted between hot and

cold gases will shed much more light into the relative importance of various

similarity parameters. In particular, since the attachment-detachment hys-

teresis effect was different for hot and cold gases, correlation parameters

that will collapse the hot and cold gas hysteresis data onto one curve would

be most useful.

Future Basic Thrust Reverser Testing

Earlier reported studies showed a conflict in the need to simulate tem-

perature ratio in the jet -- several studies found that matching momentum

ratio was adequate when control surfaces were immersed in a jet. To resolve

this question, it is recommended that wind tunnel tests be conducted for a

nozzle/afterbody thrust reverser configuration with a single stabilizer sur-

face located in the reversed flow as shown in Figure 4.

Stabilizer surface To three component
adjustable for posi- balance

uation

Target-type
thrust reverser

.%} Jet plume

Figure 4. Thrust reverser test arrangement
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Forces and moments acting on the stabilizer should be measured with a

three component balance, and the stabilizer should be designed to be adjust-

able horizontally, vertically, and in angle of incidence. Tests should be

conducted with the three exhaust gases recommended tor complete configura-

tion thrust reverser testing: burning ethylene-air mixtures, decomposing

hydrogen peroxide, and three-component cold gas mixtures. Pressure distri-

bution should also be measured over the afterbody as in conventional nozzle

afterbody tests.

Schlieren, Thermovision, and flow field probing can all be used to de-

termine changes in jet mixing patterns for different exhaust gases. Testing

the stabilizer in various positions will show if The requirement for jet

temperature modeling, as well as momentum modeling, arises only for certain

positions of the surface relative to the exhaust.

Data analysis and correlation studies should be done in the same manner

as previous testing has been handled.

Wind Tunnel Wall Effects

The testing of thrust reversers causes considerably more wall effects

than conventional testing. Thus, additional effort will be required for de-

termining wind tunnel boundary corrections during thrust reverser tests.

For the time being, it is recommended that tunnel blockage corrections

be applied using a method like that of Hackett and Wilsden.32 This method

has shown good drag correlation for models up to 10% of test section area.

Analytical Work

Analytical efforts should be concentrated on developing mathematical

models for the three-dimensional, axisymmetric Coanda effect. The eventual

goal of this theoretical development would be to predict conditions under

which a cold or hot jet attach to a nozzle afterbody with thrust reverser.

Conclusions

A review of jet simulation parameters has been conducted, and those

simulation parameters considered most pertinent to thrust reverser testing

have been identified.

Recommendations for future testing efforts have been made. Considerable

additional understanding of the jet attachment and scaling phenomena should

be realized if these recommendations are followed.
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NOMEN CLATURE

A Nozzle cross-sectional area

a Speed of sound

C Constant pressure specific heat
p

C Constant volume specific heatV

D Diameter (nozzle or body)

E Eckert number

FG  Gross thrust of engine

h Convective heat transfer coefficient

k Thermal conductivity

L Length

M Mach number

N Nusselt number

NPR Nozzle total-to-free-stream-static pressure ratio, P /Pa

NSPR Nozzle exit static-to-free-stream-static pressure ratio, Pe/P

Pr Prandtl number

p, P Pressure

q Dynamic pressure

R Reynolds number or gas constant

S Reference area (wing or stabilizer)

T Temperature or turbulence intensity

( T Temperature difference

U Velocity

Oc Angle of attack

AV Incremental Prandtl-Meyer angle

?Ratio of specific heats

Q N Nozzle divergence half-angle

VKinematic viscosity

fDynamic viscosity

SUBSCRIPTS

c Chamber

e Exit

j Jet

t Total

GFree-stream

* Throat conditions
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ANALYSIS OF THE 60 KVA PERMANENT MAGNET

ALTERNATOR AND A NEW ROTOR CONCEPT

FOR THESE TYPE MACHINES

by

Samuel Noodleman

ABSTRACT

The design of the 60 KVA alternator as used in the VSCF Power

Generating System was reviewed and calculations made of the flux

distribution in the machine.

The study concentrated on the permanent magnet rotor design. An

analysis of the flux produced by the magnets in the rotor with the

present tangential configuration shows that much of the flux is lost

in leakage. Only about 50 percent of the magnetic field as generated

in the permanent magnets reaches the stator windings and generates

useful electrical energy.

A rotor design using the permanent magnets in a radial orienta-

tion is proposed. This concept requires less permanent magnet

material and will provide more electrical output for the same size

and weight. Because the fields generated by the currents in the

stator windings do not link as much iron in the proposed rotor, the

stator winding inductances are reduced and the inherent voltage

regulation of the alternator is improved.

An analysis is also made of the new rotor concept with higher

energy rare earth-cobalt magnet materials and some of the design

changes required to better utilize this type permanent magnet

material.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The 60 KVA VSCF system consists of a permanent magnet alternator

generating electric power into a solid state converter. The converter takes

the variable frequency, variable voltage as produced by the alternator and

converts this energy into constant frequency three phase electric power.

As low weight is a major requirement for the components in an aircraft

system, the alternator is designed for as high a speed as practical to reduce

both size and weight. Also the electrical output is required to be a

constant 400 Hz. Consequently, for best conversion from variable frequency

to the constant 400 Hz, the converter system requires that the minimum input

frequency be about three times that value or 1200 Hz.

These are some of the basic factors of the VSCF system which determine

the design parameters of the alternator. By selecting 15,000 R.P.M. as the

practical minimum speed to generate the required 1200 Hz, the alternator

poles can be calculated.

P = 120 f (1)
R.P.M.

Where: P is the number of poles

f is the frequency in hertz

and R.P.M. is the rotor speed in revolutions/minute

or P = 120 x 1200 = 9.6 poles

15,000

Thus, a 10 pole machine is required.

In order to hold the stresses within the rotor to safe values with

present materials, it is necessary to limit the rotor tip speed at the

highest rotor speed to about 650 ft/sec. The rotor diameter can then be

calculated.

D =720 Vt (2)

7r R.P.M. max
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Where: D is the rotor diameter in inches

Vt is the rotor tip speed in feet/sec

and R.P.M. max is the maximum speed the rotor must withstand.

As the prime mover driving the alternator covers a 2:1 speed range,

R.P.M. max is 30,000 R.P.M.

Thus,

D = 720 x 650 = 4.97 inches
7Vx 30,000

The rotor diameter is selected as 5.00 inches. Other requirements are

determined by the capability of available solid state devices to be compatible

with the voltage and current ratings selected for the alternator. This

results in having the alternator develop an RMS voltage of about 180 Volts (L-N)

with a nine phase winding.

The resulting dimensions and design parameters of the present 60 KVA

machine are listed in Table I.

TABLE I

STATOR

Outside Diameter 6.050 inches

Inside (bore) Diameter 5.090 inches

Stator Stack Length 4.751 inches

No. of Stator Slots 90

Stator Skewed One Slot

Stator Slot Details see Fig 1.

STATOR WINDING

Two turns throw 1-10, one turn throw 2-11 etc. with 9 conductors in

hand No. 22 QML magnet wire. Winding: 9 phases 10 poles no parallel

circuit. Total turns/phases 15.
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TABLE I (cont'd)

ROTOR ASSEMBLY

Outside Diameter 5.000 inches

Inside Diameter 2.287 inches

Stack Length 4.751 inches

Shrink Ring Thickness 0.300 inches

The Shrink Ring is made up with magnetic and non-magnetic sections.

The non-magnetic sections are shrunk over the permanent magnet sections and

are of a constant length of .661 inches. The magnetic sections are ground

to fit and the ring is welded with alternate sections and shrunk over the

ground Rotor O.D. of 4.400 inches. Machining the Shrink Ring to 5.000 inches

provides a net Shrink Ring thickness of 0.300 inches. The Rotor is made up

of four sections each section 1.188 inches wide, resulting in the 4.751

dimension. Rotor Details see Fig. 1.

MAGNETS

Ten magnets per rotor section, four sections for forty magnets. Magnet

material SmCo5 . Magnets thermally stabilized at 2500 C to remove irreversible

effects.

Initial Magnet Dimensions .930" x .6613" x 1.183"

Finished Magnet Dimensions .904" x .6613" x 1.183"

MAGNET PROPERTIES

Residual Induction (Br) Gauss 9,200 min.

Coercive Force (Hc) Oersteds 8,800 min.

Intrinsic Coercive Force (Hci) Oersteds 15,000 min.

6
Max. Energy Product (B x H) G. - Oe. 21 x 10 min.

Recoil Permeability 1.05 max.

Reversible Temp. Coef. % per 0C 0.05 max.

Irreversible Temp. Coef. at 2500C % 2.5 max.
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II. OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this study is to analyze the design of the present

60 KVA VSCF alternator particularly in regard to the magnet arrangement

in the permanent magnet rotor. The design uses a rotor configuration

in which the magnets are tangentially oriented in relation to the air gap.

The construction details of this design are illustrated in Figure 1.

An analysis of the flux distribution is made to determine the flux

densities in the various sections and the flux leakage for this configuration.

A new rotor design with the magnets radially oriented is considered.

ThLs design uses the same material as in the present rotor, as these

materials have been tested and proven suitable for this application.

The radial design will attempt to use a shrink ring of the same dimensions

as in the present machine if possible. The goal is to design a radially

oriented rotor with improved performance and interchangeable with the

present rotor so that comparable tests could be made by replacing the

present rotor with one of the new design.

It is not the intent in this study to make up drawing details of the

new rotor or manufacture a prototype rotor.

During this analysis, consideration will be given to the problems

of magnetizing the magnets in a completed rotor assembly and a comparison

made of the energy required to magnetize each type rotor.

A study will also be made of the possibilities of using higher

energy magnet materials in a new design for higher output and better

alternator performance.
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III. THE CURRENT MACHINE
2,3

In every design there are many trade-offs and options which can

result in different approaches to meet the specifications and requirements

of an application. As this machine must operate at the highest

speed practical, a prime requirement is a mechanical design which

will insure mechanical integrity of the rotor structure. Similarly

due to the requirement for light weight and high output the heat

capacity of the copper and iron is inadequate to supply normal cooling,

and special cooling methods are needed to keep the parts within

their temperature ratings. Neither stress analyses of the rotating

structures or the methods for dissipating the heat within the machine

will be considered in this report.

Because of the high speed required of the rotor, a 0.3 inch thick

containment band is necessary to adequately encase it and prevent its

destruction at the temperatures and speed specified for this design,

also, .045 inches of mechanical clearance is necessary. This total

gap of about 0.35 inches is too great for a permanent magnet of

reasonable proportions to provide the required flux in relation to

the other, dimensions of this design. Consequently the concept of

a shrink ring of alternate magnetic and non-magnetic sections capable

or withstanding the rotational forces within the rotor and providing

a low reluctance path for the magnet flux is the unique concept of this

design. This type of shrink ring allows a design of minimum size and

weight meeting the desired performance specifications.

Figure 1 shows the configuration and construction of this

machine and its materials. The dimension details are listed in Table I.

IV. DESIGN REVIEW CALCULATIONS

For the air gap and tooth opening dimensions as specified, a
13

calculation of Carter's coefficient shows a value of 1.2. Consequently, the

net air gap is 1.2 x .045 = .054 inches. For an initial calculation of the

f I ox d eve i oped by I hc magnet s, assume that t he m. m. f . 'S requ ired by

all of the magnetic sections to be about 10 percent of the air gap m.m.f.

Thus, the operating slope of the magnets as a first approximation is:
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-Z3/Hl -= .331 5.6

.054 x 1 .1

Thus from fig. 4, the average induction of the magnet is about 7.7 KG.

Note that only half of the magnet thickness of 0.663 inches is

used as magnet m.m.f. for this configuration as each magnet must drive

flux through two poles. The magnetic circuit can be simulated by an

electrical schematic as shown in fig. 2.

N-Magnet M.M.F. Ry Rt Ry

Rm - Magnet Reluctance 
Rg

Rp - Pole Reluctance IRsh

Rsh - Shrink Ring Reluctance

Rt -Teeth Reluctance M RP M

Ry -Yoke Reluctance

Rg - Air Gap Reluctance Rm Rm

Fig. 2 Electric schematic of magnetic circuit of tangentially oriented rotor.

It must be realized that this electrical schematic does not accurately

represent the actual magnetic circuit since there arc no magnetic

insulators that can pretent this flux leakage. Moreover, in this

configuration the magnet flux is gradually fed into the pole from both

magnet sides. Thus the flux within the pole is gradually increased

from zero at its base to maximum where the pole arc interfaces with

the magnetic portion of the shrink ring. Also the pole reluctance

is not constant being highest at the base and minimum at the top of the

pole. None of these factors are simulated in this circuit. However,

the electric circuit equivalent helps to illustrate the distribution

of current (flux) in the various sections and the voltage drops (m.m.f.)

of this type circuit.
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IV- FLUX CALCULATIONS

For the assumed induction of 7.7 ki logauss developed by the magnets,

the total flux produced is 2 x 7.7 x 6450 x .904 x 4.751 - 4'6,6001inc-s/pOlc.

The flux across the air gap can be determined from the no load

voltage generated by the machine. At 15,000 R.P.M., the R.M.S.

voltage (Line to Neutral) is about 180"volts. This value should agree

with the requirement that the peak voltage which can occur between

any two phases must not exceed 1200 volts, a peak limit of the solid

state devices in the controller. In a nine phase system the maximum

voltage between lines occurs between phase 1 and either phase 5 or

phase 6 as indicated in fin. 3.

Fig. 3

Phase Voltages for Nine Phase Alternator Ph2

Angle between Phases 40 Ph5

Vo R.M.S. Phase Voltage

(line to Neutral) Phi

Ph6

0Ph9Ph7

Ph8

or V max 1200 = 848.7 volts (R.M.S.)

1.414

lhu- Vo - 848.7 437.6 (1.-N) at the maximum speed of" the machine

1.939

All ow i tt 10 percent f ot' ovcrpeed at the Iop speed of" 3),000 R.P.M.

Vo 15,001) x 437.6 199 vIts at 15,0001 R.I'.M.

33,000
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Accordingly, allowing for magnet. Loterances and dimensional tolerances

which could affect this maximum voltage, a value of 180 volts is an

acceptable nominal value for the no load voltage at 15,000 R.P.M.
Vo = 4.4 N f Kp Kd 4x 10- 8  I, 01 (3)

Where Vo is the developed R.M.S. voltage/phase

N is the number of turns/phase

f is the frequency of the fundamental voltage

Kp and Kd are pitch and distribution factors and

is the flux/pole in lines.

= 180 x 10 8 = 217,500 lines

4.44 x 15 x 1250 x .994

(since this is a full pitch winding Kp = 1.0 and for a nine

phase machine Kd = 0.994)

The difference between the 426,600 lines produced by the magnets

as fed into the pole and the 217,500 lines in the airgap is the leakage

flux of 209,100 lines. This leakage occurs all along the ends of the

magnets and poles and at the bottom and top of the magnets.

IV'2 M.M.F. CALCULATIONS

Using these flux calculations, the m.m.f. drops in the magnetic

circuit can be determined and compared with the original assumptions

that they are 10 percent of the airgap m.m.f.

(a) Air Gap M.M.F. = 7.7 x 6450 x .054 = 341 A.T.

3.19

(b) The M.M.F. in the Stator Teeth can be calculated as follows:

The flux/pole through the teeth is approximately 217,000 lines.

The Average Teeth/pole = No. of Teeth x Pole Span (4)

No. of Poles
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From the dimensions of the rotor, the pole span is .567. Thus,

Tp = 9 x .567 = 5.1 teeth/pole
Io

The minimum tooth width as shown in fig. 1 occurs at the tooth tip and

is 0.06 inches.

Thus, the Tooth Area carrying average flux = 5.1 x .06 x 4.751 x .91

= 1.352 in2 where 0.93 is an assumed stacking factor for the .006

Vanadium Permendur Stator Stack. Thus,

2
t = 217,000/1.35 = 160,700 lines/in = 24.9 kgmax

The maximum tooth width occurs at the base of the tooth and is .079 inches.

2
The tooth area = 1.78 in . Thus,

28t. = 217,000/1.78 - 121,910 lines/in = 18.9 kgmin

in the teeth. From fig. 5. M.M.F. in teeth = 51 A.T.

(c) M.M.F. In Yoke Section

The flux in the yoke section will vary from zero when that yoke

section is in line with the center of the rotor poles to a maximum

when that yoke section is in line with the center of the magnets. The

2
yoke width is 0.163 inches and the yoke area is 0./2 in . As the flux

splits into two equal parts in the yoke, the maximum flux density in

the yoke = 217,000 = 150,694 lines = 23.4 kg.
2 x .72

Assuming the flux density varies sinusoidally from zero to 23.4 kg over the

arc length of .924 inches from fig. 5 the m.m.f. yoke = 9 A.T.

(d) M.M.F. In Magnetic Section of Shrink Ring
2

The average shrink ring arc = 0.813 inches. Therefore, the ring area = 3.86 in

A = 218.000 = 56,476 lines/in 2 =8.76 kg
sh ring

Thus, from fig. 6, M.M.F. shrink rinR = .3 x 14 x 2.02 = 8.5 A.T.

The total M.M.F.'s for all the magnetic sect ... ,is = 51 (teeth) + 9 (yoke)

8.5 (sh. ring) + 2 (remaining sections) '-73 A.T. The original assumption of

the m.m.f. of the magnetic sections beinp 10 percent of the air gap.

AP
M.M.F. = .1 x 841 84 A.T. is acceptable.

(e) The Total M.M.F. Required for the Flux Densities Calculated

841 (air gap) + 73 (total remaining magnetic sections) = 914 A.T.

This M.M.F. reflected to the magnet = 914/.331 = 2761 A.T./in = 1367 Oe.

From fig. 4 at 1367 Oe,B= 7.8 kg compared to the 7.7 kg for the initial

calculated operating point of the magnets.
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IV'3 The calulated flux distribution for the sections of figure 1

are summarized in Table II.

TABLE II

Section No. Flux/Pole(lines) Area of Sectiort(in ) Flux Density (kg)

1 40,000 1.6 3.9

2 135.000 2.6 8.0

3 230,000 3.4 10.5

4 218,000 3.86 8.8

5 217,000 4.38 7.7

6 217,000 1.35 24.9

7 216,000 1.78 18.8

8 108,000 .72 23.3

IV4 WEIGHT CALCULATIONS

The weights of the various components can be determined as follows:

(a) Stator Core
3Assume that the density of Vanadium Permendur is 0.300 lb/in , and

that the stacking factor for this material as processed in a stator

core is 0.93.
3

Yoke volume = 13.3 in , thus yoke wt. = 4.0 lbs
3

Tooth volume = 9.6 in3 , thus tooth wt. = 2.9 lbs

Weight of Stator Core 6.9 lbs

(b) Copper Windings

The mean length of the turns of the windings can be determined as

follows: Assuming that the coil end extensions = 1.0 inches, thenIs
M.L.T. = 2[coil end ext. + stack length + /7x Mean Coil (5)

Diameter x teeth linked/teeth total]

= 2(1.0 + 4.76 + 7x 5.448 x 9/90]

= 15 inches
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Total copper length of windings = 9 (cond. in hand) x

15 (turns/ph) x 15/12 (m.l.t. in ft) x 9 (no. of phase)

= 1519 ft.

For no. 22, the weight of conductor per 1,000 ft = 2.06 lbs. thus,

1519 ft. x 2.06 lb/1,000 ft = 3.13 lbs net copper wt.

The winding resistances/ph = M.L.T x No. of turns x Resistance per cond. (6)

No. of cond. in hand

For no. 22, resistance per ft = .0162 ohms. thus,

R/ph = 15/12 x 15 x .0162/9 = .0338 ohms.

(c) Magnets
3

Assuming the density of the magnet material is 0.295 lbs/in
3

Magnet Volume = .663 x .904 (finished magnet size) x 1.183 =.73 in

Total Magnet Weight = 40 x .73 x .295 = 8.6 lbs.

(d) Shrink Ring
3

Volume of non-magnetic section = .663 x .309 x 10 x 4.751 = 9.73 in

Weight of non-magnetic section = 9.73 x .297 = 2.9 lbs.

Volume of magnetic section 7t/4[5.002 - 4.382 2 x 4.751 - 9.73 = 11.9 in3

Weight of magnetic section t 9.73 x .2937 = 3.5 lbs.

Total Weight of Shrink = 6.4 lbs.

(e) Poles
- 3

Total pole volume = 18 in

Assuming a density of 0.28 lb/in 3 for 1010 steel.

Pole Weight = 18 x .28 = 5.0 lbs.

(f) Hub

Hub Volume = 5.8 in3 Inconel.

Assuming a density of 0.28 lb/in 3 for Inconel 750.

Hub Weight = 5.8 x .28 = 1.6 lbs.

Total Rotor Weight = 6.4 + 5.0 + 8.0 + 1.6 21.6 lbs.

IV-5 DESIGN COMMENTS

As discussed previously, there are many options in selecting a design

which will not only meet all the performance requirements and yet be

compatible with the tooling and processes of the manufacturer and cost

effective in meeting company goals.
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The following suggestions are respectfully submitted for consideration:

1. The present design shows that both the stator width and rotor

width are 4.751 inches. This requires that during the assembly of

each machine all dimensions and tolerances must combine exactly in

order for the rotor pole iron to be in exact alignment with the stator

iron. This is a difficult and costly assembly process. A better

solution may be to provide some overhang so that the rotor is wider

than the stator thus compensating for tolerance build up during assembly.

2. The present design skews the stator. Skewing is necessary to

reduce the cogging during start up as a motor and the ripple voltage

as a generator. However, even one slot skew will make it more difficult

to insert the windings in the slot. A more satisfactory approach

may be to skew the rotor the equivalent of one stator slot. The rotor

is presently constructed in four sections. Thus, indexing each rotor

section 1 1/30 with respect to the prior section could provide the

necessary skew.

3. The reasoning behind the tangentially oriented rotor is

usually that the flux from the two magnets combine in the poLe to

provide higher air gap flux densities than possible with the radial

design. While higher air gap densities are possible with this type

configuration, much of the flux is lost in leakage and the magnet

material is not used as effectively as in a radial design. When

higher gap densities are required than the r value of the magnet

material, they can be obtained in a radial design by using pole shoes
7,8

to concentrate the magnet flux. For this application, the operating .8
in the air gap is less than the a r value of the magnet material,

and a radial design should be considered.
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V. DESIGN OF RADIALLY ORII;NTED ROTIR

The goals for this rotor design are to provide a rotor interchangeable

mechanically with the rotor in the current machine and to use as many

of the same materials as practical that are used in the present rotor.

The stator remains the same. The initial design approach was to use

the existing shrink ring for the containment ring of this new rotor.

However, the chord dimension of the magnetic section of the shrink

ring at the 4.4 inch diameter is only 0.719 inches long. For a 5.00 inch

rotor length specified to allow for overhang in place of the present
2

4.751 length, the magnet area would be 3.595 in . For a desired air

gap flux/pole of 217,500 lines the magnet must develop a flux density of

217,500 z 60,50) lines/in 2  = 9.3 ' KG

3.59.5

This is too close to the &r value of the present magnet material to be

a satisfactory design.

Consequently, the design was changed to use a shrink ring of the

same materials as the present ring but with the magnetic section of

the shrink ring having sides parallel to the orientation of the magnets

and of a width of 0.900 inches. The configuration and materials list

of this design is shown in fig. 8. The dimensions and details are

listed in Table III.

TABLE III

STATOR - SAME AS CURRENT MACHINE

ROTOR ASSEMBLY

Outside Diameter 5.000 inches

Inside Diameter 2.800 inches

Stack I.ength 5.000 inches

Shrink Ring Thiclkness 0.300 inches
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The shrink ring is made up of magnetic and non-magnetic sectinns.

The magnetic section is located over the permanent magnets and is

of a constant length of 0.900 inches.

The rotor is made up of four sections, each section 1.250 inches

wide resulting in the 5.000 width dimension. Rotor Details see fig. 8.

MAGNETS

Ten magnets per rotor sect. ion, fUir sections for forty magnc'

Magnet material SmCo5. Magnets thctrmal ly stabi I zed at 250"C to

remove irreversible effects.

Initial Magnet Dimension .56 x .850 x 1.250

Finished Magnet Dimension .55 max, .504 min x .850 x 1.25

Magnet properties, same as in current machine.

V "1 FLUX CALCULATIONS

Following the same procedures as in section IV, the approximate

operating slope is now:

B/H = .527/.054 x 1.1 = 8.9

Thus from fig.4, the induction of the magnets is about 8.3 KG.

Note that the flux is practically constant through the magnet

area and in the magnetic section of the shrink ring. The magnet width

is 0.850 inches. The flux/pole from the magnet is:

8.3 x 6450 x .850 x 5.00 = 227,523 lines

There will be about 5 to 10 percent leakage as the magnet flux is

forced through the air gap. Consequently, the air gap flux is about

.93 x 227,523 = 211,596 lines

which is comparable with the air gap flux calculated in Section IV'l.

The flux and the flux densities in the teeth and yoke of the stator would

be slightly less than those shown in Section IV.3. The flux in the

iron section below the magnets, the rotor yoke, splits into two equal

sections similar to the flux in thc stator yoke. However, the flux

in this area remains constant through each section of the iron.
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2
The area of the yoke at the point of maximum flux is about .33 x 5 = 1.65 in.

Thus, flux density at this section = 227,523 = 68,946 lines/in 2 
= 10.7 kg

2 x 1.65

V -2 M.M.F. CALCULATIONS

The m.m.f. drops in the rotor yoke are negligible. Thus, the total

m.m.f. is somewhat less than shown in TV'2. The calculated flux distribution

for the sections in Figure 8 are summarized in Table IV.

TABLE IV

Section No. Flux/pole (lines) Area of Section (in2) Flux Density (KG)

1 227,500 4.26 8.38

2 211,600 4.53 7.24

3 211,600 1.35 24.3

4 211,600 1.78 18.4

5 105,500 .72 22.7

6 113,750 1.65 10.7

V "3 WEIGHT CALCULATIONS

(a) The stator core and copper weights are the same as listed in

Section IV.4 (a and b)

(b) Magnets
3

Magnet Volume = .525 x .85 x 1.25, = .5578 in

Magnet Weight = 40 x .5578 x .295 = 6.6 lbs.

(c) Shrink Ring
3Volume of Magnetic Section = .90 x .309 x 1.25 x 4 x 10 = 13.9 in

Weight of Magnetic Section = 13.9 x .2937 = 4.08 lbs.

Volume of Non-Magnctic Section = 71/4 [5.002 - 4.3822] x 5 - 13.9 = 8.9 in3

Weight of Non-Magnetic Section = 8.9 x .297 = 2.64 lbs.

Total Weight of Shrink Ring = 6.7 lbs.
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(d) Non-Magnetic Wedges
3

Volume of Non-Magnetic Sections = 5.9 in
3

Weight of Non-Magnetic Sections = 5.9 in x .28 = 1.7 lbs.

(e) Rotor Hub
2 2 .3

Volume of Rotor Hub ;7/4[3.3 - 2.8] x 5 = 12 in

Weight of Rotor Yoke 12 x .28 = 3.36 lbs.

Total Rotor Weight = 6.6 + 6.7 , 1.7 + 3.36 = 18.4 lbs.

V "4 Non-Magnetic Spacers Between Magnets

The non-magnetic wedges were proposed to be fabricated from Inconel 750

and even with the air holes of 1/4 and 9/64 diameters add about 1.7 lbs

to the rotor. A more suitable approach may be to cast these sections

in aluminum as discusscd in Reference 11, page 274 and shown in fig 7.35

of this reference. This would result in the weight of the aluminum*cndring

wedges and * of about 1.8 lbs. of course, for this process the

magnets in the rotor assembly would have to be magnetized after casting

and finished machining as discussed in Section VIII. Since the

pentagonal hub has flats which serve to locate the magnets it may be

possible to eliminate the non-magnetic wedges completely. This would

reduce this rotor weight about 1.8 lbs. The shrink ring could be

designed with recesses to help support the magnets. A stress analysis

of the new rotor should be made for this approach. The non-magnetic

wedges as proposed for any of the three concepts would also help cool

the magnets and keep magnet temperatures below the values occurring in

the current machine. The Tneonel 750 wedges have air holes to help

cool these areas. The aluminum wedges with end rings would have good

heat conductivity and help cool the magnets. The cast aluminum wedges
'3

and end rings would also serve as damper windings providing torque

durine startino and reducing hunting, and the air spaces only between

the magnets would serve as fans to provide air circulation for cooling

and minimum losses in these areas.
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V5 Figure 9 shows the electric schematic equivalent of the magnetic

circuit of the radially oriented rotor.14

Ry Ry

M - Magnet M.M.F.

Rm - Magnet Reluctance Rt

Rsh - Shrink Ring Reluctance

Rg - Air Gap Reluctance

t - 'eeth He! uctance Pg

Ry - Yoke Reluctance

Rh -Hub Reluctance Rsh

Rm

,- M

Rh -- Rh-- 41.---_

Fig. 9 Electric Schematic of magnetic circuit of Radially Oriented Rotor
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VI DESIGN WITH HIGHER ENERGY MAGNET MATERIALS

In the late 1970's when the VSCF system was first developed,

SmCo5 magnets with an energy product of 22 x 106 G-Oe were a "state of

the art" material. At the present time most of the manufacturers of

rare earth-cobalt magnets can supply materials with comparable properties

to those listed in the magnet properties of Table I.

Magnet manufacturers are now developing new materials having higher

energy products and improved characteristics. Within the next few years,

there will be available materials having energy products of 26 x 106 G-Oe

or higher, both in the ReCo 5 alloys and in the Re2Co17 alloys.

F gure 10 shows the B-H characteristics of a (SmPr)Co5 material having

an energy product of 26 x 106 G-Oe and an Hci value 15,000 Oe. A

machine designed with this magnet material would have improved performance.

rn accordance with the requirements of maintaining an interchangeable

rtr assembly and the same stator dimensions as the present machine,

(not necessarily an optimum design approach) the following is suggested.

V! 1 Rotor Design with 26 x 106 G-Oe Material

The rotor to be constructed dimensionally the same as the rotor

shown in figure 8, except that the magnet width is 1.000 instead of

0.950 inches. The magnet material would be (SmPr)Co5 with properties

as illustrated in figure 10. The non-magnetic wedges for this construction

could he any of the methods suggested in section V.4.

Since the flux/pole for this rotor is so high as to cause the

present stator to become highly saturated, a new stator core and winding

is rcqiired. The lamiiiation for this stator core is shown in figure 11.

Iht .iircn:;ions and details are listed in Table V.

TABLE V

STATOR

Same dimensions as shown in Table I, except stator lamination as shown

in figure 11.
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STATOR WINDING

One turn, throw 1-10, one turn,throw 2-11 etc. with 4 conductors

No. 22 QMI., 5 conductors No 23 QMI, magnet wire. Winding 9 phases,

10 poles no parallel circuits. Total turns/phase 10.

ROTOR

Same overall dimensions as shown in Table III, except inside diameter

2.70. Shrink Ring same as in Table III, except magnetic ,e,,ir", 1. 7)

inches wide. Rotor Details are si::.,!iar to .fip. 8 and that the Rotor

Bore is 2.700 instead of 2.800.

MAGNETS

Ten magnets per rotor section, four sections for forty magnets. Magnet

material (SmPr)Co Magnets thermally stabilized at 250 C to remove

irreversable effects.

Initial Magnet Size .56 x 1.000 x 1.250

Finished Magnet Size .55 max, .504 min x 1.000 x 1.250

Magnet Properties 
%,*

Residual Induction (Br) Gauss 10,400 min.

Coercive Force (He) Oersted 9,000 min.

Intrinsic Coercive Force (Wei) Oersteds 15,000 min.

Max. Energy Product (Bxl) G-Oe. 23.4 x 106 min.

Recoil Permeability 1.05 max.

Reversible Temp. Coef. % per °C 0.05 max.

Irreversible Temp Coef at 250°C % 2.5 max.

VI *2 FLUX CALCULATIONS

Vol lowing the same proccdures a.: in Sect.ion V I , the approximate

opet'at i rig slope of t he magnet is B/li - .527/.054 x 1.1 - 8.9

Note: Carter's Coefficient for this formulation is 1.14 rather than 1.2

This would raise the slope somewhat from that shown.
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Thus, from figure 10, the magnet induction is about 9.5 kg.

The flux/pole developed by the magnet is

9.5 x 6450 x 1.00 x 5.00 = 306,375 lines

and the air gap flux is about

.93 x 306,375 = 284,928 lines

From Equation (3), the no load R.M.S. voltage at 15,000 R.P.M. =

8
4.44 x 10 x 1250 x .994 x 284,928 x 10 = 157 volts.

(while this voltage is lower than the no load voltage of the present

machine for the same operating conditions, the IR drop and reactance

drops will be much less for this design. Also the effects of armature

reaction will be less providing better regulation and a stiffer machine)

The flux and flux densities for the same sections a, shown in figure 8

are summarized in Table VI.

TABLE VI

Section No. Flux/pole (lines) Area of Section (in ) Flux Density (KG)

1 306,380 5.00 9.5

2 284,900 5.00 8.8

3 284,900 2.00 22.1

4 284,000 2.37 18.6

5 142,000 1.10 20.0

6 153,150 1.50 15.8

The m.m.f. drops in the magnetic sections are comparable with those in the

other designs.

VI '3 WEIGHT CAICUIATIONS

(a) Stator Core

The yoke volume 20.1 in
3

Thus yoke weight = 6.0 lbs.

Tooth volume = 7.84 in
3

Thus teeth weight = 2.35 lbs.

Weight of Stator Core = 8.35 lbs.
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(b) Copper Windings

From equation (5) the M.L.T. of this winding is

2[1.0 + 4.751 + -rx 5.32 x 9/90]

= 14.8 inches

Total Copper Length of #22

= 4 (cond. in hand) x 10 (turns/ph) x 14.8/12 (M.L.T. in ft)

x 9 (No. of phases) 444 ft.

For No. 22 weight of cond/tOOO ft - 2.06 lbs. Thus,

weight. of #22 port.ion of winding .916 lbs.

Total Copper L.ength of #23 =

5 x 10 x 14.8/12 x 9 = 555 ft.

For No. 23 weight of cond/1,000 ft = 1.64 lbs. Thus,

weight of #23 portion of winding = 0.91 lbs.

Total Copper Weight = 1.83 lbs.

The winding resistance/phase can be calculated from equation (6)

For the No. 22 conductors, the resistance = .0162 ohm/ft

14.8/12 x 10 x .0162/4 = .0500

For the No. 23 conductors the resistance = .0203 ohm/ft

14.8/12 x 10 x .0203/5 = .0500

Thus Hes/ph - .05 x .05/(05 + .05)= .0250 ohms

Total Stator Weight = 8.35 + 1.83 = 10.20 lbs.

(c) Magnets

Magnet volume = .525 x 1.0 x 1.25 x 
40 = 26.25 in

3

Magnet weight = 26.25 x .295 = 7.74 lbs.

(d) Shrink Ring
3

Volume of Magnetic Section = 1.00 x .309 x 5 x 
10 = 15.45 in 3

Weight of Magnetic Section = 15.45 x .2937 = 4.54 lbs.

Volume of Non-Magnetic Section = )/415.00 - 4.3822] x 5 - 15.45 = 7.35 in3 .

Weight of Non-Magnetic Section = 7.35 x .297 = 2.18 lbs.

Total Weight of Shrink Ring = 6.7 lbs.

(e) Non-Magnetic Wedges
3

For the non-magnetic wedges shown in Figure 8 the volume = 5.2 in

Weight of Non-Magnetic Wedges - 5.2 x .28 1.5 lbs.

(F) Roto r Hub
.. , 2: 3.

Volumc of Rtotor lhuh A/413.3" - . 5 16.2 in

Weight of Rotor lub - 16.2 x .28 4.5 lbs

Total Rotor Weight 7.7 + 6.7 + 1.5 + 4.5 = 20.4 lbs.
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VII MAGNETIZATION IN SITU

The process of magnetizing the magnol>; in the present rotor is

to magnetize each of the forty magnets individually and install the

magnetized pieces into the rotor sections. This method requires

handling strongly magnetized material, processing and machining the

magnetized parts which is difficult and time consuming. The ideal method

is to assemble the ten magnets required for one rotor section, finish

machine the assembly and then magnetize all ten magnets in place.

The amount of energy required for magnetizing a rotor section can

be approximated as follows:

Magnets in a "virgin state" an be magnetized by field intensities

around 15,000 oersteds. The sketch shown in fig 12 illustrates

the pole details and the fields from the magnetizing fixture

required to achieve full magnetization.

Manct i zing,

MAG Field/Pole req.zired from Fixture

Magnetizing Fixture

M Fields required for magnets

' !

Figure 12 Magnetizing tangentially oriented rotor.
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Each magnet requires a flux of about 15 x 6450 x .904 x 1.187 :

103,817 lines. Thus, the fixture must provide a minimum of 2 x 103,817

or 207,634 lines plus sufficient additional flux to allow for any

leakage of flux during the magnetization process. The average arc

length in the magnetic section of the Shrink Ring is 7[x 4.6/10 - .663 = .782 inches.

Therefore, the average area for this section is
.2

.782 x 1.187 = .982 in

The flux density in this section is

207,634 - 223,743 lines/in 2 or 34.7 KG
.928

This section is, therefore, fully saturated and has a permeability

about the same as air. The m.m.f. to drive the flux through the shrink

ring section is

ATsh = .3 x 223,743 = 21,042 Amp Turns

3.19

Similarly about one-half of the pole can be considered fully

saturated. The m.m.f. for the pole section can be approximated as

follows: At the midsection of the pole the flux is approximately

one-half of 207,634 or 103,800 lines.

The pole arc is 3.571r0 - .663 = .437 inches
2

Pole Area = .437 x 1.187 = .519 in Therefore,
2

Av. Pole Flux Density = 103,800/.519 - 200,000 lines/in 31 kg

or this section of the pole is also fully saturated. Thus,

At Pole = .45 x 200,000/3.19 28,213.

The m.m.f. required for the magnets is

ATm = .663/2 x 15 x 6450/3.19 = 10,040 Amp Turns

Total M.M.F. = 21,000 + 28,200 + 10,000

= 59,200 Ampere Turns/pole

When leakage is considered the m.m.f./pole could require 100,000

Ampere Turns/pole to properly magnetize the magnets as an assembly.

Now let us consider the case of the radial rotor design.

Sec Figure 13.
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k Magnetizing

40 MAG Field/Pole required from Fixture

Magnetizing Fixture

#M Fields required for magnets

I I

Figure 13 Magnetizing radially oriented rotor

Again assume 15,000 oersteds is required to fully magnetize the

magnets.

Each magnet requires a field of 15 x 6450 x .850 x 1.250 = 102 ,797 lines.-

Since all of these lines must pass through the magrieic section ,i'

the shrink ring, and the average area is about the same as the magnet

area. (As the shrink ring is not
fully saturated, the actual

ATsh = .3 x 15 x 6450 ' 9099 m.m.f. is somewhat less

3.19 than this value)

Similarly, the average m.m.f. fur magnetizing the magnets is

AT magnet = .55 x 15 x 6450 = 16,681

3.19

As the densities in the iron yoke section are low, the m.m.f.

for this section is negligible and the total m.m.f. = 9100 + 16,700

25,800 AT/pole.

It would take less than one-half the energy to fully magnetize

the radial design rotor. Also the leakages would be somewhat less

as the paths through air (saturated sections plus magnet) are less.
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VrII SUMMARY

This study is based on the drawings, specifications and information on

the alternator developed for the first prototype 60KVA system. From

preliminary tests of the system, the alternator is required to produce

76.7 KVA at 76% power factor to develop the rated system output of 60KVA

95% power factor. At this load, the alternator phase voltage is 155 volts.

Thus, the alternator current is 55 amperes.

A major factor which limits the performance of the system is the

commutating reactance of the alternator. High reactance causes the converter

to dissipate more energy during its switching mode and also results in

poorer voltage regulation. The alternator reactances are the result of

the inductances of the stator windings and the mutual inductances developed

between the stator windings and the rotor. Tests of the inductance of

permanent magnet machines show that stators with rotors which have rare

earth magnet poles only have about one half the inductance of these same

stators with rotors using conventional iron poles. This data provides a

basis for estimating the relative inductances expected for the radial

design in comparison with the present tangential design. These factors

and the ,ther parameters previously developed in this report are summarized

in Table VII. The data applicable to the current machine is listed in

parenthesis after each item and the percent value of this parameter for

the radial designs is shown in the appropriate column.

TABLE VII

Parameters Radial Designs Using

22 x 106 G. Oe. 26 x 106 G. Oe.
in percent in percent

Stator Weight (10.1 lbs.) 100 101

Hot or Weight (21.6 lbs.) 85 94

Resistance/phase (.034 ohms) 100 74

*Inductance/phase (50 microhenries) 70 40

No t.oad Voltage (180 volt.s/ph) 97 87

Full [,oad Voltage (155 volts/ph) 106 97

*Based on calculation of steady state synchronous reactance.
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The better voltage regulation of the radial designs is due not only

to the lower inductance of the stator windings but also due to the higher

resistance to armature reaction. This characteristic resiilts in an even

better comparison of voltage regulation of these machines at higher Iran.;ient

overloads.

An important characteristic of rare earth magnets is that the fields

generated are highly directional in the direction of orientation. Leakage

is reduced when the magnetic configuration incorporates this characteristic.

Also leakage is minimized by placing the source of the m.m.f. as close to

the working gap as practical. The radial design utilizes both these

principles within the practical limits of a construction which meets the

requirements of the application. Another advantage of the radial design

over the tangentially oriented concept is the greater ease of magnetization

of the magnets in the assembled structure as discussed in Section VII.

IX RE(OMMENDATIONS

One major objective of this study is to produce a design which alliws

for interchangeable rotors. It is suggested that future programs include

the manufacture of one or more rotors of the radial de;ign so that overall

perf(rmance c()mpari ',,s can he made. This is important. as ,ne(. a desipo

is in production, with the major investment made for the tooling and

manufacturing equipment required to efficiently produce these machines,

the cost of changing to another concept is high. Moreover, once a

design has been approved and in production additional alternator ratings

are developed by changing stack length as required and utilizing the

same manufacturing equipment and methods.

The radial concepts should be given full consideration before a

major investment is made in the production drawings, tooling and special

manufacturing equipment required to produce the tangentially oriented

r(,tor For thi;, type al ternator.
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THE EFFECTS OF JP-4 AVIATION FUEL ON SPECIFIC INTERNAL ORGANS

OF THE FAT-HEAD MINNOW, PIMEPHALE PROMELUS

by

William N. Norton

ABSTRACT

Water-soluble fractions of petroleum-derived JP-4 fuel induce ultra-

structural alterations of the kidney, gill, pseudo-branch and nasal epi-

thelium of the fat-head minnow, Pimephale promelus. There appears to be

no common ultrastructural effect among the organs studyed in regard to

the degradation of a specific cellular organelle. The sole tissue which

exhibits extensive cellular degradation is the nasal epithelium. The le-

sions are manifested in the form of myeloid bodies and electron-dense

figures. A proliferation of vacuoles and a disruption of mitochondria-

tubule complexes is evident in the pseudo-branch of experimental fish.

Cellular membranes associated with the surface of gill filaments and

secondary lamellae maintain their integrity throughout the investigation,

however, focal sites of pillar cell degradation are evident. Within the

kidney endothelial cells associated with convoluted tubules undergo degrada-

tion as characterized by the fragmentation of plasma membranes.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The US Air Force daily consumes large quantities of petroleum-derived

JP-4 aviation fuel. The possibility exists of accidental spills and con-

sequential seepage of fuel into the aquatic environment. In order to

predict the biological consequences of such a phenomenon, basic information

is required regarding the effects of acute and chronic exposures of fuel to

various aquatic organisms. The fat-head minnow, Pimephales promelus, was

chosen as the model system for the present investigation primarily because

of its ubiquitous nature, and the substantial amount of biological informa-
l

tion regarding the fish which has been accumulated.

Petroleum-derived aviation fuel consist of a variety of organic compounds

including toluene, benexene, xylene and naphthalene. Investigators have de-

termined that the rate of aromatic hydrocarbon accumulation in acquatic organ-

isms is highly species specific. 2 Toluene, an aromatic hydrocarbon, is cap-

able of accumulating in a variety of organs once uptake has occurred.
3

However, no information pertaining to the histopathology of such a pheno-

menon has been published. Additional compounds such as benzene, xylene

and naphthalene have been analyzed as to their relative toxicities to aquatic
3,4,5

organisms.

There is a paucity of information regarding histopathological and phy-

siological responses of aquatic vertebrates to the aromatic hydrocarbons

mentioned above. Investigators report that juvenile striped bass exhibit

increases in respiratory rates after exposure to sub-lethal concentrations

of benzei Histopathological investigations of mummichogs exposed to sub-

lethal quantities of naphthalene indicate that the toxicity is due primarily
7

to a generalized blood stasis. As indicated previously a void exists in

regard to information concerning the cellular effects of exposure of fuel

components to aquatic organisms. The present study attempts to provide some

insight into the toxic effects of the water-soluble fractions of JP-4 on

the ultrastructure of selected organs of a vertebrate, the fat-head minnow.
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II. OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the present investigation was to determine the

ultrastructural effects, if any, of the water-soluble fractions of petroleum-

derived JP-4 fuel on specifice organs of the fat-head minnow. The initial pro-

tocol established exposures of fish to several concentrations of JP-4, (20, 40

and 60 percent); however, due to time limitation only fish exposed to the 40

percent solution were critically analyzed. The study is considered to be acute

since the longest period of exposure is 48 hours. The investigators were hope-

ful of obtaining sufficient ultrastructural information regarding focal lesions

to provide some Insight as to biochemical or physiological alterations.

Il. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fat-head minnows of varing weights were distributed into 4 groups of 12

fish each. Three of the groups were released into separate 20 gallon tanks

containing 20, 40, and 60 percent solutions, respectively, of water-soluble

fractions of petroleum-derived JP-4. The remaining group was maintained in

a 20 gallon tank of water and functioned as a control.

At the time period of 6, 12, 24, and 48 hours subsequent to the initial

exposure 3 fish from each tank were removed and placed in a 3% gultaraldehyde-

3% paraformaldehyde solution which was buffered with O.IM sodium cacodylate

(ph 7.4). To enhance fixation of the internal organs, a longitudinal slit

was cut from the anus to the pectoral fins. Sections of gill, pseudo-branch,

nasal spithelium and kidney were excised and placed in vials containing cold

fixative.

After a fixation period of 3 hours the tissues were rinsed in cold buffer

and post-fixed in 2% osmium tetroxide for 2 hours. Subsequent to a rinse in

buffer the tissues were dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol and embedded

in Epon 812. Thin sections were cut by an ultramicrotome and then stained

with lead citrate and uranyl acetate. The tissues were examined by a JEOL

IOOB transmission electron miscroscope at 60 KV.
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IV. RESULTS

Gill:

There was no evidence of a consistent or repetitive form of cellular deg-

radation among the gills examined. Focal lesions were associated with a variety

of organelles, but no distinct pattern developed regardless of the time points

studyed.

Granulocytes were present within the gill filaments and secondary lamellae,

however, as compared to control tissue the concentration appeared to be within

normal ranges. Chloride and mucoid cells located at the base of secondary lamel-

lae displayed no irregularities. Epithelial cells forming the outer surface of

lamellae exhibited occasional signs of degradation in all fish examined. How-

ever, there was no indication of fragmentation or dissociation of the plasma

membrane directly contacting the fuel.

Pillar cells, whose lateral extensions form the inner surface of capillaries

within the gill, displayed no evidence of irregularities among cytoplasmic

organelles. There were, however, focal sites of degradation along the membrane

boarding the lumen of several capillaries. There was no indication of a dis-

ruption of the basal lamina positioned between the pillar cells and the second

layer of epithelial cells.

Pseudo-branch:

The adverse ultrastructural effects of JP-4 on pseudo-branch did not appear

to be related temporally, since alterations were evident in fish examined from

all time points. Control cells were characterized by an orderly arrangement of

mitochondria positioned within an elaborate system of tubules. The tubles ex-

tend to that region of the cell which contacts the basal lamina positioned ad-

jacent to the capillary systems of the pseudo-branch.

Vacuoles of various diameters were evident within a majority of the cells

examined in experimental fish. Occasional mitochondrial degradation was mani-

fested in the form of distensions of the outer membrane, and in some instances

by the development of myeloid figures. Mitochondrial disruption and vacuole

formation were observed in tissues analyzed from all experimental samples.

Although morphometric analysis were not conducted, random scans of pseudo-branch
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indicated that substantial numbers of cells were at least partially affected

by the fuel. In addition to the actual destruction of mitochondria, cells

frequently displayed a dissociation of the mitochondria-tubule complex. In

essence, the latter organelles were unable to maintain the close association

noted in control tissue.

Kidney:

Endothelial cells normally associated with the basal lamina of proximal

and distal convoluted tubules were frequently observed in a state of disruption.

Plasma membranes of the aforementioned cells appeared fragmented with a re-

sulting exposure of the basal lamina to the peritubular vessels. At the sites

of alteration some dissociation of the basal lamina was noted.

Multiple cells comprising the proximal convoluted tubules possessed

large numbers of vesicles whose origins appeared to be the terminal regions

of the agranular endoplasmic reticulm system. This phenomenon was evident

in controls, however, not to the extent observed in experimental tissue. No

ultrastructural alterations were detected among cells comprising the glomeruli.

Nasal Epithelium:

Cellular abasement, characterized by the formation of myeloid figures and

electron-dense bodies, was pronounced throughout the nasal epithelial region.

Little alteration was noted among the receptor cells. Cilia, projecting from

sensory receptors into the nasal lumen, were unaffected by the water-soluble

components of the fuel. The magnitude of epithelial disruption appeared to be

correlated with the length of exposure to the fuel.

V. DISCUSSION

Information obtained from the present investigation indicates that the

water-soluble fractions of petroleum-derived JP-4 fuel at the 40% exposure level

induce ultrastructural alterations among the tissues examined. The solvent

effect of aromatic hydrocarbons one might expect on cellular membranes is not

observed. Within each tissue the ultrastructural effects appear to be repro-
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lucible and predictable. As to the degree of physiological or biochemical

disruption, determinations are less tenuous. Based strictly on ultra-

structural observations the physiological capabilities of damaged cells

are in many instances difficult to ascertain. With the latter statement in

mind, although cellular degradation was evident in all the experimental

tissues examined, the gills and kidneys displayed minimal toxic effects of

the fuel and appeared to be functional organs.

Cellular disruptions was most pronounced in the nasal epithelial region.

Although lesions in this area would not result in death, the degradation

may explain the deviated behavioral patterns characteristic of fish when

exposed to fuel.

The significance of the dissociation of mitochondria-tubule complexes

present in cells of the pseudo-branch is difficult to determine since the

latter organelles basically appear normal in structure. It is possible that

the close association is required for a particular biochemical process, and

that the disruptive nature of the fuel would adversely affect normal functions.

There were relatively few observations of cells in the latter stages of de-

gradation which is usually characterized by the presence of multiple myeloid

figures and massive disruption of organelles.

The tissue least affected ultrastructurally by the fuel appears to be

the gills. Occasionally granulocytes were noted in the secondary lamellae,

but the same cellular arrangement was observed in control tissue. Plasma

membranes forming the surface of gill filaments and lamellae apparently are

unaffected structurally by direct contact with the fuel.

Acute exposures of JP-4 to the kidney appears to alter selectively the

endothelial cells associated with the distal and proximal convoluted tubules.

This phenomenon indicates a lack of uniformity in regard to the effects of

JP-4 on endothelial cells as a whole. Comparable cells of the pseudo-branch

and gills displayed very little, if any, susceptibility to the fuel.

In summary, the water-soluble components of JP-4 at the 40% concentration

level are capable of inducing ultrastructural alterations in the organs

selected for the present investigation. Whether the effects are of such

magnitude to disrupt critical biochemical pathways has yet to be determined.
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VI. RECOMENDATIONS

The present investigation could represent the initial phase of a more

comprehensive analysis of the effects of JP-4 on aquatic systems. Several

related studies could complement the results obtained from the present pro-

ject. The author recommends the following:

1. Utilize the scanning electron microscope to analyze on a 3 dimen-

sional scale the cellular surfaces of tissues exposed to JP-4.

The proposed investigation would supplement current transmission

electron microscopy studies. The significant depth of field pro-

vided by the scanning electron microscope would enable the invest-

igator to study structures which are difficult to visualize and

interpret if sectioned and observed in a transmission mode.

2. Analyze the ultrastructural effects of a relatively high concentra-

tion of JP-4 on those organs investigated in the present study.

Ideally several fish should be chemically fixed just prior to death

to enable a monitoring for lesions which may indicate critical sites

of action of the fuel. The investigation would provide some insight

as to the question of whether identical effects are produced at high

and low concentrations and if additional alterations are initiated.

At the lower concentrations of fuel the toxic effects may be rever-

sible, while exposures at the higher levels may induce the formation

of irreversible lesions which possibly could cause death of the cell.

3. There should be an establishment of LC-50 values for the exposures

of both whole fuel and water-soluble fractions to the fat-head min-

now. The information would be valuable for future experiments, and

on a practical basis for environmental projections.

4. By means of autoradiography or affinity labeling experiments, infor-

mation could be assimulated to determine if fuel components are

sequestered within specific sites of the cells. The data may enable

the investigator to correlate ultrastructural observations with

biochemical and physiological information.
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OBSERVATIONS OF SUNSPOT DYNAMICS AND

THEORETICAL EFFECTS OF INHOMOGENEITIES

IN THE SOLAR CONVECTION ZONE

By

Alan H. Nye

ABSTRACT

Observations giving high resolution in wavelength, time, and

horizontal space were taken of sunspots to determine the characteristics

of oscillations at different heights. There was a hiqh correlation

between velocity and magnetic field fluctuations in the umbral

photosphere. These oscillations excite waves which move the penumbra

vertically in phase. There was no correlation between velocities

observed at chromospheric and photospheric levels. This implies that

wave mode eigenfunctions are sharply peaked in height, which imposes

useful constraints on any theoretical sunspot model.

Observations of the surface of the solar convection zone show the

presence of trapped nonradial acoustic waves whose frequencies shift

with time. A theoretical analysis of a simple model shows that

inhomogeneities in the sound speed will lead to shifts in the

eigonfrequencies of the trapped mudes. An arbitrary two dimensional

perturbation on a uniform sound speed is decomposed into its fourier

components, each of which causes a shift of a sinq(, eigenfrequency.

The oiqenfunctions ire all perturbed which leads to a spreading of the

ridges in the (AW) plane similar to those observed.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The structure of the solar atmosphere and the transport of energy

through it, particularly in the presence of intense magnetic fields are

important areas of basic research in solar physics. The Air Force is

interested in these topics because of the adverse effect of solar flares

on communication. Solar flares occur in magnetic active regions and are

probably the result of the explosive release of energy stored in the

magnetic field structure.

The present project is concerned with two aspects of solar

structure and energy transport. The first aspect is the transport of

energy through a region of intense magnetic fields: a sunspot. A

sunspot is a relatively dark region of the surface of the sun whose

umbral temperature (3000 K) is considerably lower than the normal

photospheric temperature (6000 K) and is the location of intense

magnetic fields ('. 3000 gauss). The magnetic field is obviously

affecting the normal energy transport through the solar surface, but the

mechanism is not well understood. Velocity and intensity oscillations
1,2,3

have been observed in sunspots for several years. The

oscillations may indicate energy propagation along the magnetic field or

they may be standing waves with no energy transport. There are many

different types of time dependent behavior: umbral oscillations, umbral

flashes, umbral dots, and penumbral waves. The objective of this phase

of the project was to determine the individual properties of these

phenomena and the relationships, if any, between them.

The second aspect of the project is concerned with the structure of

the solar convection zone. Recent studies4 ,5 ,6 ,7 have shown that the

five minute oscillations of the solar envelope are trapped high-order

nonradial p-modes of (acoustic) waves. High-order modes, by virtue of

their large horizontal wavenumber, offer the possibility of studying

laterally localized inhomogeneities in the solar envelope. The

sphericity of the sun is of secondary importance for the high-order

p-modes. This has aroused interest in the possibility of probing the

solar convection zone with techniques similar to those used in

terrestrial seismology. Observations of the solar surface on a large

spatial scale and with a long time series can be converted to a

diagram which shows the power in oscillations as a funiction of frequency
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and wavenumber. These diagrams can be used to determine global

characteristics of the convection zone. The power lies along ridges in

the ho)(A diagram which have some width. Additionally, these ridges may

shift position with time. The spreading and shifting of the ridges are

related to inhomogeneities in the convection zone. These may be

supergranules, giant cells or even intense magnetic flux tubes which

have yet to emerge through the solar surface. A probe which could

determine the scale of convective elements with depth would be extremely

important in helping to understand the details of energy transport in

the sun. This project involved a theoretical study of the effect of

inhomogeneities on the eigenfunctions of a model acoustic cavity which

lead to spreading of the original eigenfunctions of the unperturbed

cavity.

II. OBJECTIVES:

As discussed above there were two basic features of this project.

The first involved the structure of velocity oscillations in sunspots.

The specific objectives were:

1.) To determine the individual properties of several types of

observed sunspot oscillations. The observational program was

designed to give high resolution in wavelength, time, and

horizontal space.

2.) To use velocity observations taken simultaneously in several

different spectral lines to obtain information at different

heights in a sunspot. This could determine whether the

oscillations are standing waves or propagating waves.

3. ) T'o d*t ,rmin, if thcr(, i!; imy reldtJonship between thr various

types of osi1 itio,.

The second feature consisted of a theoretical study of the effect

of inhomogeneities in the solar convection zone on observable properties

at the solar surface. The specific objectives were:

1.) To develop a method of computing the eigenfunctions of an

acoustic cavity in the presence of variations in the sound

speed.

2.) To apply this technique to specific functional forms of the

sound speed.
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3.) To oxt(rd, Lif po-Sihle, thi m-1hod to arbi t~iry forms 01 souid

speed variation.

By studying a simplified model of the solar convection zone, it is

possible to understand how the sound speed variation affects the

eigenfunctions and eiqenfrequencies. The solutions for a more realistic

model are sufficiently complicated that physical insight would be lost

in numerical techniques.

ii. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION:

We have carried out a series of observations of dynamical phenomena

in sunspots based upon photographic spectra obtained with the Sacramento

Peak Observatory Vacuum Tower Telescope and Eschelle Spectrograph. The

observational program was designed to give high resolution in

wavelength, time, and horizontal space. In addition, several spectral

lines formed at different heights were observed to give some resolution

in the vertical dimension. Data of good to excellent quality has been

obtained for sunspots on two days, and include several time series of

one hour or lonqer.

Sunspots were observed simultancously in five spectral lines:

Calcium I1 and K, Fe 6303, Ti 5713, and Magnesium b. The selection

provides information at different heights as well as magnetic and

nonmagnetic data. In addition, white light and Ca K slit-jaw pictures

were obtained.

The data reduction was begun with the 18 August 1980 observations.

The spot was at radius vector R = 0.55 (/A =0.84). The slit crossed the

center of the umbra, extending into the photosphere on both sides of the

sunspot. A light bridge in the umbra intersected the slit. Exposures

were made every 20 seconds for a total time series of 71 minutes.

Visual inspection of the Ca K spectral line showed that there were

frequent umbral flashes occurring throughout the observing period.

The Fe 6303 data was reduced, using the Sacramento Peak fast

microphotometer. The film was digitized with a step size of 0.25 arc

seconds in the spatial dimension and 10mX in wavelength. Each

observation in Fe 6303 consists of two images: the left and right hand

circular polarizations. After diqitization, the measured densities wert,

convurted to in t ensities usi nq c-alibrated standards. The polarization
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images for each frame were registered in space using a hair line and in

wavelength using an 02 telluric line that lies close to Fe 6303. By

,tddinq ind subtract i no the two o I, irizat ion images, Stoke,; i ntesr it y (I)

prot i les; and circular polarizait iol (V) profiles were obtai ned.

Several different parameters wert calculated from the intensity and

V profiles for each spatial point at each time. The continuum intensity

was determined by averaging points outside the spectral lines in the I

profile. The position of the center-of-gravity of the I profile was

located to measure velocity. The residual intensity of Fe 6303 was

calculated by dividing the central intensity of the I profile by the

continuum intensity. From the V profile, the positions and values of

the extrema, V and V m were determined together with the equivalent

width of the profile jVhj

These quantities were then used to derive several parameters, including

the magnetic field intensity (from the separation of the extrema) and

the Doppler shift. The line-of-sight projection magnetic field and a

Doppler shift were also determined from the positions of the centroids

of the I + V profiles. Each frame was then registered spatially into a

time series by cross-correlating it to the mean of the data. It is

important to note that the velocities, as determined from the V profile,

are not corrupted by photospheric scattered light. Since the velocities

come from magnetic information, they clearly represent motions in the

sunspot.

The Calcium K data from the 18 August 1980 observations was reduced

next using the same spatial and wavelength step sizes as the Fe 6303

data. Calcium K is formed in the chromosphere several hundred

kilometers above the height of formation of Fe 6303. Velocity and

intensity time series were determined for calcium K. This data was

compared to the simultaneous photospheric data to dotermine if there was

any correlation between oscillations at the two heights.

The Fe 6303, Calcium H, and Ti 5713 photographic data for the 21

August 1980 sunspot were also reduced to digital form using the

Sacramento Peak Observatory fast microphotometer. However, due to a

combination of hardware and software problems, only the data from the 18

August 1980 observations has been analyzed thusfar. The problems

encountered were beyond the control of the Air Force Geophysics
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Laboratory as Sacramento Peak Observatory is operated by the Association

of Universities for Research in Astronomy Inc., under contract with the

National Science Foundation. The Air Force maintains a Solar Physics

branch of the Space Physics division at Sacramento Peak, but is not

responsible for the operation of the computer or data reduction

facilities there.

IV. ANALYSIS OF SUNSPOT OBSERVATIONS:

Several important features have been found in the 18 August 1980

observations. The first of these is the ejection of a magnetic feature

from the outer edge of the penumbra. This appears as a polarity

reversal with an initial total field strength of about 1000 gauss, and

it appears to decrease as the feature moves away from the sunspot. The

proper motion of the feature is about 2 km/s. The velocity field

measured in the V profile shows a downflow of 400m/s on the spotward

side of the moving magnetic feature. A plot of residual intensity also

shows the feature moving away from the sunspot as a "line gap." The

variation of magnetic field across the sunspot shows the strongest field

lies in the darkest portion of the umbra and this is just to the right

of the light bridge where the field is relatively weak. There is also a

feature in the right side penumbra that changes with time, but does not

move.

The second important result is the observation of umbral

oscillations at the photospheric level. These oscillations are visible

everywhere in the umbra, but their amplitude is lower in the darkest

part of the umbra where the magnetic field strength is the largest. The

peak amplitude is approximately 200 m/s and these velocity peaks appear

to propagate back and forth horizontally along the slit. This would

imply some overtone mode of membrane oscillation of the entire umbra.

Some waves propagate across the entire umbra while others seem to

originate near the light bridge. Power specira were c.ilculated for the

photospheric velocity time series at forty points within the sunspot

umbra. The average of these shows a peak in power at a period of 270

seconds. As this period is close to the 300 second oscillation period

of the surrounding solar photosphere, it is important to emphasize the
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sunspot oscillations are measured from the magnetic V profile and are

therefore not due to scattered photospheric light.

The photospheric umbral velocity oscillations are related to other

photospheric features. The magnetic field, as measured by the

separation of the maxima of the Stokes V profiles shows an oscillation

which is strongly correlated to the velocity oscillations. This is not

surprising as the magnetic field exert., r restoring force which will

support oscillations, but this is the first time that this measurement

has been made. Velocity osci1l,,i ions art a]s(o observed in the penumbral

photosphere where the entire plenlumbrj appears to be o;ciillating

vertically in phase. These yenumbral oscillations are excited by the

umbral oscillations.

The Calcium K data shows that at the chromospheric level there are

oscillations everywhere within the umbra with periods in the range 140

to 190 seconds. There is a distinct boundary for the oscillations,

however, and no oscillations are observed in the penumbra. This is a

surprising result inasmuch as the magnetic field configuration at

chromospheric levels has less horizontal variation than in the

photosphere.

The umbral flashes which were obvious in the photographic images

are much less distinct when the data is converted to intensities using

the calibrated standards. Apparently the umbral flashes correspond to

umbral oscillations of greater (by a factor of 2-3) than usual

amplitude. The high contrast film used in the observations makes these

oscillations appear as umbral flashes. In comparing the calcium K

velocities to the Fe 6303 velocities it was found that there is no

correlation between the velocities at the two heights in the sunspot

atmosphere and therefore nothing definite can be said about the vertical

propagation of the waves. Since both oscillations are presumably

generated by overstable convection at a lower level the lack of

correlation would imply that the velocity eigenfunctions are sharply

peaked functions of height. This information will be extremely useful

r calculatinq theoretical models of sunspot structure. A preliminary

version ,I this work was presented ,at a conference on the physics of

sunspots held at Sacramento Peak Observatory - July, 1981.
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V. PERTURBATION ANALYSIS:

7
In the absence of rotation and other perturbations;, each

high-order p)-mode is chciracterized by its freqltency O , it;; horizontal

wavenumber (in the direction of propagation) lN , and a radial quantum

number, in , which counts the number of nodes in the eigenfunction in

the radial direction. The dispersion equation for non-radial solar

p-modes yields, for each value of mf0, a relationship between W and

k., which can be plotted as a curve in the (&, W ) plane. It is

observed that essentially all of the oscillatory power in the solar

velocity field lies along ridges in the (,,w ) plane, close to the

theoretical locii.

The present study focuses on the distortions of the &0 )
diagram which result from horizontal and radial inhomogeneities, such as

convective cells and submerged magnetic flux concentrations. The model

is highly idealized, but because it provides an analytical solution, it

illustrates many of the relevant effects without cumbersome numerical

analysis.

Consider pure acoustic (pressure) modes in an isothermal

rectangular box with rigid walls at x = 0, X; z = 0, 2: and of infinite

extent in the y direction. X (horizontal) is taken to be much larger

than Z (vertical) so that the rigid reflections at z = 0 and z = B are

analogous to the trapping of solar p-modes between the atmospheric
9cut-off and the internal envelope reflection. The reflections at x = 0

and x = X may be r,'garded as analogous to the tact that global solar

p-modes must have an integral number of nodes around the solar

circumference.

The wave equation, in the absence of inhomogeneities is:

which after Fourier analyzing in the time domain becomes

where C. is the uniform sound speed and WO is the wave trequency of

oscillation. The ratio w/c. is defined as k which is the wavenumber of
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the oscillation. Thet, are an iiifinit,, set of solution. of the

unperturbed wave equation of the qeneral form:

t7 (3)

where I and t are integers, as the boundary conditions require. The
wavunumber is composed of a horizontal k and vertical k. component and

the dispersion equation provides a relation between ai , 4., and +, in

the form L4 L 't (4) I
W C. kftt, = 7 a(4)

The solutions of this dispersion equation form curves in the (*. , W)

plane which are direct analogs of the structure of the solar 4,O , W)

plane.

In the presence of inhomogeneities in the sound speed, the wave

equation becomes
1 0

where Cc is the unperturbed sound sped, CL is the scale factor of the

perturbation on the sound speed, and U is a function of the

inhomogeneity and its spatial derivatives. The solutions of equation

(5) are the solutions of the standard wave equation plus perturbation

terms.

where I.F. is an integrating factor given by

KA -
The K terms are the perturbed eigenvalues (iven by:

+. ( K -
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The perturbed eigenvalues are determined by the perturbed

eigenfunctions, 4. However, since C is taken to be a small term, 4-E-C

and 4- in equation (8) is replaced by I. That is, the expansion is

cut off after the first term. Likewise, the integrating factor

(equation 7) contains the perturbed eigenfunction 1 which can be

replaced by 14. to first order. Once the sound speed perturbation is

specified, V can be determined and then the perturbed eigenfunctions and

eigenvalues are calculated.

VI. TWO DIMENSIONAL PERTURBATIONS:

The success of the perturbation technique depends on the form of

the sound speed perturbation. This function and its derivatives

determine the function Ucx) ) which in turn controls whether the

integrals in the perturbed eigenfunctions and eigenvalues have an

analytical solution or not.

At first a specific two dimensional form was chosen for the sound

speed,

where the perturbation term was assumed to be separable into two one

dimensional functions, -Fcx and Re). In this case the Tj function

becomes:

Then single cosine functions were taken for 4r. and Fca).

4c -0= "'"Fv = co-o AW t (01)

where N and k represent the integral number of waves in x and z of the

sound speed perturbation which fit in the rigid box. For these

functions, U becomes:

j-. + (IL')

Subst ituting the function T- [equation(12)] into equdt ion (8) , we find

the perturbed eigenvalues: . ..K

or in terms of the eigenfrequencies
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However, these equations are only for the special case where Y.:Z1 and

Aslo" simultaneously. Otherwise there is no perturbation of the

eigenfrequency. This means that of the infinite set of eigenfrequencies

of the rigid acoustic cavity the only oscillation affected will be the

particular one whose horizontal and vertical wavenumbers are exactly one

half those of the sound speed perturbition.

The eigenfunctions become:

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T AMA!c~j~L z ~ ' 1

+ Z4 C' X7

1 KL - S(t!)'t&
where the term in { represents the sum of four products obtained by

taking all combinations of + and - terms. The subscripts of the ia

term in the denominator are two integer values where the + and - terms

agree with those in the numerator. Here, all the eigenfunctions are

perturbed as opposed to the eigenvalues where only one is affected.

VII. ARBITRARY PERTURBATIONS:

When the sound speed perturbation was composed of a single cosine

function in each direction, the value of one eigenfrequency was shifted

downward in the (k ,W) plane. However, an arbitrary sound speed

perturbation can be Fourier decomposed into a series of cosine terms in

the x and z directions, each of which will shift one particular

eigenfrequency.

Let the two dimensional sound speed be:
(X.)= C' + C ct ),(17'

where the rerturbation qt) is completely arbitrary, but can be

Soepresent ed by:

where the 0( i are the dimensionless coefficients of the fourier

expansion. In this case the Vc€*,*e term in equation (5) becomes:
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This form of 17(x,a)is integrable in equations (6) and (8) and allow the

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions to be written in analytical form. The

perturbed eigenvalues are:

= i%

Thus, the eigenfrequencies are:

only for 4=2. and - That means that for each coefficient of the

Fourier expansion of the arbitrary sound speed perturbation, only one

specific eigenfrequency is shifted. Typically there are far more wave

modes 1,Kthan components in the perturbation . Therefore, only some

of the eigenfrequencies are shifted. It should be possible, therefore

to use observed shifts in the , plane to determine the c( and

then using equation (18) to calculato the form of the inhomogeneity in

the sound speed below the visible surface of the sun.

All of the eigenfunctions are perturbed and are given by:

Aqain, the last term B in equation (22) represents the sum of tour

products corresponding to all combinations of ( 'i ) times (M+-±).

The subscripts of W2 agree with the ( ) in the sine terms.

The perturbations of the eigenfunctions occur at shifted values of

the wavenumber. Therefore, when power spectra are taken in order to

plot a (A.,W) diagram, the original curves are spread out due to the

nhomogeneity in the sound speed.

The spreading and shifting of the curves in the observed solar

( ) diagram could be explained by the presence of inhomogeneities in

the convection zone. The technique described above demonstrates the

p ,)ss;ihle etfects produced by sound speed variations caused by convective

eddies or local magnetic flux concentrations.
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the app IicahibI ity of t m i- (,,l t (,r 1iobing tho depths of the sun is

limited, howeve.r, by th( k-s;m pt iot; mod, in the, ,11jilysis. First the

1nn ia :;t Lrh'ed soun1.1d (o,,Ld was t i,: 'l l I l" (. 'j;t lilt i ii '0 r t ,;t t n- 1 ] i ,i

variatlion of C z with depth in th, !;01,11 convection z(11e. This was (on1(

so that an analytical solution could be obtained which would allow the

perturbation effects to be studies in detail. Second, the analysis

gives perfect resolution of the individual oigenmodes whereas the

temporal and spatial resolution of the observations are restricted, and

comparisons at this point would he of limited value.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The analysis of the sunspot observations has revealed many

important results. The relationship between the photospheric umbral

velocity and magnetic field oscillations was expected, but never before

observed. The analysis of the Fe 6303 magnetic line has proved to be a

very sensitive probe of the sunspot umbral photosphere. The fact that

there was no correlation between oscillations in Fe 6303 and Ca K

(formed in the chromosphere) leads to serious questions about the

presumed connection between the driving functions of the two wave modes.

These observations give important constraints on any theoretical sunspot

model. Improved models must give wave mode eigenfunctions which vary

sharply with height. Horizontal structure should be included with the

goal of modeling the overtone mode of membrane oscillation observed in

the photosphere.

In terms of follow on research, I propose the following:

First, the observations from 21 August, 1980 which were reduced to

digital data must be analyzed. This will serve to confirm the results

obtained from the 10 August 1980 data. Perhaps further relationships

among the oscillations will be determined.

Second, more sunspot observations should be made. The analysis

developed has proved to be a powerful technique with promise of new

n!;eful results.

Third, theor,.t ical sunspot model.s can be improved usi ng these

ojb;tervat(,ii;s itid much in h( lealrne(d lktl t e'nergyj t rarsport mechanisms

in the preo tiit ii ) iLnt(tnhoe moguin t 1 01 (ildi.-.
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The second aspect of this project was concerned with the effect of

inhomogeneities in the sound speed on the trapped nonradial modes of

acoustic waves in the solar convection zone. The perturbation technique

used in this analysis shows that for a simplified model of the

convection zone there is a direct correlation between the shifted

eigenfrequencies and the coefficients of the Fourier decomposition of an

arbitrary sound speed perturbation. Therefore, observed shifts of the

ridges in the solar (*,,W) diagram should give an indication of the

structure of the convection zone below the visible surface.

Future research should be in the following areas:

First, a good inversion technique needs to be developed to go from

the observed shifts in eigenfrequency back to the Fourier coefficients.

Theoretical models of the sound speed variation in convective cells or

magnetic flux elements could be used to calculate perturbed

eigenfrequencies. These could then be used with the inversion technique

to return to the original model as a test of the method.

Second, the spreading of the ridges in the observed (*.,w) diagram

is due in part to lack of observational resolution. Longer time series

observations are required (either from space or a polar observing site)

to improve the quality of the observed (k.,) diagrams.

Third, the effect of velocities in the convection zone needs to be

studied. Convective flows will Doppler shift the acoustic waves which

will lead to shifts in the eigenfrequencies. A perturbation analysis

similar to the one discussed above might be possible as long as the flow

velocities are much smaller than the sound speed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A MANUAL OF USE FOR

CONJOINT SCALING TECHNIQUES

by

Thomas E. Nygren

ABSTRACT

Conjoint measurement methodology offers a new and potentially useful

approach for obtaining psychological scale values for components of multi-

dimensional attributes. An investigation of this methodology and its

mathematical foundations was conducted. Six computer based algorithms

that can be used to perform specific kinds of conjoint analyses were

generalized and documented for wider application as subjective assessment

techniques. Following a discussion of the mathematical foundations, the

six programs (CONJOINT, PCJM2, NONMETRG, MONANOVA, DISTRIB, and DUALDIST)

are each summarized with respect to their function as conjoint analysis

techniques. Shortcomings of the current state of lack of systematic

research efforts dealing with methodological and statistical issues in

conjoint analysis are discussed. Suggestions for further research are

then presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Subjective scaling techniques are an integral part of much of social

science research. In many situations it is assumed that the variable of

interest is a complex phenomenon that is multidimensional in nature. That

is, it is recognized that the ordering of scores produced by an individual

on this variable may be based on the joint effects of two or more inde-

pendent variables. The multidimensionality of the phenomenon, of itself,

poses no real problem to the research since, in many :ases, standard sta-

tistical procedures like analysis of variance or multiple regression

techniques may be used. These procedures, however, are primarily used

to assess the predictive ability of the independent variables rather than

to estimate psychological scale values.

Often the researcher may be interested in one or both of the follow-

ing more basic issues. First, can the composition rule by which the

independent variables combine to produce the joint effect on the dependent

variable be established empirically? In addition, it may not be possible

to obtain initial measurements for the independent variables themselves,

but only for their resultant joint effects. Secondly, then, can the

independent and dependent variables be scaled simultaneously according

to some specified composition rule in a way that preserves the order of
1

the joint effects in the data? This question, as Tversky points out in

his 1967 paper, is the conjoint measurement problem, and the composition

rule is the conjoint measurement model.

There are, of course, many composition rules that might be hypothe-

sized. The simplest such rule is an additive one which suggests that the

independent variables combine in an independent additive fashion to pro-

duce the joint effect. For example, let a be a level of factor A1 , a2

be a level of factor A2 , and a be a level of factor A We might hypothe-

size that the joint effects of these three factors could be described as

f (a1 , a2 , a) = fl(al) + f2 (a2 ) + f3 (a3 ) (1)

where f, fit f2 9 and f3 are separate and identifiable numerical functions.

Additive models like the three-factor model illustrated in Equation 1

have been and continue to be an integral part of many important
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psychological theories. Until recently, however, even for this simple

model, there has not been a satisfactory means by which one could simul-

taneously estimate all four functions f, f1, f2, and f3" Conjoint

measurement theory provides a means to do this and herein lies its power.

Just as important, however, is the result of the theory (to be described

below) which indicates that only ordinal relations are required among the

data points in order to produce resultant scales unique up to an affine

transformation. The implications of this result will become more apparent

following the presentation of an illustrative application and the basic

theory of conjoint measurement.

The present project grew out of two separate interests in conjoint

measurement theory. The first is an interest in the basic mathematical

foundations and extensions of the theory as it presently exists as a

theory of measurement. The second area of interest is associated with

using this new methodology in a substantive area of psychology where it

might make a significant contribution to both psychological theory and

research methodology. The modeling of mental workload is one such area.

For example, obtaining subjective estimates of mental workload for Air

Force pilots seems critical if we hope to obtain the best design of an

aircraft system for optimal man-machine interaction. Workload is a

variable that seems particularly well-suited for a conjoint measurement

approach because of its multidimensional nature.

Previous research by Reid, Shingledecker, and Eggemeier
2 and others-

,4

indicates that three factors appear to affect perceived workload. These

are the time load, the mental effort load, and the psychological stress

load associated with performing the task. All three of these factors

are difficult to measure independently, yet their joint effects produce

workload situations that can be reliably and meaningfully compared. One

might, of course, use count variables or physical variables as measures

of time, effort, and stress and then use standard statistical procedures

to combine their effects. This is often a useful practice in psychologi-

cal research. It may, however, as Krantz 5 has suggested, be a pointless

effort in some cases to rely solely on these count or physical variables

as operational definitions of a psychological variable. All that one may

have when he/she is done, is merely another measure of the physical or
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count variable. One hopes that this measure is highly correlated with

the psychological variable of interest, although there is no guarantee

that it will be. In this case, little may have been accomplished, since

new measurement has not actually been obtained for the variable. In the

case of workload, for example, it might be much more productive in terms

of enhancing the theory, to use a methodology like conjoint measurement

which could lead to the establishment of the empirical laws and a new

measurement structure for workload that more simply and accurately

describes the concept. A conjoint measurement approach would not force

one to operationally define the time, effort, and stress variables a

priori. Rather, it may be possible to scale each of these variables

along with their joint effects simultaneously.

II. OBJECTIVES

This project had three distinct objectives. The first of these was

to extensively survey the conjoint measurement literature in an attempt

to find the scaling procedures that appear most promising as subjective

scaling techniques in substantive areas like the study of workload as

described above. Due to time constraints for the project, the survey

was limited to the most widely used conjoint techniques, those employing

simple polynomial models like the additive model illustrated in Equation 1.

The second objective was to take the scaling techniques written in

the form of complex computer programs and generalize them so that they

may be used in a wider range of potential applications. In recent years,

there have been a number of significant advancements in conjoint measure-

ment methodology. Advancements in applied research using this methodology

have not kept pace largely because the computer programs that do the con-

joint scaling have not been compared or examined in sufficient detail to

establish meaningful generalizations about their properties as scaling

techniques. Meeting the second objective would make such comparisons

possible.

The final objective was somewhat related to the second in that in

addition to a lack of generalizations about the scaling techniques to aid

applied researchers, there is also a lack of documentation for many of

these programs. There is no single detailed reference that critically
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analyzes and adequately describes conjoint measurement methodology, nor

is there any adequate "users' guide" for researchers who desire to use

these scaling techniques. The third objective was to begin to remedy

the documentation problem by initiating the development of a "manual of

use" for some of the currently available conjoint scaling and testing

computer programs.

III. FOUNDATIONS OF CONJOINT MEASUREMENT

Prior to an introduction to the mathematical foundations of conjoint

measurement it might be useful to review two terms that are generally

differentiated in the literature. First, we define conjoint measurement

as the procedure whereby we specify for a given combination rule, the

conditions under which there exist measurement scales for the dependent

and independent variables, such that the order of the joint effects of

the independent variables in the data are preserved by the numerical

composition rule. We then define conjoint analysis (sometimes referred

to as numerical conjoint measurement) as the procedure whereby the actual

numerical scale values for the joint effects and the levels of the inde-

pendent variables are obtained. Thus, therp are effectively two separate

and independent processes in the conjoint measurement methodology. First,

one attempts to find the appropriate combination rule and then, assuming

the rule is valid, finds numerical functions that "best" fit the order

of the joint effects in the data according to the specified rule.

Although the mathematical foundations of conjoint measurement theory

6
have been established for some time, it was not until Luce and Tukey

Krantz 7 
, and Tverskv I established the sufficient conditions for additive

and polynomial conjoint measurement, that interest in the measurement

tvchnique bogan to increase. Luce and Tukey restricted their initial

discussion to establishing the sufficient conditions for additive con-

joint measurement in two factors. In their discussion of the foundations

of additive conjoint measurement, Luce and Tukey showed that given:

(I) the set A = A1 x A2 , where AI and A2 are non-empty sets,

(2) a binary relation ;, on A1 x A2 (where "k" might be a

relation like "is preferred to", "is larger than", "is

greater in workload than", etc.), and
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(3) if <Al, A2 , > is an empirical relational system that

satisfies the axiom structure of a weak order (i.e., > is'U

connected and transitive), solvability, cancellation, and

the Archimidean property, then,

THEOREM: There exist real-valued functions 0 on A, 01 on Al,

and 02 on A2 such that for all (al, a2) and (bl, b2) in A

(i) (a1 , a2 ) > (bI , b2 ) if 1(al, a > (b, b)
2 1b 2) a1  a2) 2'

(ii) (al, a2) = 41 (a1 ) + c 2 (a2 ),

(iii) if '1 4l" and are any other functions which

satisfy (i) and (ii) above, then there exist real numbers

a > 0, 1, and B2 such that 44 = l + K' 42 = a2 +

and a' = 6L 1  + 2"

It is important to recognize the power inherent in this theorem.

Given four simple axioms that require only ordinal properties in the

data for the binary relation >, we arrive at a theorem which guarantees

the existence of functions , and 42 such that numerical scale values

can be assigned to the stimulus objects in such a way that (1) the order

among objects is preserved, (2) the levels of the factors on which the

stimuli vary combine in an independent and additive fashion, and (3) the

numerical scales have interval properties. Note that in (iii) above one

is free to set the zero point of each scale, but the same unit value is

applied to both l and 2' It will be shown later how some mathematical

psychologists have developed procedures for actually constructing the

scales d, l'tI and 2 on the basis of only the ordinal relationships among

the stimuli in the data set.

We now proceed with a discussion of the three-factor simple polynomial

models that were the foci of this research project. There are four simple

models that we investigated. They are the familiar additive model, the

multiplicative model, the distributive model, and the dual-distribution

model. These can be presented in our notation as:

(al, a2 , a3) = 1(aI ) + 2 (a2 ) + 43 (a3) (2)
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for the additive model,

p (al, a2 , a) = 1 (aa1  2 • 3 (a3 (3)

for the multiplicative model,

(a., a2, a) = 41 (a1 ) •[ 2(a2 ) + p3 (a3)] (4)

for the distributive model, and

(a1 , a a) = l(al) + [4 2 (a 2 ) • 3 (a 3 )] (5)

for the dual-distributive model.

Krantz and Tversky have previously discussed a number of ordinal

properties that are necessary though not sufficient for these four models

to hold. Several will be briefly Summarized and illustrated here. The

intent of this summary is not to present an axiomatization for each of

the four models in Equations 2 - 5, but rather to describe a set of

ordinal properties that may be used as diagnostic tools in differentiating

among the four models as viable composition rules. It is implicit through-

out this discussion that the common empirical situation with the scale

values of the levels of the factors all being positive is assumed.

We begin with the fundamental property of independence which can be

checked separately for each of the three factors. We say that

A is independent of A2 and A3 whenever

(al, a2 , a ) > (b , a 2 , a ) if and only if

(al, b 2 , b 3) > (bl, b 2 , b3). (6)

Thus independence of AI asserts that if a I  b I for some combination of1f
levels of factors A2 and A3 9 then this relation will hold for any other

combination of levels of A2 and A . This property is clearly necessary

for an additive model, as well as each of the other three models in

Equations 3 - 5.
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A second form of independence can also be examined in our three-

factor models. The property, known as joint independence, states that

A1 and A2 are jointly independent of A3 whenever

(a. a a (bl, b2, a) if and only if

(a , a b (bI, b2, b3). (7)

Joint independence of A1 and A2 with respect to A3 indicates that if oae

combination of A1 and A2 is greater than another at a fixed level of A3,

(i.e., (a1 , a2 ) > (bl, b2) at a3 ), then the ordering should be preserved

for any other level of the third factor (b3). It is important to recog-

nize that if joint independence holds for all pairs of factors, then this

implies that independence holds for a single factor. However, if simple

independence holds for all factors, this does not imply that joint inde-

pendence will be satisfied for all pairs of factors.

We can, of course, state two other forms to the joint independence

property for A1 and A3 of A2, and A2 and A of A . If we again restrict

our scale values for all factors to be positive, then it is clear that

joint independence must hold in all three forms for the additive and

multiplicative models. However, for the distributive model of the form

A [A2 + A3] only A2 and A 3 must be jointly independent of A1 .
The third property is one that has already been discussed with

respect to the Luce-Tukey axiomatization for the two-factor additive

model. This is the property usually referred to as double cancellation

or Luce-Tukey cancellation and is stated for factors A1 and A2 as

If (al, b , a 3) (bl, c29 a3) and

(bI , a a (cI b2, a3 ) then,

(al, a a) (cI c a (8)
1 1 3 1c 2 0 a3)

Note that double cancellation requires at least three levels of each of

factors AI and A29 and deals with only two such factors at a time. Hence, it

must h.e satisfied in Equations 2 - 5 when the scale values are all positive.

Up to this point there has not been presented a means of distinguish-

ing between the distributive and dual-distributive models. The final two
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properties attempt to do this. Ile first describe a property known as

distributive cancellation.

Distributive cancellation is satisfied if and only if

whenever

(al, b 2 , a) (di, c 2 , c 3 ),
(b ,, a ( d2 , and(b1, a2 , a3) > (cI d2  c3),an

1 1 2' a)3 te
(dI , d2 , c3) (bl, b2 , a3 then

(a1 , a2 , a) (cI , c2 , c). (9)

It can be shown that this property is a necessary condition for the

distributive model to hold. However, distributive cancellation also

holds in an additive representation. Hence, it is important to note

that while the property can be used to support a distributive represen-

tation, it cannot be used to reject additivity. It is not necessary for

a dual-distributive representation, however, and can be used as a means

to differentiate between these two models.

The final property to be discussed for our three-factor models is

dual-distributive cancellation. Formally, we say that

dual-distributive cancellation is satisfied if and only if

(a (c , d b ) ( ,  (dl, b 2 ,
(a'c 2 , c3) , 1 2' (a1, e e 3 ) , b2  e3)'

1 2'1 2' (3)3,p
(dI, a2, a 3 ) (bl ' e (13)

(dI, c 2 , d 3 ) (cl d 2' n3) , and

(c 1 , C2, e 3 ) (el, b2 ' (3), then

(a ). ) (hip b 2 c) (10)

Dual-distrtbutive cancellation is comparable to distributive cancella-

tion in that it is necessary for both a dual-distributive and additive

representation. Hence, again it cannot be used to reject additivity.

Since it is not necessary for a distributive representation, however, it

can be used as a means of possibly distinguishing between a distributive

and dual-distributive model. Note, however, that this property is extremely

complex. It requires that five antecedent conditions from a 5x 5 x5 desien

be met in order for a test to even be possible. Hience, this property
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suffers from being empirically very difficult to evaluate because of the

size of the design that is required and because of the reduced likelihood

of obtaining tests that meet all five antecedent conditions in the data.

Given this set of conditions it should be possible to evaluate each

of the four polynomial models in Equations 2 - 5 for a set of observations

obtained from a factorial design. In each of the axiom conditions only

ordinal information is required in order to adequately test these proper-

ties. Thus it is sufficient to require each subject to merely present

rank-order estimates to each of the stimulus combinations generated by

combining levels of the factors. As was discussed earlier, in most appli-

cations of conjoint measurement methodology it is the additive represen-

tation with restriction to the positive case that is of interest. However,

even for an additive model as small as 3x3x3, both the testing procedures

for the properties mentioned above and the actual scaling procedure for

obtaining the numerical scale values become extremely impractical without

the aid of a computer-based algorithm. In the next sections we will dis-

cuss several of the computer programs that were documented and generalized

during this project.

IV. AXIONi TESTING PROGRMIS

In order to enhance the use of conjoint scaling techniques as useful

methodological tools, six computer programs were generalized and documented

for applied research situations. A brief description of each of the docu-

mented programs and their potential applications will now follow. We begin

with two programs, CONJOINT (CONJOINT measurement property testing) and

PCJM2 (Polynomial Conjoint Measurement, version 2), which were designed

to help differentiate between the models in Equations 2 - 5.

The first attempt to develop a general diagnostic program for testing

8the conjoint measurement axioms was made by Holt and Wallsten . Their

program, CONJOINT, was designed to test each of the axioms mentioned above

except dual-distributive cancellation. Later, Ullrich and Cummins 9 developed

a program, PC.JM2, to do essentially the same thing as CONJOINT. There are,

however, several differences hetween the programs which make both useful

as diagnostic tools.
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Both CONJOINT and PCJM2 allow one to test for independence among the

factors, although the approach taken by each is somewhat different.

CONJOINT tests for independence of factors by considering them two at a

time. Independence for A1 of A2 would be checked by comparing the rank

order of the cells for the levels of A at each level of A . Similarly,

a check can be made for the independence of A2 at each level of AI . A

Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance (W) is computed in each case to check

for independence. Thus, if independence is satisfied, then the rows

(columns) should all be in the same rank order, yielding W values equal

to 1.0. PCJM2 takes a different approach. This program actually searches

for all possible tests of independence and counts the number of violations

of the axiom. In addition, PCJ12 will show which cells have contributed

to the total number of violations of the axiom.

Comparable procedures to those described above are used to test for

joint independence of a pair of factors from the third (e.g., AXA2 of A3

As with independence, CONJOINT computes the W values; whereas PCJ112 actually

computes the number of violations of the axioms and the cells involved

in violations. One additional feature of CONJOINT not found in PCJM2 is

that a check for sign dependence and joint sign dependence can also be

made.

For the remaining factors the two programs are essentially identical.

Both programs count the number of violations of double cancellation and

distributive cancellation with each factor as the outside factor. Both

will also show, if desired, which data cells were involved in violations.

PCJM2 will also check for dual-distributive cancellation. However, since

a 5x5x5 design is necessary to test the axiom, this feature has limited

practicality.

The remainin'g four programs examined in this project were nonmetric

conjoint scaling techniques designed to fit a given data structure to

either an additive, distributive or dual-distributive model. Since an

additive model can be obtained from a multiplicative model by taking

logarithms, these two models are essentially indistinguishable from a

scaling standpoint. Hence, when we speak of an additive model we are

allowing for the possibility of a multiplicative model as well, if we

restrict tLe levels of our factors to the positive case. The four programs
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to be discussed are NONHEETRG1
0 (NON-METric ReGression), MONANOVA

I I

(M4ONotonic ANalysis of VAriance), DISTRIB 1 2 (DISTRIButive model testing),

and DUALDIST 1 3 (DUAL-DISTributive model testing).

Both NONMETRG and MONANOVA are used to fit data to an additive model

via a nonmetric scaling procedure. Although the mechanism is not the

same in each case, the goal is. In MONANOVA, a monotonic transformation

of the data is found which will lead to estimates of the scale values for

levels of the factors. These scale values are such that when they are

combined via an additive composition rule, their joint effects "best" fit

the original data. Just how the scaling is done will now be sketched.

First, a random or initial configuration (i.e., an initial set of scale

values for the levels of the factors) is generated or read by the program.

After this configuration is suitably normalized, a set of "distances",

d., can be calculated based on the additive rule. The program next uses

a monotone regression subroutine written by Kruskal to create "dispari-

ties", d., which are "modified" distances subject to the constraint that

they are monotonically ordered in the same way as their corresponding raw

data values. Thus only the rank orders of the original data are used,

not the data values themselves. To estimate how well the model is fitting

the data, a goodness-of-fit measure called STRESS is computed. STRESS is

the sum of squared discrepancies between the d. and the d. normalized as

shown in Equation 11 below.

n

S j=l
YI (dj -d)

j=l d

where n is the number of stimuli and d is the mean distance value. If

the model were to fit the data perfectly, then the d. and d. values wouldS 
J

be identical and STRESS would be zero. The higher the STRESS value, the

poorer the fit of the model to the data. Since a random configuration

will usually yield a high STRESS value, a mechanism is needed to find a

configuration that will produce a minimal value of this goodness-of-fit
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measure. Kruskal11 proposed in his nonmetric procedure that the method

of gradients or steepest descent be used to find the configuration that will

minimize STRESS. Based on this mathematical procedure, the MONANOVA

program calculates new d. that will reduce the STRESS. The program3

proceeds in an iterative fashion to do this until either a maximum

number of iterations has been used or no significant improvement in fit

can be obtained. Following the termination of the last iteration, the

final configuration coordinates (i.e., the scale values of the levels of

the factors) are printed as well as a history of the iterative procedure.

From the coordinates the estimated scale values of joint effects of the

factors are then produced according to the additive model.

NONMETRG, although it is a nonmetric procedure, does not directly

attempt to find a monotonic transformation. Tie iterative procedure here

is a one-step pairwise method. An initial random configuration of points

is generated just as with MONANOVA, and distances are then computed

according to the additive rule. The dataare then ranked, and for every

pair of stimuli (i.e., factor combinations) the difference in their ranks,

r. - r., in the data is compared with the difference in the corresponding
1 3

distance values generated from the initial configuration, di - d.. If

these two differences are of the same sign, the distances are in the right

order. If not, the order in the distance is incorrect. The iterative

procedure in this program, then, is based on an attempt to change the con-

figuration of points so as to reduce the number of discrepancies as illus-

trated above. This suggests a measure of goodness-of-fit different from

STRESS. Johnson 1
, in his development of tile NONM'TR procedure defined

the measure as THETA, where,

Y a. (d -di j l

= (12)
Y (di - )2

i~j

where ai = +1 if sign (d i - dj) = sign (r. - r). Thus THETA would be

zero only if the pairwise order of the distances from the configuration

and the ranks in the data are the same across all pairs of stimuli.
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Johnson derived the numerical analysis procedure necessary to minimize

THETA by finding the gradient for the partial derivatives of THETA with

respect to W, (the stimulus configuration). On each iteration the

gradient determines to what extent W will be modified in order to obtain

a better THETA value. As with MONANOVA the iterative procedure is

stopped either when the maximum number of iterations is reached or no

significant improvement in THETA can be obtained.

Upon completion of the last iteration, NONNETRG will print the

history of the iterative procedure, the final THETA value, and a Kendall's

Tau value indicating the rank order correlation between the original data

and the final additive scale values for the stimuli. The configuration

of levels of the factors and the values of all of the additive combinations

of these levels are then printed or punched.

The final two programs included in this project were DISTRIB and

DUALDIST. These two programs attempt to fit a set of data from a factorial

design to a distributive model or dual-distributive model respectively.

Both programs were developed by Emery1 2 ,1 3 as very simple extensions of

Kruskal's MONANOVA program described above. In fact, both programs are

essentially identical in form and in the iterative procedure to MONANOVA

except that the additive model is replaced by a distributive or dual-

distributive model. All input parameters and printed output are compar-

able to MONANOVA. One feature that has been added to both models by

Nygren1 4 is that the program can test all three forms of the models in

one analysis. For example, for the distributive model all of the forms

A(B+C), B(A+C), and C(A+B) can be checked in each set of data.

V. RECO4ENDATIONS

Subjective assessment techniques for scaling the joint effects of

several psychological variables have been of interest to social and

behavioral scientists for many years. In practice, however, the scaling

has been applied to a limited range of interesting situations for several

reasons. First, the theoretical foundations of some procedures (e.g.,

regression analysis) make strong assumptions about distributions or

level of measurement for the response scale. Second, some procedures

were developed as unidimensional scaling techniques. Hence, their value
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as investigat4ive tools in the construction of scales for interesting

multidimensional attributes are minimal. Third, a number of procedures

become very difficult or impractical to administer for even moderate-

size stimulus sets. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the model

that is being fit is usually limited to being a linear combination of

the independent variables.

Conjoint measurement theory as proposed initially by Luce and Tukey

and generalized by Krantz and Tversky offers one means of greatly extending

subjective scaling applications to situations where the dependent variable

or response measure is assumed to be multidimensional in nature. In

addition, necessary conditions for diagnosing some of the interesting

models have been developed. These conditions allow for validating the

.dditive, distributive or dual-distributive models based on only the

ordinal properties inherent in the data. Once the necessary axioms for

a given model have been met in the data, it is possible to use one of the

four iterative scaling programs described above to obtain the scaling

solution.

It is important to emphasize that each of these scaling procedures

are nonmetric. This requirement that the data need only be ordinal is of

great theoretical and practical importance. Perhaps the greatest advantage

of the nonmetric scaling techniques over many other procedures is that

interval-scaled stimulus values can be obtained from this ordinal input.

In practical terms this reduces the subject's task considerably, increases

the ease with which the data can be collected, and expands the possibilities

for ways in which similar data structures can be obtained and compared.

Despite these advantages to conjoint measurement methodology, inter-

esting applications in the psychological literature have been few. This

is primarily due to a concern stated earlier which became an objective

of the present research. Systematic research on and documentation of the

six conjoint scaling programs cited above and related techniques has lagged
14

far behind theoretical developments. The manual of use, CPSCAL , which

has been developed during this project will begin to establish the neces-

sary documentation of the programs. However, further research efforts

are needed to enhance the usefulness of this technique.
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There are several areas in which I propose to continue this research

effort. First, the axiom testing programs CONJOINT and PCJM2, while

clearly necessary for a systematic research effort aimed at analysis of

the simple polynomial models in Equations 2 - 5 as possible descriptive

models of subjective judgment, are not foolproof procedures. That is,

they cannot distinguish among possible models which might fit a set of

data 100% of the time. Indeed, their discriminability has never been

systematically evaluated except in situations where unrealistic error-

free data sets have been generated.

Further research in this area of axiom testing would entail two

related directions. One endeavor would be to appropriately test the

power of the axioms for discriminating among the models under different

conditions. That is, it may be possible to determinc such things as the

optimal number of levels to include in an experimental design when a

certain model is expected or the minimal number of replications of a

judgment needed to establish reliable estimates of the rank order among

the cells. This research would have both theoretical and practical impli-

cations. The other related direction of research in this area would be

to attempt to develop other ordinal properties or variations of the

existing properties which might prove to be better (i.e., more powerful)

diagnostic tools in applied research.

A second area of continued research would entail the expansion of

conjoint measurement methodology beyond simple three-factor models. This

might entail examining two or three-factor models that include potential

interaction effects among the factors or the examination of four-factor

models and their associated properties. Both of these developments would

have potential for expanding the applicability of conjoint measurement

methodology as a subjective assessment technique.
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EVALUATION OF NASTRAN TO PREDICT THE DYNAMIC

RESPONSE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE

By

William W. Payne, Jr.

ABSTRACT

This report evaluates the ability of the finite element program NASTRAN to

analyze reinforced concrete structures under dynamic loads. Experimental data

from a quarter scale model test of an underground shelter was used to validate

the computer projections.

NASTRAN is a general purpose structural analysis program containing

several types of finite elements and several displacement analysis approaches.

For this study five different computer models of reinforced concrete were

used. The models were composed of the following elements:

1. Plate membrane elements.

2. Plate membrane and rod elements.

3. Plate bending elements.

4. Plate bending-membrane elements.

5. Plate bending-membrane and beam elements.

Static Analysis and Transient Analysis Approaches were used to evaluate the

computer model.

Favorable results were obtained for the plate membrane and rod element

model using the Transient Analysis Approach. Strain in the reinforcing rods,

time to maximum strain, and time to return to zero strain were used to compare

the experimental data to the computer predictions.
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I . INTRODUCTION

The United States Air Force is investigating ways of predicting the

response of reinforced concrete in hardened structures due to blast (dynamic)

loads. The dynamic loads are caused by the nearby explosion of conventional

(non-nuclear) weapons. Current generation hardened structures are reinforced

concrete construction, covered with layer(s) of soil, rock rubble, and/or a

burster slab. The structures have boxy shapes with heavily reinforced

concrete walls, floors, and roofs.

The Air Force hopes to reduce the costs of construction by improving the

analysis and design techniques. Substantial savings can be made by reducing

the amount of steel required in the shelters.

Present design and analysis procedures use "limit state" theory to deter-

mine the ultimate strength of the structure and idealize the structure as a

single degree of freedom system to predict the required resistance. These

assumptions neglect the interaction between the structural components such as

between the roof and the supporting walls. Finite element techniques offer

the best means of modeling the structural interaction between components and

predicting the capacity of each component.

Commonly available structural analysis programs are not strictly appli-

cable to this problem. Most programs do not contain nonlinear material behav-

ior and provisions for soil elements, concrete-soil interaction, or steel-

concrete interaction. The few programs that address these areas are designed

for nuclear weapons where the loading has a long duration shock front.

Conventional weapons have a short duration pressure wave that decreases

rapidly with distance fcom the detonation.
1

Many investigations are being conducted attempting to accurately model

reinforced concrete for use in finite element programs. Investigators are

developing models of the concrete that will exhibit the nonlinear stress-

strain behavior and the low tensile strength that result in cracking and loss
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of stiffness in the reinforced concrete. More sophisticated models are

including strain-rate effects and load histories so that repeated detonations

can be modeled. 5  Present design criteria for hardened structures does not

call tor repeated explosions due to Conventional weapons.

Besides the modeling problems of concrete, the interaction between the

reinforcing steel and concrete is not completely understood. An accurate

reinforced concrete element must model the bond stress and friction from

interlocking between the deformed reinforcing bars and the concrete.

IIntil a complete reinforced concrete model is developed, analysis tech-

niques will be able to predict failure mechanisms related to the response of

the complete structure only. For those explosions where the structure can

respond as a unit, developing bending and membrane forces, finite element

methods can model the response with sufficient accuracy. Structural response

where the pressures are high enough to cause failure of a localized area can

not be modeled.1

II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project was to determine if the finite element

program NASTRAN is a useful tool in modeling the response of hardened rein-

forced concrete structures. The accuracy of the finite element model was of

primary importance and results from tests on a quarter scale model of an

underground structure were used to evalute the computer predictions. The

utility of the program was also judged on the usefulness of the output and the

ease of input.

A secondary objective was to develop an understanding of the full capabil-

ities of NASTRAN and to relate them to the problems associated with modeling

reinforced concrete. This would allow identification of areas in NASTRAN that

could be changed in order to improve its ability to model reinforced concrete.
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III. FINITE ELEMENT MODELS AND RESULTS

Introduction

NASTRAN (NASA STRuctural ANalysis) was developed to aid in the linear

analysis of structures for the loading conditions associated with flight.

Different static and dynamic analysis approaches are available and limited

nonlinear capability is included. Nonlinear behavior may arise from changes

in geometric shape or material properties.

To evaluate NASTRAN different finite element models of a quarter scale

underground shelter were constructed and used in different static and dynamic

analysis approaches. The finite element models were representative of the

element types available in NASTRAN and were not intended to be sophisticated

models of reinforced concrete, since an accurate reinforced concrete element

does not exist. The models used were a combination of rod and plate elements

in which the rods represented the reinforcing steel and the plates represented

the concrete and a plate element alone that modeled both the steel and

concrete.

The models were used in different analysis approaches and the predictions

compared to the recorded data from the actual test. The computer projections

were output in numerical and graphical form and the usefulness of the output

evaluated. Because of the limited experimental data, the model predictions

for maximum strain at specific locations of reinforcing steel, time to that

maximum strain, and time to return to zero strain were used to judge the

accuracy of the model.

The points used for evaluation were located on the top layer of rein-

forcing steel at the middle of the roof span and at the face of the interior

wall (see Figure 7). The gage points are der.oted by ET4 and ET5 for Test I

and by ET2 and Eu3 for Test 2. These points had the best experimental records

for both Test I and rest 2.
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A better measure of the accuracy of the model would have been deflections

rather than strains. However, deflection data was unavailable. For the model

composed of plates only, strain output from NASTRAN was not possible and some

bias was introduced when converting deflections to strain.

The finite element models were used in two displacement analysis

approaches, static and transient. The static approach used the static

"equivalent" uniform loads provided in Reference 4. No mass effects are con-

sidered in static analysis. This analysis was used to develop a resistance-

deflection function for each finite element model.

The transient analysis used a linear representation of the load history

taken from the pressure-time traces in Reference 4. A grid point was placed

at each pressure gage location (see Figure 7) for each finite element model.

The loads could be applied directly to each grid point by assuming the

pressure was uniformly distributed over one half the element length in both

directions. The loads were stopped at the face of each wall.

Because the transient approach is a dynamic analysis, structural damping

and nonstructural mass effects of the covering soil and burster slab can be

included using NASTRAN. For this investigation, they were omitted except for

the model composed of plate membrane and rod finite elements. Varying amounts

of damping and nonstructural mass were added t3 the model in order to determine

their effects. Damping and nonstructural mass were applied independently of

each other.

No rational way of predicting the amount of structural damping is avail-

able, so the amounts used were chosen in an attempt to fine-tune the model.

The denominator in the damping coefficient fraction is the second natural fre-

quency from an eigenvalue analysis and the numerator was chosen to improve

model response. A convenient way of converting this damping to percentage of

critical damping was not found.

Some of the mass above the shelter roof acts with the roof and therefore

affects the mass terms in tahe dynamic equilibrium equation. The nonstructural
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mass of the concrete burster slab plus the covering soil and the nonstructural

mass of the soil only was placed on the roof of the model. Since, no way of

determining how much nonstructural mass acts with the shelter, these two

amounts seem to be the logical choices.

The effects of damping and nonstructrual mass were added to the Transient

Analysis Approach on a model that included nonlinear loads. All NASTRAN dyna-

mic approaches assume linear material properties. As the stress in the

concrete increases, the concrete cracks in the tension zone and responds non-

linearly in the compression zone. Presently, the only way of inducing non-

linear behavior in the NASTRAN dynamic approaches is by including loads

triggered by the displacements and/or velocities of grid points.

To represent the loss of stiffness in a reinforced concrete member due

to cracking; nonlinear loads based on the resistance deflection function

were applied in the direction of the blast loading. The load was equal to

the difference between the NASTRAN elastic prediction (static analysis) for

the resistance-deflection function and the resistance-deflection function as

described in Reference 10. A detailed description of the resistance-deflec-

tion function is in Appendix 4.

The additional load used was assumed to start at the deflection where

the finite element model strength and the ultimate moment strength from

Reference 10 coincided. The load increased linearly to the maximum deflec-

tion of the shelter. This neglected the portion of the resistance-deflection

function where the finite element model underestimated the flexural strength

of the reinforced concrete structure.

The finite element models require certain geometric and material

properties. Table 13, Appendix 3 contains the section properties of the

quarter scale model. The table is repeated here for convenience.
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Structural Clear Thickness Flexural Steel

Element Span Depth Area

(in) (in) (in) (in 2 )

Roof 48 9 8 1.32 each face

Exterior Wall 48 9 8 1.32 each face

Interior Wall 48 6 *5 *0.66 each face

Floor 48 6 *5 *0.82 each face

* Assumed Values

The materials properties used for the concrete were:

E = 4.25 X 106 psi

G = 1.77 X 106 psi

Poisson's Ratio = 0.2

For the steel, the following material properties were used:

E = 29.0 X 106 psi

G = 11.2 X 10 6 psi

Poisson's Ratio = 0.3

In Appendices 1 and 2 are brief discussions of the NASTRAN analysis

approaches and finite elements. The discussions deal only with those parts

of the approaches and elements that are applicable to modeling reinforced con-

crete under blast loadings. More detailed information is available in refer-

ences 12 and 13. Appendix 3 contains a description of the quarter scale

model.

Plate Membrane Model

The initial model was composed of plate membrane elements (QDMEM2) repre-

senting both the steel and the concrete. The model was formed by passing two
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parallel planes a unit distance apart through the cross section of the shelter.

(See Figure 1) The nodes of each element were on the outer most concrete

fiber, one-half the way between the planes. No attempt was made to model the

reinforcing steel and the concrete material properties were used for all

elements.

For this element, output of strain at the location of the reinforcing steel

was not available. The difference in the horizontal displacements were con-

verted to strain by dividing by the length of the elements. This was the

strain on the outermost top and bottom concrete fibers. By assuming plane

sections remain plane, these strains were converted to strain at the location

of the reinforcing steel by using similar triangles. Since the grid mesh is

very course, this strain was a crude average. In the Transient Analysis

Approach, the time to maximum strain and the time to return to zero strain

were assumed to occur at the time to maximum horizontal displacement and at

the time to return to zero horizontal displacement, respectively.

The results from this model are in Tables I and 2. The maximum strain in

the static and transient approaches is too small, particularly near the

interior wall, and the time to zero strain is much too short for the transient

approach. Nonlinear loads increase the strains and the time to return to zero

strain; however, the loads did not improve the overall accuracy of the model.

The results from this model do not indicate membrane elements alone could

successfully model a reinforced concrete shelter under blast loads. The

structure has a thick roof with very short spans, so that inplane forces are

predominant. If membrane elements alone could model a hardened shelter, they

should work for this particular structure. As the vertical deflections

increase or as the span of the roof lengthens, bending will become more impor-

tant and the membrane model shou'd become worse.

Plate Membrane and Rod Model

To improve the representation of reinforced concrete, rod elements (ROD)

with linear steel properties were added to the membrane finite elements. The
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nodes for the membrane and rod elements were moved to the location of the

reinforcing bars. An advantage of this model over the plate membrane model

alone, is that although many new elements were added, the solution times

should not be substantially increased because no additional nodes were added.

The membrane elements represent the concrete between the top and bottom

reinforcement. This neglects the concrete in compression outside the steel

bars; however, includes the portion of the concrete in tension between the

reinforcing steel layers.

This model worked very well up to the maximum strain using a transient

analysis approach (see Tables 3 and 4). The percentage difference for the

maximum strain and the time to maximum strain were small enough to be con-

sidered negligible. Even when the most sophisticated methods are used to

determine material properties, the coefficient of variation for deflection

predictions is in the order of 15 to 20 percent. 3 For this case, the worse

percentage difference (31 percent) should be considered excellent.

Since the results for Test I loads were so good, this model was used with

the loads from Test 2. Results were excellent except for the maximum strain

at the middle of the roof span (Table 8, gage ET2). The experimental results

for the this gage are questionable. Normally, the first plastic hinge would

form at this point and this section would have the largest strain in the roof.

Therefore, the computer model is probably more accurate than Table 8 shows.

Nonlinear loads decreased the accuracy of the model by increasing the

maximum strain and the time to maximum strain too much. The time to zero

strain was improved.

The effects of nonstructural mass were investigated using this model and

the results are in Tables 3 and 4. The amount of strain was greatly reduced

and the response time of the structure increased. Even with only the weight

of the soil applied to the roof, the model was much too stiff and slow to

respond. A small amount of nonstructural mass could improve the response of

the model; however, a rational way of determining the nonstructural mass is

not available.
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This model was also used to test the effects of structural damping. The

results are shown in Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8. As the structural damping

increased, the maximum strain and the time to maximum strain decreased, and

the time to return to zero strain increased. Even though the amount of

damping was chosen in an attempt to fine-tune the model, the results were no

better than in the transient approach without nonlinear loads.

This model works particuarly well up to the point of maximum strain.

Beyond that time the model responds too quickly. By including the the proper

amount of structural damping and nonstructural mass the model response could

be improved for a longer time period.

Plate Bending Model

A model was made of the shelter using plate bending elements (QDPLT) only.

The model is formed by passing two parallel planes 12 inches apart through the

shelter cross section, and the nodes of the elements are on the middle surface

of the walls, roof, and floor (see Figure 2). The material properties used

were for concrete. Bigg's moment of inertia for a cracked reinforced concrete

section was used for the bending stiffness and the distance from the compres-

sion face to the centroid to the tension steel was used as the transverse

shear thickness.
2

The model was used in a static analysis approach only, because the ele-

ments require unrealistic boundary conditions. A plate bending element cannot

resist inplane forces, so to be used as an element in a wall the vertical

deflection of the wall must be completely constrained. Other finite elements

do not require such restrictive boundary conditions and are more useful. This

element may be employed as a roof element when used in combination with other

element types. The roof should have a large span-to-depth ratio.

Plate Bending-Membrane Model

By using an element that can develop inplane forces, realistic boundary

conditions can be used. A model using plate bending-membrane finite elements
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(QUADI) was constructed in the same manner as for the plate bending model.

Since the reinforcing steel was not being modeled, concrete material proper-

ties were used. Bigg's moment of inertia was used for bending stiffness, the

distance from the compression fact to the centroid of the tension steel was

used for the transverse shear thickness, and the total concrete thickness was

used for the membrane shear thickness.
2

For the accuracy required to analyze or design a shelter, the plate

bending membrane model requires approximately the same number of nodes as a

plate membrane element model. Because of the gross mesh size used in this

project, extra nodes had to be added for the plate bending-membrane model.

The stresses in each element are an average of the stresses within the

element. This caused the element at the face of the interior wall to have

small tensile strains rather than the large compression strains expected.

Placing a small element at the face of the wall (see Figure 2) corrected this

problem.

Tables 9 and 10 contain the results from the Static and Transient Analysis

Approaches. The model is too flexible, does not reach the maximum strain soon

enough, and returns to zero strain too quickly. Nonlinear loads worsen the

predictions as would be expected for an overly flexible model.

A model composed of plate bending-membrane elements alone did not exhibit

the kinds of characteristics necessary to model reinforced concrete. The

flexibility of the model depends on the designer's choice for a moment of

inertia. Also, input values for the transverse shear and membrane shear

thickness are debatable. A better finite element model would have fewer and

less critical choices.

Plate Bending - Membrane and Beam Model

By adding a beam (BAR) element to the bending-membrane model the impor-

tance of the value of the moment of inertia is reduced. The plate element was

used to represent the concrete and was given concrete material properties.
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The bending stiffness was the moment of inertia of the concrete between the

center of gravity of the total section and the top layer of steel about the

center of gravity of the total section (neglects concrete outside the steel

layer). The transverse shear thickness was the distance from the compression

face to the centroid of the tension steel and the membrame shear thickness was

the distance between the steel layers.

Two beam elements were offset the proper distance in each direction, on

each side of the middle surface of the plate. By releasing the the proper

constraints only axial extension of each beam was allowed and bending was

eliminated. Each beam had a cross-sectional area equal to one-half the rein-

forcing steel area in each layer and each element had the standard steel

material properties.

The results from this model are in Tables 11 and 12. The model works well

in a Transient Analysis Approach, without nonlinear loads. Good results are

obtained at the mid-span of the roof; where bending forces predominate.

Applying nonlinear loads increased the maximum strain and increased the time

to maximum strain; however, did not improve the overall accuracy of the model.

Near the interior support the model was too stiff even with nonlinear loads

applied. As with all models this one returned to zero strain much too

quickly.

The plate bending-membrane and beam model was the second most accurate

model in this investigation. Indications are the model would be more accurate

for longer span, thinner roof sections. The depth to span ratio of 3/16 is

not small deflection plate theory and this model may be more applicable to

full size structures.1 The input requirements for this model are large

because of the large number of elements; therefore, significant gains in

accuracy would have to be achieved before this would be the model of choice.

Conclusions

The finite element program NASTRAN can be an extremely useful tool for

analysing and designing hardened reinforced concrete shelters. When using a
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finite element model composed of plate membrane elements (QDMEM2) and rod ele-

ments (ROD) the structure is correctly modeled up to the maximum strain at the

roof span center line and near interior support. Since the strains are

accurately modeled it is reasonable to assume deflection are also successfully

predicted.

Element stresses will not be correct because a linear stress-strain rela-

tionship is used by NASTRAN. Element forces are determined directly from the

element displacement matrix and will be as accurate as the displacements.

Deflection predictions of reinforced concrete members tradionally have a large

degree of uncertainty and a prediction within 20% of the true deflection

should be considered excellent. 3 The large prediction error is related to

material property and construction practices, so reductions in the size of the

error can not be made by improving the mathematical modeling techniques.

Better modeling techniques will help improve the deflection predictions

for repeated explosions, for pressures high enough to cause localized

failures, and for time intervals that exceed the time to maximum strain. In

particular, better techniques are needed in order to predict permanent set of

a hardened structure. The areas that need improvement are in the finite ele-

ment representation of reinforced concrete, the amount and type of structural

damping in hardened structures and the amount of covering material that acts

as nonstructural mass on the roof.

When dynamic analysis of a hardened stucture is conducted huge amounts of

output data are generated. By far the most functional form of output is

graphical. Numerical output inundates the engineer with data and does not

provide a feeling for how the stucture is responding. The graphical capabili-

ties of NASTRAN are a tremendous advantage. Undeformed plots (see Figures 1

and 2) and deformed plots (see Figures 3 and 4) may be made separately or

superimposed. Plots of elements stresses, strains and forces versus time (see

Figure 5) and plots of grid point deflections, velocities, and accelerations

versus time (see Figure 6) are available. Input loads versus time also can be

plotted.13
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Input for NASTRAN is tedious at best. A large number of cards must be

punched for small problems and the number increases quickly as the number of

elements increase. The format of the input cards is rigid, with input data

restricted to certain fields. Where interactive computer service is avail-

able, input data could be written to disk as card images and properly formated

by simple user written programs. This relieves some of the monotony of

inputing data but would not reduce the number of characters input.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Results from the analyses performed during this project indicate NASTRAN

in its present form is useful in analysing hardened reinforced concrete shel-

ters up to the time of maximum strain. The test used in this project had a

limited amount of useful data and more validation runs of NASTRAN should be

made before the program is used for design of hardened structures. The test

data needed for the validation run are:

(1) blast pressures on the surface of the reinforced concrete

member(s).

(2) deflections and velocity of regularly spaced points on the outer

surfaces of the reinforced concrete member(s).

(3) strains at selected points on the tension and compression steel.

The boundary conditions on the test specimen should be instrumented so that

any support movement can be determined and used in the analytic model. Any

strain gage used on a concrete surface should use at least three inches long

to eliminate bias from cracks and coarse aggregates.

The ability of NASTRAN to model reinforced concrete can be improved by

adding nonlinear material behavior to the dynamic analysis approach.

Nonlinear material behavior is available in a static approach (Piecewise

Linear Analysis) and could be added to the dynamic approaches by changing the

rigid formats.
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To accurately predict structural response beyond the maximum strain, basic

research into the nature of structural damping and nonstructural mass must be

conducted. The limited analytic study in this project showed the computer

model to be very sensitive to changes in nonstructural mass and structural

damping. The surrounding and covering soil layers (including burster slab)

act with the shelter as nonstructural mass and add structural damping. Since

both phenomena are related, a nondimenional model study may be able to develop

rational methods of determining stuctural damping and nonstructural mass for

the specific configuration of a hardened structure.
9

Intensive work is being done developing a reinforced concrete finite ele-

ment and a good element should be available at any time. 5 Most work is being

done to model nuclear explosions and the finite element will have to be

changed to properly model reinforced concrete subjected to a conventional

weapon explosion. Whenever the model becomes available, it should be added to

NASTRAN to improve its ability to predict the response of reinforced concrete

structures.

The new element will contain strain/rate (or stress/rate) effects on

material properties. Most of the data available on strain/rate effects is 23

years old or older and contains some questionable data. However, the infor-

mation indicates gains in ultimate concrete strength are in the range 50 to

100%. 6 , 7 An investigation into the strain/rate effect is needed and should

lead to substantial cost savings in reinforced concrete shelters.

Investigation into the use of other general purpose finite elements

programs should continue. Emphasis should be given to those programs that

contain dynamic analysis capabilities that include structural damping and

nonstructural mass. The programs should be able to be altered to take new

finite elements. A most important consideration is the ability to generate

graphical output. Lack of graphical output would seriously affect the pro-

gram's ability for practical use.
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VI. APPENDICES

I) Displacement Approach Rigid Formats

Introduction

The NASTRAN (NASA STRuctural ANalysis) Computer Program is a general pur-

pose structural analysis program intended for a wide range of applications.

To meet this requirement NASTRAN contains different finite elements to repre-

sent common construction members and allows these elements to be combined to

model more sophisticated construction materials. NASTRAN currently provides

15 different methods to determine displacements of a structure. Each method

is referred to as a Displacement Approach Rigid Format and the user chooses

the rigid format depending on the type of analysis required.
1 5

To improve the generality of NASTRAN the program is divided into sub-

programs or modules that can be called independently of each other. A rigid

format is a permanently stored sequence of subprograms calls which produce a

particular kind of structural analysis. The user may alter the sequence of

calls or develop a new sequence for unusual analysis problems.
1 3

One of the subprograms available for use with any rigid format is the Plot

Module. The plotting routines allow plotting of specific input and output

data on a SC-4020 plotter, an Electronic Association Incorporated plotter, and

most Calcomp plotters. Also a user may write his own plotter routines for use

with NASTRAN.
1 3

Some rigid formats yield large amounts of numerical output. Output in

graphical form gives the engineer a better feeling for the response of the

structure. Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are samples of the type of output

available through the NASTRAN Plot Module. Undeformed structural plots aid

in the detection of input errors in grid point coordinates and element con-

nections.
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For this investigation two rigid formats were used, Static and Transient.

Also two other rigid formats, Piecewise Linear and Differential Stiffness may

be useful. The remainder of this appendix is a brief discussion of those

rigid formats, emphasizing the portions of those formats that are useful in

analyzing hardened structures.

Static Displacement Approach Rigid Format

The Static Analysis Rigid Format is used to determine deformation,

stresses, etc, due to very slowly applied loads. This rigid format is a good

starting point in any analysis because the designer can check for input errors

in the finite element model and for conceptual errors in the choice of ele-

ments and boundary conditions.

The loads may be concentrated at grid points, uniformly distributed over

two dimensional finite elements and generated internally as body forces due to

gravity. NASTRAN will compute the gravity loads from the mass matrix if the

gravity acceleration vector is input. The mass matrix is composed of the ele-

ment mass and any nonstructural mass applied to the element, for example, soil

above an underground structure. 1 2 Different load factors may be applied to

each load to aid in "limit state" design.

Solving the set of simultaneous equations generated by the finite element

method uses large amounts of computer resources. The Static Analysis Rigid

Format is set up to analyze the structure for different loading combinations

and/or different boundary conditions without resolving the set of simultaneous

equations. Each loading combination and each new set of boundary conditions

is called a subcase.

Transient Approach Rigid Format

To solve structural dynamic problems the Transient Approach Rigid Format

is used. This approach assembles the structural stiffness, mass, and damping

matrices; generates time history load tables; and solves the diffenential
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equations by a form of the Newmark Beta Method. The stiffiness, mass, and

damping matrices may be assembled by NASTRAN and/or directly input by the

user.12

Because of the large number of load entries required for even a moderate

size problem, NASTRAN provides four different functions, three linear func-

tions and one power function, to input dynamic loads. In addition to those

loads NASTRAN can generate nonlinear loads triggered by the deflections and/or

velocities of grid points. 1 2 Nonlinear loads provide a means of modeling

nonlinear material behavior.

Mass matrices are generated by either the Lumped Mass or Coupled Mass

Methods. Some individual elements have restrictions on the method of mass

matrix generation allowed. Also masses may be assigned directly to grid

points.
1 2

The Lumped Mass Method distributes the structural mass and nonstructural

mass evenly between the nodes of the element. This yields a simplier model

because there is no inertia coupling between grid points. In most cases the

Lumped Mass Method will result in natural frequencies below the true value.
1 2

The Coupled Mass Method, sometimes called "Consistent" Mass Method, yields

an inertia coupling between grid points, i.e., the inertia properties of a

grid point affect the inertia properies of adjacent grid points. The element

mass matrix is dependent on the elastic properties of the element. This

method normally yields natural frequencies above the exact results.
1 2

The damping matrix is the sum of direct input damping coefficients from

viscous damping elements, a percentage of the sturcture stiffness matrix, and

a percentage of any/all element stiffness matrices. The user specifies the

appropriate constants for NASTRAN to compute the damping matrix. If the input

data is not specified, structural damping is neglected. Normally structural

damping is expressed as a percentage of the critical damping.2 NASTRAN does

not contain a convenient way of expressing damping in this manner.
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For this rigid format graphical output is particularly useful. Plots of

element stresses and forces versus time, and grid point deflections and

velocities versus time are available. Also deformed and undeformed structure

plots are available in three dimensions.

Piecewise Linear Approach Rigid Format

Piecewise Linear Analysis is used to solve problems involving material

plasticity. This rigid format is presently restricted to statically applied

loads. Since the loads cannot be varied with time it is not applicable to the

analysis of hardened structures in its present form and was not included in

this investigation.

For the Piecewise Linear Approach the user specifies a material stress-

strain table and the amount of load to be applied in each increment. The

rigid format proceedes to determine the displacements and strain using the

first load increment and the user specified elastic material properties (not

the user provided stress-strain table). NASTRAN then uses extrapolation to

determine the strain expected in the next load increment. With this projected

strain a linear approximation for the modulus of elasticity for each element

is calculated from the stress-strain table. A new stiffness matrix is assem-

bled and the deflections and strains for the next load increment are deter-

mined. Deflections and strains are accumulated after each load increment.

The rigid format repeats the sequence beginning with the extrapolation to

estimate the next strain and continues until the total load has been applied.
1 2

Solving the simultaneous equations for each load increment requires huge

amounts of computer resources. Choosing too many steps uses an unnecessary

amount of computer resources; however, too few steps will make the solution

inaccurate.

Piecewise Linear Analysis also generates large amounts of output data.

The plotting capabilities of the plot modules provide output in a more useful

form.
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Differential Stiffiness Approach Rigid Format

In some structural problems deformations occur that adversely affect the

structures ability to carry the loads. In the design of tall steel buildings

this is referred to as the P-Delta effect.

This rigid format introduces nonlinearity into the analysis caused by

large deflections. The NASTRAN approach is an approximate analysis and may

not be applicable to a particular problem, so that the use of this rigid for-

mat must be carefully reviewed. One important limitation is the applied loads

remain fixed in direction and magnitude during the movement of the structure. 12

In some hardened structures this rigid format may prove useful; however,

when reinforced concrete is the construction material failure of the concrete

will occur before the deflections affect the structural capacity.16 The

Differential Stiffness Approach Rigid Format was not investigated in this

report.

2) NASTRAN Finite Elements

Introduction

Only a few of the available finite elements were used in this investiga-

tion. This appendices list those elements and contains a brief description of

the important element properties.

Plate Membrane Element

The NASTRAN plate membrane elements were developed by constructing the

expression for strain energy using a linear variation in the inplane displace-

ments. The basic element is triangular (TRMEM) and use is to form other

quadrilateral elements. The quadrilateral elements are formed by either over-

lapping four triangular elements (QDMEM) or by connecting four triangular ele-

ments (QDMEM2) at the center point of the quadrilateral.
12
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The material properties for the elements may be anisotropic; however, only

isotropic material was used in this investigation. 14  For an isotropic

material two of three material constants, modulus of elasticity, shear

modulus, or Poisson's ratio must be specified.

The Lumped Mass Method for transferring structural and nonstructural mass

to adjacent grid points is the only method available for membrane elements.

The mass matrix and inplane stiffness for the elements are found by assigning

one half the thickness of the quadrilateral element to each triangular ele-

ment. Although the Coupled Mass Method cannot be used for structural models

with membrane stiffness only, the method may be specified for elements with

both bending and membrane stiffness. The terms in the mass matrix which

correspond to inplane motions are computed by the Lumped Mass Method and the

other mass terms will be computed by the Coupled Mass Method.
1 2

The strains within this element are constant because the deflections were

assumed to be linear, so the stresses are an average within each element. The

state of stress for a nonoverlapping element is the average stress in the four

triangular elements. A "shear flow" is calculated for the sides of each

element. The "shear flow" is the change in the inplane force along the side

divided by the length of the side.
1 2

Rod Element

The rod element (ROD) developed for NASTRAN includes extensional and

torsional properties only and is based on a linear deformation function. The

elements are straight, loaded at the ends only, and have uniform geometric and

material properties. The strains are constant for the element because of the

linear deformation functions and the stresses are on average for the

element.12

For dynamic analysis approaches the structural and nonstructural mass

associated with each rod may be transferred to the adjacent grid points by the

Lumped Mass or Coupled Mass Methods. For this element the coupled mass matrix
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is the average of the pure lumped mass and the pure coupled mass matrices.

This yields a much smaller error in the natural frequency than either the

Lumped Mass or Coupled Mass Methods alone.
12

Plate Bending Element

The basic NASTRAN plate bending element (TRPLT) is a triangle with three

degrees of freedom, one translational and two rotational, at each node. The

out-of-plane deflection is assumed to be the following incomplete third degree

function.
1 2

w = ax + by + cx
2 + dxy + ey

2 + fx3 + gxy
2 + hy3

The x2 y term is omitted because there are only eight indepedent defor-

mations in the triangular element, and only eight constants can be determined

in the out-of-plane deflection field. This displacement does not guarantee

slope continuity on the edges of adjacent elements; however, elements which

have slope continuity do not necessarily give better results.
8

The plate bending element may be an anisotropic material and the user can

specify material properties with respect any axis orientation. The program

will rotate the properties into the proper coordinate system. As with the

plate membrane element, two of the three material constants must be speci-

fied.
13

The element may be assumed rigid in transverse shear. This decreases the

magnitude of the element stiffness terms by an amount equal to the transverse

shear stiffness.12 In beam elements transverse shear stiffness is normally

omitted because of its small size. In hardened structures transverse shear

stiffness is important because of the thickness of the construction and should

not be neglected.

The internal forces are determined at the center of gravity of the tri-

angular element. A linear variation of strain through the thickness of the
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plate is assumed, so stresses may be determined at any distance from the

middle surface.
1 2

The Lumped Mass and Coupled Mass Methods are available to create mass

matrices for plate bending elements. The Lumped Mass Method places one third

of the element mass at each node. In the Coupled Mass Method, the mass matrix

of each element is calculated assuming a uniform mass density within the

element. Thus the mass matrix is dependent on the bending properties of the

plate element.
1 2

A quadrilateral plate bending element (QDPLT) is formed by overlapping

four triangular bending elements. The bending stiffness of each triangular

element is one half the bending stiffness of the quadrilateral element. The

mass matrix is formed by treating the quadrilateral as four triangular ele-

ments. The stresses are the average of the stresses in each triangular ele-

ment.12

Plate Bending-Membrane Element

Small deflection theory for plates leads to independence between membrane

(inplane) forces and bending (out-of-plane) forces.'' NASTRAN forms a plate

bending-membrane element by overlapping the quadrilateral membrane element,

QDMEM (composed of four overlapping triangular elements), and the bending

quadrilateral, QDPLT (composed of four overlapping elements). Two plate-

bending membrane elements are formed; QUADI in which the different material

properties may be specified for bending, membrane and transverse shear, and

QUAD2 which assumes a solid homogeneous cross section.
1 3

The mass matrices may be formed by using the Lumped Mass or Coupled Mass

Method for the bending stiffness. The Lumped Mass Method will be used for the

membrane stiffness.
1 2

Element stresses are available at any location away from the middle sur-

face. Also bending stresses of the plate combined with the membrane stresses

are available.
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Beam Elements

The beam element (BAR) is derived assuming a straight beam loaded only at

the ends and having uniform geometric and material properties along its

length. The directions of the principle axis may be selected by the user and

the ends of the beam element may be offset from the grid point to which the

beam is attached. The connection between the beam end and the corresponding

grid point may be released for any degree of freedom provided one degree of

freedom remains.
1 2

The stiffness matrix includes extensional, torsional, and bending in two

planes. The bending stiffness also include a contribution due to transverse

shear.
12

Internal forces and moments are computed on the ends of the element.

Stresses at each end due to bending at users specified points may be deter-

mined along with the average axial stress and the maximum and minimum exten-

sional stresses.
1 2

Lumped Mass and Coupled Mass Methods are available to transfer structural

and nonstructural mass to the adjacent grid points. The center of gravity is

assumed to lie on the elastic axis and the inertia affects due to offset ends

of beams are neglected. The Coupled Mass Method does not include the effect

of transverse shear on the mass matrix.
12

3) Quarter Scale Underground Shelter Test

The data used to judge the finite element models came from a one quarter

scale model test of an underground shelter (see Reference 4). The tests were

conducted in order to verify procedures for predicting shelter response and

shelter loading caused by an explosion on a covering burster slab (see Figure

7). In all 14 tests were run and a large amount of data were collected. For

this investigation only the interface stresses from pressure gages on the top

of the roof and the strain in the reinforcing steel from Test I and Test 2
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were used. A more detailed report on the test is being prepared and only pre-

liminary data was available for this analysis.

Generally the pressure gages functioned well for both test and provided

the loads for the finite element model. A typical pressure time curve is

shown in Figure 8. The gage at the face of the exterior wall failed in Test 1

and the pressure from the gage at the face of the interior wall was substi-

tuted (see Figure 7).

The strain gage data was spotty because many gages failed under the high

strain rates. Good strain data was available from Test I and 2 at the

centerline of the roof span and at the face of the interior wall (see Figures

7 and 9). Since one gage was in a tension zone and the other was in a

compression zone these two points were chosen to judge the accuracy of the

computer models.

Table 13 contains the properties used in the finite element models. The

section property data were incomplete and assumed values were used. The

missing information was for the walls and floor so they should not be critical

to the structural analysis.

The quarter scale test contained a weighted average for the interfaced

pressure gages for each explosion. No information was given concerning how

the weighted average was computed.4 This value was used for the Static Analy-

sis Approaches.

4) Resistance-Deflection Functions

In response to externally applied loads a structural member deflects a

sufficient amount to develop enough internal force to preserve equilibrium.

These internal forces can be considered as an equivalent load, resistance, in

the direction opposite the deflection. Since this equivalent load and the

deflections are based on geometric and material properties, a graphical repre-

sentation of resistance versus deflection can be drawn independently of the

applied external loads. 10
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For a reinforced concrete member the initial response is elastic and the

elastic response continues until the deflection is sufficient to cause first

cracking in the tension zone. However, the nonlinearity induced by the ini-

tiaL cracks is neglectable and a linear resistance deformation function may be

used until first yield in the reinforcing steel. After first yield in the

reinforcing steel the response of a reinforced concrete member is termed

elasto-plastic and sufficient cracking has occured to require a reduced stiff-

ness in order to model the response the reinforced concrete member. The upper

limit of the elasto-plastic region is the formation of the first plastic

hinge. From this point the members resistance will remain constant until

incipient failure of the member occurs.
10

The resistance deflection functions were calculated as described in

Reference 10 except for the ultimate resistance of the reinforced concrete

member. The equations given in Reference 10 to calculate the ultimate moment

resistance of a reinforced concrete member neglect the contribution due to the

compression concrete area. This would underestimate the strength of the

concrete member in the elasto-plastic range. After enough rotation to cause

crushing of the compression concrete area the equation given will accurately

predict the ultimate capacity. The following equation was used to predict the

ultimate capacity of the shelter.
1 6

Mn = Asfy(d-a/2) - A's f's (d'-a/2)

in which

As  = tension steel area

fy = tension steel yield stress
d = distance from compression face to centroid of tension steel

d' = distance from compression face to centroid of compression steel

A's = compression steel area

f = stress in compression steel

a = depth of Whitney's stress block

Mn = ultimate (nominal) moment
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Conc rete

E - 4.25 X 106 psi

G - 1.77 X 106 psi

Poisson's Ration = 0.2

Unit Weight = 150 pcf

Unit Mass = 0.000216 lb x sec 2/in4

Steel

E w 29.0 X 106 psi

G = 11.2 X 106 psi

Poisson's Ratio = 0.3

Unit Mass = 0.000735 lb x sec
2/in4

Soil

Unit Weight = 110 pcf

Structural Clear Thickness Flexural Steel
Element Span Depth Area

(in) (in) (in) (in2 )

Roof 48 9 8 1.32 each face

Exterior Wall 48 9 8 1.32 each face

Interior Wall 48 6 *5 *0.66 each face

Floor 48 6 *5 *0.82 each face

* Assumed Values

TABLE 13
Material and Section Properties for Quarter Scale Model
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AN ANAIYSIS OF THE AVAILABI ITY, ACCESSIBILITY

AND TIM~i,INESS OF COST DATA ASSOCIATED WITH

TI E A:l.C AIRCRAFT MODI)FIIICATION SYSTEM WITH

EMPHASIS ON CLASS IV MODIFICATIONS

by

John E. Powell

ABSTRACT

Modification of existing Air Force systems is receiving increased

emphasis when faced with escalating costs of labor and materials

associated with obtaining replacement systems. Approximately ninety

percent of all modifications are designated Class IV and are concerned

with safety of flight, mission essential and logistics as contrasted

with Class V modifications which are designed to provide a new or

improved capability. Approximately 80% of the Class IV modifications

are IV-B, mission essential. It is not possible to budget all Class

IV modifications required to maintain and update USAF aircraft. This

research project looks at currently used allocation methods and

observes several possible shortcomings. Suggestions are made for

further research associated with the costing and prioritizing algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The Air Force' serves a continuing role of providing for operational

readiness and capability of the aircraft and missiles within its inven-

tory. To maintain a posture of being at the forefront of technological

breakthroughs and innovations requires the obtaining of new systems or

the updating of present systems through modifications.

Modification of existing systems is receiving a great deal of interest

because of the perceived and/or actual cost savings realized when compared

with the purchase of replacement systems. Considerable emphasis is placed

on this approach in an effort to be good stewards of the resources assigned

to the Air Force. This is particularly relevant during periods of high

inflation when increasing labor and material costs force the acquisition

price of new systems to increase many-fold over original equipment prices.

A modification is described as a change in the physical configuration

or in the functional characteristics of a system or unit of equipment.

There are five classifications numbered I - V, as described in AFR 57-4.

This paper will be concerned only with Class IV modifications which

account for approximately ninety percent of all modifications.

Class IV modifications are subdivided into three categories:

I) Class IV-A: modifications required to ensure safety of personnel,

systems or equipment by eliminating physical hazards.

2) Class IV-B: modifications necessary to correct a deficiency

including changes that affect reliability and maintainability.

3) Class IV-C: modifications required for improved logistics

support.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

A major objective of this research effort was to develop a basic

understanding of the Class IV modification process. As a result of
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studying the present system, an anci I lary object ive was to determine

possible areas for which further study might prove beneficial. Two

computer models were studied and observations are made regarding

p ss it )e I It-lhIa k'Ice llits .

The Class IV modification process is displayed on Figure 1. The

left side of the flowchart shows the initiation and justification of a

proposed Class IV modification by the using command. The justification

must accompany the proposal to the approving authority. Among elements

of information to be included are:

a) Essentialility to mission accomplishment.

b) Improved safety of operation.

c) Compatibility with other approved and proposed modifications.

d) Anticipated cost.

e) Resultant increase or decrease in O&M requirements; systems

effectiveness, reliability, survivability, vulnerability or maintainability.

f) Requirement for training support.

g) Requirement to modify trainers, training equipment, and simulators.

h) Expected logistics support benefits.

An AFLC Form 775, USAF Class IV Modification Budgetary Requirement,

must be prepared for each proposed modification. The operating commands

conduct annual prioritization reviews by individual weapon system and

forward AFLC Form 775s to AFLC for review and integrated prioritization.

The ALCs prepare an AFLC Form 48, Configuration Control Board Item

Record, to completely definitize the modification proposal. These Form

48s are normally prepared after modifications are programmed but they

can be prepared concurrent with the Form 775s depending upon the urgency

of the requirement. The Configuration Control Board (CCB) for an ALC

reviews all modifications proposed by its command.

The AFLC CCB conducts periodic meetings to review and evaluate all

Class IV modifications in accordance with current policy. They are to

expedite safety modifications that could ground airborne systems or

inactivate ground systems. When AFSC has engineering, development, or
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FIGURE 1: CLASS IV MODIFICATION PROCESS

(SUBJECT TO ESTABLISHED $ LIMITS)
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product ion tasks in su pport o in AIl.C-miian .ocd mod iI icat ion program,

AFI.C helps prepare t he technical s pe;ii i'aLtiols and makes the final

decision, within dol lar constraints, on program changes that affect

equipment interfaces, costs and schedules. The Air Staftf makes the

final decision on all high cost modifications.

AFILC will prepare an integritcd Class IV Modific'Ltion Priority

System which is an automated sVst cm that det. rmines, for budgeting/

funding purposes, the priority of aircraft Class IV modifications

within and between Weapon Systems. The Modification Priority System

is based on eighteen weighted parameters. A numerical value is assigned

to each parameter and when all aircraft modifications are processed

through the priority system, each modification accumulates a total

point value. The modifications are then ranked from highest to

lowest priority based on total points accumulated. It should be

noted that simulator compatibility modifications carry the same

priority as the associated Weapon System.

It is felt that the automated Class IV Modification Priority System

helps to ensure that the most essential modifications receive funding

in the Budget Year. The System Is designed to provide an unbiased

approach to the establishment of priorities for all operating commands'

Class IV modifications. The parameters within the prioritization

system are composed of modification process, cost and capability factors.

Of crucial importance are the accuracy and timeliness of the data input

to the model and the weightings applied to the model parameters. This

importance is underscored by recognizing that not all Class IV modifica-

tions can be funded. For example, as noted in AFLMC Project 780303-1,

there were 40 Class IV aircraft modifications not approved in the FY79

Modification Budget and 49 modifications not approved in the FY80

Modification Budget. Therefore, it is imperative that the Air Force

apply the available budget effectively to obtain the most in safety,

reliability, and maintainability from each modification dollar spent.
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Ill. CLASS IV MODIFICATION MODELS OBSERVED:

In order that Class IV modifications compete, on a consistent level,

it is important that tih o)st curre-nt data be utilized. There are

two models which might contribute at a signi icant level to this end.

The first model is used for estimating development and procurement

costs of aircraft while the second model is the Class IV Modification

Prioritization System.

A computer model for Estimating Development and Procurement Costs

of Aircraft (DAPCA-lII) is a program developed by RAND which is intended

to be useful to cost analysts and others who are concerned with the

estimation and analysis of aircraft development and procurement costs.
4

The model applies parametric estimating relationships to calculate the

development and procurement costs of two major flyaway subsystems of

the aircraft: airframe and engines. Avionics costs are included in

the model but are not derived parametrically. The computer program

calculates cumulative average, unit, and total flyaway costs for up to

ten specified aircraft production quantities. Flight test costs are

also calculated. A learning-curve slope is incorporated in order to

obtain avionics production costs for specified aircraft quantities.

The present system is run in batch mode.

The second computer model is the Class IV Modification Prioritization

System. 7 The objective of this program is to prioritize Class IV air-

craft modifications both within and between weapon systems in a consistent

manner. There are 18 parameters within the prioritization system which

deal with modification process, cost and capability factors. A weight

is assigned to each parameter so that as a modification is processed

through the system it accumulates a total of all parameter values to

provide the modification with a priority index. The modifications are

ranked from highest to lowest based on this weighted index.

The weights built into the model were selected as a result of a

sensitivity analysis process. Four different weighting systems were
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tLhe FY80 budget. As a result oL this ana;lys is oik, of the weighting systems

was selected and implemented.

In order to track and account for all aircraft modifications AFLC

might consider establishing a computerized baseline of all aircraft as

they currently exist and of all update changes as they occur. This could

readily be accomplished through the CREATE network which is available

at the ALCs as well as AFLC headquarters.

IV. OBSERVATIONS FOR POTENTIAL FUTURE STUDY:

Two potential areas worthy of further study are the computer

model for Estimating Development and Procurement Costs of Aircraft

(DAPCA-III) and the Class IV Modification Prioritization System.

Observations will be made about each of these models.

The DAPCA-II model currently runs in batch mode and allows

for the input of up to sixty four variables. These variables include:

various costs (engineering, tooling, manufacturing and quality control),

quantities (number of flight-test aircraft, airframe production quantities,

number of engines), various learning curve slopes, labor hours, etc.

It is difficult to keep the model primed with current cost data.

However, with the anticipated installation in the first quarter of

1982 of a significantly more powerful Central Processor Unit for the

CREATE system, it should be possible to develop an on-line capability.

This would allow developing in-house cost estimates of modificdtions

and would afford the analyst an opportunity to "fine-tune" the model

by iterating through different values of selected variables.

Rather than depend upon specific vendors to provide cost estimates

for proposed modifications, the analyst can obtain current information

relative to, e.g., engineering production salaries, through such

sources as the Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc. of
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Washington, D.C. Using such independent data sources would enable

the Air Force to develop their own cost estimates which can then be

compared with those submitted by vendors.

The Class IV Modification Prioritization System lends itself to

further study particularly in the area of the weights assigned to the

eighteen parameters in the model. The current version is a result

of analyzing four separate models where each was a slight variation

of the others. For example, the four weighting systems are referred

to as Method #1, Method #2, Method #3 and Method #4. Method #2 and

Method #3 are identical to Method #1 except that one priority parameter

value increased by a factor of 1.5 in Method #2 and by 3.0 in Method #3.

Further sensitivity analysis can be applied to this model to

further explore the interactions of the parameters.
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THE AIR FORCE WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL LABORATORIES

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING PROCESS

by

Robert H. Puckett

ABSTRACT

The AFWAL research and development planning process is investigated from the

viewpoint of political science. Suggestions are offered concerning how AFWAL could

interface more effectively with the external environment. The results of interviews with

Air Force and Department of Defense officials in Washington, D.C., are presented. The

contention is made that Air Force research and development planning must be integrated

with (a) international political forecasts and (b) international context analysis. Sugges-

tions for further research in this area are offered.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

For several years, I have been interested in the planning process. I have

conducted research in the field of foreign policy planning. I have been an active

participant in health resources planning, as a member of the Board of Directors of the

Southern Indiana Health Systems Agency and its Project Review Committee.

My areas of teaching experience include international politics, American foreign

policy, and American national security policy. I have been active in several professional

groups dealing with military and national security issues.

With these interests, I felt that I could contribute--as a political scientist--to the

defense research and development planning process. In particular, the Integrated Plans

Group at the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL) offered me the

opportunity to assess the functions, reports, and analyses of its planning efforts. The four

Laboratories at AFWAL recently were reorganized under a central headquarters staff.

This event necessitated developing ihe expertise to plan inter-laboratory projects and to

aggregate all aspects of the operations of the Laboratories.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The two major goals of my research activities included efforts to analyze the

AFWAL planning process from the viewpoint of a political scientist and to contribute my

suggestions concerning how AFWAL could interface more effectively with the external

environment.

In pursuing these objectives, I assessed internal AFWAL planning documents, read

general works on technological fo-ecasting and planning, and conducted interviews of Air

Force and Department of Defense officials in Washington, D.C., about research and

development planning activities.

Ill. AFWAL PLANNING

A. Introduction

As a political scientist reviewing the AFWAL research and development planning

process, I was struck by the fact that it is almost entirely a budget-oriented system. I

realize, of course, that program budgeting provides, in financial terms, planning infor-
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mation and control as well as represents the objectives of the organization. But I

expected to see unclassified reports, analyses, and briefings which related current and

projected research and development efforts to the international context (political,

economic, military, and ecological trends). It also would have been interesting to see

assessments of the foreign policy implications of various military technology devel-

opments.

Other areas which could be emphasized to a greater degree would include

background papers on technological forecasts concerning various types of military

weapons, long-range corporate plans, establishing effective interface with the foreign

policy and defense community (other than government and the aerospace industry), and

cultivating relationships with more non-military Executive Branch and Congressional

agencies.

B. Planning

Every organization must, of necessity, plan--relate current actions to prospective

consequences and objectives. Through the most effective and efficient employment of

available resources, the planner attempts to shape the future according to conscious

preferences. It is essential that planning be responsive to the goals of the organization:

this requires, as a first step, delineating corporate objectives and developing a consensus

supporting them. These corporate goals must balance but not suppress the variety of

interests of subdivisions within the organization.

Research and development planning involves considerable uncertainty--relating to

cost, potential payoffs, and timing of projects. One of the planner's functions, then, is to

help the decisionmakers choose the right risks. The planning process should not only

attempt to solve technical problems but also to discover opportunities.

Comprehensive planning involves the following steps: (1) identify and assess

opportunities, (2) recognize and examine problems, (3) clarify and analyze goals and

objectives, (4) decide which goals and objectives are most important, (5) evolve programs

of action, (6) allocate sufficient resotrces, and (7) develop and maintain acceptance and

support for goals, objectives, and programs.

C. Integrated Planning

Integrated planning is essential for developing an AFWAL corporate Plan.

inasmuch as there are many distinct programs at each of the four Laboratories in addition
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to several interlab programs. The objective is to develop a plan which: (I) aggregates all

aspects of the operations of the four Laboratories (technical, financial resources,

manpower, and facilities) in order to assess the relevance and sufficiency of the programs;

(2) integrates strategic and operational planning; and (3) combines short, medium, and

long-range time spans. The integrated planning incorporates technological forecasts (or
"roadmaps") which establish the contribution and interrelationships of each exploratory,

advanced, and engineering development in each program and project resources and time

spans.

AFWAL integrated planning is documented in a format conducive to developing a

master plan (Vanguard) of research and development needs and programs within the Air

Force Systems Command. In systems analysis terms, each research and development

activity is a "subsystem" performing a mission task.

From the viewpoint of political science, the weakness of AFWAL integrated

planning is that the unclassified rationale of programs is not wholly multidimensional. It

does not integrate the international political, economic, and ecological dimensions with

Air Force estimates of military threats.

D. Corporate Planning

Corporate planning is the process of determining the long-range objectives of the

organization. Inasmuch as all organizations have multiple goals, the problem of planning

is to assure a proper balance among these objectives. This is difficult to do since

resources are limited and estimating external threats is uncertain.

Corporate planners continually assess both system requirements and technological

opportunities by projected forecasts. They assure that pertinent views are fairly

presented; this lays the groundwork for managerial consensus-building within the organi-

zation.

The hierarchy of corporate goals is subject to frequent change, since external

events alter the relative importance of objectives. Planners must rebalance the range of

goals by taking account of shifts in external events and obligations. This requires a

comprehensive understanding of hostile economic, political, and military threats and of

foreign defense capabilities. Such analysis of the international context is important

because these trends and events in world affairs impact on specific policy choices,

programs, and organizational agendas.

In effect, corporate planning forecasts--and guides--the evolution of the

institution itself. This includes as assessment of changing organizational structures,
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shifting patterns of resources, inter-institution relatonhip., and adaptation to both

domestic and foreign problems and opportunities.

E. Technological Forecasting

The AFWAL planning process incorporates technological forecasting into its

program budgeting system. It predicts, in a given time frame, technical achievements

that could be expected for a stated level of budgetary and manpower support. In

particular, AFWAL integrated planning is a systems approach to research and devel-

opment: it evolves targets for the growth of technological projects dcross two or more

Laboratories by mapping out the elements of the projects and assessing the relationships

between these elements.

The future contains an almost infinite number of technical threats and oppor-

tunities that could impact upon decisionmakers. Technological forecasting attempts to

project those with the greatest probability and potential effects. This requires two types

of projections: (1) potential needs and (2) stages of technological development.

Technological forecasting is crucial to defense research and development

planning. Planners translate goals and missions into technological development projec-

tions to meet documented, probable, and possible technical threats. In turn, these

forecasts are continually modified by the alternative courses of action presented by

planners. At each decision point, the policymaker selects a technical solution he desires,

having been informed by planners what obstacles must be overcome in order to achieve

the results he seeks.

Technological forecasts feed back into estimates of the changing international

environment, since technical innovation is influenced as to direction, timing, and

application by external events. In essence, the technical future will be a part of the

international environment. National technological development is a critical determinant

of the economic, military, and political strength of countries and regions. Technological

forecasts are important to defense decisionmakers, since they must be aware of

significant shifts in the relative technological capacity of various nations and regions.

These predictions must be integrated with both long-range planning activities and

political forecasts. It would be useful if AFWAL would develop both in-house and

contracted forecast background papers. For example, one interesting study would be the

foreign policy implications of the tendency to procure relatively few costly high tech-

nology weapons rather than larger numbers of less sophisticated ones. Another possibility

would be an analysis of the impacts of natural resources denial on both military

technological development and the international political position of the I Inited States.
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F. International Context Analysis

The function of planning is to achieve a proper balance among goals, in terms of

current and projected resources allocated to these obiectives, in the context of future

external obligations and events. It is simply impossible to perform this task without

continual analyses of the international context--political, economic, military, and ecolog-

ical.

Over the past decades, revolutionary alterations in the international system have

begun to appear. The growing interdependence of the system makes long-range planning

imperative. It has become much more difficult to assess developments in a systems

theory context because of the increasing complexity of interrelationships. Further,

regional confrontations potentially become "flash points" which can trigger system-wide

conflicts.

AFWAL planning continually assessest technical threats to our defense capabil-

ities. This is done through technical threat scenarios and forecasts. These studies

identify operational needs and deficiencies as well as suggest terchnical solutions in the

near and long term. Options for future system designs and the prevention of technological

surprise constitute the principal outcomes of such emphases.

The USAF Planning Concepts forecasts the future strategic environment,

including political, social, scientific, technological, and military developments. However,

sanitized portions of these assessments are not integrated into AFWAL unclassified

planning documents. It seems to me that this is a very serious deficiency in AFWAL

research and development planning.

International context analysis is based upon an assessment of the adversary's

military and political intentions as well as his military capabilities. This must be the case

since deterrence centers around intentions--not simply estimating enemy intentions but

also influencing them.

AFWAL's capacity to engage in effective international context analysis would be

enhanced by adding two planners to the staff: (1) a social scientist, who would assess

international events and Congressional activities, prepare background papers on topics

such as the impacts of international technology flows, and conduct literature searches and

analyses in social science aspects of technology and in the fields of public administration

and business management and (2) an intelligence analyst who would conduct briefings on

international political and military developments and organize an intelligence report

reading room for AFWAL personnel. In addition, perhaps some international context

analyses and political forecast reports could be contracted out.
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G. Analysis of Selected Internal Documents

After a review of unclassified internal planning and program documents, I

concluded that AFWAL does an excellent job of presenting its programs--in budgetary and

technological forecasting ("roadmaps") terms. However, the Program Rook and the

various briefings virtually ignore a central element of defense research and development

planning: international context analysis.

Of course, this analysis is done at other levels of the Air Force and the entire

defense structure. (Joint Intelligence Estimate for Planning; Joint Long Range Esti-

mative Intelligence Document; Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan; Joint Long Range Stra-

tegic Study; Joint Strategic Objectives Plan; Joint Research and Development Objec-

tives Document; USAF Planning Concepts; and AF SC Technology Planning Guide).

But I contend that it is essential for this analysis- -couched is unclassified

language--to be integrated into the rationale for AFWAL programs. The Program Book

and various briefings seem disembodied, without narratives about the international

political, military, and economic contexts of the technological programs being described.

I shall cite some examples of the lack of international context analysis. The 1981

AF\VAL Program Book could have been improved by adding more narrative--such as a

"Security Framework Section," which, for example, could have discussed the security

implications of avionics with regard to NATO defense, arms control, rapid deployment,

and space defense. In addition to discussing the physical characteristics of strategic

bombers, the report could have analyzed the arguments concerning the need for bombers

in the late 1980's and beyond.

In the Avionics Laboratory Program Book description of high speed micro-signal

processors, there could have been an analysis of the extent to which the processors would

make Soviet submarines more vulnerable--and, assuming that the Soviets are developing

this technology, to what extent would the I IS SLPM systems become vulnerable?

The Materials Laboratory Program Book neglected the opportunity to discuss the

international political implications of the area of "critical/strategic materials" as well as

of synfuels and fuels from alternative sources.

The December, 1980, Technical Objectives Document (FY 1982) of the Flight

Dynamics Laboratory mentioned the importance of "IJSAF requirements" and "stated

objectives," but it did not present any background on these needs. Neglecting to do so

weakened the rationale in the document; an analysis of the international political and

military contexts would have made the case more compelling.
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In responses to technology need reports, there is no international context analysis

when the "tate-of -the-art/evaluation of technology need" is described. Here again, it

would seem that the report would be enriched by such assessments.

The Tactical Night in Weather--An AFWAL Major Thrust (TMT) preliminary

briefing paper is a good example of an integrated technology planning exercise. It

assesses the interaction of related technologies and forecasts the future needs of research

and technology to solve problems of tactical night/in weather attack aircraft. The

rationale would have been more forceful, however, if there had been an unclassified

narrative of the scenarios in which such aircraft could enhance I J.S. strategic interests.

An external document--the Technology Base portion of the FY 82 PDT&F Pos-

ture Statement--discussed rapid solidification technology without expanding upon the

very significant international political and economic implications of reducing our depen-

dence on foreign sources of critical materials. In addition, its section on chemical

warfare defense neglected to assess U.S.-Soviet postures on controlling chemical warfare

capabilities. Thus, even higher level documents occasionally evade in-depth international

context analysis.

IV. INTERFACE

In addition to its substantial interface with various military organizations and

with NASA, AFWAL should begin a more extensive interface program with Congress,

Executive Branch agencies, and the foreign policy and defense community. I will list

some Congressional subcommittees and organizations with which AFWAL could establish

some ongoing relationships--such as exchanging reports, establishing internship programs,

and convening technology conferences.

U.S. Senate: (1) Appropriations Committee: (a) Defense Subcommittee; (2) Armed

Services Committee: (a) Tactical Warfare Subcommittee and (b) Strategic and Theater

Nuclear Forces Subcommittee; and (3) Commerce, Science, and Transportation

Committee: (a) Aviation Subcommittee and (b) Science, Technology, and Space Sub-

committee.

U.S. House of Representatives: (1) Appropriations Committee: (a) Defense

Subcommittee; (2) Armed Services Committee: (a) Research and rfevelopment Sub-

committee and (b) Procurement and Military Nuclear Systems Subcommittee: (3) Foreign

Affairs Committee: (a) International Security and Scientific Affairs Subcommittee; (4)

Public Works and Transportation Commmittee: (a) Aviatin Subcommittee: and (5)
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Science and Technology Committee: (a) Science, Research, and Technology Subcom-

mittee, (b) Space Science and Applications Subcommittee, and (c) Transportation,

Aviation, and Materials Subcommittee.

There are four Congressional organizations with which it would be useful for

AFWAL to exchange reports and to establish internship programs. They include:

(1) General Accounting Office: (a) Defense Programs Planning and Analysis

Staff; (b) Procurement, Logistics, and Readiness Division; and (c ) International Division.

(2) Congressional Budget Office: (a) Assistant Director for National Security

and International Affairs.

(3) Congressional Research Service: (a) Foreign Affairs and National refense

Division and (b) Science Policy Research Division.

(4) Office of Technology Assessment: (a) Energy, Materials, and International

Security Division and (b) Science, Information, and Natural Resources Division.

In addition, AFWAL should increase its interface with Executive Branch agencies

other than those in the defense community. For example:

(1) National Science Foundation: (a) Assistant Director for Scientific, Techno-

logical, and International Affairs: 1) Division Director, Science Resources Studies and 2)

Division Director, Industrial Science and Technological Innovation and (b) Assistant

Director for Engineering.

(2) Department of State: (a) Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental

and Scientific Affairs: 1) Deputy Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology Affairs:

a) Director, Office of Advanced Technology, b) Director, Office of Cooperation Science

and Technology Programs and c) Director, Office of Science and Technology Support.

(3) Department of Transportation: (a) Office of Transportation Research and

Technology and (b) Office of Technology Sharing.

(4) Department of Energy: (a) Assistant Secretary, Defense Programs.

AFWAL has substantial interface with the scientific and engineering communities

and with the aerospace industry. I believe that it would be important to establish more

contact with the foreign policy and defense community. I would suggest three key groups

with which AFWAL could begin an interface program: (1) International Studies Asso-

ciation: (a) Military Studies Section; (2) American Society for Public Administration: (a)

Section on National Security and Defense Administration; and (3) the Inter-University

Seminar on Armed Forces and Society.

Interface with the foreign policy and defense community could take the form of

periodic briefings, organizing professional meeting panels, and presenting papers at

professional conferences.
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A crucial component of interface is th internship experience: public involvement

in AFWAL programs and AI:WAL personnel on short-term assignments in other organi-

zations. The summer faculty research program should be expanded with the inclusion of
social scientists, business school professors, and financial planners. Staff personnel from

Congressional committees as well as from the Congressional Research Service, Office of

Technology Assessment, General Accounting Office, and Congressional Budget Office

should be encouraged to serve short-term assignments in AFWAL.

A summer internship program for social science and business school graduate
students--in addition to science and enginee-ing graduate students--should be encour-

aged. In addition, AFWAL should institute a Congressional Fellow Program--in which

AFWAL planners, scientists, and engineers could serve short-term assignments in Senate

and House offices, on committee staffs, or on the staffs of the CRS, OTA, CBO, and

GAO. Many Executive Branch agencies have Congressional Fellow Programs.

AFWAI. should broaden the current foreign scientific exchange program of the

Laboratories to include periodic exchanges of planners.

Civilian professional staff education is another area in which interface can be
enhanced. The existing Sloan Fellowship program and Federal Executive Institute

program should be used for th, planning staff members. In addition, every effort should

be made to include planners in periodic professional development courses (management, as

well as national security issue, courses) at the Air University and the joint Service

schools: National Defense University, National War College, Industrial College of the

Armed Forces, and Armed Forces Staff College. AFWAL should consider hiring a public

affairs officer to oversee existing interface programs as well as those additional ones

suggested herein. This official also could arrange for periodic public television and cable

television documentary programs about AFWAL activities.

V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS 'WITH AIR FORCE AND

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE OFFICIALS IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

I interviewed 13 officials in the Air Force Systems Command, Air Force Office of
Scientific Research, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Office of the U nder
Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, and the Office of Deputy Chief of

Staff of the Air Force for Research, Development, and Acquisition. There was a

consensus among a majority of the respondents on the following aspects relating to

research and development planning:

(1) It is essential for the Air Force to conduct in-house research in order to

meet its future technological needs.
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(2) Supporting a broad spectrum of research is the ideal, since we can never be

sure about the payoff of each project.

(3) There are several difficulties involved in advocating R&D programs to the

Air Force, noD, and Congress:

(a) Effects of the domestic political environment during and immediately

after the war in Southeast Asia were deleterious.

(b) Descriptions of R&D projects are too technical for Congressmen and

their staffs. In addition, the narrative should describe accomplishments in terms of

missions.

(c) Basic research programs are often delayed, since they do not seem to

be compelling. This general area has been maligned by the "golden fleece" award. The

public--and many top government officials--do not understand the nature of basic

research.

(4) Long-range (or corporate) planning is not being done, and most respondents

emphasized the inherent difficulty 4 moving in that direction. They agreed, however,

that a set of long-term goals is essential to the rational allocation of resources for R&D.

(5) What passes for planning is basically programming and budgeting.

(6) International political forecasts should be folded into the R&D planning

process, although there was disagreement about what level in the Air Force should be

responsible.

(7) Various divisions of the Air Force should send briefing teams to professional

and community groups to discuss the nature and payoffs of R&D. This is a very important

long-term educational effort.

A number of interesting points were made by individual respondents. For

example:

(I) Air Force Laboratories should concentrate R&D in those areas in which

universities have little or no interest.

(2) Recent reports of AFOSR, DARPA, and the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory

were cited as good examples of well-written--and well-received--explanations of R&D

projects.

(3) The Air Force R&D planning process needs the input of social science

analysis. For instance, DL should consider using some social scientists and intelligence

analysts to look at future needs.

(4) A high-level advisory board should determine the most effective long-range

mix of spending and activities in R&D for the Air Force.

(5) The Rocket Propulsion Laboratory was described as incorporating inter-

national political forecasts into its planning process.
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(6) Informal educational sessions with Congressional staff analysts would be

helpful in building long-term support for important R&D programs.

(7) The Air Staff is making some progress in developing a corporate plan, but

AFSC may not succeed in fashioning one in the next couple of years.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

I would like to recommend that AFWAL:

(1) Relate current and projected research and development efforts to the

international context (political, economic, military, and ecological trends).

(2) Prepare background papers on topics such as the foreign policy implications

of various military technological developments, impacts of international technology flows,

and technological forecasts.

(3) Concentrate more staff time on developing long-range corporate plans.

(4) Make the integrated planning process more multidimensional by enhancing

the rationale for AFWAL programs. The unclassified narrative should integrate the

international political, economic, and ecological dimensions with Air Force estimates of

military threats.

(5) Hire a social scientist planner, who would:

(a) Monitor international events and Congressional activities,

(b) prepare background papers on topics such as the impacts on natural

resource denial on both military technological development and the international political

position of the United States; and

(c) conduct literature searches and analyses in social science aspects of

technology and in the fields of public administration and business management.

(6) Hire an intelligence analyst who would present briefings on international

political and military developments and organize an intelligence report reading room for

AFWAL personnel.

(7) Establish effective interface with non-military Executive Branch agencies,

Congress, and the private sector foreign policy and nefense community:

(a) lDevelop some ongoing relationships--such as exchanging reports,

establishing internship programs, and convening technology conferences- -with a variety

of Senate and House subcommittees listed in the text and with the General Accounting

Office, Congressional Budget Office, Congressional Research Service, and Office of

Technology Assessment,
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(b) increase interface with the National Science Foundation, Department

of State, Department of Transportation, and rDepartment of Energy,

(c) create a pilot program of interrelationships with the American Society

for Public Adminstration, International Studies Association, and Inter-IJniversity Seminar

on Armed Forces and Society,

(d) expand the summer faculty research program,

(e) institute a Congressional Fellow program, in which AFWAL planners,

scientists, and engineers could serve short-term assignments in Senate and House offices,

on Committee staffs, or on the staffs of the CRS, OTA, CBO, or GAO,

(f) encourage Congressional staff members to serve internships in

AFW AL,

(g) develop a summer internship program for social science and business

school graduate students,

(h) broaden the current foreign scientific exchange program of the

Laboratories to include periodic exchanges of planners,

(i) expand the civilian professional staff education program by encour-

aging planners to attend national security and management courses at the Air University

and the joint Service schools, and

(j) hire a public affaitsofficer to oversee interface programs.

(8) Cooperate with follow-on research activities, including:

(a) A comprehensive survey of the political context of AFWAL's research

and development programs. In particular, this would highlight the impact of the Air

Force, Department of Defense, Congress, and Office of Management and Budget on

AFWAL's activities, and

(b) a general study of political forecasting, which could then be incor-

porated into the ongoing process of constructing a plan for long-range research and

development needs and programs. The research would develop a model of political

forecasting--a series of variables which signal changes in the international system that

could impact upon American national security.
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ANNEX A INTERVIEW TRIP REPORT

1. Dr Bernard A. Kulp, Chief, Scientific Advisory Office, DL, AFSC

In discussing the role of Air Force Laboratories, Dr. Kulp emphasized the fact

that a broad spectrum of research is the ideal. To accomplish that objective, 6.1 activities

should be expanded in some Laboratories- -but not necessarily in all of them. Research is

not the forte of most industrial corporations, so the Air Force must conduct in-house

research and support independent research in order to serve its needs.

Dr. Kulp discussed the difficulty of selling R&D programs to the Air Force and to

Congress. There is no single source of the Droblem; rather, it is a package of problems.

To some extent, it is based on the style of communication; although, that is certainly not

the only difficulty. One important source has been the bad domestic political envir-

onment during ihe past ten years.

Most of the interview dealt with the planning process. Dr Kulp made some telling

criticisms of planning efforts. Firstit is politically necessary to demonstrate that we

plan. In a real sense, it is "faddish," since Harvard Business School emphasizes it. Second,

our planning is simply an extrapolation from where we are, rather than a truly innovative

approach postulating the kinds of systems we will need in 10 or 15 years. Third,

laboratory planning is basically programming and budgeting, rather than planning.

Dr Kulp agreed with me that there is virtually no emphasis on international

political context analysis. He stated that Vanguard is not sensitive enough to that kind of

analysis. The Air Staff should be pursuing it, although he was not aware of it being done.

Currently, we go through cycles of political emphases: first Europe, then Southeast Asia,

then the Middle East, etc. He agreed that political forecasts should be integrated with

military plans into the Air Force structure plan.

Finally, he strongly supported space system planning and logistics system

planning. He felt that the Laboratories have been much too reactive to these goals, and

not innovative enough.
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2. Col lohn J. Hargreaves, Director of Plans and Programs, DL, AFSC and D.B.

Nichols, Chief, Laboratory Plans Division, DL, AFSC

Col Hargreaves felt that the current mix of spending and activities in R&D was

well balanced. A broad spectrum of research is essential, since we never know what will

pay off. He lamented the fact that it is harder to get money for basic research than for

"glamor" systems. Our basic research program has been plagued by inflation and low

levels of funding.

He emphasized that there are serious deficiencies in explaining R&D programs to

Congress. Engineers talk in engineering terms: their reports are much too technical for

Congressmen and their staffs. It is difficult to put your fingers on R&D payoffs. He

argued that there should be more "tailoring" of the reports, briefings, and analyses.

Recent reports of the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, he said, have been well-tailored for

purposes of explaining projects and have been well-received. In addition, he felt that the

last AFOSR report to Congress was a good model of a document tailored for explaining

research programs to Congress; the language was not overly technical.

Both Col Hargreaves and Mr Nichols agreed that we are not good at long-range

planning, since we are almost completely driven by the budget cycle. The answer is not

more basic research; rather, it is that not enough resources are allocated to long-range

planning. No one is really thinking sufficiently about development planning for 10 to 15

years ahead.

They agreed that some social scientists are needed to contribute their expertise

to the planning process. They lamented the fact that political forecasts built into the

intelligence threat analysis are not involved in AFSC; there is no vehicle to filter down

the forecasts, and they are not considered in technical planning. However, this kind of

approach is emphasized in the Air War College and the joint Service Schools.

They stated that the laboratories should send briefing teams to community groups

to discuss the industrial payoffs of R&D. AFSC has employed similar teams. However,

any direct form of "lobbying" is frowned upon.

3. Maj Dale 0. Condit, Executive, OCS/Plans and Programs, AFSC

Maj Condit emphasized that descriptions of R&D programs are much too

technical; they should be packaged in language that could be understood by laymen.

In discussing the planning process, he said that its principal function is to

determine gaps in technical needs to meet the perceived evolving threat. Everyone should
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realize, though, that we have to invest some money in R&D that may never come to

fruition.

Maj Condit stated that he had never thought much about the role of political

forecasts. He agreed, though, that the Office of the Secretary of rDefense must depend

upon such forecasts, since it decides upon major new R&D investments. He felt that

national goals incorporated political forecasts; the technology base, through, was at a

lower level. It is aimed at creating the technology for Air Force needs.

4. Col Donald S. Fujii, Director of Science, DL, AFSC

Col Fujii argued that we need a high-level advisory board to look at the

long-range mix of spending and activities in R&D for future Air Force needs. There is

clearly a lack of focus in this area at the present time. R&D programs are weakened by

recurring budget crises. That is why we need an Air Force staff policy on the proper mix.

For research to be productive, there has to be predictability, not recurring increases and

decreases in spending levels. Without a more structured policy of investment in research,

we would be guilty of an unwise use of resources. He said that many top government

officials really do not understand the nature of basic research. That is why long-range

research goals must come from the Air Staff.

In response to a question about the technical nature of R&D reports, Col Fujii

replied that that was a superficial way of looking at the problem. The real difficulty is

that Congress does not understand the role of technology base. Instead of stating R&D

accomplishments in purely technical language, they should be explained in mission terms.

Realistically, it will take a long time to develop a more solid appreciation for technology

base and basic research.

In a more superficial sense, of course, reports and briefings should be tailored to

an audience of laymen. "Engineers live in another world," he said. They have to learn

how to explain the projects in non-technical language and to describe accomplishments in

terms of missions. Col Fujii was dubious about R&D seminars for Congressional staff: in

the past, nothing very positive has come out of them.

In discussing long-range planning, Col 5jii stressed the role of two factors: (1)

Vanguard requirements, which fold in intelligence information about threats, and (2)

technology push; engineers can make the best judgments about what kind of technology

the Air Force needs.

He stated that the intelligence people use political forecasts. These estimates do

not filter down into technology planning, except in the case of the Rocket Propulsion
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Laboratory. It incorporates them into its planning process. He felt that DL should

perhaps consider using some intelligence analysts and social scientists to look at future

roles.

5. Col Karl F. Lauenstein, Office of Congressional Affairs, CSL, AFSC

We discussed the interface of the Air Force R&D community with Congress. Col

Lauenstein stated that we are good on "big money" projects, but it is very hard to sell

smaller items in the R&D budget. Why? P'ecause the descriptions of the projects are

generally "opaque." Due to that fact, Congressional staff analysts often cut some

projects that are difficult to understand. The descriptions should certainly be tailored for

laymen. Ideally we are looking for advocates from Congressional staffs who can support

various items in discussions with other staff members.

Panic develops when a project gets into trouble. By then it is usually too late,

unless the program can be quickly and easily explained. It does no good simply to repeat

the technical description.

Basic research is exceptionally difficult to sell, since it has been maligned by the

"golden fleece" award, etc. Congressmen often believe that basic research programs can

be delayed, since they do not seem to be compelling.

We get caught up in the annual budget cycle, he said. At that time, we do not

prepare explanations of programs other than those we are directly requested to do.

Instead, we ought to be more aggressive in convincing officials on the Air Staff to support

various projects. In addition, Col Lauenstein felt that informal educational sessions with

Congressional staff analysts would be helpful in building long-term support for important

projects. That is a more constructive approach than just attempting to bail out those

programs that are in jeopardy.

6. Col Thomas 0. Millett, Corporate Planning Office, CCX, AFSC

Col Millett conceived of corporate planning as an emphasis on "macro-program-

ming" and long-range resource planning. Once we develop a list of evolving programs,

then we can plan resource allocations more effectively for 10 years ahead. AFSC is not

moving fast toward developing a corporate plan, and he was rather pessimistic that it

would succeed in the next two or three years. He did feel that the Air Staff is addressing

macro questions and is closer to developing long-range planning. Currently we do some

mid-range planning for programs, but we do not do a macro-analysis of all the resources
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needed (budgetary, manpower, environmental costs, etc.). Somehow, he said, we have to

get away from an overemphasis on programs.

He stressed that top leadership must support corporate planning if it is to be

successful. An effective corporate plan would, ipso facto, improve our interface with

Congress and the public.

Col Millett agreed that political forecasts should be built into the corporate plan.

Perhaps, two or three international political scenarios could be employed.

7. Lt Col Donald L. Calvert, Chief, Plans and Programs Division, AFOSR

Lt Col. Calvert felt that the current mix of spending and activities in R&D is

fairly good. Actually, during the past few years, we have had better luck with research

than with some development projects. The domestic political climate has changed for the

good, he said; Congress and the White House have supported R&D more wholeheartedly

over the past four or five years.

For the first time, AFOSR held some educational sessions with Congressional

staff personnel this year. He believed that this approach could prove to be useful. He

stressed that AFOSR documents are in non-technical language.

There is some interface with the public, in terms of briefingsto professional and

civic meetings. Perhaps more are needed, he said.

Lt Col Calvert doubted that we could do much more than we are doing now in

long-range research planning. AFOSR draws upon the scientific community in making

long-term projections for research.

He said the AFOSR does not emphasize technological forecasts; they should be

conducted by the Laboratories.

He agreed that political forecasts should be a consideration in the planning

process. For example, demographic factors and their political implications would be

crucial in the life sciences program of AFOSR.

8. Col Richard H. Hartke, Deputy Director, AFOSR

In relation to the mix of spending and activities in R&D, Col Hartke said that it

differed for each laboratory. It depends upon the number of persons in each lab; that is

the major limit. The quality of the labs differs; however, there are outstanding key

scientists and engineers in each lab. One benefit of having Air Force labs is that

scientists and engineers are freer to explore long-term projects and can be involved on

the frontier of research.
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He stressed that it is difficult to explain research to Congress, since it is really a

host of very small programs without formal schedules or milestones that can be predicted

firmly. The current report format is rather formal and does not adequately explain the

projects. He felt that it is generally more effective to explain the proposals in person.

There is one serious structural obstacle, though: Congress is always besieged by

advocates. In the long run, it is important for AFOSR to demonstrate its credibility in

justifying research programs.

Congressional staff personnel have visited some Laboratories. But technology is

generally low on their agenda. The crucial problem they face is "how much is enough" for

research.

AFOSR documents are distributed to the technical public community. Several

times a year seminars on Air Force research are conducted at various universities for

those interested in academic-oriented research programs. Col Hartke felt that these

interface approaches were rather effective.

In discussing long-term planning, he stressed that probing for technological

opportunities is the principal means of planning for the future. All lab chief scientists

prepare reports on where the Air Force should go in terms of technology. Then the

AFOSR directors put a plan together in seven separate areas. He mentioned the field of

lasers as a good example of how investigating interesting physical phenomena can lead to

potentially effective systems. He also argued that continuity of funding and keeping the

best scientists and engineers are critical factors in effective long-term research planning.

In response to my question about political forecasting, Col Hartke recognized that

they are important for Air Force doctrine. Rut the only experience he remembered was

the recent major study on the year 2000; all Air Force labs participated in that project.

He said that he would prefer to go to experts in each technical field and ask them what

they think the future holds in their area--rather than depend upon a macro-plan which

would set goals 10 to 20 years in advance.

9. nr Richard A. Reynolds, Deputy Director, Defense Sciences Office$, DARPA

Dr Reynolds stated that DARPA does not have much contact with Air Force

Laboratories. In general, he felt that there was weak coupling between research

activities and development projects. More integrated planning is needed.
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He believed that DARPA fares well with Congress; he saw no problems at all in

terms of format and justifications. He recalle d no feedback that DARPA's reports were

too technical.

Dr Reynolds viewed long-range planiing as setting useful goals to accomolish.

Although political forecasts are not incorporated in DARPA's reports, the Systems

Sciences Division is working on advance warning technique analysis--which is part of

international context analysis.

10. Lt Col Dibell and Lt Col Thomas M. C-,oyne, Directorate of Program Integration,

Management Policy Division, Deputy Chief of Staff: RD&A, Air Force

These officers felt that both long-range planning and incorporating political

forecasts into the R&D planning process would be quite difficult. They assumed that Air

Force Intelligence should develop political forecasts, but they said that they were not

aware that any such approaches have filtered through the various levels of the Air Force

which are involved in R&D.

11. Col Paul Try, Director of Environmental and Life Sciences, Undersecretary of

Defense for R&E

Col Try felt that the mix of spending and activities in R&D was about right. Most

importantly, Air Force labs should concentrate on R&D in those areas in which

universities have little or no interest. He sensed that the level of 6.1 funding in labs is

satisfactory, but there is not enough money for basic research in universities. There

should be basic research in a full spectrum of disciplines; he mentioned oceanography as

an area where DoD has to do more.

In general, reports on R&D are too technical. Some research projects sound

"flaky," but they do have defense applications. (for example, studying how to deal with

clams which eat through pier pilings). But the fact remains that it is often difficult to

convince people of the value of some research projects. The "golden fleece" award is a

symptom of public wariness of research programs; then Congress reacts to those doubts.

Research communities have to be better at public relations, he said.

Col Try had reservations about the benefits of long-range planning. It is useful,

though, to illuminate goals and then mesh them with current programs. Program

managers should be forced to plan more effectively by being influenced by long-range

objectives. In practice, he realized that long-range planning is often relegated to a study

group (similar to the one on the year 2000); that generally is the last ever heard about it.
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In reference to the ilnDortance of political forecasting and international context

analysis, Col Try was fairly enthusiastic. He argued that it was crucial to analyze such

potential developments as: (1) How internal group conflicts in the Soviet Union might

impact upon international conflict patterns, and (2) how political integration in Africa

would affect mineral resource supplies in the future.
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COUPLING REACTIONS AND REARRANGEMENTS OF 1,3,5-TRIAZINES

by

G. Frediic Reynolds

ABSTRACT

Some unique chemistry of s-triazines is described involving the

coupling of organic substrates containing acidic protons to the halogen

sites on the triazine ring. In this manner, chains and rings of

s-triazines can be formed. Rearrangements of oxygen-substituted

s-triazine esters to nitrogen-substituted s-triazine esters are

described, and a mechanism for the catalyzed rearrangement is proposed

that is consistent with the kinetic data obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

1,3,5-triazines, or s-triazines, are one of the most useful classes

of heterocyclic compounds. They have found use as effective herbicides
.1

such as 2-chloro-4,6-diethylamino-s-triazine (simazine). Other

substituted s-triazines are widely employed as dyestuffs, and the much

used melamine-formaldehyde resins are formed from 2,4,6-triamino-s-
2

triazines. The high-explosive RDX is 1,3,5-trinitrohexahydro-s-triazine

and is one of the most valuable explosives in munition formulations.3

Because of the application of substituted s-triazines in energetic

materials, basic research on rearrangements and coupling of s-triazines

has the potential of leading to useful products as explosives or

explosive additives. For example, new compounds formed from the coupling

of fluorinated s-triazines may have potential as high-energy explosive

binders.

In order to couple reactive trihalo-s-triazines to organic substrates,

the substrate must have acidic protons with an acid dissociation constant,
-15

Ka, of the order of 10 or greater. In this initial study, we used

malonic ester for the substrate in which the protons are weakly acidic.

Other potentially better substrates with larger values of K a are given

in the following table:

SOME DISSOCIATION CONSTANTS OF CARBON-HYDROGEN ACIDS 4

Acid K (aq. 25°C)a

malonic ester 5 x 10-14

NC-CH 2-CN 6.5 x 10- 12

CH3 COCH 2COOC 2H5  2.1 x l0-l

CH3COCH 2COOCH3  
1 x 10-10

CII3COCH2 COCH3  
I x 10 - 9

3 2 3
C2H COCOH2 NO 1.2 x 10 - 6

Ctl31; COCINO 1. x 10 - 6

2' 2

}I lO (,Oil 1 .0 X 10 -

( ,N-('II -NO 2. 7 x 1 -
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linfortunately, the most acidic substrate listed, dinitromethane, is an

unstable liquid and explodes near the boiling point. In addition to

reactions with acidic C-H compounds, most all halo-s-triazines can also

couple reactively to N-H compounds such as anilines, and substituted
5

amines, and these compounds, especially when nitrated, should have

potential for use as explosives or explosive additives.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

One of the main objectives of the research effort was to find the

conditions under which two or more s-triazine rings could be coupled

together using malonic esters as the coupling substrate. Starting with

2,4,6-trichloro-s-triazine, one of the aims of the research was to

prepare polymers of chlorinated s-triazine malonic esters. Once this

was accomplished, similar procedures were to be used to couple 2,4,6-

trifluoro-s-triazine to malonates and other compounds containing

reactive hydrogen, since fluorinated s-triazines have greater potential

for energetic material formulations. Because chlorinated s-triazines

are less toxic and easier to handle than fluorinated s-triazines,

reaction conditions were to be investigated for preparation of the

chlorinated derivatives of s-triazine.

In addition to the main objective, some questions remained about

the mechanism of rearrangement of oxygen-substituted s-triazine esters

to nitrogen-substituted s-triazine esters, and a secondary objective

was to elucidate the mechanism of this catalyzed rearrangement. In

this type of rearrangement, substituents are transferred from the

2,4,6 positions of the s-triazine ring to the 1,3,5 positions of the

ring due to a greater thermodynamic stability of the latter isomer.

I discovered that it was unnecessary to carry out this type of

rearrangement in the molten state since it will occur at relatively

low temperatures in a solvent such as n itrohenzene when smal l amounts

of tetraalkvl ammonium halides are used as catalysts. The role of

the c;1 ta Y st is to lower tie act ivat ion energy of the rearrangement

hY" providing a facile mechanism for the transfer of substituents from

oxygen to nitrogen.
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III. PROPOSED MECHANISM FOR THE 0 TO N REARRANGEMENT OF TRIAZINE ESTERS:

Kinetic data for the rearrangement of 2,4,6-trimethoxy-s-triazine

to 1,3,5-trimethyl-2,4,6-trioxohexahydro-s-triazine and for the analogous

benzyl ester showed that the rearrangement occurred over the period of

several hours at a temperature of 1SO C when catalyzed by small amounts

of tetraalkyl ammonium halides. This rearrangement involves the transfer

of three methyl or benzyl groups from oxygen to nitrogen, and in order

to simplify the study of the reaction mechanism, the rearrangement was

effected in which only one methyl or benzyl group was transferred.

Thus, the mechanistic studies were carried out on the rearrangement of

l,3-dimethyl-6-methoxy-2,4-dioxo-1,2,3,6-tetrahydro-s-triazine to

1,3,5-trimethyl-2,4,6-trioxohexahydro-s-triazine and the corresponding

benzyl analogue. The kinetic studies showed that the proposed mechanism

for the reaction should explain the following points:

1. The rate of the reaction followed (pseudo) first order kinetics.

2. During the reaction, the catalyst cowcentration remains constant,

but if a series of reactions are run using different catalyst

concentrations, the reaction can be -hown to depend on catalyst

concentration. Thus the reaction is also first order in catalyst.

3. R4 NCI, R4NBr and R NI are suitable catalysts while R NCIO is not.
4 4 44~ 4

Thus the reaction involves nucleophilic attack by halide ion. The

order of catalysis is chloride ion greater than bromide ion greater

than iodide ion as expected for nucleophilic displacement in nitro-

benzene solution.

4. While trimethyl and tribenzyl triazine esters rearrange readily,

triethyl and triisopropyl esters do not, indicating steric hindrance

of nucleophilic substitution on the carbon attached to oxygen in the

triazine ester.

5. An important result is that when trimethyl and tribenzyl triazine

esters are rearranged together, mixed nitrogen-substituted methyl

and benzyl esters are formed. This result shows that the rearrange-

ment proceeds by an intermolecular rather than an intramolecular

mechanism.
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The proposed mechanism for the catalyzed rearrangement in nitro-

benzene solution which explains the five previous points is as follows:

* X - -- *- +R

Keq 0

(A)

k OrR- FX ,,)
k2

(B)

Thus, the rate observed is: rate obs. = k2(B)(RX) (1)

but: K = (B)(RX)

eq (A)(X-) (2)

and: rate obs. = kK eq(A) (X) = k obs(A) (3)

From equation (3), it can be seen that the proposed mechanism predicts

that the catalyzed rearrangement will be pseudo first order in starting

ester and that as the catalyst concentration is increased, the rate will

increase to the first power.

IV. COUPLING OF TRIHALOTRIAZINES TO 'AALONIC ESTERS:

Trichloro-s-triazine was obtained commercially form Aldrich Chemical

Company. Analysis of this material showed that it contained some impurities,

and therefore it was purified by sublimation under reduced pressure and mild

heating with a water bath before this material was used in reactions.

Dimethylmalonate used in the reactions was purified by fractional distillation.

The solvents p-dioxane and tetrahydrofuran were dried and distilled over

sodium before use.

Preparation of s-triazine mono-substituted with malonic ester was

carried out by the following two-step reaction:
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1) Na + CH2 (CO 2 CH 3 ) 2  -- NaCH (CO 2 CH 3 ) 2

0

2 NaCH(CO)CH
3 32 C, 0

The crude product (I) which was isolated as a viscous yellow oil is of

interest because of its three reactive sites. Electrophilic substitution

reactions can take place at the central carbon of the malonate group,

and nucleophilic reactions can take nlace at the remaining two chlorinated

sites on the s-triazine ring. Thus, coupling is possible between two or

more molecules of compound I, although until this work coupling has never

been observed for two molecules of this type.

The coupling reaction was attempted in four different ways during

the course of this work; in each case followed by normal-phase liquid

chromatography using silica gel and reverse-phase high-pressure liquid

chromatography (HPLC) using C-18 coated silica gel to separate the products;

followed by NMR and mass spectroscopy to identify the new materials isolated.

These four methods were:

1. I(neat) + cyanuric chloride 40 - 600 aC

several days

2. 1 + cyanuric chloride metallic sodium
in dioxane overnight at b.p.

3. T + cyanuric chloride metallic sodium
in tetrahydrofuran overnight at b.p.

4. 1 + cyanuric chloride 2.6-di-t-butyl-4-methyl pyridine
. cin tetrahydrofuran overnight at b.p.

In each of the above cases, a portion of higher molecular weight

material was obtained in addition to side products in which trace amounts

of water reacted with the starting materials in the presence of base to

hydrolyze the chloride groups on the s-triazine ring. The mass spectrum

of one of the higher molecular weight fractions showed conclusively that

the product was dimethylmalonate disubstituted with dichloro-s-triazine
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having the structure (II), with a molecular weight of 426 based on

chlorine mass of 35. In addition, the mass spectrum showed the presence

of four chlorines based on the isotope ratios expected for the natural

abundance of chlorine of masses 35 and 37. In addition to this evidence,

the nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum of one of the higher molecular

weight fractions indicated the presence of compound (Il l expected from

the dimerization of compound (T) in the presence of base.

cC~~ %~ "' 4 ~1 ~ .~#

C_

~ 6 C

(IT) (ITT)

Because the mass spectrometer has been inoperable recently, it has not

been possible to verify compound (111) as yet, or to examine other higher

molecular weight fractions.

V. RECOM ENDATI nNS:

The rearrangement of oxygen-substituted s-triazines to nitrogen-substi-

tuted s-tria_-ines stands as a completed work with a reasonable mechanism

proposed for the catalyzed rearrangement in nitrobenzene solution. A

related rearrangement problem in which at least one of the substituents

is I nitro group could be undertaken. For example, mixed methoxy-niitro-

s-triazine could be subjected to catalyzed rearrangement conditions to see

if rearrangement would occur. This study could be of interest due to its

relation to the explosive 1,3,5-trinitrohexahydro-s-triazine (RDX).

Of greater interest for future study is the coupling of halo-s-triazines,

and in particular, fluorotriazines, to reactive substrates listed in the

Table in the introduction of this report. Thus, the coupling of two or

more rings and substrates should be pursued to find the reaction conditions

necessary to maximize the formation of polymeric material. tinder certain

conditions, I feel cage molecules should form that would bond metallic ions

inside the ring to the pi electrons of the conjugated triazine rings. In

order to form these cages, the ends of four or more triazine-substrate

molecul es wonld havc to he tied together by the elimination of a mnolecule

of lICI by base.
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The best candidates of the polymeric triazines for explosives

or explosive additives would seem to be fluorinated triazines bonded

to substrates containing nitro groups. For example, fluoro-s-triazine

could be coupled to each end of nitro-guanidine, or perhaps fluoro-s-

triazine eoupled to guanidine and then the entire molecule subjected

to nitration. Such molecules should prove to have interesting

properties since nitro-guanidine itself is utilized in flashless

explosives. 6
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ADSORPTION OF TRICHLOROETHYLENE BY SOILS

FROM DILUTE AQUEOUS SYSTEMS

by Richard 0. Richter

ABSTRACT

The adsorption of trichloroethylene (TCE) onto inorganic soil fractions

was studied to determine whether these materials might be significant sinks

for chlorinated hydrocarbons. Results indicate that inorganic soils adsorbed

TCE in the follcriag order of capacity: goethite, kaolinite, amorphous manga-

nese oxyhydroxide, montmorillonite. Organic peat and a soil from a TCE-

contaminated aquifer were also used as adsorbents. As expected due to its

organic carbon concentration, the peat had a greater capacity to remove TCE

from solution. The aquifer soil had a capacity between that of kaolinite and

manganese oxide. Freundlich adsorption isotherms were developed for the soils

and K and 1/n values were determined.

Calculations using the isotherm equations for the inorganic soils and the

octanol/water partitioning adsorption equation of Karickhoff indicate that

when the amount of organic carbon in a composite soil is small compared to the

clay content (less than 1 to 5), it is possible for the inorganic fraction to

control the adsorption of TCE.

Further adsorption studies, both batch and column should be conducted to

learn the behavior of halogenated hydrocarbons, such as TCE, in groundwater

aquifers. The role of the inorganic soil fraction in the adsorption process

should not be underestimated.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Many municipalitites and individuals in the United States use groundwater

as their sole source of drinking water; however, several factors have made it

difficult to ascertain its quality with regard to toxic organics. While con-

ventional pollution measurements, such as pH, BOD, and heavy metal con-

centrations are readily determined, organic contaminants require more

sophisticated and costly analytical techniques. Due to the continuity of sur-

face waters, it is easy to predict the extent of contamination; however, the

transport of groundwater contaminants is often difficult to forecast due to

the vagaries of the fluid's movement. Until recently, the coupling of these

circumstances has prevented the realization of the extent to which organic

chemicals are present in our groundwater. We are just now becoming aware that

the industrial use and improper disposal of toxic organics, such as

trichloroethylene, has led to the contamination of many groundwater sources of

drinking water in the United States(l).

In the past, the Air Force used trichloroethylene (TCE) and other chlori-

nated hydrocarbons as degreasing solvents for aircraft parts. Due to problems

in handling and disposal, TCE spills have occurred at several Air Force bases,

resulting in the contamination of the underlying aquifers. At Wurtsmith AFB

in Michigan, the Air Force is in the process of developing a decontamination

scheme to cleanse the aquifer polluted by TCE leakage from a storage tank.

Present plans call for the groundwater to be pumped out, the organic hydrocar-

bons to be removed by air stripping, and the water passed through activated

carbon for polishing before discharge. A key assumption is that the aquifer

soils have not adsorbed the TCE from solution and thus cannot release it back

into the uncontaminated recharge water.

It is known that hydrocarbons will adsorb onto activated carbon and

various soils (2, 3, 4, 5, 6). Most research has been directed toward the

effect of the soil organic carbon content on the intensity and quantity of

organic pollutants. While the organic soil fraction is a much stronger adsor-

bent than the inorganic fraction, in most cases the organic soil content is

very small. In these instances, such as at Wurtsmith AEB, it may be that the
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overwhelming quantity of inorganic soils acts as the main sink for adsorbed

hydrocarbons. Unfortunately, little is known about the adsorption properties

of the inorganic solids with respect to soluble organic pollutants. Clays,

sands, and hydrous oxides are known adsorbents of inorganic solutes and ionic

organics. These soil fractions need to be studied as to their adsorption with

respect to organic hydrocarbons.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The primary objective of this project was to investigate the adsorption

of a chlorinated hydrocarbon, trichloroethylene (TCE), onto inorganic soils.

The effects of varying two parameters were to be studied: soil type and

concentration. Several soil types were used: clays (montmorillonite and

kaolinite), hydrous oxides (manganese and iron), organic peat, and a composite

soil found at Wurtsmith AFB. The initial concentration of TCE was varied in

order to determine the effects on adsorption and to generate adsorption

isotherms. The initial TCE values ranged from 11 to 1,100 micrograms/liter

(ug/1).

As a necessary side study, several experimental designs were attempted to

determine an acceptable methodology for performing adsorption experiments.

Both two-phase (solid, liquid) and three-phase (gas, liquid, solid) systems

were evaluated.

Il. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES:

Materials Preparation

Trichloroethylene solutions were prepared from a saturated solution

w i-h is assumed to have an aqueous concentration of 1100 mg/l (4). Samples

ild ;tandards were diluted from the stock solution immediately before use to

riitnie volatilization losses.

he soils used as adsorbents were washed several times with distilled

.',,r, dried at 100°C for one hour, put in a dessicator and brought to room
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temperature, and passed through a sieve (no. 200) with 75 micron openings.

The peat was commercial grade as were the kaolinite and montomorillonite. The

hydrous oxides of iron and manganese were those used by Richter (7). The soil

from Wurtsnith AFB was collected several feet below the top soil layer.

Trichloroethylene Measurement

The concentration of trichloroethylene in water was determined by using

headspace gas chromatography (8). In this method, it is assumed that the con-

centration in the liquid phase is directly proportional to that of the TCE in

the gas phase which is actually measured. Samples were equilibrated for 10

minutes on a wrist action shaker and 1.0 ml of head space gas was injected

into the gas chromatograph (Perkin Elmer Model 900 with 10 feet of 10 percent

SP-1000 on 100/120 supelcoport, operated isothermally at 100*C, and retention

time of 2.5 minutes for TCE). Both of the following procedures relied on this

technique to determine the residual soluble TCE concentration after

adsorption.

Solid-Liquid Adsorption System

In this procedure, the solid adsorbent was placed in a 40 ml glass

centrifuge tube with the liquid containing a known initial concentratin of

TCE. The bottle was completely filled to exclude any gas phase and sealed

with aluminum foil to prevent contact with the teflon cap which could adsorb

TCE. The bottles were then shaken for 18 hours to establish TCE equilibrium

between the solid and liquid phases.

At equilibrium, the total mass of TCE, MT, will be the sum of the masses

in the two phases:

MT - ML + MS  (1)

where:

M1, mass in liquid (molos)

MS = mass on solid (moles)
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The total mass will be the product of the initial concentration in the liquid,

CO (moles/liter), and the liquid volume, VL (liter). The final mass in the

liquid will be the product of the liquid equilibrium concentration, CL, and

liquid volume, VL. substituting into equation (1) and solving for the mass

adsorbed gives:

MS =COVL - CLVL. (2)

Since CO and VL are known, all that is required to determine the amount of TCE

adsorbed is to find CL. The tubes were centrifuged and 20 ml of centrifugate

were removed and placed in a 40 ml head space bottle and sealed with a teflon

cap. Standards were prepared and CL was determined by head space gas

chromatography. Thus, this procedure involved three steps: equilibration of

the liquid phase with the solid phase, followed by centrifugation, and then

equilibration of the separated liquid phase with a gas phase.

Solid-Liquid-Gas Adsorption System

Since the preceeding experimental system required three steps, it was

felt that a three-phase system could be utilized to save time and eliminate

volatilization losses during transfer operations. If the solid, liquid, and

gas phases are in equilibrium, it should be possible to calculate the amount

adsorbed and the liquid cncentration from the measured gas phase

concentration.

For a closed, three-phase system, the total mass of TCE would be:

MT = MS + ML + MG (3)

where:

MC = mass in gas (moles/liter)

Using the universal gas law, the mass of gas for a given partial pressure,

P' (atmos), of TCE will be:

MC = P'VG/RT (4)

where:
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VG = gas volume (liter)

R = universal gas constant

(0.082 liter'atmos/mole-*K)

T = temperatuare (-K)

From Henry's Law, the partial pressure can be related to the liquid

concentration:

P' = HCL (5)

where:

H - Henry's Law constant

Gossett (9) found H equal to 8.62 liter'atmos/mole at 25*C. Substituting for

the masses and solving for the mass adsorbed yields:

MS = COVL - CLVL - CLVGH/RT (6)

Since all values are known except for CL, determination of the mass of

TCE adsorbed requires only the liquid equilibrium concentration. For this

system, head space bottles of known volume (40 ml) were partially filled with

known volumes of soil and TCE-containing liquid, leaving a given gas volume.

The bottles were sealed with teflon septa and agitated for 18 hours. Head

space gas chromatography was then performed directly on the samples, and the

values of CL and MS calculated.

Adsorption Isotherms

Adsorption of solutes onto solids is a function of the amount of solid

adsorbent and the concentration of adsorbate in solution. The two most common

methods of presenting adsorption data are as isotherms described by Langmuir

and Freundlich (10). The Langmuir isotherm is represented by the equation:

XMbC (7)

X

1 + bC
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where:

X = mass adsorbed/mass solid (ug/g)

XM - maximum value of X (ug/g)

b - constant based on data

C = equilibrium liquid concentration (ug/l)

Several linearizing procedures can be used to determine XM and b for a given

set of X vs C data.

The Freundlich isotherm uses the empirical relationship:

X = KC I /n (8)

Where:

K and n are constants

Generally, this isotherm is expressed logarithmically as:

Log X = Log K + (1/n)Log C

A plot of Log X vs Log C will have a slope of i/n and an intercept of Log K.

Using either of the formulas and the constants determined experimentally

for a given soil, it is possible to calculate the amount of TCE which would be

adsorbed at a given equilibrium concentration.

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION:

Experimental Design

As described earlier, both two-phase (liquid, solid) and three-phase

(liquid, solid, gas) systems where tried to determine which experimental pro-

cedure should be used in the adsorption isotherm studies. In the three-phase

system, the bottles were sealed with teflon septa held in place by open, screw

cap tops in order to allow direct sampling after equilibration. The two-phase

systems were sealed with solid screw cap tops lined with aluminum foil.
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For the three-phase system the head space concentration after 18 hours of

mixing was the same for all samples and blanks which started with equal TCE

concentrations. These values showed total mass losses of from 30 to 50 per-

cent when compared to the initial TCE values. There are two possible reasons

for the disappearance of the adsorbate. Trichloroethylene is highly volatile

with an evaporative half-life of 19 minutes (5); therefore, even the slightest

leak in the seal will result in large losses of the organic. The second

possibility is that the teflon septa act as adsorbents for the TCE.

The two-phase system appeared to have little loss of TCE during

agitation. Blanks that were mixed for 18 hours had the same final TCE values

as were initially present, within the sensitivity of the analytical procedure.

It should be noted that during the transfer of samples to head space bottles

and the preparation of standards there may have been consistent evaporative

losses which would result in actual concentrations lower that those assumed to

have been present.

Due to the superiority of the solid-liquid system in minimizing TCE

losses, it was selected as the experimental model for the adsorption isotherm

studies. However, more work should be performed to ascertain whether evapora-

tive losses are significant during transfer operations such as pipetting, and

if necessary, an experimental procedure developed which would eliminate or

minimize these losses.

Adsorption Isotherm Studies

Adsorption of aqueous trichloroethylene was found to vary considerably

with the type of soil used. Tests with TCE in the presence of an iron

oxyhydroxide, goethite, found the adsorption to be less than 0.1 ug/g at an

initial TCE concentration of 100 ug/l. The changes in concentrations were too

small to generate a signfificant adsorption isotherm.

An amorphous manganese oxyhydroxide was found to adsorb TCE at a signifi-

cant level. Figure 1 shows the Freundlich isctherm for TCE on this manganese

oxide. (It should be noted that all of the K-values and I/n-values were
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calculated using a least squares regression analysis for plots of LoglO (ug

TCE adsorbed/g soil) versus Loglo (ug/l TCE at equilibrium). This latter

point is important when comparing reported K's and I/n's, as the K-values

might vary depending upon units chosen for equilibrium concentration and

adsorption.) The value of K was determined to be 0.0085 and I/n was 0.938

with a correlation coefficient, r, of 0.907.

Kaolinite, a two layer clay, was Found to have little capacity for the

adsorption of trichloroethylene with the adsorption less than 0.2 ug/g at an

equilibrium concentration of 100 ug/l. Adsorption was not sufficient at lower

concentrations to generate an isotherm.

Montmorillonite, a three layer clay, adsorbed an order of magnitude more

strongly that did kaolinite. Figure 2 is the Freundlich plot for TCE adsorp-

tion onto montmorillonite from which were derived a K of 0.0970 and a 1/n of

0.705 with a correlation coefficient of 0.968.

Organic peat was used as an adsorbent to act as a comparison for the

inorganic soils tested. Figure 3 shows the large capacity for TCE which this

soil has. The K-value was 0.148 and 1/n was 0.737 with a correlation coef-

ficient of 0.990.

Figure 4 shows the Freundlich isotherm generated for TCE adsorption onto

soil taken from Wurtsmith AFB, Michigan. The size fraction used in these

experiments (< 75 microns) would consist of mostly clay and some organic

matter. This soil had a K of 0.0759 and a i/n of 0.324 with r equal to 0.774.

The Freundlich constants, K and I/n, are summarized for the various soils

in Table 1; for comparison, the values for activated carbon adsorption of TCE

determined by the EPA (6) are also included. The last column represents the

amount that would be adsorbed on the soil if the equilibrium concentration

were 100. ug/l. For this concentration it can be seen that the order of

adsorption capacity increases as: goethite, kaolinite, Wurtsmith soil, manga-

nese oxide, montmorillonite, peat, and activated carbon.
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Table 1: Soil Adsorption Parameters for TCE

Solid K 1/n r X(ug/g at C=100 ug/l)

FeOOH - - - < 0.1

MnxOy 0.0085 0.938 0.907 0.639

Kaolinite - - - < 0.2

Montmorillonite 0.0970 0.705 0.968 2.49

Peat 0.148 0.737 0.990 4.41

Wurtsmith AFB 0.0759 0.324 0.774 0.337

Activated Carbon (EPA) 377. 0.623 0.990 6640.

For the inorganic soils the increase in adsorption capacity resembles

that of the increase in surface area. Since trichloroethylene is nonionic and

only slightly polar, adsorption onto these soils is probably due to weak for-

ces or hydrogen bonding rather than stronger electrostatic forces or even

stronger chemical bonding.

The TCE was found to adsorb much more strongly onto the peat and acti-

vated carbon; that is, as the organic carbon content increased so did the

amount of TCE adsorbed. This is supported by Karickhoff, Brown, and Scott

(11) who demonstrated that hydrophobic compounds such as chlorinated hydrocar-

bons adsorbed in proportion to the organic carbon content of the soil. The

largeness of the octanol/water partitioning coefficient of TCE, 195, is a good

indicator that the compound will prefer the organic solid to remaining in

solution.

Karickhoff et al (11) developed the following adsorption isotherm for

soils of varying organic content:

X - 0.00063 Kow foc C (9)

where:
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X = ug adsorbed/g soil

Kow = octanol/water partitioning coefficient

foe = fraction organic carbon in soil

C = equilibrium concentration (ug/l)

For TCE, substituting for Kow gives:

X = 0.123 foc C (10)

For an equilibrium concentration of 100 ug/l and totally organic soil, the

amount of TCE adsorbed would be 12.3 ug/g.

When compared to the inorganic soils used, it is evident that the organic

fraction is important; however, as the carbon content of the soil decreases,

the inorganic soil could actually control the amount of TCE adsorbed. For

example, if the soil were composed of 5/6 montmorillinite and 1/6 organic

carbon, the equations indicate that adsorption would be split evenly between

the two solids; while if the organic carbon content were less, the clay would

predominate in the removal of TCE from solution.

The possible affects of adsorption on the partitioning of TCE between the

soil and groundwater can be seen by studying the Wurtsmith soil. The

following values for the aquifer were assumed:

Soil bulk density = 2.5 kg/l

void volume = 50%

C = 100 ug/l, X = 0.337 ug/g.

For a total volume of 2.0 1, there would be 1.0 1 of soil weighing 2,500 g and

1.0 1 of water. This would result in 843 ug of TCE being adsorbed on the

soil, or 8.4 times the amount in an equal volume of water. Due to the size

distribution of the soil, the actual amount adsorbed would propably be less;

however, the point is that the soil could act as a significant sink for the

halogenated hydrocarbon.
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V. CONCLUSIONS:

This project resulted in several conclusions regarding the adsorption of

trichloroethylene onto inorganic soils.

1. When using volatile organics such as TCE, it is important to design

the experiment to minimize evaporative losses due to either poor sealing or

transfer of aqueous solutions.

2. Inorganic soils do adsorb chlorinated hydrocarbons to some extent.

Adsorption increased in the following order: iron oxide, kaolinite, manganese

oxide, montmorillonite, organic peat.

3. While organic carbon in the soils has a greater affinity for TCE,

inorganic solid adsorption may be important when the organic fraction is rela-

tively small, as may be the case in some aquifers.

4. The Wurtsmith AFB soil has an adsorption capacity of 0.34 ug/g when

the equilibrium TCE concentration is 100 ug/l.

VI. RECOMMEN DATIONS:

Based on this study several recommendations can be made for future

investigations.

1. The effects of solution variables, such as pH, ionic strength, orga-

nic liquid concentrations, and temperature, on TCE adsorption should be

ascertained. Controlled mixtures of various soil components could also be

studied.

2. Adsorption/desorption studies should be conducted to determine

whether the process is reversible. This will help in deciding whether the

pumping out of aquifers will be sufficient to remove TCE, or whether the soils

will act as sink/sources for organic pollutants.
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3. Column studies would be helpful in ascertaining how TCE moves in

aquifers. The effects of saturated and unsaturated flow should be studied due

to the compound's volatility.

4. Regarding Wurtsmith AFB, both batch and column adsorption experiments

should be conducted to study how TCE behaves in the aquifer. This will help

in evaluating the present proposed clean-up scheme.

5. Future adsorption studies should use a method to directly measure TCE

adsorption for comparison with that calculated due to disappearance from the

solution phase. Recovery by organic solvent extraction should be considered.
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THE EFFECTS OF 2,3,7,8-TETRACHLORODIBENZO-p-DIOXIN (TCDD)

ON

TRIIODOTHYRONINEJ 3) BINDING TO RAT ISOLATED HEPATIC NUCLEI

by

JOHN J. RIGGS

ABSTRACT

The toxic effects caused by 2,3,7,3-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD)

are remarkably similar to those caused by celtain long-chain perfluoriuated

fatty acids. The Air Force is interested in these chemicals because TCDD was

a contaminant of herbicide formulations used in Vietnam and derivatives of the

perfluorinated fatty acids are used today as surfactants in fire fighting

foams. Their mechanisms of toxicity, in particular TCDD, remain unknown.

Because of the structural similarity between TCDD and triiodothvronine (T3 ),

it was of interest to determine if TCDD antagonized the binding of T3 to its

nuclear receptor sites. Animals were treated with a single dose of TCDD (50

pg/kg IP) and sacrificed 7,9,14, and 21 days after treatment. The livers were

removed, nuclei were isolated, incubated with 0.5 pM of radioactive T3

solution alone or with increasing amounts of non-radioactive T3 (1.0 to 1000

pM). In the control animal (acetone/corn oil) 6% of incubated T3 was specif-

ically bound to the Triton X-100 washed nuclei. Treated animals sacrificed at

7,9,14, and 21 days showed a decrease in specific T3 binding of 65%, 80%,98%

and 98%, respectively. The data clearly showed a decrease in T binding
3

capaLity in TCDD treated animals. A Scatchaid plot showed a single class of

8 -l1
T3 binding sites, with an apparent association constaut of 7.8 x 10 M , and a

binding capacity of 1.36 picomoles T3 for nuclei obtained from 0.25g of

liver.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Personnel in the Toxicology Branch of the Air Force Aerospace Medical

Research Laboratory pursue a variety of research efforts in the area of

mammalian toxicology. This work is designed to evaluate the toxic potential

of chemicals found in Air Force work environments. One of the major efforts

at present is a broadbased program investigating the detailed molecular

mechanisms responsible for the mammalian toxicity of halogenated aromatic and

polyhalogenated aliphatic chemicals of special interest to the Air Force.

These chemicals include chlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins, contaminants of the

phenoxyacetic acid herbicides, and perfluorinated fatty acids, surfactants

used in fire fighting foams. Technical approaches for this program involve

measuring alterations in structure and function of biological membranes and

assessing the effects of these chemicals on endogenous hormone function.

2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) is formed as an unwanted

contaminant in the synthesis of 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, which itself is used in

the manufacture of 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4,5-T), related
1

herbicides, and the germicide hexachlorobenzene. TCDD is the most toxic and

extensively studied isomer of the chlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins.2 ,3 The

(LD50) 30 values for single oral doses range from 0.6 jg/kg in the guinea pig

to 3000 Pg of TCDD/kg in the hamster.

A variety of toxic effects has been observed in both humans and experi-

mental animals exposed to TCDD. They include embryo and fetotoxicity,
4

5 6
thymic atrophy, liver damage, reduced immunological responses, and

7
chloracne. The most common toxic effect seen in all species exposed to TCDD

is thymic atrophy and loss in body weight. Despite the numerous investigations

over the past fifteen years, there are insufficient data to support a unified

hypothesis explaining the mechanism, or mechanisms, responsible for TCDD

lethality. Although various organs are involved in TCDD toxicity, damage to

these organs does not appear to be sufficient to be the cause of death.

The thyroid hormone function was implicated in TCDD toxicity when
7

Bastomsky reported a fourfold increase in biliary excretion of thyroxin (T4)

as its glucuronide conjugate after TCDD treatment. This reduced serum T3

concentrations to 50% of normal, increased iodide uptake, increased serum
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thyrotropin concentration, and produced goiters. These results and the fact

that some of the symptoms of TCDD toxicity resemble those of the hypothyroid

state prompted Neal et al.8 to examine the effects of TCDD on thyroid function.
8

Neal et al. did find that daily injections of 200 pg/kg T3 prolonged time-

to-death. In this study, 200 pg T3 /kg/day was the highest concentration

used and T3 is a poorer choice for restoring thyroid function than would be
8

T4. The work of Neal et al. then cannot be considered conclusive evidence

against a role for TCDD as a thyroid hormone antagonist. A more definitive

answer to the question of the role of thyroid hormone antagonism by TCDD can

be obtained by determining the effect of TCDD on the specific nuclear

receptors for T3. Therefore, it was of interest to examine specific T3

binding by nuclei of treated rats at various times after treatment with

TCDD.

II. OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study was to determine if 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-

p-dioxin (TCDD) antagonized the binding of triiodothyronine (T3) to its

specific nuclear receptor sites in isolated rat liver nuclei.

III. METHODS AND MATERIALS

Normal, male Fischer 344 rats weighing between 200-250g were divided

into two groups: Group I, vehicle control (acetone/corn oil); Groups II,

dioxin treated, 50 pg/kg IP. Individual rats from Group II were sacrificed

at days 7,9,14, and 21, respectively.

Animals were sacrificed, livers rapidly removed, weighed, and placed on

ice. Livers were minced and subsequently homogenized in 0.32 M sucrose-3 mM

MgCl2 with a Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer. The homogenate was filtered

through 8-ply gauze and centrifuged at 750 x g for ten minutes. The crude

nuclear pellets were resuspended in 2.4M sucrose-3 mM MgCl 2 and centrifuged

at 53,000 x g for forty-five minutes. The isolated nuclear pellets were

resuspended in 10 ml of nuclear buffer [0.32M sucrose-3 mM MgCl2, 20.0 mM

TrisHCl (pH 7.85), 3.0 mM MgCl 2, 5.0 mM dithiothreitol, 2.0 mM EDTA, 25.0 mM

KCI, and 5% glycerol (vol/vol)]. Aliquots of the nuclear suspension equiva-

lent to 250 mg of liver were incubated in triplicate either with radioactive

T3 solution (0.5 pM) alone or with that plus increasing amounts of non-

radioactive T3 (1.0 to 1000 pM) in a volume of I ml of incubation medium for

thirty minutes at 370 C. At the end of incubation, I ml of Triton X-100 in

0.32M sucrose-3 mM MgCl 2 was added to all tubes, which were placed in an ice

bath for fifteen minutes. The nuclei were recovered by centrifugation at
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10,000 x g for ten minutes, the supernant was aspirated, and the nuclear

pellets were counted in a Packard Autogamma Counter. The counting rate of

the pellets was determined as a measure of total radioactive triiodothyronine

binding to the nuclei at each ligand concentration. Total nuclear binding

was then corrected for nonspecific binding which was taken as the percent

binding of radioactive triiodothyronine in the presence of a 1,000 molar

excess of nonlabeled ligand. The difference between total and nonspecific

binding was the precent of radioactive triiodothyronine bound to specific,

low capacity, high affinity nuclear sites.

IV. RESULTS

After incubating isolated nuclei from a control animal with tracer T3

(0.5 pM), 6% of the incubated T3 was recovered in the Triton X-100 washed

nuclear pellets which represented T3 binding. Animals sacrificed at 7,9,14,

and 21 days after TCDD treatment showed a progressive decrease in labeled T3

binding when compared to control. The labeled T3 recovered at 7 and 9 days

after treatment decreased 65% (2.1) and 85% (1.2), respectively. The maximum

decrease (98%) in T3 binding occurred at 14 and 21 days. In each treated

group, decreases in labeled T3 binding paralleled the loss in body weight.

The results from this study showed that TCDD decreased the binding of

labeled T3 to its specific nuclear receptor sites with an abolition of

binding occurring at 14 days. A Scatchard plot of data obtained from the

control animal demonstrated a single class of binding sites for T 3 with an

apparent association constant of 7.8 x 108 M- 1and a binding capacity of 1.36

picomoles T3 for nuclei obtained from 0.25g of liver.

V. RECOMMENDATION

This method has demonstrated its use in assessing the effects of the

chlorodibenzo-p-dioxin and other compounds on triiodothyronine (T3 ) binding

and these studies should be enlarged.

Other recommendations for follow-on research are: (1) to determine the

time when the decrease in T3 binding first occurs; (2) to determine the dose-

effect relationship for this decreased binding; and (3) to increase the

number of animals in each treated group.
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VISUAL CUES IN THE SIMULATION OF LOW LEVEL FLIGiT

by

Dr. Edward J. Rinalducci, Ph.D

ABSTRACT

Visual cues used by pilots to maintain altitude in low level flight

simulation were examined. In particular, terrain texture in the form of

black vs. white topped inverted cones, the presence or absence of vertical

development, and the effects of rate of motion on terrain features were

investigated using pilots who varied in flying experience. Less experienced

pilots demonstrated increases in their mean altitude and RMS deviation with

an increase in airspeed or with an increase in airspeed combined with a lack

of vertical development in terrain features. Experienced pilots on the

other hand, only showed increases in mean altitude and RMS deviation with an
increase in airspeed. No differences were found between all black and white

topped cones. Suggestions are made for application of research findings to

CIG development and pilot training.
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I.. INTRODUCTION:

Important visual factors are involved in flight simulation and the

training of pilots. The various tasks especially required of U.S. Air Force

pilots which involve these visual factors include formation flying and

aerial refueling, low level flight, weapons delivery, and approach and

landinq. The research and objectives discussed in the following pages are

primarily directed toward the various aspects of visual space perception and

information processing relevant to visual flight simulation. These

interests and objectives are commensurate with those of the Air Force Human

Resources Laboratory located at Williams Air Force Base, AZ.

Depth perception has obvious relevance to visual flight simulation and

the maintenance of altitude in flight. Outside the primary cue of retinal

disparitv there are the secondary cues of aerial perspective, linear

perspective, retinal image and familiar size, texture gradient, motion

parallax, streaming, interposition, height of an object ih the visual field,

light and shadows, as well as the physiological cues of accommodation and

convergence (Graham, 1966; Harker and Jones, 1980). With regard to flight

simulation some of these and related cues are more important than others

especially when viewing a dynamic scene. Stenger, Zimmerlin, Thomas, and

Braunstein (1981) and Harker and Jones (1980) in recent reports cite texture

as a very important terrain feature in the dynamic simulator or flight

environment and in the maintenance of low level flight. Unique terrain

features and surface detail enables a pilot to keep track of his position

and estimate altitude. Closely related to texture would be motion through

the visual environment as influenced by airspeed. Motion would particularly

effpct the cues of motion parallax and streaming in actual flight and motion

parallax in simulated flight.

The ASPT (Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training) at Williams Air Force

Base provides an ideal environment for a visual scientist to study

depth/distance cues in a realistic dynamic scene and still maintain

considerable control over the visual cues. In addition, student pilots

familiar with the operation of the simulator are available for participation

in the research effort.
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II. OBJECTIVES:

The main objective of the present project was to investigate the

depth/distance cues employed in low altitude flight. Based on the on-going

research efforts of Dr. E. L. Martin of AFHRL with regard to terrain

features in the CIG display of the ASPT, it appeared that those features

consisting of inverted tetrahedrons or cones with white tops showed some

advantage over the all black cones in the maintenance of altitude in low
level flight in the simulator. This finding seemed to suggest that a

texture cue (in the form of contrast) was being employed by pilots in the

simulator when using the cone terrain features. In addition, there had been

some suggestion that vertical development of terrain features should also
influence depth/distance judgments in flight (Harker and Jones, 1980).

Therefore, the white triangular tops of the inverted cones were taken from

the cones and placed, for all practical purposes, on the ground (OMSL) with

the same spatial distribution as the inverted cones (average distribution

for all terrain features used in study was a 1500 foot separation). Also,

as differences in texture or surface detail should vary with rate of motion,

it was decided that manipulation of airspeed should influence altitude

mai ntenance.
Thus, the specific objectives of the study were to examine: (1) terrain

texture in the form of all black vs. white topped cones; (2) the effects of

the presence (or absence) of vertical development in terrain features; and

(3) the effects of rate of motion on the maintenance of altitude in low

level flight operations. An additional objective was realized by running an

another group of subjects which had considerable flying experience. Thus,

the effects of flying experience was also examined..

I1. METHODS:

Subjects

Fourteen subjects participated in the first part of the study.

However, the data for one subject was deleted leaving a total of 13. The

data for the one deleted subject was contaminated due to the incorrect

loading of the computer program which provided a flight path marker on the

HUD. This qave the subject an additonal reference for about half
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of the trials. Inspection of the data indicated improved performance over

the other suhiects for the period during which the flight path marker was

present and a degraded performance where it was absent. The subjects in the

first phase of the study were all B-course pilots. B-course pilots are

relatively inexperienced pilots (average flying time of 779 hours) who have

recently completed IPT and are learning to fly the F-16. In the second part

of the study, 6 T-course pilots were employed. T-course pilots are

transitioning from other aircraft (e.g., F-4, F-111, etc.) to the F-16 , and

therefore, have more flying experience (average flying time of 1864 hours).

All pilots had just completed at least 4 hours of training in the ASPT, F-16

cockpit. A total of 20 pilot subjects were employed in the entire study,

however only the data from 19 subjects were used in the data analysis.

Apparat us

Fourteen subjects were run on the ASPT. This apparatus has been

described in detail by Buckland, Monroe, and Mehrer (1980), but will be

described briefly below.

The ASPT consists of two fully instrumented cockpits with wraparound

visual systems. One cockpit is configured as the A-10 and the other as the

F-16. The visual system consists of seven 36-inch CRTs (cathode-ray tube)

which provide a visual field of + or - 150 degrees horizontally and + 110 to

-40 degrees vertically.

The visual scenes are produced by computer image generation (CIG). A

wide range of imagery is available with the present ASPT hardware and

software. All obiects and surfaces presented in the visual field consist of

straight line segments or edges (2000 edges available). The CIG is updated

0 times per second in response to aircraft movement through the simulated

environment.

The ASPT is able to record, store, and score various pilot performance

parameters automatically. The measures discussed below, are sampled and

stored 3.75 to 15 times/second depending on their nature.

The ASPT concpits are also mounted on six-degree-of-freedom,

hydraulically actuated motion platforms. Additional motion cues can be

provided by 32-bellow pneumatic seats with variable tension lap belts. The

motion systems were not active during the present study
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Independent Variables

The major factors which were varied consisted of terrain texture and air

speed. Terrain texture cues were varied by employing inverted tetrahedrons

or cones which had either white tops or were all black and by employing

white triangles on the ground. The cones were 35 feet high and had about a

10 foot base. The triangles had no height and also had a 10 foot base. The

triangles essentially consisted of the tops or bases of the inverted cones.

The cones provided vertical development, whereas this cue was removed in the

case of the triangles. Both types of cones and the triangles were

distributed with an average density or separation of 1500 feet. Thus, there

were three terrain features all with the same distribution density: black

cones with white tops, all black cones, and white triangles on the ground.

In addition, there were two airspeeds: 300 KIAS and 540 KIAS. The

difference in air speed provided a rate of texture motion which could

produce differences in a depth cue such as motion parallax.

Altitude was to be maintained under all conditions at 200 feet AGL.

Ground elevation was OMSL. The 200 foot altitude was chosen so as the

various terrain features would he readily visible but still represent low

level flight.

Experimental Design and Procedures

The experimental design used in the study was a 3 X 2 factorial design

(3 terrain features X 2 airspeeds) with repeated measures on each variable

producing a 3 X 2 within-subjects design. Each student pilot was run for a

total of 15 trials (about 1 hour and 10 minutes in duration). The first

three trials were practice trials and the student pilots were informed of

their altitude throughout the trial in order to provide knowledge-of-results

or feedback. The experimenter presented the aircraft's altitude every few

seconds over the student pilot's headset. However, during the last 12 trials

they were only told how close they came to the prescribed altitude at the

end of the trial. Three of the six conditions were chosen at random for the

3 practice trials and during the following 12 trials the two trials for each
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of the six conditions were distributed randomly.

Each student pilot received both a verbal and a written briefing prior

to participation in the experiment. The student pilot was informed that he

was to fly a prescribed course at an altitude of 200 feet and to maintain an

airspeed of either 300 or 540 KIAS. The course consisted of three legs

arranged at right angles. Each leg was seven miles long and two miles wide.

An aiming tower measuring 450 feet was positioned at each end of a leg. A

tone was presented through the student pilot's headset and served as a cue

to initiate a left or right turn as required. The turn was a 90 degree

healing change. The course is shown schematically in Fig. 1 (see Appendix).

Each pilot was initialized to the desired altitude at the beginning of

each trial. In addition, whenever a pilot fell below or exceeded his

prescribed airspeed by more than 40 KIAS an automated voice said "Low, Low",

etc. or "High, High", etc. until the appropriate increases or decreases in

airspeed were made.

All pilots were questioned immediately after participating in the

experiment to determine their preference for the different terrain features

(in rank order), and the different cues they used to maintain altitude.

Dependent Measures and Data Analysis

The ASPT has the capacitv to record and store a wide variety of

variables associated with low level flight simulation. Table I (see

Appendix) shows the performance measures which were analyzed in this study.

These include the mean altitude and RfS deviation from 200 feet for the

total course, as well as the mean altitude and RMS deviation for level

fliqht portions of the course and the turns. In addition, the number of

terrain crashes for each of the six conditions were recorded.

IV. RESULTS

The results of both studies are presented in tabular form. Results of

the MANOVAs (BMDX6qX) and the values of omega squared for the B-course

pilots are shown in Tables ?-7. Tables 8-13 present the mean values for

altitude and R deviation (from 200 feet) for the entire course, for level
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flight only, and for turns only for the same subjects. Table 14 shows the

number of terrain crashes for each terrain feature and air speed

combination. The results of the MANOVAs and the values of omega squared for

the T-course pilots are shown in Tables 15 and 16, and the mean values for

altitude and RMS deviation for the entire course are shown in Tables 17 and

18. See Appendix for all Tables.

Inspection of Tables 2-13 show that, in general, for the B-course or

less experienced pilots, mean altitude and RMS deviation is most effected by

the variables of airspeed and texture or terrain features. Tukey tests (p

less than .01) showed that these values increased significantly with an

increase in airspeed and when white triangles were used in place of either

type of cone (all black or white top), These factors usually accounted for

the largest amount of the total variance as shown by the values of omega

squared. In addition, there was a significant subjects effect.

The results for the T-course or more experienced pilots are shown in

Tables 15-18. Here, the only significant effects were for airspeed and

subjects with texture being non-significant.

Table 14 shows the number of terrain crashes for each terrain

feature-airspeed combination. The results are shown for both B-course and

T-course pilots (in parentheses). In general, the overwhelming number of

terrain crashes for B-course pilots (16 out of 19) and T-course pilots (4

out of 5) occurred for the conditions which employed white triangles. For

both groups most crashes occurred in the right turn (20 out of 24).

Finally, all subjects were interviewed immediately after participating
in the experiment. As indicated above, they were questioned as to the cues

they used in maintaining their altitude and their preferences (in rank

order) of the three terrain features. For the B-course pilots, all save two

preferred the white topped cones first, the all black cones second, and the

white triangles third. Of the two who ranked the terrain features

differently, one did not discriminate between the different cones and the

other preferred the all black cones first followed by the white topped cones

and then the triangles. However, the T-course pilots tended to choose the
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all black cones first, the white topped cones second, and the triangles

third. The other two T-course pilots reversed the order of cone

oreference. In all cases, the white triangles were least preferred by

pilots.

With regard to the kinds of cues the pilots reported they used, several

interesting and often similar comments were made by subjects from both groups

(B- and T-course pilots). The main comments are briefly summarized as

follows: (1) the HUD was used as a visual reference relative to the aiming

towers or the horizon; (2) the use of peripheral vision and the rush; (3)

the necessity of having vertically developed terrain features; (4) the

relative height of the terrain features and the aiming towers; (5) the rate

of movement of the terrain features; (6) the size of the white triangles;

and (7) the use of the VVI on the HUD to provide an indication of altitude.

Few differences were observed between the comments of B-course and T-course

pilots.

V. DISCUSSION:

In general, the results obtained with both groups of subjects (B-course

and T-course pilots) in the present study show that airspeed has the

greatest effect on the dependent variables of mean altitude and RMS

deviation. In other words, an increase in airspeed from 300 to 540 KIAS

produced a significant increase in mean altitude and RMS deviation.

However, less experienced pilots (B-course) also show significantly

increased altitude and RM deviation measures at the higher airspeed when

there is a lack of vertical development in the terrain features (white

triangles vs. cones). This effect was not found with the more experienced

pilots (T-course), which may suggest that they are better able to utilize

other cues in their visual environment (e.g., the VVI, the HUD frame, the

windscreen frame, the combining glass of the HUD, etc.) in the absence of

vertically developed terrain features. No significant effects were found

when texture in the form of contrast was manipulated (all black vs. white

topped cones) for either group. Thus, vertical development appears to be

the most important terrain feature. This finding is emphasized when the

data for terrain crashes are examined (see Table 14). As previously noted,
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most of the crashes occurred when using the white triangles for both

groups. This indicates that vertical development is also important to the

more experienced as well as the less experienced pilots. The ability of a

pilot to maintain altitude and RMS deviation with or without vertically

developed terrain features in the CIG of the flight simulator might, with

further study, be employed as a predictor of pilot success.

It was also noted that most crashes occurred when pilots attempted to

make a right turn. This finding may be due to the difficulty many pilots

experience in making right vs. left turns.

A significant subject effect with both B-course and T-course pilots may

well be due to the differences in their flying experience. Pilots in both

courses tended to vary (SD = 684 for B-course pilots and SD = 767 for

T-course pilots for hours flown) both in the number of hours and the type of

aircraft flown.

Finally, in that no significant differences were obtained with the two

different tvpes of cones, the one that is most edge efficient in the CIG

display would be the most appropriate. As the all black cones are more edge

efficient due to hidden contours than are the white topped cones, the black

cones should be preferred as terrain features.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Implementation of Research Results

The results of the present research indicate that vertical development

of terrain features is very important in the maintenance of altitude in low

level flight simulation. This is particularly true for higher airspeeds

(540 vs 300 KIAS). In addition, the use of vertically developed terrain

features may be more important for less experienced pilots in maintaining

altitude than for those with more experience. Thus, it would be more

important to the less experienced pilot to have vertically developed terrain

features in the CIG of the flight simulator. In addition, black cones due

to their edge efficient nature when compared to white topped cones would be

more desirable for CIG since no significant differences were found between

them.

Suggestions for Follow-on Research

Several suggestions for follow-on research related to the visual
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aspects of flight simulation and pilot training are described below.
First, it would seem to be useful to developers of simulator CIG that a

study be undertaken to determine the optimal height for vertically developed

terrain features (e.g., the inverted cones used in the present research
effort). Another objective of such a study would be to determine whether or

not there needs to he a particular mixture of object heights or only a

sinqle height. Data should he collected both in a static and a dynamic scene

situation and with pilots and non-pilots. Although it has been generally

assumed that pilot subjects would he more apprcnriate than non-pilot

subiects for all phases of research having to do with flight training and

simulation, it remains to he proven empirically. Proposed research in this

area would provide the necessary empirical data. If the differences between

pilots and non-pilots were found to be minimal or only a matter of degree

then the use of large numbers of non-pilots would be more economical for

preliminary research questions. This would allow for the elimination or

isolation of certain cues in preliminary research and a more economical

employment of pilot subjects. In addition, an advantage of the combined use

of static as well as dynamic presentation of terrain features and depth cues

would also be one of economy (static scenes such as those provided by

photographic slides would be more economical than a dynamic presentation)

and would provide empirical support of any real differences between the two

modes of presentation. Here again, empirical evidence on this issue is

lacking. Finally, those cues (e.g., vertical development, aerial

perspective, texture gradient, velocitv gradient, etc.) identified in the

lahoratorv as effecting depth/distance judgments would eventually be

incorporated into simulator CIG and tested using pilot observers. For

example, altitude judgments using different heights of vertically developed

terrain features could be investigated in the laboratory using slides for

static scene presentation and using either motion pictures, video disk and

monitor, or video projiection for dynamic scenes. The findings could then be

employd in the dynamic scene situation of the simulator for further

examination. In the simulator mean altitude and RM deviation measures

could he obtained by flvinq a prescribed course using the vertically

developed terrain features.
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A related and important research problem concerns the more general

question of the use of texture in CIG visual displays. In particular, are

texture gradients or velocity gradients more important in conveying surface

slant, distance, and curvature to observers (Stenger, et al, 1981)? If

velocity gradients are relatively more important than texture gradients,

recognizable texture elements may not be necessary as symbolic texture

elements (such as those used in the present study) and approximate texture

gradients may be sufficient. Basic psychophysical research in this area

using static and dynamic scenes could be conducted using the methods

referred to above in conjunction with a microcomputer for data sequencing,

collection, and analysis.

Second, ,iudgments of altitude using the method of magnitude estimation

with the free modulus variation could be made using slides of the simulator

visual display taken at different altitudes above the ground using different

terrains and terrain features. A preliminary study has already been carried

out by Dr. J. C. De Maio and this investigator. Power functions and slopes

of the regression lines would be obtained for different terrain features and

student pilots of varying experience as well as a large non-pilot

population. By using subjects with a wide variety of flying experience as

well as no experience, ability to judge altitude might be employed as a

predictor of performance depending on the outcome of the investigation. The

proposed study could be augmented by photographs taken from the HUD camera

of an F-16 flying at different altitudes over a given terrain. Altitude

judgments could then be made with both types of stimuli (CIG or actual

terrain photographs) in order to determine if the power functions obtained

are similar. Again, subjects should range from those with no flying

experience to those who are relatively experienced. Direct scaling

procedures such as magnitude estimation provide a potentially powerful and

low cost technique for evaluating visual displays and CIG, but they will

also need to be evaluated relative to the pilot-simulator approach.

Advantages to be obtained from such a study would have a direct impact

on CIG development and pilot training. In the usual magnitude estimation

study (direct scaling), if one plots sensation magnitude as a function of

physical magnitude and obtains a linear function (a slope of 1 on a log-log

plot) this would indicate a proportional relationship between sensation
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magnitude of altitude and actual height above the ground. A slope of less

than I implies a compressed function or a small increase in sensation with a

large increase in physical magnitude. A slope greater than I would imply an

expansive function in which there is a large increase in sensation magnitude

with a small increase in physical magnitude. One obvious objective would be

to determine if the altitude judgments made in the simulator are the same as

those made in real world scenes (or CIG vs. photographs and actual flight

conditions).

Pilots should be run in the simulator system in order to determine

effects of the field of view (FOV) as provided by the peripheral visual

input from the wraparound ASPT visual system. These observations and

judgments should be made both in the static and the dynamic scene situation.

It is conceivable that training involving the judgment of altitudes may

transfer positively to both the simulator and the actual flight situation.

Third, a study needs to be initiated which would examine the role of

aerial perspective in altitude judgments and the usefulness of this cue in

flying tasks in general (Harker and Jones, 1980; Stenger, et al, 1981).

Aerial perspective is regarded as a secondary or learned cue for the

perceoticn of depth or distance. It consists of a shift in hue, contrast,

and saturation as a function of distance and elevation. Depending on the

outcome of reearch related to this cue, the perceptual importance of aerial

perspective might be increased or decreased in the simulator. Again,

results in this area should have implications for the development of CIG and

the training of flight personnel.

Aerial perspective could be employed in both static and dynamic scenes

using photographic and/or CIG presentations . Stimuli would be presented

using slide projection of a given terrain with varying amounts of aerial

perspective. This would provide information in a static scene condition.

Motion pictures or video disk could be used to present a dynamic scene

condition. The observer would be requested to indicate height/distance at

several times during a dynamic scene presentation. Both static and dynamic

scenes would be taken from CIG presentations and from natural scenes.

Observers should consist of those with varying degrees of flying experience
including those with little or no experience. At the present time very

little is known ahout this particular cue to depth perception and its
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usefulness in flight activity.

A fourth area for follow-on research concerns the application of

channel theory to the simulator environment and pilot training. Ginsburg

(1978, 1980) has pointed out that there is considerable psychophysical and

neurophvsiological evidence supporting the notion that the visual system

employs narrow band quasi-independent neural channels tuned to spatial

frequencies of a certain bandwidth and orientation. Consistent with such

data is the sustained/transient neural mechanism dichotomy (Breitmeyer and

Ganz, 1976) which suggests that there are two parallel and complementary

visual mechanisms; a sustained mechanism which is characterized by having

high spatial resolving ability, a long latency, and a long integration time

and a transient mechanism characterized by a high temporal resolving

ability, a short latency, and a low spatial resolution. The transient

system would be concerned with the detection, tracking, and

attention-getting aspects of large moving objects. The sustained system

would be more concerned with good acuity or high resolution.

One potential research area has to do with those simulators employing

readily visible raster scan displays. With the advent of liquid-crystal

light valves this problem may be alleviated in some, although perhaps not

all simulator systems. In particular, the presence of a visible raster

structure (as in the present ASPT) would tend to mask or prevent the

detection of small objects or fine patterns. Thus, it would be useful to

have information relating to the pilot's ability to detect large and small

detail targets which are moving against a stationary background of a given

spatial frequency (e.g., within the range of the simulator raster

structure). Independent variables would include the spatial frequency (in

cycles/degree or cpd) of the background field, the orientation of the

sine-wave grating bars in the background field, the exposure time to the

background field, the spatial frequency of the target grating, whether the

target is movinq or stationary, how fast the target is moving

(degrees/second), and duration of target presentation. Dependent measures

would include the overall shapes of the contrast sensitivity functions (CSF)

and measures of visible persistence. The data could be obtained using a
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microcomputer controlled display monitor system.

Data to be obtained from research in this area would contribute to the

determination of what effects might be induced by a visible raster structure

on the CSF and thus on the detection of complex objects (Ginsburg, 1978,

1980). In addition, data would be obtained on the effects of grating

adaptation (as produced by the raster structure), grating orientation, and

target movement on visible persistence (perceived duration of a visual

stimulus as compared to its physical duration) (Long, 1980). These data

in turn should relate to the frequent discrepancy between CIG up(:ate and CRT

refresh rates. It should also be pointed out that research on spatial

contrast sensitivity and visible persistence relates to the spatial

resolution requirements and the limits of spatial resolution in the

simulator display whether it is of a CRT raster scan nature or a liquid

crvstall light valve.
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APPENDIX

TABLE 1

Dependent Variables Used in Visual Cues Study

Total Course Altitude Dependent Measures

(1) Total Course Mean Altitude (feet)

(?) RMS deviation*

Level Altitude Dependent Measures

(1) Mean Level Altitude (feet)

(?) RMS deviation*

Turn Altitude Dependent Measures

(1) Mean Turn Altitude (feet)

(2) RW deviation*

Terrain Crashes for Each Experimental Condition

*deviatio in feet from a 200 foot reference
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TAB LE 2

Results of MANOVAs and Omega Squared Values for Total Course Mean Altitude

Source Degrees of Freedom F p level

S (Subjects) 1? 3.3996 .00071

A (Airspeed) 1 157.6789 .00000

B (Texture) 2 15.0721 .00003

SA 12 1.6726 NS

SB 24 2.3590 .00270

AB 2 11.8288 .00012

SAB 24 1.3167 NS

Omega Squared/S = .066

Omega Squared/A = .356
Omega Squared/B = .064

Omega Squared/SB = .074

Omega Squared/AB = .049

Total Variance Accounted for - .609
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TABLE 3

Results of MNOVAs and Omega Squared Values for Total Course RMS Deviation

Source Degrees of Freedom F p level

S 12 3.4490 .00063

A 1 127.4875 .00000

B 2 38.4251 00000

SA 12 3.2787 .00096

SB 24 3.5919 .00004

AB 2 19.9981 .00001

SAB 24 2.7021 .00072

Omega Squared/S = .062

Omega Squared/A = .?65

Omega Squared/B = .157

Omega Squared/SA = .157

Omega Squared/SB = .057

Omega Squared/AB = .080

Omega Squared/SAB = .086

Total Variance Accounted for = .837
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TAB LE 4

Resuilts of MANOVAS and Omega Squared Values fo~- Level F1 i gnt '11-an Altitude

Source Dqgrees of Freedom F D 1leel

SB24 1.7609 .03200
AB 2 7.8003 .00110
SAB 78 .9169 NS

Omeqa Squared/S =.061
Omega Squared/A =.242
Omega Squared/B =.053

Omega Squared/SB = .062
Omega Squared/AB =.046

Total Variance Accounted for .464



TABLE 5

Results of MANOVAs and Omega Squared Values for Level Flight RMS Deviation

Source Degrees of Freedom F p level

S 12 2.8286 .00320

A 1 53.3613 .00000

B 2 28.1642 .00000

SA 1? 2.2340 .01700

SB 24 2. 5209 .00140

AB 2 11.2513 .00016

SAB 24 1.7761 .00200

Omega Squared/S = .058

Omega Squared/A = .140

Omega Squared/B = .145

Omega Squared/SA z .040

Omega Squared/SB = .097

Omega Squared/AB = .055

Omeqa Squared/SAB = .050
Total Variance Accounted for .585
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TABLE 6

Results of MANOVAs and Omega Squared Values for Mean Altitude in Turns

Source Degrees of Freedom F p level

S 12 3.998 .00018

A 1 150.2852 .00000

B 2 5.6762 .00530

SA 12 2.0398 .03100

SB 24 2.0505 .00950

AB 15.1466 .00003

SAB 24 2.1350 .00670

Omega Squared/S = .081

Omega Squared/A = .336
Omega Squared/B = .021

Omeqa Squared/SA = .028

Omega Squared/SB = .057

Omega Squared/AB = .064

Omega Squared/SAB = .061

Tot ' Variance Accounted for = .648
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TABLE 7

Results of MNOVAs and Omega Squared Values for RMS Deviation in Turns

Source Degrees of Freedom F p level

S 12 4.0118 .00018

A 1 132.6463 .00000

8 2 22.7085 .00000

SA 12 2.6707 .00490

SB 24 2.4008 .00230

AB 2 14.7426 .00003

SAB 24 2.4919 .00160

Omega Squared/S = .075

Omega Squared/A = .275

Omega Squared/B = .090

Omega Squared/SA = .041

Omega Squared/SB = .069

Omega Squared/AB = .057

Omega Squared/SAB = .074
Total Variance Accounted for .678
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TABLE 8

Means for Total Altitude

Airspeed

300 KIAS 540 KIAS

White Triangles 184.67422 325.42537

All Black Cones 181.56306 251.35844

White Top Cones 178.63768 241.35844

TABLE 9

Means for Total Course RMS Deviation

Airspeed

300 KIAS 540 KIAS

White Triangles 69.71000 179.43349

All Black Cones 54.67442 91.64188

White Top Cones 56.71627 93.70199
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TABLE 10

Means for Level Course Altitude

Airspeed

300 KIAS 540 KIAS

White Triangles 188.36998 297.30613

All Black Cones 180.61845 238.01498

White Top Cones 188.81345 223.54767

TABLE 11

Means for Level Course RMS Deviation

Airspeed

300 KIAS 540 KIAS

White Trianqles 67.52399 135.45772

All Black Cones 52.86430 72.22788

White Top Cones 53.79326 72.73411
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TAB LE 12

Mean Altitude in Turns

Ai rspeed

300 KIAS 540 KIAS

White Triangles 171.28680 401.36383

All Black Cones 188.53729 300.12997

White Top Cones 204.14268 287.40229

TABLE 13

Mean RMS Devi ati on in Turns

Airspeed

300 KIAS 540 KIAS

White Triangles 80.73184 257.50613

All Black Cones 63.57426 139.19199

White Top Cones 72.13561 138.29910
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TAB LE 14

Terrain Crashes as a Function of Experimental Conditions

Airspeed

300 KIAS 540 KIAS

White Triangles 9 (2) 7 (2)

All Black Cones 1

White Top Cones I (1) 1

(Values in parantheses refer to T-course pilots while all others are

B-course pilots)
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TABLE 15

Results of MANOVAs and Omega Squared Values for Total Course Mean Altitude

Source Degrees of Freedom F p level

S 5 3.4305 .01200

A 1 15. 8053 .00056

B 2 2.7343 NS

SA 5 .8644 NS

SB 10 .8319 NS

AB 2 2.5672 NS

SAB 10 1.0821 NS

Omega Squared/S = .117

Omega Squared/A = .142

Total Variance Accounted for = .259
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TABLE 16

Results of MANOVAs and Omega Squared Values for Total Course RMS Deviation

Source Degrees of Freedom F p level

S 5 3.3790 .01300

A 1 15.0883 .00068

B 2 1.4724 NS

SA 5 .9841 NS

SB 10 .4533 NS

AB 2 2.0138 NS

SAB 10 1.0802 NS

Omega Squared/S = .124

Omega Squared/A = .T46

Total Variance Accounted for = .270
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TAB LE 17

Means for Total Course Altitude

Airspeed

300 KIAS 540 KIAS

White Triangles 227.62916 244.31249

All Black Cones 212.40166 304.33999

White Top Cones 193.13500 246.25083

TABLE 18

Means for Total Course RMS Deviation

Airspeed

300 KIAS 540 KIAS

White Triangles 84.43766 108.84358

All Black Cones 56.66975 140.53158

White Top Cones 55.31591 94.11016
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A METALLURGICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE INTERNAL BRONZE

MANUFACTURING PROCESS OF Nb 3Sn SUPERCONDUCTING WIRE

hy

DR. JOHN MELVILLE ROBERTS

ABSTRACT

An introductory basic type of metallurgical investigation has been

carried out on nominally 13 wt.% Sn bronze rods and Nb/bronze multifilamentary

composite wires. These studies have included optical metallographic,

scanning electron microscopy and x-ray microprobe techniques. Preliminary

ageing studies of the quenched in metastable cx phase in 13 wt.% Sn bronze

have been made up to 220 0 C. This program of study was carried-out

in an attempt to learn more about unwanted and often premature failures

occurring in these Nb/bronze multifilamentary wires during manufacture.

Defects such as voids, chemical inhomogenuities, tin rich phases and

abnormally large and possibly discontinuous Nb filaments in these wires

have been observed. The consequences of these defects upon the success

of manufacturing high quality Nb 3Sn superconducting wire are briefly

discussed. The concept of the "limiting bronze grain size" and possibly

the "limiting sub-grain structure size" Imposed upon the bronze

matrix by the Nb filaments has been Liscussed and preliminary observations

of these effects are presented. Numerous suggestions for further research

in this area are offered. The concept of a new matrix alloy for the

internal bronze process is suggested and it is pointed out higher

temperature superconductors, i.e. better than Nb3Sn, should be

investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From my pre-summer site visit and from conversations with

Dr. Charles Oberly and 2nd Lt. Douglass Scott Holmes during my first

few days at WPAFB, the following background information on the nature

of problems associated with the manufacture of Nb3Sn superconducting wires

employing the internal bronze process was established. The overall

problem appeared to be one of manufacturing high electrical quality

superconducting Nb3Sn composite wires in sufficiently long lengths

to be useful in the winding of superconducting magnets or generators.

One specific problem area involved apparent embrittlement and unpredictable

failures in the Nb/13wt.% Sn Bronze unreacted wires in the later stages

of their manufacture i.e. in the last few wire drawing operations.

There was some scant evidence that this may be an age hardening type of

phenomena, at least in some of the failure cases.

At this stage the present author could envisage possible martensitic, and/or

spinodal (continuous) and/or classical nucleation and growth types of phase

transformations occurring in this (10-14 wt.%) Sn bronze alloy,

which may or may not be strain induced. Dr. Oberly and 2nd Lt. Holmes

did not know what a spinodal reaction was, so Dr. Roberts presented these

two persons a lecture on spinodal reactions during his pre-summer site

visit. The present author decided at this time some planned, systematic

and structured ageing experiments on (10-14 wt.%) Sn bronze were needed

in this field. To this end Dr. Roberts suggested to Holmes to cut out

a piece from a homogenized bronze billet and swage and draw it to rod or

wire form in preparation for the summer research effort. Rod of 0.010 in. dia.

was made and available to Dr. Roberts upon his arrival at WPAFB for

the summer period. Other metallurgical aspects contributing to possible

attendant wire fabrication problems were perceived by the present

author to be:

(1) the role of porosity in the bronze cast billets;

(2) the degree to which homogenization was complete in the

homogenized bronze billets; and

(3) the role of possible second phase particles existing either

in a microscopically distributed state or in a macroscopically

distributed state upon the success of wire fabrication.
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During the p r& stu t autio ' t ' rt week o thi :;,iw:.r pterIod

(i.e. the week of May 18, 1Q8), 11'. Ii, t.1ItI .

thought of and decided that the following metallurgicaL variables

which appeared to be previuusly overlooked in this I ield needed thought,

inspection and researc, in this particular wire manulacturing process.

The effect of wire diameter (size effect)and niobium filament distribution

upon the limiting grain size of the bronze needed to be studied.

Possible secondary recrystallization effects, sub-grain defect structuie

details and grain texture effects upon the bronze ductility needed more

attention. The present author informed 2nd Lt. Holmes and Dr. Oberly

of his ideas at that time. For several weeks, Holmes asked me about

the "limiting grain size effect", since he knew nothing about it; ard

I told him it was a simple analysis and i gi,'L it to my unergraduatu

students as a homework assignment. Dr. Oberly chased down a copy of

Reed-Hill 1 forme, which treats the effect in S, ilipC tt'erms S ilic ft was

not in the WPAFB library. I made the calculations on "Lt I iriitt ipg grain

size effect", showed Holmes my aaswers and told him it !;eems to b:

important. Anything Holmes has done on "the limiting grain size

effect" came after this sequence of events. It seems rather important

to report a chronolo'ical devilopment of these events,

After reading various articles 1- 2 9, some contractor-WPAFB
. 30,31 32,33-

communications 3 and reports for two weeks, I realized it

was not possible for me to obtain a coherent metallurgical evaluation

of this "state of the art process' with just this reading knowledge

and discussions with Holmes. I then decided that it would be more

productive for myself to simply carry' out a st ralglit forward basic

metallurglcal study ol the I ' wt.% Sn bronze systim and N.-' I I l,i1ulit/b)rolU:U

matrix composite mnl. riils. I iecltd to &,) this; I t w t,',l2 li. t .t, this

was a new field for me, so I could "get my feet wet" and get a good

feel for this area of technology by actually carrying, out preliminary

studies. Second, it appeared to me the basic type of metallurgical studies

this program required had not been undertaken previously in a systematic

a! thorough way. In any event, confirm;tion of what had been done or

found would certainly be of some help.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The main objectives of this project were to investigate unwanted

and often unexpected failures which occurred during the manufacturing

of Nb3Sn superconductor multi-filamentary wire. In order to do this,

a planned program of study was carried out which included the following

phases:

(1) Perusal of technical reports and published papers by

Dr. Roberts, so that the current investigator became

familiar with the terminology of this field of technology.

(2) Carrying out an investigative study of polishing and etching

techniques to reveal the microstructure and geometric

morphology of these superconducting multi-filamentary wires

at various stages of their manufacture.

(3) Employing (2) to study porosity, degree of homogeneity

grain size and second phase presence in 13 wt % Sn Bronze in the

following states, "as cast", "homogenized", "wrought" (in both the

annealed or unannealed states), and "hot/cold swaged". Scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) studies were planned to study the morphology

of the microstructures as well as X-Ray Mircoprobe Analyses

by EDS (Energy Dispersive Spectrum)to check chemical compositions

at interesting microstructural features.

(4) To carry out conventional quenching and ageing experiments upon

13 wt. % Sn bronze, in order to ascertain if a type of

"age hardening" phenomena actually occurs in this alloy at

temperatures and/or times which may be realized in the actual

manufacturing process. It was planned to extend these

studies to include investigating the effect of plastic

prestrain upon any possible type of phase transformation

which may occur in this 13 wt. % Cu bronze system at relatively

low temperatures i.e. below 2000C.

(5) To give some thought about designing a new Sn bearing alloy

which would be predicted to be less susceptible to the formation

of second phase particles, he easier to homogenize and possibly

would not exhibit any form of a strain ageing transformation

during the manufacture of Nb3 Sn wires.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Polishing and Etching Techniques. Suitable fine grinding of the

bronze and Nb/bronze composite wires was carried out by successive use

of 320 grit, 400 grit and 600 grit abrasive papers. This was followed

by rough polishing with powdered diamond paste of 6 micron particle

size. Final polishing was carried out employing 0.30 and 0.05 micron

alumina solutions on the Vibromet wheels for various times. It is

important to thoroughly clean the stnplC bLtwoen each1 of tlt' ahoVL

steps to prevent carrying coarse particles into the finer particle

polishing operations.

After some experimentation, a ferric chloride etch and a chromic

acid etching solution used one after the other for various times with

thorough cleaning in between each etching immerson was found to be

satisfactory for the present studies. Due to time limitations, the

present investigator did not explore electro-polishing and electro-etching

techniques for these alloys, but this may be an even more fruitful avenue

to explore and delineate microstructural features of interest. A great

many other etching solutions for Cu and its alloys are suggested in

5
Smithells and it is entirely possible an even better etching technique

can be developed for these particular bronze/Nb composite wires.

Studies to develop improved etching characteristics of these structures

appears to be worthy of further investigation.

B. Mounting Techniques. Generally these types of samples can be

mounted in bakelite or lucite type of mounting materials. It is highly

recommended, all of these types of samples should be clear plastic

lucite mounted. EDS analysis of the lucite material revealed no elements

detectable with atomic numbers greater than those of Al or Na in the

lucite.

A similar analysis of the bakelite mounting material revealed

light hard (Silicon-rich) particles and the matrix or filler material

between the Si-rich particles to contain Al, C1 and Ca. the Si-rich

particles can dislodge and get onto and into the Nb/bronze filamentary

wires and create artifacts In metallurgical studie.. The softer

Al, CI and Ca phae of the bake lite can smear over the samp ie surface
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and become entrapped at porosity holes or cavities, also creating an

artifact appearance. With careful polishing and etching of lucite

clear mounted samples, the present investigator was able to overcome

these "artifact" effects.

C. Equipment Used. Many SEM (Scanning electron microscopy)

photographs were taken on the Super ILI A ISI (Internatonal Scientific

Instruments) microscope with the Robinson Collector. Under optimum

operating conditions microstructural details to 100 A0 (Angstroms)

resolution might be expected with this instrument. The assistance of

Mr. John Leonard of the Technical Battery Group of the Aero Propulsion

Lab, WPAFB in this phase of the work is greatly appreciated.

Most optical metallographic photographs were made on the Xenon

source, Bausch and Lomb Metallograph located in the AFWAL Materials

Laboratory, Bldg. 32, WPAFB under the overall supervision of

Mr. C. R. Underwood. Specimen preparation equipments were all located

with SRL, AFWAL, MATERIALS LAB, BLDG. 32, WPAFB again under the overall

supervision of Mr. Underwood. These included the Vibromet tables, cut-off

wheels, etc., and a carbon vacuum evaporator station.

Within the same laboratory section, microhardness readings were

made on the Wilson Model MO serial 2469 microhardness tester.

Mr. Richard Bacon of SRL in this same group was extremely helpful in

carrying out x-ray microprobe studies on the ETEC MICROPROBE in this

laboratory using EDS analysis. It should be recalled that a microprobe

analysis employing this unit provides data for a volume of material
3

generally 1 x 1 x 1 (microns)

For the ageing studies, samples were encapsulated in quartz glass

under an Argon atmosphere and annealed in Mr. Jim Ray's glass laboratory

of the Aero Propulsion Lab, Bldg. 450, WPAFB. After anneallng,the

samples were quenched into an ice/water bath. Ageing studies above

room temperature were conducted in a muffle furnace in the SRL laboratory

group section noted above. The current investigator found Mr. Robert Lewis,

Mr. Ed Harper and Mr. Fritz Duetscher of the SRL, AFWAL, MATERIALS

LABORATORY to be helpful and cooperative at all times in my endeavors.
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IV. MICROSTRUCTURES AND MICROPROBE RESULTS

A. Pho tomic rorlips. Appendix A presents a photograph identif ication

legend for the 58 (I It y-e 1gu'.t) pi tireUT whi icLI forit ; part of this report

These 58 pictures show typical examples of the salient features of

the results the present investigator studied during this a;ummcr program.

Pictures 1-11 are of the nominally 13 wt.% Sn homogenized bronzi'

in the hot/cold worked state. Pictures 12-16 are of- the nominal]y

13 wt.% non-homogenized bronze billet. Pictures 17 and 18 are of a

bronze powder prepared by lolmes at WPAFB. Pictures 19-24 are of

nominally 13 wt.% Sn homogenized bronze in the hot/cold worked state

after having been silver soldered into brass plates. The hot/cold

worked structure has obviously been exposed to a temperature of the order

of 10000 C. Pictures 25-30 are of the nominally 13 wt.% Sn bronze

billet in the homogenized state. Pictures 31-34 are of a nominally

12 wt.% Sn bronze rod (designated CC, see reference 30) cast by

Cannon-Muskegon Corp. and processed by the IGC Corporation. This 0.073 In.

In. dia. rod had cracked. Pictures 35 and 36 are of nominally 12 wt.% Sn

bronze rod (designated Rod 3S, see reference 30) which did not exhibit

cracks. Pictures 37 and 38 are of a multi-filamentary Nb/bronze sample

designated "Bob Rose" by Holmes at WPAFB.

Pictures 39-58 are of multifilamentary Nb/bronze wires, showing

numerous examples of transverse cross-sections of the wire and

longitudinal (along the axis of the wire) sections. Pictores 39 and 46

for example show Lypiu'ally oversized Nb I ilaments in cross-section.

Pictures 45 and 57 lor examp , show typicallv ovo rsi.tcd Nb fiklmTent'1 as

detected in the longitudinal sections.

Tin-rich and tin-depleted microconstituents and porosity are

readily identifiable in the non-homegenizcd casting. In all of the current

investigators' studius, no positive identification could be made that
8

the tin-rich regions were 6-phase .a; suggested by 11olmes ct a) . This

seems to be a poit worthy of further detailed research. The homogenized

billet exhibited dominantly a uniform microstructure, yet rather massive

tin-rich regions could be found which had not been solLtionized during

homogenization. Picture 43 lo,; ,i tavp i,'iI Niiil, ol I lie brollz

grain size in the multifilamentary Nb/bronze wires.
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The "limiting grain size" effect will be briefly described. This

idea was originally developed by C. Zener and is explained by Reed-Hill

The Nb filaments in the bronze wire can be considered similar to second

phase inclusions in a homogeneous primary phase matrix. These second

phase filaments can put an upper limit on the grain size attainable in

the primary phase upon annealing. During annealing and recrystallization,

the strain free grains migrate and move into the strained matrix. After

recrystallization is complete, grain coarsening can occur to lower grain

boundary surface energy. In both processes, the migrating boundaries

are interrupted at the second phase filaments, and the boundaries form

curvatures and try and pull-away from the second phase obstacles. If

the surface tension force is small due to a large radius of curvature

of the migrating boundary, the boundary cannot overcome the restraining

force of the inclusions. In this case the migrating strain free

recrystallized grains cannot move into either the strained matrix or

into other recrystallized grains to allow grain coarsening. Hence

the grain size is limited by the second phase filaments. It can be

readily shown that the limiting grain size R is given approximately by:

R 2n 1Tr
s2

where n5 is the number of Nb filaments/cm of cross-section of the wire,

r has its usual meaning, r ii the radius of the Nb filaments in

cm, and R is the limiting grain size in cm. This form of analysis can

be readily applied to the growth of the grains in the longitudinal

direction of multifilamentary Nb/bronze wires. This analysis must

be modified into a two dimensional problem, namely the longitudinal

and radial directions of the wires. The effect of wire draw reduction

and number of draws between anneals as well as the total prior

thermal/mechanical history of the sample are parameters very important

to understand in controlling this overall effect. In additon,

when recrystallization is incomplete, the sub-grain structure recovery

details must be taken into consideration. Finally, the mean free

path in the bronze must also be considered to afford a total analysis

of this phenomena with respect to the Nb/bronze multifilamentary wire

manufacturing process. The present author will analyze in detail all

the data he has on this effect in the light of the above comments and
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prepare it for publication In the near future. I'here Is little doubt

that this effect comes into play in an important way in the final

annealing and drawing process steps of the wires. Methods to circumvent

this embrittling effect will be discussed in a ftrthcoming pub]ilcation.

The reasons why this effect, is more critical in Nb/bronze wires as

contrasted to Nb/Cu wires will also be presented.

As regards to the oversized and discontinuous Nb filaments- I ounI

in cross-sections and in the longitudinal sections of the wires, the

present investigator is currently considering their origin. It has bt-ell

observed their frequent location is near the center ()I the overall wire,

the fact that cavities are generally located at their ends and no second

phase foreign particles have yet been found blocking their flow during

drawing. The present author has some ideas as to explaining the

origin of these "abnormally" large filaments which appear to be

discontinuous. Presentation of these ideas must await a forthcoming

publication.

The present Investigator has intentionally not discussed in detail

the 58 pictures of this report and the microprobe results. Firstly,

this would be an enormous task at this time, and that must wait some

time, probably of the order of 6 months or so, until the present author

is ready to publish. Secondly, 2nd Lt. D. S. Holmes and Mr. Jim Reams of

the Aerospace Power Division, AFWAL, WPAFB have both informed the present

investigator that it is their opinion they want themselves and other

so-called experts in this field, who have been at this game longer

than I, to analyze these pictures. The microprobe raw data is with

Mr. Richard Bacon, of SRL, AFWAL, Materials laboratory. I do not care

to present any of my detailed ideas on this matter, until I have had

the opportunity to fully analyze my own data and present it publically.

In this way, my interpretation of py data and their interpretation

of my data can be readily appraised and evaluated by others also interested

in this field of study.

b. Consideration of a New Matrix Alloys for Nb3 Sn Superconductor Wires.

It is proposed a new Sn bearing aloy be considered which may

be free intrinsically of some of the Nb/brotze manufacturing proces
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problems. After some reflectionl, the present author suggests a Ag/Sn

(up to 10 wt. % Sn) may be a good viable candidate. Possibly a ternary

Ag/Cu/Sn or even a quaternary Alg/Cu/Al/Sn may be even more attractive

candidates. It is obvious a small scale research and development project

would be required to investigate this idea In depth.

V. A PRELIMINARY AGEING STUDY IN 13wt% Sn BRONZE

Small 0.10 in. dia. specimens of 13 wt.% Sn bronze in the hot/cold

swaged state were force fit into brass plates. The plates with the

bronze samples were encapsulated in vicor glass tubes filled with an argon

atmosphere. The composite plates were annealed and solution heat

treated at 475 0 C for 4 hours and quenched into an Ice/water bath. The

variation of the Vickers mlcrohardness of the bronze samples was monitorud

with long periods of ag eing, up to several weeks, at 23, 100 and 220 0 C.

Essentially no age hardening peak was found and essentially no

significant change in the microhardness was detected.

To the resolution of optical metallographic tecnhiques, no E(epsilon)

phase 7 precipitation could be found in these quenched and aged samples.

The results tell us that no apparent change in the ultimate tensile

strength is occurring during these ageing treatments. These results

suggest the manufacturers of Nb/bronz& multifiJameintarv wires should

anneal and rapid cool the mat,,rial to 200 C and then slow cool to ambient

temperature.Decomposit ion of the a phase with a possible attendant embrittling

effect in the critical temperature re ioun of 2di to i500 C could thus

most likely be prohibited.

There is little doubt that the room temperature metastable a phase

in Cu 13 wt. % Sn bronze does want to decompose under certain temperature,

time and prestress conditions into more stable non-equilibrium or

equilibrium products. At present, these particular conditions have not

been established which cause possibly significant changes in yield

stress, tensile strength, work hardening characteristics and electrical

resistivity of the bronze matrix material. Further studies are planned

to investigate the ageing characteristics of this particular

alloy in greater depth.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

This work has stimulated the present Investigator to consider

several avenues of research which could ultimately lead to significant

technological "state of the art" advances in this manufacturing process.

More extensive studies should be made on etching, electropolishing

and electroetching techniques in order to bring-out finer details of

the microstructures of both the bronze and the niobium phases of these

multifilamentary wires.

X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

analyses of the tin rich phases detected in the supposedly single

phase c bronze should be made. These studies are needed to positively

identify if these tin rich regions are 6, y or " phase particles. Only

when the phase is unambiguously identified can one understand fully

its origin and hence try to eliminate its occurrence, since these are

much harder and less ductile regions entrapped in the bronze.

There is a need to carry-out more extensive ageing studies of the

13 wt. % Sn bronze system. Slow cooled samples, in particular, from

the annealing temperature range should be studied for any type of a phase

decomposition with attendant changes in properties. The manufacturing

process conditions which could induce phase formation have not as

yet been established. The properties which should be investigated are

microhardness, yield stress, work hardening exponent and electrical

resistivity. Phase identification techniques by whichever method is

required for positive identification of any decomposition produced from

the metastable at phase should be made. The effect of plastic prestrain

upon any attendant ci phase decomposition must be examined.

Detailed analysis of the true quality limits of the current Nb 3Sn

superconducting multifilamentary wires produced by the internal bronze

process must be examined in the light of the "limiting grain size"

effect. The role of the "mean free bronze path" and possibly a "limiting

sub-grain size" effect must also be considered.

Analytical studies should be initiated such that a viable mechanism

or mechanisms can be identified which controls or causes the formation

of abnormally large Nb filaments to occur in multifilamentary and ultra-fine

Nb/bronze wires. These abnormally large filaments appear to represent

discontinuous Nb filaments in the wires and their occurrence is far too
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frequent. These filaments obviously create reduced electrical performance

characteristics in the jire. They are also centers for the build-up

of large internal stresses and strains and even cavities or microcracks

in the wires. The latter can cause unexpected and unwanted mechanical

failures of the wire during z;ubsequent manufacturing operations. The

study must be comprehensive t'nough and thorough enough so that one can

ultimately say with cocsiderable authority "I know how to produce those

abnormally large filaments" or "I know how to eliminate their occurrence"

or "I know the mechanism by which they formed."

It appears that a new Sn bearing matrix alloy such as Ag/Sn,

a Ag/Sn/Cu or Ag/Sn/Cu/Al should be given some consideration for the

production of Nb 3Sn superccnducting wire by the internal bronze process.

Such an alloy may have some intrinsic properties both in casting and

hot/cold forming which could be superior to those of the high tin

bronze presently in use.

The present investigator intends to study some samples of the

Lakeshore Ceramic coating (SC2B) currently being considered for use on

multifilimentary Nb 3 Sn supercenducting wires. These studies will be of

the preliminary type to study the composition and microstructure of the

various phases present. Electrical, thermal and mechanical property

evaluations could follow the preliminary studies.

All of the above proposed recommendations for further study and

analysis in this area of technology can be carried out at Rice University,

with WPAFB through Dr. C. Oberly supplying material for samples from time

to time. Some of the details of the above recommendations will be

answered when I have completed a thorough analysis of my present

results and have the work ready for publication.

Finally, a significant step forward in this field of technology

would result if a higher temperature superconductor than Nb 3Sn were sought.

It appears the Russians3 4 are moving in this direction. To this

investigator's knowledge there is not a serious effort going on at WPAFB

to keep abreast and develop this highly potentially fruitful avenue of

approach. Serious consideration should be given to such a project. As

this investigator sees it, this could be accomplished by hiring one or

two competent poeple in this field and an expendable materials budget.
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In general, it is this inves.tigator's. opinion that WFAFB should do

much more research and small scale development work at moderately low

cost before jumping into the procurement of products in large quantities

of items not yet fully developed from a good technological view point.

It then becomes enormously expensive to patch-up the problems and failures

at the latter and large scale stages.
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APPENDIX A

A photograph identification legend is presented in this Appendix for

58 pictures. All magnificat ions reported are for 3T: x 4' In. pictures

prior to enlargement for reproduction purposes.

Picture 1 (Roberts No. 8) Magnification 400x

Picture 2 (Roberts No. 85) Magnification 720x

Picture 3 (Roberts No. 78(C)) Magnification 800x

Picture 4 (Roberts No. 96) Magnification 800x

Picture 5 (Roberts No. 98) Magnification 800x

Picture 6 (Roberts No. 99) Magnification 800x

Picture 7 (Roberts No. 299) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 8 (Roberts No. 300) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 9 (Roberts No. 301) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 10 (Roberts No. 302) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 11 (Roberts No. 303) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 13 (Roberts No. 26) Magnification 400x

Picture 13 (Roberts No. 36) Magnification 100Ox

Picture 14 (Roberts No. 215) Magnification 500x

Picture 15 (Roberts No. 240) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 16 (Roberts No. 241) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 17 (Roberts No. 88) Magnification 200x

Picture 18 (Roberts No. 89) Magnification 800x

Picture 19 (Roberts No. 194) Magnification 400x

Picture 20 (Roberts No. 198) Magnification 800x

Picture 21 (Roberts No. 201) Magnification 200x

Picture 22 (Roberts No. 204) Magnification 800x

Picture 23 (Roberts No. 206) Magnification 800x

Picture 24 (Roberts No. 239) Magnification shown on picture
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Picture 25 (Roberts No. 16) Magnification 200x

Picture 26 (Roberts No. 171 Magnification 200x

Picture 27 (Roberts No. 223) Magnification 300x

Picture 28 (Roberts No. 251) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 29 (Roberts No. 252) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 30 (Roberts No. 253) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 31 (Roberts No. 304) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 32 (Roberts No. 305) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 33 (Roberts No. 306) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 34 (Roberts No. 307) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 35 (Roberts No. 308) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 36 (Roberts No. 309) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 37 (Roberts No. 168) Magnification 1200x

Picture 38 (Roberts No. 208) Magnification 5000x

Picture 39 (Roberts No. 137) Magnification lOOOx

Picture 40 (Roberts No. 170) Magnification 1200x

Picture 41 (Roberts No. 173) Magnification 1200x

Picture 42 (Roberts No. 174) Magnification 1200x

Picture 43 (Roberts No. 185) Magnification 600x

Picture 44 (Roberts No. 243) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 45 (Roberts No. 244) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 46 (Roberts No. 245) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 47 (Roberts No. 247) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 48 (Roberts No. 248) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 49 (Roberts N,. 249) Magnification shown on picture
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Picturh u h ( No. 20 M s o picture

Picture 50 (Roberts No. 250) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 51 (Roberts No. 254) Magnification lO0x

Picture 52 (Roberts No. 255) Magnification 350x

Picture 53 (Roberts No. 257) Magnification 100Ox

Picture 54 (Roberts No. 259) Magnification 1OOx

Picture 55 (Roberts No. 262) Magnification iOO0x

Picture 56 (Roberts No. 286) Magnification lO0ox

Picture 57 (Roberts No. 297) Magnification shown on picture

Picture 58 (Roberts No. 298) Magnification show on picture
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INVESTIGATION OF THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

OF LESS THAN 100% DENSE TITANIUM POWDER

METALLURGY COMPACTS

by

Thomas A. Roth

ABSTRACT

A possible method to improve the mechanical properties of porous powder com-

pacts by altering the surface condition of the compacts through the use of shot-

peening to reduce surface porosity is used to study the tensile properties of

elemental blend Ti-6Al-4V. The effects of a stress-relief treatment of the shot-

peened material are considered. Tensile test data, along with studies of the

porosity and microstructure, suggest improvement is to be found in the fatigue

behavior of the material rather than in the tensile properties. Suggestions for

further research examining the effect of shot-peening on the fatigue behavior of

the less than 100% dense material are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Titanium alloys are a very attractive choice for use in advanced Air Force

systems because of their excellent strength-to-density characteristics combined

with outstanding general corrosion resistance and fracture behavior. However,

use has been restricted because of the cost of component fabrication; a result

of initial high material cost and high fabrication costs for forging and machin-

ing. To circumvent these high costs, much effort has been put into near net

shape techniques. Of these techniques, powder metallurgy offers a very attractive

route not only to a more cost-effective approach but also to enhanced mechanical

property levels.

Recent work at the Air Force Materials Laboratory has shown that the

mechanical property levels of powder compacts can indeed be raised to levels which
(1-4)

in some case exceed those of wrought material. To achieve this, the powder

metallurgy process must be carefully controlled during powder production, handling,
(4-6)

compaction, and manipulation of the final microstructure. The mechanical

properties equivalent to or exceeding those of the wrought material include the

tensile properties of both compacts made by the elemental blend approach and

those made from prealloyed powder. Fatigue behavior is, however, more sensitive

to microstructural integrity, i.e., the presence of discontinuities such as pores

and foreign particles, and often the values obtained are below wrought material

levels. Values below wrought levels are found for elemental blend material;

however, surprisingly material produced from prealloyed powder often exhibits

fatigue levels equivalent to wrought material even when the density is less than

100%.

Since it is not possible to completely eliminate the dicontinuities,

microstructural control has been used to reduce the sensitivity of the compacted
(3)

material to their presence. In the case of less than 100% dense compacts,

some of the residual porosity would be expected to lie at the surface, especially

after final shaping, as by machining. Porosity at the surface could thus

contributPto the generally observed poor fatigue behavior. In another approach

to reducing the sensitivity of the compacts to the presence of discontinuities, here
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the pores and specifically the surface pores, to improve the mechanical properties,

particularly the fatigue behavior, of less t an 100% dense compacts through control

of such surface porosity, a study has begun on the effects of shot-peening the

surface of less than 100% dense compacts. This report discusses the initial

findings of this ongoing study.

Ii. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The main objective of this research was to provide additional insight into

the ongoing Materials Laboratory studies of the mechanical property behavior of

less than 100% dense powder compacts produced by both the elemental blend and the

prealloyed techniques. The specific objective of this effort has been to study an

attempt at improving the mechanical properties of elemental blend Ti-6AI-4V powder

compacts by altering the surface condition of the compacts through the use of shot-

peening in order to reduce the sensitivity of the material to the effects of porosity

at the surface.

It was hoped that the influence of the pores on mechanical properties, both

tensile and fatigue, could be defined and the overall behavior rationalized. The

study of the effect of shot-peening on the tensile properties of elemental blend

Ti-6AI-4V compacts has been completed and the results are the basis for this report.

The study of the effect of shot-peening on the fatigue behavior is currently in its

initial stages, i.e., the fatigue specimens are only now being fatigue tested.

The fatigue behavior part of the investigation is considered below for follow-on

work under the Recommendations Section of this report.

To carry out this study, optical and scanning electron microscopy techn4,1,ies have

been used. Fractographic analysis is expected to be a useful tool for the con-

tinuing study on the effects of shot-peening on the fatigue behavior. By correlat-

ing factors such as basic microstructure, pore characteristics, dislocation

interactions, and fractographic features, it should be possible to rationalize the

observed behavior, when the total investigation is completed.

III. MATERIALS

Ti-6Al-4V is an alpha-beta alloy at room temperature with moderate strength.

It is currently the most widely used titanium alloy. The vast majority of titanium

ill ,y !owder metallurgy evaluation has been performed on Ti-6A1-4V in the annealed
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condition. Because of its commercial significance and the solid understanding

of its fundamental behavior, Ti-6AI-4V seems a good choice for study of variations

and modifications of its treatment for property improvement.

For this work, Ti-6AI-4V powder compacts, with the composition liven in

Table I, were produced by Gould Laboratories from titanium sponge fines (-~00 Pm)

and master alloy powder cold pressed and subsequently sintered at 2300°F (1260°)C)

4 hrs. using the method discussed by Andersen and Eloff. (8)

Table I. Typical Chemical Analysis of the

Elemental Blend Ti-6AI-4V

Al V 02 N2  H C Fe Na Cl

6.2 4.1 0.24 0.016 0.C0)2 0.02 0.18 0.10 0.12

This material is the same as used in a previous Materials Laboratory study

to evaluate the effect of microstructure on the mechanical properties of cold pressed

and sintered elemental blend Ti-6A1-4V powder. The powder compacts used in the

present work differ from the previously studied material in that they were shot-

peened at two different intensities after being machined into the desired test

bars, in the attempt to enhance the mechanical properties by improving the continuity

of the surface by closing any surface pores. Additionally, some of the shot-

peened compacts were subsequently stress-relieved in an attempt to remove the strain

resulting from the shot-peening.

The details of the conditions of the material of this study are given in

Table II.

Table II. Conditions of the Test Material

Group Condition

I Smooth test bars

(as-pressed, sintered, and machined)

II Shot-peened bars

(0.006N Almen intensity)

III Shot-peened bars

(0.012N Almen intensity)
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IV Shot-peened bars

(0.006N Almen intensity)

Stress-relieved

(2 hrs. @ 11500F in vacuum)

V Shot-peened bars

(0.012N Almen intensity)

Stress-relieved

(2 hrs. @ l150OF in vacuum)

IV. TENSILE PROPERTIES

Two specimens in each of the five conditions of Table II were tensile tested

by Metcut Research Associates with the results as listed in Table III. The average

of the two values obtained for specimens tested in the same condition is shown in
(1)

parentheses. The results found in the prior study are shown for comparison as

are values for wrought Ti-6AI-4V and typical minimum mechanical property specifi-

cations for the alloy.

The results shown in Table III indicate that, except for the yield strength,

the material of this study satisfies the minimum mechanical property specifications.

The tensile properties of this series of specimens are, however, well below those

of the mill annealed wrought Ti-6AI-4V and have lower strength values, but

greater ductility, than those reported in the prior study.(
1 )

The results shown in Table III also indicate that the shot-peening treatment

has not improved the strength values of the material. No significant change in

those values is to be noted cther than a slight decrease in yield strength resulting

from the shot-peening. Since it has been shown (2) that the tensile properties of

powder compacts are not as dependent on the porosity as is the fatigue behavior,

tie similarity in the strength values of Table III for the specimens in the different

conditions is not entirely unexpected.

The ductility of the material has certainly been reduced by the shot-peening.

Surprisingly, the lighter peening (0.006N Almen intensity of Group II Specimens)

is seen to have a greater effect in reducing the ductility than does the heavier

Peening (.012N Almen intensity of Group III specimens).
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Table III. Room Temperature Tensile Property Results
Compared to Prior Results and Wrought Ti-6AI-4V.

Specimen Specimen U.T.S. Y.S.(0.2%) Elonq. R.A.
Condition Number (Ksi) (Ksi) (%) (%)

I 78-12 130.9 119.4 14.4 28.4

I 78-41* 129.8 118.2 16.9 27.2
(130.4)** (118.8) (15.6) (27.8)

II 78-23 130.6 117.2 11.0 11.6

II 78-34* 130.6 117.4 12.9 17.4

(130.6) (117.3) (12.0) (14.5)

III 78-19* 130.9 119.0 14.4 22.0

III 78-52 130.3 117.4 14.6 28.9
(130.6) (118.2) (14.5) (25.4)

IV 78-14* 130.3 122.3 15.2 21.9

IV 78-24 131.2 120.8 16.4 26.8

(130.8) (121.6) (15.8) (24.4)

V 78-5 130.9 120.1 13.8 18.0

V 78-10* 130.9 120.7 16.5 27.6

(130.9) (120.4) (15.5) (22.8)

Prior Results (1 )  137.6 126.4 14.8 24.6

(1)
Wrought, mill anneal 141.5 134.0 16.7 44.1

Typical Minimum Mechanical
Properties (MIL-T-9047) 130.0 120.0 10.0 25.0

* S ecimens randomly selected for metalloqraphic examination.

** The values in parentheses are the average for the two specimens tested
in the same condition.
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The stress-relieving treatment is -en to produce the desired result of

raising the yield strength values, the per cont ,longation values, and the lighter

shot-peened per cent reduction of area value to near their original range. It

has not been effective, however, for the one heavier shot-peened specimen (78-5).

In fact, due to the greater scatter in duplicate results for the per cent reduction

of area values, the stress-relief treatment produced an apparent decrease in the

average per cent reduction of area value. Visual examination of the four stress-

relieved specimens was sufficient to detect a discoloration of the surface suggest-

ing the possibility for oxidation having played a role in the incomplete recovery of

the per cent reduction of area values.

V. METALLOGRAPHY

Upon return of the failed tensile test specimens, one fractured half of each of

the specimens representing each of the five different conditions of Table II was

raxidomly selected for metallographic examination. Each selected specimen was

cut through the threaded grip area of the tensile bar in order to provide a

length that could be contained in the mounting press. The remaining bar was then

sectioned lenthwise in order to provide two halves of the same specimen for

metallographic examination in the unetched as well as the etched condition.

Each sectioned half thus obtained could be used to examine the surface edge and

interior of the failed tensile test bar. After mounting, specimen preparation con-

sisted of a series of grinding steps to 600 grit paper. Polishing through 6p

diamond followed by 0.3p alumina produced an adequate metallographic finish.

Etching solutions were Kroll's etch and a stain etch (10 ml KOH, 5 ml H 202, 20 ml

H 20). Following examination of the entire prepared specimen area using optical

microscopy, both bright field and polarized light, micrographs were obtained for

typical and representative areas of each of the specimens in the etched and

unetched conditions.

In Fig. 1, the unetched appearance of the spyecimens in the five conditions of

Table II is shown. Fig. 2 shows the microstructure typical of these specimens.

As seen in Fig. 1, the pores remaining in the specimens are quite numerous

and range from small to large in size, independent of specimen condition. In general,

fewer larger pores are found near the surface of the specimens. A small band, on the

order of 0.05 to 0.1mm, at the surface containing generally fewer pores compared to

the interior is to be noted in each specimen.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figjure 1. Porosity present in specimen of this study. Large pores, small pores,
and some etching artifacts are evident. (a) Group I - smooth bar.
(b) Group II -0.006N shot-peened. (c) Group III - 0.012N shot-
peened.
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NN,

(d) (e)

Figure 1 (con't.) (d) Group IV 0 .006N shot-peened, stress-relieved.
(e) Group V - 0.012N shot-peened, stress-relieved.
All at 100x.
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(b)-

(c) (d)

Piqure 2. Microstructure typical of the Ti-6Al-4V specimens of this study.
(a) and (b) Kroll's etch; 200x and 400 x, respectively. (c) and
(d) stain etch; 200x and 400x, respectively.
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Pores at the surface are evident in Fig. l(a). Although no pores are to

be observed at the surface in the shot-peened specimens, Figs. l(b)-(d), a small

number of surface pores were observed in the complete examination of the shot-peened
(9)

specimens. This is in agreement with results at Gould Laboratories which showed

that the surface pores were not completely healed b- peening. Some smaller pores

are to be seen just beneath the surface of the shot-peened material, Figs. l(b)

and (c). Small surface cracks are seen in Figs. l(d) and (e), the stress-relievad

specimens. Examination at higher magnifications confirmed that these are indeed

small cracks. Except as noted regarding the surface pores, none of these

observations is unique to these particular micrographic areas as these phenomena

were observed frequently in the complete examination of the specimens and the

areas selected here are meant to be representative of these specimens.

The microstruCtural feature to be noted in Fig. 2, in addition to the pores,

is a structure that consists of colonies of alpha plates, fine beta grains, and

intergranular beta. This is especially evident in Figs. 2(c) and (d) where the

stain etch used was selected because it stains the alpha and transformed beta leaving

retained beta to appear white. These microstructural features are found to be

characteristic of both the area at and just beneath the specimen surface, as well

as within the interior, of each of the specimens regardless of condition. Shot-peening

and the stress-relieving treatment would not be expected to have any effect on

altering the microstructure and none was found.

The location of the larger pores is seen to be generally within alpha areas at

the junction of beta boundaries, Fig. 2(c). The smaller pores, as seen in Fig. 2(d),

are found mainly within alpha grains, occasionally at the alpha grain/beta boundary

interface, and, only in a very few instances, within beta grains.

VI RECOMMENDATIONS

As noted above, the report has dealt only with the initial stages of a continuing

effort to study the feasibility for improving the mechanical properties of elemental

blend Ti-6AI-4V powder compacts by shot-peening in order to reduce or eliminate the

detrimental effects of surface discontinuities in the form of pores. The main

objective of this study is to consider the effect of the surface treatment on the

fatigue behavior 6f the material. The fatigue behavior is also the most likely

characteristic of the material to be effected by the shot-peening treatment.

Froes et al. have used the interaction of the surface pores with dislocations to

rati6nalize the observed differing behavior of elemental blend Ti-6A1-4V powder

compacts under tensile and fatigue conditions. For tensile loading, they found
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that the surface pores promote homogeneous slip, allowing large amounts of plastic

deformation, and therefore, good ductility. For fatigue conditions, where crack

initiation is the controlling factor in determining total fatigue life, the surface

pores were found to result in non-homogeneous slip, leading to early crack initiation

at the pores, and therefore, reduced fatigue performance. Should the shot-peening

treatment be effective in closing the surface pores, the result of this treatment

should be a marked improvement of the fatigue behavior of the powder compacts.

I therefore propose to continue this study attempting to improve the fatigue

behavior of elemental blend Ti-6AI-4V powder compacts through the use of shot-

peening to reduce the sensitivity of the material to the effeclsof surface porosity.

As with the completed work r,ported here, optical and scanning electron microscopy,

along with fractographic anaLysis, will be used to analyze the failed fatigue specimens

of this same material currently being tested under fatigue conditions. It should

be possible to rationalize the results of this follow-on research, along with that

presented here, by correlating microstructure and pore characteristics, dislocation

interactions, and fractographic features.
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Application of Task Analytic rechnique1s to the Des'g

of A Flight Simulator Instructor/Operator Console

by

Charles D. Sanders

AB STRACT

Instructional Systems Development (ISD) has contributed to the

efficiency and low cost of air flight 'raining through the medium of the

simulator. Task analysis is a component of ISD, and its application to the

improvement of devices such as simulator instructor/operator consoles will

continue to enhance the quality of flight training. Task analytic

techniques are inextricably interwoven into the design of an instructor/

operator console. The application involves the process, persons, and a

machine within the context of a flight simulator. The tasks of the

instructor and student are primary in the design process. The efficiency

and economy of the task analytic process has implications for its use in the

future de~elopments of automated flight training.
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Application of Task Analytic Techniques to the

Design of a Flight Simulator Instructor/Operator Console

I. Introduction

The purpose of this study was to present findings from a review of

literature on procedures related to the application of task analytic

techniques to the design of an instructor/operator console. The study did

not attempt to evaluate an existing simulator or its instructor/operator

console parts, but it did present suggestions for their improvement

generally. These recommendations were made after an extensive review of

literature had been conducted. The study was not conducted for the purpose

of designing theoretically or graphically, a new kind of instructor/operator

console; however the findings may be useful to those involved in the

technical design of instructor/operator consoles. The review of literature

consisted of an examination and an extrapolation of the many aspects and

factors associated with task analysis. An examination was made of the

present use of task analysis by the Department of the Air Force and the

military in general.

Emphasis was placed upon Instructional Systems Development (ISO) for the

following reasons: (1) since the Air Force developed its first major

instructional system in 1965, the systems approach to training has received

considerable emphasis within the Department of Defense and in the civilian

sector; and (2) task analysis is a major component of Instructional Systems

Development.

A special section is devoted to ISO in the military due to the fact that

the military has been a prime developer and consumer of instructional design

and instructional technology. Some attention was given to the historical

growth of the process as well as the rationale for certain aspects of

growth. Special emphasis was given to the fact that the military has a

specific mission in national defense and space exploration which requires

efficiency and high standards of human performance. Increased efficiency of

training simulators resulting from better-designed instructor/operator

consoles (iOC) will come from application of ISO principles.
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II. Objectives

The first major objective of this project was to conduct a review of

the literature dealing with (1) flight simulator instructor/operator

consoles, and (2) task analytic techniques to determine procedures whereby

an instructor/operator console may bedesigned with sufficient regard to

information and control requirements of the instructor pilot. The second

major objective was to produce a document describing accepted task analytic

techniques and how a task analytic technique or techniques might be utilized

in instructor/operator console design.

The specific objectives that eiierged from the major objectives were:

(1) To review the literature ()n ISD in order to determine the role
of task analysis in this overall design.

(2) To portray through a literature review the accomplishments of

the military in the field of ISD.

(3) To present recoimmended principles and techniques for conducting

a task analysis.

(4) To present the present status of the instructor/operator

console.

(5) To make recommendations for applying a technique or techniques

to deal with the possibility of improving information and

control requirements of the instructor pilot.
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I1. Review of the Literatture

Instructional Systems Development

Instructional Systems Development (ISD) is a planned and organized

process for designing efficient training programs. It is a cyclical process

involving team effort and it is goal-oriented and user-oriented. It is a

primary function of professional educators and industrial or military

trai ners•

An instructional development system is both a philosophy and a set of

tools. The basic objective of instructional design is to identify the

concepts, principles, and skills to be taught so that scientifically

validated information about human learning can be applied. Instructional

design requires an orderly, sequential program of proficiency goals which

are both specific and flexible. The task of designing instruction is not

easy. It requires not only an in-depth knowledge of the particular skill to

be taught, but also the ability to perceive the skill from each learner's

point of view. An instructor should specify the final proficiency

requirements in specific observable terms; assess the learner's current

repertoire which is relevant to the desired outcome; and design a program

consisting of a series of steps from current status to desired proficiency.

In some cases it may be necessary to design a preparatory program for those

learners whose current repertoires are inadequate.

ISO in the Military

The military has been the greatest developer and consumer of

instructional design. Training effectiveness and efficiency are highly

important in the military arena, and considerable emphasis is given to

efforts which are intended to increase effectiveness and efficiency.
Training programs applied in the context of the ISD approach had not been

developed to any large extent prior to the 1950's; however, ISD is an

outqrowth of the Systems Approach to Training (SAT). Investigations on

learning and instruction were conducted by the process of research in

,,choloqical laboratories.
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World War II created a need to increase the effectiveness and efficiency

of military training. Psychologists were brought into the military and were

given the assignment of designing such training. The period represented a

dramatic increase in the areas of instructional technology and instructional

design. Briggs (1977) feels that probably the most interesting of all

longer-term training is that of aircrew flight training. Psychologists

adapted their traditional laboratory equipment to devise selection tests,

after which the equipment was further transformed into various types of

training devices. After a short period of time, special-purpose equipment

was designed to train equipment operators and maintenance personnel. These

personnel were taught not only to operate, but also to repair and service

the equipment. Initial research on the use of film in instruction began

during this period. In the military environment, according to Briggs

(1977), the validity of training is paranount to the success of a mission;

that is, poor instruction yields poor performance.

Many resources are utilized for the design of instruction -- military

personnel; civilians employed by the military; and contracts with

universities, research laboratories, and private companies. The designer

makes important decisions relative to cost-effectiveness. The designer is

always aware of the fact that training programs are related to the national

defense or space exploration and they must meet extremely high standards of

human performance.

Training begins with the development of individual skills; then groups

or crews are trained together. Each person is dependent on the other.

Training aids, training devices, and simulators contribute to the learning

effort. The comnand and control structure for learning in the military is

direct and finn. Control implies that planned objectives are met and

objectives are velid.

Task Analysis

Task analysis is the process of breaking down a task into its component

parts. The components parts are referred to as subtasks. After the
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subtasks have been identified, precise determinations are made about the

skills and knowledges a learner needs to become proficient in performing
each subtask.

Task analysis involves the application of scientifically validated

principles of human learning to the teaching of concepts, principles, and

skills. There are certain advantages that accrue from the use of task

analysis: (1) students are taught the best procedures for doing things; (2)
nothing irrelevant or erroneous is taught; (3) no gaps exist; (4) material

will he presented in well-organized instructional units, incorporating the

most effective conditions under which students learn; and (5) students are

,aore likely to learn if the material is presented in the correct sequence.
Task analysis can be applied to many situations and tasks other than those

related to training systems.

There are two broad classes of tasks: action and cognitive. Action

tasks, in the majority of instances, involve clearly defined observable

steps. The steps can be broken down into subtasks and sequenced. Cognitive

tasks are performed mentally, and the activity is generally not observable.

Cognitive tasks involve such activities as deciding, evaluating, and
discriminating. Some tasks of a cognitive nature are fixed sequence in

orientation, and they may be described by using a flow diagram, but

cognitive tasks that don't lend themselves to the flow chart may be

described by outline or narrative form.

Since action tasks are more adaptable to sequencing, attention is given

to the kinds of action tasks. The two major kinds of action tasks are fixed

sequence and variable sequence. Fixed sequence action tasks may branch and
return to the mainstream of action. The absence of the normal feedback is a

cue for a different sequence of actions. In some cases, the task has

branches and the action may be followed by two or more cues signaling

different intervening activities. These action tasks are of a variable

sequence nature. Variable sequence action tasks cannot be described

crmpletely in a fixed sequence of actions. Generally, variable sequence
action tasks do not involve a series of discrete actions elicited by
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particular cues. The cues are constantly changing, and for this reason the

actions resulting therefrom are referred to as variable sequence. Variable

sequence action tasks can be described by dividing the task into subtasks

and using outlines, narrative descriptions, and flow diagrams. Usually, one

or more fixed sequence subtasks are involved in variable sequence action

tasks. It is important to be able to recognize fixed sequence tasks among

variable sequence ones.

Flow diaqrams are methods of representing fixed sequence tasks in

schematic or diagramatic form. Flow diagrams assist in visualizing the

structure of a task. It is a method for clarifying relationships among

actions, cues and feedback. If flow charting were not used, the clarifying

of the sequences might become obscure and possibly overlooked. The steps in

a task are represented by a set of symhols. The shape of the symbol used

depends on the function being performed. The symbols used in flow

diagraming have riot been standardized; however, the symbols used in computer

programming are commonly used.

Davis, et. al. (1974) developed a Task Description ChecKlist that could

ho used as a sunymary of steps useful in performing a task analysis. It also

provides quidelines Ior the points at which flow diagrams should be used.

The steps are as follows: (l if you are an expert in performing the task,

go directly to No. 2. if you are not in expert, learn how the task is

performed; (?) break the tasks down in'.o subtasks using action verbs such as

operate, decide, ask, lift, etc.; (3) identify those subtasks which are

fixed sequence, and describe them using flow diagrams; (4) do not attempt to

describe subtasks which involve preferonce, taste, or values, and avoid

subtasks which cannot be broken down i'ito more discrete steps; and (5)

describe all remaining suhtasks using oither a narrative form or outline.

This checklist is a significant guide'in performing the task analysis

process.

DeVries, Eschenbrenner, and Ruck (1)80) did an extensive and intensive

stdv r)f task analysis fo- the United .tates Air Force which resulted in the

Task Analysis Handbook. From a comparative point of view, the principles
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and practices recommended by the researchers cited above coincide precisely

with Those of DeVries, Eschenbrenner, and Ruck (1980).

DeVries and his co-authors begin their study with an overview of ISD

with an emphasis on an analysis of the system; definition of education

training requirements; development of objectives and tests; planning,

developin., and validating instruction; and conducting and evaluating

instruction. Task analysis and its component parts were defined. Three

major acronyn were used: STS, CTS, and PPR. STS is the acronym for

Specialty Training Standard; CTS is Course Training Standard; and PPR is

Preliminary Performance Requirement. The STS or CTS is a contract between

the Air Training Command and the Wing Command. It specifies what must be

taught at the appropriate level in each course. Figure 1-3 (Appendix A) is

significant in that it is a schematic design of all steps used in task

analysis. The DeVries study does caution one to be aware of the fact that

task analysis may be defined in simple terms, but as a process, it is quite

complex.

The DeVries study emphasizes the importance of preliminary performance

requirements, identification of subtasks, identification of supporting

skills and knowledges, examination of training standards, converting task

performance and task knowledge statements into behavioral requirements,

documentation of preliminary perfomance requirements, task observation, and

specifying proficiency levels.

l1entification and delineation of subtasks are critical in the task

analysis process, and this area received substantial treatment in the

DeVries study. It was concluded that a subtask has all of the

characteristics of a task except independence. Each task is independent of

other tasks. Each subtask is dependent upon other subtasks. A subtask

-ssentially does not exist outside of the group of subtasks that make up a

task. Tasks are usually not components of a procedure, but subtasks are

always components of a procedure. Subtasks are important for the

instrictional (eigner prenaring detailed and meaningful instruction. In

identifying suhtasks, one must determine whether or not there is a logical
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breakdown of the task, a measurement capability of the subtasks, and the

statenent of all steps needed to perfon the task.

The two best methods or techniques used in the identification of
-ubtasks are the document study and task observation. It is recommended

that while one is in the process of identifying subtasks which comprise a

procedural task, it is often useful to observe a subject matter specialist

perform the task under eit.er simulated or actual Job performance

conditions. Task observation should take place in the job environment. The

task observer should list the steps and indicate how the steps are

perfoined. The document study should use the following steps: (1) select

the document to be used; (2) review all documents for content, sequencing

and relevant technical data; (3) become knowledgeable of terminology; and

(4) sort selected documents according to the types of information. The

selected documents should include information such as system requirements

and functions data; listings of duties, tasks, and subtasks; task data;

descriptions of task activities and performance standards; and listings of

supporting skills and knowledges.

Several diagrams, tahles, charts, in'o. lists were taken from the volume

titled Task Anal sis Handhook by DeVries, Eschenhrenner, and Ruck (1980).

These schema appear in Appendix A. These schema were selected in order to

make knowledge of procedures readily available in an illustrated manner.

The following procedures or processes a,-e illustrated: (1) the ISD model;

(?) hierarchy of performances, titles, and definitions; (3) STS/CTS

proficiency levels; (4) task analysis process; (5) behavioral statement list

form; (6) verb forms for task performance items; (7) verbs for each typs of

knowledge item; (8) types of conditions for preliminary performance ratings;

(q) standards for preliminary performance ratings; (10) sample task diagram

of a fixed sequence procedural task; l1) sample task diagram of variable

sequence procedural task; (12) sample chart of doctinents used for document

stuly; (13) appropriate and inappropriate levels of detail for specifying

subtasks; (14) sample of task observation results; (15) a complete sample of

a task diagram of a fixed sequence procedural task; (16) types of physical

skills; (17) types of manipulative skills; (18) types of supporting
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knowlPdqes; (19) a task diagram of a fixed sequence, oriented task; (20) a

task analysis docunentation form; (21) a task diagram of a variable

sequence, nonequipment oriented task; (22) a completed task analysis

documentation form of a variable sequence, nonequipment-oriented task; (23)

a task diagram of a variable sequence, equipment-oriented task.

Instructor/Operator Console

Research indicates that many flight simulator consoles in use today were

not designed according to the task analysis procedures described in this

study. Some of the design requirements were eatablished by subjective

opinion, past experience, and space and equipnent constraints. The

improvement of simulation quality and pilot training is related to

instructor facilities.

Task analysis procedures may be used in the improvement of IOC's by the

use of the following methods: (1) delineation of the instructional tasks

and activities; (2) construction of a typical sequence of instructional

tasks; (3) a definition of typical instructor tasks or activities and a

breakdown of those tasks in terms of units of time required for completion,

and (4) the consideration of student learning activities into an integrated

student oriented syllabus.

The stKiy by Gray, Chun, Warner, and Eubanks (1981) is a model of some

,3dvanced techniques using principles of task analysis. Some of the design

concepts of the model are shown in Appendix B. The IOC was designed to

simplify operational requirements and provide the maximum of A-lO training

capability. With a minimum amount of training, the IP can provide the

operator functions and the training functions. The A-lO IOC was designed to

accommodate one person, the IP. Propdsed utilitarian factors and design

features will cause further adjustments relative to the location of the

console. Further developments in automation will also have an effect on IOC

design.
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IV. Application of Task Analytic Techniqijes

The design and use oF an IOC are related to functions of the instructor,

the student, instructional support features, and training tasks. Specific

areas in which task analysis techniques can he used include individual-

ization of instruction; productive, economic and efficient use of student

and instructor time;. standardization of traininq; control of the simulated

environment and aircraft conditions; diagnosis of student learning problems;

focus nf instruction; and provision for immediate feedback.

The task analytic techniques most adaptable to the IOC functions stated

above would include a statement of preliminary perforce requirements of a

given task, identification of subtasks, identification of supporting skills

and knowledges related to the subtasks, examination of training standards,

conversion of task performance and task knowledge statements into behavioral

requirements, documentation of preliminary performance requirements, task

observation, and specification of proficiency levels.

Computer aided instruction and computer managed instruction have further

possibilities in the future design of lOC's and computer applications make

extensive ise of task analysis techniques. SAINT (Systems Analysis of

Integrated Network of Tasks) was developed at the Aerospace Medical Research

Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. SAINT is a model, in

network form, of sets of tasks performed during the course of a mission.

The following computer-based, automated activities have further implications

'or the application of task analytic techniques: automated adaptive

training, automated demonstrations, automated coaching, automated

controllers, automated cuing, automated performance measurement, and

programned mission scenarios.

Finally, task analytic processes emerge from a system; in a similar

manner, the instructor operator console should be designed using the ISD

approach. Automation in pilot training will continue in the future;

therefore, the efficiency and low-cost ispects of the task analytic process

will justify its continued appl ication in the pilot training efforts.
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V. Recomme U.t i ion s

The application of task analytic techniques to the design of an

instructor/operator console should continue to be an effective development

effort since conputer-based, multimedia, and individualized instructional

systems have proved to be beneficial in military training. Continuation of

this process will yield current results of substantial savings in training

time and more efficient utilizatin of resources.

The present capability of the instructor/operator console is adequate;

vet, on the other hand, additional refinement could increase capability and

cnst Pffectiveness. The progressive developnent of the product is related

to the ISD approach. According to Baker and Schutz (1971), one always has

the next generation product underway before the current generation is

deve loped.

It is further recommended that another component be added to the

CA/CMI--elated instructor/operator console. The designation for the

prncess would be the CAI/CMI/LCI Instructor/Operator Console. LCI is the

acronym for Learner-Controlled Instructiin. LCI is a method in which each

learner develops his own sequencP of learning. The LCI approach will need a

q-eat deal of study before it can he fully implemented in flight training.
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A. 1
CONST R AINT!.

ANALYZE SYSTEM DEFINE EDUCAIUNq OR ... DEl OP 03JECTIVES
REUIEMNT !RAININ6 REOUhtEMENTS AND TESTS

2 3-

C FEED 'ACK
AND

INTE IIAC I ON

COUCT AND EVALUATE - PLAN DEVELOP, AND
INS'TRtuCTION - - VALIDATE tNSTRUCTION

CONSTRAINTS

LEGEND. CURRICULUM LOOP

FIGURE J-1 THE ISD MODEL FEEDBACK AND IWrERACTION LOOP

DeVries, et. al. (1980) P.8.

A.2

HIERARCHY OF PERFORMANCES, TITLES, AND DEFINITIONS

a Job The duties and tasks performed by the person who fills a position.

*Duty One of the large segments of closely related tasks performed during a person's job.

*T,,sl Part of a duty; an action perfnirmed for its own sake, a specific action. with verb and

object, resulting in a meaningful product or service;' an observasble and time-rateable

action independent of other actions uinder the duty.

* Sutitask A major step in performingthe task: dependent on other subtasks.

" Supporting Skills N13:1,pulative skills of mental skills which alloy: consummation of a g:ven action;

very smalf, interdependent activities.

" Supporting Knowledges Mental conditions or capabilities which enable a personl to act intelligently and

purposefully.

feVries, et. al. (1980), P. 12.
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A. 3

STS/CTS PROFICILNCYr LUVELS

PROFICIENCY CODE KEY

VA t UE - - ,1 1 ' .

, firJ '1if .~tt the ukis N ... I, 1,j t t:,i J14,, 1~nr' 1, ,. :"-it ,.,f The t"Ak

- i X { I > R . M V L Y LIN 1 LI Ill

2 Canr Ioi rmost paills of the tai . -v-i, I-.frcf onlfy on hardi-st ;)til. M-flv lot rieet lcal demninds

1 cf,: rrirsrr im acuraT PA it II A I IY PRO IO CI ENT I

.3 Car, ill fai(ls of fheritsk Nir'-iJS it, vr a S;lot check of --nu Si rrk IAVVtS M~riM Uirio
0 I ';o,- rits forj- rve I a.c, u c.(COMIJ TFN I

C. .!cIll co plee tsk uM,). Xlt dCCurit,!ly. fr ell tir -lr-av orbit'r 1Ius% to dito 'C tsk
iIIIf IL Y PROFIClENfT)

j Cat ,, am. pan ts, ftoh and iririli- fcts abcut the tAk )IL NI( AfouLME

ft L-ri dtir-ttrline sit p by ,let)p riicedai- for dorn, ito- tz.%k WHiCEUL~fL'sj

Car, exl-AO t~ry ord whi:rr tie tare, n-st fIll don,,- a, - f-hy r-act, step) s 'wteied.

iJPEIATfNG PRINCIPLES)

".1; W eti fc rI C IS JAfi 11,, 1t. In t--- .;t1 I -file I .A lr:if I i

(I~~ fileiL

ti-ira Str Iir 'a ftr- rtit-cldlv vtern a po ' .- i ... '! 1.) i lii hi' t f rn a Ir-vef of ki... ctjc

- .'i. tii~ 1 C fllitt , anti It))

-t ke owleirta al.- sai~- used dlone !oiifir l.--.tn it ntowtl,-.Iu f or a t ot itt e t not dittly related to)

',0t~ - 3 'il rr .,a ur 1t ; c 1rirtn tU Seacral tafil
.t~tittnI int i-al.,I a S,:311! Wirlie to Ih.trr: iil- iCCtiiV tritr i 1,rirlt d m ill ccuse

of. iiii'el ,l Iti's skill 4-ve

>r o ..limir ti, Sfi.,t ili"il t-ititr "it 'jv.,' file fIm ivta~t r ewt, s

DeVr ies, pt. al. (1980) P. 24.
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A. 4
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A. 5

Anril v;t Course No. STS/CTS No.

Dated --. . Page .. . .._ of. .

STS/CTS PROF STS/CTS TASK STATEMENT BEHAVIORAL

REF. CODE REQUI RE ME NT

BEHAVIORAL STATEMENT LIST FORM

DeVries, et. al., 1980

Figure A-1, P. ?7.
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A.6

EXAMPLES OF ACTION VERBS FOR TASK PERFORMANCE ITEMS

Adjust Manipulate

Admi ni ster Mark

Assemble Measure

Calibrate Operate

Check Place

Collate Position

Compl et, Prepare

Di sass embl e Print

Display Probe

Execute Process

Fillout Record

Guide Remove

Handle Repair

Initi ate Replace

Inspect Troubleshoot

Interlock Use

I ntervi ei Weigh

Load

DeVries, et. al. (1980)

Table A-3, P. 29.
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A. 7

EXAMPLES OF ACTION VERBS FOR EACH TYPE OF KNOWLEDGE ITEM

INFORMATION MENTAL SKILL

Define Analyze

Describe Apply (a rule)

Enuinerate Calcul ate

Expla'n Classify

Express Compare

Identif Y Compute

Label Contrast

List Demonstrate

Name Derive

Recall Discriminate

Recite Evaluate

Recount Forecast

Relate Generate (a solution)

Repeat Predict

Select Prove

Show Solve

State
Tel!

Write

DeVries, et. a) 119"i1

Tible A-4, P. 31.
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A. 8

TYPES OF CONDITIONS FOR PPRs -

I' If Vo, romef le, tfj! P Rs speCiy what ftre swoil will (to dluirrl iifitr roi S a training stLitiOii. 1
Il, r. miel i tha! the real-life perfuarinra is niois lways possible ir She coirse. For exampI

thre iLL, flu Trrit tr ainers aird srnuiators desiririrI to Si .ruWatc ar 'rCratl or other system. however.
'L.L;'TE. Oft 7'~-,rU ,m-ilate rel life pestfdr'ance. In ailmio tof .s.. W,:0,l are decisiorr , kri i

1lAL Llf E swItre can Isimulated! For examnple, if flre task .toI( israte a milf-iict'onrr'ii an electrical system,,r
VIA, I ONS rri - Sutie stidi'ii car, tie given t m~r ralfuircton ri-suits ari Lwrrrurc to usr, diagrams a' i

srirenatizs to -solate the rnalfrictooc. It, this VCille.yur 1,iSesl~rii 'a, that III''

s55idiifit is workinrg with) diagramis and Lchem~alics -rttiad ot actual eqi,Qrrorcr.TI

Arruttiri :roprlifit ciorlrirtrof that aphilies tiro , sI riial"r jr rier, rI too'.r 's(0u~

ther ItrISII nITIS 11Sf IsrIr lie pci foilI 5th rbicr Iu- s It .1 is cira ....... r, . Ill istLrr.l ira? i riti

11111 5.) N} ~ .ll hurL IS - -. ,,I necessity I SIlaily Iar 1iii' i1 ii 'i'il -1-11 It i-S. ri' S.~ i

1.0ihst~r tool r eAriimrnr are Llarrd iril JS'-1or II' '-.rrrI a ari>tl

Lsarni ''Gvrncr GkIll lm , t vtiii-r ,S

'Given trr Ikit 12-f.

PRO ECUAAL Thre a-re many tasks which reqrrire IP.v student To follo,, piroceduaral aids. Two eirarrr[es of IuCh aids

A I L' are chrecklists and TOt. Many of the ,asks in your course might reqirie thre apqsropiiale TO as one of

the concditioris. Hence, an objective triiijht read. "Using TO.r(it "Given To

'reeae0 Ctaskt or krtowledqs'di r( rtargatete htaeio rcmrrtidfos amr

t- ire situdri - o, like the man on stre jr'J. musst ste a refer enrce So A the task rsr act-tiy icquri C
hf~ i-rhNC Et drecticlf frolli a manual or other pull cation lfiler thanr TO svfr-ch is cprrsrdrred a Procedural aid)

Threo yr wr' ectives must iriclrade it asr a referierce.

Examnple: os.it; AFM XX XX

D,,,-rlg the tufihr'nt per forfraiocs of Ir,, obpsx trvs, it is orirretsto-1i that an insinc tO- -. l hei firlserfi

toc~ara i Ill tfis Sesere, Slpe-uS01 r a rmays i searir i bu for Somie rn Ci. it ai-il! i, le dlesi r atl to

all filte JIiSiFUC tot to Provide I in rte . aiiSi LrreOr cot ic iurt Thris it coinpai w i th mwiat actuall y

fiasienis oil thle job. since a suwsereiscl inSt e hfat a task IS tierforinc i correctly. Arid in oider to

If HVILSION asre a IIrI t iri-,hed froduciocir t . irtori'sary tor hall, r( .,ia ke ci,,t 5c rs f rm ti.me to Irir..e

-,niri-ti ries th timie is acceptablie ir i a Li airnlikg ti tuiri .t e ri spe~clly milp. tile fri ijille Prf ricerrcy levels
Flir eiia-iple if the student makes cer sm nii stakes he ighyt eridainer himsielff damage equipment, or
,alise at iri sire essary delay (etjv'cially if altirir stirleruts are wdutrny to .ie tire same erlrpineori). In

I-. t -t-i is, limriterd supervisioni ca re.o:fl a icsiidrrii Tis i,,.,y I.- i eni as

'L-vsn hlted Irli~ its as Isa ii

with Irnurteu i-iS iMrlSritii

...... !,vi Irl strident can be pro, -ri, t0 ritl Vjuipirlt tL iult do somerthing to if in in

enrr. I -reWr or Situatiffn different ftrc' r tfII rib Srtereil oi ltre arty For eva mple . on the job a

I.\ 1,)N~ NAL C"'t'I"r)"S oiit is rePaired it, the in' ifall it it) fire trarinirr Situation it niuslt, elpirCe onl a

Ife% -rxtnvMl. Aiother erfaiale wrl It~ Ul eijirf' tfhi studlent pu paibi a jeep on concrete. W!u iii

tr'l lire thr l' v inight L' fiar ked in It irius. ice, of or, concrecte You should always Iffeify

ally eu1 1, .'I t crirulIti ons i n the 1,--rn soria tori.

De rit 
. al. (1 80), P. 34. 68 2
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A. 10

SsrA:,K I SuLirA! K ,UA K SjbTASK
2 3 4

SUBTASI( 
__bAS 0/q

FIGURE B--i SAMPLE TASK( DIAGR~AM (rIXLD S;LOULNCE PRO CFDURAL TASK)

DeVries, et. al. (1980)~ P. 41.
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A. I1

TA K

SUB I /',S ,-

L;U13! ASK

2

DE CISION YES SUI3TASK

A

_ SUWFA.SK

YES

NO DECISION

STOP

SAMPLE TASK DIAGRAM (VARIABLE SEQUENCE PROCEDURAL TASK?

DeVries, et. al. 1980, P. 42.

Figure B-2
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A. 13

APPROPRIATE AND INAPPROPRIATE LEVELS OF DETAIL FOR SPECIFYING SUBTASKS

VAN 1 0O DETAILED TOO LE1AILED ADEQUATE POSSIBLY TOO
DETAIL LITTLE DETAIL

T, 1, ld fice tool kit Open tool kit. Use small screw- Adjust P-3 until
(dnivtyr to a(.just VTVI' reads 20-

i i r t{,oo kPt by hftihg citch Pick out small sr:rewir,'.. potentiotrieter 22 VDC,
P-3 fhorn under

(net tol k:t by swirgig lid U[I. Grasp by handle witht riJh hand side of chassis

eriove small parts tray. Hold chassis with left hand so Turn P-3 slow!y

that underside faces you. to the right until

Find small screwdriver at left VTVM reads 20-

reir of tool kit. Insert screwdriver in hou for 22 VDC.

potentiometer P-3 (text to

Grasp screwdriver by handle transformer).

with right hand.
Turn P-3 1i3 turn to right.

Remove scr'wdriver from tool kit.

Orerter that VTVM reading

iu, l f.t and lace wo k bn',h. is between 20-- 22 VDC.

Readjust P-3 (no more than

1/3 turn in either direction)
until VTVM reads 20--22 VUC.

lItinov screwdrivwri n Pml I' 3.,

[.ot ' 'tfchj,l's

lieturri Small s rwdti, Ivi to

tool kit

ThjVries, et. al. (1980)

Table B-2, P. 49.
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A. 14

SAMPLE TASK QBSERVATION RESULTS

DUTY: Adjust Laboratory Equipment

TASK: Perform pre-operational check on the MV-I Generator

STEPS PERORMED HOW PERFORMED

i Turn master switch to "Standby" posit.ion 1. Depress "Standby" button

9. Adiust voltage to 150 VDC. 2. Turn "Line Adjust" knob clockwise.

3. Turn masters switch to "Manual" or "Automati," 3. Decision: Turn to "Manual" positio

position. when the ammeter indicates a

fluctuation in line voltage.

0. Turn "Ready" switch to readv position 4. Depress "Ready" switch.

15. Ttjrn "Operate" switch to "On" position. 5. Throw knife switch to "On."

DeVries, et. al. (1980

Table 3, P. 52.
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DeVries, et. al. (1980

Fiqtre C-l, P. 55
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A, 16

TYPES OF PHYSICAL SKILLS

PHYSICAL PROFICIENCY E XAMWPLE

St-ength

Explosive - exerting maximum energy in one instantaneous act. Broad jumping

Dynamic- moving or supporting the weight of the body. Rope climbing

Static - continuously exerting a maximum force for a brief Lifting weights

period of time.

Flexibility

Dynamic - making repeated, rapid, flexing movements in which Deep-knee bends

muscles must recover from the strain quickly.

Speed

Changing directions. 
Dodging runs

Running 
Short and medium dashes

Limb movement - moving arms or legs as rapidly as possible. Rapidly inflating a tire

with a hand pump

Balance

Static - maintaininq bodily equilibrium in some fixed position. Standing on one foot

Dynamic - maintaining balance while performing a task Rail walking

Balancing objects Loading equipment in

overhead racks

Coordi n8 Li on

Multi-Limb - Coordinating the simultaneous movement of two hands Driving a car

two feet, or hands and feet in operating various devices.

Gross body - controlling gross activity of the whole body. Jumping rope

Endurance

Maintaininq maximum effort over long periods of time. Doing as many pullups

as possible

DeVries, et. al. (1980)
T able C-1, P. 57.
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A.17

TYPES OF MANIPULATIVE SKILLS

MANIPULATIVE PROFICIENCY EXAMPLE

Control precision - making fine, highly controlleO Turning the jets of a

muscular adjustment carburetor

Mqlti-1imh coordination - coordinating the movements Controlling rudder and

of a number of limbs simultaneously manipulating throttle

Response orientation - making the correct movement Emergency braking (as

in relation to the correct input, especially under, opposed to incorrectly

high-speed conditions. depressing the clutch)

Reaction time - speed with which an individual is Appling brakes at stop signal

thie to ,Pspond to an input when it appears. soon enough to stop

R.it, coivft l makinq (Iin'inti(1us, anticipatorv motor Trackin 1 a tarlet on a

a Ii Ij tvin qto n elative to changes in spood an1 in display

,lirectirv of a continuously moving object

Manual dexterity- making skillful, well-directed Planning a board or other-

arn-hand movements wise working with hand tools

Finger ixteritv - making skillful, controlled Repairing a watch

manipulations of tiny obiects, primarilv using

tho i nqclrs.

Am-,inI toadiness - makinq precise arm-Hiand Assembling a printed circuit

Dpoitiooinq m v~nents when strength and speed are board

minimized.

0e-ies, et. al. (1980)

Table C-?, P. 58.
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A. 18

TYPES OF SUPPORTING KNOWLEDGES

Primarily Factual Knowledges

P Terms, iargon, codes

- Names and location of objects, aids, and inputs

- Procedures for emergency situations

- Identification or recognition of objects or signals

- Interpretation of symbols, signils, or instructions

- Functional or organizational relationships

- Precautions

Knowledges Prerequisite to Skilled Performance

- Procedures for sets of activities

- Procedures for calculations

- Procedures for use of tools or test instruments

Complex Knowledges - Often Related io Complex Decisions

- Problem solution, diagnosis, or procedures for troubleshooting

- Anticipation of liter conditions from earlier conditions

- Planning

- Strategies or tactics

- Inventions or improvisations

"Theory" Knowledges

When possible, don't identify the need for "theory" as a knowledge.

Instead, identify:

- Appropriate rules of thumb-principles which relate directly

to the tasks

- Specific inputs which require the knowledge

- Proper action(s) indicated by the knowledge

DeVries, et. al. (1980)

Table C-3, P. 60.
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Appendix B

Instruc tor/Opera to?-
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B. I

A-10 10 Instructional and Operational Task Capability Outline

The 105 design incorporates the capability to conduct all facets of A-10

flight training. The instructional and operational tasks which the 1OS can

support are categorized as follows:

A. Simulator Operations

1. Application of power to the simulator

2. Control loading system control

3. System initialization

4. Communications

5. System shutdown and emergency stop

r. Monitoring, Evaluating, and Controll ng Student Performance

1. Conversion training

a. ground cockpit checks

b. takeoff, climb ind level-off

c. normal and closed patterns

d. normal flight maneuvers

e. abnormal flights and spins

f. basic airwork and aerobatics

g. radio and instrument navigation

h. formation flight

i. visual and ground controlled approaches and landings

2. Surface attack training

a. weapons loading

b. target approach-dive angle and ground path

c. bomb delivery

d. strafe

C. Utilizaition of lOS Training Feature,

1. Conventional training features

a. malfunction insertion

b. flight controls monitoring--stick and throttle position

68 48



c. hardcopy

d. automated student performance scoring

e. crash override and reset

f. aircraft environmental control

2. Specialized training features

a. video and voice recording and playback

b. initial condition reset

c. position freeze and reset

d. manual aircraft configuration and position setup

e. repeater heads-up display (HUD)

D. IOS Configuration and Environment Control

1. CRT page assignment

?. TOS speaker and aircraft sound control

3. IOS lighting control

4. CCTV control

5. Visual scene select

Gray, et. al. '1981) PP. 36-38.
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B.2

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT FEATURE INVENTORY

1. Event Definition and Control

a. Pre-session audio-visual demon,trations

b. Simulator initialization proce(;ures

c. Automated demonstration(s)

d. Pre-programmed (canned) mission events

e. On-line programmable mission evlnts

f. On-line capability for establishiing event initial conditions

g. Auto malfunction/emergency inse'tion-removal; and capability to add

additional malfunctions/emergencies

h. Manual malfunction/emergency in.ertion-removal; and capability to add

additional malfunctions/emergenc ies

i. Dedicated controls (functional groupings)

j. Keyboards

k. Joy sticks and related control,

1. CRT data entry/selection formats (touch panel, other)

m. Threat control

n. Environment control (rough air, etc.)

o. Task difficulty control

p. Freeze

q. Reset

r. Record and replay

2. Event Monitoring

a. Repeater instruments (functional groupings)

b. Electronic pictorial/analog display(s)

c. Other performance and event monitoring displays

d. Mechanical plotter

e. Closed circuit TV, and record/playback capabilities

f. Other video monitoring capabilities, and record/playback capabilities

g. Hard copy output
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3. Instructor/Operator - Student Comnmunication

a. Usual methods of communicating with student work station

b. Cockpit-mounted alphanumeric displays

c. Cockpit-,ounted responder controls

d. Computer generated voice

e. Automated speech understanding

f. Simulator-mounted audio-visual instructional devices

4. Automated Support

a. Automated performance measurement

b. On-line performance monitoring and alerting

c. Automated scoring

d. Automated learning problem diagnosis

e. Automated coaching

f. Automated cuing

g. Automated performance norm data files

h. Computer managed instruction

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT FEATURE SURVEY ELEMENTS

1. Description

a. Manufacturer and date

b. Functional description

c. Modes of operation

,i. Man-machine interface

e. Representative operating procedures

f. Difficulty of use

g. Factors affecting operability (ease/complexity and time)

f. Planned design changes

i. Desirable design changes

j. Local modifications made and date (hardware and software)

k. Contracted modifications and date
1. Reasons for modifications

in. Perceived benefits from modifications

n. Training evaluations of modifications

,. Surveyor's assessments
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2. Training Applications

a. Present training applications tasks)

b. Training content involved (tasks)

c. Specific student learning and/.r performance problems

d. Instructional uses originally designed to support

e. Reasons for additions/deletions to uses

f. Training evaluations performed

g. Planned changes to training tha could affect applications

h. Suggestions for other applicati.ns

i. Surveyor's assessment

3. Utilization

a. Job performance aids and user asists available

b. Perceived values of the feature

c. Perceived drawbacks of the featire

d. Frequency of use

e. Reliability

f. Procedures and forms to report :laintenance problems

g. Factors influencing feature utilization

(1) Training requirements

(2) Perceived benefits

(3) Perceived drawbacks

(4) Design/implementation

(5) Schedule considerations

(6) Instructor training

(7) Attitudes toward simulation

(8) Other

h. Characterize impacts of feature on ATO utilization

i. Essentiality

Cite representative uses of the feature that fall into the following

categories.

(1) Highly essential. The feature is required to accomplish

simulator training

(2) Moderately essential. The feature aids in accomplishing simulator

training, but it would be possible to get along without it.
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(3) Marginally essential. The feature is convenient for simulator

training, but it would be easy to get along without it.

(4) Totally non-essential.

I. Surveyor's assessments

SJRVEY ELEMENTS UNIQUE TO CERTAIN FEATURFS

1. Record and Repl y

a. Where is replay accomplished?

(1) in cockpit

(2) remote (location and content)

(3) availability of augnented feedback during replay (e.g., scoring

and diagnostics)

b. How much of the mission can be replayed?

2. Freeze

a. Can freeze be operated during replay?

3. Video Display

a. Description (field of view, size, resolution, color, number)

h. Record/replay capabilities

4. Automated Demonstrations

a. fapabiliries and procedures for constructing/modifying canned scenarios

11) On-line (who and how)

(?) Off-line (who and how)

b. Difficulties in developing and using canned scenarios

(1) Development

'2) Call-up and use

5. Automated Performance Measurement

a. Descriptive data

(1) Manufacturer and delivery date

(?) Add-on to simulator?

(3) Production or R&D feature/capability?

(4) Describe any in-house modifications

(5') Describe any on-going APM R&D

(61 Ohtain systen and R&D documentation

(7) Identify R&Vl point of contact (name, organizatinn, telephone)
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b. Characteristics

(1) Parameters that can be measured (total set)

(2) How are the parameters d,,signated (procedures)

on-line

off-line

(3) How are performance tolerances set?

on-line

off-line

(4) How is measurement start and stop designated?

on-line

off-line

(5) Are any mathematical tran,,forms performed?

(6) How and when are the measures displayed?

(7) Utility of measures for quantifying proficiency (criteria used)

(use of measurement outputs when completing student grade forms?)

(8) Diagnostic value of the measures

(9) Utility of the measurements for training quality control

(10) Desirable improvements

(11) Other applications

6. Automated Scoring

a. Describe/define the combining of measures into scores

b. Describe/define scoring criteria used

c. Describe intended uses of the scores

d. Utility of performance scores for training quality control

e. Use of scores when completing student grade forms

7. Automated Adaptive Training (AAT)

a. Descriptive Data

(1) Manufacturer and delivery date

(2) Add-on

(3) Production of R&D feature/capability

(4) Describe any in-house modifications

(5) Describe any related R&D activities

(6) Obtain system and R&D documentation

(7) Identify R&D point of contact (name, organization, telephone)
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h. Characteristics

(1) Descrihe adaptive logic s:rwtuwe(s) used

('I) Descrihe automated measurrenrt/',coring used

(3) Describe on-site modifications and reasons

(4) Training impacts of modifications

(5) Effects of AAT system on:

(a) Student progress through automated portions of syllabus

(b) Student proficiency

(c) Training quality control (portions of syllabus involved)

(6) Effect of AAT on instructor involvement

(7) Effect of AAT on operator involvement

(8) Student acceptance of AAT

(9) Instructor acceptance

8. Compu tr Manaqed Instruction

a. Descriptive Data

(1' Name and acronym

(2) Developer and installation date

(3) Cognizant organization and symbol

(4) Obtain documented description of the system

(5) Training supported (academics, simulator, inflight)

b. Characteristics

(1) Describe how it is used (general)

(2) Input data sources

(3) Simulator training objectives tracked

(4) Inflight training objectives tracked

(5) Utility in determining simulator session training content

(6) Utility in determining flight training content

(7) Utility in scheduling simulator sessions

(8) Utility in scheduling training flights

(9) Impacts on training quality control

INSTRUCTOR/OPERATOR STATION DFSIGN

1. Present confiquration

a. Device designation and type
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h. Linked mode operat ion

c. Location(s) relative to student workstation

d. Present opportunities for dynamic observation

e. Functions performed (at each location)

f. Instructors/operators assigned to each location

g. Instructor/operator interaction

h. Ease/difficulty of coordination

i. Perceived benefits of present configuration

j. Perceived drawbacks of present configuration

k. Suggested design modifications (and reasons)

?. General Perceptions and Suggestion,

a. Types of training where direct observation is perceived as necessary

h. Types of traininc where direct observdtion is perceived as desirable
c. Student skill level impacts on instructor/operator station locations

d. Device type (CPT, OFT, WST, et(.) impacts on instructor/operator

station locations
e. Perceived general benefits and irawbacks of in-cockpit location

f. Perceived general benefits and drawbacks of remote location
g. Advantages/disadvantages of designing student workstations to

incorporate an in;tructor/operator station if it meant that the

student's worksta.ion environment might not appear exactly as in the

aircraft

3. Background

a. Interviewer's prior experience with remote and/or in-cockpit

instructor stations.

'1) As a student (weapon system, device, dates)

(2) As an instructor (weapon system, device, dates)

DEVICE OPERATIONS

1. Surveyor's Assessments

a. Instructor status/morale

b. Adequacy of instructor training

c. Problems noted

d. Desirable points noted

e. Implications for other programs
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2. Tical Device Operator Characteristics

a. Rank

b. Years in service

c. Number of months at this assignment

d. Duration of this assignment in months

e. Prior device operator experience

f. Operator selection criteria/procedures

q. Continuity in operator staff

3. Dovcp Op Yator Jot) Char.icteristics

.1. Hours worked per week, training support activities

b. Hours worked per week, other activities

c. Device utilization activities description

d. Other activities description

4. Device Operator Training

a. Schools attended

b. Factory training for this job

c. Local program for' operator training

(I) Tcpics covered

?) Proqram description

(3) Progruml duration

(4) Role of formal instrucnion

(5) Role of on-the-job trairning

(6) OJT supervision

(7) Criteria for com1pleting training

d. Perceived value of school training for this job

e'. P& ceived value of factory training for this job

f. Perceived value of loca1 training for this job

g. Planned changes in operator training program

11. Suggested changes to operator training program

j _veyor SAssessnents

I . Operator status/morale

h. Adequacy of operator training

c. Problems riot:-

d. Desirabl poi'nts noted

e. Implication f,,r other programs
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SMDY K DYNAIC BEHAVIC

A FjL-2Y DIFFUSIH FLE IN . E AL
COMBSMON 22=E FACTTTT

by
Sarwan S. Sandhu

An experimental study to gain insight into the dynamic behavior of

the combustion process in the APL combustion tunnel facility has been
initiated with the intent of utilization of information attained from

such a study to develop a mathematical model for the prediction of

combustion process in a combustor of the APL combustor type. From the

preliminary data acquired dependence of fireball frequency and

velocity on air/fuel flow rates, effect of axial location on the

frequency, and, fireball and nonemitting region number distribution
versus time length are presented. A qualitative global mechanism for

relative increase or decrease in fireball frequency is proposed.
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I.
The APL combustion tunnel facility consists of a cylindrical

duct with a concentric centerbody that has a flat end face.

Fuel is injected at the center of the centerbody face through

an orifice, and air flows through the annular passage between

the outer duct and the centerbody. The centerbody acts as a
bluff-body to air flow. Air flow separation at the centerbody

leads to vortex formation and shedding. Interaction between air
vortices and fuel jet is likely to occur. Near the centerbody

face fuel and annular air jets compete for entrainment of fluid

leading to a complex pattern of mixing between fuel and air.
Fuel and oxidant mixing could occur via molecular diffusion,

small and large scale air turbule interaction with fuel jet.

With increasing distance from centerbody, fuel jet slows down

because of mass entrainment from its surroundings. For a
spatial region where fuel jet velocity becomes comparable to

mean air flow velocity, an "air ball" could penetrate into fuel
stream. Interaction between three dimensional air vortices and
fuel stream could lead to the situation where an oxidant

containing eddy could envelope or be enveloped by fuel. Such

interaction and mixing phenomena lead to formation of moving

"fireballs" of complex structure. Understanding of such moving
fireball phenomenon was thought to be essential to search for a
relationship between this phenomenon and overall combustion

process. This motivated us to study the dynamic behavior of the
bluff-body diffusion flame (C3H8/air) in the APL combustion

tunnel facility. Results of the experimental study were thought

to give deeper insight into the combustion process occurring in

the APL combustor. Experimental results related to dynamic

behavior of a combustor of the APL tunnel combustor type are
essential for the development and testing of appropriate

mathematical models to predict combustion efficiency and

pollutant emissions.
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Cbjectives of this short duration study were:

1. Initiation of an experimental program to understand the

formation and disappearance of "moving fireballs" and

determine their relationship, if any, with the bluff-body

vortex shedding phenomenon in a bluff-body diffusion flame

combustor of the APL tunnel combustor type.

2. To refine and gain experience with experimental techniques,

for example, spectrophotometry to record local time varying

flame emission data related to understanding of the above

mentioned moving "fireball" phenomenon.

APL CMU TUNNELM FACILIT

A sketch of the APL combustor is shown in Fig. 1. It is consisted

of a cylindrical duct with a concentric centerbody having a flat end
face. Fuel is injected into the combustor proper at the center of the

centerbody through a 4.8mm diameter tube, and air is introduced

through the annular passage between the outer duct and the centerbody.

The diameter and length of the centerbody are 14 and 79cm

respectively. The upstream surface of the centerbody is

aerodynamically shaped to minimize disturbances in the annulus air

flow. A 31.8 mm long square-cell honeycomb flow straightener with a cell

size of 4.8 by 4.8 mm and two 16 mesh screens are mounted in the

annulus. The inside diameter of the duct is 25.4cm. The duct has

viewing ports that provide both optical and conventional probe access

to important combustion regions. Additional facility details may be

found in Ref. 1.
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High speed cine photography, spectrophotometers and pressure
transducers were employed to study the dynamic behavior of the combustion
system with regard to the determination of fireball-length, velocity and

frequency and pressure fluctuations as function of combustor axial
length, fuel and air flow rates. Spectrophotometers were tuned to (*
emission ( =4315°). Signals from the spectrophotometers and pressure
transducers were recorded using high speed chart recorder and
oscilloscope. A Fourier transform frequency analyzer, Nicolet 660A, was

also employed for the determination of fireball frequency.

IV.S2L9 AMNDTCSSC

• ffct Df flaw Ijta Da f on f r

Figs. 2 and 3 show the dependence of fireball frequency

(determined by means of spectrophotometers tuned to &H emission) on
air and fuel flow rates at two axial distances measured from the face
of the centerbody. In general, at each location fireball frequency
increases with increase in fuel flow rate for a fixed air flow rate.
An overall general comment on the dependence of the frequency on air
flow rate cannot be made. However, it appears that the frequency
decreases with increase in air flow rate at axial location of 116cm
except for air flow rate of 0.5kg/s. This can be explained in terms

of higher mixing rates of fuel and air due to enhanced turbulence
generated by higher air flow rates. Effect of air flow rate on bluff-
body vortex shedding frequency, higher fuel consumption rate because

of higher fuel/air mixing rate, and coalescence of fireballs may be
responsible for this trend. Similar trend is observed for air flow
rates of 1.5 and 2.0kg/s at axial location of 61cm.

•f fact 2L fjw ai a rj n M f r II eoct

Figs. 4 and 5 show the dependency of fireball velocity on air and
fuel flow rates at an axial location of 61cm from the centerbody face.
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From Fig. 4 , it is apparent that fireball velocity increases linearly

with increase in fuel flow rate at each fixed air flow rate except

that of 1.5kg/s - where it is invariant with respect to fuel flow rate

over the fuel flow rate range investigated. At a fixed fuel flow rate

fireball velocity also increases with increase in air flow rate. This

linear trend may be interpreted on global basis as follows. A

fireball resulting from interaction between air and fuel streams gains

its "initial" axial momentum from these streams. Fireball initial

inertial force in the axial direction is higher for the increase in

the combined axial inertial force of both the fluid streams. Thus, an

increase in either of the two fluid streams would result in higher

fireball initial force, and hence, in an increased fireball velocity.

Fig. 5 shows the similar effect of flow rates on fireball velocity.

At air flow rate of l.5kq/s fireball velocity invariation with fuel

flow rate requires deeper insight for such a behavior.

• Eff QEoKia location fr l fruenc

Figures 6 and 7 show the effect of axial location on fireball

frequency at two air/fuel flow rate combinations. For air flow rate

of lkg/s and fuel flow rate of 8 kq/hr fireball frequency decreases

with increase in the down-stream distance from the centerboy face over

the axial distance range of 40 - 65 cm distance. Decrease in the

fireball frequency with increase in the distance may be explained in

terms of quenching of combustion reactions, extinction of flame due to

lack of sufficient amount of fuel to sustain flame reactions, and

coalescence of fireballs.

Dependence of the fireball frequency upon the axial distance for

air and fuel flow rates of 2kg/s and 13kg/hr respectively appears to

be more complicated over the distance range investigated (Figure 7).

Average fireball frequency increases from 71 s - 1 to 102 s- 1 over the

axial distance of 5cm from Z=0 to Z (axial distance) = 5cm; decreases

from 102 to 79 s- 1 over 10cm distance from Z=5 to Z=15cm. It again

increases from 79 to 104 s- 1 over distance of 5cm from Z=15cm to

Z=20cm; remains constant from Z=20cmto Z=25cm. It decreases from 104

s-1 to 74 s-1 over distance of 30cm from Z=25 to Z=55cm, increases

09- 1
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from 90 to 93 5-1 from Z=55 to Z=65cra. Interpretation of decrease in

fireball freuency with distance is similar to the one given for the
run where air flow and fuel flow rates were 1kg/s and 8 kg/hr respectively.
Increase in frequency with distance may be generally interpreted in
terms of fireball splitting, greater number of different regions of
same large structure fireball appearing as flame, and generation of
new ones in a previously nonemitting and noncombusting moving gas region.

•iga I n 'tn region an umbpr ditersusgLmnomlia
fireball "basew tj=i&I t

Figs. 8 and 9 show the number distribution of fireballs and
nonemitting regions as function of peak "base" time normalized with
respect to maximum of 0.0216 s. The data for these plots were
acquired by means of spectrometer, and associated electronic and
recording systems at axial location, Z of 60cm for air and fuel rates
of 1kg/s and 8 kg/hr respectively. Average normalized fireball base
time and nonemitting region base time lengths are 0.59 and 0.26
respectively. Median values are 0.57 and 0.22 for fireballs and
noneitting gas regions respectively. The fireball time length is
about 2.3 times the nonemitting region time length on the average.
From peak chart recordogram, it became apparent that a number of
fireballs are not separated by nonemitting regions. 1 and 2 in two
slices of the peak chart recordogram in Fig. 10 are examples of
probable fireball coalescence or different regions of same large
structure fireball being at different reaction stages.

SS number versus Reb

SS and Reb numbers are defined as follows:

fireball frequency x bluff-body diameter

SS =
Duct Fluid Flow Velocity

fb Db

Uo
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Reb (Reynolds number based on bluff-body diameter) =
centerbody diameter x duct fluid flow velocity

fluid kinematic viscosity

Db Uo

Fig. 11 shows plots of SS number versus Reb  for two Z (axial
distance from the face of centerbody) locations. At Z=61cm, SS number
appears to remain constant with respect to Reb. For constant SS

number with increase in Reb or average duct fluid flow velocity
frequency of approaching fireballs, fb also increases. This trend,
however, is not found at Z=ll6cm where SS number decreases with
increase in Reb . This implies that fb decreases with increase in Reb .
This further means that the approaching fireball frequency should
either decrease or remain invariant.

V. A C.MA. P Ms E D S M

Splitting, greater number of different regions of same large
structured fireball becoming chemically active in accordance with the
flame conditions and "birth" of new ones in a previously nonemitting
and noncombusting moving gas region between two adjacent fireballs
could lead to higher approaching firfeball frequency. Quenching of
combustion reactions in a fireball, extinction of flame due to lack of
sufficient amounts of reactants (fuel and air) to sustain flame
reactions, and coalescence of fireballs could lead to decrease in the
fireball frequency. Equal number of "death" and "birth" rates of
fireballs between two axial locations would lead to invariation of
fireball frequency with respect to axial distance.
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VI.

1. On finding suitable applicability of the refined experimental
techniques for the study of the dynamic behavior of the
bluff-body diffusion flame combustor by way of acquisition of
the reasonably satisfactory preliminary data, a carefully
planned parametric investigation of the combustion process in
the APL combustor should begin. A series of experiments to
record flame emission and static pressure data should be
performed as function of axial location and fuel/air flow
rate combination. At each air flow rate, a fuel flow rate
range from lean to rich flame blow-off limit should be

investigated. In fact, to observe the effect of fuel jet
penetration through the recirculation zone located
immediately downstream of the bluff-body upon the moving

"fireball" phenomenon fuel tubes of different diameters
should be employed keeping the same air/fuel mass flow rate

combination. At each air/fuel flow rate combination total

flame length as well as exhaust gaseous species and
particulate matter concentrations, and temperature should
also be advisably determined. To achieve the final aim of
developing mathematical models to predict combustion and
pollutant emissions information regarding time varying local
gaseous species concentration, temperature, pressure and

velocity profiles at each axial location should also be
determined at each air/fuel flow rate cczbination.

2. To gain insight into the relationship between the bluff-body
vortex shedding and "fireball" phenomena in the diffusion
flame laser light scattering technique may be employed to
study the vortex shedding phenomenon in the cold flow

operated system with a range of air/fuel (C3 H8) flow rate
combinations simulated by air/% flow rate combinations.
Further, laser high speed schlieren photography may be
employed to complement the desired infonaation regarding the

dynamic behavior of the combustor at a number of air/fuel

flow rate combinations.
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It is mentioned that the above recommendations would partly consitute

the theme for proposal for follori-on research.
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SHEAR-WAVE VELOCITY STRUCTURE DETERMINED

FROM ANALYSIS RAYLEIGH-WAVE GROUP-VELOCITY DISPERSION

by

Gerald W. Simila

ABSTRACT

The moving window technique has been utilized successfully to

extract group-velocity dispersion data from high-explosive ground

motion records. Fundamental Rayleigh-wave group-velocities (225-

264 m/sec) have been determined for period range 50-164 msec. The

Haskell method has been used to model the dispersion data. The re-

sulting shear-wave velocity distribution for the McCormick Ranch

test site is V = 244-400 m/sec for depth range 0 - 22 m. In
S

addition, possible body wave dispersion has been observed.

Suggestions for further research in this area are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The determination of ground response to high-explosive detonations

is an important problem in the design of military structures. Specifi-

cally, the Air korce is interested in the strong-motion seismic waveforms

generated by explosion sources. In addition, the determination of the

geologic structure of the site is necessary to understand and model the

generated waveforms.

The present project is involved with a specific technique to process

the explosion waveforms and extract information that will yield inference

regarding the local geologic structure. In general, two types of waves

are generated by explosions: body and surface waves. A specific surface

wave, called Rayleigh, is a combination of two body wave particle motions,

the compressional (P) and shear (S). Rayleigh waves generally exhibit

dispersion which means that the frequency content of the waveform is a

function of the P and S wave velocity associated with the geologic media.

Initially, this project utilizes a signal processing technique to deter-

mine the dispersive character of Rayleigh waves generated from high-

explosive tests.

In studying surface waves, one must differentiate between the group

and phase velocity of the waveforms. For a nondispersive media, the group

velocity is equivalent to the phase velocity, and the seismic pulse prop-

agates from the source without a change in shape. In the case of a dis-

persive media, each component of the wave motion travels with its own

characteristic velocity, the phase velocity. In addition, the group veloc-

ity is the velocity associated with a packet of waves of a given frequency'.

The group velocity controls the waveform observed on a seismogram.

The group velocity (U) is a function of period (T), and is related to the

phase velocity (C) by the expression:

U = C + k dC/dk (1)

= - C - ) dC/d

where k = 27/CT
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Now, the group velocities of the dispersed waveform can be calcu-

lated by the simple equation:

where x = distance

U (T) t = travel time (2)
R t

T = wave period

Various digital processing techniques have been applied to surface

waves to determine group-ve loci ty dispersion curves. The specific ap-

proach used in this investigation is the moving-window techniqe:ie to

determine Rayleigh-wave group velocities. The method is a frequency-

time analysis which calculates a two-dimensional array of Fourier ampli-

tudes as a function of wave period. The group-velocity dispersion curve

is traced through the Fourier amplitude maximum for each period.

Strong-motion seismic records from a series of high-explosive tests

at McCormick Ranch, New Mexico, in 1978-79, are analyzed for group veloc-

ities. The Haskell method3 is used to generate theoretical Rayleigh-wave

group-velocity dispersion curves. The observed and theoretical group

velocities are matched by a trial and error approach for a selected set

of velocity models. The best-fitting models are also constrained by seis-

mic refraction observations.

11. OBJECTIVES:

The main objective of this research project was to investigate ini-

tially the application of the moving-window technique to near source high-

explosive ground motion data. After the group-velocity dispersion curves

were determined, the Haskell formulation was used to calculate group veloc-

ities for shear-wave velocity models. Various models were selected which

provided close agreement between the observed and calculated dispersion

curves.

The specific objectives for this investigation were:

(1) Apply the moving-witdow technique to determine Rayleigh-

wave group-velocity dispersion curves.

(2) Model the observed group velocities, using the Haskell for-

miiI at ion for ;i select set of geologic model parameters.
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(3) Compare the models derived from dispersion observation

with the reported seismic refraction models.

This investigation presents the first known attempt to evaluate

high-explosion ground motion data for Rayleigh-wave group-velocity

dispersion using the moving window technique.

III. OBSERVATIONS

The data used in this investigation were strong-motion seismic

records from a series of high-explosive tests in 1978-79 at McCormick

Ranch, New Mexico (see Figure 1). The data were recorded by vertical

accelerometers (Endevco Model series 2260) and recorded on magnetic

tape. The analog acceleration recordings were sampled at a rate of

2000 samples per sec with an antialias filter at 400 Hz. The data

were recorded at distance ranges of 6.55 to 228.6 m .

The Pre-Multiple Burst (PMB) high-explosive program was conducted

by the AFWL in September, 1978. A series of small bursts, both buried

and above ground, with single and multiple-charge configurations were

performed 5 . Another series of high-explosive tests were conducted

in 1979. The tests, Pre-Hybrid Gust (PHG), involved single burst

covered and surface tangent bursts along with hexagonal array multi-

bursts equivalents 6 . The data from these experiments were chosen to

determine Rayleigh-wave group-velocity dispersion, and compare the

velocity models determined by previous geophysical studies'.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

The moving window analysis technique can resolve broad frequency

band recordings of multi-mode transient signals. Fourier spectral

amplitudes as functions of period and group arrival time are interpreted

in terms of Rayleigh-wave group velocity associated with each of the

individual modes of propagation. The Rayleigh surface waves are ana-

lyzed for the fundamental and first-higher modes.

The analysis begins with the extraction of a section of a digitized
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seismogram f(t) using a rectangular time window w(t) centered at a

time tn which corresponds to a group velocity U n(T). The length of

the extracted segment is variable, but is proportional to the product

of a fixed window factor W and the current wave period of analysis

T . The representation is:n
w(t) = I t n r nT <t< t n+ WT n 3

w(t) = 0 otherwise

and s(t) = f(t)-w(t).

Experimental analyses have indicated that reliable results are obtained

when the window length (W) is 4-6 times the period.

The next step in the moving window analysis is the multiplication

of the windowed seismogram by a modulating symmetrical function q(t)

centered at times corresponding to a particular group velocity in a

series of equally spaced velocities. The resulting time series is

h(t) = g(t) .s(t). Several types of modulating functions can be used,

and a common function which has been applied is q(t) = cos2 (fft/WT).

Multiplication of the specified time series by a window function

is equivalent to convolution of the corresponding spectra in the fre-

quency domain, and each spectral component of the time series will

possess a shape resembling that of the Fourier transform of the applied

window. The purpose of the modulation function is to give greater

weight to that portion of the seismogram which corresponds to the group

velocity of interest. Modulation also diminishes the side lobes in

the frequency domain produced by analysis of a truncated signal. The

final step of the moving window analysis involves taking the Fourier

transform of the prepared signal h(t) to extract the spectral amplitudes

2and phases

The data are then displayed and contoured on a two-dimensional plot

of the spectral amplitude values as a function of group velocity versus

wave period. The dispersion curve is traced through the amplitude

maxima for each period. The general result is illustrated in Figure 2

in the form of contour lines for selected amplitude values. The

amplitude maxima which represent the group velocity data are indicated

by dots. The contours represent amplitude values (zero to Z) that are
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normalized with respect to the maximum value at each period rather than

absolute levels. An example of a three-dimensional plot of amplitude,

group velocity, and period is shown in Figure 3 which also illustrates

the dispersion of the amplitude maxima.

V. RESULTS

The dispersion data for the PMB tests are presented for the

ground motion observations at distance ranges of 73.2 m and 228.6 m.

Representative time series for these distances are presented in

Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The results from the moving window

analysis are presented in Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. The group-

velocity dispersion data are shown in Figure 11. The Rayleigh-wave

dispersion curves indicate group velocities U-224-264 m/sec for period

range T=50-164 msec. These data are interpreted as fundamental mode

dispersion from the recordings at a distance of 228.6 m. The first

higher-mode dispersion data were determined from recordings at a

distance of 73.2 m. The associated group velocity range is 260-300

m/sec for periods of 25-59 msec. The various symbols represent dif-

ferent high-explosive tests for the same distance.

Ground motion records from the PHG test series are presented in

Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15 representing distances of 10.9, 14.6, 18.4

and 35.8 m, respectively. The corresponding group-velocity dispersion

data are shown in Figure 16. The pattern of dispersion for recordings

at distances of 10.9 and 14.6 m is characterized by a monotonic decrease

for velocity range 260 to 108 m/sec with period range T=20-100 msec.

The time records exhibit the long period waveform usually identified

as the "spall" wave associated with explosions. Stump7 has modeled

these specific waveforms, and concluded that Rayleigh-waves can generate

tensile stress components in the vertical direction which may produce

the spall waveform. Consequently, the observed dispersion pattern

probably represents the spal1 phase, but may also include dispersion

from body waves at the short periods.

rhe group-velocity data recorded at 18.4 m shows dispersion repre-
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senting either a hipgher-,node, lay cligli-wave or l)Oss5ibl) , body wave.

The longer period dispersion may still represent the spall phase at

this distance. At the distance of 35.8 m, the dispersion pattern is

typical for a fundamental Rayleigh-wave mode. The associated group

velocities are 240-200 m/sec with T=50-110 msec. These velocities are

approximately 20% slower at T=80 msec than those observed from the PMB

data even though the test site is the same.

Theoretical dispersion curves are generated to match the observed

Rayleigh-wave group velocities by utilizing the Haskell method 3 . The

technique requires a model with parallel layers to simulate the near-

surface geologic structure. The input elastic parameters are P- and S-

wave velocities, density, and layer thickness. The Haskell method is

used with a trial and error approach of selecting model parameters to

generate dispersion curves which match the observed data. Consequently,

several models will produce satisfactory data fits. Two crustal velocity

models have been determined for the McCormick Ranch from previous geo-

physical studies 4 . The model parameters are presented in Table 1.

The dispersion curves from the PMB data set and theoretical models

are presented in Figure 17. The dispersion curves from the two models

provide an approximate upper and lower bound for the observed data in

the period range of 100-160 msec. Good agreement of the data sets

occur for the periods T=70-90 msec. In general, at a depth of 0.4 R

(wavelength of the Rayleigh waves). The shear wave velocity has the

greatest effect on the value of the group velocity at the given period.

Thus, if the period is 160 msec, the Rayleigh waves are influenced by

a corresponding depth of about 22 m. Consequently, the group-velocity

dispersion data are limited in the resolution of the model depth and

associated shear-wave velocity distribution.

In conclusion, fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group-velocity dis-

persion has been determined from high-explosive ground-motion records

by using the moving window technique. The shear-wave velocity for the

McCormick Ranch test site is approximately 244-400 m/sec for depths

0 to 22 m. These results provide important information for the propa-

gation path required for the synthetic modeling of ground motion records.
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TABLE 1

VELOCITY MODEL PARAMETERS

Model Vp(m/s) Vsp/)p(gmlcc) h(m)
Ml 366 244 1.80 4

671 366 1.90 10
823 366 2.00 10

1130 610 2.10

M2 366 244 1.80 4
671 366 1.90 10
823 400 1.90
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Vi. RECOMMENDATIONS

e moving window analysis technique has proved successful in

extracting Rayleigh-wave group-velocity dispersion data from high-

explosive ground motion data. Some of the results indicate that tile

body waves may also exhibit dispersion, and that the spall phase has

minor dispersion. The forward Haskell modeling process produced two

satisfactory shear-wave velocity models, but details of the model

parameters were not resolved.

Based on these results from tile present research, 1 propose the

following recommendations for future research:

I) Resolve the detailed shear-wave velocitv distribution by

using an i teralve inversion technique to model the dispersion

data rather than tie forward trial and error approach.

2) Investigate the possible body-wave dispersion character by

utilizing the moving window technique for a high frequency

range (less than 20 msec). Also investigate whether dis-

persion occurs as a function of depth of recorder.
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OPERATINC VARIOUS SUBSYSTEMS OF THE TOTAL

SIMULATION SYSTEMS POR FLIGHT TRAINING

by

Dr. Vina Sloan

ABSTRACT

In order for these results to be valid, it is necessary for the configuration

and performance of the subsystems involved be known and to remain constant

during the research project so that measured performance variation can be

correctly attributed to subjects performance variations. In addition, that

configuration control should be maintained over the entire system so that

intellegent decisions can be made regarding the allocation of resources

and establishment of priorities for the development of the system. This

refers and is directed toward establishing these configuration control policies.

This report may be obtained by request from AFHRL/OTF,

Williams AFB, AZ 85224.
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ENHANCING CAREER DEVELOPMENT AT THE AIR FORCE ROCKET

PROPULSION LABORATORY

by

Russ Smith

ABSTRACT

The importance of an effective career development program for an R & D

organization, especially for a major Air Force laboratory is investigated. There was

widespread interest in an enhanced program at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory. An

exhaustive analysis of top management's concerns, capabilities and constraints of the

military and civilian personnel systems, supervisors' and managers' criteria for

selection, promotion and transfer, and employees' expectations of a career develop-

ment program was conducted. This research led to the generation of twenty-five

recommendations. Suggestions for further research in this area are offered.
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I. Introduction:

"Career development" encompasses a variety of concerns important to the

successful operation of any large organization, especially research and development

ones. Among the more important concerns in career development we may include

professional obsolescence (of engineers, scientists and managers), employee turnover

(due to a perceived lack of opportunities for growth), and human resources planning

(anticipating future needs of the organization).

Top management of the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory (RPL) con-

cluded in 1979 that there was a need to enhan-e career development and established it

as an objective in RPL's 1981 Operational Plan. An Organizational Assessment

Survey conducted by the Air Force Leadership Management and Development Center

(LMDC) underscored employees' concerns about career development: in the 1981

survey, the factor "Advancement/Recognition" for RPL was 3.79; at a "similar" AF

Laboratory this score was 4.11.* This score was also much lower than the scores for

all other measures of job satisfaction at RPL.

Several organizations or individuals have recognized either the need to be

aware of individuals' perceptions of career development opportunities in an organi-

zation (because of their effect on productivity and behavior) or its utility to the

organization. Thompson and Dalton noted that the lack of career development in R &

D organizations hastened the obsolescence of professionals and managers and gave

employees the mistaken belief that career development only meant promotions.1 1

Gautschi argued that engineers became dissatisfied with an organization when their

only career development option was to become a manager, with infrequent oppor-

tunities to use engineering expertise. 2

*These scores are based on individuals' responses to several items, with values ranging

from 1 (low) to 7 (high). The items were then averaged for each person to generate an
individual's factor score; the values reported here are lab-wide mean scores.
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The )ahlDgren LahorntorV of the Surfiee Naval Weapons (.enter recognized the

importance of a career development program in providing talented executive per-

sonnel. The Laboratory's program makes extensive use of lateral moves by its mid-

7
level managerial personnel to "groom" them for top management positions. Other

organizations, including R&D organizations, have also established career development

programs to prepare people for higher level positoins or to enhance job satisfaction.5 ' 8

Finally, the USAF has a sophisticated system for the training, development, procure-

ment and utilization of officers, based on a complex career development plan for this

foree.

RPL decided in early 1981 to use the Office of Scientific Research's Summer

Faculty Research Program to get someone to help local personnel create an RPL

career development program.

II. Objectives:

The main objective of this project was to develop a set of recommendations for

enhaneing career development for RPL employees. The Laboratory's Program Council

(i.e., top management) would then review these and decide whether to implement

them. Implicitly, the researcher was also to examine the results of the Organizational

Assessment Package (OAP) survey to ascertain the relationship between measures of

job satisfaction and measures of attitudes about the career development program at

RPb.

Early in the project, a decision was made to gather additional data to use in

developing the recommendations. Four kinds of additional data were identified; top

management's concerns about career development; the caoabilities and constraints

inherent in the military and civilian personnel systems; supervisors' and managers'

criteria for selection, promotion and transfer; and individuals' expectations of how to

achieve successful careers.
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III. Approaches:

The objectives were obtained by a variety of methods. A team was creted,

involving the researcher and Ms. Margret Waldie (Training and Development Specialist)

and Ms. Sharrie Spicher (Classification Specialist), both of the Civilian Personnel

Office, Edwards AFB. The team informally included Dr. J. D. Stewart, Special

Assistant, Research and Technology Management, RPL.

Processing the OAP survey entailed simply an examination of statistical

relationships between measures of job satisfaction and measure of attitudes about the

career development program at RPL. Due to limitations in analytical capabilities at

LMDC, analysis was limited to univariable and bivariate frequency distributions,

Pearson's r correlations, and stepwise linear regression (using dummy variables). The

bivariate and multivariate (linear, additive) analyses produced no statistically signif-

icant associations between the two sets of measures.

Top management's concerns about career development were ascertained

through the use of interviews. The Director, Chief Scientist and three division heads

were asked to identify their concerns about career development. These interviews

indicated concerns that: 1) employees perceive that lateral moves and intensified

training, in addition to promotions, constitute career development; 2) employees

perceive that they have primary responsibility for their own development; 3) em-

ployees should not be given unrealistic (or unattainable) expectations about career

development due to data gathering or analysis (i.e., as side effects); and 4) imple-

mentation of any recommendations would be the responsibility of the Program Council

or someone they designate.

Supervisors' and managers' criteria for selection, promotion and transfer were

obtained in a survey sent to all section or higher level personnel; the response rate was

51%. Among a variety of criteria, the most important were formal educational

background, related prior work experience, enthusiasm for the position, and communi-

cation skills.
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Employees at RPL were designated as heing in one of seven "career groups"

(sets of allied career fields); officers, enlisted technicians (mechanics, etc.), enlisted

support (clericals, etc.), scientists and engineers, General Schedule technicians (elect-

ronic engineer technicians, etc.) General Schedule support (clericals, etc.), and Wage

Grade technicians (machinists, etc.). A "sample" of twelve to sixteen people was

drawn from each group, stratified by level of experience/responsibility and division.

Each "sample" then participated in an information-gathering workshop based on the

Nominal Group Technique. Basically, people shared with each other, then rank-

ordered the criteria which they believed would help someone develop within the career

group. These groups of employees stressed the need for more training (especially

among technicians), more information about career development, and more opportuni-

ties to show their abilities or growth potential to management.

Finally, the research team pooled the data noted above plus their own

knowledge about career development done elsewhere and the capabilities and con-

straints of the military and civilian personnel systems to create recommendations for

enhancing career development at RPL. These recommendations were presented to the

Program Council on 5 August, 1981.

IV. Recommendations for Enhancing Career Development:

The numerous recommendations proposed here are designed to address career

development concerns expressed by top management, supervisors and managers, and a

variety of employees. The primary consideration was to help RPL make the best use

of its human resources in achieving its goals.

The recommendations are presented in the order of their apparent ease and cost

of implementation. Recommendations in the first group should be the easiest and

least costly way to enhance career development at RPL. All of the recommendations, if
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implemented, would make RPL the only organization to do as much to efficiently

utilize human resources while showing an interest in its employees' career develop-

ment.

Many of the recommendations provide ancillary payoffs, principally with regard

to employee job satisfaction and sense of recognition. Since the Hawthorne studies of

the 1930s, researchers have noted the tremendous effect of achieving "psychological

success" (a feeling of having accomplished a difficult task or job) on productivity,

behavior on the job, and job satisfaction. 3 '4 '6 '7 '8 '9 , 1 0 '1 1 Implementation of these

recommendations would demonstrate to employees top management's concern for

employees while helping top management efficiently use its human resources.

Group 1: Minor Changes/Minimal Cost to RPL:

1. MANAGER MENTORS: Mid-level managers volunteer to serve as mentors for

newly-appointed supervisors/managers, to help them learn RPL's expectations

of managers. Two or three people would be designated for a six month period.

Such work might be noted in later promotions.

2. CIVILIAN SPONSORS: Mid-level non-managers volunteer to serve as sponsors

for new civilian employees, to facilitate their adjustment to RPL. One or two

people per career group would be designated for a six month period. Such work

might be noted in later promotions.

3. DIVISION TRAINING OFFICERS: Senior managers volunteer to serve as DTOs,

providing information about training opportunities to employees in the divisions,

assisting in careeer counseling, and (in quarterly meetings), developing re-

commendations to the Program Council for future training needs. One person

per divisin would be designated for a year. Such work might be noted for later

promotions.
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4. HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE: Senior managers volunteer to serve on a

Human Resources Committee to: a) share with each other the anticipated

openings/personnel needs in their divisions; b) share with each other the names

of people ready for/interested in position changes; c) share this information

with their parent divisions; and d) gather this information from their parent

divisions. One person per division (not the DTO) would be designated to serve

for a year. Such work might be noted for later promotion.

5. BRIEFING ON CAREER CHANGES: Military and Civilian Personnel Office

(MPO/CPO) personnel would brief, every six months, anyone interested in

changing AFSC codes, cross-training, or moving into new career fields.

S. BRIEFING ON CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOR SUPERVISOPS OF WAGE

GRADE EMPLOYEES: CPO would brief supervisors of Wage Grade employees

about training opportunities available for such people, answer questions, and

help with related paperwork. Mandatory participation for first-level super-

visors of such employees.

7. BRIEFING ON CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOR SUPERVISORS OF ENLISTED

PERSONNEL: MPO would brief supervisors (especially civilians) of enlisted

personnel about training opportunities available; help with related paperwork,

and clarify the special needs of such people (e.gr., awards). Mandatory

participation for first-level supervisors of such employees.

8. BRIEFING ON TiE CIVILIAN PERSONNEL SYSTEM: (-'PO would brief all

interested employees on aspects of/changes in the civilian personnel system,

answer questions, and help with related paperwork. Participation would be

voluntary.

9. (AREER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR AF PERSONNEL: MPO

would brief all interested people on aspects of/chanqes in the military personnel

system, answer questions, and help with related paperwork. Participation would

be voluntary.
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10. RPL TRAINING POLICY GUIDELINES: A team of representatives of top

management, RPL employees and MPO/CPO employees would codify RPL's

training policies, including eligibility requirements, sample forms, etc. A copy

of the guidelines would be kept with each division.

11. POSITION SWAPPING: When key positions are vacant because they require a

specific type of employee (i.e, military or civilian) and none are available, RPL

would temporarily detail a person to that position or would exchange the

position for one of the other type.

Group 2: Major Changes/Minimal Cost to RPL:

12. COLLEGE EDUCATION: Increase availability of undergraduate college courses

offered on-site, especially non-job-related courses.

13. CLERICAL ORIENTATION: Newly-hired clerical employees would spend their

first week at RPL assigned to a senior secretary to learn RPL's procedures and

expectations of clericals, after which they would be assigned to the Admin

istrative Section.

14. SIX MONTH TRAINING PLAN: New people would be assisted by someone at

RPL in developing training goals to be accomplished during their first six

months at RPL.

Group 3: Major Changes/Increased Cost to RPL:

15. RPL AWARDS: A team comprised of representatives of top management and

employees would design IPL awards (and procedures to give them). The awards

could include certificates for special duties, completion of self-improvement

efforts, contributions to special projects, etc.

16. SUPERVISOR TRAINING PROGRAM: Every two months, a different group of

first-level supervisors would be given training in careeer development en-

hancing behaviors, such as: a) how to enrich jobs; b) how to do informal, short-
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term goal-setting; e) how to he assertive when giving feedback on performance;

d) how to give people support (i.e., "stroking") for their self-improvement

efforts.

17. MANAGER ROTATION: Treat all supervisory/managerial jobs as interdisci-

plinary (where possible) to facilitate lateral movement of people in a "man-

agement track."

18. ADVANCED TECHNICAL TRACK: Treat all advanced technical jobs (AFSC

codes 2600, 2800 or CPO codes 800, 1300, GS-13 to GS-15) as Research General

Engineer/Physical Scientist positions. These may then be filled by most

engineers or scientists, increasing the number of advanced non-managerial

positions in the Lab.

19. TEMPORARY DETAILS: As a corollary to Item 11, when RPL needs a key

position filled, temporarily detail a qualified person (for up to 120 days) to the

position. Moves should be to fill RPL needs, thereby obviating the need for

competition for such positions; where possible, assignments should be to

different divisions.

20. INCREASED OFF-SITE TRAINING: Provide more opportunities, especially to

technical personnel, to go off-site to other organizations for training (e.g.,

other labs, other bases, contractors). (More opportunities for technicians were

indicated during data gathering as very great needs among those personnel).

21. ENHANCING IDPS: Redefine the Individual Developmt..t Plan (IDP) process so

RPL can use it in determining training needs, budgeting and human resource

planning. Also, people might view the process as more meaningful if IDPs were

used to help select people for participation in Items 5, 11,12, 14, 17, 18, 19, and 20.

Group 4: Major Changes/Greatest Cost to RPL:

22. RPL TRAiNING & DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR (TDC): Create a position

with Lab-wide responsibility for coordinating training and development acti-
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vities at RPL. The person would play a key role in implementing or facilitating

most of the recommendations proposed here.

23. FEEDER PROGRAMS: Use existing programs to help employees become

scientists and engineers, to help meet RPL's personnel needs. The TDC would

help RPL employees enter feeder programs.

24. CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Small groups of employees may volunteer

to participate in career planning workshops in which they: a) are informed

about top management's expectations and opportunities at RPL; b) participate

in a planning exercise (e.g., "Exercises Future") 13; and c) set short- and long-

term goals in their IDPs. 8

25. RPL TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER: Designate a permanent space

as a T & D Center which; a) is staffed full-time by the TDC; b) is conveniently

located so all Lab personnel can use it: has information on military and civilian

training programs, applicaticn forms, etc,; d) has self-placed learning equip-

ment (VCRs, books, et.) and a list of "resource people" who will answer

questions which arise during one's self-study; and e) information and forms for

college and vocational education courses.

In addition to implementing these recommendations, there are two other

activities RPL may do or sponsor. The first activity is a more thorough analysis of the

OAP survey data, including non-linear and non-additive multivariate statistics for

ordinal-scale data. An interactive analysis, for example, may reveal relationships in

the data that were suppressed by stepwise regression analysis.

Second, after some time has passed (perhaps a year), there should be a follow-

up investigation of the effects of the implemented recommendations on self-im-

provement activies, performance, and attitudes about career development oppor-

tunities at RPL. At the very least, inspection of turnover data and another OAP

survey could be used. Any more rigorous research might require outside help.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTER ALGORITHM FOR THE AUTOMATIC DETERMINATION OF SPACE

VEHICLE POTENTIAL UTILIZING ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER MEASUREMENTS.

by

Stanley L. Spiegel

ABSTRACT

A real time technique for determining space vehicle potential using

electrostatic analyzer (ESA) positive in count data has been developed.

The method involves examining the count ratios in adjacent ESA energy channels

and searching for a precipitous increase in this ratio with increasing

energy, or alternatively for a statistically significant increase in the

plasma distribution function, derivable from the ion counts. The

satisfaction of either condition indicates charging to the level of the

higher ESA channel. Tests of the algorithm, using data from the P78-2

satellite have shown excellent agreement with independent estimates of

vehicle potential. Hence the algorithm appears suitable to be employed

with an ESA of appropriate design for the purpose of automatically

activating discharge mechanisms should vehicle potential exceed some

critical value.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The problem of spacecraft charging at high altitudes is an important

one for Air Force applications; indeed a major effort (SCATHA Project)

has been undertaken to understand this phenomenon. Quite simply, when a

space vehicle at geosynchronous orbit, interacting with its plasma environ-

ment, acquires a high negative potential (of the order of 1/2 kilovolt), it is

possible that onboard instrumentation will be damaged by electrical discharge

between differentially charged components of the spacecraft. Thus it is

important to activate a discharge mechanism as soon as a dangerously

high potential develops. This means it is important to have a reliable,

real time method of determining the vehicle potential, or more specifically,

whether or not the critical potential has been reached or exceeded. An algorithm

incorporating an onboard microprocessor to analyze data obtained by the vehicle,

and determine the extent of charging, is desirable. Computational simplicity

and speed are important considerations in design of such an algorithm. Pre-

liminary work by the author1 indicated that electrostatic analyzer

(ESA) positive ion count data, of the type provided by the SC9 experiment

of the P78-2 satellite, could serve as input to an algorithm designed to

fulfill the aforementioned objectives. The continued development and

testing of this method are described below.

II. OBJECTIVES:

One main objective of this effort was to examine in greater detail

an algorithm of the type previously devised by the author (Spiegel 1980).

This algorithm examined the positive ion counts in adjacent ESA energy

channels and reported vehicle charging if an empirically determined

critical high-to-low channel count ratio was reached or exceeded. It was
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planned that this algorithmu would he tested on SC9 count data from a wide

variety of ambeiit conditions to determine its continued success at estimating

vehicle potential.

A second objective was to develop an approach which utilized ion

count data to compute the ion distribution function. It was expected on

physical grounds that the shape of this distribution function could serve

as an indicator of vehicle potential. Further, it was hoped that this

type of algorithm would be less instrument dependent than one which

analyzed the counts themselves, whose channel to channel variations

depends heavily on instrument design. This algorithm would also be tested

on a wide variety of data.

An additional objective was to determine criteria regarding the

number of ion counts necessary to guard against spurious reports of charging

owing to random fluctuations in count rates.

A further goal was to see whether the algorithms could work successfully

on ion count data from a differently designed ESA, that of the SC5 experiment

onboard the P78-2 satellite.

A final objective was to attempt to determine desirable characteristics

for ;in liSA des igned for the task of dtecting critical charging.

I[I. lE COUNTS AL(;OR IINI

One of the histruments aboard the 1178-2 satellite, associated with

the SC9 experiment, is a high resolution electrostatic analyzer. Among

other functions,this instrument counts the number of positive and negatively

charged particles (protons and electrons) incident upon it in each of 64

exponentially spaced energy channels that span the energy range 0 to 81

keV, during sequential 250 m sec time intervals. The 64 energy channels

li~iv, mid-chainnti[ energies given (In oV) by:
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E - 21 + (1

and the ratio of channel width to mid-channel energy is essentially

constant at about 20% over the entlie spectrum. There is very little

overlap in energy response between adjacent channels. Hence the SC9 ESA

provides high resolution in particle number flux during each 16 sec sweep

through its 64 channels.

When the spacecraft is at zero potential with respect to the ambient

plasma, the ESA design is such that the number of positive ion counts per

channel shows a modest increase with energy over most of the 64 channel

energy range. But when the spacecraft has acquired a negative potential

with respect to the plasma, positive ions approaching the instrument will

be accelerated by this potential difference. As a result, the number of

ion counts in energy channels below the level of charging would ideally

drop to z-; and there would be an increase in the number of counts in

the channel at and just above the level of charging. Examination of SC9

ion count data shows this effect quite clearly: while for various reasons,

the zero count rate is not exactly achieved, the presence of spacecraft

charging is characterized by a very low count rate in all channels up to

a certain energy followed by a sharp increase in counts in the next

several channels. A graph of counts vs energy resembles a step function

during vehicle charging, in contrast to the slow rise associated with the

uincharged state. The so called counts algorithm utilizes this phenomenon

to determine the spacecraft potential.
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The algorithm consists of examining the counts in adjacent energy

channels to determine if the upper-to-lower energy count rate has reached

or exceeded some empirically determined critical value that will distinguish

between a charged and uncharged spacecraft. Since the particle counts

are a random event (Poisson process), it is necessary to require that

some minimal number of counts be obtained in order for the count rate to

be used to diagnose charging. (Otherwise, random fluctuations would

result in spurious reports of charging at low count rates.) This minimal

number of counts is also empirically determined. Based on data from

several days during which the spacecraft was negativoly charged part of

the tAme, a critical count ratio of 4.5 with a threshold requirement of at

least 90 counts in the upper energy channel, were found to give good results.

The results are improved by the following refinement: if the aforementioned

criteria are satisfied (indicating vehicle charging), the next higher

ener.gy channel is examined to see whether there is a substantial further

increase in counts (by a factor of two or more). If so, the level of charging

is taken to be at this higher energy level, rather than the level of the

initial precipitous increase.

This counts algorithm, with the above parameter values, has been tested

on SC9 data from some 30 time intervals on different days, encompassing a

variety of plasma environments. Its success, as measured by the fraction of

time its predicted vehicle potential is within 20% of independent estimates of

potential often exceeds 90%. A day by day stunairy of these results is tabulated

Set t i l) IV below. Frher test in) may lead to ad juis Lment ill tile count ratio
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and threshold parameters to give even better results. (It should be

remembered that for the purpose of triggering a vehicle discharge mechanism,

a better measure of the algorithm's success is the fraction of time it

correctly detects that a critical vehicle potential has or has not been

reached; this analysis remains to be performed.)

In any event, the counts algorithm has proven to serve as a reasonably

accurate voltmeter in its present form. It is quite suitable for real

time implementation on a spacecraft microprocessor, requiring relatively

little computation and data storage. One drawback is the ad hoc way in

which the parameters are determined. It is reasonable to question whether

the optimal critical count ratio should vary with the channel pair being

compared. And since the count rate per channel of itself has no direct

physical significance (being a function of ESA design as well as plasma

properties) it is difficult to establish count ratio and threshold require-

ments in a physically and statistically meaningful way. Hence a major effort

was made to develop an algorithm based on a physically significant quantity

derivable from the SC9 ion counts: the plasma distribution function.

IV. THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION ALGORITHM

The distribution function gives the particle density in phase space

(a six dimensional space in which a particle is described by three spatial

coordinates and the corresponding three momentum coordinates). If the positive

ion distribution function were known, then for an ESA with known sensitivity

and energy response characteristics, one could calculate the count rate

to be expected over a given energy interval. The computation can be

readily reversed, so that with a measured spectrum of counts per unit

time over a series of energy intervals, one can compute the positive ion

distribution function. Its average value for protons over energy interval
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jdE(L) associated with the Ith energy channel is given by

FMW- O.q it C(1) (2)

where G(I) is the so called geometric factor of the ESA, a function of

instrument design and efficiency which is determined by careful calibra-

tion for each individual channel. The numerical factor Is chosen so

that If C(I) is given in counts per second, E(I) and E(I) in eV, and

i;( ) in cm 2 -steradlan, F(I) will he In its customary units of sec 3 /km 6 .

Now it is known that on physical grounds the distribution function

is a decreasing function of energy, regardless of plasma temperature (or

temperatures if more than one population is present). However, if the

spacecraft is at a negative potential with respect to the plasma, the

positive ion energy spectrum will be shifted by an amount equal to the ve-

hicle potential. Thus the distribution function as measured by the ESA

will be quite small (ideally zero) until the channel corresponding to

vehicle potential is reached, at which point the computed distribution

function will show a signficiant increase. (Thiis is of course in keeping

with Eq (2) and the count rate spectrum discussed in Sec. II). Hence

the observation of an increase in distribution function with energy can

serve as an indication of spacecraft charging.

Since the distribution function is derived from a randomly fluctuating

count rate and imprecisely known instrument parameters, it is necessary

to insure that any computed increase in distribution function be statistic-

ally significant. Thus the criterion for determining that the vehicle is

ch.trged Is that F( [+1 )-F( 1) exceed zero by some nmnher of standard deviations

of the di st ri bution funct ilon dl ffereuce. To compute this, nie Tmst fi rst
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compute the standard deviation in F(1).

For the SC9 ESA, it can be shown that the denominator on the right

hand side of (IV.1) can be rewritten in a form dependent only on E(1),

so that (2) becomes:

1.70 3 1o C (()

On the assumption that the count rate is a Poisson process, its standard

deviation is C(I)1 / 2 , and its fractional standard deviation (FSD) is C(1) - I/2 .

To determine the standard deviation of the denominator in (3), one must make

an assumption concerning the precision of E(1). A probable error of one

or two percent seems reasonable, hence an FSD of about 0.02 is assumed.

This implies an FSD in (E(I)) 2 of about 0.04. For values of E(I) in the

region of interest for critical charging (about 1/2 kilovolt) the FSD of the

remaining factor in the denominator is negligible. Thus the FSD in F(I)

is approximately

F5 D (F(r) '[(.Oq )2+ (0¢ 00) 2 . + C(1)" y  (4)

Finally, the standard deviation in F(IfI)-F(I) is given by:

Hence the criterion for determining that the vehicle is charged is that

F(I+I)-F(r) ' T- SP(F(r+)- F(.r)) (6)

where 7, the standard deviation factor, is a positive constant. The choice

-4 has been found to give good results. In general, a high value of r
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will reduce thle fraction of the timle th l, ;l orlthin will falsely report charging

(to lesi than I/ 2 of the tOle LTe by Chebyshev's theorem), but this will be at the

expense of increasing the number of times the algorithm will miss genuine

charging. An additional condition is that if charging is detected at a

given channel (1+1), F(I+2) is computed and if F(I+2)-F(I+I) exceeds

F(I+I)-F(I), the potential is taken to be at E(I+2) instead of E(I+I).

This distribution function algorithm has been tested on the same data base

as the counts algorithm described above, for the choice of 11 =4. Its

success at estimating vehicle potential to within 20% is indicated in the

following table:

Distribution
Counts Function

Day Algorithm Algorithm

79086 .92 .93

79087 .86 .92

79098 .95 1.00

79100 .93 .95

79104 .96 .99

79105 .92 .97

79106 .97 .95

79108 .86 .96

79114 .71 .86

79117 .72 .93
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Distribution

Counts Function
Day Algorithm Algorithm

79118 .92 .93

79120 .91 .94

79127 .91 .98

79241 .72 .81

79267 .80 .91

79270 .98 .93

79271 .85 .88

79272 .98 .90

79273 .80 .89

79274 .95 .96

79276 .97 .93

79277 .95 .98

79278 .99 .99

79283 .90 .99

79285 .97 1.00

79286 .93 .99

79294 1.00 1.00

79302 .99 .98

79305 .98 .99

80164 1.00 1.00

Overall: .91 .95
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it is seen that both algorithms ire often quite successful at

estimating vehicle potential, although on occasion, the success rate drops

to below 80%. The distribution function algorithm appears to be superior in

its present form, and can be expected to give better results when certain

contemplated refinements are implemented in the program. It has advantages

over the counts algorithm in that there is no need to consider ad hoc

(possibly variable) critical count ratios and minimum count rates. The

fundamental distribucion function criterion is physically reasonable and

statistical methods are employed to reduce the risk of spurious results.

The computational and storage requirements of this method are greater than

for the counts algorithm but are not excessive. Unfortunately, without a

detailed knowledge of the statistics of ion distribution functions, and of

ESA calibrations, the optimal value for V must be empirically determined.

V. THE USE OF SC5 DATA

A second ESA associated with the SC5 experiment also supplied positive

ion count data, and the algorithms described above were tested on this data

as well. The SC5 instrument provided much poorer energy resolution, with

only eight energy channels covering the range 0 to 50 keV. Moreover, -he

ESAi calibration curves showed considerable overlap in the response curves

for the various channels. [he count rates per channel. tended to be much

lower (and hence exhibited greater variability) than for the SC9 KSA. This

variability was satisfactorily smoothed by averaging over up to sixteen 200 m see

time Intervals. However, neither algorithm was able to perform nearly as

well with the SC5 data as with the SC9 data in estimating vehicle potential.

To explore the impact of the reduced number of channels, the SC9 data

was stumued Into eight energy "bins" corresponding In energy range to the SC5

chinne ls. IJsing. this ,;Luimed dati, the counts aund dlstrihibi t i f 0 -II1'tto1 aigorithms
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gave excellent estimates of vehicle potential (to within the reduced

resolution of the eight bins). Hence the poor showing with the SC5 data

seems attributable to the lac& of channel separation. Increases in count

rates or distribution functiot typical of vehicle charging are harder to

detect when such effects may be smeared over adjacent channels. Good

channel separation is important for these charge detection algorithms to

work well.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The results obtained thus far have been highly encouraging, especially

with regard to the use of either algorithm with positive ion count data

from an SC9 type ESA. I believe the distribution function algorithm

should be chosen for further developmnnt. Refinements such as refusing

to report charging unless indicated on two successive sweeps of the

instrument, should be implemented and tested. A study of the types of

plasma environment to be found at the vehicle orbit would be useful in

theoreticaly determining the optimal standard deviation factor t-

Meanwhile, further testing is needed to determine that value empirically.

Clearly any evaluation of algorithm performance depends on how well the

true satellite potential can be independently determined. Hence any

improvement in the latter estimates would be most welcome.

The usefulness of these algorithms for SC5 data remains to be

determined. It is possible that the various charge detection criteria

can be modified so that vehicle potential can be estimated with satisfactory

accuracy even with considerable channel overlap. Tests in which the

distribution function algorithm has been modified to search for a smaller

than expected decrease (rather than a significant increase) in distribution
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function have shown improved results in a limited number of trials. With

a better understanding of the ESA responses to a variety of ambient plasmas,

it ;hould be possible to find optimal criteria for charge detection with this

type of instrument.
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PLASTIC ROTATING BAND LOADS AND SLIDING RESISTANCE FORCES

by

A. Kent Stiffler

ABSTRACT

A theory is presented for the determination of the projectile resistance

forces in interior ballistics. Emphasis is placed on the engraving process

for plastic rotating bands. It is proposed that the normal contact stress is

constant during engraving and is given by the material flow pressure. Normal

loads and friction forces are dependent on the growth of the contact area.

The theory is in agreement with experimental data.

The contact stress following the engraving process can be changed by

several dynamic sources: (1) projectile spin; (2) projectile compression from

acceleration; (3) gas pressure on the barrel wall; (4) rotating band wear.

These sources are examined to establish post-engraving contact stresses.

Suggestions for further research on high velocity friction coefficients

are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The basic interior ballistic problem of closed breech gun systems is to

determine the energy release and corresponding pressure generated by the

burning propellant in a variable volume, ultimately to establish the muzzle

velocity of the projectile (1). The present approach to this problem basi-

cally involves an energy balance in which the energy input from the propel-

lant is equated to the tranlational energy of the projectile plus losses.

Losses during the projectile travel down the gun barrel can be ascribed to

three sources: kinetic energy of unburned propellant and of hot gases,

rotating band frictional effects, and heat transfer from hot gases to the gun.

Presently these losses are lumped together and, based upon qualitative argu-

ments in the literature, are assumed to be proportional to the projectile

kinetic energy. The proportionality constant is evaluated from experimental

tests.

In the past, rotating bands have been made from gilding metal (bronze);

however, recent success (2) with nylon bands at AFATL suggest that they will

be used extensively in the future. Plastic bands not only improve gun barrel

life, but reduce the frictional forces as well. Furthermore, there is evi-

dence (3) that these bands melt during the engraving process. It is specu-

lated that a layer of plastic is deposited along the barrel which interferes

with heat losses to the gun. Plastic band performance has altered existing

velocity predictive codes to the extent that previous approximations to losses

are no longer valid. A better understanding of the band-rifling contact area

is needed.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Frictional behavior in internal ballistics is exceedingly complex due to

the large loading forces, high sliding velocities, and the nature of the

dynamically changing interface between the projectile and barrel. Montgomery
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(3) has shown that even pin-disk friction experiments may not be adequate to

describe the coefficient of friction under the above conditions, particularly

since band melt occurs. As a long range objective, it would be desirable to

develop a high velocity-load friction model which is applicable to ballsitics.

But, this model would require some understanding of the normal (loading)

forces between surfaces. A review of the literature shows that this informa-

tion is only available from a few ad hoc experimental strain measurement

studies (4). Thus, the objective of this research effort is:

(a) to develop an equation for the normal loads between the projectile

rotating band and gun barrel;

(b) to develop a resistance force model for the engraving process.

IiI. PROJECTILE FORCES

After the projectile band is engraved, the projectile is accelerated down

the barrel by gas pressure P. at it's base. The projectile is loaded at the

bands by a force normal to the rifling top (land) W,4 caused by the compressive

stress between band and rifling, and by a force normal to the rifling side W3

caused by the projectile spin. These forces in turn produce frictional

sliding forces on the surfaces, F. and F, respectively. If the rifling twist

is aligned at 6 to the axial direction x, the following equations can be

written for the projectile acceleration:

MX IPAS VX(1)

(2)

where

-W , I" (F. +F) CS,

WS + )S, (4)
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In general, the spin forces can be neglected in Equation (1) and the axial

resistance force is

F~ -,-W1cIA (5)

During the engraving process. the band is pushed through a forcing cone of

total angle+. The net effect of this process is to place the normal load and

friction force on the band surface at an angle 4/2. Thus, the engraving

resistance force for small rifle twist is

dy + e j1,6)

IV. QUASI-STATIC ENGRAVING THEORY

Much of the engraving force data in the literature show considerable

variation in force-displacement curves because there is little uniformity in

the rotating band, forcing cone, and barrel groove dimensions (4)(5). Bronze

bands compound the problem because material of the same composition can vary

by a factor of two depending on the degree of work hardening. It is impera-

tive then to focus on the projectile-barrel geometry and band properties.

Figure I shows the band and gun dimensions for 20mm projectiles used in an

excellent experimental study by Cross (6) to determine rifling design para-

meters in conjunction with plastic bands. This study will be used later for

the experimental data to verify the theory.

Let the engraving process begin with point contact between the band and

forcing cone. Before the projectile moves, the material at this point must

yield or flow. As movement commences, additional material begins to flow as

it is pushed and/or squeezed to the rear of the band. A simple calculation

will show that only a small fraction of the material is actually taken up in

strain. The following model of the engraving process is proposed.
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(1) It is assumed that the stress between band and cone surface remains

constant and is given by the material flow pressure 'F under quasi-static

conditions. Then,

S:= F A ( A4 w co-,) (7)

where A is the contact area.

(2) The engraving force increase with displacement is caused by the

growth in contact area.

Sased upon these principles, several regimes develop in the force-dis-

placement curves.

Regime I

In the case to be considered, the band diameter exceeds the groove

diameter and contact will occur over the circumference including band and

groove. The force and area will increase linearly as the band moves into the

fixed cone angle. If the band diameter is less than the groove diameter,

initial contact will occur on the land width. Later, contact may take place

on the groove, enhanced by the tendency of flowing band material to enter the

groove. Thus, the displacement curve may be broken by an initial shallower

slope.

The geometry of the test rotating band is given in Figure 2. A typical

displacement will expose a band contact length s,+sa. Then

A= 0d s, s ), (8)

After the cone cuts through the band top surface, it will continue to add

contact length but at a much lower rate as the back side bevel is cut:

A= d(9)
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This rate will continue until the cone cuts its way to the bevel base at or

until the end of the cone is reached at

X. G (d- L)/ rAN (/2.(0

Regime IT

After the cone has cut through the vertical sides of the band, no further

increase in the area is possible. the force will remain constant until the

forward point of the band reaches the end of the cone:

where AqA is found from Equation (9) at x=a. At this point the contact

length is s .

Regime III

As the band proceeds into the straight section, its contact area changes

from slope +/2 to zero slope. Therefore, the W sin t/2 component of the force

is gradually lost. The force must decay linearly until the entire band length

is in the straight section.

F = 5ufr (-- (12)

It is very likely that Regimes I and III overlap slightly to eliminate

Regime II.

Regime IV

When the band is completely through the cone section, the force becomes

constant.

7A(13)
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Once the basic contact area is determined, it remains to establish the

quasi-static flow pressure and the coeffioient of friction. Properties for

the band material, 20% glass filled polvethersulphone, can be found in the

literature (7)(8): (5(tension) = 20,000 psi; (compression) = 20,000 psi;

(shear) = 11,000 psi. Based upon the following failure theories,

v GA (RwkINE) 20,060 Pat

ISS (TkF_%CA) ao ps

q (5 fV ( Vo M %s 0 3P'S I

the quasi-static flow presure is taken as zF 20,000 psi.

The coefficient of friction for nylon on steel (all polyethersulphone

properties are almost identical to nylon) under normal loading, less than 100

psi, is listed in a number of sources asA= 0.30 - 0.34. However, under

extreme loading and low velocities, it drops to a value of A : 0.10 - 0.15

(9).

The above theory is compared with quasi-static engraving data (6) in

Figure 3. Using a coefficient of friction A,= 0.14, the agreement is quite

good. Two discrepancies are noted:

(i) The theory models the cone section with an abrupt entry into the

straight section. In practice, this sharp edge is rounded so that the

band entry and resulting force curve is smooth.

(ii) The experimental force gradually drops after the band has completed

its move into the straight section. The reason is that material creeps

from the high stress contact region. The phenomenon would not be present

during dynamic conditions.
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V. DYNAMIC ENGRAVING THEORY

The fundamental difference between quasi-static and dynamic conditions is

the velocity sensitivity of the material mechanical properties and the

coefficient of friction. Thus, their static values must be replaced by their

dynamic counterparts (; and A, respectively.

When a material suffers impact, initial strains depend on the strain

propagation velocity; large strains propagate at lower velocities than small

strains. A maximum impact velocity exists above which the large plastic

strains being generated cannot propagate as rapidly as the material is loaded,

and brittle fracture occurs immediately (10). This critical velocity is

between 100 - 200 ft/sec. and the corresponding increase in strength ranges

from 20% - 50% for various metals (11). No corresponding information could be

found for glass-filled polymers; however, their static failure strains are

similar to metals.

In general, the coefficient of friction decreases with velocity. Above a

certain PV (pressure x velocity) the coefficient of friction drops to a value

substantially less than 0.1 and remains constant. This critical PV value

for bronze rotating bands is approximately 4 x 10 (psi)(fps), and Montgomery

(3) identifies this equilibrium region with material melting. Since polymers

melt at much lower temperatures than bronze, it is probable that most of the

band engraving takes place in this equilibrium region.

In reference (6) dynamic tests were conducted at 50 m/sec and 130 m/sec.

No difference was observed in the peak force during the engraving process,

suggesting uniform values for the dynamic flow pressure and coefficient of

friction. The results of one dynamic test (50 m/sec) was converted from a

time base to a displacement base and compared with the quasi-static test data,

Figure 3. Assuming the contact area remains the same at equivalent locationsa
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- ((14)

for the engraving process. After the band enters the straight section, the

dynamic flow pressure drops to the quasi-static flow pressure and

- _ (15)

F~a~-TA.~tZ~ AJLN

Now At,= 0.14 from the static test results. Therefore, using the ratio of

forces for the post-engraving region of the data,

(16)
= O.O _

Since the contact pressure and velocity are constant over the entire engraving

process, this value of friction coefficient can be used in Equation (14).

From the data in Figure 3,

= (17)

Apparently the static and dynamic flow pressures for glass-filled plastic are

similar based upon this single test. Confirmation of this fact is needed.

The dynamic test data in Figure 3 show a slight delay in peak force, causing a

more rapid drop to steady values when ';ompared with the quasi-static data. It

is atttributed to a delay in material removal from the back of the band.

The above dynamic flow pressure and coefficient of friction should be

representative over the velocity range encountered during an engraving process

with plastic bands.

VI. POST ENGRAVING THEORY

As the projectile leaves the engraving region, the resistance force is

given by Equation (13). The coefficient of friction is expected to remain

reasonably constant. Although the stress at this point is the flow pressure,
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the stress will change as the projectile proceeds down the barrel. The stress

will be decreased by (a) the gas pressure increasing the inner radius of the

barrel and (b) the wear of the bands. The stress will be increased by the

projectile radius change due to (a) spin and (b) compression from the

acceleration. Expressions for these strains can be found in Timoshenko and

Goodier (12). Thus,

where k, and k. are elastic constants and P., and xe are the gas pressure and

projectile velocity at the end of the engraving process.

Further details of this report can be found in reference (13).

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The author has presented for the first time a theory of engraving which

gives structure to the resistance force-displacement curves in interior

ballistics. The theory illustrates the need to consider geometrical details

and serves to isolate the dynamic flow pressure and coefficient of friction as

the main parameters. These parameters require better definition in the range

of ballistic loads and velocities.

The friction coefficient is particularly important since band melting

occurs over most of the projectile displacement. A sound approach to the

problem would be to model the band as a film bearing. Since the normal load

in known as a result of this study, film bearing theory would give an accurate

description of both the resistance force and the melt layer thickness. The

latter would establ'"h the band wear for the post-engraving model and

contribute to the solution of the heat transfer problem.

Finally, it is recomnmended to apply the engraving theory to the 30mm

projectiles used in the GAU-8 gun. These projectiles have double plastic

bands which are located over the hollow portion of the projectile. The
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results of reference (6) indicate that HEI 20mm projectiles (hollow-based)

produce a smaller peak axial force during impact than solid-based projectiles.

This is attributed to the flexing beneath the band seat. Thus, the theory

must be modified to correct for radial displacements during the engraving

process. In addition, it is believed that these corrections will influence

the apparent dynamic flow pressure found from the tests in reference (6).
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BINARY AND TERNARY COMPOSITIONS AND THEIR PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

by

Lawrence Suchow

ABSTRACT

Literature studies have been made on (1) compositions with the nickel

arsenide structure, (2) growth of large, untwinned crystals of cadmium

telluride, and (3) preparation of mercury cadmium telluride thin films. Area

I will be the basis for an Air Force minigrant proposal for follow-on

research. Laboratory research recommendations are also made in areas 2 and

3. A fourth area of endeavor has led to a new explanation of the

effectiveness of adding impurities as a means of growing dislocation-free

indium phosphide crystals from the melt. A paper on this topic will be

submitted for publication. and a recommendation for use of the explanation

in designing laboratory experiments is given.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The author has had long and varied experience in the area of solid state

inorganic chemistry (or inorganic materials science). The Materials

Technology Branch of the Solid State Sciences Division, Rome Air Development

Center, Hanscom AFB, Mass. (RADC/ESM) has long been interested in inorganic

materials, expecially those with interesting and useful electrical and

optical properties.

The author has had specific experience over the last several years in

the area of sputtered thin films of mercury cadmium telluride for possible

use as infrared detectors. RADC/ESM has not had direct experience in this

field but has been working with single crystals and thin films with the same

structure (zincblende) as (Hg,Cd)Te. RADC/ESM is interested in the

possibility of attacking the problem of growth of large, untwinned single

crystals of CdTe for use as substrate material for growth of thin films of

(Hg,Cd)Te. It is also interested in the possibility of growth of such films

by vapor phase epitaxy.

It was these common interests which served to bring RADC/ESM and the

author together.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The initial goals involved evaluation of the literature in three areas

of binary and ternary compounds with such evaluation expected to lead to
proposals for research which could be carried out at New Jersey Institute of

Technology, at Hanscom AFB, or perhaps jointly.

The three areas were:

(1) Preparation and study of physical properties of solid solutions

between compounds crystallizing in the hexagonal nickel arsenide structure.

Among the known compounds of this type are both metals and semiconductors.

2) Growth of large, untwinned single crystals of CdTe which would, for

example, be suitable for use as substrates for (Hg,Cd)Te thin films.
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It was also expected that the author would be able to observe and

discuss other projects at RADC/ESM. As a consequence of this, he became

interested in preparation of dislocation-free single crystals of InP,

studied the literature on this topic, reappraised earlier explanations, and

proposes a better explanation.

Rather lengthy reports have been written on the studies listed above.

Copies have been presented to John K. Kennedy and Robert C. Marshall of

RADC/ESM and will only be summarized here. More detailed information is

available from the author.

III. COMPOSITIONS WITH THE NICKEL ARSENIDE STRUCTURE

Nickel arsenide crystallizes on a hexagonal lattice in which the As

atoms are arranged in hexagonal close-packed fashion with Ni atoms in all of

the octahedral interstices and each As is surrounded by a trigonal prism of

Ni atoms. (1-4 ) A large number of additional compounds crystallize in this

structure. Most, like NiAs itself, are metallic because of the d-orbital

overlap along the c-axis, and in such cases the c/a axial ratio is found to

be considerably less than the ideal value of 1.63 expected for hexagonal

close packing. When, however, the ratio is close to 1.63, the compounds are

semiconductors. Solid solutions of two types are proposed:

(1) Those between two binary compounds of which one is a semiconductor

and the other a metal.

(2) Those between two binary compounds, either semiconductors or

metals, which contain the same metallic element but in different oxidation

states (at least nominally).

Electrical and optical properties of such solid solutions would be

interesting and perhaps useful. Some may prove to have application as
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infrared detectors (as in the case of HgTe (semimetal) -CdTe(semicon-

ductor)).

"Solid Solutions with the Nickel Arsenide Structure and Their Physical

Properties: A Literature Study and Research Proposal", an 8-page single-

spaced report with 12 references, dated July 20, 1981, has been written and

will be the basis for an Air Force minigrant proposal.

IV. GROWTH OF LARGE, UNTWINNED SINGLE CRYSTALS OF CADMIUM TELLURIDE

The best possible substrate for (Hg,Cd)Te thin films for infrared

detection is monocrystalline cadmium telluride. For this application,
iarge, twin-free crystals are required but are not easily, if at all, grown.

A literature search has uncovered previous attempts to accomplish this, and

key references are 5-3.

Much of the literature deals with controlling thermal conditions

during melt-growth as a means of preparing large, untwinned singie crystals

cf CdTe and some investigators claimed success years ago, but it seems fair

to conclude that it has not been possible to reduce these methods to

commercial practice or else such CdTe crystals would be readily available for

purchase. The present author, partly as a result of his consideration this

summer of growth of dislocation-free InP crystals (See Section VI below),

proposes a systematic study of intentional impurity addition for possible

reduction or elimination of twinning in CdTe crystals grown by the Bridgman-

Stockbarger method.

This work has resulted in "Toward Growth of Large, Untwinned Cadmium

Telluride Crystals: A Literature Study and a Research Proposal", an 8-page

single-spaced report with 26 references, dated July 24, 1981.

V. PREPARATION OF (Hg,Cd)Te THIN FILMS

This study has resulted in "Mercury Cadmium Telluride Thin Films: A

Literature Survey", a 24-page, single-spaced report with 68 references,

dated June 11, 1981. It covers liquid phase epitaxy, current-controlled

liquid phase epitaxy (electroepitaxy), thermal evaporation, sputtering,

implantation, vapor phase epitaxy (including growth from gaseous elemental

species, chemical vapor transport, and alkyl vapor growth), and molecular
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beam expitaxy. This report was designed to be a working guide as a takeoff

point for new studies and so contains no research proposals, but oral

recommendations for research in the area of open-tube chemical vapor

transport for vapor phase epitaxy have been made to RADC/ESM personnel. These

deal with chemical vapor transport in multizone furnaces. For example,

(Hg,Cd)Te solid solutions or, perhaps better, HgTe and CdTe separately at

different temperatures could be reacted with HI, 12, HC1, or Cl2 (with H2

perhaps and/or a noble carrier gas like Ar or He). Alternatively one couid

start with the diiodides or dichlorides of Hg, Cd, and Te and pass H2 and Ar

or He over them in the multizone furnace. The halides cited here have low or

relatively iow boiling points so that desired vapor pressures at low

temperatures would be easily available. Additional time and thought would be

required to firm up this recommendation.

Some key references are 9-19.

VI. DISLOCATION-FREE INDIUM PHOSPHIDE CRYSTALS

References 20-24 deal with preparation of dislocation-free single

crystals of indium phosphide by heavy doping with certain impurities;

attempts were made by the authors to explain the observed effects on the

basis of bond energies and formation of fine precipatates. A careful

analysis has shown, however, that there are errors in References 20 and 21.

A much more consistent explanation is based on the relative atomic radii of

host and impurity atoms. A rough draft of a paper dealing with this

reappraisai has been written and it is anticipated that it will be submitted

for publication shortly. The new explanation leads to a suggestion for

growing dislocation-free and precipitate-free InP crystals.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. NiAs structure solid solutions should be prepared and studies made of

their electrical and optical properties. New useful materials may well

result from this study. This is the project chosen for the author's Air Force

minigrant proposal.

2. A systematic study should be made of the effect of intentionally-added

impurities on twin concentration in melt-grown cadmium telluride. The

author is willing to undertake this himself if funds are provided.

3. The author intends to continue his work (with R. Cornely) on sputtered

thin films of (Hg,Cd)Te. In addition, he recommends open-tube chemical vapor

transport studies aimed at depositing thin films by vapor phase epitaxy, and

will consider undertaking the work himself if there is a possibility of

funding.

4. In designing experiments to prepare dislocation-free and precipitate-

free InP crystais, the author's explanation of the effect of impurities can

probably be profitably employed.
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A SYSTEM DYNAMICS MODEL

OF THE ACQUISITION PROCESS

by

Patrick J. Sweeney

ABSTRACT

Numerous instances have been reported concerning cost overruns, delivery
delays, and substandard performance characteristics of acquisitions in
government and industry. The dynamic models in this report assess portions
of the acquisition process as dynamic feedback systems. The report includes
sub-models of the Technology, Weapon System, Financial, Resources, Produc-
tion and Operations Sectors. Additional work will include the Need,
Political, Allied, and Enemy Sectors. Continuations of the effort will
include bringing the ten sub-models together into one major model. The model
should then be tested and validated. The final result will be an all inclusive
dynamic computer simulation model of the functioning acquisition system in the
Department of Defense. This model can then be used as a policy evaluation
mechanism.
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I. Introduction

The weapon system acquisition process is an important element of
national policy, but unfortunately the affects of varying acquisition policies
are not well understood. The current process has evolved over the years into an
extremely complex system of decision points, budget and resource constraints,
operational needs, and political expediencies.

Due to the complexities of the weapon system acquisition process,
decision makers are often unaware of the impact of policy changes on the
acquisition results. As stated by Dr. Forrester of MIT, the mind is capable of
handling only a limited number of variables simultaneously. Therefore only by
use of a computing device can man understand all of the interactions of a multi-
tude of changing variables upon system performance. If better acquisition poli-
cies are to be developed, it is imperative that the affects of these changes in
all parts of the process be known before they are implemented. An accurate and
operating computer simulation of the entire acquisition process would be a giant
step forward towards understanding the system and designing improved policies.

The acquisition process was generally modeled by Ms Susan A.
Kaffenberger and Captain David P. Martin while they were graduate students at
the Air Force Institute of Technology's School of Systems and Logistics. Under
the tutelage of Lt Col (Dr.) Thomas D. Clark they were able to generally iden-
tify the structure and influences of the components and variables within the DOD
acquisition process. This model included ten sectors, technology, need, weapon
system development (R&D), enemy capability, allied capability, political,
financial, operational, production, and resources. Because of the magnitude and
variety of sectors included in this model it is possible that this work could be
used as the basis for a Defense Department policy evaluation device.
Unfortunately, the authors were unable to complete the required testing and
validation of their model.

In this study the sectors of technology, weapon system development,
financial, resources, production, and operations have been remodeled and vali-
dated for expected results as a function of changing variables. When the other
four sectors have been modeled, the ten sub-models should be integrated into a
single model. Then when tested and validated this model could be used as a
policy analysis device for Defense Department policy makers.

II. Objective

The objective of this effort was to model all ten sectors and to con-
firm that the models respond to stimuli in the expected fashion. Due to the
complexities of the weapon systems acquisition processes only six sector or sub-
models (technology, weapn system development, financial, resources, production
and operations) were designed and tested.

The objective of the total effort, which is beyond the scope of this
ten week study with the AFBRMC, is to completely test all ten sub-models and to
integrate the ten into a single acquisition model that can be used as a policy
evaluation mechanism.



11. Models

The following sections provide the rationale, the flow diagrams, the
graphed functions, the equations, and the definitions of terms for each of the
sub-models.

It has been assumed by the author that the reader is both familiar with the
Defense Department acquisition process and system dynamics. Several Defense
Department documents including DODD 5000.1 and 5000.2 plus OMB Circular A-109
generally outline the process. Forrester's "Industrial Dynamics" explains fully
the rationale,equations, and flow diagrams used in system dynamics.

A. Technology

This model addresses the state of the art of technology and can
be used in very specific terms such as engine technology or in much broader
terms such as the total technological base of the United States. This par-
ticular model has only one level equation, Technology (TECH), and is used
to measure the state-of-technology over time.

Previous work has shown that technological change occurs when
pressures in one form or another are applied from within or from outside the
technology or scientific community. This technological change is also a func-
tion of the complexity of the technology. That is, the more complex the tech-
nology the slower the change rate. It is also noted that searching for new
advances can be spurred on by increased outside pressure but that is not a
linear function.

The Technology Sector flow diagram is shown in Figure 1. This
figure also shows the basic curves used for the variables, Technical Complexity
Factor (TCF), Technical Pressure (TP), Search for New Technology (SNT), and the
Technical Discovery Factor (TDF).

The equations and definitions of terms are shown in Figure 2.

B. Weapon System Development

The weapon system development sub-model consists of six basic
levels. It is these six variables that are used to measure the progress,
cost, and value of the weapon system under development. These levels and
their interactions are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the flow diagrams for the actual progress level
(AP1). The actual progress is a function of technical effectiveness (TEl),
the program (PGMI), and the change in actual progress (CAPRSI). The tech-
nical effectiveness is a function of the technical complexity of the system
under development (TCF) and the management effectiveness (ME1) of the
management team. The program is affected by the schedule (SCHEDi), the
time since milestone zero (TSMSO), the outside pressure (PRESSI), the
revised time to milestone one (RTTMS1), and the decision control point
(DCP1). The change in actual progress is affected by a funds limiting fac-
tor (FLF) and a desired charge in the actual progress rate (DCAPR1).

The reported schedule compliance (SF1) and cost compliance factors
(CF1) are a function of the planned progress (PP1) and the perceived actual
progress (PATI).
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TE
L TE'ZH.K:TECH.j.DT( TIR.JK-TLP.JA)
N TECH:TECHC
C TECHC=120
C GPOWTH.OO05
C RDOC1l
C SUV=.001
C RPFTrl

TECH TECHNOLOGY AVATLIBL--
TIR TECHNOLOGY iNPUT RATE
TLR TECHNOLOGY LOSS PATE

R TIR.M(L=TECH.A.*(GRC.TH4TDFS.K)
A TDFS.K=SMOOTH(TOF.K ,TOFO)
C TCFC=24

TIP TECHNOLOGY INPUT RATE
TECHi TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE
GROsvTH GROuiTH FACTOR
TDFS TECHNOLOGY DISOCOVERY FRACTI0i,,( ,OOrNEO)
TOF TECHNOLOGY DISCOVEPY FPACTION
TCF0 TECHNJLuGY UISCOVEPY FPACTTON

A TDF.K=TABHL(TDFT,SNT.K,Q,.1,.r'25)

A TSP.A=TP.M+OP.K
TOF TECHNOLOGY LISCOVEPY FOACTIO%
SNT SEARCH FOR NE* TECHNOLOGY
TOFT TECHNOLOGY [ISCCVEDY FOACTTON
TSP TOTAL SEARCH PDESSURF
TP TECHNOLOGY PRESSURE

OP OTHER PRFSSURL
A TP .K=TA6HL ITPT,TECHa ,J, 17,2E)
T TP T=1/.*75/ .5/.25/.*UCi
A OP.K=(SUM(RDOC )/ECON)*RPFT
C ECCN:1

TD TECHNOLOGY PRLSSURr
TPT TECHNOLOGY PPLSSURE IN TIWM'
TECH TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE
OP OTHER PRESSURE
PJJOC RESEARCH DOLLARS ON CONT~OT
ECON ECONOMIC EASELIrF
PPFT RESOURCES PRESSUPE FOR TECHNOLOoy

A SNT.K=TABHL(SN:TT TSP.K(, j,r, .5)
T SNTT=. "01/.025/.0S/.O75/.l

SNT SE.ARCHi FOR ,4EA TcCHNOLnGY
S .T T SEAPCH FOR N--4 TECHNOLOGY
TSP TOTAL SEARCH PDE<SURF

FIGURE 2. TECHNOLOGY SECTOR EQUATIONS AND
DEFINITION OF TERMS
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pTLP.IKL:TECh.K.*TLF *
Ri TLF.KL7SMO0THfGR(CWTH,TLP%
C TL F0=127

TLR TECHNOLuCY LOz S CATL

TECH TECHNuJL ,GY AVAILAELL
TLF TECHNICAL LOS$> FALTOP
GRC',TH GROWTH FACL)P
TLFZ, TECHNOLOGY ulSICOV-7PY FACTOC'

A TCF.IK:TAEHL(TCFT,TECHCR.,,,.2,.Cc)
T rCFr:2/1.5//,.O5i.GC
A TECHCPZ.1:( IR.JK-TLP.JK)/TC'C-K

TCF TECHNICAL C,)MPLEXITY F!CTUc
TCFT TECHNICAL COPLrXITY FACTOR IN Tv
TECH4CR TECHN )LOGY CHAS GE rATE

T .' PTECHNOLOGY INPUT RP TF

TLR TECHNGLCGY LO,)S PATE

TECH TECHNOIGGY Av~rLdoLE
PLOT TECH:T/TIk=I/TLR=L/TLF=F/ TECP-CO=:D
PLOT TOFS/TCF/TSP/TP/CP/SNT/ TCF
X /Tr-CHCR7C
PRINT TECH/rIP/TLP/TLF
SPEC DT: 1/LENiGTH=1 2/O~LTPE"7:/PDTrLC:"
RUN S T 0

FIGURE 2. (CONTINUED)
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FIGURE 3. WEAPON SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

LEVEL INTERACTIONS
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During this effort a particular interest in management effectiveness was
indicated and therefore a specific set of equations were developed for this
factor. The author believes that motivation (MOD) and effectiveness (El)
constitute management effectiveness (ME1). Effectiveness was tied to average
years in R&D, rank or qrade, and education. These particular functions are
shown in Figure 5.

The planned progress (PP1) level aod the actual progress (API), actual to
planned (PRAP1), are shown in Figure 6. This reflects that the plan is affected
by the schedule.

The costs reported level shows that reported costs (CR1) are affected by
the desired cost factor (DCFS1), the cost estimating error (CE1), the programs
(PGM1), and a production to cost ratio (PTCR). The cost ratio planned to actual
(CRPAl) which is a significant variable is identified on Figure 7 along with the
entire :ot reported sector.

The flow diagran for planned zosts (PC) is shown in Figure 8. These costs
are affected by the planned program (PPGM1), the funds available factor (FAF1),
the funds limitations factor (FLF), the inclination to approve funds (ITAF1),
the cost ratio planned to actual (CRPA1), the U.S. urgency factor (URURGF), the
mission importance factor (MAIMPF), times since the last milestone (TSMSO) and
the revised time to the next milestone (RTTMSI).

The product value (PV1) is shown in Figure 9. Product value is a
function of the planned program (PPGM1), the cost ratio (CRPA1), the
progress ratio (PRAD1).

The time since milestone zero level is merely a time counter and is
shown in Figure 10.

The table functions are shown in Figure 11. These graphics show the
functions of the program (PG'il), the perceived actual progress table function
(PAT1), the planned progress table functions (PPIT), the cost factor (CF1), the
schedule factor (SF1), the planned program (PPGMIT), the pressure for increased
funds (PIF1), the funds increase decisions (FID1), and the funds availability
(FA).

It must be noted that the above explanation and flow diagrams
represent only one phase of the weapon systems development, say the concep-
tual phase. In order to acconmodate additional phases the equations are
merely replicated and the number 1 (one) is changed to two (2), three (3),
etc. The program equations in this pilot effort can accommodate a two phase
development program. Additional phases caih tasily be added. The equations
are shown in Figure 12.
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NOTE**s***WEAPON S YST EP~ DEVELUP MENT s******.****

L APl.K=AP1.J+OTtAPRI.JK-AIP1.JK )
API ACTUAL PROGRESS
APRI ACTUAL PROGRESS PATE(PPOGRESS/TIME)

N AP1=0
R ATR1.KL=0
P APR1.KL=APRR11.K
N APRR11I:=
A APRR11.K=TEl.K*PGM1.K*CAPRS1 .I

APRI, ACTUAL PROGRESS RATEIPROGRESS/TIME)
TSMSO TIME SINCE MILESTONE C
TIN1 TIME IN PHASE 1
TOUT1 TIME OUT OF PHASE I
TEI TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENESS
PGM1 PROGRAM
CAPRSI, CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS PATE(SMOOTHEO)

A CAPRS1*K=DELAY3(CAP~l.K,CAPRD1)
CAPRS1 CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS RATE(SMOOTHED)
CAPRI CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS RATE
APR01 ACTUAL PROGRESS RATE DELAYED

C CAPRD1=1
A CAPR1.K:FLF1 .t*DCAPR1 .K

CAPRI CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS PATE
FLF1 FUNDS LIMIT FACTOR
OCAPPI DESIRED CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS RATE

A DCAPR1.K=DCAPRlC
C DCAPR1C=1
A TEloK=TCF*MEl.K

TE1.K TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENESS
MEl MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS

C TCFZ1
A MEI.K=E1.K*MOD
C MOD:1

MEl MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS
EI MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS FACTOR

A El .K=YRtJF1.K*PGF1.K*EDF1.K
YRDFI YEARS OF RED (AVERAGE)
PGFl RANK~ OR GRADE (AVERAGE)
EDF1 EDUCATION (AVERAGE)

A EDX,K=ED1C
C ED1C=18
A RG1.K=RG1C
C RG1C=5
A YRDI.K=YRDIC
C YRD1C=23
A EOF1.K=TABHL(EDFlTEDl.M,12,21 ,1)

A RGF1.K=TABHL(RGF1TIFG1.X,1,6t,1
T RGF T=D/ .25/ * 5175/l/1
A YRDFloK:TABHL(YRD1FTYRD1.K ,O,20,5)
-r YR01FT=O/.25/ .5/ .75/1.0
A PGM1.*(:TABHL(PGMIT,SCHEDl.K,0,l2,1)
A SCHED1.K=TSMSO.K

PLiMl PROGRAM
PGMlT PROGRAM
SCHED1 SCHEDULE
TSMSO TIME SINCE MILESTONE 0

A PAPl1 K= DEL AY 1 AP1 *, APO 1)
C APD1:.05

FIGURE 12. WEAPON SYSIEM DEVELOPMENT EQUATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
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PAPI PERCEIVED ACTj.jAL PROGRESS
AP1 ACTUAL PROGRESS
AP01 ACTUAL PROGRESS DELAY

A RTTMS1IK:(TSMSO.K-PATI.(.TTMSI.K()*PPESS1
RTTMSI REVISED TIME TIL MILESTONE ONE
TSMSO TIME SINCE MILESTONE 0
PATI -

TTMSI TIME 1IL MILESYON[ 1
PRESSI --

A PRP1.K(PPIT.K(-PATI.K.RTTMSI.K()/TTMSI.S
PRRI PROGRESS RATE REQUTRED
PPIT PLANNED PROGRESS TIME
RTTMS1 REVISED TIME TIL MILESTONE 1
TTMSI TIME TIL MILESTONE 1

A PA TI.K=TABHL (PATli PAPl .0,100D,20)
A PP1T.K=TABHL(PPlTTPPI.K,O,1OO,20)
T PP1TTO0/3/5o5/7s6/998/11
T PA TlT=O/3/5o5/7o6/9*8/11
C PRESSi=i

PATIT PERCIEVEO ACTUAL PROG FACTOR
PAPI PERCIEVED ACTUAL PROGRESS
PPlT PLANNED PROGRESS TIME
PPITT PLANNED PROGRESS TIME
PPI PLANNED PROGRESS

A TTMS1.K=22-TSMSO.M
A CFI*K=TABHL(CFTI,SFI.x ,1 I,1D,
T CFTi=1/10

CFl COST FACTOR
CFT1 COST FACTOR IN TIME
SF1 SCHEDULE FACTOR

A SFI.K=TABHL(SFT1 ,PRRJ.K,1,10,10)
T SFTIZ1/10

SF1 SCHEDULE FACTOR
SF11 SCHEDULE FACTOR IN TIME
PR PROGRESS RATE REQUIRED

L PPlXK:PP1.J.DT(PPGMI .JK-PPTXl.JK)
N PP 1=001
R PPTXI*KL=D

PPI PLANNED PROGRESS
PPGMI PLANNED PROGRESS RATE
PPTXI PLANNED PROGRESS TRANSFER RATE

R PPGM1.SL=TABHL PGMlT,PSCHD1.K,0,12,2j
T PGM1TOI/4.165/8.33/8633/8. 33/8.33/8.3318633/8.33/
X 8. 33/8.33/12*495/16.66
A PSCHD1.K=TSMSO.K

PPGM1 PLANNED PROGRESS RATE
PGMlT PROGRAM
PSCHD1 PLANNED SCHEDULE

L CR] .K=CQ1.J.DT*(CRR1.JK-CRIR1.JK)
N Cp1~CR1c
C CRIC:.O1

CP1 COST REPORTED
CRR1 COST REPORTING RATE
CRTIi COST REPORTING TRANSFER RATE

R CRR1 .KL:CEl*OCFS1 .K*PGMI.K/PTCR
C CEI1I

CpR COST REPORTING RATE
CEl COST ESTIMATING FACTOR
DCFSl DESIRED COST FACTORCSMOOTHED)
PGM1 PROGRAM

FIGURE 12. (CONT 1)
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PTCR PRODUCTION TO COST RATIO
A DCFSI.K:SMOOTH (GCF I .K ,DCF ID)

C DCFIOD1
C PTCR:l

DCFSl DESIRED COST FACTOR (SMOOTHED)

DCFl DESIRED COST FACTOR
DCFID DESIRED COST FACTOP DELAY

PTCR PRODUCTION TO COST RATIO

R CRTR1.KL=CRI.K*TX1.K
A DCF1oKZDCF1C

C DCFICZ1
CRTRI C3ST REPORTING TPANSFER RATE

CR1 COST REPORTED
TX1 TRANSFER SWITCH 1

DLF1 DESIRED COST FACTOR
DCFIC DESIRED COST FACTOR

L PC1.K=PC1.J+DT*(PCR1.JK-PCTP1.JK)
N PCl=PC1C
C PC1C=.O1

PCi PLANNED COST

PCR1 PLANNED COST RATE
PCTRI PLANNED COST TOANSFER PATE

R PCRI.KL=(PPGM1.JK/PTCR)*(TTMSI.K/PTTMS1.K)+CPCI.K
R PCTRI.KL:O

PCR1 PLANNED COST RATE

PPGM1 PLANNED PROGRAM PATE

PTCR PRODUCTION TO COST RATIO
TTMS1 TIME TIL MILESTONE 1

RTTMS1 REVISED TIME TIL MILESTONE I

CPCI CHANGE IN PLANNED COST

PCTRI PLANNED COST TRANSrEP PATE

PRAPI PROGRESS RATIO,ACTUAL TO PLANNED

PAPI PERCIEVED ACTUAL PPOGRESS

PPi PLANNED PROGRESS
CRPA1 COST RATIO,PLANNED TO ACTUAL

PCI PLANNED COST
CP1 COST REPORTED

A PRAPl.KZPAP1.K/PPl.K

A CRPA1.K=PC1.K/CR1.K

A FLFI.K=TABHL(FLFIT,CRPA .K,0,2,l)

T FLFIT:O/1/2
PPAP1 PROGRESS RATIO,ACTUAL TO PLANNED

PAPI PERCIEVED ACTUAL PDOGRESS

PP1 PLANNED PROGRESS
CRPA1 COST RATIOPLANNFD TO ACTUAL
PCi PLANNED COST

CR1 COST REPORTED
FLF1 FUNDS LIMIT FACTOR
FLFIT FUNDS LIMIT FACTOR IN TIME

A PIFI.K=TASHL(PIFT,FLFI.K,C,1.4,.2)
T PIFT1/°72/.57/.45/.38/.32/.28/.25

A IfAFi.*KFA1.K*PIFl.K*PRAPI.K+USURGF°K*MAIMPF
PIFI PRESSURE FOR INCREASED FUNDS

RIFT PRESSURE FOR INCReASED FUNDS IN TIME

FLFi FUNDS LIMIT FACTOR

ITAFI INCLINATION TO IMPROVE FUNnS
FAl FUNDS AVAILABILITY

PIF1 PRESSURE FOR INCPEASED FUNDS

PDAPI PROGRESS RATIO,ACTUAL TO PLANNEU

USURGF US URGENCY FACTO2R

FIGURE 12. (CONT 2) 76-21



MAIMPF MISSION AREA IMPORTANCE FACTOR
A FID1.K:TABHL(FIDTITAFX.K,.8,2,.2)

T FIDT=O/.375/.62/o75/.86/.92/.96

A CPC1.K=FID1.K*ECC1.K

FID1 FUNDS INCREASE DECISION
FIDT FUNDS INCREASE DECISION IN TIME
ITAFi INCLINATION TO APPROVE FUNDS
CPCl CHANGE IN PLANNED COST

ECCI ESTIMATED CHANGE IN COST
A ECC1.K:CLIP(ICR1.K,O,ICR1.KI0*(TSMSO.K.RTIMS1.K)*PTC

C PTC:100
ICR1 INCREASE IN COST
TSMSO TIME SINCE MILESTONE C
RTTMSI REVISED TIME TIL MILESTONE 1
PTC PRODUCTION TO COST

A ICRloK=I-(I/CRPAl.Kl

A FAF1.K=ECCI.K/RDA.K

A RDA.K=RDAC
C RDACZ1

ICRI INCREASE IN COST
CRPAl COST RATIOPLANNED TO ACTUAL
FAFI FUNDS AVAILABILITY FACTOR

ECCI ESTIMATED CHANGE IN COST
RDA RESEARCH DOLLARS APPROPPIATED
RDAC RESEARCH DOLLARS APPROPRIATED

A FA1.K=TABHLtFATFAF1.KOl,2)

T FAT:O/.OD1/1
FAl FUNDS AVAILABILITY
FAT FUNDS AVAILABLE TABLE
FAF1 FUNDS AVAILABILITY FACTOR

L PVl.K:PV1.J+DT(PVR1.JK-PVTR1.JK)

N PVI:O
R PVPI.KL=PPVS1.K*PVA.K

A PPVS1.K=PPGMI.JK
A PVA1.K:PRAP1.K*CRPAI°K
R PVTRI.KL=PV1.K*TX1.K

PVl PRODUCT VALUE
PVRI PRODUCT VALUE RATE
PVTR1 PRODUCT VALUE TRANSFER RATF
PPVSI PLANNED PRODUCT VALUEISMOOTHED)
PVA1 PRODUCT VALUE ADJUSTOR
PPGMI PLANNED PROGRAM RATE
PRAP1 PRODUCT RATIO,ACTUAL TO PLANNED
CRPA1 COST RATIOACTUAL TO PLANNFO
PVTRI PRODUCT VALUE TRANSFER RATE
TX1 TRANSFER SWITCH I

L ISMSO.K=TSMSO.J*DT(TIN1.JK-TOUTI.JK)
N TSMSO:O
R TOUT1.KL=D
R TINI.KL:1

A OCPI.K:SWITCH(O,I,RTTMSI.K)
A TX1.K=SWITCH(ltODCP1.Kl

A USURGF.K=USURGFC

C USURGFC:I
C MAIMPF:l

DCP1 OECISION COORD PAPER I
RTTMSI PEVISED TIME TIL MILESTONE

TX] TRANSFER RATE
DCPI DECISION COORD PAPER1

USURGF US URGENCY FACTOR
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USUR':FC US URGENCY FACTOR

L APZ.K7AP2.J+DTtAPP2 .JK-ATR2.JX)
.% AP 2 :O
R ATR2.KL:C
R APRZSKL:APRR22 .K*CLP .K
N APPR22=0
A APRR&'2.K=TE? .K*PGM2.K*CAPRS?.K(
A CAPRS2.K:DELAY3(CAPR2 .K ,CAPRb2)
C CAPRD2=1
A CAPR2.I.:FLF2oK*OCAPR2 .K
A OCAPR2.K=DCAPR2C
C DCAPR2C:1
A TE2.K=TCF*ME2.K
A ME 2 K =E2.w K*MOD
A E2 .K=YRLJF?.K*RGF2*KI*EDF2*K
A ED2*K=EO2C
C E02C=18
A RG2.K=RG2C
C RG2C=5
A YRO2.K:YRD2C
C YR02C:20
A EDF2.K:TABI-LCEDFlT,ED2.K, 12,21,1)
A RGF2.K=TABHL(RGFIT ,RG2.K ,1 ,6,1 )
A YRDF2.KrTABHL(YR2IFT,YR2.K,,2l,1
A PGm2.KZTABHL(PGM2TSCHED2.K,O,12,1)
A SCHED2.K=TSMS1.K

A PAPk.K=DELAY1 tAP2.K,APD2)
C APD2=.O5
A RTTMS2.KA(TSMSI.PAT2.KTTMS2.X )*PRESS2
A PRR2.K=(PP2T.K-PAT2.K4RTTMS2.K )/RTTMS2.K
A PAT2.K: T ABHL(PAT2T,PAP2.K ,C,100,20)
A PP2T.K=TABHL (PP2TT,PP2.K ,O,100,2aJ
T P'P2TT/3/5*5/7vb/9.8/ 11
T PA T2T=0/3/5.5/7.6/9 .8/11
C PRESS2=1
A 7TMS2*K:12-TSMS1SK
A CF2.K=TABHL(CFT2,SF2.K(,1,1O,1)
T CFT2:1/1o
A SF2.K=TABHL(SFT2,PiiP2.,1 ,lr.,1
T SFT2=1/IC
L PP2.K=PP2.,J.OT(PPGM2.JK-PPTX2.JK)
N PP2=.O1
R PPTX2.IKL:O
R PPGM2.KL=TABHL(PGM2T,PSCHD2.KO,12, 1)*CLPPI(
T PtM2T=0/4.165/8. 33/8.33/6.33/8.33/8.33/8. 33/8.33/
X 8.33/8.33/12.495/16.66
A PSCH02.IK:TSMS1.K
L CR2.K:CR2.JDT*(CPR2.JK-CTP2.JK)
N (p2=CR2C
C CP2C=.1i1
R CRcP2.KL(CE2DCFS2.K*PGM2.K/PTCR )*CLP.K
C CE 2-- 1
A OCFS2.K=SMOOTM (DCF2 .K ,DCF2D)
C OCF20=1
R CR TR2 . VL:=CRP2 . *T X2 o K
A OCF2.KzDCF2C
C DCF2C1l
L PC2.K=PC2.J.OT*(PCR2.J(-PCTPI .J$()
11 PC2=PC2C
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C PCZC:.o1

R PCR2.KL:(PPGMZ.JK/PTCR)*tTTMS2.K/RTTMS2.K ).CPC2.K
R PCTP2oKL=O
A PRAP2.K=PAP2oK/PP29K
A CRPA2.K=PC2.K/CR2.(
A FLF2 .K=TABHL IFLF2T ,CRPA2 S ,0 ,21)
T FLF2T=0/1/2
A PIF2.K=TABHL(PIFT,FLF2.K ,0,1.4,.2)
A ITAF2.K:FA2.K*PIF2.K*PRAP2.K+USURGF .K*MAIOPF
A FID2.K=TABHL(FIDT,ITAF2.K, .8,2,.2)
A CPC2.K(zFID2*K*ECC29K
A ECC2 K =CLIP (ICR2. ,G,ICR2.K,90)*1 TSMS1.K+RTTmS2.K )/PTC
A ICR2*K=1-( 1/CRPA2.K)
A FAF2.K=ECC2 .K/RDA .K
A FA2.K=TABHLIFAT,FAF2.K,O, .4, .05)
L PV2.K=PV2.J*DT (PVR2.JK-PVTR2.JK)
N PV2=0
R PVR2oKL=PPVS2 .K*PVA2 .K
A PPVS2oK=PPGM2*JK
A PVA2.K=PRAP2.K*CRPA2.K
R PVTR2oKL=PV2.K*TX2.K
L TSMS1.K=TSMS1.J.DT (TIN2.JK-TOUT2.JK)

N TSMS1=0
R TOUT2,KL=D
R TIN2.KL=1*CLP.(
A DCP2.K=SWITCH(0,1,RTTMS2.K)
A TX2.K:SWITCH (1,0 ,DCP2 .K)
A PP11.K=MIN (PP1.K, 100)
A PP22.KZMIN (PP2.M ,100)
A APJ11.K~mlN (APl.K,1001
A AP22*K=MIN (AP2.K,100)
A CR1 1 K=*1IN (CRlISK, 100)
A CR22.K=MIN (CR2*K,100)
A PC11.K=MIN (PCI.K , 100)
A PC22eK=MIN (PC2sK, 100)
A P~llo KZIIN(PV1*X, 100)
A PV22.K=MIN (PV2*K, 100)
A CLP.K=CLIP(1 ,OPAP105,100)
A CLPP.K-CLIP( 1,09PPl.K,100)
SPEC DT=.05
SPE~C LENGTH:24

SPEC PLTPER:I
SPEC PRTPF-:0
PLOT AP 11, AP22 ,PPII1 PP22
X CR11 ,PCI11,CR22, PC22 ,PVI11,PV22
PRINT CAPRS1 ,ME1 ,TE1 ,APR1,API,PAP1 ,PAT1
PRINT RTTMSI,TTMS1,SF1 ,CF1,PGMI,PPGMI,CF2
PRINT PP1 ,PPAP1,OCFS1,CRR1,CRI ,CRPA1,PP1T
PRINT PCR1 ,PC1 ,CPC1,ECCI ,PIFI,ITAFl,FAF1
PRINT OCPI,TX1 ,PVA1,PVRJ,PV1,TX2,PVA2,PVR2,tPV2,DCP2
PRINT PP1T,PAT1,PRRI ,ICRI,ECCI,FAFI,FA1 ,ITAFJ,
PRINT FIO1,CPCI,PCR1 ,PC1
PLOT SF1 ,CFI/RTTMSI,TTMSI/CRPAJ,PRAP1/ITAFl/CPCI
PLOT SF2 ,CF2/RTTMS2, TTMS2/CRPA 2,PPAP2/ITAF2/CPC2

FIGURE 12. (CONT 5)
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C. Financial

The Financial Model is composed of three segments (R&D, Investment, and
O&S) and two competitors (the weapon system of interest and all other weapon
systems). Moneys are programed and dispersed by the Department of Defense to
specific weapon systems and to the particular segments within that system. The
explanations and flow diagrams are specific to the R&D segment. However, both
the Investment (new weapon system procurements) and the O&S (logistics) are vir-
tual replicas of the R&D explanations and flow diagrams.

Figure 13 shows the flow diagram of the Financial Sector Sub-Model. This
figure depicts primarily the R&D sector and consists of three levels - Defense
Department Requested Budget (DDRB), Five Year Defense Plan for R&D (FYDP1), and
the R&D Dollars Requested in the Budget (RDRB). If the Investment and O&S areas
were included the levels of FYDP2 (Five Year Defense Plan for Investment),
FYDP3, (Five Year Defense Plan for O&S), IDRB (Investment dollars requested in
the budget), and ORDB (O&S dollars requested in the budget) would be included.
Also note that dollars to specific weapon systems compete with all other systems
in the DOD program and a complete replication of Figure 13 for all of the above
levels would be necessary to completely flow chart thi3 sub-model.

Funds to specific weapon systems and to specific portions of these weapn
systems are constrained by the FYDP, the DDRB, and the pressures from competing
systems. The moneys flow from DDRB and at the same time exert pressure on the
weapon system managment to expend these funds. The model includes a government
support factor (GSPT _) for all three sectors. This factor influences the
spending of the allocatd funds. Also included is a support factor (_ _ SUPP)
that enables upper level managers to divert funds from one system to another.
From time to time during the weapon life additional or supplemental funding is
funded to programs. A pulse function (_ _ PUL) handles all three types of
moneys - R&D, Investment, or O&S.

The model is so designed that funds can be transferred from program to
program, government support can be varied significantly, support for specific
segments can be applied, and supplemental funding can be added to any segment
and/or any weapon system.

The specific affects of overall government support to, say R&D, (GSPTRD)
and the affect on the government support for the R&D of a specific weapon system
is shown on Figure 14.

The affects of support to R&D (RDSUPP) and the specific weapon system R&D
effort (RDRBX) is shown in Figure 15.

The equations for the Financial Section Sub-Model are shown on Figure 16.

D. Resources

The Resource Factor Sub-Model deals with the problems of world-wide and US
natural resources that are utilized in defense production programs. The strate-
gic materials reserves of the US are vital to defense programs for without cer-
tain minerals or materials the US would be unable to produce the required weapon
systems for national defense.
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4******%-uD5 FCR hTAPUN SYSTFM UF jN1TRjSIA**|*e**
******THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS RELATE TO THE
***** WEAPON SYSTEM OF INTEREST

L FYDPlX.bKFYDPlX.J*DT(FPIINPX.JK-FPIORX.JK)
L FYDP2X.K=FYDP2X.J.DT(FP2INRX.JK-FP2ORX.JK)
L FYDP3X.K:FYDP3X.J.DT(FP31NRX.JK-FP30RX.JKI
N FYDPIX:120
N FYDP2X=36O
N FYDP3XZ600

-FYDPIX R&D EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THE FYOP
-FPlINRX PED COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYOP
-FPIORx RD COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYDP
-FYDP2X INVESTMENT EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THE FYJP
-FP2INRX INVESTMENT COSTS INPUT TC THE FYDP
-FP2ORX INVESTMENT COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYDP
-FYDP3X OLS EXPENDITRUES PLANNED IN THE FYDP

R FPIINRX.KL=O*PULSE(120/DT,12,12)
R FP2INRX.KLZC PULSE(360/DT,12,12)
R FP31NRX.KL=O PULSE(600/DT,12,12)
R FPIORX.KL=1O
R FPZORX.KL:3C

R FP3ORX.KL=50
-FP1INRX R&D COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYOP
-FP21NRX INVESTMENT COSTS INPUT TO THE FYDP
-FP3INRX O&S COSTS INPUT TO THE FYOP
-FPIORX R&D COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYDP
-FP2ORX INVESTMENT COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYDP
-FP3ORX OLS COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYOP

R RDPULX.KL=O+PULSE(120/DT,12,12)
R INVPULX.KL=O4PULSE(360/DT,12t12)
R OSPULXoKL=D PULSE(6D/DT,12,12)
L DDRBX.K=DDRBX.J+DT(DDMDRX.JK-DREDRX.JK)
N DDRBXz1200

-RDPULX RED PULSE
-INVPULX INVESTMENT PULSE

-OSPULX O&S PULSE
-DDRBX DOD DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
-DDMDRX DEFENSE DEMAND RATE
-DREDRX DEFENSE DEMAND REDUCTION RATE

R DDMDRX.KL:RDRCTX.KIRQTX.K.ORQTX.K+
X ROARX.JK*(l-GSPTRDX.K)*IDARX.JKII1-GSPTINVX.K .
X OSCARX.JK(I-GSPTOSX.K)

-DDMDRX DEFENSE DEMAND RATE
-RCRQTX R&D FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-IRQTX INVESTMENT FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-OPQTX OES FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-RDARX R&D ALLOCATION RATE
-GSPTRDX GOVERNMENT SUPPOPT FOR R&D PROGRAMS
-IDARX INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE
-GSPTINVX GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR INVFSTMENT
-OSDARX O&X ALLOCATION RATE
-GSPTOSX GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR OLS

R DREDRX.KL:RDARX.JK IDARX.JK OSDARY.JK
A RDRQTX.KRDPULX.JK*RDSUPPX.K
A IRQTX.K:INVPULX.JK+INSUPPX.K
A ORCTX.KSOSPULX.JK#OSSUPPX S

-DREDRX DEFENSE DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
-RDARX R&D ALLOCATION RATE
-IDARX INVESTMENT ALLOCATION PATE
-OSDARX OLS ALLOCATION RATE

FIGURE 16. FINANCIAL
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-RDRQTX RLD FUNUS REQUIREMENT
-RDPULX RED PULSE

-RDSUPPX RED SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST

-IRQTX INVESTMENT FUNDS REQUIPEMENT
-INVPULX INVESTMENT PULSE
-INSUPPX INVESTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST

-ORQTX OES FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-OSPULX O&S PULSE
=OSSUPPX OLS SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST

A RDSUPPX.K=RDSUPPXC+PTX.K*RDSUPPC
A INSUPPX.K=INSUPPXC4PTX.K*INSUPPC
A OSSUPPX.K=OSSUPPXC PTX.K*OSSUPPC

C RDSUPPXC=O
C INSUPPXC=O
C OSSUPPXC=O

-RDSUPPX R&D SUPPLEMENTAL RFQUEST

-INSUPPX INVESTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REOUEST

-OSSUPPX OES SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST

-RDSUPPXC-RGD SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST CONSTANT

-INSUPPX INVESTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST CONSTANT

-OSSUPP OES SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST CONSTANT
*******THE ABOVE THREE EQUATIONS SHOULD BE IN DOLLARS/PERIOD

*******FOR THE RD,INVAND OS VALUES 10,30,AND 6DREPRESENT
**** ** 100

R ROARX.KL=PRDDX.K*FPIORX.JK
R IDARX.KL=PINVDX.K*FP2ORX.JK
R OSDARX.KL=POSDX.K*FP3ORX.JK
A PRCOX.K=GSPTRDX.K
A PINVDX.K=GSPTINVX.K
A POSOX.K=GSPTOSX.K

:PDARX R&D ALLOCATION RATE

-PRDDX PRESSURE FOR R&D DOLLARS
=FPIORX RED COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYDP

-IDARX INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE

-PINVDX PRESSURE FOR INVESTMENT DOLLARS

-FP2ORX INVESTMENTS COSTS FUNDED FPOM THE FYDP

-OSDARX O&S ALLOCATION RATE
-POSDX PRESSURE FOR OES DOLLARS

-FP3ORX OLS COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYDP

-GSPTRDX GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR RED PROGRAMS

-GSPTINVX GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR INVESTMENT

-GSPTOSX GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR OES

A GSPTRDX.eKGSPTRDXCCLIP(O,MAIMPFX*GSPTRDXC-1, -MAIMPFXO)

A GSPTINVX.KGSPTINVXCCLIPfO,MAIMPFX*GSPTINVXC-I,-MAIMPFXi)
A GSPTOSX.KXGSPTOSXC+CLIPIDMAIMPFX*GSPTOSXC-1,l-MAIPFXC)
C GSPTRDXC1l
C GSPTINVXC=I
C GSPTOSXC=:

-GSPTRDX GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR RED PROGRAMS

-GSPTRDXC GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR R&D PROGRAMS CONSTANT

-MAIMPFX MISSION AREA IMPORTANCE FACTOR

-GSPTRDXC GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR RED PROGRAMS CONSTANT

-GSPTINVXC GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR INVESTMENT CONSTANT

-GSPTOSXC GOVERNMENT SUPPOPT FOR OES CONSTANT
******THE ABOVE GOVERNMENT SUPPORT SHOULD BE IN %, FOP
******EXAMPLE; 1.2:20%

C MAIMPFX=I
L RDRBX.K=RDRBX.J DT(RDMDRX.JM-PREDRX.jN)
L IDRBX.K=IDRBX.J+OT(IDMDRX.JK-IREDRX.JK)
L ODRBX.K:ODRBX.JDT(ODMURX.JK-OREDRX.JK)

FIGURE 16. (CONT 1)
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N RDRBX=l2O
N IDRBX=360
N ODRBX=6CO

-MAIMPFX MISSION AREA IMPORTANCE FACTOR
-RDRBX R&D DOLLARS RLQUESTZD IN THE BUDGET
-RDMDRx R&D DEMAND RATE
-RREDRX R&D DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
-IDRBX INVESTMENT DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
-ICMDRX INVESTMENT DEMAND RATE
-IREDRX INVESTMENT DEMAND REDUCTION RATe
-OGRBX OES DOLLARS RECUESTED IN THE BUDGET
-ODMDRX O&S DEMAND RATE
-OREDRX DES DEMAND REDUCTION RATE

p RDMDRX.KLZRDRQTX.e
R IDMDRX.KLZIRQTX.K
R ODMDRX.KL=ORQTX.K
R RREDRX.KL:RDARX.JK
R IREDRX.KL:IDARX.JK
R OREDRX.KL:OSDARX.JK

-RCMDRX R&D DEMANC RATE

-RCRQTX RED FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-IDMDRX INVESTMENT DEMAND RATE
-IRQTX INVESTMENT FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-ODMDRX O&S DEMAND RATE
-ORQTX OES FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-RREDRX RED DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
-RDARX R&D ALLOCATION RATE
-IREDRX INVESTMENT DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
-IDARX INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE
-OREDRX OES DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
-OSDARX O&S ALLOCATION RATE
*******BUDGET FOR ALL OTHER WEAPON SYSTEMS*********
*******THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS RELATE TO THE
*******OTHER WEAPON SYSTEMS IN THE COD PROGRAM.

L FYDPl.K:FYDPI.J.DT(FPlINR.JK-FPIOP.JK)

L FYDP2.K=FYDP2.J.DT FP21NR.JK-FP2OP.JK)
L FYDP3.KzFYDP3.J*DT(FP3INR.JK-FP!OR.JK)
N FYDP1=12000
N FYCP2:36COC

N FYDP3:60000
-FYDPt R&D EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THEFYOP
-FPlINR R&D COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYDP

-FP1OR RED COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYOP
-FYDP2 INVESTMENT EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THE FYGP
-FP2INR INVEST M ENT COSTS INPUT TO THE FYDP
-FP20R INVESTMENT COSTS JUNDED FROM THE FYDP
-FYDP3 C&S EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THE FYDP
-FP31NR O&S COSTS INPUT TO THE FYDP
-FP30R O&S COSTS FUNDED FPOM THE FyDP

R FPIINR.KL:O.PULSE(120t0/DT,12,12)
R FP21NR.KL:.PULSE(36000/DT,12,12)
R FP3INR.KL:O.PULSE(6C0oO/OT,12,12)
R FP1OP.KLIOOG
R FP20R°KL:3000
R FP!ORoKL:SODO

-FPIINR RED COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYDP
-FP21NR INVESTMENT COSTS INPUT TO THE FYDP
-FP3INR O&S COSTS INPUT TO THE FYD
-FPlOR R&D COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYDP
-FP20R INVESTMENT COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYOP

FIGURE 16. (CONT 2) 76-31



-FP30R O&S COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYDP
R RDPUL.KL=O+PULSE(12000/DT,12,12)
R INVPULKL=:0PULSE(360OO/DTt2,121
R OSPUL.KL=O+PULSE(6OODO/DT,12,12)
L DORB.KODRB.J4DT(ODMOR.JK-DREDR..J)
N DDRB=120000

-RDPUL R&D PULSE
-INVPUL INVESTMENT PULSE
-OSPUL O&S PULSE
-DDRB DEFENSE DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
-DDMDR DEFENSE DEMAND RATE
-DREDR DEFENSE DEMAND REDUCTION RATE

R DDMDRKLZRDRQTK+IRQT.KORQTK
R DREDR.KL=RDAR.JK*IDAR.4K*OSDAR.JK
A RDRQTK=RDPUL.JK+RDSUPP.K
A IRCTK:INVPUL.JK INSUPP.K
A ORQT.K=OSPUL.JK+OSSUPP.K
A RDSUPP.K=RDSUPPC PTX.K*RDSUPPC
A INSUPP,K=INSUPPC PTXK*INSUPPC
A OSSUPP.K=OSSUPPC PTX.K*OSSUPPC
A PTXK=CLIP(MAIMPFX*DDRBX.K/ODRB.KgOOl-MAIMPFX)

C RDSUPPC=O
C INSUPPC=O

C OSSUPPC=C
-DDMDR DEFENSE DEMAND RATE
-RORQT R&D FUNDS REQUIREMENT

-IRQT INVESTMENTS FUND REQUIREMENT
-ORQT OLS FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-DREDR DEFENSE DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
-ROAR R&O ALLOCATION RATE

-IDAR INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE
-OSDAR OLS ALLOCATION RATE
-RDRQT R&D FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-ROSUPP R&D SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST
-IRQT INVESTMENTS FUND REQUIREMENT
-INSUPP INVESTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST
-ORQT OES FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-OSSUPP OES SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST
-PTX PERCENTAGE
-MAIMPFX MISSION AREA IMPORTANCE FACTOR
-DDRBX DOD DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
-DDRB DOD DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
-RDSUPPC R&D SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST CONSTANT
-INSUPPC INVESTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST CONSTANT
-OSSUPPC OLS SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST CONSTANT
*******THE ABOVE THREE EQUATIONS SHOULD BE IN DOLLAPS/
*******PERIOD& FOR THE RDINVAND OS VALUES 1DO,3000, AND
*******6000 REPRESENT lOU%.

R RCAR.KL=PRDD.K*FPlOR.JK
R IDAR.KL=PINVD.K*FP2OR.JK
R OSCAR.KL:POSD.K.FP3OR.JK
A PRDD.K=GSPTRD
A PINVD.KMGSPTINV
A POSD.K=GSPTOS

C GSPTRD=I
C GSPTINV:1
C GSPTOS=I

-RDAR R&D ALLOCATION RATE
-FP1OR R&D COSTS FUNDED FPOM THE FYDP
-IDAR INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE

FIGURE 16. (CONT 3)
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-FP20P INVESTMENT COSTS JUNDED FROM THE FYUP
-OSDAR OLS ALLOCATION RATE
-FP30R OGS COSTS FUNDED FORm THE FYDP
-PROD PRESSUPE FOR R&D DOLLARS

-GSPTRO GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR RED PROGRAMS

-PINVD PRESSURE FOR INVESTMENT DOLLARS
-GSPTIVN GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR INVESTMENT
-POSD PRESSURE FOR OGS DOLLARS
-GSPTOS GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR LES
*******THE OBOVE GOVERNMENT SUPPORT SHOULD RE IN %, FOR
*******EXAMPLE; 1.2720%.

L RDRB.K=RDRB.J+DTIRDMDR.JK-RPEDR.JK)
L IDRB.K:IDRB.J+DTTIDMDR.JK-IREDR.JK)
L ODRB.K:ODRB.J+DT(ODMDR.JK-OREDRJK)
N RDRB:12000
N IDRB=3b0O
N ODRB=60000

-RDRB R&D DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
-RCMDR R&D DEMAND RATE
-RREDR R&D DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
-IDRB INVESTMENT DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
-IDMDR INVESTMENT-DEMAND RATE
-IREOR INVESTMENT DEMAND REDUCTION RATc
-ODRB O&S DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
-ODMOR OS DEMAND RATE
-OREDR OES DEMAND REDUCTION RATE

R RDMDRKL=RDRCT.K

R IDMDRKL=IRQT*K
R ODMDR.KL=OROT.K
R RREDRKL=RDARJK+RDARXJK

R IRED.,.KL:IDAR.JK+IDARX.JK
R OREDR.KL=OSDAR.JK+OSDARX.JK

-RDRQT R&D FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-IRQT INVESTMENT FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-OROT O&S FUNDS REQUIREMENT
-ROAR R&D ALLOCATION RATE
-RDARX R&D ALLOCATION RATE

-IDAR INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE
-IDARX INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE
-OSDAR O&S ALLOCATION RATE
-OSDARX O&S ALLOCATION RATE
*******ALL INITIAL VALUES (N) MUST BE ESTABLISHED FOR

*******EACH DIFFERENT wEAPON SYSTEM AND THE DOD SYSTE".

SPEC DT:,S
SPEC LENGTH=36
SPEC PLTPERZ1
SPEC PRTPER=D
PLOT FYDPiRDRB/FYDP2,IDRB/FYDP3,ODPB/DDRP
PLOT FYDPIX,RDRBX/FYDP2X,IJRBX/FYDP3XODRPX/DDR9/DORBX

FIGURE 16. (CONT 4)
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The resource model consists of two levels, total world resources (TOTRES)
and US resources (USRES). The total resources are effected by the quantity and
quality of the searching effort (SEARCH) and the success of that effort in
discoveries (DISCOV).

The use of world resources (TRUSE) is controlled by the world growth rates
in industrialization and subsequently the use rate world-wide. The US can draw
upon world resources and US resources and can allocate varying proportions to
defense related programs. The ability to make more efficient use of US natural
resources, to obtain a greater percentage of world resources, and the effects of
conservation programs are included in the model.

The flow diagram of the Resource Sector Sub-Model is shown in Figure 17 and
the table functions in Figure 18. The tables include the discovery factor
(DISCOV), the search factor (SEARCH), the growth factor (GROWTH), the desire to
conserve (DTC), the technical improvement factor (TECHIF), the pressure for
technology (RPFT), the resource percentage for defense (RADPP), and the re-
sources available for defense production (RPUSDP).

The equations for the resource sector are shown in Figure 19.
E. Production

The Production Sector Sub-Model consists of three levels, Weapon Systems in
Production (WSP), Weapon Systems in Transit (WSIT), and Total Weapon Systems
Produced (TWSP). The production capacities of the US are affected by many
variables such as facilities, labor force, technology, etc. In this model the
author has used only natural resources as a constraint in production. The other
factors can easily be added at a later time. The production is primarily
affected by the programmed effort (PGMXX), the managerial expertise of the pro-
duction team (TEX), the learning curve function (LCF), and managements desire to
change the production schedule of the effort (CPTS). The weapon systems in
transit are controlled by the production rate (WSPR) and the time required to
move the weapon system from the plant to an operational unit (WSTT).

In addition to the above, the production sector is very simlar to the
weapon system development sub-model. The problems of cost, schedule, and per-
formance are even more pronounced in this part of the acquisition process. A
ten percent overrun in R&D may not be too significant but 10% in a multi-
billion dollar effort can add up to many dollars. The model includes the levels
of planned costs (PCX), the costs reported (CRX), the planned progress (PPX),
the product value (PV), and the time counter, time since milestone X (TSMSOXO).

The flow diagram of the Production Sector Sub-Model is shown in Figure 20,
learning curve factor (LCF) in Figure 21, and the equations in Figure 22.
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****** sR FSO UPCES ********
L TO TRES .K=TOTRES.J.OT*( DISCOV.JK-TRUSE .JK)
N TOTRES=TOTRSC
C TOTRSCZ100

TOTRES-TOTAL RESOURCES
TOTRSC-TOTAL RESOURCES INITIAL VALUE

R OI SCOV .KL=DISCOF S *TOTRE S .
A 0IS.COF.K:TABHL(DISCOT,SEACH.X(,o,.I,.fl2)

DISCOV-DISCOVEPY RATE
DISCOF-OISCOVERY FACTOR
DISCOT-DISCOVERY TABLE
SEARCH-SEARCH FOR RESOURCES (SMOOTHED)

T OISCOT=.O/ .002/.006/.008/.009/.OI
A SEARCH*K=SMOOTH(SEARC.K,30)

SEARC-SEARCH FOR RESOURCES
A SEARC.K=TA6HL (SEAPCTTOTRES.K,Q,100,20)
T SEARCT=1/.9/.8/.55/.3/. 15
R TRUSE.KL=GROviTH.K*TOTRES .I

TRUSE-TOTAL RESOURCE USE
GROWTH-GROWTH FACTOR

A cGROWTH.K=TABHL(GROWTT,TOTRES.K ,O,100,10)
T GROWTT=-50/-30/-15/-6/-1/O/.007/.018/ .O25/.fl3/.0J3

GRO'WTT-GROWTH FACIOR TABLE
L USRES.K=USRES.J+OT*ERAUS .JK-RDMDUS .JK)

USRES-US RESOURCES
RAUS-RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR THE US
RDMOUS-RESOURCE DEMAND IN THE US
USRESC-US RESOURCES INI TIAL VALUE

N USRES:USRESC
C USRESC=33
R RAUS .KL=(O ISCOV .JK~-TRUSE .JK )*ALLOCF
C ALLOCF=.33

ALLOCF-ALLOCATION FRACTION
R RDMDUS.KL=.(GRO.TH.K-(EFFF.K/100I )*USRFS.K

EFFF-EFF IC IENCY
A EFFF K =DTC K +TECHIF K

OTC-DESIRE TO CONSERVE
TECHIF-TECHNICAL IMPRUVE!MEN FACTOO

A USRESS.IK:SMOOTH(USRES.K ,Ifl
A DTC.KZTABHL(DTCT,USRESS.K ,0,35 ,5)

DTCT-OESIRE TO CONSERVE TABLE
T DTCT=-2./-.75/-.15/.4/.7/.9/l./1 .0
A TECHIF.IKZTABHLITECHITTECHCP.M ,C .2,.04 I

TECHIT-TECHNI CAL IMPROVEMENT TABLE
TECHCR-TECHNOLOGY CHANGE RATE

A TECHCR.K:TECHCRC
C TECHCRC=.l

TECFCPC-TECHNOLOGY CHANGE RATE CONSTANT
T TECHITZI/.5/.25/. 15/*07/.04
A RPFT.#(ZTABHL(PPFTT,USRESS.M ,O,100,1OJ

RPFT-RESOURCES PRESSURE FOR TECHNOLOGY
PPFTT-RESOURCES PRESSURE FOR TECHNOLOGY TARLE
USPESS-US PESOURCES ISMOOTHED)

T RPFTT=1/.8/ .7/.6/.5I.45/ .41/. 39/.!8/.36/.!5
A RACPPK=TABHL(RADPPT,TOTRES.K ,C,100,1I

RAOPP-PESOURCES AVAILABLE FOP DEFENSE PRODUCTION
RAOPPT-RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR DEFENSE PCOO TABLE

A RA ADP.K=TOTPES S *RADPP.MsAALLOC
RAADP-PESOURCES ALLOWED FOP ALLIED DEF. PROD.

FIGURE 19. RESOURCES
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AALLOC-4LLIED ALLOCAT ION PFRCENTAGE
C AALLOC=.35
A RA USOP .K=USPES .K*RPUSDPeAV

RPUSDP-RESOURCES % FOR DEFEN~SE PRODUCTION
A RPUSDP.K=TABHL (RPUSDT,USRES.K ,0,35,5)

RPUSDPT-RESOURCES % FOR DEF. PROD, TABLE
T RPUSDT=)/e2/.4I. 3/.28/.27/.261.25
SPEC DT=.O5
SPEC LENGTH=36
SPEC PLTPER=2
SPEC PRTPER=O
PLOT TOTRES /USRES/ISCOV/tROWTH/USRESS/RAUSDPIRPFT/EFFF/RAADP
PRINT TOTRES,USRES,DISCOV,GROWTH,USRESS,RAUSUP,PPFT ,RAACP

FIGURE 19. (CONT 1) 76-38
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NOTE**********PRODUCTION**************
L WSP.K=WSP.J.DT(WSPIR.JK-WSPR.JK)

WSP WEAPON SYSTEM PRODUCTION

WSPIR WEAPON SYSTEM PRODUCTION RATE INPUT

WSPR WEAPON SYSTEM PRODUCTION RATE (OUT)

N wSPZO
R WSPIR.KL=MIN(PGMXX.KRCWS.K)

PGMXX PROGRAM
RCWS RESOURCE CONSTRAINT ON WEAPON SYSTEMS

A PGMXX,KZPGMX.K*PPRC
PPRC PLANNED PROGRESS RATE

C PPRC:5
R wSPR.KL=DELAY3(WSPIR.JKPRODT.K)

PRODT PRODUCTION TIME

A RCWS.K=RAUSDP.K*WSRCF
RAUSDP RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOP US DEF. PROD.

WSRCF WEAPON SYSTEM RESOURCES CONVERSION FACTO0
A RAUSDP.K=RAUSDPC

C RAUSDPC=1OO

C wSRCF=l
A PRODT.K=PRODTDC/PPODTA.K

PROOTA PRODUCTION TIME ADJUSTOR

A PROOTA.K=LCF.K*TEX.K*CPTS.K

LCF LEARNING CURVE FACTOR
TEX TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENESS

CPTS CHANGE IN PRODUCTION TIME (SMOOTHED)

A CPTS.K=SMOOTH(CPTT.K,CPTD)
CPTT CHANGE IN PRODUCTION TIME TABLE

CPTD CHANGE IN PRODUCTION TIME DELAY
A CPTT.K=CPT.K

C CPTD:l

A CPT.K:PRODTD.K/PRODTDC

PRODTO PRODUCTION TIME DESIRED

PROOTDC PRODUCTION TIME PLANNED

A PRODTDoK=PRODTDC*TEX.K

C PRODTDC=12
A LCFK=TABHL(LCFTTwSP,D,520,40)

LCFT LEARNING CURVE FACTOR TABLE

TWSP TOTAL WEAPON SYSTEMS PRODUCED
T LCFT=1/1.15/1.35/1.57/1.9/1°7/1.87/1.9b/2.D2/2.11/2.2/2.2/2.2
X 12.2

A RWSP.K:NWSP-TWSP.K
RwSP REMAINING WEAPON SYSTEMS TO PRODUCE

NWSP NUMBER OF WEAPON SYSTEMS PRODUCED

TiSP TOTAL WEAPON SYSTEMS TO PRODUCE

C NWSP=422

L TWSP.K=TWSP.J*DT(WSPR.JK-QR.JK)
RR RETIREMENT RATE

N TWSP:O

R RR.KL=O

L wSIT.K:WSIT.JDT(WSPR.JK-WSDR.JKI
WSIT WEAPON SYSTEMS IN TRANSIT
6SPR WEAPON SYSTEM PRODUCTION RATE

WSDR WEAPON SYSTEM DELIVERY RATE

N iSIT =O
R aSDR.KL:DELAY3(WSPR.JKWSTT)

WSTT WEAPON SYSTEM TIME IN TRANSIT

C WSTT:2

L APX.K:APX.J*DT(APPX.JK-ATPX.JK)

NOTE:FOR THE REMAINTNG DEFINITIONS REFER TO THE mEAPON SYSTEM

FIGURE 22. PRODUCTION EQUATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 76-41



NOTE: DEVELOPEMENT MODEL EQUATIONS-
N APXOG
R ATRX.ML=O
R APRXKL=APRRXXeK
N APRRXX=O
A APRRXX.K=TEX.K*PGMX.K*CAPRSX.K
A CAPRSX.KVDELAY3 (CAPRX .K ,CAPPDX)
c CAPRDXZ1
A CAPRX.K=FLFX *K*DCAPRX*K
A DCAPRX*KVDCAPPXC
C DCAPRXC~l
A TEX.K=MEX.K/TCF
C TCF:1
A MEX*K=EX*K*MOD
A EX*K=EXC
C EXC~l
C M001l
A PGMKKTABHL (PGMXT,SCHEDX.K ,O,60,5)
A SCHEDX.K=TSMSXO.K
A PAPX*K=DELAY1IAPX*K,WSPDX)
C WSPDX=.05
A RTTMSX.K=(TSMSXO.K-PATX.K.TTMSX.K )*PRESSX
A PRRX.K=(PPXT.K-PATX.KRTTMSX.()/TTMSX.K
A PATX.K=TABHL PATXT ,PAPX .KbO ,O, 020)
A PPXT.K=TABHL(PPXTTtPPX.K ,0,100,20)
T PPXTT=0/3/5.5/7.6/9 .8/11
T PATXT=Q/3/S. 5/7.6/9 .8/11
C PRESSX:1
A TTMSXK=60-TSMSX~oK
A CFX.K=TABHL(CFTX,SFX.K ,Otl0,5)
T CFTX=1/5/10
A SFXoK=TASHLf.SFTX,PRRX.K,0, 10,5)
T SFTXl1/5/1G
L PPX.K=PPX.j+OT(PPGMX.JK-PPTXX.JK)
N PPX=.01
R PPTXX.KL=O
R PPGMXKL=TABHL IPGMXT,PSCHDX.K,0,60,5)
T PGMXT=C/ .833/ 1.66/1.*66/ 1 66/1*66/1.66/1 .66/1 o66/
X 1.66/1.66/2.499/3.332
A PSCHDX*K=TSMSXO*K
L CRX.IUCRX.J.OT*(CRRX.JK-CRTRX.JK)
N CPX=CPXC
C CRXC.*O1
R CRRX.KL=(CEX/TEX.()*DCFSX.K*PGMX.K/PTCR
C CEXZ1
A OCFSX.K=SMOOTH(OCFX.K(,DCFXD)
C DCFXD~l
C PTCRIl
R CRTRX&KL=0
A OCFx.K=DCFXC
C DCFXCZ1
L PCX.K=PCXJDT*(PCRXJK-PCTX.JK)
N PCX:PCXC
C PCXC=601
R PCRX.1L=(PPGMXJK/PTCR) .CPCX .K
R PCTRX.,KL=O
A P;ZAPXe( PAPX.I(/PPX.I(
A CPPA X.K :PCXeK/CRX.K
A FLFX.I(ZTABHLIFLFXT,CRPAX.K,D,?,I)
T FLFXT=0/1/2

76-42 FIGURE 22. (CONT 1)



A PIFX.KTA3HL(PIFT,FLFx.K,l,1.4, .2)
T PIFT=1/.72/.57/.q5/.38/ .32/.281.25
A ITAFX.K=FAX.I'*PIFX .M*PRAPX .K*USURGF .K*MAImPF
A FIOX.KZTABHL(FIDT ,ITAFX.K,.8,2, .2)
T FIOT=O/ .375/ . 62/1.75/.86/ .92/ .96
A CPCX.K:FIDX.K*ECCX.K
A ECCX.K=CLIP(ICRX.K( ,OICRX.K,O)*(TSMSXO.K+RTTMSX.K)/PTC
C PTC=100
A ICRX.K=1-( 1/CPPAX.K)
A FAFX*K=ECCX.K/RDAX.K
A RDAX.K=RDAXC
C ROAXC:1
A FAX.K=TABHL(FATX,FAFX.K,091 ,.Si
T FATX=J/*O0l/l
L PVX.K=PVX.J4DT (PVPX.JK-PVTRX.JK)
N PVX=O
R PVRX.KL=PPVSX.K*PVAXoK
A PPVSX.K=PPGMX.JK
A PVAX.K=PRAPX*K*CRPAX .K
R PVTRX*KL=D
L TSMSXO.K=TSMSXO.J.OT ITINX.JK-TOUTX.JK)
N TSMSXO:O
R TOUTXoKL=O
R TINX.KL:1
A USURGF.K=USURGFC
C USURGFCZX
C MAIMPF:1
A PPXX.K=PPX.K*IPPRC/5)*( 12/PRODTDC)
A CRXX.K=CRX.K*(PPRC/5)*( 12/PPODTDC)
A PCXX.K=PCX.K*(PPRC/5 )*( 12/PRODTOC)
A PVXX.K:PVX.IKs(PPRC/5 *412/PRODTDC)
SPEC DT=*05
SPEC LENGTH=60
SPEC PLTPER73
SPEC PRTPER:O
PLOT PPXX,CRXX ,PCXX,PVXX/WSP/TWSP/WSIT/RWSP/LCF
PRINT CAPRSX,CAPRDX,CAPRX,DCAPRX ,TEX
PRINT MEX,EX,PGMX,SCHEDX ,PAPX,RTTP4SX,0 RRX
PRINT PATX ,PPXT ,CFX,SFX ,PPX ,PPTXX,PPGMX,PSCHDX
PRINT CRX,CRRX,DCFSX ,CRTRX,DCFX,PCX,PCRX,PCTRX
PRINT PRAPX,CRPAX,FLFX,PIFX,ITAFX,FIDXCPCX ,ECCX
PRINT ICRX,FAFX,PVX,PVRX,PPVSX ,PVAX,PVTRX

FIGURE 22. (CONT 2)
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F. Operations

The Operations Sector Sub-Model consists of three levels, the Weapon
Systems Operational (WSO), the Weapon Systems Not Operational (WSN), and the
Average Number of Weapon Systems Available (AWSA).

The weapon systems operational and weapon systems not operational levels
are affected by the weapon system deficiency rate (WSSDR) or out of commission
rate and the Weapon System Maintenance Rate (WSMR). The WSO is also affected by
the delivery rate (WSDR) and the retirement rate (WSRR). The weapon system
delivery rate although constant in this model is affected by the delivery rate
from the production sector. The maintenance rate is affected by the number of
systems not operational, the available O&S dollars (OSDAM), and the other O&S
requirements (OSR). The deficiency rate (WSSDR) is affected by WSO, the use
rate (USE), and the mean time between failure (MTBF). The operations plan
(OPLAN), the technical effetiveness of the design (TE4D), and the operational
readiness factor (WSORF) all affect the weapon systems operational. The average
weapon system available (AWSA) is a counter. Figure 23 shows the flow diagram
of the Operational Sector Sub-Model.

Figure 24 shows the applicable table functions for the operational sector.
These include pressure for support (PFOS), O&S dollars available (OSDAM), the
operations plan (OPLAN), the weapon system OR factor (WSORF), the mean time bet-
ween failures age multiplier (MTBFM), the weapon systenretirement factor (WSRF)
and the need factor (ND).

Figure 25 showsthe equations of the Operational Sector.
IV. Results and Conclusions

A. Results

The results shown below are the final product of computer runs of the
various sub-models. In each case the basic model is depicted as defined by the
appropriate listing of equations and its behavior is explained. Next constant
or table changes were made to the basic program which was then rerun. These
rerun results are also depicted and explained.

1. Technology
Figure 26 shows the basic Technology run. In this case technology

(T), technology input and loss (I,L) all show constant increase with time. The
technology base grows from a given 100 percent to 115 percent in 120 months. In
this run the technical loss factor (F) and the technical change rate (R) remained
constant. On Figure 27 all factors remained constant for the 120 month run
period.

Figure 28 shows the technology model with a doubled growth rate at 1.0%.
This very small increase in growth from .005 to .01 shows the typical com-
pounding effect on the overall technology and increased it to 119 from 115 on
the basic run.

Figure 29 shows the effect of increasing the pressure on R&D by increasing
RDOC from 1 to 2. Although this constant is doubled, its affect is quite small
and results in a technology level of 116. Figure 30 shows the increase on total
search pressure (TSP), other pressures (OP), and the search for new technology
(SMT). A similar result could be expected if economy (ECON), resource pressure
for technology (RPFT), or SUM were increased similarly.
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NOTE *****WEAPON SYSTEM OPERATIONS SECTOR***

L kiO.K:.WSO.J.T*(WSMR.JK.wSDP.JM-WSSDR.JK-WSPR.jx()
N WrSO=WSOC
C wSOC=1800

WSO WEAPON SYSTEMS OPERATIONAL
WSMR WEAPON SYSTEM MAINTENANCE PATE
WSDR WEAPON SYSTEM DELIVEPY RATE
WSSDR WEAPON SYSTEM DEFINIENCY RATE
WSRR WEAPON SYSTEM RETIREMENT RATE

R wSMR.KL=WSORP .K*OSF.K*WSN.K
WSORP WEAPON SYSTEM OR PERCENT
OSF OES FACTOR
WSN WEAPON SYSTEMS NOT OPERATIONAL

R WSDR*KL=6SURC*K
A 6SRCK.WSDRCC
C .WSDRCC=10D
L bSN.K=WSN.J4DT*(WSSDR.JK-WSMR.JK)
A WST*K=WSO .K*iSN.K
N WSNZWSNC
C WSNC=200
R wSSDR*KL=USE .I/MTEF .K

USE USE
MTBF MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES

A WSORP.K=WSO.K/(WSNK*WSO.K)
A OSR.K=OSCF*(l-WSORP.K)

OSCF OGS COST FACTOR
C OSCF=.l
A PFOS.M:TABHL(PFOSTWSORP.SCI,.5)

PFOS PRESSURE FOR GES
PFOST PRESSURE FOR OES TABLE

T PFOST=3/2/1
A OSF*K=OSDAM.K*PFOSI(

OSDAM 065 DOLLARS AVAILAPLF MULTIPLIER
A OSDAM*K=TABHLIOSDAMTOSR.K ,0,2, .2)
T OSDAMT=1.O/ 98/.9/.82/.7/ .5/.38/.29/.26/.24/.22
A USE.K~wSORF.K*(WSO.K 3*OPLAN.K

WSORF WEAPON SYSTEM OR FACTOR
OPLAN OPERATING PLAN

A OPLAN.K:TABHL(OPLANT ,TIML.K ,O,20,2)
OPLANT OPERATING PLAN TABLE

T WSORFT:3/2/1
WSORFT WEAPON SYSTEM OR FACTOR TAPLE

A WSORF.K:TABHL (WSORFT ,WSORP.M ,0, 1, .5)
A MTBF.K=MTBFC*TE4D.K*MTBFM.K

MTBFC MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES CONSTANT
TE4D TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENESS DESIGNED (SMOOTHED)
MTBFt4 MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES MULTIPLIER

C MTBFCZ'4
A TE4D.K=SMOOTH( TTE.K ,5)

TTE TOTAL TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENI!SS
c TTEC:1
A TTE.K=TTEC
A MTBFMK=TABHL (MTBFMT,WSAA.K,O,20,5)

WSAA WEAPON SYSTEM AVERAGE AGE
T MTBFMT=3/2/1.5/1
A TM.M:=TMC

TMA TIME MULTIPLIER
C TMC~i

FIGURE 25. OPERATIONS, EQUATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
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A WSRRA.K=I IwSRF.x)*IWST.K)),(ATTP*USE.K)-ND.K*WST.K
WSRRA WEAPON SYSTEM RETIREMENT RATE AWERAGE
WSRF WEAPON SYSTEM RETIREMENT FRACTION
UST WEAPON SYSTEMS TOTAL
ATTR ATTRITION RATE
NO NEED

R kvSRR.KL:MAX(WSRRA.K ,O)
C ATTRZ.O1
A WSRF.K=TABHL(WSRFT ,WSAA.K,O,ZO,5)/TM.K

T WSRFT:OI.0O7I.02/.03/.05
A ND .K=TABHL (NOT, OPLAN .K,I,3,1)
T NDT=O/.1/.2
L AWSA.K:AWSA.J.OT tWSAR.JK-WSARR.JK)

AWSA ACCUMULATED WEAPON SYSTEM AGE
WSAR WEAPON SYSTEM AGE PATE
WSARR WEAPON SYSTEM AGE RETIREMENT AND RESTORATION

N AWSAZ210OO
R 6SAR.KL=WSORCC4AWSA.K*229/WST.X()-AwSA.K
R WSARR.KL=WSRR.JK*20
A WSAA.K=AWSA.K/WST.K
SPEC DT=95
SPEC LENGTH=30
SPEC PLTPER1l
SPEC PRTPER=O
PLOT WSO ,WSN,WST/WSRR/WSSDR/WSMR/WSORP/USE/MTBF/OSDAM
PRINT WSOWSN,wST ,wSRRWSSOR,WSMR,WSORP,USE,MT6FOSOAM

FIGURE 25. (CONT 1)
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Figure 31 shows that there is no affect when changing the delay of the
technical loss factor from 120 to 60 months.

Figure 32 and 33 show that changing the shape of this table function,
Technical Pressure (TP), has little affect on the overall results.

The technical discovery factor (TDF), however, is quite sensitive to
changing table parameters. This is shown on Figures 34 and 35. Increasing the
TDF results in an increase in technology (117) and a decrease in TDF shows a
decrease to 113.

The search for new technology (SNT) and technology complexity factor (TCF)
table functions were changed and run, however, neither showed significant
changes in the technology base over the 120 month period.

2. Weapon System Development

This model was designed to accommodate a two cycle weapon system develop-
ment program. More cycles could easily be added as explained earlier. In each
cycle the time to completion was planned to be 12 months and completion is shown
as 100% on the graphics. The planned costs and product value are also targeted
at 100% and 12 months.

The basic run, Figure 36, shows that the actual progress (AP,0,1) the
planned progress (PP,2,3), costs reported (CR,4,6), planned costs (PP,5,7) and
product value (PV,8,9) all follow a linear course to 100% at the twelve month
period for phase I and at the 24 month period for phase II. The double digit
numbers in the legend (11,22) denote phase I and II respectively. This result
shows that if everything goes as planned everything will be at 100% at the
appropriate 12 month period. Note that each phase starts with all values at 0
and finishes at 100% twelve months later.

Figure 37 shows that when the management team's motivation declines from
1.0 to 0.5 each phase will require 19 months for completion. However, the costs
reported will be at 100% of planned at the twelve month period. This shows that
poor management will take longer and cost more than good management. The product
value does not reach 100% until the first phase is complete at the 19 month
point.

Figure 38 shows just the opposite of Figure 37. In this case the team is
highly motivated at 1.5. This results in phase I completion at 10 months.
During phase I the costs reported tracked the planned costs. This results in a
program completion ahead of schedule and below costs. Phase II shows some
interesting results as the costs reported exceeds both planned costs and the
planned program and these all exceed the actual progress. For phase II product
value lags all others. The completion time for phase II is at the 23 month
point which means that phase II required 13 months. This is an interesting
result that will require further scrutiny.

Figure 39 shows the impact of reducing the experience rank, and education
of the management team. In this case education was lowered from 18 to 16 years,
rank from 0-4 to 0-3, and R&D experienoefrom 20 to 10 years. This change
drastically affected the program. The 12 month phase I effort became 24 months
long and the budget was expended at 12 months. Actually 100% of the budget was
expended when only 30% of the program was completed.
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Figure 40 shows the effect of combining high motivation (See Figure 38) and
low experience (See Figure 39). This highly motivated but low experience team
is able to bring in phase I in 18 months. This reflects that the model is
responsive to a number of modeling changes simultaneously.

Figure 41 shows the effects of changing the actual progress perceived delay
(APDI) from 0.05 to 1 for phase I only. The actual progress and costs reported
follow the plan, for only a perception not the actual performance variable was
changed. This perceived effect shows up in product value which lags throughout
phase I and reachs 100% at the 15 month time point. Figure 42 shows that
increasing APDI to 2 restilts in a continued change in product value to 100% at 16
months.

Increasing the cost estimating error factor from 1 to 1.5 is shown on
Figure 43. This has a drastic effect and shows increased costs reported and
reduced actual progress and product value. This shows the drastic impact of not
knowing what costs are actually incurred during the development of a weapon
system.

Many other runs of this weapon system development sub-model were
accomplished. Nearly every constant and table was altered and evaluated. In
each case the results were as expected, with the exception of the cost and sche-
dule factors. These factors are used to forecast the program progress.
Additional work needs to be done here if it is later determined that these fac-
tors can contribute to improved program management.
3. Financial

The Defense Department generallyoperates from a five year defense plan
(FYDP). This entails a 60 period time frame of 5 fiscal years of 12 months
each. In order to simplify the computer results the author has limited the out-
put to 36 months or 3 fiscal years. Adding the two years is an easily
accomplished feat.

Figure 44 shows the basic financial sector sub-model run. In this model
the defense funds requested for all weapon systems R&D is (RDRB), for invest-
ment is (IDRB), and for O&S is (ODRB). The five year defense plan for R&D is
coded, (FYDP1), for investment (FYDP2), and for O&S (FYDP3). The DOD requested
budget shows a steady decline over each of the twelve month fiscal year periods.

Figure 45 shows a similar result for the weapon system of interest. This
shows that if there are no changes to the plan all budgeted items proceed as
scheduled. The FYDP1 moneys for example track the expenditure of R&D dollars.

Figure 46 and 47 show the affects of increasing government R&D support
(GSPTRDX), effort not dollars, to a specific weapon system. They show that the
overall DOD picture does not change (Figure 46). However, for the weapon system
of interest (Fiure 47) gross over spending is apparent on this weapon system.
In fact when changing GSPTRDX from 1, the original value, to 1.5 three years of
funds are expended in 2 years.

Figure 48 and 49 show a similar result if the interest, GSPTD, is at the
DOD level only. The research budget at DOD is overspent.

Figure 50 and 51 show the effects of adding dollars (RDSUPXC) to the
research budget of a specific program. Unless more government support (effort)
is exerted the program will not spend all of its newly acquired R&D money.
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Adding R&D dollars at DOD by increasing support (RDSUPP) from 1.0 to 1.5
shows little change, see Figure 52A & 52B.

Changing both support and dollars is the best of all worlds. When addi-
tional dollars are available the government managers should exert more support
to these areas. After many runs it was determined that an increase in RDSUPP of
500 could be balanced by a GSTRD of 1.5. This is shown in Figure 53 and 54.
Note that this is a similar result to Figure 44, the basic run. However, the
above policies have a striking affect on the weapon system of interest, see
Figure 55. In this case GSPTRDXC should be increased to keep up with the newly
acquired funds. This is shown in Figure 56.

If a specific weapon system recieves an increased priority (MAIMPF), this
will spur the managers to'increase spending which will require additional
funding. Priorities cannot be raised without increasing funds or the priority
increase is meaningless. Figure 57 shows the affect of changing priority on the
weapon system of interest (MAIMPF), and government support (dollars).

In most of the above cases the changes have been made in the R&D area only.
Similar results can be obtained by varying the constants in the investment and
O&S areas.

The model is sensitive to managerial support (effort), additional funding
(dollars), and changing priorities.
4. Resources

The primary function of the resoures sub-model is to feed in as an input to
the production sector sub-model. If resources are unlimited then resources
become non-constraints in the acquisition process. If however, there are short-
ages or reduced DOD allocations then the defense production capability of the US
could be significantly affected.

Figure 58 is the basic run of the resource model. It shows that as world
resources (TOTRES) dwindle so do the resources available for defense produc-
tion (RAUSDP). Changing US allocations (RAUS), the percent of resources
available for defense production (RPUSDP), improving efficiency (EFFF), altering
the desire to conserve (DTC), or changing the pressures for new technology
(RPFT) all show the appropriate responses on the model.

In the interest of brevity only the discovery rate (DISCOT) and the allo-
cation fraction (ALLOC) changes are shown graphically. Figure 59 shows the
affect of improving the discovery rate of new resources. This shows a
significant increase in world resources (TOTRES) and a subsequent increase in the
resources available for defense production. Figure 60 shows an increase from
.33 to .5 in the allocation of world resources to the US although as expected
world resources remain unchanged, the US resources for defense production
actually decrease at the 36 year point from 4 to 2.8. This is due to the low
efficiency factor and a limited desire to conserve. Just increasing total US
resources will not guarantee increase resources for defense.
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5. Production

The production sector sub-model addresses the defense production of the US.
The primary level is the total weapon systems produced (TWSP).

Figure 61 shows the basic run of the model and includes the planned program
(PPXX), the cost reported (CRXX), the planned cost (PCXX), the product value
(PVXX), the weapon system production level (WSP), the total weapon systems pro-
duced (TWSP), the weapon systems in transit (WSIT), and the learning curve fac-
tor (LCF). From this figure it can be noted that when the program proceeds as
planned the planned and actual parameters track very well and are complete
(reach 100%) at the planned 60 month point. The changing learning curve can
also be noted on Figure 61.

When the managempnt-production team motivation is reduced from 1.0 to 0.5
the total weapon systems produced drops from 400 to 175, see Figure 62. Costs
reported exceed the planned costs and the product value remains very low.
Increasing the technical complexity factor (TCF) from 1 to 2 causes a similar
result, see Figure 63A.

Decreasing the production time (PRODTDC) from 12 to 9 months is reflected
an increase in weapon system produced. The planned program reaches 100% in
approximately 48 months rather than 60, see Figure 63B.

Figure 64 shows the affects of extremely limited resources and production
falls to 2 units.

Other runs were accomplished that show similar results with the production
sector sub-model.
6. Operations

The operations sector sub-model is highlighted by the level of weapon
systems operational, which is some measure of the defense capability of the US
Defense Department.

Figure 65 is the basic run. This graphic shows that as MTBF increases so
also does the availability of weapon systems. In this basic run the weapon
systems not operational remains relatively constant, for as the use increases,
the MTBF increases, the total weapon systems increase, and the maintenance capa-
bility also increases.

Figure 66 shows the effects of increasing the weapon system delivery rate
(WSDRC) from 100 to 150. The WSO increases from 3000 to 4300 and use increases
significantly. The MTBF improves much sooner in the program. The fleet also
develops a "younger" average age.

Figure 67 shows the affects of changing the O&S cost factor (OSCF) from 0.1
to 0.2. As expected no perceivable change can be seen.

Figure 68 shows a change in MTBFC from 4 to 6. The only change is a slight
reduction in the weapon systems not operational (WSN) and an improvement in
MTBF.

Increasing to total technical effectiveness (TTE) of the design results in
an increase in the operational systems (WSO) to 3400. The MTBF is significantly
improved from 12 in the basic run to 24 in this run, see Figure 69.

When the time multiplier (TM) is doubled to 2, the WSO increases to 3400 at
the 30 year point. This shows the impact of reducing the number of systems
retired each year, see Figure 70. Also noted is an increase in the WSN due to
the aging of the fleet.
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The operational arena is affected by attrition (ATTR) and when increased
from .01 to .02 shows a decline in the WSO and weapon systems total, see Figure
71. The use rate is also significantly reduced and the weapon systems not
operational increases significantly.

When the operations plan reflects a doubling of effort over a limited
period, the use rate during this period increases appropriately. The WSN during
this same period also increases, see Figure 72.

This sub-model behaved in the expected manner for all test runs. Further
work on the model should include a better estimator for the average fleet age.

B. Conclusions

This modeling effort was an overwhelming success. Although the scope was
reduced from the planned ten sub-models to six, the most important models are up
and operating effectively. The models of Technology, Weapon System Development
(R&D), Financial, Resources, Production, and Operations define a great majority
of the acquisition process as perceived by a system program office. The sub-
models of Political, Allied Capability, Enemy Capability, and Need represent the
higher echelon portions of the acquisition process.

There are many factors that affect the acquisition process. The six sub-
models include many of these factors, but definitely not all of the possible
combinations. By working with DOD system managersthe additional factors can be
identified and can be added into the models in the appropriate fashion. Having
an operating model of the system enables the modeler to easily add new
parameters, change relationships, and to test the new version of the models.

No significant insights into the acquisition process were discovered during
this modeling effort. However, after completing the other four sub-models and
integrating all ten into a single acquisition model, this comprehensive model
should prove to be quite interesting. The counter-intuitiveness of this complex
system will surely be evident when different policies are evaluated using the
acquisition process model.

This may be one of the first attempts at dynamically modeling the acquisi-
tion process. The author is more convinced now than at the beginning of this
work that continued effort in this arena will results in a better understanding
of major system acquisitions and improved policies for the Department of
Defense.

V. Recommendations

The work on the weapon system acquisition process model should continue.
This study has demonstrated the feasibility of dynamic modeling in the
acquisition arena.

The remaining effort can logically be divided into five separate phases:

1) Complete the work on the remaining four sub-models of Political,
Allied Capability , Enemy Capability and Need. The author has accomplished some
preliminary work on this phase.

2) Combine all ten sub-models into one comprehensive weapon system
acquisition process model. Complete a computer test and sensitivity analysis of
the model.
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3) Through the good office of the AFBRMC obtain access to two or three
small R&D type programs at WPAFB and validate the constants, tables, and rela-
tionships within the model. Programs such as The Cruise Missile or other simple
weapon system would probably be ideal for this phase 3 validation.

4) Again with the aid of the AFBRMC obtain access to a major weapon system
such as the F-15 or F-16 and validate the model as was suggested in phase 3.

5) With the experience and data bases obtained in the previous phases,
phase 5 would consist of developing improved policies for the weapon system
acquisition process. Policies similar to the initiatives of Secretary Calucci
could be tested and validated prior to implementations.

It is recommended that the work continue because of its demonstrated high
potential as a policy analysis tool and because of the rather low budget
required to complete this endeavor.
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1. TECHNOLOGY

MODEL
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':ILE TECH

N TECHrTECHC
C TE-CHC:ICU
C GRC.TH7.025
C Poo C:
C S u I,= -:. -,
C r PF T :
R TIP.WLTECHK (bcWTH4TDFS.K
A TDF S ., :S L4 0 Tw To 9 ,To F
I T CF =2 4
A TDF.V':TA3HL(TD'TS 'T.K,O, .1, .. ,')

A TSP.K::TP.K+uP.V
A TP.K'TAHL(TPT,TFCH.K,",10c,2: I
T TPT=1/ .75/ .S/ .25/.CC1
A 0P.KZ(SIUM tRi00C)/FC0N)*0PrT

C ECGNri
A SNT.KzTAeHL(SNTT,TSP.K,0,2, .c)
T SNTT: *Cj/ .U25/ .f5/ .n75/.*
p TLF .KL=TECH.W*TLF.JKS
q TLF .KL:SM~CTH (GRn.'H,TLFn)
C T L F D=12 0
A TCF.K=TABHL (TCFT, rccCI.wt ,. *L9 :)
T TCFT: /1 *5/l/.fl5 /.G 1
A TECHCP.KZ(TIP.JK-TLR.JK )/TE-:CH.v
PLCT TECH:T/Tlq:T/TLcl':L/TLFzF/TLCHCR :k
PLOT TDFc /TDF/Tzr/TP/(uP/ST/TCF
x /TFCPCP=C
PkINT TE-CH/TIR/ILR/TLF
SPEC JT:1 /LENOGTH: 1'O)/PL TDEP=5/PRTPrRru
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2. WEAPON SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

MODEL
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f iLL t AFPSY u7 / 14,
N UTIL***f AP U N <,Y ST FM lA F V' L 0 VML N I***~~*

L API.KH-APl.Jfl(APR1.JM.-ATh1I.JK)

N API:r
R ATIR I. K L 7
p APP1.iKLZAP~k11.

P, APRRIIz 0
A APPRIl.K:1T I.gK*fMI.K*CAPRS1.K

A CAPRSI.K7LhELAY3CCAPRI.K,CAPR~Dl)

C CAPNO)I:l
A CAPR I .K:FLF 1 K*L)CAPRI .*K
A PCAPPI .K7UCAPRIL

C DCAPRlC: I
A TEl.K:7CFM'Ll.K

C TCF :I
A mEl.K:El.K*Ml
C M0( O: I

A EI .K--YfPDF I Ki*Q~GF I KI*FDF I Kr
A C[U1.b':U1 C

C FO1L:18
A PI1.)<:PC1L

C G P(IC --
A YRDI.iKAYRUIL

C YR C IC i2 0
A E OF I * :T AbHL CE F IT, L 01 *, 12,21,11

T FDFIT:0I/.II. 33/.SI.66/.831111//I
A RGFI.KrTABHL (RGFI 1,RGI.iK,1,6,I)

A YROF1 .K:zTAPHL CYRfl1FTYRLJ1.K,rJ,2O, J
T YRD1FT:0O/.2t,/.5/.7S/1 .0

A PGM1.K:TAtBHL(PGMl T,SCHEUl .K,Q,1Z 11

A SCHEO1.I':TSMSO.K
A PAPI .IK:OELAY1 (API .X,APDI)

C AP01I::.05
A RTTMSI.K:CTSMSO.K-PAT1 .K.1TMSi.KI*PRL$>SI
A PRR1.IK:(PP1I.K-PATI.H.RI1MSI.KJ/TTMS1 .1
A PATI.K-:TAbjHL(V-ATI I,PAPl.K,fL,1IUV,?U)

A PPI T.K.:TABHL CPPITT,PP1 K, IOu,2fl1
T PPITTz013/5.5/7.69.3i 1
T PAT iTZO/3/5.5/7.6/9.8/1 1
c PRE SS 1:1l
A TTMS1.S:12-TSMSO.K

A CF 1.W :1 ABH-iC CETI SF1 * , 1lU, 1)
T C F T1 1/ 10

A SF1.KzTABH1L SFT1,PRRI.K,I ,1u,ini
T SF T1I l/10
L O'PI .Y:PPi .J.OT IPPUjM1.JK-PPTX1 .JiK)
N PP I --. u
R FPPTA.MLzU

D PPGM! .ML:TAbHL CPGMIT,F'SCHU1.M,0,12,1l

7 PGMIT 'O/4.ltrt/P.33/e.3IjFl.33/8.33/8. I!/t.33/8.!3/

A PS~ChEl 1 K T SMSO0.

C CP1.u'CP1.J~r'I*CCNRPI.J-CNTRI.JK)
N c HI z( kI c

C CR1CI.fL : [C S *(M / T9
c



FILE wSEAPSYS- U7/14s/81
A DCFSl.K7SMoOjtHiUCFI.KtDLFlf,)
C DCFID =I
C PTCR:1
R CRTRI .KL=CR1.IK*TXI.K
A DCF1.IK:DCFIL
C 11CFic:=1
L PC1.K=PCI.J*flT*(PCP1.JK-PLTR1.JK)
N PC1:PC1C

P PCRI.KL=(PPUM1.JK/PTCR)*rpCl1
R PCTR KL =J
A PRAPI.KZPAPI.IK/IPI.K
A CRPA1 .KPCI.K/CRI.K
A FLFI.KzTAB3HLIFLF1TCPPAI.Kt,',,
T FLFJT:flh1/2
A PIFI.K:TABHLIPIFTFLFI.K,U,1.4, .2)

A ITAFi .K:FA1 .K*PIFl.K*PRAP1 .M.USURGF.K*MAIMPF
A FIDl.IK:TABHL(FIDT,ITAFI.M, .8,2,.2)
T FIDT=0/.375/.62/. 15/.861 .92/ .96
A CPC1 .K=FIDl .K*ECCI.K
A ECCI.K=CLIPUICPI.K,0,CR1 .K,0)*ITSMSO.K.RTTMS1.K)*PTC
C PTC=100
A ICRI .K:1-( 1/CRPA1 .K)
A FAFI*K=ECCX .K/RDA.K
A ROA.K--RDAC
C RDAC:1
A FA1.IKrTAbH-L FAT,FAFl&(,0, 1,de
T FATz.C/.001/1
L PV1 .KPV1.j.DT IPVRI .JK-PVTRI .JK
N PYlzO
R PVRI*KL=PPVS1 .M*PVA1.K
A PPVSI.K:PPGM1.JK
A PVAI .K=PRAPI*K*CRPAI1 K
R PVTRI.KL=PVI.K*TXI.K
L TSmSO.d(:TSMSO.J.DT(TIN1.JK-TOUTI ..JK)
N TSMSO=0
R TOUT I KL=U
R TIN1.KLZI
A DCP1 .KzSWITCH 10,1,RTTMSi .K)
A TX1.KrSWlTCHI 1,0,DCPl.K)
A USURGF.KzUSURGFC
C USURCFC1l
C MAIMPF:1

L AP2.K=AP2.J.D)TIAPR2.JK-ATR2.JK)
N AP2=0
R ATR2oKL:O
R APP2 .KL=APRR22.K*CLP*K
N APRR22=0
A APRR22 S :TE2.K*PGM?.K*CAPRS2 .i
A CAPRS2.KzDELAY3ICAPR2.K,CAPRD2)
C CAPfR02=1
A CAPR2 .K=FLF2.K*OCAPR2.M
A fCAPR,-.I(:UCAPR2C

C DCAPP2C:1
A TE2.l(=TCFe'ME2.K
A ME?.KZE2*K*MOD
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r ILL . AP'SYj Vii7 1'4/bl
A E :Y,) ,*P) Fu
A ED20#-:E02C
c F U2C : 1
A P ' ,2 . h ,
C RU2?C -
A Yk)2 .K : Y RU?(.
C Yk~c2o
A FDF2.K:7TAUHLI FDF~ ITLr.2.122?1 11
A rO 21K7TAtHL IRGF I T,RC-2 . K, I, u , I
A YROF2.K::TA~hL ( Y R P IFT , YPU? . x 1)?, i
A PUM2.K:ZTAi3HL Fr-MIT, SCHF U2. K, 0, 12,1
A scHEfl n.pKZ TSMS1 . K

A PAP2.hImDLLAYlfAP?.K,APr')

A RTTM' .KZ( TSM14S.K-PATi.KTIMSe.s)*PRESS 2
A PRR2.KZ(PPT.K-PA T?.KiTTMS2.K )iRTTMS2.K
A PAT2.K:TABHL EPAT?I ,PAP2.K,0, luO,2U)
A -P21 .1::AHL(PP'jT1,PPZ.K,U,lOU,201
T PP2T:U/3/5 .c/7.6/9.8/11
T PAT2T zO/3/5.5i7.6/9.A/l1
C PRLSSZ:1
A TTMS? .K~j-j5MSJ.K
A CF2 .M ::TABHL ICFT2, SF .K ,1,1O,1)
T C F T 2: I/10
A SF2.KaTABHL(SFT2 ,PPk?.K,1 1O,l)
T SFT2=1/1O
L PP2.MZPP2oJ.D1 (PPGM2.JK-PPTX2.JK)
N PP2:.U1
R PPTX2.KL=O
R PPGM2.KL=TABHLIPCM2T,PSCH2.K,1,12, 1I*CLPP.K
T PGt42T:O/4. 165 / 8 .33/8.33/8.33/b.33/8. 33/6.33/8.33/
X 8.33/8.33/ 12.495/16.6b
A PSCHD2 .K=TSMSI1 K
L CR2.KzCR2.J.OT*(CRP2.JK-CRTR2.JK)
N CRZ:CR2C
C CR2C: .01
p CRR2.K ItCE J*DCFS2.lK*PGH?.KIPICR)*CLP .I
C CE2=1
A DCFS2 .i(SMOt)TI-IDCF2.K,DCF2[DI
C DCF2Dz1
P CRTR? .KL=CR2 .K*IX2.K
A DCF2.K=DCF2C
C D OC F 2C =
L PC2SK:PC2.JDT*(PC2.JK-PCR2.JK)
N PC2zPC2C
C P C 2 L :.01
P PCR2 * bL: PPjM 2.*JK(/P TCR I CPC2 .A
R PCTR,?.KL=O
A PRAP? .K=PAP2.K/PP2*K
A CRPA2 .KZPC2 .K CR? .K
A FLF2.K:TABHL(FLFTCRPA2.K,U,2,1)
T FLF2J:fl/1/2
A PIF2.iK:TAIHL(PIFT,FLF2.K,0,1.i, .2)
A ITAF 2 .xFA2.x.PIF2.K*PRAP? L.K .USuRGF .K*MAIMPF
A FIU2.K=TAb-IL(FTDT,!TAF2.K, .8,2, .2)
A CPC2 .,K:F12.K*FCC2.K
A ELC2.IK:CLIP(ICR2..KuICR?.KO).(TSMS1 .K*PTTmS2 .KI/PTC
A !CR2.,%:-ql/RpA?.&'
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A FAF2.KZECC2.IK/RLA .K
A FA2.K:TABH-L(FAT,FAF2.K,0, .% t.2 )

L PV2 K =PV2 JfnT (PVk2 JK -PV TtZ2 JK
N PY?:fl
R PVR2 .IKL:PPV ~ .K*PVA2 *

A PPVS2.K=PPGM2.JK
A PVA2.IK:PRAPi.K*CPPA..
P PVTk' .KL:PV2 .K*TY2.IK
L ISMS) *KzTSMSI.J.OT(JIN?.JIK-TOuT2.JKU
N TSMS I O
R TOUT4'.K'L7J
p TIN2.bKL=1.CLP.Y
A DCP2 .K:SWITLH (0,1 ,PTTS .iK)
A TX2.KX:SWIICH( 1,0,OJCP?.Ki
A PP1 1.KsMINIPP1.IK,1OC)
A PP22..K=MIN IPP2d., 100)
A AP11.IK:MIN(API.K, 100)
A AP22.K:MIN(AP2.K ,100)
A CR11 .K=MIN(LPl.K~,l0C)
A CR22.,%:MINICR2*K~,lflCi
A PC 11 * M IN (PCI * , l0&
A PC22.K=MIN(PC2.Kgln10)
A PV11.IK:MIti(PV1.K, 100)
A PV22.K=MIN (PV2.K ,lO0)
A CLP.K=CLIPI 1,09PAPI .K, 100)
A CLPP*K=CLIP(1 ,flPPI.K,100)
SPEC OT=.u5
SPEC LENGTH:24
SPEC PLTPEP:1
SPEC PRTPER=O
PLOT AP11,AP22,PP11 ,PP22
x CR11 ,PC11,CR22,PC229PV1X ,PV22
PRINT CAPRSI,ME1,TE1,APRI,API ,PAPI,PAT1
PRINT RTTMS1 ,TTMSI,SF1,CF1 ,PGM1 ,PPGM1,CF2
PRINT PP1,PRAPI,OCFS1 ,CRR1,CR1,CRPAI,PPIT
PRINT PCR1,PCI,CPCI ,!CC1,PIF1, ITAFI,FAF1
PRINT DCP1,TX1,PVA1 ,PVR1,PVI,TX2,PVA2,PVR2,PV2,OCP2
PRINT PP1T,PATI ,PRRI,ICRI,ECCI,FAFI,FAI,ITAFI,
PRINT FIDI ,CPCI ,PCR1 ,PC1
PLOT SF1 ,CFI/RTTMSI,TTMSI/CRPA1,PRAPI/ITAFI/CPC1
PLOT SF2,CF2/RTTMS2,TTMS2/CRPA2, PRAP2/ITAF2/CPC2
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3. FINANCIAL

MODEL
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FILE BUOX4 07/114 / a
NOTE*******BUDGET FOR WEAPON SYSTEM OF INTEREST*********
NOTE******THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS RELATE TO THE
NOTE******WEAPON SYSTEM OF INTEREST
L FYDP1X.K=FYDP1X.J4OT(FPlNRX.J(-FPIOPX.je(,
L FYDP2X.K:FYDP2X.J.DT(FP2INRX.J(-FP2RX,JKI
L FYDP3X.K=FYDP3X.J4DT(FP31NRX.JK-FP3ORX.JK)
N FYDP1X=120
N FYDP2X36I
N FYDP3X=600
NOTE-FYOPlx RED EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THE FYOP
NOTE-FP1INRX RED COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYOP
NOTE-FP1ORX R&D COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYOP
NOTE-FYOP2X INVESTMENT EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THE FYDP
NOTE-FP21NRX INVESTMENT COSTS INPUT TO THE FYD0

NOTE-FP20RX INVESTMENT COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYOP
NOTE-FYDP3X OES EXPENOITRUES PLANNED IN THE FYOP
R FP1INRX.KL:O.PULSE( 120/or, 12,123
R FP2INRX .KLD.+PULSE(4360/OT, 12,12)
R FP3INRX.KL=D.PULSEU6DODT,12,12)
R FP1ORX.KL=1D
R FP20RX.KL=30
P FP3ORX.KL=50
NOTE-FP11NRX RED COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYOP
NOTE-FP2INRX INVESTMENT COSTS INPUT TO THE FYOP
NOTE-FP3INRX OLS COSTS INPUT TO THE FYDP
NOTE-FPIORX RED COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYDP
NOTE-FP20RX INVESTMENT COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYOP
NOTE-FP30RX OES COSTS FUNDED FOPM THE FYOP
R ROPULX.KL=O+PULSE(120/DT,12, 12)
R INVPULX.KL:O.PULSE(360/DT,12,12I
R OSPULX.KL=O+PULSFE600,DTIZ, 21
L OORBX.K=DDRBX,J.DTODMDRX.JK-PEDRX.JX)
N DDRBX=12OIJ
NOTF,-RDPULX
NOTE-INVPULX --
NOTE-OSPULX --
NOTE-DDRBX DOD DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
NOTE-DDMDRX DEFENSE DEMAND RATE
NOTE-OREORX DEFENSE DEMAND REDUCTION RAV
P DDMDPX .KL RDPGTX .K4IRQTX .K 'OQQTX .K+
X RDARX.JK*tl-GSPTRDX.M).IDARX..JK41-GSPTINVX.KJ,
X OSDAPX*JK (1-GSPTOSX.K)
NOTE-DDHORX DEFENSE DEMAND RATE
NOlE-RDRQTX RED FUNDS REQUIREMENT
NOTE-IRCQTX INVESTMENT FUNDS REQUIREMENT
NOTE-ORQTX OLE FUNDS REQUIREMENT
NOTE-RDAPX RED ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE-6SPTRDX GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR PLD PROGRA M S
NOTE-IDARX INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE-GSPT1NVX GOVERNMENT SUP"ORT FOR INVESTMENT
NOTE-OSDARX GEX ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE-GSPTOSX GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR DES
R DREDPX .KL=RDAPX.JK+IDAPA.Jp(*OSOAPX *J9(
A PDRQTX*M:RDPULX.JA.RDSUPPX.K
A IPQTXoK=INVPULX.JIK.INSUPPX.K
A OROIX .KZOSPULX*J$M.OSSUPPx .K
NOTE-DREORX DEFENSE DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
NOTE-ROARX RED ALLOCATION RATE
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FILE oUDX4 07/14/61

NOTE-IDARX INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE-OSDARX OES ALLOCATION RATL
NOTE-RDRQTX RED FUNDS REQUIREMENT

NOTE-RDPULX ---

NOTE-RDSUPPX RED SUPPLFMENTAL REQUEST
NOTE-IRQTX INVESTMENT FUNDS REQUIREMENT
NOTE-INVPULX ---

NOTE-INSUPPX INVESTMENT SUPPLEMLNTAL REQUEST
NOTE-ORQTX OES FUNDS REQUIREMENT

NOTE-OSPULX ---

NOTEZOSSUPPX OES SUPPLEMENTAL REOUEST

A ROSUPPX.K:RDSUPPXCPTX.K*RDSUPPC
A INSUPPX.K:INSUPPXC.PTX.K*INSUPPC

A OSSUPPX.KOSSUPPXC+PTX.K*OSSUPPC

C RDSUPPXC=O

C INSUPPXC0O
C OSSUPPXC:O
NOTE-RDSUPPX RED SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST
NOTE-INSUPPX INVESTMENT SUPPLEMLNTAL REQUEST
NOTE-OSSUPPX OES SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST
NOTE-RDSUPPXC-R&D SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST CONSTANT
NOTE-INSUPPX INVESTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST CONSTANT
NOTE-OSSUPP OES SUPPLEMENTAl. REQUEST CONSTANT
NOTE*******THE APOVE THREE EQUATIONS SHOULD BE IN DOLLARS/PERIOD
NOTE*******FOR THE RDINVAND OS VALUES 1O,30,AND 60REPRESENT
NOTE*******1OO%

p RDARX.KL=PRDDX.K*FP1ORX.JK

R IDARX.KL=PINVDX.K*FP2ODX.JK

R OSDARX.KL=POSDX.K*FP3ORX.JK
A PRDX .K=GSPTRDX.K
A PINVDX.K=GSPTINVX.K

A POSDX:K=GSPTOSXK
NOTE=RDARX RED ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE-PRDDX PRESSURE FOR R&D DOLLARS
NOTE:FPLORX RED COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYDP

NOTE-IDARX INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE-PINVDX ---

NOTE-FP2CRX INVESTMENTS COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYDP

NCTE-OSDARX OES ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE-POSDX PRESSURE FOR O&S DOLLARS

NOTE-FP3OkX OES COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYDP
NOTE-GSPTROX GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR RED PROGRAMS
NOTE-GSPTINVX GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR INVESTMENT
NOTE-GSPTOSX GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR O&S
A GSPTRDX.K=GSPTPOXC+CLIP(CMATMPFX*GSPTPOXC-J,I-MAIuPFXC)
A GSPTINVX.K=GSPTINVXCCLIP(OMAIMPFX*GSPTINVXC-1,1-MAIMPFXr)
A GSPTOSX.K=GSPTOSXC+CLIP(CMAIMPFX*GSPTOSXC-II-MAIMPFX,D)

C GSPTRDXC:I
C GSPTINVXC:l

C GSPTOSXC:I
NOTE-GSPTROX GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR RED PROGRAMS
NGTE-GSPTRDXC GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR RED PROGRAMS CONSTANT
NCTE-MAIMPFX MISSION AREA IMPORTANCE FACTOR
NOTE-GSPTROXC GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR PLO PROGRAMS CONSTANT
NOTE-GSPTINVXC GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR INVESTMENT CONSTANT

NOTE-GSPTOSXC GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOP OES CONSTANT
NOTE*******THE ABOVE GOVERNMENT SUPPORT SHOuLD BE IN X, FOP
NOTE*******EXAMPLE; 1.2:20t
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FILE bUDX4 07/14/81
C MAIMPFX1l
L RDRBX.K:RDRBX.J.OT(RDMDRX.JK-RREDRX.JK)
L IDRBX.K=IDRBX.J4OT(IOMDRX.JK-IPEDRX.JK)
L ODRBX.K=ODRBX.J.DT(ODMORX.JK-OREDRX.JK)
N RDRBX:120

N IDRBX:360
N ODRBXZ600
NOTE-MAIMPFX MISSION AREA IMPORTANCE FACTOR
NOTE-RDRBX RED DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
NOTE-RDMDRX RED DEMAND RATE
NOTE-RREDRX RED DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
NOTE-IDRBX INVESTMENT DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
NOTE-IDMDRX INVESTMENT DEMAND RATE
NOTE-IREDRX INVESTMENT DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
NOTE-ODRBX OES DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
NOTE-ODMDRX OES DEMAND RATE
NOTE-OREDRX DES DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
R RDMDRX.KLZRDRQTX.K
R IDMDRX.KL=IROTX.,
R ODMDRX.KL=ORTX.K
p RREDRX.KL:RDARX.JK
R IREDRX.KL:IDARX.JK
R OREDRX.KL=OSDARX.JK
NOTE-RDMDRX RED DEMAND RATE
NOTE-RDROTX RCD FUNDS REQUIREMENT
NOTE-IDMDRX INVESTMENT DEMAND RATE
NOTE-IRQTX INVESTMENT FUNDS REQUIREMENT
NOTE-ODMDRX OES DEMAND RATE
NOTE-ORQTX O&S FUNDS REQUIREMENT
NOTE-RREDRX RED DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
NOTE-RDARX RED ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE-IREDRX INVESTMENT DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
NOTE-IDARX INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE-OREDRX OES DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
NOTE-OSDARX OES ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE*******BUDGET FOR ALL OTHER WEAPON SYSTEPS**$******
NOTE******THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS RELATE TO THE
NOTE*******OTHER WEAPON SYSTEMS IN THE DOD PROGRAM.
L FYOPI.K:FYOP1.J.DT(FPlINP.JK-FPIOR.JK)

L FYDP2.K=FYDP2.J+DT(FP2INP.JK-FP2OR.JK)
L FYOP3.K:FYDP3.J.DT(FP3INP.JK-FP3OR.JK)
N FYDPI=12OOO
N FY0P2=36000

N FYDP360000

NOTE-FYDPi RED EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THEFYOP
NOTE-FPIINR RED COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYDP
NOTE-FPiOR RED COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYDP
NOTE-FYDPZ INVESTMENT EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THE FYOP
NOTE-FPZINR INVESTMENT COSTS INPUT TO THE FYDP
NCTE-FP2OR INVESTMENT COSTS JUNDED FROM THE FYDP
NOTE-FYOP3 O&S EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THE FYOP
NOTE-FP3INR OES COSTS INPUT TO THE FYDP

NOTE-FP3OR DES COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYCP
R FPIINR.KL=:*PULSE(12000/DT12,12)
R FP21NR°KL=D+PULSEI36000/DT,2,12)
R FP3INR.KL=DOPULSE(60000/DT,12,12)
P FP1OR.KL:OO
R FP2OR.oKL=300
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FILE DUOX4 J7114/81
p FP3OP.KL=503D
NOTE-FPIINR REG COSTS FUNDED FOPM THE FYCIP
NOTE-FP21NR INVESTMENT COSTS INPUT TO THE FYDP
NOTE-FP31NR DES COSTS INPUT TO THE FYOP
NOTE-FPIOR RED COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYOP
NOTE-FP20R INVESTMENT COSTS FuNDED FROM THE FYOP
NOTE-FP30R OES COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYOP
R RDPUL.KL:D.PULSE(12000/DT,12,12)
R INVPUL.KL=O+PULSE(36r0oO/DT,12, 12)
R OSPUL.KL=O*PULSE4bOOOO/DT,12,12)
L DDRB.KDDRBJDT(DMDRJ-RED.JK)
N DDRB=120000
NOTE-RD PUL
NOTE-IN VPUL
NOTE-OSPUL --

NOTE-DDRB DEFENSE DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
NOTE-ODMDR DEFENSE DEMAND RATE
NOTE-DREDR DEFENSE DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
R DDMDPKL=RfRQT,(4IRQT.K+ORQT.K
R DREOP .KL=RDAP .JK.IDAR .JK.OSDAR .JI(
A RDRQT.K=RDPUL.JiK'RDSUPPoK
A IRQT.K:INVPUL.JK+INSUPP.K
A ORQT.IKzOSPUL.JK*OSSUPP .K
A POSUPP.K=RDSUPPC.PTX.IK*RDSUPPC
A INSUPP .K=INSUPPC+PTX .K*INSUPPL
A OSSUPP.KZOSSUPPC*PTX.K*OSSUPP.
A PTX .KCLIP(MA IMPFX*DDRBX .K/DDRB .K ,O,C, 1-MAIMPFY)
C ROSUPPCZo
C INSUPPC=O
C OSSuPPC:o
NOTE-ODMOR DEFENSE DEMAND RATE
NOTE-RDROT RED FUNDS REQUIREMENT
NOTE-IRQT INVESTMENTS FUND REQUIREMENT
NOTE-ORQT OES FUNDS REQUIREMENT
NOTE-OREOR DEFENSE DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
NCTE-RDAP RED ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE-IDAR INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE-OSDAR DES ALLOCATION RATE
NOTE-RDRQT RED FUNDS REQUIREMENT
NOTE-RDPUL --

NOTE-RDSUPP RED SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST
NOTE-IRQT INVESTMENTS FUND RLOUIREMENT
NOTE-IN VPUL --
NOTE-INSUPP INVESTMENT SUPPLEMLtNTAL REQUS T
NOTE-ORQT OES FUNDS REQUIREMENT
NOTE -OSPUL
NOTE-OSSUPP OES SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST
NOTE-PTX--
NOTE-MAIUPFX MISSION AREA IMPO9TANCE FACTOR

P40TE-OURPX DOD DOLLAPS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
NOTE-DDRF DOD DOLLARS REQUESTFD IN THEf SUDGET

NOTE-RDSUPPC RED SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST CONSTANT
NCTE-INSUPPC INVFSTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST CONSTAN~T
NOTE-OSSUPPC OES SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST CONSTANT
NOTE*****.*THE ABOVE THREE EQUATIONS SHOULD BE IN DOLLARS/
NLTE*******PERIOD. FOR THE PDIINV,AN, OS VALUES lCOP,3UDD, AN
NOTE*.*****6000 PEPRrSENT 100%.
p RDAR .KL=PRDU.'(*FP10R.J(



FILE 6UDX4 07/14/81
R IDAR.KL:PINVD.K*FP2OP.JK

R OSDAP.KLZPOSD.K*FP30P. JK
A PRDD.K:GSPTRD
A PINVD ,.KGSPTINV

A POSO.K=GSPTOS

C GSPTPD=!
C GSPTINV=1

C GSPTOS=l
NOTE-ROAR RED ALLOCATION RATE

NOTE-FP1OR RED COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYDP

NOTE-IDAR INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE

NOTE-FP20R INVESTMENT COSTS JUNDED FROM THE FYDP
NOTE-OSDAR OES ALLOCATION RATE

NOTE-FP30R OES COSTS FUNDED FORM THE FYOP

NOTE-PRDD PRESSURE FOR P&D DOLLARS

NOTE-GSPTRD GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOP R&D PROGRAMS
NOTE-PINVO

NOTE-GSPTIVN GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR INVESTMENT

NOTE-POSD PRESSURE FOR OES DOLLARS

NOTE-GSPTOS GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR LLS

NOTE*******THE OBOVE GOVERNMENT SUPPORT SHOULD BE IN . FOR

NOTE******EXAMPLE; 1.2=20%.

L RDRB.K=RDRB.JDT(RDMDR.JK-RREDR.JK)

L IDRB.K:IDRB.J.DT(IDMDRJK-IREDRJK)

L ODRB.K:ODRBJ DT(ODMDRJK-OREDR.JKI

N RDRB=12000
N IDRB=36000

N ODRB=60000
NOTE-RDRB RED DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET

NOTE-RDMOR RED DEMAND RATE
NOTE-RREDR RED DEMAND REDUCTION RATE

NOTE-IORB INVESTMENT DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET

NOTE-IDMOR INVESTMENT DEMAND RATE

NOTE-IREOR INVESTMENT DEMAND REDUCTION RATE

NOTE-ODRB OES DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET

NOTE-ODMOR OES DEMAND RATE
NOTE-OREDR OES DEMAND REDUCTION RATE

R PDMDRKL=RDROT.K
R IDMORKL=IRQT.K
R ODMORKLZORQT*K
R RREDR.KL=RDAR.JK*RDARX.JK

P IREDR.KL=IDAP.JK*IDAPX.JK

R OREDR.KL=OSDAR.JK+OSDARX.JK

NOTE-RDROT RED FUNDS REQUIREMENT

NOTE-IRQT INVESTMENT FUNDS REQUIREMENT

NOTE-ORQT OES FUNDS REQUIREMENT
NOTE-RDAR RED ALLOCATION RATE

NOTE-RDARX RED ALLOCATION RATE

NOTE-IDAR INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE

NOTE-IDARX INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE

NOTE-OSDAR OES ALLOCATION RATE

NOTE-OSDARX OES ALLOCATION RATE

NOTE*******ALL INITIAL VALUES (N) MUST BE ESTABLISHED FOP

NOTE*******EACH DIFFERENT WEAPON SYSTEM AND THE DOD SYSTEM.
SPEC DT=.5

SPEC LENGTH=36

SPEC PLTPER=I

SPEC PqTPER=O
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4. RESOURCES

MOD EL
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FILE RES 07/14/81
NOTE**** * * ES OUR CES *** *s********
L TOTRES .KZTOTRES .JiDT* (D1SCO .JK-TRUSE .JK)
N TOTRES=TOTRSC
C TOTRSC=100
p DISCOV.KL=DISCOF*K*TOTRES*K
A OISCOF.K=TABHL(OISCOT,SEARCH.K,0,.1 ,.02)
T 0ISCOT=.D/ .002/.006/.008/.009/.01
A SEARCHoKSMOOTH~(SEARC.K(,30 I
A SEARC.KZTABIIL(SEARCTTOTRES.KO, 100,20)
T SEARCT=1/*9/ .8/.55/.3/.*15
P TRUSE*KLGROWT4.K*TOTESIK
A GROWT~iK=TAB8HL(GPQWTT,TOTRES.KO,1O0,1O)
T GRWT-D-0-1/6 //07.018/ .025/.U3/.03
L USRES.K=USRES.JDT*IRAUS.JK-R0M0US.JK)
N USRES:LJSRESC
C USRESC=33
R RAUS .KL= (DI SCOV .JK-TRUSE .JIK I*ALLCCF
C ALLOCF~e33
R RDMDUS.KL=(GPOWTM.K-(EFFF.KI100) )*USRES.'
A EFFF.K=DTC.K+TECHIF.K
A USRESS.I(ZSMOOTH(USPES.K, 10)
A DTC.P(TABHL (DTCT,USRESS.K ,0, 35,5)
T rTCI:-2.I-.75/-.15/.41.1I.91 /1.0
A TECHIF.X:TABHL(TECHITTECHCR.K,0,.2,.04)
A TECHCR*K=TECHCPC
C TECI4CRC=.l
T TECHIT:1/ .5/ .25/.*15/ .07/ .34
A PPFT.K=TABHL (RPFTT,USRESS .K,0, 100,10)
T PPFTT=1/.8/.7/.bI.5/'45/.4 11.391.38/. 36/.35
A PADPP.M=TABHL (PADPPT,TOTRES,D, 100,lC)
T RADPPT=0/.1/.25/.4/.35/.32/. 3/.28/ .271.261.25
A RAAOP .K=TOTRES.K*RA0PP .K*AALLOC
C AALLOC=*35
A RAUSDPoK=USRES*K*RPUSDP .K
A RPUSOP.K=TABHL(RPUSDT,USPES.K,C, 35,5)
T PPUSDT=O/.2/.4/.3/.29/.27/ .26/.25
SPEC DT=*0S
SPEC LENGTH=36
SPEC PLTPER=2
SPEC PRTPER=O
PLOT TOTRES/USRES/OISCOV/GPOWTH/USPESS/RAUSDP/RPF T/EFFF/RAADP
PRINT TOTRES ,USRES,DISCOVGR0wTH,U.SRESS,RAUSDP,RPFT,PAADP
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5. PRODUCTION

MODEL



FILE PRODY 0 7/10/81

L WSP.XZWSP.J.DT(wSPIR.JK(-WSPR.JK()

N WSP:D
R WSPIQ .KL=MIN (PGMXX.K ,RC6S .K)
A PGMXX.K=.PGMX.K*PPRC
C PPRC:5
R WSPR.KL=OELAY3(WSPIR.JK,PRODT.K)
A RCWS.W=RAUSOP.K*WSPCF

A PAUSDP.K=RAUSDPC
C RAUSDPC=100
C WSRCF1l
A PROOT.K=PROOTDC/PR0DTASK
A PROOTA.K(LCF.K*TEX.K*CPTS .K
A CPTS*K=~SMOOTH (CPTT.KgCPTO)
A CPTT.KCPT.4

C CPTD1l
A CPT.K=PRODTO.K/PPOOTDC
A PROOTO.K:PROOTDC*TEX.K
C PRODTDC=12
A LCF.K=TABHL LCFT,TWSP.K,l',52C,40)
T LCFT=1/1.15/ 1.35/1.57/1.69/1.78/1.87/1.96/2.02/2.11/2.2/2.2/2.?

A RWSP.K:NW SP-TWSP .I'
C NWSP=422

L TWSP.K=TWSP.J+DT( hSPR.JK-RR.J.)
N TWSP:0
R RR.KLZO
L WSIT.IK:wSIT .J+DT(i.SPP.JK-WSDR.JK)
N WSIT=G
R WSDR.KL=DELAY3 (WSPP.JKwSTT)
C WSTT=2
L APX.K=APX.J+DTAPRX.JK-ATRX.JK)
N APX=O
R ATRX.IKL=
R APRX.L=APRRXX*K
N APRRXXZ0
A APRRXXoK:TEX.K*PGMX*K*CAPRSX.K
A CAPRSX .K=OELAY3(CAPRX.K,CAPROX)
C CAPRDX:2
A CAPRX .K=FLFX.K*DCAPRX.K
A DCAPRXoK=DCAPRXC
C OCAPPXCZ1
A TEX.IK:MEX.K/TCF
C TCF~1
A MEX.*K ='X.K*MOO
A EX.KZLXC
C EXC:1
C MOD:1
A PGMX.K=TABHL (PGMXT,SCH-EDX .', 0,60,5)
A SCHEDX*K=TSMSXO*K
A PAPX*K=.DELAY1(APX.x,WSPDX)

C WSPOX=.05
A PTTMSX.K=(TSM4SXO.M-PATX.K+TTMX.K()*PRESSX
A PRRX.K=(PPXT.K-PBTY.$.RTTMSX .K )/TTMSX *K
A PATX.X=TABHL (PATXT,PAPX.K, 0, hJ,20)
A PPXT.K=TABHL(PPXTT,PPX .K,0, 100,20)
T PPXTT=0/3/8 .5/7.6/9.8/11
T PATXT:0/3/5 .5/7.6/9.8/li
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FILE PPoOY 07/10/81

C PREssx~l
A TTPMSX .K=6-TSMSXF).K
A CFX.I(ZTABHL (CFTXSFX.K,0,10,5)
T CFTX=1/5/10
A SFX.KZTABHL (SFTX,PPRX.K,0, 10,5)
T SFTx=1/5/10
L PPX.IKzPPX.J*!T(PPGMX.JK-0 PTXX.JK)
N PPX=.01
q PPTxx.KLZ0
R PPGMX .IL=TABH-L(PGMXTPSCHDX.M.,C,60,5)
T PGMXT=0/.833/1.66/1 .66/1.66/l.6b/1.66/1.6b/1.b6/
X 1.66/1.66/2.499/3.332
A PSCHOX .K=TSMSXCK
L CRX .K=CRX .J+DT*(CRPX.JK-CRTRX .JK)
N CRX:CRXC
C CRXC=.01
9 CRPX.K.L(CEX/TEX.K )*DCFSX .K*PMX .K/P'TCR
C CEXzI
A OCFSX .IKSMQ0TH (DCFX.K<,DCFXD)
C DCFXO:1
C PTCRIl
R CRTRX.KL=0
A DCFXaK=DCFXC
C DCFXC:1
L PCX.K:PCX.J.0r*(PCPX.JK-PCTRX.JK)
N PCX:PCXC
C Pcxc=.oi
p PCRX.KL=(PPGMX*JK/PTCR)+CPCX *K
R PCTRXoKLIJ
A PRAPX.K:PAPX.K/PPX.K
A CRPAX .KPCX .K/CRX.K
A FLFXoi4.-TABHL (FLFXT,CPPAX.K,0,2,I)
T FLFXT=0/1/2
A PIFX.K:TABHL(PIFT,FLFX.KQ,1.4, .2)
r PIFT:1/.72/ .57/.45/.38/ .32/.2$/ .25
A ITAFX.M.FAX.K*PIFX.K*PPAPX.K+USUPGF.K*MAIMPF
A FIDX.KzTABHL(FIOT,ITAFX.K, .8,2, .2)
T FIDTzO/ .375/ .62/.* 5/ *86/ .92/ .96
A CPCX.KZFIOX .K*ECCX.K
A ECCX.$.ZCLIP (IC9x.K,D,ICRX.K(,0)*(TSMSXO.K+RTTMSY.Ki/PTC
C PTC=100
A ICRX.K=1- 1/CRPAX.K)
A FAFX .K=ECCX S/POAX*K
A PDAX*K:RDAXC
C PDAxC:l

A FAX*KZTABHLIFATX,FAFX.K.,-, , .5)

L PVX.K:PVX.J4rT(PVRX.JK-PVTRX.JK I
NA PVXzo
R PVRXKL=PPVSX .gsPVAX*i
A PPVSX.K=PPGMX.JK
A PVAX .KpPRAPX.KCPPAX.K
p PVrRX.KLZU
L TSMSXO.K:TSM'SXC.J+DTITINX.JK-TOUTX.J4)
.1 TSMSXO=0
p TOUTX.KL=D
p T IN X. KL =1
A LSLRGF.M=USLPGFC
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FILE PRODY 07/10/61
C USURGFC1l
C MAIMPF:1
A PPXX.K=PPX.Id*(PPOC/S)*( l2/PROOTDCi
A CRXX.K=CRX.IK*(PPRC/5)s* 12/PROO)TDC)
A PCXX.K=PCX i**(PPPC/5 )*( 12/PROOTOCI
A PVXX.K=PVX.K*IPPQC/5)s 12/PROOTOC)
SPEC OT=.05
SPEC LENGTH=60
SPEC PLTPER=3
SPEC PRTPER=O
PLOT PPXX ,CRXX,PCXXPVXX/WSP/TwiSP/WSIT/RWSP/LCF
PRINT CAPRSX,CAPROX,CAPRX,OCAPRX,TEX
PRINT MEX,EX,PGMX ,SCHEDX,PAPX,RTTMSX,PRRX
PRINT PATX,PPXT ,CFX,SFX,PPX,PPTXX,PPGMX,PSCHOX
PRINT CRXCRRX,OCFSX,CRTRX,OCFX,PCX,PCRX,PCTRX
PRINT PRAPX,CRPAX ,FLFX,PIFX, ITAFX,FIDX,CPCX ,ECCX
PRINT ICPX,FAFX,PVX,PVRX,PPVSX ,PVAX,PVTRX
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6. OPERATIONS

MODEL
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FILE OPS? 07/1C/81
NOTE *****WEAPON SYSTEM OPERATIONS SECTOR*****

L WSO.K:USO.J+DT*f.WSMR.JK.WSDR .JK-WSSR.JK-WSRR .JK)
N WSO:WSOC
C WSOC=1BOO
R WSMR *KL=WSORP .)*OSF .X*WSN.*
R WSDR.KL=WSDRCK
A WSDRC.K=WSDRCC
C WSDRCC=100
L WSN.K=WSN.JDT*(WSSDP.JK-wSMP.JK)
A WST .t( WSO.K.WSN.K
N WSN=WSNC
C WSNC=200
R WSSOR.KL=USEoK/MTBFI'
A WSORP.K=WSO*K/ biSN.K*WSOoK)
A OSR.,(:OSCF*( 1-WSORP*K)
C OSCF=.l
A PFOSK=TABHL(PFOST,WSORP.K,0,1, .5)
T PFOST=3/2/1
A OSF.K=OSDAM.K*PFOS.K
A OSDAM.KZTABHL (OSDAMT9 OSR.KO,2, .2)

T OSDAMT=1,O/.98/.9/.82/.
7 /.5/ .3l/29,.26/.24/.22

A USE.K=hISORF.K*IWSO.X )*OPLAN.(

A OPLAN.IVTABHL (OPLANT,TIME'.K,O,20,2)

T WSORFT=3/2/1
A WSORF.K=TABHL IWSORFT,kwSOPP.KO,1, .5)

A MTBF.K=MTBFC*TE40,K*MTBFM .K
C MTBFC=4
A TEDK=SMOOTH ETTE.K,5)
C TTEC~l
A TTE*K=TTEC
A MTBFM.I&TABHL (MTBF'4T,WSAA .K,O,20,5)

T MTBFMT=3/2/1*5/1
A TM.K=TMC
C THCl
A WSRRA.K=((WSPF.K)*(WST.K) ),(ATTR*USE.K)-ND.9(*aST.K
R WSRR.KL=MAX(WSPRA.KO)
C ATTR:.C1
A WSRF.K=TABHL (WSRFT,'SAA.K ,O,20,5)/TM.M
T WSRFT.007.02/.03/.05
A NtJ.KZTAB4L (NOT,OPLAN.K,1,3,1)
T NDT:Q/ol/*2/o3
L AWSA.KzAWSA.J+DT(wSAP.JK-WSAPR.JK)
N AWSA=21000
R WSAR.KL:WSDRCCAWSA.K*(2290/WST.K )-AWSA.K

R WSARR.KL:wSRR.JK*2l
A WSAA.K=AWSA .K/WST.9
SPEC DT~o5
SPEC LENGTH=30
SPEC PLTPERIl
SPEC PRTPER:O
PLOT WS 0, SN ,.ST/WSRR/WSSDP/WSMR/auSORP/USE/MTBF/OSDA"
PRINT WSO,WSN,WST ,1WSR,hSSt'R,SMP,WSORP ,uSE,mTBF,OSDAM
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DEFINITION OF TEPMS

NOTE*THIS LIST OF DEFINITIONS INCLUDES ALL OF THE TERMS
USED IN THE SIX SECTOR SUB-MODELS OF THIS REPORT AND
SOME SUGGESTED TERMS FOR THE REMAINING FOUR SUB-
MODELS NEEDED TO COMPLETE THE ACQUISITION PROCESS
MODEL.

AAGE AVERAGE AGE OF ALLIED WEAPONS
AALLOC ALLIED ALLOCATION PERCENT
ABF AREA BENEFITS FACTOR
ACAP ALLIED CAPABILITY
ACAPOP ALLIED CAPACITY FOR DEFENSE PRODUCTION
ACBWS kLLIED COST TO BUY WEAPON SYSTEMS
ACOAWS ALLIED COST FOR ALLIED WEAPON SYSTEMS
ACOMWS ALLIED COST FOR MIXED WEAPON SYSTEMS INVENTORY
ACOPR ALLIED COPRODUCTION REQUEST
ACOSWS ALLIED COST PER WEAPON SYSTEM
ACOUWS ALLIED COST FOP US wEAPON SYSTEMS
ACPWS ALLIED CAPABILITY PER WEAPON SYSTEM
ADECB ALLIED DECISION TO BUY
ADECP ALLIED DECISION TO PRODUCE
ADEF ALLIED DEFICIENCY
ADELR ALLIED DELAY RATE IN PRODUCTION
ADESWF ALLIED DESIRE FOR WEAPON SYSTEMS
ADIF ALLIED DIFFERENCE IN CAPABILITY
ADPCT ALLIED PERCENTAGE OF DEFICIENCY
ADVOC ADVOCOCY FACTOR
ADWSL ALLIED DESIRED wEAPON SYSTEMS LEVEL
AFMSDR ALLIED FOREIGN MILITARY SALES DELIVERY RATE
AGEF AGE FACTOR
AGE M  AGE MULTIPLIER
AGEP ALLIED AGE RATE

AGNP ALLIED GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
AGNPGF ALLIED GNP GROWTH FACTOR
AGNPGP ALLIED GNP GROWTH RATE
AINT ALLIED INTENT
AINTF ALLIED INTENT FACTOR
ALLOCF ALLOCATION FRACTION
ALRAOJ ALLIED LONG-RANGE ADJUSTMENT RATE
AMPCT ALLIED PERCENTAGE OF WEAPONS REPAIDED
AMSBR FOREIGN MILITARY SALES BY RATE
APACC ALLIED PRODUCTION ACCELERATOR
APD ACTUAL PROGRESS DELAY
APGNPD ALLIED PERCENT OF GNP TO DEFENSE
APLAN ALLIED PLANNED PRODUCTION
APPC ALLIED PROJECTED PRODUCTION CAPACITY
APRF APPROPRIATION RATE FRACTION
APRFA APPROPRIATION FRACTION ADJUSTOR
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APRODT AVERAGE PRODUCTION TIME

APRi ACTUAL PROGRESS RATE

APR2 ACTUAL PROGRESS RATE
APR3 ACTUAL PROGRESS RATE

APR4 ACTUAL PRODUCTION RATE

APSWS ALLIED PERCENTAGE OF STANDARDIZED WEAPON SYSTEMS

APTHR ALLIED PERCEIVED THREAT

APTQ1 ACTUAL PROGRESS TRANSFER RATE

APTR2 ACTUAL PROGRESS TRANSFER RATE

APTq3 ACTUAL PROGRESS TRANSFER RATE

API ACTUAL PROGRESS
AP2 ACTUAL PROGRESS

AP3 ACTJAL PROGRESS

AQF ALLIED QUALITY FACTOR
ARETC ALLIED RETIREMENT CONSTANT

ARUCwS ALLIED RESOURCE UNIT CONSTRAINT PER WEAPON SYSTEM

ASDEV ALLIED SCHEDULE DEVIATION
ASTINV ALLIED STANDARDIZED INVENTORY
ASTR ALLIED STANDARDIZATION TRANSFEP RATE

ATXP ALLIED TRANSFEP RATE

AUPCT ALLIED PERCENTAGE OF WEAPONS USED

AURG ALLIED URGENCY--TIME TO FIRST DEFICIENCY

AURGF ALLIED URGENCY FACTOR
AWSA ACCUMULATED WEAPON SYSTEM AGE

AWSDR ALLIED WEAPON SYSTEMS DELIVERY RATE

AWSM ALLIED WEAPON SYSTEMS NON-OPERATIONAL

AWSMR ALLIED wEAPON SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE PATE

AWSN ALLIED WEAPON SYSTEMS NON-OPERATIONAL

AWSO ALLIED WEAPON SYSTEMS OPERATIONAL
AWSP ALLIED .EAPON SYSTEMS IN PRODUCTION
AWSPR ALLIED WEAPON SYSTEMS PRODUCTION RATE

AWSPR ALLIED wEAPON SYSTEMS RETIREMENT RATE

AWSUR ALLIED WEAPON SYSTEMS USE RATE

BRF BUDGET REDUCTION FACTOR

BUD BUDGET

CAPRO CHANGE IN ACTUAL RATE DELAY
CAPRSI CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS RATE (SMOOTHED)

CAPRS2 CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS RATE(SMOOTHE9)

CAPPS3 CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS RATE(SMOOTHED)
CAP~i CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS PATE

CAPr2 CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS PATE

CAPP3 CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS PATE

CEl COST ESTIMATING ERROR

CE2 COST ESTIMATING ERROR

CE3 COST EXTIMATING ERROR
CE4 COST ESTIMATING ERROR

CF1 COST FACTOR
CF2 COST FACTOR

CF3 COST FACTOP
CF4 COST FACTOR

CMSI CHANGE IN MILESTONE 1

CMS2 CHANGE IN MILESTONE 2

CMS3 CHANGE IN MILESTONE 3
CMS4 CHANGE IN SCHOULE

CNRD COST FOR RED ON NEW WEAPON SYSTEM

COFAC COPRODUCTION FACTOR

COMP COMPUTEO TRADEOFF FACTOR
CONGSC CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT CONSTANT

CONCSF CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT FACTOR

COST COST FOR OPTION
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COSTF COST FACTOR FOR ALTERNATIVE
COSTI COST OF ALTERNATIVE 1
COST2 COST OF ALTERNATIVE 2
COST3 COST OF ALTERNATIVE 3
COST4 COST OF ALTERNATIVE 4
CPARS2 CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS RATEISMOOTHED)
CPC CHANGE IN PLANNED COSTS
CPCI CHANGE IN PLANNED COST
CPC2 CHANGE IN PLANNED COST
CPC3 CHANGE IN PLANNED COST
CPC4 CHANGE IN PLANNED COST
CPT CHANGE IN PRODUCTION TIMF
CPTD CHANGE IN PRODUCTION DELAY
CPTS CHANGE IN PRODUCTION TIME(SMOOTHED)
CPI COST PENALTY
CP2 COST PENALTY
CP3 COST PENALTY
CP4 COST PENALTY
CRPA1 COST RATIO, PLANNED TO ACTUAL
CRPA2 COST RATIO, PLANNED TO ACTUAL
CRPA3 COST RATIO, PLANNED TO ACTUAL
CRPA4 COST RATIO, PLANNED TO ACTUAL

CRRI COST REPORTING RATE
CRR2 COST REPORTING RATE
CRR3 COST REPORTING RATE
CRR4 COST REPORTING RATE
CRTR1 COST REPORTING TRANSFER RATE
CRTR2 COST REPORTING TRANSFER RATE
CRTR3 COST REPORTING TRANSFER RATE
CRTR4 COST REPORTING TRANSFER RATE
CR1 COST REPORTED
CR2 COST REPORTED
CR3 COST REPORTED
CR4 COST REPORTED
CWF COST WEIGHT FACTOR
CWSF COST WEIGHTED SUPPORT FACTOR
DC DECISION CONTROL FOR OPTIONS
DCAPR1 DESIRED CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS PATE
DCAPR2 DESIRED CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS RATE
DCAPR3 DESIRED CHANGE IN ACTUAL PROGRESS PATE
DCAPR4 DESIRED CHANGE IN ACTUAL PRODUCTION RATE
DCFD DESIRED COST FACTOR DELAY
DCFSI DESIRED COST FACTOR(SMOOTHED)
DCFS2 DESIRED COST FACTORISMOOTHED)
DCFS3 DESIRED COST FACTOR(SMOOTHED)

DCFS4 DESIRED COST FACTOR(SMOOTHED1
DCF DESIRED COST FACTOR
DCFXD DESIRED COST FACTOR DELAY
DCP1 DECISION COORD POINT 1
DCP2 DECISION COORD POINT 2
DCP3 DECISION COORD POINT 3
ODMOR DEFENSE DEMAND RATE
DDRB DOD DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
QEF FEDERAL DEFICIT
DISCOF DISCOVERY FRACTION

DISCOV DISCOVERY RATE
OISTK DISTRIBUTION CONSTANT
DNNWS DESIRED NUMBER OF NEW WEAPON SYSTEMS
ONOWS DESIRED NUMBER OF LOD WEAPONS SYSTEMS
DODD DOD DOLLARS APPROPRIATED
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DoDSP SUPPORT FOR DO IN GENEPAL
DOMD DOD DEMAND FOR DOLLARS

DORP DESIRED OR RATE

DPRI DESIRED PROGRESS RATE

DPR2 DESIRED PROGRESS RATE

DPR3 DESIRED PROGRESS RATE

DREDR DEFENSE DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
DSwI DOLLAR SWITCH

DTC DESIRE TO CONSERVE

DTL1 DESIRED TIME LATE
DTL2 DESIRED TIME LATE

DTL3 DESIRED TIME LATE

DTL4 DESIRED TIME LATE

DWSPR DESIRED WEAPON SYSTEM PRODUCTION RATE

D1 DECISION FOR ALTERNATIVE 1

02 DECISION FOR ALTERNATIVE 2

03 DECISION FOR ALTERNATIVE 3
D4 DECISION FOR ALTERNATIVE 4

EADJ ENEMY ADJUSTMENT RATE

EALLOC ENEMY ALLOCATION

ECAP ENEMY CAPABILITY
ECAPwS ENEMY CAPABILITY PER wFAPON SYSTEM

ECCI ESTIMATED CHANGE IN COST
ECC2 ESTIMATED CHANGE IN COST

ECC3 ESITMATED CHANGE IN COST

ECC4 ESTIMATED CHANGE IN COST
ECON ECONOMIC BASELINE

EDEF ENEMY DEFICIENCY

EDELR ENEMY PRODUCTION DELAY FACTOR

EDESWF ENEMY DESIRE FOR WEAPONS FACTOR

EDIF ENEMY DIFFERENCE IN CAPABILITY

EDwSL ENEMY DESIRED WEAPON SYSTEMS LEVEL

EFFF EFFICIENCY FACTOR

EINT ENEMY INTENT
EINTF ENEMY INTENT FACTOR

ELFI ESTIMATED LATE FACTOR

ELF2 ESTIMATED LATE FACTOR

ELF3 ESTIMATED LATE FACTOR

ELF4 ESTIMATED LATE FACTOR
ELYPM ELECTION YEAR MULTIPLIER

EMPCT ENEMY PERCENTAGE OF WEAPONS PEPAIRED

EPACC ENEMY PRODUCTION ACCELERATOR

EPLAN ENEMY PLANNED PRODUCTION

EPTHR ENEMY PERCEIVED'THREAT
EUPCT ENEMY PERCENTAGE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS USED

EURG ENEMY URGENCY--TIME TO FIRST DEFICIENCY

LURGF ENEMY URGENCY FACTOR

EWGT URGENCY WEIGHTING TABLE
EWSDR ENEMY WEAPON SYSTEMS DELIVERY RATE

EWSUR ENEMY WEAPON SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE RATE

EWSN ENEMY WEAPON SYSTEMS NON-OPERATIONAL

EWSO ENEMY WEAPON SYSTEMS OPERATIONAL

EWSP ENEMY WEAPON SYSTEMS PRODUCTION
EWSPR ENEMY WEAPON SYSTEMS PRODUCTION INPUT RATE

EwSPR ENEMY WEAPON SYSTEMS RETIREMENT RATE

EWSUR ENEMY WEAPON SYSTEMS USE RATE
FAFI FUNDS A6AILABILITY FACTOR

FAF2 FUNDS AVAILABILITY FACTOR
FAF! FUNDS ABAILABILITY FACTOP

FAF4 FUNDS AVAILABILITY FACTOR
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FAJ FUNDS AVAILABILITY
FA2 FUNDS AVAILABILITY
FAZ FUNDS AVAILABILITY
FA4 FUNDS AVAILABILITY
FBRQMT FEDERAL BUDGET REQUIREMENTS
FOAP OD APPROPRIATION RATE
FIDI FUNDS INCREASE DECISION
FID2 FUNDS INCREASE DECISION
FID3 FINDS INCREASE DECISION
FID4 FUNDS INCREASE DECISION
FLFl FUNDS LIMIT FACTOR
FLF2 FUNDS LIMIT FACTOR
FLF2 FUNDS LIMIT FACTOR
FLF4 FUNDS LIMIT FACTOR
FLTAGE COMBINED AGE OF ALLIED FLEET
FMSA FOREIGN MILITARY SALES AGREEMENTS
FMSBR FOREIGN MILITARY SALES BUY RATE
FP1INR RED COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYDP
FP1OR R&D COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYDP
FP2INR INVESTMENT COSTS INPUT TO THE FYDP
FP20R INVESTMENT COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYOP
FP3INR OS COSTS INPUT TO THE FYOP
FP30R OS COSTS FUNDED FROM THE FYOP
FREV FEDERAL REVENUES
FYOP FIVE YEARD DEFENSE PLANS FOR FUNDS
FYOP1 R&D EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THE FYVP
FYDP2 INVESTMENT EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THE FYOP
FYDP3 O&S EXPENDITURES PLANNED IN THE FYDP
FYTIME FISCAL YEAR TIME
FYTIN FISCAL YEAR TIME IN

FYTOUT FISCAL YEAR TIME OUT
FYTX FISCAL YEAR TRANSFER
GNP GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
GNPGR GNP GROWTH RATE
GROWTH GROWTH FACTOR
GSPTIN GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR INVESTMENT
GSPTOS GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR OES
GSPTRD GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR RED PROGRAMS
ICR INCREASE IN COST
IDA INVESTMENT DOLLARS APPROPRIATED
IDAR INVESTMENT ALLOCATION RATE
IDMDR INVESTMENT DEMAND RATE
IDOC INVESTMENT DOLLARS ON CONTRACT
IDOR INVESTMENT DOLLARS OBLIGATION RATE
IDOSWI INVESTMENT DOLLARS OBLIGATION SWITCH
IDPP INVESTMENT DOLLARS PAYMENT RATE
IDPQD INVESTMENT DOLLARS PAYMENT RATE DELAY
IOPP2D INVESTMENT DOLLARS PAYMENT RATE DELAY
IDPSWI INVESTMENT DOLLARS PAYMENT SWITCH
IDRB INVESTMENT DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET
INSUPP INVESTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST
IPF INVESTMENT PROGRAM FUNDING
IREOR INVESTMENT DEMAND REDUCTION RATE
IRPP INVESTMENT REPPOGRAMMING RATE
IRQT INVESTMENT FUNDS REQUIREMENT

ISUP AMOUNT OF SUPPLEMENT FOR INVESTMENT
ITAFI INCLINATION TO APPROVE FUNDS

ITAF2 INCLINATION TO APPORVE FUNDS
ITAF3 INCLINATION TO APPORVE FUNDS
ITAF4 INCLINATION TO APPROVE FUNDS
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LCF LEARNING CURVE FACTOR

LCRR LEARNING CURVE RELEASE RATE

LFLI FUNDS LIMIT FACTOR

LOELF ESTIMATED LATE FACTOR

LPF LOBBYIST PRESSURE FACTOR

LTF LEAD TIME FACTOR
MAIMPF MISSION AREA IMPORTANCE FACTOR

MEl MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS

ME2 MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS
ME3 MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS

ME4 MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS CONSTANT
MOC MODIFICATION COST

MODF MIDIFICATION FACTOR
MOOK MODIFICATION CONSTANT TNCRFASE IN CAPABILITY

MTBF MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES

MTBFC MTBF INITIAL CONSTANT

MTBFM MTBF AGE MULTIPLIER
NAkS NUMBER OF ALLIED WEAPON SYSTEMS
NCPWS NEW CAPABILITY PER WEAPON SYSTEM

NODMD NON-DOD DEMAND FOR DOLLARS

NDODD NON-DOD DCOLLARS APPROPRIATED
NEmORR NEW OR RATE

NUSWS NUMBER UF US WEAPON SYSTEMS PLANNED

NWSD NEW WEAPON SYSTEMS DESIRABILITY

NWSP NEW WEAPON SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE FACTOR

ODMDR O&S DEMAND RATE
ODRB OS DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET

OP OTHER PRESSURE

OPLAN OPERATING PLAN

OREOR O&S DEMAND REDICTION RATE

ORQT OS FUNDS REQUIREMENT

OSA OS AVAILABLE
OSAD OES ABAILABLE DEFICIT
OSASwI OS AVAILAELE SWITCH

OSCF O&S COST FACTOR

OSDA OS DOLLARS APPROPRIATED
OSDAM OES DOLLARS AVAILABLE MULTIPLIER

OSDAR OS ALLOCATION RATE

OSoI OGS DEFICIT IMPORTANCE
OSDOR OS DOLLAR OBLIGATION RATE

OSDRAD OES DOLLARS REALLOCATION DECISION
OSDSwI OES DOLLARS SWITCH

OSjWSI O&S DOLLARS APPROPRIATED

OSEP CGS EXPENSE RATE

OSERD OES EXPENSE REPORTING DELAY

OSF OES FACTOR
OSR OS REQUESTED

OSRAR O&S REALLOCATION RATE
OSSUPP OES SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST

OSUP AMOUNT OF SUPPLEMENT FOR OS

OSUPP OS SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST
PAPA PERFORMANCE RATIO PLANNED TO ACTUAL

PAP1 PERCEIVED ACTUAL PROGRESS

PAP2 PERCEIVED ACTUAL PROGRESS

PAP3 PERCEIVED ACTUAL PROGRESS

PASTPl PAST PROGRESS I

PASTP2 PAST FROGRESS 2
PASTP3 PAST PROGRESS 3

PASTRi PAST PROGRESS TRANSFER RATF

PASTR2 PAST PROGRESS TRANSFER RATE
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PASTR3 PAST PROGRESS TRANSFER RATE

PBND PERCENT BUDGET TO NON-DOD
PCRI PLANNED COST RATE

PCR2 PLANNED COST RATE

PCR3 PLANNED COST RATE

PCR4 PLANNED COST RATE

PCTR1 PLANNED COST TRANSFER RATE

PCTR2 PLANNED COST TRANSFLR PATE
PCTR3 PLANNED COST TRANSFER RATE

PCTP4 PLANNED COST TRANSFER RATE

PCi PLANNED COST
PC2 PLANNED COST

PC2 PLANNED COST

PC3 PLANNED COST
PC4 PLANNED COST

PFOS PRESSURE FOR OES

PGMI PROGRAM

PGM2 PROGRAM

PGM3 PROGRAM
PGM4 PROGRAM

PGNPG PERCENT GNP TO THE GOVERNMENT

PID PRESSURE FOR INVESTMENT DOLLARS

PIFI PRESSURE FOR INCREASED FUNDS

PIF2 PRESSURE FOR INCREASED FUNDS
PIF3 PRESSURE FOR INCREASED FUNDS

PIF4 PRESSURE FOR INCREASED FUNDS
PLADJ PLAN ADJUSTMENT RATE
PLAN PLANNED FORCE LEVEL

POSO PRESSURE FOR OCS DOLLARS

PPD PLANNED PROGRESS DELAY
PPGM PLANNED PROGRAM RATE

PPR PLANNED PROGRESS RATE

PPTX1 PLANNED PROGRESS TRANSFER RATE
PPTX2 PLANNED PROGRESS TRANSFER RATE

PPTX3 PLANNED PROGRESS TRANSFER RATE

PPTX4 PLANNED PRODUCTION TRANSFER RATE
PPVS1 PLANNED PRODUCT VALUE(SMOOTHED)

PPVS2 PLANNED PRODUCT VALUE(SMOOTHED)

PPVS3 PLANNED PRODUCT VALUE(SMOOTHED?

PPVTR1 PAST PRODUCT VALUE TRANSFER RATE

PPVTR2 PAST PRODUCT VALUE TRANSFER PATE

PPVTR3 PAST PRODUCT VALUE TRANSFER RATE

PPVTR4 PAST PRODUCT VALUE TRANSFER PATE
PPV1 PAST PRODUCT VALUE

PPV2 PAST PRODUCT VALUE

PPI PLANNED PROGRESS

PP2 PLANNED PROGRESS
PP3 PLANNED PROGRESS

PP4 PLANNED PROGRESS

PRAP PROGRESS RATIO, ACTUAL TO PLANNED

PROD PRESSURE FOR RED DOLLARS

PRESSC PRESIDENTIAL SUPPORT CONSTANT

PRESSF PRESIDENTIAL SUPPORT FACTOR
PROD PRESSURE FOR RED DOLLARS
PRODT PRODUCTION TIME

PRODTA PRODUCTION TIME ADJUSTOR

PRODTD PRODUCTION TIME DESIRED

PPRI PROGRESS RATE REQUIRED

PRR2 PROGRESS RATE REQUIRED

PRR3 PROGRESS RATE REQUIRED
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PSCHD PLANNED SCHEOULE

PSDD POPULAR SUPPORT FOR DOD

PSEI PRESSURE FOR SCHEDULE EXTENSION
PSE2 PRESSURE FOR SCHEDULE EXTENSION

PSE3 PRESSURE FOR SCHEDULE EXTENSION

PSE4 PRESSURE FOR SCHEDULE EXTENSION
PSTPP1 PAST PLANNED PROGRESS
PSTPP2 PAST PLANNED PROGRESS
PSTPP3 PAST PLANNED PROGRESS

PSTPTI PAST PLANNED PROGRESS TRANSFER RATE

PSTOT2 PAST PLANNED PROGRESS TRANSFER RATE
PSTPT3 PAST PLANNED PROGRESS TRANSFER RATE

PTCR PRODUCTION TO COST RATIO

PVA PRODUCT VALUE ADJUSTOR
PVRI PRODUCT VALUE PATE
PVR2 PRODUCT VALUE PATE

PVR3 PRODUCT VALUE PATE
PVTqA PRODUCT VALUE TRANSFER PATE

PVTR1 PRODUCT VALUE TRANSFER RATE

PVTR2 PRODUC'T VALUE TRANSFER RATE

PVTR3 PRODUCT VALUE TRANSFER RATE
PVl PRODUCT VALUE

PV2 PRODUCT VALUE

PV3 PRODUCT VALUE

PWSF PERFORMANCE WEIGHTED SUPPORT FACTOP

QOL QUALITY OF LIFE
RAADP RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOP ALLIED DEFENSE PRODUCTION

RADPP RESOURCES AVAILABLE % FOR DEFENSE PRODUCTION
RAEDP RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR ENEMY DEFENSE PRODUCTION
RAP1 REMAINING ACTUAL PROGRESS
RAP2 REMAINING ACTUAL PROGRESS

RAP3 REMAINING ACTUAL PROGRESS
RAUS RESOURCES ALLOCATION FOR THE US
RAUSOP RESOURCES ABAILABLE FOP US DEFENSE PRODUCTION

RCwS RESOURCE CONSTRAINED wEAPON SYSTEMS

PDA RESEARCH DOLLARS APPROPRIATED

ROAR R&D ALLOCATION RATE
RDMDR R&D DEMAND RATE
ROMDUS RESOURCE DEMAND IN US
ROOC RESEARCH DOLLARS ON CONTPACT

ROOP RESEARCH DOLLARS OBLIGATION PATE
RDOSwI RESEARCH DOLLARS OBLIGATION SWITCH

RDPQ RESEARCH DOLLARS PAYMENT RATF

ROPPO RESEARCH DOLLARS PAYMENT RATE DELAY

RDPS*I RESEARCH DOLLARS PAYMENT SWITCH

RDR9 R&D DOLLARS REQUESTED IN THE BUDGET

ROROT R&D FUNDS REQUIREMENT

RDRIT R&D FUNDS REQUIREMENT
RDSUPP R&D SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST

RESCF RESOURCE COST FACTOR

RPF RESEARCH PROGRAM FUNDING
PPFT RESOURCES PRESSURE FOR TECHNOLOGY

RPOCT PRODUCTION TIME
RPUSDP RESORCES % FOR US DEFENSE PRODUCTION
RREDR RED DEMAND REDUCTION RATE

RRPR RESEARCH REPORGRAMMING RATE
RSUP AMOUNT OF SUPPLEMENT FOR R&D

RTTMS1 REVISED TIME TIL MILESTONE 1
RTT m S2 REVISED TIME TIL MILESTONE 2
RTT M S3 REVISED TIME TIL MILESTONE 3
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RTTPCC REVISED TIME TIL PRODUCTION CONTRACT COMPLETE
RWSP REMAINING WEAPON SYSTEMS TO PRODUCE

SCDM SCHEDULE MULTIPLIER
SCol SCHEDULE EXTENSION DECISION
SC02 SCHEDULE EXTENSION DECISION
SCD3 SCHEDULE EXTENSION DECISION
SCD4 SCHEDULE EXTENSION DECISION
SCHED SCHEDULE
SCHEDP SCHEDULED PRODUCTION
SCHF SCHEDULE DECISION FACTOR FOR ALTERNATIVES
SEARC SEARCH FOR RESOURCES
SEARCH SEARCH FOR RESOURCESISMOOTHED)
SEAl SCHEDULE EXTENSION ADJUSTOP
SEA2 SCHEDULE EXTENSION ADJUSTOR
SEA3 SCHEDULE EXTENSION ADJUSTOR
SEA4 SCHEDULE EXTENSION ADJUSTOR
SEF SCHEDULE wEIGHT FACTOR
SF1 SCHEDULE FACTOR
SF2 SCHEDULE FACTOR
SF3 SCHEDULE FACTOR
SF4 SCHEDULE FACTOR
SNT SEARCH FOR NEw TECHNOLOGY
SORR DESIRED OR RATE
SPTHR SMOOTHED PERCEIVED THREAT

SPi SCHEDULE PENALTY
SP2 SCHEDULE PENALTY

SP3 SCHEDULE PENALTY
SP4 SCHEDULE PENALTY
STDF STANDARDIZATION FACTOR
SWF SCHEDULE WEIGHT FACTOR

T TIME
TCF TECHNICAL COMPLEXITY FACTOR
TC1 TOTAL COST
TC2 TOTAL COST
TC3 TOTAL COST
TC4 TOTAL COST
TDF TECHNOLOGY DISCOVERY FRACTION
TDFD TECHNOLOGY DISCOVERY FRACTION DELAY
TOFS TECHNOLOGY DISCOVERY FRACTION SMOOTHED
TECH TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE
TECHCR TECHNOLOGY CHANGE RATE
TECHIF TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENT FACTOR
TEl TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENESS
TE2 TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENESS
TE3 TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENESS
TE4 TECHNICAL EFFICTIVENESS
TE4D TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENESS DESIGNED(SMOOTHEDI
TICP TIME IN CONCEPTUAL PHASE
TIFSD TIME IN FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT

TINt TIME IN PHASE 1
TIN2 TIME IN PHASE 2
TIN3 TIME IN PHASE 3
TIN4 TIME IN PRODUCTION
TIP TIME IN PRODUCTION
TIR TECHNOLOGY INPUT RATE

TIVP TIME IN DEVELOPMENT PHASE
TLF TECHNICAL LOSS FACTOR
TLFD TLF DELAY
TLR TECHNOLOGY LOSS RATE

TL1 TIME LATE
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TM TIME MULTIPLIEP
TOTRES TOTAL RESOURCES

TOUTI TIME OUT OF PHASE I

TOUT2 TIME OUT OF PHASE 2

TOUT3 TIME OUT OF PHASE 3
TP TECHNOLOGY PRESSURE

TPCO TOTAL PLANNED COST OBLIGATED

TPC1 TOTAL PLANNED COST

TPC2 TOTAL PLANNED COST

TPC3 TOTAL PLANNED COST

TPC4 TOTAL PLANNED COSTS

TPGI TOTAL PROGRESS GOAL
TPG2 TOTAL PROGRESS GOAL

TPG3 TOTAL PROGRESS GOAL

TPG4 TOTAL PROGRESS GOAL

TPIC TOTAL PLANNED COSTS

TPRC TOTAL PLANNED RESEARCH COSTS

TRUSE TOTAL RESOURCE USE

TSMS TIME SINCE MILESTONE

TSMSO TIME SINCE MILESTONE 0

TSMS1 TIME SINCE MILESTONE 1
TSMS2 TIME SINCE MILESTONE 2

TSMS3 TIME SINCE MILESTONE 3

TSP TOTAL SEARCH PRESSURE

TTE TOTAL TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENESS

TTMSI TIME TIL MILESTONE 1

TTMS2 TIME TIL MILESTONE 2
TTMS3 TIME TIL MILESTONE 3

TTPCC TIME TIL PRODUCTION CONTRACT COMPLETE

TWC1 TIME WEIGHTED COST

TWC2 TIME WEIGHTED COST

TWC3 TIME WEIGHTED COST

TWC4 TIME WEIGHTED COST
TWSP TOTAL WEAPON SYSTEM PRODUCED

TX1 TRANSFER SWITCH 1

TX2 TRANSFER SWITCH 2
TX3 TRANSFER SWITCH 3
TX4 TRANSFER SWITCH 4

UADEF US/ALLIED COMBINED DEFICIENCY

USCAP US CAPABILITY

USCOPA US COPRODUCTION AGREEMENT
USCPWS US CAPABILITY PER WEAPON SYSTEM

USDEF US DEFICIENJCY

LSDrSW US DESIRABILITY TO BUILD WEAPONS

uSDIF US DIFFERENCE IN CAPABILITY

uSDPCT PERCENT OF DEFICIENCY
US06SL US DESIRED WEAPON SYSTEMS LEVEL
USE USE

USINT US INTENT

USPTHR US PERCIEVED THREAT

uSRES US RESOURCES

uSRESS US RESOUPCES(SOOOTHED)

USRUGF US URGENCY FACTOR
USUPG US URGENCY
USURGF US URGENCY FACTOR

VALT VALUE OF ALTERNATIVES
wSAA WEAPON SYSTEM AVERAGE AGE

wSAR WEAPON SYSTEM AGE RATE

hSARR WEAPON SYSTEM AGE RESTORATION AND PETIRE"ENT RATE

wSD WEAPON SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 0ECISION
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WSDP WEAPON SYSTEM DELIVERY RATE
wSO1 WEAPON SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT DECISION 1
WSD2 WEAPON SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT DECISION 2
WS03 WEAPON SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT DECISION 3
WSD4 WEAPON SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT DECISION 4
WSFAI WEAPON SYSTEMS FOR ALLIED INVENTORIES
WSIT WEAPON SYSTEMS IN TRANSIT
WSMR WEAPON SYSTEM MAINTENANCE RATE
wSN WEAPON SYSTEMS NOT OPERATIONAL
WSO WEAPON SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
WSORF WEAPON SYSTIME OR FACTOR
wSORP WEAPON SYSTEM OR PERCENT
WSP WEAPON SYSTEM PRODUCTION
oSPIR WEAPON SYSTEM PRODUCTION INPUT RATE
WSPp WEAPON SYSTEM PRODUCTION RATF
WSPRR WEAPON SYSTEM PRODUCTION RATE REQUIRED
WSRCF WEAPON SYSTEM TO RESOURCES CONVERSION FACTOR
WSRF WEAPON SYSTEMS RETIREMENT FRACTION
WSRR WEAPON SYSTEMS RETIREMENT RATE
WSSDR SYSTEM DEFICIENCY RATE
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ANALYSIS OF MAINTENANCE DECISIONS AT LOWER

ECHELON LEVELS INVOLVING JET AIRCRAFT ENGINES

by

Charles J. Teplitz

ABSTRACT

The existence of diagnostic errors in the decision processes of jet

aircraft engine maintenance is investigated. The sources of such errors and

their remedies have often gone undiscovered. The effort discussed in this

paper was designed (1) to provide a conceptual framework for the analysis of

decisions in the maintenance process on jet aircraft, (2) to illustrate the

interactions between various factors affecting maintenance decisions, and (3)

to identify some major sources of diagnostic errors. Using a sinulation nodel

of the maintenance process, insight was gained into the causes and effects of

diagnostic errors on jet aircraft maintenance. Suggestions for further

research in this area are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Logistics Acquisition Section of the Human Resources Lab (HRL) at

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base has been investigating the relationship

between jet aircraft maintenance costs and sortie generation. One

determination of this investigation was the need for an adequate spares

inventory. If an aircraft requires a replacement part, the existence of an

adequate spares inventory facilitates rapid replacement of the defective item,

thereby reducing turnaround time.

In examining the level of spares inventories, the question arises: Can we

reduce the level of inventory without jeopardizing operational readiness? To

answer this, it is necessary to determine vhy current levels are what they are.

The primary reason for current levels of spares can be directly linked to past

usage rates: experience. Based on records of this and other aircraft,

inventory requirements, for a given level of service, can easily be determined.

Our effort at HRL has been to determine whether these historical rates of

usage are equivalent to expected rates, or somewhat higher. More specifically,

is it possible that items have been replaced earlier than truly necessary?

Consider the situation when a line replaceable unit (LRU) is removed from

an aircraft at the flight line, sent to the intermediate shop for repair, and

returned to the flight line, without any maintenance performed, as a good

unit. At the time the LRU was removed, it was replaced by an item from the

spares inventory. As was later discovered; the LRU should never have been

pulled, the replacement item should never have been pulled from spares

inventory, and therefore, the spares inventory need not have been kept at such

a high level. This relationship between diagnostic performance and spares

inventory lead to the analysis to be described in this report.

The existence of diagnostic errors on maintenance decision process is well

documented.1 ,2,3 The sources of errors within a representative maintenance

network can be attributed almost exclusively to the following elements:

1) Technical personnel

2) Test equipment

3) Aircraft equipment instability

4) Poorly designed testing procedures
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Each of these critical elen'*nt- can he, uniqufly des ri bed by corrr .pnndinq

mean and variance estimates that describe thpir long-ter performanco. For

example, a specific technician or operator vnay consistently declare marginally

good equipment items as failed units. Conversely, he may mistakenly find

failed items to be usable and return them to supply for future use in the

active inventory. This particular equipment item, presumed to be usable, nay

unfortunately lead to a subsequent aborted sortie or premature failure.

The problem facing the Air Force is not one of trying to realize an ideal

decision process, but one of identifying the important sources of decision

errors, arranging to reduce or circumvent these sources in currently fielded

systems, and designing around them in future systems.

II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project was to develop a means by which the

analyst, in the field, could determine if diagnostic errors were being made

during the maintenance processes. While developing a procedure for jet engine

maintenance, we were designing it to be applicable to any aircraft maintenance

process.

A secondary objective was the development of a technique to isolate the

causes of diagnostic errors committed. Our specific objectives were:

(1) To model a general, or typical, aircraft maintenance process, covering

flight-line maintenance and intermediate repair shop maintenance.

(2) To incorporate this model into a computerized simulation, similar to
4.that developed by Spray , in order to track the jet engine (and its

components) over time.

(3) To deterrine nethods by which these errors can be determined from field data.

(4) To deterTiine the sources of the errors and possible remedies.

(5) To examine the potential impacts of the classic Type I and Type II errors,

shown in Figure 1. (Note: the hypothesis being that the item is truly bad.)

True State
(GOOD) (BAD)

(GOOD) I Correct I Type I I
I Decision I Error I

Observed I I I
State I- - - -

(RAD) I Type II I Correct I
I Frror I Decision 1

FIGURE 1 - CLASSIC TYPE I AND TYPE II FPROPS
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I II - SIM1ULATIONi MODEL

Figure 2 depicts a siiiple model of the jet aircraft maintenance process.
This model demonstrates only key actions which could result during pre-flight,

thru.-flight or post-flight inspections.

FLY
SORTIE

SELECT

ITTEMEDAT SHOP

FIUR 2ITMDL EFMANENC PRES

A/C



This model was then prolrarried as a sinulation rnodel examining the

diagnostic decisions regarding a single I[R11 of a jet enaine. As our

"sir lulated" aircraft flow, this component would be degraded, just as its true

life counterpart. If, after a flight, the component had not degraded beyond a

preset lirit, then we would expect it to pass the post-flight inspection.

Otherwise, we would expect it to fail the post-flight.

The step-by-step procedure of the simulation is listed helow.

STEP 1: INITIALIZE. Initialize network. Go to Step 2.

STEP 2: FLY SORTIE. Increase flight time and degradation of components.

If flying time or degradation limits exceeded, go to Step 3.

Otherwise, go to Step 4.

STEP 3: rIODIFY TRUE VALUES. Change measured component characteristic to

failure level. Set component status to "Failure". rio to Step 4.

STEP 4: TEST LOCATION DETERMINATION. If flight-line test to he performed,

go to Step 5. If shop test to be performed, go to Step 7.

STEP 5: SELECT FLIGHT-LIJF STATION AND OPERATOR. Determine flight-line

test station and operator to perform test. Go to Step 6.

STEP 6: TEST COMPONENT. If observed value of component characteristic is

within cutting range and no other components need testing, go to

Step 2. If other components need testing, go to Step 5. If

observed value outside cutting range; pull engine, send to shop.

Go to Step 7.

STEP 7: SELECT SHOP STATION AND OPERATOR. Determine shod test station and

operator to perform test. Go to Step 8.

STEP 8: TEST COrPONENT. If observed value of component is within cutting

range and no other components need testing, go to Step 10. If

other components need testing, go to Step 7. If observed value

outside cutting range, go to Step q.
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STEP 9: REBUILD COPWONENT. Repair or replace component. Change measurable

component characteristic to "Repaired" level. Reset component

flight tine to zero. If measurable component characteristic within

required range, set component status to "Good". Go to Step 7.

STEP 10: INCREASE COUUTER. If iteration counter less than maximum limit,

ship engine to flight line, go to Step 11. Otherwise, go to Step

12.

STEP 11: INSTALL. Install engine on aircraft. Go to Step 5.

STEP 12: STOP. Iteration limit exceeded.

The simulation assumed the existence of two independent test stations on

the flight line and two at the intermediate shop. Each station had its own

test bias due to, perhaps, lack of calibration. Each also had some random

noise associated with performing a test. This noise combined with the fixed

bias caused each station to respond differently to a given situation.

The simulation also assumed the existence of two operators at each

location capable of working at either of the two test stations. Each operator

was also biased by some fixed amount, perhaps due to inconsistent training.

The operator also had random noise obscuring his observation. This noise

combined with the fixed bias caused eash operator to respond differently to a

given situation.

Once running smoothly, the simulation was adjusted to follow a randomized

block factorial design. This was accomplished by requiring that every

operator test the item twice at every station. Thus, instead of being tested

once, the itera was tested eight times for each single test required. This

procedure allowed for two types of analyses. First, by requiring each

operator to replicate each test, the reliability (repeatability) could be

measured. Second, by having all operators test an item at all stations, the

relative biases of operators and stations could be determined statistically

without prior knowledge of the individual biases. The effects of these

procedures will be discussed next.
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IV. SAMPLE ANALYSIS

Table 1 shows a summary table for the situation where all operators are

instructed to accept, as good, any item they observe which measures between 68

and 76, inclusive. All that can be seen directly from Table 1 is that the

operators are not perfectly reliable, i.e., they change their decisions

occasionally. Also, we can see that not all decisions are correct, based on

the true quality shown in the last column. (It should be noted that, in

reality, true quality and value are rarely known. However, it is possible

during experimentation, to know these values with relative certainty.)

I STATION I 1 STATION 1I STATION 2 STATION 2 I TRUE I TRUE I
I OPERATOR 1 I OPERATOR 2 I OPERATOR 1 I OPERATOR 2 1 VALUE I QUALITY I

ITEM[I TESTIRETEST I TESTIRETEST I TESTIRETEST I TESTIRETEST I II
1 F I P I P P P I F P 76 GOO
2 PIP P I P P IP IP P 74 GOOD
3 P P IF I P IF I P P P 72 GOOD
4 P P IP I P IP I F IP P 70 GOOD
5 P P IP I F P P IF F 68 GOOD
6 F F IF I P IP P IF I F 1 66 BAD
7 P P IP I F IF F P IP 64 BAD
8 F F IF IF IP F F I F 62 BAD I
9 F F IF IP IF P IF IF 60 BAD
lO F F IF F IF F IF F 58 BAD I

P=Pass (Acceptable)
F=Fail (Unacceptable)

TABLE 1 - SAMPLE FIELD DATA

From Table I we can derive Table 2, measures of consistency, and Table 3,

quality of decisions. In Table 2a, we see that overall, 75 percent of all

decisions are maintained after a retest. Our example demonstrates a

relatively reliable test situation. Lookinq closer, however, we see that the

two test stations (Table 2b and 2c) are not perfectly reliable, but they do

have identical consistency coefficients. This would indicate that while each

station may be out of calibration (biased), they are biased equally. This

indicates that while each station may result in erroneous decisions, we have

no predisposition as to which station we want to run a specific test.
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a. OVER ALL

RETESTT I-P F T
E I P 1 16 I 4 I
S I F I 6 1 14 I
T I I

I I I 40

Consistency = 30/40 .75

b. STATION 1 c. STATION 2
ALL OPERATORS ALL OPERATORS

RETEST RETEST
T P IFi T T-P Fi
E P f18 2 E IP 8 I 2 I
SIF I 3 I 7 I SIF I 31 7 I
T 1 F T F

I I 1 20 I I 1 20
Consistency : 15/20 = .75 Consistency 15/20 = .75

d. OPERATOR 1 e. OPERATOR 2
ALL STATIONS ALL STATIONS

RETEST RETEST
T IPFFT T IP FI
E P 9 2 E P I 7 I 2 I
S F I 2 I 7 I S I F 4 I 7 I
T I T I I

I I 2 2 1 120
Consistency = 16/20 = .80 Consistency = 14/20 = .70

TABLE 2 - CONSISTENCY (Repeatability)

Tables 2d and 2e, however, demonstrate that the two operators have

different consistency coefficients. This indicates the operators are biased

differently. This could result from unequal training or experience. Whatever

the cause, the two operators will occasionally differ in their opinion of an

item's quality. The existence of such a situation could possibly be remedied

by further training, by replacing one or both operators, or by some other

managerial technique.
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Station 1 I Station 2 I Operator 1 I Operator ?
I Overall JAll OperatorstAll OperatorsiAll StationsiAll Stations
1 1

Correct Decisions 160/80=.7501 31/20=.775 29/40=.725 1 30/40=.75 J 30/40=.75
Pass Good Item 131/40=.7751 16/20=.800 1 15/20=.750 1 16/20=.80 1 15/20=.75
Fail Bad Item 129/40=.7251 15/20=.750 1 14/20=.700 1 14/20=.70 1 /20=.75

II I
Incorrect Decisionsl I I I I
Pass Bad Item 11/40=.2751 5/20=.250 1 6/20=.300 1 6/20=.30 5/20=.?5
Fail Good Item 1 9/40=.2251 4/20=.200 1 5/20=.250 1 4/20=.20 1 5/20=.15

TABLE 3 - QUALITY OF DECISIONS
(Proportions)

Table 3 initially indicates that 75 percent of all decisions made are

correct. This may or may not be an acceptable level. The acceptable level

would be set such that the cost of errors is weighed against the cost of

reducing such errors. This analysis is beyond the scope of the current effort.

Table 3 does indicate that Station I tends to be more accurate in its

decisions than Station 2. Keeping in mind that the biases on the two stations

are identical (see Table 2), we must conclude that the random noise on Station

1 has a tighter distribution than that of Station 2. With this knowledge, tie

can now examine both stations to determine why we have this disparity and what

can be done to remedy the situation.

Table 3 also C lonstrates another interesting situation. While both

operators make accurate decisions 75 percent of the time, Operator 1 is better

at spotting truly good items, while Operator ? is better at spotting truly had

items. We were already aware of some discrepancy in bias between the two

operators, now we see that this discrepancy affects their ability to

corroborate each other's decisions. So while, on the surface, the two

operators seem identical, we now see an area requiring corrective action.

If we are interested in improving the quality of decisions and reliability

of operators while not performing any managerial effort to improve operators

or stations, a method does exist. By setting cutting scores differently for

each station, differences in biases can be artificially removed. Or, since in

our example station biases are equal, we could give different operators their
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own cutting scores. For example, if Operator 2 was instructed to pass any

item measured between 66 and 76, instead of 68 and 76, he would most likley

pass more items than before. This would probably improve his ability to spot

truly good items, but at the expense of erroneously passing trily bad items.

If this is our goal, it can be achieved in this way.

Expanding on this idea, vie reran the simulation five times, each time

varying the acceptable ranges. (No effort was made to vary the range for an

individual station or operator.) This procedure enabled us to determine the

cutting range which would optimize a particular criterion. For example, if,

due to cost considerations, we wished to maximize the overall number of correct

diagnoses on truly good items, a cutting range of 66-74 yielded the best

solution. If, on the other hand, we wanted to maximize the overall number of

correct diagnoses on truly bad items, a cutting range of 61-69 yielded the

best solution.

In essence, a cutting range can be determined which averages out the

biases and random noise for all combinations of stations and operators. While

this does not remedy the causes of these biases, it does improve consistency

of diagnosis throughout the process. Figure 3 shows the cost curves generated

for the two objectives just described. Further description of this capability
5

can be found in Spray

Cost

MINIMIZE MINIMIZE
TYPE II ERRORS TYPE I ERRORS

I eIU II0 / 0 80

Cutting Score

FIGURE 3 - OPTIMAL CUTTING SCORE WITH OPERATOR VARIANCE EFFECTS
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V. RECOMlE? NDATI ONS

The simulation of aircraft maintenance decisions has provided Human

Resources Laboratory with a conceptual framework for analyzing a maintenance

process. Our aim vias to identify and illustrate interactions between various

factors and to determine the probable sources of diagnostic errors.

While the simulation was a simplified model of a real process, it did

provide us with the insight needed to further investigate means of reducing

diagnostic errors. UJe found that diagnostic errors stem from a number of both

simple and complex situations. Station bias and noise and operator bias and

noise often combine unfavorably to lead to inaccurate maintenance decisions.

Most biases, if accurately measured, can be reduced through better training,

feedback and calibration. It is the determination of the existence of bias in

the field that requires further study.

A promising method of determining biases includes the development of a

simulation "game". This method, to be developed on a portable mini-computer,

will permit test operators in the field to diagnose simulated items. The

operator will receive information regarding maintenance history of the item,

status of flight-line clocks and feedback as to the quality of their previous

decisions on this item. It is hoped that this added information will serve to

reduce operator bias. Additionally, their responses will enable us to

accurately determine each operator's bias. Once discovered, we hope to find

appropriate methods of reducing the bias, e.g., improved training, improved

technical manuals, etc.

Once diagnostic error rates are reduced, a second recommendation for

follow-on research is to analyze spares inventories in an effort to reduce

required levels. With fewer erroneous replacements, less spares need he kept

on hand. Multiplied across the entire spares pipeline, the effect will he to

reduce support costs while maintaining or improving the operational readiness

of the aircraft.
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A Study of the Interaction of Hydrazine Methylhydrazine and Unsym-
dimethylhqrazine with Porphyrins, Metallop _rpbryrins, and some Metal
Coordination Compounds

by

Albert N. Thompson

Abstract

Hydrazine, Methylhydrazine and Unsym-dimethylhydrazine have been shown
to react favorably with some porphyrins, metalloporphyrins and first
transition series metal coordination compounds. The reaction of the
hydrazines with certain porphyrins suggests an initial acid-base re-
action followed by an oxidation reduction process. An oxidation re-
duction reaction is also observed for the reaction of the hydrazines
with the metalloporphyrirns and the transition metal compounds. The
metals in both the metalloporphyrins and the metal compounds are
reduced by the hydrazines to lower oxidation states.

Suggestion for follow up research in the area of hydrazine chemistry
are given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The detection and separation of Hydrazine (H), Methyihydrazine (MH),
aid Unsyidimethylhydrazine (UDMH) as well as realiable quantitative methods
of determininq the presence of hydrazine and its derivatives is still a
major priority to researchers. , Occupational exposure to hydrazines
needs constant environmental monitoring. In recent years hydrazine and
its derviatives have experienced increased use in industry as antioxidants,
reducing agents pharmacological agents, and as rocket fuels.

It has been determined that hydrazine and its derivatives are carcino-
genic and/or cancer suspect agents and that they should be monitored as
such. Therefore extensive efforts have been initiated to develop and
improve monitoring systems used to identify and measure each hydrazine
separately and in mixtures.

Several analytical procedures for the detection of hydrazine and its
derivatives have been developed and are in use today. Many of these tech-
niques are based on the strong reducing properties of hydrazine. Many of
these are only adequate if the test sample is free of interfering agents.
Derivatives that can be monitored using relatively common and inexpensive
UV-visible spectroscopy are formed from the reaction of hydrazine and its
derivatives with salicylaldehyde, indanedione, p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde,
1,2-naphthoquinone-4 sulfonate, 2,3-dichloro-l,4-haphthoquinone, 2-furalde-
hyde, and benzaldehyde. Several of the above laboratory procedures involve
very time consuming preparations and their real iability is at times suspect.

In this study several prophyrins, metalloporphyrins and metal coordi-
nation compounds (such as Fe (I1), Fe (1I), Cr (VI) and Co (III) compounds)
were reacted with hydrazine, methylhydrazine and Unsymdimethylhydrazine.
Some of these reactions resulted in producing some physical observations
such as spectral unique to the individual hydrazine derivatives when reacted
with the compounds mentioned in this study.
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I. OBJLCTIVES

The primary objective of this project was to determine the feasibility
and also the usefulness of synthesizing additional hydrazine coordinations
compounds and/or complexes. These derivatives could possibly be used in the
detection and monitoring of hydrazine and its common derivatives, methyl-
hydrazine, and unsym-dimethylhydrazine.

Initially macrocyclic porphyrins and metalloporphyrins were reacted
with hydrazine and the hydrazine derivatives. Additionally the interaction
of the hydrazines with metal coordination compounds was investiqat(d. As a
result of these interactions the following investigations will be carried
out:

1. Efforts will be made to determine if any physical changes
occurred as a result of interactions.

2. If any observations are confirmed e.g. color changes, spectro-
photometric data will be collected to determine if reaction products are
formed and the extent of the formation of products when possible.

3. Application of liquid chromatorgraphic methods will be used
to determine the usefulness of this technique in the separation and identi-
fication of mixtures of the hydrazine interaction productS, especially in
those products which produce no useful IIV or visible spectrals.

Ill. The react-ion of_thehvd-_zine derivatives with- prophyrins and
imta-l .loporjhyrins.

Investigations were undertakened to determine the nature of the reaction
between water soluble porphyrins (Fig 1) for example Tetrakis trimethyi-
aminotetraphenyl porphyrin iodide. Studies were carried out in acid, neutral,
and base media. In acidic solution the diacid porphyrin exhibits a charac-
teristic green color which is transformed into a free base red color compound
upon the addition of hydrazine. Hydrazine which is a good reducing agent is
capable of transforming the porphyrin in neutral and acid media to its
dihydro form (one of the unsaturated bonds on the macrrcyclic ring of the
porphyrinis reduced to a saturated bond by the addition if two hydrogen atoms)
(Fiq 1). Background literature and spectrum analysis (Fiq ') indicates that
due to the ability of hydrazine to act as a base toward Lewis acids, it a:,n
neutralize the diacid form of the porphyrin (green) to the free base for))
(red). Upon the addition of aituonia to the diacid species a ,iiiilar
transition occurs but to a greater degree than when equal amounts of
hydrazine are added. The Lewis base activity of hydrazines are known to be
less than that of amimonia, therefore these results are expected and are
predictable.



Several non water-soluble metalloporphyrins were synthesized. One reversible
reaction was observed as a result of the reaction of Tetra (4-N-methyl-pyridyl)
porphyrin tosylate with hydrazine. No reversible reactions were, observed with
the reaction of this porphyrin with methylhydrazine and unsym-dimethylhydra-
zinr. ,

Iron (III), Zinc (II) and Cobalt (III) - Porphyrins were reacted with
hydrazine, methylhydrazine and unsym-dimethylhydrazine. The reaction of Co
(III) porphyrin with the hydrazines overall was more useful in the water solu-
ble class and Zn (II) porphyrin was more useful in the non-water soluble class.
Overall more productive results were obtained from Co (I1) porphyrin. Three
derivatives were formed as a result of the reaction of H, MH, and UDMH with

water soluble o (III) Tetrakis (trimethyl aminotetraphenyl) porphyrin iodine
(Co (I1) TAPP I-). Visible spectra confirms the formation of hydrazine
derivatives with this porphyrin. Though the spectra of the three hydrazine
derivatives resulting from the reaction with Co (IIl) porphyrin in terms of
individual absorption maximums are not as dissimilar as one would ideally
want, firther spectrum cilculations and collected information from each
individual spectrum can be used for determining amounts of each derivative
present in mixtures.,I

The Zn (II) Tetraphenyl porphyrin (Zn TAPP) reacted only with hydrazine
in yridine solvent. No reaction was observed with other hydrazine deriva-
tives. In the case of Fe (III) TAPP, all three hydrazine derivatives
reacted. The resulting visible spectra was much less characteristic and
unique than the spectra of the Co (III) porphyrin hydrazine products.

'.

IV. The reaction of the Hydrazine derivatives with first transition series
metal compounds.

Several metallic salts were reacted with hydrazine (H), methylhydrazine
(MH), and unsym-dimethylhydrazine (UDMH). Preliminary spot tests were
carried out on salts of Cr (VI), Fe (II), Co (III) and Fe (III) that were
reacted with H, MH and UDMH. There were several positive reactions result-
ing from these tests.

1 ",,7

At this point it was determined that several of the compounds formed
could not be used as possible species for colorimetric determination. Some
formed insoluble precipitates or either their color complexes with the
hydrazines were not distinguishable.1.,

1 1

Useful results were obtained from the reaction of sodium tripentacy-
anoamino ferrate (SPF) and potassium ferricyanide with hydrazine and its
derivatives. These redox reactions resulted in the formatio of distinc-
tively different colored compounds representing the reaction of each of the
hydrazines with the Iron compounds. As in the case of the Co (III) porphyrin
reaction with hydrazines, individual absorption spectra are as dissimilar as
one would ideally want. These reaction, are not kinetically rapid, but as a
result of extensive kinetic studies idea reaction conditions can possibly be
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

After- extensive studies and observations of the reaction of the hydrazines
with several porphyrins, netalloporphyrins and transition metal compounds, the

reactions of hydrazine and its conmmon derivatives methylhydrazine and dimethyl-
hydrazine with Tetra (4-N-methyl-pridyl) porphyrin tosylate, Co (III) Tetrakis
(trimethylamino tetraphenyl) prophyrin iodide, potassium ferricyanide, and
sodium tripentacyanoaminoferrate warrant further investigations concerning
their probable applications in the detection and quantitative measurement of
hydrazine and its derivatives. New studies on these reactions should involve
thp investiqation of these reactions as reaction parameters are varied.
Temperature dependence kinetic studies at this point have the highest pri-
ority, especially for thoe react ion,, that (o not proceed in a reasonable
dnalytirdl time period.

Additionally, due to the number of reactions investiqated, time did not

permit as much work in liquid chromatographic studies as one would need to

confidently utilize this method as an investigative tool.

Therefore follow up experimentation will involve more extensive chroma-
tographic studies, in additions to reaction parameter studies.
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GaAs MESFET MODELING

by

Arthur R. Thorbjornsen

ABSTRACT

A mathematical model of a GaAs MESFET has been incorporated into a

standard integrated circuit analysis program (SPICE2G). Because of their

proprietary nature, it is difficult to obyain a copy of a circuit analysis

program that contains a built-in MESFET model. This report contains

detailed information on how holders of the SPICE2G program may modify

their program to include a GaAs MESFET model. The model is valid for

nonlinear DC analysis, linear AC small signal analysis, and nonlinear

transient analysis. The results of several example circuit simulations

are given. Some directions for future research are also given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A type of semiconductor device that is currently the subject of considerable

research and development is the GaAs (gallium-arsenide) MESFET (metal-

semiconductor field-effect-transistor). The reason for the interest in this

device is its potential for high-speed and high-frequency operation since

GaAs has an electron mobility that is about 5.5 times greater than that of

silicon at relatively low levels of electric field strength [1]. Therefore,

a GaAs device should be capable of operating at speeds or frequencies about

5.5 times greater than an equivalent silicon device. The ability to fabricate

such a device in integrated circuit form means that there will be numerous

applications of the GaAs MESFET in avionics systems.

The GaAs MESFET is constructed like a silicon JFET except that the gate

junction is a Schottky barrier junction formed by applying metal directly

on the semiconductor surface [2].

When designing integrated electronic circuits it is necessary to make use

of computer-aided circuit analysis and design programs because of the size

and complexity of the circuits involved. Furthermore, in the case of high

frequency IC's, a circuit analysis program is necessary for simulation

because discrete breadboard circuits cannot be built which accurately repro-

duce an integrated circuit.

In order to accurately analyse an electronic circuit a circuit analysis

program must contain models of various electronic devices that faithfully

simulate those devices over a wide range of conditions. One of the most

ubiquitous and versatile circuit analysis programs is SPICE2 (Simulation

Program jith Integrated Circuit Emphasis) which was developed at the

University of California, Berkeleyi [3]. SPICE2 contains models for the

bipolar junction transistor, the junction field effect transistor, and the

metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor, but not for the MESFET.
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I. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESLARCH EFFORT

The objectives of this research effort at tih( Avionics Laboratory at

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base were as fo1low -: (1) to study the

available technical literature on GaAs MliISFEI l in ' and to select a

suitable model for inclusion in a circn it 10.1iv<i : roi.raa: (2) to

incorporate the selected model into tiin AI'! ,r,.ri.J (Advanced Simulation

Program for Electronic Circuits), which is ii i , it t t- Avionics

Laboratory; and (3) to try to acquiro i v,.r-,i,,ii ti h '1CE2G program

that contains a MESFET model, or to a..' lirct . -tp,, .,I t:it -taniard SPICE2G

program and incorporate a MESFET model into it. In addition I was to

spend some time in the Integrated CircuitsLaboratory in the Avionics Lab

to observe the fabrication of GaAs >IESFET integrated circuits.

III. PREVIOUSLY DEVELOPED MESFET MODELS

The type of "4ESFET model that is to be selected and incorporated into a

circuit analysis program is one of the so-called one-dimensional equivalent

circuit models. In the one-dimensional model it is assumed that voltage

changes take place only along the path from source to drain, under the

gate. More accurate, two-dimensional models exist but the amount of

computer time and storage necessary for two-dimensional simulations would

be prohibitive for inclusion of such a model into a general circuit

analysis program [1, 4].

Among the GaAs MESFET models that were considered are those of Curtice

[4]; Hartgring, Oldham, and Chiu [5]; and Van Tuyl and Liechti [6]. The

model of Hartgring, et al, is a modification of the JFET model used in the

SPICE2G program. The model of Van Tuyl and Liechti includes a time delay

to simulate the gate transit time of majority carriers and also includes a

nonlinear resistance which produces a better match between computed and

measured I-V values in the linear region of operation than can be obtained

using tlr2 SPICE2C JFET model. Curtice essentially has incorporated the

features of Van Tuyl and Liechti's model but with a simpler equivalent

circuit.
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The model chosen for this work is the Curtice model which is shown in

Figure 1. C12 and C13 are fixed capacitors but C23 is a junction capacitance

dependent on V23. The dependent current source has a governing equation,

in the normal mode, given by

ID 0 V23- VT . o

(eET4(V23 - VT)2. [1 - (i.AM'8DA).VI3]. TA IVNJ(ALPHA). V13]J

0-c V23-VT

(1)

WhereLAIMBDA is a constant channel length modulation parameter and ALPHA

is a constant which is determined experimentally to assure a good fit

between measured and computed values in the linear region. BETA is the

slope of the linear region of a curve of ID vs VGS and VT is the value of

VGS at which a linear extension of this curve intersects the VGS axis, as

shown in Figure 2. T is the gate transit time which is the amount of time

delay between a change in gate to source voltage and the resultant change

in drain current. The effect of this time delay may be included by the

approximation suggested by Curtice in the equation below.

IDV3i -,V1() -- IDV3+)-1()- T I
,It

(2)

An advantage of the Curtice model is that it can be incorporated into

SPICE2 without changing the topology of the JFET model that is built into

SPICE2, and thus, making the program modification quite simple. The

SPICE2 JFET model, shown in Figure 3, has a drain current given, in the

normal mode, by

.: 0 'v23- v r t o

(E T,).(v23vr) 2._.(,.AtOA).v:3J O- V23-VT V13

= (8T).(v3).[2.(V23- VT) -Vw3]- [+ (LAMDA). VI3]

0 c V13 < V23-V7-

(3)
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IV. INCORPORATION OF THE MESFET MODEL.

A. ASPEC

The ASPEC circuit analysis program which resides in the Avionics

Laboratory's DEC-10 computer was to have the MESFET model incorporated

into it first. The details for modifying the ASPEC program were devised

and actually carried out as described in the next section. However,

there were problems of convergence with the ASPEC program so its use was

abandoned.

B. SPICE2G

It was not possible to obtain a copy of the SPICE2G program containing

the MESFET model. A copy of the standard SPICE2G program was obtained about

midway through the summer research period and loaded into the DEC-10

computer. The program modifications to SPICE2G were made only in

subroutine JFET. These changes involved "removing" some elements from

the JFET model by forcing certain current, conductance, and capacitance values

to be zero and modifying the equation for the dependent current source to

be of the form of equation (2).

A novel technique was developed for incorporating the gate transit time

delay into the >U SFET model. This technique involves the use of a lossless

transmission line to provide the desired time delay. As long as the

transmission line has a high enough :haracteristic impedance, ZO, and

is terminated in ZO, then its presence in the equivalent circuit will

cause no adverse effects on the circuit. A lossless transmission line is

one of the elements that are already incorporated into the SPICE2G

program. The proper value of ZO must be determined by trial and error.

Another feature made use of in SPICE2G is the subcircuit capability, which

obviates the need to repeat sets of data statements when a subcircuit is

used more than once in a circuit. Figure 4 shows the subcircuit used to
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represent Curtice's MESFET model. The dotted line surrounds the part of

the subcircuit contained in the original JFET subroutine. The X's indicate

those elements that have been removed from the JFET subroutine. The short

circuits around RD and RS indicate that those elements have zero (default)

values in the JFET description.

One parameter in equation (1) that is not a part of equation (3) is the

parameter ALPHA. In order to read in a value of ALPHA, without having to

make major changes in the SPICE2G program, use was made of one of the

parameters for the removed diodes in the original JFET model. The

zero-bias junction capacitance for the gate-to-drain diode is used to read

in the value of ALPHA.

A typical set of input data for the MESFET subcircuit used in the modified

version of SPICE2G is shown in Figure 5.

One limitation that must be kept in mind is the fact that the model for an

ordinary JFET is inoperative while the MESFET model is incorporated in

SPICE2G. However, it is very unlikely thatJFETs and MESFETs would be

constructed together in one integrated circuit, so there is no real

problem. If it is necessary to simulate JFETs and MESFETs at the same

time one can create a MESFET subcircuit for the JFET. In this case the

MESFET parameters, particularly ALPHA, will have to be chosen to accurately

represent a JFET.

V. EXAMPLES OF CIRCUIT SIMULATIONS

The modified SPICE2G program, called MSPICE, has been used successfully to

simulate circuits containing GaAs MESFETs.

A. BFL Gate DC Transfer Curve.

The Buffer FET Logic (BFL) gate shown in Figure 6 was analyzed using

MSPICE to produce a DC transfer characteristic. The MESFET device

parameters used are from Curtice's paper [4] and are listed in Figure 5.
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The solid line in Figure 7 is the DC transfer curve for one BFL gate while

the dotted line is for four cascaded BFL gates. Both curves behave as

expected.

B. BFL Gate Pulse Response.

With a voltage pulse applied to the input of the buffer FET logic gate of

Figure 6, the output voltage shown in Figure 8 is obtained. As one can

see, the output change occurs about 95 picoseconds after the input change,

which demonstrates the extremely high-speed switching capabilities of the

GaAs MESFET.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

A model for the GaAs MESFET has been incorporated into the SPICE2G circuit

analysis program. The model includes the gate transit time effect which

is incorporated by means of a novel technique involving a lossless trans-

mission line. The modified SPICE2G program (MSPICE) has been tested by

performing simulations of practical digital MESFET circuits and has been

found to produce reliable and accurate analyses.

The MSPICE program is a valuable tool for use in the design and analysis

of MESFET circuits and can be made use of at the Avionics Laboratory in

the ongoing GaAs MESFET research and development programs. Should other

Air Force organizations require a copy of the MSPICE program it can be

obtained from the Avionics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.

If such organizations already have a copy of SPICE2G, they can convert it

to MSPICE merely by obtaining a copy of the modified JFET subroutine and

merging the modified JFET subroutine into their SPICE2G program in a link

edit operation.

There are several areas of research that would logically follow the work

reported here. One area of research would be to compare the measured data

from MESFET integrated circuits with MSPICE simulation data. In this way

the MESFET model could be "fine-tuned" by making modifications to the

MESFET subcircuit. These modifications would consist of the addition of

discrete elements, perhaps to simulate device parasitics.
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Another area of research would involve the use of the MSPICE program to

simulate circuits containing hypothetical MESFET devices with a goal of

future development of 14ESFET devices having parameter values that would

produce circuits with certain desired characteristics, such as small gate

delay, a particular pulse response shape, etc.

Still another topic of research is the development of a computerized method

for generating realistic sets of MESFET parameter values for use in Monte

Carlo analyses. By realistic it is meant that the generated parameter

values will have the same distribution shapes and correlations as do

measured parameter values. Such a parameter value generator, coupled with

the MSPICE program, would allow one to perform Monte Carlo analyses which

would result in estimates of circuit yield and statistical measures of

circuit performance.
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XL0AD 3 2 2 MESFET
XINVRTR 2 1 0 MESFET

.SUBCKT MESFET 4 2 5
Ri 4 1 3.0
R3 3 6 3.0
C12 5 1 0.O3PF
C13 1 30O.1F
TLINE 5 0 2 0 ZO=100K TD=1OPS
RLOAD 2 0 IOOK
DGS 5 3 DIODEGS

MODEL. DIODEGS D EG-0.69 VJ=0.7 C.10=0.5PF
JMESFET 1 2 3 VCIS

HMODEL VCLS NJF VT0--2.63 iRETA=13. iMA CGI)=2. 3
.ENDS MESFET

Figure 5: MESFET subcircuit input data for SPICE2G.
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COVERING PROBLEMS IN

3
C I SYSTEMS

by

Richard Van Slyke

ABSTRACT

A common problem in the study, design, and deplo ment of

Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence (C I)

Systems is minimizing the cost of satisfying various kinds of

coverage requirements. Two examples are repeater coverage

for terminals in tactical radio networks and radar

surveillance. Mathematical techniques for finding optimal

coverings have been well studied by the Operations Research

community. Unfortunately, previously developed techniques

ignore requirements of particular concern to the Air Force.

Most important of these is the need for redundant coverage to

provide reliability and to reduce vulnerability to attack.

Also of concern is the need for algorithms that have

guaranteed computation time requirements for use in real time

applications. New algorithms for finding coverings

satisfying these requirements are described. The results of

extensive testing are reported. An experimental computer

implementation is described. Finally, these techniques are

applied to radio repeater location in tactical communication

networks in Western Germany.
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I. Introduction:

Future military Command, Control, Communications, and
3

Intelligence (C I) Systems will be more highly dispersed than

at present for survivability purposes. This will of

necessity give rise to new and difficult technical problems

for which novel design and analysis techniques will be

needed. One such, is the frequent requirement of these C 31

systems for the provision of coverage. Two important

examples are the coverage of communicating entities by

communication systems and the coverage of (potential) targets

by weapon systems or surveillance/reconnaisance.

To be more specific, consider a number of tactical radio

terminals which are deployed in such a way that the origin

and destination terminals cannot communicate directly; thus,

messages must be relayed. Often this is accomplished by

designating some radio terminals as "repeaters". A repeater

accepts certain messages and retransmits them to each other

and to the destination terminals.

Sufficient repeaters must be assigned and correctly

located to guarantee that each terminal can communicate with

at least one repeater. Determining the optimal number of

repeaters, their location, and the assignment of terminals to

repeaters can be given standard formulations as "set

covering" [Garfinkel and Nemhauser, 1972], "p-median," and
"mini-max" location problems [Handler and Mirchandani,1979].

However, there are factors of significant importance in Air

Force applications which are not adequately covered by these

models.

First, it is extremely important in military

applications that communication systems be highly redundant.

This can be modeled by requiring that each terminal have

access to several repeaters. On the other hand, even if cost

is no object, one does not want to use all possible repeaters

since each active, redundant repeater reduces network

capacity. Thus, upperbounds on the number of repeaters
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accessible by a terminal may be required or an upperbound on

the total number of repeaters in a network may be imposed.

A second generalization is required to deal with

applications in which assignments must be made in real time.

This rules out all known exact algorithms and many heuristics

because there are no practical bounds on their computation

time [Garey and Johnson, 1979,p.222]. Thus bounded time

heuristics must be developed along with estimates and/or

bounds for their accuracy.

PAVE MOVER which is an airborne system designed to

detect and track moving ground targets behind enemy lines and

to guide missile and aircraft attacks to these targets is a

second application of "covering". The detection of targets

is dependent on the radar coverage behind enemy lines by

airborne phased array radar. Because the radar plane (over

friendly territory) is at some distance from the locations of

potential targets (behind enemy lines) the scan is usually at

a small angle relative to the horizon. Thus, there is a

significant "terrain masking" where areas behind enemy lines

are shadowed by topographical features between the radar and

the area. Because of terrain masking and radar range

considerations each potential flight path of a PAVE MOVER

radar aircraft will cover only some of the potential target

sites. Thus, in deployment planning, flight paths must be

assigned in such a way that all the significant potential

target sites are scanned by at least one flight path.

However, not all areas behind enemy lines are equally

important so that critical sites such as mountain passes, and

the more passable areas should be assigned more coverage that

relatively less passable areas such as swamps. (Radar

"terrain masking" has played a pivotal role in recent

discussions of the utility of AWACS aircraft in potential

Arab-Israeli conflicts [N.Y. Times, 1981].)

In both these examples there is a set of potential

coverers from which an optimal subset is required which
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covers a given set of points. Schematically we can represent

the situation as a bipartite graph. See Figure 1.1 where the

bottom row of nodes represents the entities which must be

covered and the top row of nodes represents the covering

entities. The directed arcs connecting these two sets of

nodes indicate which of the bottom nodes are covered by each

of the top nodes. For example, node RI covers nodes TI, T2

and T5 in Figure 1.1. In the first example, the covering

nodes RI to R4 represent potential repeaters sites to serve

potential terminal locations Ti to T8. Arcs indicate which

terminals can communicate using which repeaters. In the

second example R1 to R4 represent possible PAVE MOVER radar

plane flight paths and nodes TI to T8 potential target

locations. An arc connecting node Ri, for example, to node

T5 indicates that the PAVE MOVER radar can "see" potential

target location T5 during the flight path represented by node

RI.

To simplify discussion we shall use the terminology of

the repeater location problems; for example, in Figure 1.1 we

will call nodes R1 - R4 repeaters and nodes TI - T8

terminals.

The case in which it is required that each terminal be

covered at least once has been thoroughly studied (e.g.,

[Garfinkel and Nemhauser, 1972]). These problems are quite

difficult and in fact are included in a important class of

problems (NP-Hard) which are believed to be computationally

intractible, in general [Garey and Johnson, 19791 (See

especially p.222).

Thus, to solve problems where the number of repeaters

and terminals are much greater than 20 or 30 heuristics must

be resorted to. One particular class of heuristics, the

"greedy heuristics", have been analyzed theoretically and

bounds on their performance estaLlished (Chvatal, 1979],

[Johnson, 1974], [Lovasz, 1975]. Fortunately, while these

worst case bounds are very weak, in practice heuristics
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Repeaters

RI R 3R

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8

Terminals

Figure 1.1: Schematic of Covering Problem
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perform quite well (see Section 6).
Since, for example in the radio repeater application

repeaters and terminals could number in the hundreds and, in
PAVE MOVER the number of potential target sites ("terminals")

could run in the thousands, heuristics are important in the

applications considered here.
The novel aspect we consider is the extension of the

simple set covering problem to the K-covering problem or more

generally the K(I) covering problem in which it is required

that each node I be covered by K(I) repeaters. Except for

one set of theoretical studies [Fulkerson, 1962,pp. 89-901

[Ryser, 1963, p.771 of the "awidth" of 0-1 matrices and some

preliminary work by Professor Roger Wets of the University of

Kentucky and myself for the Network Analysis Corporation to

apply to the DARPA Packet Radio Network in the early 70's

[NAC, 1974] these problems have not been studied to my

knowledge.

In Section II we give the objectives of our studies.

The remainder of this report can be divided into two parts in

the first part the mathematical properties of K-Cover

problems are characterized, heuristic and exact algorithms

for them described, and the formulation and results of tests

of algorithm effectiveness reported(Sections III to X). In

the second part the application of these techniques to radio

repeater computations is described and a simplified case

study of Air Force tactical radio communications in Central

Europe is given (Section XI).

Finally, we close the report with recommendations

(Section XII) for further acivities in the study of covering

problems, and more generally for the study of techniques for

the design and analysis of communications systems based on

new technologies such as satellites used in a random access

mode, local area networks, and broadcast radio in which

communications is broadcast rather than point-to-point.
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II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The basic objective was to develop, evaluate, implement,

and exercise optimization techniques for the assignment of

covering entities to entities requiring coverage with

particular emphasis on, and application to, tactical

communication broadcast networks and radar surveillance.
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III. Mathematical Models

Depending on the application different mathematical

formulations of set covering problems are more useful.

In this section we give these formulations and relate them

III.1 Simple Covering Problem

III.1.1 Set Theoretic Form

Given:

1. A finite set T={tl,t2...,t
2. A family R={R,R ,...,RN}

1 2 N
Find:

A subfamily R* C R with minimum cardinality

that covers T:

i.e., Minimize IRI
Subject to R* C R

and U R = TJ
R eR*J

111.1.2 Matrix Form
Then given A={tx(I,J)} where A(I,J)=I if t eRI J
and 0 otherwise, we have:

Minimize EX(J)
Such that ZA(I,J)X(J) > 1

J

x(J)C{0,11
111.1.3 Bipartite Graph Form

Consider two sets of nodes R={r ,r ,...,r N

and T={t ,t 2,...,t M. Node r is connected

to t with an edge if and only if t eRI I
Find the subset, R*, of R with minimum cardinality

such that every node in T is incident to at least

one edge which is also incident to a node in R*.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the three formulations for

a specific example.
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X~l)+ X() >t

Miiie X(1)+ X(2)+ X(3) X() 1(5

Such+ tht(4 +X 5 > 1

X~) +X(3)+(4 > 1

X() (X( +X()) 1

X()+X (2) + X(3) > 1

X2 (3 +XX5(4 > 1

X(3)) +XX4) > 1

X()+X (4) > 1

X(2)+X3 > 1

X(J) e{O,1}

Optimal solution: X(1)=X(2)=X(4)=1; X(3)=X(5)=O

(b) Matrix Formulation
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111.2 Weighted Covering Problem

111.2.1 Set Theoretic Form

Given:

1. A finite set T={tl,t 2 ,...,tM}

2. A family R={RR 2 . . ,R N} of subsets of T

3. A cost cj for each Rj in R

Find:

A subfamily R* C R with minimum cost

that covers T;

i.e.,

Minimize Ec
J

R fR*J
111.2.2 Integer Programming Form

Minimize Ec(J)X(J)

Such that LA(I,J)X(J) > 1 I=1,...,M

X(J),{0,1} J=l,...,N

111.2.3 Bipartite Graph Form

Consider two sets of nodes R=Irl,r 2,..,r } and

T={t It 2...t } where the nodes in R have
12P M

weights c for r l* Node rI is connectedI i

to t with an edge if and only if t ER I *

Find the subset R* of R with minimum total weight

E c3 such that every node in T is incident to

r ER*J
at least one edge which is also incident to a node

in R*.
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111.3 Simple K(i)-Covering Problems

111.3.1 Set Theoretic Form

Given:

1. A finite set T={t lt 21 ...,t M

2. A family R={RI,R ,...,R N} of subsets of T
3. A covering requirment K(I) for the Ith node of T

Find:

A subfamily R* C R of minimum cardinality such that

each element t of T belongs to K(I) members of R*.I
111.3.2

Minimize [ X(J)

Such that IA(I,J)X(J) > X(I) I=1,...,M

i
X(J)E{0,11

111.3.3 Bipartite Form

Consider two sets of nodes R={r ,r2 ,..., rN } and
T={t ,t 2,...,t } where r I is connected to t

by an edge if t rRI *

Find the subset R* of R with minimum cardinality such

that node t is incident to at least K(I) edgesI
which are also incident to nodes in R*.

III.4 Weighted K(I)-Covering Problems

The weighted covering problem and the K(I)-covering

problems can be combined in the obvious way.
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IV. Relation of K(I)-Covering Problems to Other Problems

IV.l Complexity

The simple covering problem is a special case of the

K(I)-covering problem and the K(I)-covering problem is a special

case of integer programming. The decision problems associated

with both the simple covering problem and integer programming

are NP complete [Garey and Johnson, 1979]; therefore the

decision problem associated with the K(I)-covering problem is

NP complete. Thus the K(I)-covering problem is in the same class

of apparently intractible combinatorial problems as virtually

every other interesting combinatorial optimization problem--at

least as measured in the sense of worst case assymptotic

running time.

IV.2 K(I)-Cover Problems are 1-Cover Problems

The K(I)-cover problems are related to the 1-cover

problems even more directly. K(I)-cover problems can be

solved as 1-cover problems. This result, due to Roger Wets,

was reported without proof in [NAC,1974]. We give the

following constructive proof.

Consider a weighted K(I)-cover problem in the bipartite

form. The bipartite graph B is defined by a set of repeaters

{RI,...,RN} with weights {C(l),...,C(N)}, and a set of terminals

{TI,...,TMI with requirements{K(l),...,K(M)}. We seek to find

a subset R* R such that the weighted sum

EC (J)

RJ ER*

is minimized subject to the requirement that each node TI be

adjacent to at least K(I) nodes of R*.

Now consider a new set T'=uj T(I) where each individual
I

TI in T is expanded into a set of nodes, T(I) in T.

Let R(I)=RJ:(RJ,TI) .s an edge of the original graphl. Now

we let T(I)={<I,S>-S R(I) and ISI = K(I)-1}; then

IT(I) 1= .(I)- We then have
]' T (I)0i 
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Figure 4.1(a): Mapping From K(I)-Cover to 1-Cover
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Mapping From K(I)-Cover to 1-Cover 7,41
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The new bipartite graph B' has as its node sets R

and T. (RJ,<I,S>) is an edge of B' if (RJ,TI) is an

edge in B and RJJS.

We now show that R* is an optimal weighted K(I)-

cover for the first problem if and only if R* is

an optimal weighted (1-) cover for the second.
K.

First suppose R is a K(I)-cover for B. Now

consider the node <I,S> in T'. IR Kn R(I) .K(I)

since R K satisfies the constraints. Hence, there exists

RE(R KR(I))-S since ISI=K(I)-l. Then R is adjacent

to <I,S> in B' since RiS. Hence any K(I) cover for B

leads to an one-cover for B'.

Now suppose R' is a one-cover for B'. Consider

TI jT. t corresponds to T(I) in T' which consists of
(I) nodes of the form <I,S> with

(I)-l I
S CR(I) and ISI=K(I)-l. Let e any element of R'n R(I).

It is not adjacent to "R(I)|-1 nodes
\ K(I)-2 2 1

cg respQnd 'ng to the sets which contain R . Of these
/|R(I) -2 2

KtI) -3 / are not adjacent to R,
2.

where R is a second element in R'n R(I). Thus, in
1 2 K(I)

order to remove all the <I,S>, we need R ,R ,.R..

That is, I must be covered K(I) times.

Therefore, there is a 1-1 correspondence between K(I)

covers in B and 1-covers in B'. Since the weighted

sum is the same in each case, the two problems are

theoretically equivalent. As we will soon

see, they are not, however, computationally

IV.3 Differences

Consider the weighted covering problem in matrix form as

defined in Section 111.2. We can assume without loss of generality

that the c(J)>O (For if c(J)<O) we can simply set x(J)=l and

s.)lve the resulting reduced problem).
Minimize Ec (J) X(J) (i)

Such That EA(I,J)X(J) > 1 (2)

X(J)E{0,1} (3)
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We can relax (3) to X(J)_0, X(J) integer since X(J)>l will

not satisfy any more constraints than X(J)=l and will cost

more. This is not the case for K(I)-covering problems.

Further, if A(I,J)_A(I,J') for i=l,...,M and

c(J)<c(J') then column J' can be ignored for the weighted

covering problem but not for K(I)-covering problems. However,

we can require that X(J)=l before we need to consider X(J').

Another difference shows up in the mathematical notation

used to describe the problems. For weighted covers the set

theoretic descriptions given in Sections III.1.1 and II.2.1 are

particularly simple because we only require that the union

of the sets chosen cover T. But for K(I)-covers we cannot

use the ordinary set union because the union operation

results in only one copy of a tET no matter how many times

(>0) it is covered.
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V. Implicit Enumeration

In this section we review general implicit enumeration

algorithms in order to define terms and to allow us to indicate

the special chararcteristics of K-cover problems that we used.

Suppose we are minimizing an arbitrary function

f(x 1x...,x ) of boolean variables x .{0,i}, j=1,...n

subject to constraints xEX. We will be interested in partial

restrictions of f where some of the variables are fixed at

value 1, others at value 0, and the remainder free to be

0 or 1. A partial restriction will be defined by R=<S 0,S ,Sf >

where S 0S1, and Sf partition li,...,n} and jS 0

implies x =0 j implies x =0, and je S indicates

that we are free to choose x to be 0 or 1. A restriction

R<S',SS> refines R ( or is a refinement of
0 1 fR) if S, Sol Si SI, and S' S

0 ;0 i l Sf
In general, implicit enumeration starts with an upper

bound, z, on the Minimum of f(x) which may initially be

+.o if no bound is immediately obvious. In other cases

any 'feasible' solution (i.e., any xcX) given by a 'starting

point function' can be used to give a upper bound.

We also start with S0=SI=O, Sf={l,...,n}. At the

general step we have a collection, P, of partial restrictions.
We choose one from P to be considered next using a Arestriction

choice rule.' Initially, of course, we start with P={R

where R is the empty restriction R<4,4,{l,...,n}>. If

P is empty we are done and z,x is the optimal solution.

We assume that we have a function U(R) which gives an

upper bound for the value of f for all xeX with x =0 forJ
jeS^, x.=l for jeS I , and the remaining x. at 0 or 1,0 3 3
as well as a boolean vector x which achieves the bound. If

there exists no xcX satisfying S0 and S1 then U(R) is

set to +o.

We also assume we have available to us a function

L(R), of the restriction R which gives us a lower
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bound for xEX; x.=0, jeS ; x =1, JS x.=0 or 1,
0 j

jES . If there is no xcX satisfying S0,SI, then we

set L(R)=+- and if there is no finite lower bound for f on X

we set L(R)=-w.

At this point several cases may obtain:

1. If L(R)>z then we need consider R no more

nor any of its refinements since the best that can be achieved

is L(R) and we already have z in hand. In this case we

say that R is 'fathomed.' This is particularly the case if R

is infeasible and L(R)=+-.

2. If L(R)<z then we consider U(R). If U(R)<z
U

we replace x by x obtained from U(R). In either case

we choose an index j' in S using a 'branching variable
f

choice rule.' This gives rise to two new restrictions0 1
R =<S0 U{j-},s l,S f-{j'}> and R =<S 0,S U {j} ,S f-{j1>,

which are added to P replacing the original restriction R.

We then choose a new restriction from P and continue.

This is not the most general implicit enumeration framework but

it will do for our purposes.

To summarize, in order to specify a particular implicit

enumeration algorithm of this class we must specify:

(i) a starting point function

(ii) a restriction choice rule

(iii) an upper bound function

(iv) a lower bound function

(v) a branching variable choice rule.

Let us start with the restriction choice rule. Throughout

this report we assume a very particular rule. After considering

a partial restriction, R, if it is not fathomed we will always

consider next the refinement R' in which the variable chosen

by the branching variable rule is fixed at one. If the
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restriction R is fathomed we next consider the last variable

fixed at one and fix it at zero. There are two reasons for

this. First, the bookkeeping is considerably simplified for

this rule. All that is needed is a stack of numbers

n ,n,... where each n. is a variable index or the
1 2

negative of one. Initially the stack is empty. Then

the column rule is invoked to determine the next variable,
j, to be branched on. Then n=j is added to the stack.
In general, suppose the stack is nln2,... ,nk for the

restriction currently being considered; then S ={-n. :n.<010 i i

and S ={n.:n.>0}. If the current restriction is not1 i z
fathomed then a new column j is determined by the column choice

rule and j is 'pushed' onto the stack with n =j. If thek+l
restriction is fathomed, n is deleted ('popped') from thek
stack. If n >0 then n is set to -n and returned to thek k k
stack indicating that x is fixed at 0 instead of 1.

n k

If n <0 it is deleted and another element is popped from thek
stack. When the stack is empty the problem has been solved.

The second reason for the particular choice rule is that

whenever a restriction is refined in a push operation another

repeater is added. Thus, as soon as a restriction becomes

feasible using S as its repeaters all its refinements are1
feasible and the solution value can be no better. So any

feasible restriction is fathomed and need not be considered

further. This is not the case, for example, with arbitrary

boolean optimizations but depends on the fact that f is

monotone non-decreasing in x, and that xcX and x<x'

implies x'EX. Let us call problems with these properties

monotone. All the set-covering problems we

defined in Section III are essentially monotone ( for weighted

problems if c.<0 the associated variable can immediatly be setJ-
to 1 and the resulting reduced problem is monotone). Monotone
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problems together with the restriction choice rule we use
also have the property that if a restriction on the stack

is infeasible we're done because the only way we can make
the restriction feasible is to change at least one variable
which is fixed at 0 to be 1. But all such restrictions have
already been fathomed because we fix the variables at 1 first.
Thus, the rule we describe is an end-order tree traversal

[Knuth I, 1973] of the binary decision tree resulting from
the boolean variables always being branched on by fixing

the variables at one first.

The starting point function and the upper bound solutions
are provided by heuristics which produce feasible solutions,

if any exist, which are not necessarily optimal. The heuristic

procedures for the two purposes do not necessarily need to be
the same; in fact, our experiments indicate that different

ones may be more effective (See Section VI). For the most

part we considered 'myopic' heuristics. These heuristics pick
one variable value at a time choosing the variable only on the
basis of most improving the current situation with little or

no consideration of the future implications of the choice.
The criterion for measuring 'improvement' gives rise to

different heuristics. Clearly one step of such heuristics

can be used for the column choice rule. It is not immediately
clear that improvement towards optimality is the most important

factor in choosing the branching column, for it is most often
the case that an optimal soluition is found quickly and the

major part of the work is in establishing the optimality.

Thus, perhaps, the objective of the column choice should

be to speed the proof process. Choice rules are described

in Section VI.

The final ingredient that must be specified is the lower
bound. This is often, and in this report exclusively, done

by solving a relaxation of the given problem. If the problem

is: Minimize f(x) subject to xeX, then a relaxation is

Minimize f'(x) subject to xcX' where f' and X have the
properties XC X', and f(x)>f'(:) for xEX. Relaxations

for coverings are discussed i i detail in Section VII.
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VI. Heuristics

VI.l Introduction

Set covering problems are difficult. For example, they

are known to be NP complete [Garey and Johnson, 1979].

Therefore, for practical applications, heuristics are

strongly implied. Heuristics besides being of interest in

their own right, perform important functions in exact

implicit enumeration algorithms. They can be used to:

(1) provide an initial solution

(2) provide upper bounds on partial restrictions, and

(3) be used in determining branching variables

(See Section V).

'Myopic' or 'greedy' heuristics which only look at immediate

gains at each step have been studied in the 1-cover case. We

review the results in Section VI.2. In 1974 Roger

Wets and I studied heuristics for the K-covering

problem. This work is extended in Section VI.3. Section

VI.4 gives the results of computational experiments. Finally,

in Section VI.5 a heuristic based on linear programming

relaxations is described.

VI.2 One-Covering

Consider the simple one-covering problem in the set-
theoretic formulation (See Section III.1). A simple recursive

algorithm to estimate an optimal J* c{l,...,n} so that

{R.} jej* is an optimal cover is:
)

1. Choose J so that IRjI is a maximum for j=l,...,n.1

2. Let T =T-IR.} and R I{R :j~j 1.
2J
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1 1

Apply the above to the reduced problem defined by T ,R , etc.

Break ties arbitrarily. This algorithm is called a 'greedy

algorithm' because at each step the element j is chosen which,

at that step, covers the most elements of T without considering

how future choices will be affected.

D.S. Johnson [1974] and L. Lovasz [1975] have derived a

bound for the performance of the greedy heuristic.

Theorem: ([Johnson,1974],[Lovasz,1975])

Let z*=IR*I for the optimal cover R* and let z=R h I for
a cover returned by the greedy heuristic. Then

z/z*<(l+i/2+i/3+...+l/d)<l + log d

where d=max.jJ(i)I for J(i)=Ij:t CR.}.

For repeater location problems in which the area covered

increases with increases in the number of potential repeater

sites and the number of terminals grows more or less

proportionally we can expect d to increase relatively slowly

with respect to the problem size. So while log d diverges

in d, in many practical situations it grows rather slowly.

Chvatal [1979] obtained a similar result for greedy

algorithms applied to the weighted one-covering problem.

The greedy algorithm he considered is:

1. Choose j so that JR.l/c. is maximized ( we

assume c.>O; if c.<o for any j we choose j immediately

before beginning ?he heuristic)

2. Let T =T-{R.} and R =R :jj 1"
J J

1
The above is then applied to the problem defined by T and
1 2 1

R to obtain j , etc. When T = (we stop. Let c' be

the total 'cost' resulting from an application of the heuristic

and c* be the optimal total cost, then we have:
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Theorem: ([Chvatal,1979])

c'/c*<i+i/2+i/3+...+l/d<l + log d.

Notice that in the weighted 1-cover problem 'greed' is

somewhat ambiguous because we want to do two things at once.

We want to cover points of T and we want to minimize cost.

As a greedy selector Chvatal's interest in a covering set

R is measured by tne ratio of the number of new points

o? T covered to the cost of the set. For the weighted

K(I)-covering problem we will be trading off three aspects:

the cost of the covering set, the number of elements covered,

and the size of the requirements for the points in T that are

covered.
VI.3 K(I)-Covering

Roger Wets and I addressed [NAC,1974] the problem of

repeater location for DARPA's Packet Radio System

[Kahn et al, 1978]. The idea of using K(I)-cover algorithms

was introduced to help provide sufficient reliability of

communication. Since the problems contemplated were large,

heuristics were developed. The basic philosophy behind the

heuristics was that terminals are critical if they are covered

by few of the R. relative to the requirement K. and
I1 1

potential repeater sites were desireable if they cover many

terminals. Consider the weighted K(I)-cover problem in

integer programming form:

Minimize ZC(J)X(J)

Such That ZA(I,J)X(J)>K(I) I=1,...,M

X(J) {0, J1
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The heuristics we define will all be of the same form. We

choose a repeater R corresponding to X(J)=1. Then aJ
new (smaller) weighted cover problem is obtained by removing

column J and X(J) from the problem and adjusting K(I) to

Max. {K(I)-A(I,J),O}. The rule is then applied to the new

problem to obtain a new J and the process is repeated.

Each rule is based on choosing the column J with the

greatest weight where the weight for .olumn J is a sum of

row weights. Let R(I)=2A(I,J), R*(I)=XA(I,J)-K(I).

J J

Four weights introduced by Wets [NAC,1974] are:

Wl(J)= 1 E(K(I)/R*(I))A(I,J)

C(J)

W2(J)= 1 Z(K(I)/R(I))A(I,J)

C(J)

W3(J)= 1 Z(l/R*(I))A(I,J)

C(J)

W4(J)= 1 E(l/R(I))A(I,J)

C(J)

Empirical studies were run on problems ranging from M=5,N=5

to M=400,N=400. Also an example was based on the area

of a Packet Radio Test Bed in Palo Alto California with

N=42 and M=180.

For this study we added a "Baysian' column choice

rule given by

W5(J) 1 - R()(1
C(J)

To motivate W5 suppose for each I we assume each of the
(R(I)) possibilities are equally likely; i.e.,
t K (I)i

that each JeRI=JJ:A(I,J)=I } has probability' K(T)/R(I)

of being 1. If we assume all the 'events' are independent
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we get the probability of J being chosen as the expression in
brackets for W5(J). For purposes of comparison we also tested

W6 given by:

W6 (J) =ZA (I,J)

I
which corresponds to the greedy algorithm for the

one-cover problem (see Section VI.2).

VI.4 Computational Experiments

A number of experiments were conducted to compare the

performance of the six heuristics defined in Section VI.3.
In the first series each of the six heuristics were

applied to the same sequence of 50 randomly generated

problems using the geometric test problem generator RNDMAG

(See Section IX). All the problems had 25 columns and 25
rows. The experiments were run with covering factors of K=2

and K=5. The problems were also solved exactly by implicit
enumeration using each heuristic for the initial solution,

for upperbounds, and for the column choice rule (see Section
V). Two figures of merit were considered: (1) The fraction of

the 50 problems for which the heuristic gave the optimal
solution and (2) the average number of fathoms in the implicit

enumeration procedure when using the heuristic. Table 6.1

gives the results. The second series of runs was to apply

the six heuristics to 50 randomly generated test problems
using the test problem generator RNDMA (see Section IX).

These problems had 50 columns and rows with density 1/3.

Coverage requirements of K=2 and K=5 were considered. The

results of these runs are summarized in Table 6.2.
In the third series, 100 problems, each with 50 rows and

50 columns were generated by RNDMAG. These problems were

then solved by each of the six heuristics. The results are

summarized in Table 6.3. Since exact computation is
prohibitively expensive the 'correct solution' is actually

the best of the six solutions produced by the heuristics.
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Table 6.1

Heuristics Performance on 50 "Geometrically" Random 25 x 25 Problems

K=2 K=5

Average No. Average No.

of of

Heuristic % Correct Attempted Fathoms % Correct Attempted Fathoms

1. 86 62.84 98 76.36

2. 84 7.00 94 103.82

3. 84 58.96 94 62.56

4. 80 79.32 92 91.64

5. 84 68.12 94 88.72

6. 60 111.20 82 147.32

Table 6.2

Heuristic Performance on 50 Random 20 x 20 Problems

K=2 K=5

Average No. Average No.

of of

Heuristic % Correct Attempted Fathoms % Correct Attempted Fathoms

1. 76 49.80 92 6.0

2. 74 57.26 88 6.14

3. 64 48.52 90 5.98

4. 64 59.04 90 6.18

5. 76 52.32 90 6.12

6. 48 76.48 90 6.26
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Table 6.3

Heuristic Performance on 100 "Geometrically" Random 50 x 50 Problems

K=2 K=5

Heuristic % "Correct" % off by > 1 % "Correct" % off by >1

1. 86 0 87 0

2. 82 0 75 0

3. 68 3 38 14

4. 70 4 21 27

5. 83 0 74 0

6. 54 4 22 34

Table 6.4

100 50 x 50 Random Problems

K=2 K=5

Heuristic % "Correct" % off by > 1 % "Correct" % off by >1

1. 95 0 96 0

2. 92 0 84 1

3. 73 0 36 9

4. 70 2 24 32

5. 94 0 90 1

6. 63 5 20 30
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Table 6.5

50 100 x 100 Random Problems

K=2 K=5
Heuristic % "Correct" % off by > 1 % "Correct" % off by >1

1. 100 0 88 0
2. 98 0 92 0
3. 68 2 22 30
4. 68 4 18 42
5. 100 0 90 0
6. 100 0 20 36
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Besides calculating the percentage of 'correct solutions' for

each heuristic the percentage of time each heuristic differs

by more than one from the best observed solution was also

tabulated.

Finally, Tables 6.4 and 6.5 give results for 100 problems

of size 50 by 50, and 50 problems of size 100 by 100 generated

by RNDMA with density 1/3 in all cases.

From these experiments we observe that Heuristic 1

almost universally does best (the one exception is size 100

problems with K=5 generated by RNDMA) followed closely

by Heuristics 2 and 5. The remaining heuristics performed

substantially worse. The differences between the best three

heuristics and the worst three grow more pronounced as the

problems get larger. These observations hold for both the

geometrically random and the random 0-1 problems.

Surprizing, however, is the fact that Heuristic 3

performs best in all cases as part of the implicit

enumeration algorithm. Heuristics can be used in three ways

in implicit enumeration algorithms: (i) as an initial

solution, (ii) as an upperbound on partial restrictions, and

(iii) to choose branching variables. Since Heuristics 1,2,

and 5 seem to give better solutions, these results seem to

indicate that Heuristic 3 performs best when used as a

branching variable decision rule.

VI.5 Lower Bounds

The heuristics defined in Sections VI.2 and VI.3 give

upper bounds on the number of repeaters and the sum of
weights respectively for the simple and weighted covering

problems. It is useful to have a lower bound also, especially

for use in implicit enumeration algorithms. A simple bound

is to relax the integer programming form of the covering
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problem to a linear programm. The relaxation of the weighted

K-cover problem is :

Minimize EC(J)X(J)

Such That ZA(I,J)X(J)>K(I) I=1,...,M

O<X(J)<l J=l,...,N

This provides a lower bound for the weighted K(I) cover

problem. This lower bound was obtained by relaxing the

constraint X(J) be 0 or 1 to O<X(J)<l. In fact, the

result of Lovasz [19751 on the greedy heuristic is thatL L
z/z L(1+1/2+1/3+...+l/d)<l + log d where z is the

solution to the linear programming relaxation. This result

is stronger than the result given in Section VI.2.

Heuristics to generate good feasible solutions can be

based on the linear programming relaxation plus the heuristics

described in Section VI.3. First, the linear programming

relaxation is solved. For variables in the relaxation which

are at the lower bound 0 the corresponding problem in the

original problem is also set to 0. For variables in the

linear programming relaxation which are at upper bound 1

the corresponding variables in the original covering problem

is set to 1. The problem is then reduced by removing all

the variables asssigned in this way and appropriately

adjusting the K(I). Then one of the previous heuristics

is applied to the remaining reduced problem.

Toregas et al [1971] found that if the objective
L

function, z , for the linear programming relaxation of the

simple set-covering problem is not integer then adding the

constraint EX(J)>[z I where [zL I is the least integer greater
L -

or equal to z resulted in an all integer solution in all

cases they studied (see also Section VII). With this approach,

no heuristics are needed to assign values to variables which

were fractional in the LP solution.
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VII. Relaxations

Consider a generalized optimization problem of minimizing

a function f(x) over all x belonging to a constraint set X.

If f'(x)<f(x) for all xeX and X' X then the problem of

minimizing f'(x) subject to xEX' is called a relaxation of the

first problem. Relaxations are of interest for two reasons

which are summarized in the following theorems.

Theorem 7.1: If x' solves the relaxed problem

then the f'(x')<f(x) for any xEX.

That is, a solution to the relaxed problem is a lower bound

to feasible solutions to the original.

Theorem 7.2: If x" solves the relaxed problem

(i) x'cX, and (ii) f'(x)=f(x') then x' solves the original

problem.

The proofs of these results are trivial.

For the K(I)-cover problem we will consider relaxations

which only relax the constraints; i.e., f=f'. We will

consider four types of relaxations:

1. linear programming relaxations
2. constraints subset relaxations

3. constraint sums relaxations, and

4. 0-1 matrix relaxations.

We consider the K(I)-cover problem in matrix form.

Minimize EX(J) (1)

J

Such That ZA(I,J)X(J)>K(I) I=1,...,M (2)

J

X(J) {80,} J=,...,N (3)
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VII.l Linear Programming (LP) Relaxations

The LP relaxation is obtained by relaxing constraint (3)

to allow fractional values of X(J) besides the values 0 and 1.

Then the problem becomes:

Minimize EX(J) (1)

J

Such That EA(I,J)X(J)>K(I) I=1,...,M (2)
J

O<X(J)<l J=l,... ,N (4)

which is a linear program.

Upon solving the LP relaxation to obtain X*(J) J=1,...,N

using a method such as the simplex method we can have one of

three results:

Case 1: All the X*(J) are 0 or 1. In this case, X* solves

the original problem by Theorem 7.2.

Case 2: Some of the X*(J) are fractional and EX*(J) is

non-integer. In this case, we can add the constraint
EX(J) <Iz*] (5)

where [z*] is the least integer greater or equal

to z*. Then the LP (1),(2),(3),(4), and (5) can be solved.

For ordinary set-covering problems (K(I)=l I=I,...,M) good

results have been reported by [Toregas et al, 1971]. In

almost all cases, the addition of the constraint (5) was

sufficient for an all integer solution.

Case 3: Some of the X*(J) are fractional ZX*(J) is

integer, then all we can we say is that EX*(J) is a lower

bound for feasible solutions of the original problem.

By the duality theory of linear programming weights

i(1) for the M constraints of (2) and o(J) for the

N upper bound constraints of (4) can be found which satisfy:
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J7T(I)A(I,J) - C(J) < 1 J=l,.. .,N (6)

I

l(I)>0 I=1,... ,M (7)

G (J) >0 J=l,.. ,M (8)

and which maximize w=En(I)K(I) -ZO (J) (9)

subject to (6) , (7) , and (8) .

VII.2 Constraints Subset Relaxations

A relaxation of (1),(2), and (3) can be obtained quite

simply by considering a subset of the rows of (2). Because,

in general, computation required in solving a K(I)-covering

problem increases much more than linearly with the number of

constraints, one can solve many more than r problems

with 1/r th of the constraints of (2). In

many practical problems many of the terminals TI
I=I,...,M are irrelevant in determining an optimal solution

and relatively few are critical (e.g., when K(I) is large

compared to EA(I,J)). The problem, of course, is to

determine which subset of the constraints to use. Artificial

examples can be constructed in which all the constraints must

be used. Consider a circle of unit diameter with an even

number of points (>2) located at equi-spaced intervals around its

circumference. The covers (M=N) are located at the same

points. One point can cover another if they are strictly less than

one unit apart. With all points (constraints) considered

two covering points are required. If any point is not
considered one point can cover all the others. This relaxation

and the above example were proposed by Handler [Handler and

Mirchandani, 1979, p. 133 and p. 146].
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Trivial subcases of this relaxation occur when a row I

has exactly K(I) values of J for which A(I,J)=l. Then all

the covers J for which A(I,J)=l must be chosen and the

problem can be reduced accordingly. Similarly, if A(I,J)

is one for all J in some row I the constraint I can be

ignored.

VII.3 Constraints Sums Relaxations

For any w(I)>0 I=I,...,M we can replace (2)

by a weighted sum of its constraints and obtain a

relaxation. That is, we consider the relaxation:

s(v)=Minimum s=Z X(J)

Such That E(E(I)A(I,J))X(J)>ZT(I)K(I) (10)

J I I
X(J) E{0,1 (3)

This relaxation is trivially solved. Let D(J)=Ew(I)A(I,J)

I
and D(Jl),D(J2),...,D(JN) be the D(J)'s sorted in decreasing
order. Then we can determine the optimal value s(T) of s

by the following simple algorithm.

Step 0: s:=0

Sort the D(J) in decreasing order

D(Jl)>D(J2)>.. .>D(JN)
I:=l, and K:=Zr(I)K(I)

I
Step 1: If K<0 stop. Current value of s is optimal.

Otherwise go to Step 2.

Step 2: s:=s+l, K:=K-D(JI), I:=I+l

Go to Step 1
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The most straight forward relaxations of this type are

the ones corresponding to (I)e{0,1}. That is, 'surrogate'

constraints obtained simply by adding together a subset of

the original constraints. Another fruitful source of

particularly good multipliers are the dual variables of the

LP relaxation (Garfinkel and Nemhauser, 1972, Section 4.7].

VII.4 0-1 Matrix Relaxations

This relaxation is motivated by the work on 0-1 matrices

by Fulkerson [Ford and Fulkerson, 1962] and Ryser [1963].

Consider the simple K(I)-cover problem in matrix form. It

basically requires us to pick a subset of minimum cardinality

from the columns of a given 0-1 matrix so that the sum of row I

for these columns is at least K(I). The relaxation that

we consider is to allow all 0-1 matrices with the given

row and column sums and pick the matrix which gives us the

least number of required columns. This relaxation is at

least as strong as the sum of rows relaxations and can

be stronger.

Before we describe the construction of the relaxation we

must introduce the notion of a conjugate sequence. Let

S(J) J=I,...,N be a sequence of positive integers. The

conjugate sequence S*(I) I=1,...,M is given by

S*(I)=I{J:S(J)>I}I. Pictorially, the conjugate sequence

can be represented by the row sums of the matrix in which

the J th column has ones in rows 1 to S(J) and 0's elsewhere

for J=I,...,N. We now state a theorem of Gale, Ryser, and

Fulkerson [Ford and Fulkerson, 1962, p. 81] transposed and

put in out notation.

Theorem: Let S(J) J=I,...,N; K(I) I=I,...,M;

be two sets of non-negative integers where

K(1)>K(2)>...>K(M). Then there is an M by N 0-1

matrix satisfying
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ZA(I,J)<S(J) J=l,...,N and

I

ZA(IJ)>K(I) I=l,...,M

J

if and only if

I I
EK (II)<F, S* (II) 1=1I,....,M.

1 1

Before we describe the relaxation let us consider some examples.

Consider the case with M=6, N=6, S=(3,3,3,3,3,3),

K=(6,l,l,l,l,l). In this case the minimum number of columns

required, L*, is 6 and all columns must be chosen in order

to cover the row with largest requirement (K(1)=6). Note that

6 x 3 = 18 ones are used while only 11=6+1+1+1+1+1 are needed.

As a second example consider S=(3,3,3,3,3,3), and

K=(2,2,2,2,2,1). In this case L*=4 which can be recognized by

by the fact that ll=ZK(I) ones are needed and it takes at least

4 columns to provide them. This is simply the constraints sum

bound described in Section VII.3. But there are intermediate

cases. Consider M=3,N=4 with S=(3,3,1,1) and K=(3,3,1). K(l) =3

implies L*>3, and ZK(I)=7 also implies L*>3. However,

L*=4 is, in fact, required which can be recognized by using

the theorem.

We now turn to an algorithm for computing L* with

given row and column sums.

I
Step 0: Compute KS(I)=ZK(II)

1

S*(I)=Ifj :S(j)>I} I
1:=l, L=KS(I) , TEST=L

Step 1: I:=I+l

If I>M terminate L is the solution

TEST:=TEST+Min {S* (I) ,L}
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Step 2: If TEST<KS(I) go to Step 3

Else go to Step 1

Step 3: L:=L+l, TEST=TEST+Min {S*(L),Il

Go to Step 2

Discussion:

The test in Step 2 checks the necessary and sufficient

condition in the theorem for I when using only the L largest

columns. If the test fails that means we need more columns.

They are added in Step 3.

We have not shown that the matrix generated to satisfy the

requirements K(I) can be extended to satisfy the current rci

sums R(I) of the original matrix but we conjecture that in

fact we can.

Example:

Consider M=6, N=10, S(,,~~~~~~~)

K=(8,3,3,2,1,1). Then KS=(8,ll,14,16,17,18),

S*=(1O,2,2,2,2,2).

I=1 L=8, TEST=8

I=2 TEST=8+Min (2,8) =10

TEST=lO < KS(2)=ll

L=9, TEST=TEST + Min (1,2) = 11

TEST=ll > KS(2) = 11

I=3 TEST=ll + Min (2,9) = 13

TEST=13 < KS(3)=14

L=10

TEST=TEST + Min (1,3) = 14

TEST=14 > KS(3) = 14
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I=4 TEST=14 + Min (2,10) = 16

TEST=16 > KS(4) = 16

I=5 TEST=16 + Min (2,10) = 18

TEST=18 > KS(5) = 17

1=6 TEST=18 + Min (2,10) = 20

TEST=20 > K(6) = 18

Terminate L*=l0.

VII.5 Experiments

Since there was no convenient linear programming subroutine

available on the computer facilities used for this study, no

LP relaxations were implemented. Two relaxation routines were

coded. In the first relaxation routine two estimates were

made and the best of them was used. First, the equation with

the largest residual requirement was considered, and since at

least a number of repeaters equal to the largest residual

requirement must be chosen that gives a lower bound. The other

lower bound was to use the 'surrogate' constraint (Section VII.3)

with (1)=l for all I.

The second relaxation routine implemented the 0-1 matrix

relaxation described in Section VII.4. Using the random 0-1

matrix generator RNDMA 100 20 by 20 problems with K=5 and

density of 1/3 were run; 100 6 by 12 problems with K=4

and density .6 were run; and 4 problems of size 50 by 25

with K=12 and density .5 were run. One of the latter ran

for 1,287 fathoms. Using the geometric test problem generator

RNDMAG 100 25 by 25 problems with K=5 were run. In not one

of these cases did the relaxation described in Section VII.4

provide any improvement over the first relaxation. This is

startling since very easy examples can be constructed for

which the second relaxation provides improvements. The
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example given in Section VII.4 is one such. Nevertheless,

literally thousands of problems arising from randomly

generated test problems and the implicit enumberation

applied to them did not give rise to one such case. This

is a very intriquing point worth further investigation.
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VIII. Branching Rules

As discussed in Section V the branching rule is used to

determine which variable to Cix at value 1 in order to refine

a partial restriction. As was also pointed out any of the

myopic' heuristics discussed in Section VI can be modified

for use as column choice rules. However, recognizing that

much of the work in implicit enumeration is spent in verifying

the optimality of an optimal solution rather than initially

finding it, we investigated choice rules to try to speed the

validation process. Empirical results were not too encouraging

however.

VIII.l The Entropy Rule

It seems reasonable that we would like to pick a column

to branch on that most reduces ones uncertainty as to what

column to pick. For row I, if K(I) is the current requirement

and R(I) is the number of ones in row I corresponding to

free variables, there are ( !) ways the\K(I)/

constraint can be satisfied. We then consider as a reasonable

way to pick the column to branch on as:

Max E A(I,J)

J I

In other words we try to pick the column which is associated

with the most uncertainty. Another approach is to weight

each row by the number of possibilities to be guaranteed to

be reduced. That is, if we fix a column J to be "in" (X(J)=l)

the new number of possibilites is (R(I)-I
ad R(I)- gK(1) -1)

and K(I) if J is excluded (X(J)=0).

we then defe W(I) by:W(I=Mn.[ R(I)-) JR(I)-1
K(I) \ K(I) ]

and choose J to maximize EA(I,J)W(I).

I

Note: R(I) by the principle of inclusion/exclusion is

K(I)-1 K(1)
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Thus, if we take a Baysian point of view that x(J) = 0 or 1 is

equally likely then:

2 kK(I))

can be looked at as the average of

K(I) ) and (K(I)-l
So we let W(I)= R(I)) in our experiments.So w le W()= K(I)/

VIII.2 esulls of Experiments

The entropy rule described above was tested against

branching rules based on the 'myopic' heuristics described

in Section VI. For comparison purposes a random choice rule

was also tested. Random problems were generated using the

two test problem generators described in Section IX. The

entropy choice rule performed quite poorly. It did worse

than all the heuristics and only outperformed the random

choice rule.
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IX. Test Problem Generators

In order to test the set covering algorithms and their

variants in an unbiased and systematic way two test problem

generators were constructed. The first, RNDMA, constructs

random 0-1 matrices where each matrix element has the same

probability of being a 0 or 1 (with one exception which will

be described later). While this is the most obvious approach

to generating problems it can be quite misleading if the

application does not give rise to the same distribution of

problems. In particular, problems such as repeater location

problems and the PAVE MOVER radar problem which arise in a

geometric context can have a quite different distribution of

problem instances which in turn may dramatically effect the

average performance of algorithms. To avoid this problem, a

second geometric random problem generator, RNDMAG, was

constructed.

IX.1 RDNMA

The input to this test problem generator is N, the

number of potential repeater locations; M, the number of

terminals; FE, the density of ones in the constraint matrix;

and K(I), I=I...,M, the coverage requirement for terminal I.

The test problem generator first computes the number of ones,

NE, as FE* M* N (rounded down) and checks to make sure that

there are matrices of the type required; i.e., that

NE > K(I). Feasibility is guaranteed by first assigning K(I)

ones to row I at random. The remaining NE -2;K(I) ones are

then assigned at random to the matrix locations that do not

already have ones. if all the K(I) are the same then each

location in the matrix has the same probability of being

assigned a one if the K(I) are different the rows with the

larger K(I) have higher probabilities for containing ones.

The selection sampling technique described in [Knuth II,

1969, Algorithm S, Section 3.4.2] is used in both cases. The

output is a data file for use by the set covering algorithms.
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IX.2 RNDMAG

The geometric test problem generator takes as input the

number of potential repeater sites, N. It assumes that the

terminal sites and the potential repeater sites are the same

(M=N). It also takes as input K(I) the requirement at each

terminal site I, I=1,...N. N random points are chosen in the

unit square. The shortest radius R is determined by the

program so that each terminal I is within R of K(I) of the

terminals. That is, the smallest radius is chosen which

still is feasible with respect to the requirements K(I).

Then location I is said to cover all points at a distance R

or less from I (excluding I). Note that at least one

terminal I (row of the A matrix) has exactly K(I) potential

covers so that all of these must be chosen.
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X. Software Implementation

X.1 Program Description

An experimental program implementing the K(I)- Cover

algorithms was coded in Fortran IV and runs on both DEC

PDP11-70 and DEC-10 computers. It was constructed modularly

so the various options for relaxations and heuristics could

be tested. The two random problem generators described in

Section IX were also constructed. The resulting program is

less than optimally efficient for two reasons. The first is

that in order to be an effective test bed for algorithmic

alternatives the program was broken into a number of

subprograms and the information passed was of necessity the

union of the requirements for all the options. Also

extensive but computationally expensive debugging and

statistics collection code was included. However, a more

drastic inefficiency was the result of the data structure

used for the algorithms. For ease of implementation the

constraint matrix A={A(I,J)} was stored explicitly in MXN

storage locations. This was both extravagent of space and

computationally expensive, especially for sparse matrices.

The only two operations used on the matrices are (1)

examining the rows I for a given column J for which A(I,J) =

1 and (2) examining the columns I for a given row I such that

A(I,J) = 1. Moreover the A(I,J)'s are fixed data and are not

modified during the solution process. This suggests the

following data structure which will be used in the next

version of the program. In successive memory locations D(L),

L=1,..., NE (where NE is the number of non-zero elements) the

rows in which A(I,J) = 1 will be listed for J = l,2,...,N. A

pointer PJ(J) will point to the last entry for column J.

Thus to scan the rows for which A(I,J) = 1, one need only

read the entries in D from L =PJ(J-I) + 1 to PJ(J). The rows

of A will be kept in a list structure. That is, we let H(I)

be the header of a list containing all the column numbers
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corresponding to non-zero elements in the Ith row of A. If

the matrix is sparse:

NE + N + M + 2NE M x N or equivalently NE (M x N - N - M)/3

(assuming each data element takes the same space) memory is

saved and in any case computation saved as we explore in the

next subsection. But first an example.

EXAMPLE:

Consider A given by:

/0001\

A= ( i1 0 0
0 1 1 0

Then M=3, N=4, NE=5.

D=(2,2,3,3,1), PJ=(I,3,4,5)

The list structure for the row elements is given by:

H (1) --- e-4

H(2) --- 2

H(3)--2 3

X.2 Computational Complexity

X.2.1 Heuristics

All the greedy heuristics described in Section VI have

the same assymptotic order of complexity.

The first step is to compute the row sums R(I). This

has complexity of order NE.

Then each time we need to choose a column we must first

compute the row weights, which given the R(I) is of order 1.
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Then for each column J the weights are summed for rows I such

that A(I,J) = 1. For all the rows each non-zero element

appears in a sum. Thus, the order of this part is also NE.

Then, the R(I)'s must be adjusted which takes work of the

order NE(J*) where J* is the chosen column and NE(J*) is the

number of non-zero elements in column J*. An upper bound on

all this is order NE x Z where Z is the number of columns

chosen by the heuristic. This in turn is of less order than

NE x N. When A is stored explicitly all NE's become M x N so

that the order is dominated by M x N x N.

X.2.2 Relaxation

The three relaxations described in Sections VII.2, and

VII.3 were implemented. The first was based on the

observation that if K(I*) is the largest residual requirement

then Z x K(I*) is necessary. Finding K(I*) is order M. The

second relaxation consists of considering the constraint

obtained by summing all the constraints of the original

problem. Obtaining the coefficients in the sum constraint

takes order NE. Solving the constraint requires order Z log

N plus order N arising from a partial sort (using , for

example, Heapsort (Knuth III, 1973,Sect. 5.2)) of the

coefficients of the sum constraint to find the smallest Z so

that the Z largest coefficients of the sum constraint are

more than the sum of the residual requirements. That is, Z

is the upper bound given by the relaxation. Since we don't

know Z a priori we can bound the work by order NE + order N

log N.

The final relaxation that was implemented was the 0-1

matrix relaxation described in Section VII.4. The

computations needed in this case are: (i) sort the residual

requirments K(I) which takes order M log M, (ii) compute the

column sums S(J) which takes work of order N since S(J)=

PJ(J)-PJ(J-l), (iii) compute the conjugate sequence SC(I).

The last computation can be carried out by first sorting the
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S(J). However, a more efficient method is to use Heapsort to

partially sort the S(J) starting with the largest and only

compute the SJ(I) which are needed, of which there are at

most z, the bound calculated by the relaxation. The work

required is order Z log N plus order N to form the heap. The

actual calculations implied by Steps 1 to 3 in Section 7.4

can be done in order Max (M,Z). The total work is then

dominated by order Max ( M log M, Z log N ) which is in turn

bounded by order Max ( M log M, N log N ).
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XI. Air Force Tactical Radio in West Germany

A simplified West Germany Tactical Radio network

analysis was peformed to illustrate the use of the covering

models described in Sections III to X. Because a number of

strongly simplifying assumptions were made the results should

be considered as indicative rather than conclusive. However,

the analysis does clearly show the role that covering

analysis can play in a careful and detailed design. Among
the simplifications was choosing as a propagation model one

that depends purely on distance. Conceptually there is no

problem with including more accurate propagation models

including factors such as topography, terrain, frequency

dependencies, antenna height and placement, antenna

orientation with respect to the FEBA, and jamming; however,

the practical difficulties precluded the use of a more

sophisticated model in the time available. The nodes in the

tactical communication network were obtained from a MITRE

report [Brown et al, 1979] which was in turn based on
projections by [USAFE, 1978]. The MITRE study was designed

to investigate the vulnerability of communications using the
AN/TRC-170 tropospheric scatter radio terminal family. Since

this is only a projected network one cannot be overly

confident of results based on this choice of network

locations. Moreover, in order to reduce the vulnerability of

ground-to-ground communications it seems desirable to

disperse the tactical communications functions into a

highly-distributed network in order to decrease the

dependence on critical nodes and paths. To the extent that

this is carried out, the nodes to support the same functions

will be more numerous and more widely distributed.
XI.l The Problem Considered

Tactical radio network requirements are strongly

influenced by the need for mobility of some of the network

sites, and in the uncertainty of where others will be. For

example, the FACP (Forward Air Control Post) locations are
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hypothetical since the FACP's are relatively mobile and can

be ready to move in an hour. Therefore, it is necessary to

provide network coverage to many more locations than may

ultimately be on the network. We are considering a two-level

hierarchical network in which, at the lowest level, potential

sites are connected to repeaters or backbone switches by

radios with omni-directional or steered beam antennas which

can communicate in a number of directions. It should be

noted that the AN/TRC-170 radio terminal is not such a radio;

but is rather designed to implement point-to-point channels.

A description of a steered beam radio proposal can be found

in [Sussman, 1980]. We are interested in determining how

many repeaters are required to provide a given level of

coverage where the "level" of coverage is measured by

redundancy; i.e., how many repeater sites can serve each

location. The redundancy is a design parameter to help make

the network robust with respect to propagation difficulties,

jamming, repeater failure or destruction, and other factors

which make a particular terminal repeater connection

unavailable. We do not consider how the repeaters (backbone

switches) themselves are interconnected. (For design and

analysis methods for the backbone see [NAC,1974].) We assume

that the repeater locations will be known in advance of

hostilities and will be well sited so that high efficiency

point-to-point channels using directional antennas can be

used. These repeaters then provide area coverage to other

sites including those which are only potential sites. We

considered the 49 sites used in [Brown et al, 1979] and shown

in Figure 11.1. To avoid the modelling and data problems

associated with propagation models we considered that

propagation is characterized by a "range" and two points with

great circle distance less than the range can communicate and

otherwise cannot. The covering analysis does not depend on

this assumption which was only made for convenience in this

illustrative example. Repeaters can potentially be placed at
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any of the 49 sites. Each site must be capable of

communicating with K repeaters in addition to repeaters

located at the same site, if present.

XI.2 Data Base Characteristics

The data base consists of 49 sites in Western Germany.

The latitudes and longitudes of the points are given in Table

11.1. Sites 3 and 49 are the furtherest apart, 408 (statute)

miles. The two closest sites are 19 and 25 which are 9.5

miles apart. Node 19 is the "center" of the sites and every

node is within 210 miles of node 19.

In order for the K-Cover problem to be feasible for K=I,

the repeaters must have a range of at least 50.6 miles in

order for Node 3 to be able to communicate with another site

(Node 8). For K=2, a range of 61 miles is required for 43 to

be able to communicate with two sites (34 and 44). For K=3

an 80.7 mile range is required (for 49 to communicate with

40, 47 and 48). Finally, for K=5, Node 13 needs a range of

93.3 miles to communicate with 14, 15, 16, 17 and 22. These

critical parameters are illustrated in Figure 11.1. For

reference we give in Figure 11.2 a minimum spanning tree on

the nodes. The longest link (link(3,8)) in the minimum

spanning tree is 50.6 miles which implies that we need a

range of at least 50.6 miles in order to have a connected

network. (Note: the ranges given here while quite

reasonable for tropospheric scatter systems are

unrealistically long for line of sight systems especially

with omni-directional antennas. In an actual system extra

nodes would be required.)

XI.3 Results of Covering Analysis

Two sets of runs were performed. In the first, for K=,

2, 3, 5 we set the range at the minimum for feasibility,

namely: 51, 62, 81, and 94 miles, respectively. The

respective minimum number of repeaters (as calculated by the

heuristic H2) required were 16, 23, 24, and 34. The

solutions are shown in Figures 11.3 to 11.6 respectively. In
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Table 11.1

LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE FOR POINTS

LAT LON LAT LON

1. 54.00 -10.00 26. 50.50 - 9.40

2. 53.80 - 8.70 27. 50.20 - 8.40

3. 53.50 - 7.30 28. 50.40 - 9.70

4. 53.55 - 8.58 29. 50.50 -10.20

5. 53.70 - 9.20 30. 49.70 - 7.10

6. 53.10 - 9.90 31. 49.70 - 8.10

7. 53.30 -10.50 32. 49.20 - 7.20

8. 52.90 - 8.00 33. 49.50 - 7.50

9. 52.40 - 8.20 34. 48.88 - 8.90

10. 52.70 - 9.60 35. 49.40 - 9.30

1i. 52.50 -10.60 36. 49.75 - 9.70

12. 52.40 -10.10 37. 49.70 -10.20

13. 51.80 - 6.10 38. 50.20 -11.00

14. 51.60 - 6.40 39. 49.80 -11.90

15. 51.70 - 6.80 40. 49.60 -11.70

16. 51.80 - 7.50 41. 49.40 -11.20

17. 51.70 - 3.20 42. 49.50 -10.40

18. 52.18 - 9.25 43. 48.40 - 8.60

19. 51.00 - 9.75 44. 48.90 - 9.70

20. 51.00 -10.40 45. 49.08 -10.57

21. 51.50 - 9.30 46. 48.73 -10.02

22. 51.10 - 7.95 47. 48.90 -11.90

23. 50.60 - 8.00 48. 49.40 -12.40

24. 50.90 - 9.50 49. 48.80 -13.00

25. 51.10 - 9.90
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Figure 11.3 the assignment of sites to repeaters is also

indicated. The square boxes indicate repeaters which must be

in any feasible solution. In the second set of runs, the

range was left fixed at 94 miles and (heuristic) solutions

were obtained for K=I, 2, 3, and 5. The number of repeaters

required were, respectively, 6, 12, 18, and 34. These

solutions are shown in Figures 11.7, 11.8, 11.9, and 11.6

respectively. The runs are summarized in Table 11.2.

XI.4 Random Throwdown Analysis

To determine the sensitivity of the results to the

particular data base chosen, random sites were picked using

the test problem generator RNDMAG (Section 9.2). The West

German configuration can be enclosed in a rectangular area

roughly 300 by 400 miles which is about the same area as a

350 by 350 mile square. Thus, if we scale the dimensions of

the locations on the unit square produced by RNDMAG by about

350 we get to a very crude approximation an equivalent area.

Table 11.3 summarizes the results of these runs. In each

case 100 sample problems were considered and the results

averaged.
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Table 11.2

WEST GERMANY COVER ANALYSIS

K Range Number of Repeaters

1 51 16

2 62 23

3 81 24

5 94 34

1 94 6

2 94 12

3 94 18

5 94 34
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Table 11.3

COVER ANALYSIS FOR RANDOM LOCATIONS

AVERAGE CRITICAL RADII

(For 350 x 350 Square)

N K Average Radii

20 1 100

2 132

3 158

5 198

25 1 91

2 318

3 141

5 178

50 1 71

2 89 (18.2 avg. no. of repeaters)

3 103

5 130 (24.3 avg. no. of repeaters)

100 1 54

2 66

3 77

5 96
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XII. Recommendations

During this research project we have accomplished the

following.

* Identified a little studied problem of practical

significance to the Air Force--The problem of optimizing

the coverage of radio communication and radar

surveillance/reconnaisance systems is a general problem

of importance to the Air Force. In this work, we

considered problems of this class with particular

emphasis on features that are rarely considered but are

important to the Air Force. These include the use of

redundancy to provide reliability and to reduce

vulnerability; the ability to solve the large problems

arising in Air Force applications; and the ability to

obtain reasonable approximations to solutions in a

guaranteed amount of time for real time applications.

* Surveyed a wide class of solution techniques--A variety

of potential techniques including heuristics, upper and

lower bounds, and a variety of implicit enumeration

schemes were developed and described.

eImplemented experimental solution programs--Modular

experimental programs were written, debugged, and tested

which allowed the empirical evaluation of the various

options in a number of combinations. The resulting

programs have been run on PDP 11-70 and DEC-10

computers.

* Implemented random problem generators for objective

algorithm evaluation--Two different kinds of random test

problem generators were developed to provide a wide

variety of test problem instances in order to

objectively and statistically test the algorithmic
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proposals. One test problem generator was oriented

towards generating geometrically random problems by
placing covering points and points with covering
requirements randomly in the plane. The other test

problem generator generates problems in which the

probability that a given coverer could cover a point

requiring coverage is the same for all pairs.

* Performed empirical evaluations-- The most fruitful

algorithmic options were identified on the basis of

empirical studies by applying the experimental

algorithms to problems produced by the test problem

generators.

* Illustrated application of the method--The method was

applied to a simplified design problem for radio

networks in West Germany. Because of time constraints
the design problem included a number of strong

assumptions and simplifications. However, these

deficiencies are a result of, merely, practical time

constraints and not of any theoretical deficiencies of

the methods.

In order to make the K(I)-covering methodology a
operational part of Air Force planning,analysis, and design

further work is needed.
First, some aspects of the summers work must be

completed. While the method in its current state has been

shown to be quite effective, because of the unavailability of

linear programming codes (see Section VII.5) certain options
based on linear programming have not been evaluated.

Because, of the modular construction of the experimental

computer codes completing this open issue is relatively

simple. For example, at the Stevens Institute of Technology

we have access to a linear programming code which can be
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easily connected to the experimental computer code. In

Section VI.2 we describe worst case bounds for heuristics to

solve covering problems. We anticipate that these results

can be extended to the K(I)- covering problems with

relatively modest effort. Bounds would be particularly

useful when using the heuristics we have proposed for real

time problems because we would then have both a bound on the

running time of the algorithms and on the largest possible

error in the worst case. Much of the effort on this project

was expended in developing an extensive and flexible set of

computer algorithms to evaluate methods for solving

K(I)-covering problems. The full capabilities of this

software has, by no means, explored. For example, relatively

few experiments were carried out in the analysis of branching

rules (see Section VIII). An area that is of great practical

importance although of less theoretical importance is the

various kinds of simplifications which can be made to

covering problems based on the particular problem considered.

Two such simplifications are described in Section IV.3.

There is a number of other possible simplifications which can

be easily identified and can be of significant utility in

individual applications.

The second step towards operational utility for the

methodology is to extend it. While the weighted

K(I)-covering problem was defined in Section III virtually

all the work in this study and all the empirical evaluation

was done for the simple K(I)-covering problem in which it is

assumed that the cost of providing a coverer is always the

same. In practical applications it will often he the case

that some coverers are more or less expensive than others.

Again the extensions should not be too complicated in most

cases. The simpler case was considered merely to reduce some

of the variability in the empirical evaluations. The more

significant extension is to build a prototype implementation

of the algorithms based on the experimental code produced in
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this study. This would have two benefits. The new

implementation would be based on the improved data structure

described in Section X; it would also be sufficiently well

written and documented so it could be released for use by

others on an experimental basis.

A third step towards achieving operational capability is

to apply the metholodology to more realistic applications.

For example, performing radio networking studies with more

realistic requirements data, more sophisticated propagation

models, and more accurate models of communication equipment

performance and range.

Finally, the fourth step would be to disseminate the

work to interested parties.

The K(I)-covering problem is only one step in filling a

substantial gap in the techniques of communication network

design and analysis. In recent years there has been a number

of proposals for complex and large scale communication

networks which are based on communication channels which

operate in a broadcst mode. Examples of such channels

include:

sCommunication satellites used in a random access mode,

*CATV networks used for data transfer,

*Local area networks such as Ethernet which use random

access,

*Microwave systems with omni-directional or steered beam

antennas including proposals and implementations by

Xerox (XTEN), SBS, MACOM/DCC, DARPA (Packet Radio),

JTIDS, and AT and T's cellular radio system. (See also

[Sussman, 1980],

Most network design techniques are oriented towards
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point- to- point channels, for example, those developed for

telephone networks and ARPANET. Techniques are required for

broadcast networks. The work described here is an analog of

the concentrator location problem in point-to-point networks.

Othe techniques are required for routing analysis and design,

reliability anlaysis and design, delay analysis, etc. This

is the long term objective for which the work described in

this work is the first step.

Developing these broadcast network design

techniques is especially important for the Air Force because

future military Command, Control, Communication and

Intelligence Systems will more highly dispersed than at

present for survivablity purposes. Likewise, they will be

interconnected with highly redundant and multiply connected

communication links, often in a broadcast or multiaccess

mode.
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EFFECTS OF ACOUSTIC DISTURBANCES ON THE

BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION IN AEDC WIND TUNNELS

by

Dr Venugopal Veerasamy

ABSTRACT

Boundary-layer transition prediction techniques are

reviewed. Experimental results show that free-stream

disturbances (acoustic sound, turbulence, and temperature

fluctuation, etc.) contribute to the early transition process.

At subsonic speeds the dominant disturbances are turbulence

and/or acoustic vibrations. At transonic speeds the acoustic

noise generated by the test section porous or slotted

walls is predominant. At supersonic - hypersonic Mach

numbers, the radiated noise from the turbulent boundary

layer on the tunnel walls is the dominant source of

disturbance. A mathematical model is proposed to predict

the early transition due to acoustic interaction. Further

theoretical and experimental programs are suggested.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
The location of boundary-layer transition over

re-entry vehicles has a first order influence on skin

friction drag, aerodynamic heating, flow separation etc.

Although considerable progress has been mado in predicting

laminar and turbulent flows, the physics of the transition

process is not completely understood. However, the comparison

of the transition region predicted by available methods1

with the experimental data obtained in various wind tunnels

for simple geometries like flat plate and sharp cone reveals

that early transition occurs due to the external distrubances

which interact with the developing laminar boundary-layer

to cause transition either through instability waves (turbu-

lence, sound, entropy, etc) or in a direct manner (surface

roughness, tripping mechanism, etc).

The velocity (turbulence) and entropy (temperature)

fluctuations are convected along the stream lines and are

easily traceable to conditions in settling chamber; but

the sound sources at the settling chamber, wind tunnel

walls, and test section boundaries radiate acoustic

(sound) pressure disturbances that can travel across the

stream lines. Therefore, a complicated mathematical

analyf-is is required to find the effect of acoustic

interaction on the boundary-layer interaction process.

Further, at supersonic-hypersonic speeds, the caustic

layer 2 creates physical and mathematical problems, The

caustic layer is the region within the boundary-layer where

the local fluid velocity is sonic. The radiated noise

field may be partly reflected and refracted in the caustic

Laver. Because of the complex mathematical and fluid
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mechanics process inherent in boundary-layer modeling,

analytical and experimental studies are carried out at AEDC

(Arnold Engineering Development Center) to evaluate flight

similitude.

II. OBJECTIVE:

The main objective of this project was to investigate

theoretically and experimentally the effects of acoustic

disturbances on the boundary-layer transition in AEDC wind

tunnels.

TII. WIND TUNNEL ACOUSTIC DISTURBANCES:

Wind tunnels can be divided into subsonic, transonic,

supersonic, and hypersonic wind tunnels. The acoustic disturbances

are different in each wind tunnel. Figure 1 shows the acoustic

disturbances in a typical wind tunnel.

In subsonic wind tunnels, the aLoustic disturbances

can be or standing wave type due to resonance in the test

section or traveling acoustic waves caused by fan noise, etc.

Intensity and spectral measurements identify the source of noise

generation.

In transonic wind tunnels wall hole/slot resonance

in porous and/or slotted walls is the dominant source of

noise generation. Transition Reynolds number can be

correlated with the tunnel noise intensity.

In supersonic and hyogersonic wind tunnels, the

noise is radiated from turbulent flow near the wind tunnel

wall. A major effort has been underway since 1970 at

NASA-Langley I to design and construct a M_ = 5 quiet wind

tunnel free from radiated noise disturbances as illustrated

in Figure 2.
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Bou ndary- Layer
Removal Slot ShieldRapid-Expansion Y with Suction

Subsonic Nozzle w
Suction '1

Test Model: J
Measurements of Transition
and Sound Disturbance Field

a. Sound Shield Concept

15 in.
Rodded Sound Shield Model -

Rapid Expansion Nozzle-- 2 in. RBudr Lae emova Slot
Nozzle Approach

2. 5 n. R -
5.75 in. R

15.5 in.

b. Nozzle Details

Figure 2. NASA-Langley M.o 5 Quiet Wind Tunnel
(from Reference 1).
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IV. BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION STUDIES

A systematic theoretical and experimental study

is necessary to predict the boundary-layer transition

region. The methods that have been used for predicting

transition region can be grouped into three general

classifications:

1. Linear stability theory

2. Kinetic energy of turbulent approach

3. Correlations and semi-empirical methods.

The linear stability theory for incompressible

and inviscid flow was developed by Raleigh.3 '4 He

predicted that the inflection point in the velocity

profile contributes to theinstability. Prandtl extended

the linear stability theory to include viscosity. A

detailed stability theory for incompressible and viscous
3flows was developed by Tollmien and Schlichting

Schubauer and Skramsta confirmed the existance of

Tollmien-Schlichting type waves by experiments. Mack 6

extended linear stability theory to higher Mach numbers

and Kendall 7 provided experimental verification. One of

the interesting results obtained by Mack-Kendall research

at JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) is that free stream

radiated noise disturbance, independent of critical

frequency, is amplified by the laminar boundary-layer.

This amplification begins at the leading edge of a flat

plate and continues downstream until transition occurs.

Fi',ure 3 shows the correlation and prediction of

incompressible flow transition Reynolds numbers.
8

Rogler 9 '10 '1'1 2 analytically and numerically studied

the interaction between an incompressible boundary-layer

and a low intensity array of single wave number vortices

coixccted at the mean free stream velocity. However, the

prediction of transition region based on linear stability

theory depends on the assumptions used.
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Kinetic energy of turbulence model equations developed

by Sharmroth and McDonald1 3 have been used to investigate

transition. Acoustic pressure fluctuations are used as

the primary source of the free stream disturbance and the

calculations are done if the acoustic energy loss is

specified. A small amount of (1%) acoustic energy

absorption is required to trigger transition.

Correlation methods are used extensively to predict

the transition location. Van Driest and Blumer 1 4 used

Liepmann's hypothesis1 5 that transition will occur at a

critical Reynolds number Re -'v , zYj and
developed an empirical relation for transition Reynolds

number in incompressible flow. A correlation of transition

Reynolds number measured in various wind tunnels and in

F-15 flight test on 100 sharp cone by Dougherty 1 6 is

shown in Figure 4,

Pate correlated the transition Reynolds number as

a function of radiated noise parameter (CF, 6* and 3) for

a sharp cone and flat plate and developed the following

empirical equation (Figure 5):

a C b
Ret , F

where Ret = transition Reynolds numbertI
a = 0.0126 for flat plate; = 48.5 for cone.

b = -2.55 for flat plate; -1.4 for cone.

= tuniel size

CF = skin friction coefficient

6* = tunnel wall turbulent boundary-layer thickness.

From the above equation, it is clear that Ret increases

with the tunnel size. Since the correlation was developed

for the finite-size wind tunnels, the proper boundary

condition lor free flight are not included. Therefore,
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this correlation cannot be applied to the ballistic

ranges, atmospheric free flight or any test environment

other than a conventional wind tunnel. Figure 5 shows

the correlation of planner model and sharp cone

transition Reynolds number.1

It is quite interesting to know the transition

location experimentally. Figure 6 (a)1 7 shows that the

wall temperature remains very nearly 3onstant then raises

to maximum and decays towards another constant level. The

heat rate in Figure 6(b), displays the customary rise of

heat flux from laminar to turbulent values. The three

types of boundary layer thicknesses are shown in

Figure 6(c).

Three dimensional1 7 view of intensity, frequency and

distance from the wall is shown in Figure 7 as obtained

from hot wire anemometer. (Of course, the measurement

and calibration of hot wire probe are time consuming.)

The spectral dispersion begins with a decrease of oscillation

intensity and the appearance of -turbulence.

In hypersonic wind tunnel, the effect of nose cone

curvature on flow stability is the current research at

AEDC. The hot wire anemometer readings are taken at

maximum energy peak where the possible evidence of the

existance of the caustic region. It can be expected that

the acoustic noise radiated from the tunnel wall acting

as a forcing function cause an interaction between the

shock wave and the boundary-layer. This interaction

produces the disturbance. Thus, the curvature of nose

cone, free-stream Mach number and the noise radiation play

an important role for boundary-layer transition.

V. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In a fluid flow, the flow quantities can be assumed

to be composed of its value for the specific basic flow

and a disturbance component.
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Q = Q(x) + Q' (X,t) (1)

The total flow satisfies the time dependent conservation

laws of mass, momentum and energy, while the basic flow

satisfies the steady boundary-layer equations. Subtrac-

tion of the basic flow equations from the total flow

equations yields the set of conservation laws satisfied

by the disturbances. The resulting partial differential

equations are linearized for mathematical analysis.

Further simplification of mathematical equations can be

done if the fluid flow is assumed to be uniform entropy.
1 8

In uniform entropy flow, the heat generation by viscous

dissipation of mechanical turbulent energy and the

production of entropy by internal conduction of heat by

non-adiabatic process at the boundary conditions are

negligible. Thus, the change in enthalpy can be written as

5h = 5p 2 116h a (2)

where p is pressure, ? is the density, and a is the local

isentropic speed of sound.

The continuity and momentum equations can be written

in terms of enthalpy, velocity and kinematic viscosity

1 Dh -W
+ V. v = 0 (3)

E Dt, -s
a

D -Vh + v 7 v (4)

where v = Kinematic viscosity.

D a
- = 8-t + v. V (substantive derivative)

The density fluctuation can be considered as acoustic

variable in a fluid flow. Generally, in experiment, it

is easier to measure the pressure fluctuations that is
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propagating with the local speed of sound. Therefore,

it is reasonable to split the pressure fluctuations

into two parts and identified as pseudosound (unsteady

hydrodynamic pressure) and acoustic pressure (which

satisfies a wave equation).

p Pna + a

where na and a refer non acoustic and acoustic terms

respectively.

Moyal has demonstrated that the components of

acoustic and turbulent velocities have different

mathematical properties that can be used to break up

the equations of motion into two groups of dynamic

equations, one describing the acoustic motion and the

other describing the turbulent motion. The two types

of motion were shown to be coupled through non-linear

terms. Therefore, the velocity fluctuations can be

divided into acoustic particle velocity, Va, (which is

potential) and turbulent velocity, tu, (which is rotational).

v = u + V = u +a

Vxv= = xu=

(V.u) = 0

and the acceleration term becomes

D a+
where = + u. V

* Acoustic potential

La vorticity.
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The last term in the acceleration equation shows

the coupling between the acoustic and vorticial modes

in free flow.

Combining Equations (4) and (5), we have

Du 2
D - VH + ,2 + V X CA (6)

where H : h + T-* + 2 - v V2  (7)

Combining Equations (7) and (3) a wave equation18

can be obtained for incompressible flow.

b2s v24 v D V2 1 DH (8)2-=-7 - - DT -2 IF (8

a2  Dt a a

V.u = 0 (9)

Figure 8 shows the acoustic interaction with a mean

parallel shear flow.

u = i uo(Y) + i ay- 3 a (10)

= x u = -k u0 ' (y) 2 I (11)

where the prime on u0 refers ordinary differentiation with

respect to y. If we take divergent and curl of Equation

(6), substitute in Equations (10) and (11), and linearize

with respect to small quantities ofA4, H andl$, the

following equations can be obtained:

72H" 0 + 2 u 0  2 (12)

,D 7 2 4+ Uo + u + U0o 72  (13)
Dt V 0 ax 0ay

In Equationo (8), (12) and (13), the acoustic and

perturbation vortical modes are clearly separated.
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The left-hand side of Equation (13) is the Orr-Summerfeld

equation and the right-hand side is the acoustic input.

ThIs, the acoustic interaction can be linked with the

generation of Tollmien-Schlichting waves which contribute

the forcing function for boundary-layer transition.

For a noise free flow, the Orr-Summerfeld equation

can be solved20 by assuming

Q' (X,t) = q (y) ei( x + z - wt) (14)

where a and 0 are real or complex wave numbers in x and

z directions respectively; w is real or complex frequency.

The neutral stability curve (a,Re), shown in Figure 9,

encloses a region where disturbances with frequencies

falling into the region are amplified by conversion of

flow energy from the main flow into the boundary-layer

disturbance motion, which may be called Tollmein-

Schlichting waves. These waves are not acoustic distur-

bances because their existence is not dependent on the

compressibility of the redium. The disturbances falling

outside the neutral stability curve decay. The Reynolds

number below which all '%ave numbers are damped is termed

the minimum critical Reynolds number.

The right hand side of Equation (13) provides the

acoustic interaction on the boundary-layer flow. The

radiated noise disturbances from the wind tunnel wall

should be modeled in some manner. In general, the acoustic

disturbances are not harmonic waves. The generated noise

due to moving sound sources 21,22 ,23 may be represented as

a moving, fluid dynamic type of wavy wall submerged within

the shear layer. If there is any influence on the flow

stability by acoustic waves, a conversion from the one

wave motion into the other is possible in presence of

compliant boundary.
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For low speed flows, Ribner2 4 ,1 8 showed that the

total enthalpy of flow field can be related to Reynolds

stress as

VH - a uiuJ (15)axi<)x j

In principle, if the Reynolds stress of a flow field

is known, the total enthalpy can be calculated from

Equation (15). The Acoustic potential can be determined

using Equation (8). Then, the Orr-Summerfeld Equation

(13) can be solved for the prediction of transition

region.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the boundary-layer transition phenomena has

received widespread attention, the mechanism involved in

the transition process is not completely understood. The

complex mathematical and fluid mechanics process inherent

in the boundary-layer transition process offers a

challenge for theoretical and experimental research.

Therefore, the following research projects are recommended:

1. The theoretical model explained in Section V

provides a link.'.ng mechanism between the acoustic

disturbance and tihe flow vortices. The acoustic inter-

action with the boundary-layer flow should be analyzed

from simple plane wave to random noise by solving

Orr-Summerfeld equation.

2. The frequency spectrum obtained in AEDC wind

tunnels can be analyzed and correlated with the acoustic

noise parameter (C,, 5, 6* etc.) for transition location

and the results should be compared with the theoretical

development.
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3. The interaction between acoustic noise radiation,

curvature of nose cone and the shock structure in supersonic-

hypersonic flows should be analyzed based on the experimental

data obtained at AEDC. This interaction acts as a

disturbing force for the boundary-layer transition.

4. An electro-mechanical noise generator can be

used to investigate the transition process by controlling

the intensity and the frequency of the noise generator. To

start with, a loud speaker can be used to analyze the flow

instability in water tunnel. Then it can be extended for

compressible flows. According to Mack's2 5 calculations,

it can be expected that the boundary-layer reacts to low

frequency long wave length disturbances.

5. In addition to the acoustic interaction with the

boundary-layer flow, the effect of wall temperature on the

stability should be examined theoretically and experi-

mentally since repeated stabilization and destabilization

of boundary-layer occurs as the surface temperature

continues dropping.

6. It is interesting to analyze the stability of

flow theoretically and experimentally for a spinning nose

cone at a given angle of attack.
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AN EVALUATION OF AIR FORCE PAVEMENT

NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING METHOD

by

M.C. Wang

ABSTRACT

The strengths and weaknesses of the current Air Force non-

destructive pavement testing (NDPT) method have been reviewed, and

its effectiveness for routine applications has been evaluated.

The NDPT method is composed of two main components -- the data

collection equipment and the PREDICT computer code. The data

collection equipment contains an impulse loader with the necessary

instrumentation and a desk-top computer for preliminary data anal-

ysis and evaluation. The entire equipment is housed in a van

which is air transportable and therefore satisfies the Air Force's

need of rapid worldwide deployment. The PREDICT is a finite ele-

ment program which is capable of performing nonlinear analysis for

both rigid and flexible pavements.

It is concluded that the current NDPT method is an effective

tool for evaluating a pavement's structural capacity in terms of

fatigue life. However, further improvement is needed. Recommen-

dationa for the improvement are offered.
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I. INTHODUCTION

According to Hanson [14], the U.S. Air Force owns enough air-

field pavements to be able to build a 200-foot wide runway

stretching from the State of Washington to the southern tip of

Florida. These pavements need constant maintenance in order to

satisfy their requirements of supporting the ever-increasing loads

and numbers of aircraft operation. An essential element in pave-

ment maintenance is to evaluate the structural (or load carrying)

capacity of the pavement at any time. Present Air Force pavement

maintenance operation requires California Bearing Ratio (CBR)

tests on the base, subbase, and subgrade for flexible pavements

and plate bearing tests on the subgrade for rigid pavements, both

conducted in test pits [ii]. This method of evaluation is very

time consuming and is also destructive to the pavements.

The inherent drawbacks of the current destructive evaluation

method have motivated the Air Force to develop an evaluation tech-

nique with which the necessary field data can be obtained quickly

and also nondestructively. The Air Force's research for the

development of nondestructive pavement evaluation technique was

initiated in the late 1960's. Since then, a package of evaluation

method has been developed. The nondestructive pavement testing

(NDPT) method has been used to evaluate numerous pavement

sections, both rigid and flexible, and the results of evaluation

were compared with the conventional destructive evaluation

procedure. It was found that the predicted load repetitions to

failure, although in the same order of magnitude, differ signifi-

cantly between the two methods for some cases [27].

II. OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this research is to determine whether

the current nondestructive pavement testing method satisfies the
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Air Force's need. Specifically, the effectiveness of the NDPT

program for routine applications is evaluated with regard to its

degree of sophistication and the ease of use. Also, recommenda-

tions for possible improvCoinit irc ffcrod.

I1. NDPT PROGRAM

The Air Force NDPT program contains two main components --

data collection equipment and analytical method [27]. Principal

features and the strengths and weaknesses of each component are

reviewed below.

111.1 Data Collection Equipment

The data collection equipment is used primarily for evaluation

of in-situ elastic constants (Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio)

of each pavement constitutent material. The elastic constant

values are essential input data for the analytical method which

determines the structural capacity of existing aircraft pavements.

The original test equipment was a vibrator which could be

operated at a broad range of frequency of excitation with a wide

range of loading intensity. The vibratory equipment was housed in

the Civil Engineering Research Facility (CERF) NDPT van. The van

contained the vibrator, its supporting equipment, and the instru-

mentation, recording and monitoring equipment. The entire system

was large and not airtransportable. With this equipment, four

different types of tests could be performed [31].

1. Load-deflection tests at a constant frequency.

2. Resonant frequency tests.

3. Deflection basin tests.
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4. Wave propagation tests.

The wave propagation test provides dispersion curves which

relate wave velocity with wave length. From these dispersion

curves, the elastic modulus of each pavement constitutent layer is

computed. Although the computation of elastic modulus is simple,

the interpretation of dispersion curves for modulus calculation is

not easy and straightforward. Vrious approaches of data

interpretation are available; however, no matter which approach is

used, successful interpretation always requires correct engi-

neering judgment [33, 41].

At the time the CERF NDPT vani was fully developed, transient

wave propagation behavior had become better understood and

reliable instrumentation for mea:uring transient phenomena had

become readily available. For these reasons, the development of a

new test equipment using impulse loading technique to replace the

steady-state vibrator was initiated in 1977 [34].

The new impulse loader has a drop weight which can be varied

from 100 to 500 pounds and a drop height varying from 0 to 36

inches. The operation principle of this impulse loader is similar

to the various falling weight deflectometers, described by Moore

et al. [30], and Hoffman and Thompson [20]. The pavement response

to the impulse loading is measure!d by using accelerometers which

are mounted on the pavement surface. The entire test equipment is

housed in a van which is ea,;ily transportable in C-130 aircraft.

Detailed accounts of the equipment and operation procedures are

given by Marien and Baird [27].

The measured pavement response to impulse loading is given in

terms of acceleration versus time relationship. The acceleration-

time data are analyzed by using Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)

technique [40] to obtain the phase angle versus frequence rela-

tionship which is then used to develop the dispersion curve. All
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of these plots are done by a desk-top computer immediately after

the field data are collected. From the dispersion curve, the

shear wave velocity propagating through the pavement is obtained

and the shear modulus of each pavement constituent material is

computed by using the following equation:

=pv2 = (_~2(1)

where

G = Shear modulus of pavement material

v s = Shear wave velocity

p = Mass density of pavement material

Y = Unit weight of pavement material

g = Gravitational acceleration

Young's modulus of the pavement material is computed as

follows:

E = 2(1 +z)G (2)

where

E = Young's modulus of pavement material

P = Poisson's ratio of pavement material

For the surface layer, the velocity of Rayleigh wave is more

easily obtained from the dispersion curve. Thus, the shear wave
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velocity is usually computed from the Rayleigh wave 
velocity by

using the equation below:

VS v(3)
a

where

v Shear wave velocity

VR = Rayleigh wave velocity

a = Constant which is a function of Poisson's ratio and

varies almost linearly from 0.875 at V 
= 0 to 0.955

at V, = 0.5 [12]

Since pavement response to impulse loading is measured from

the pavement surface, the effect of surface layer on the shear

wave velocity obtained from the dispersion curves for the base

course material should be considered. For this consideration, the

following equation is used to adjust the shear wave velocity in

the base course of rigid pavements:

2/y v' s2 (4)
V s2 GI )2 s

where

= Actual in-situ shear wave velocity in the base courseVs 2 =

Vs2 = Shear wave velocity of the base course as indicated by

the dispersion curve

GI = Shear modulus of the surface layer
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G2' =Shear modulus of the base course as computed from vs2

i.e., G'2 =Y21g) Vs2

Yj and Y 2 = Unit weights of the surface and base course

materials, respectively

From the steady-state vibratory loading tests, the Young's

modulus of base course material in rigid pavements can also be

corrected by using the following approximate equation [33]:

2

E 2  = (E2)2/EI (5)

where

E 2 = Adjusted Young's modulus of the base course material

E2 = Young's modulus determined from shear wave velocity

obtained from the dispersion curve

El = Young's modulus of the surface layer

The preceding methods of correction are proposed for rigid

pavements only. For flexible pavements, the modulus values deter-

mined from vibratory tests are found to be about twice as high as

the practical range of the modulus values. Therefore, it is

suggested that the moduli of surface, base, and subgrade materials

determined from the steady-state vibratory loading tests be

reduced by 50 percent [31].

Poisson's ratios of the pavement constitutent materials can

also be computed from dispersion data using the following equation
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[9]:
V2  - 2 (6)

r

2(v 2 - I)r

where

= Poisson's ratio

vr = Ratio of compressional wave to shear wave velocity

However, in almost all cases, the computed Poisson's ratios are

larger than the values determined from triaxial tests [31].

Therefore, the values of Poisson's ratio used in pavement response

analysis are usually assumed rather than computed from the disper-

sion data.

The entire data collection equipment including the impulse

loader with the necessary instrumentation and a desk-top computer

for preliminary data analysis and evaluation is housed in a van

which is readily transportable in C-130 aircraft as mentioned

earlier. This high degree of mobility is an important feature for

the Air Force to satisfy their routine maintenance evaluation of

airfield pavements. Another salient feature of the equipment is

that the system is operated by a programmable controller so that

the drop height can be varied very easily. The weight of falling

mass can also be adjusted by putting on and taking off the weights

which have two different sizes -- 32.7 and 67.2 pound a piece.

Furthermore, the accompanied instrumentation can be used to moni-

tor pavement response at different locations up to eight points.

At present, an obvious weakness of the system is the lack of

an adequate procedure for determination of modulus of elasticity

from the impulse loading test. Previous experience with the
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steady-state vibratory loading test indicates that except for

portland cement concrete the elastic modulus computed from the

wave velocity data must be reduced by an arbitrary factor of 50

percent. An apparent cause for the higher than normal modulus

value is the viscoelastic behavior of the pavement materials.

Because of the use of impulse loading in the new testing equipment,

whether or not the modulus computed from the impulse loading test

results will need a similar arbitrary reduction is not yet known

[I].

111.2 Analytical Method

The analytical method essentially is the computer code named

PREDICT. Included in the PREDICT code are three major computer

programs which will be described later. In one of the main com-

puter programsis incorporated the constitutive equations of base

and subgrade materials which are reviewed below.

111.2.1 Constitutive Equations

Because the strain inside the pavement induced by the impulse

loader is relatively small compared with that of aircraft loading,

the values of Young's modulus determined from the field test need

be adjusted so that the modulus values will be compatible with the

strain level that exists under the aircraft loading. This is par-

ticularly essential for materials such as soil, gravel, and asphalt

concrete which, generally speaking, have nonlinear stress-strain

behavior. For this reason, constitutive equations for soils and

gravels are developed and are incorporated into the PREDICT com-

puter code. Main features of the constitutive equations follow.

The constitutive equations of subgrade and base course mate-

rials were developed by Hardin [15, 16, 171 based on the results

of one-way simple shear tests on subgrade soils and resonant
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column tests on base course materials including sand and gravel.

The test specimens had a range of dry density and water content

that normally exists in the field. For the study on subgrade

soils, hollow cylindrical specimens were prepared and loaded tor-

sionally about the axis of the cylinder. The test specimens had

outside and inside diameters of 7.32 cm and 3.58 cm, respectively,

with a length of 5.13 cm. The desired states of stress were

obtained by applying a torsional stress and stationary pressures

inside and outside the cylindrical specimens. The rate of tor-

sional loading varied from 0.2 to 450 kg/cm/h, and the shear

strain amplitude ranged from 10- 5 to 5x10-3 .

The resonant column tests were performed on two different spec-

imen sizes -- 6-inch diameter with 12-inch length for gravel and

sand, and 1.4-inch (or 2.8-inch) diameter with 3-inch length for

sand. In this series of tests, the test specimens were subjected

to torsional vibration about its long axis for various levels of

shear strain amplitude up to a maximum of 4.5x10- 4 . The frequency

of vibration was varied to obtain a resonant condition. The reso-

nant frequency was then used to compute the shear modulus of the

test specimen. The tests were conducted under various confining

pressures up to 4 bars (59 psi).

Results of the study mentioned above indicate that the hollow

cylinder shear test and the resonant column test produce compar-

able results [171, and that the constitutive relations can be

given in terms of the normalized shear modulus and normalized

shear strain as shown in Figure i which is the graphical represen-

tation of the following equations:

G 1 (7)
max - J+Yh

where
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Yh = i + a Exp [- (. 1 (8)
Yr 7

G = Shear modulus

Gmax = Maximum shear modulus which is equal to the initial

tangent modulus or secant modulus for strain

amplitude equal to or less than 10- 5

Y = Shear strain

Yr = Reference strain defined as the ratio of shear strength

in simple shear to maximum shear modulus; its value is

a function of plasticity index, grain size distribu-

tion, void ratio, and degree of saturation as given in

the following:

Gmax [0.6-0.25 (Pl)0.6 ] (9)

r =F 2 R2

in which F = (2.973 - e) 2  (10)
l+e

R = 1100, for sands with <15% fines

R = 1100 - 6S, for cohesive soils with >15% fines

PI Plasticity index

e = Void ratio

S = Degree of saturation In percentage
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a = Constant depending on various factors including soil

type, gradation, degree of saturation, number of

loading cycles, and strain time as shown in Table 1.

Meanwhile it is found that the maximum shear modulus in

Equation (7) can be estimated by using the following equation:

a -0.2/3)
Gmax = Y [2 + D5  ] (2.973 - e) 2  0.5 (11)

1+ e 10

in which

Gmax = Maximum shear stress in bars

a = Effective mean principal stress in bars

e = Void ratio

D 5 = Grain size in mm corresponding to 5 percent passing

Y = Parameter depending on particle composition

It is suggested, however, that for practical applications of these

constitutive equations in pavement evaluation the maximum shear

modulus be obtained from In-situ impulse loading tests. Other

data needed In the pavement evaluation are material properties

including plastic lty Index, gradation, void ratio, and degree of

saturation, number of loading cycles, and strain time. The needed

matrial properties can be determined from undisturbed core

samples or estimated from available knowledge on the pavement

materials. The number of loading cycles may be estimated from
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Table 1

VALUES OF CONSTANT "a"

Soil Type a

Highly plastic soils
with liquid limit >50 0.2 (1 + 0.02S) T0 7 5 /N 0 " 1

Low-plasticity soils and
nonplastic soils with 1.6 (1 + 0.02S) T0 "2 /N0 " 6

fines

Clean dry sands [(3.85/N) - 0.85] T0 0 2 5

Clean gravel and poorly
graded sand/gravel 2.0
mixtures with some
fines

Well-graded sand/gravel
mixtures with some fines 5.0

S = degree of saturation in percentage

N = number of loading cycles

T time in minutes to reach a normalized strain of unity
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traffic data; and the strain time must be evaluated from the

aircraft speed.

According to Hardin [171, these constitutive equations are not

as well defined for highly plastic soils with a liquid limit

greater than 50 as for other soils, since the error involved in

the determination of reference strain may be greater than 100 per-

cent. Thus, there is a need to improve these equations so that

they will be applicable to highly plastic soils equally well.

Furthermore, the constitutive equations are developed primarily

based on the results of simple shear tests. While simple shear

condition may occur in the pavement under aircraft loading, it is

generally believed that the actual state of stress inside the

pavement is in a more complex form. Available data [28], indicate

that the behavior of soils under triaxial compression differs from

that under simple shear. Therefore, it is important that these

constitutive equations be validated under triaxial state of stress

condition.

Despite the need for the above mentioned improvement, there

are two important features associated with the constitutive

equations. These are: (1) most important variables influencing

stress-strain behavior have been considered in the equation

development, and (2) the equations are in a rather simple form so

that they can be easily implemented for pavement evaluation.

Additionally, these equations have been tested under several dif-

ferent loadings with mixed amplitudes and rest periods. For prac-

tical purposes, these equations can be applied to mixed traffic

conditions.

111.2.2 PREDICT Computer Code

PREDICT is the finite element computer program for evaluating

the load carrying capacity and for predicting the remaining ser-
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vice life of an airfield p~vement. In the analysis, the pavement

is idealized as a layered Irismatic solid and the aircraft loading

is approximated by a periodic function. With this idealization,

the pavement system having infinite length and depth is reduced to

a structure with finite dimensions; Figure 2 illustrates this

idealization with a C-5A aircraft loading. This reduced structure

is then replaced by a system of prismatic elements as shown in

Figure 3 [7]. The cross section area and material properties are

constant throughout the entire element.

The entire computer code is composed of three main programs --

AFCAN, AFPRE, and AFPAV and a subroutine RESULT. Of these pro-

grams, AFCAN provides aircraft loading data for computation; AFPRE

generates the finite element mesh, boundary conditions and load

parameters for input into AFPAV which is a finite element program

used to analyze pavement response; and RESULT is for performing

fatigue analysis [27, 32, 331.

111.2.2.1 AFCAN Program

The AFCAN computer program has a series of subroutines for

instruction of element mesh generation and for characterization of

aircraft loading. In addition, the AFCAN data input cards contain

pavement layer thicknesses, material properties, and nonlinear

material properties.

The aircraft loading is characterized by Fourier series. Each

aircraft has its own subroutine which contains the following code

variables:

NUMCOS = number of cosine terms in the Fourier series

NELOAD = number of elements under the wheel (x-y plane)
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NUMELX = number of elements along the x-axis

WLOAD = wheel load

ZLEN = half period of the Fourier series

The Cartesian coordinates used in the computer program is such

that the pavement cross-section is in the x-y plane and the pave-

ment surface in the x-z plane. The depth of the mesh is arbitarily

set at 12 feet, but it can be changed, if necessary. The half-

width of the mesh (XLEN) is also arbitrarily established at 25

times the half-width of the tire (XLEND) for a single wheel load.

The number of column elements (NUMELX) is set in each aircraft

subroutine. These values of the variables are selected on the

basis of engineering judgment, the accuracy of computation results,

and the cost of computation; no theoretical guidance is available

for making these decisions.

The wheel loads are situated to produce symmetrical loading

conditions with respect to x-y and y-z planes, and are replaced by

an equivalent set of forces acting at the nodes directly under

each wheel. The symmetrical loading condition requires that the

Fourier series take the form of an even function in which the

coefficients are given by

2- P (nn
an c f(z) Cos (-) zdz (12)

where

p = half-period of the function (ZLEN)

n = number of terms (NUMCOS)
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f(z) = Tire pressure (PSINOM) which is expressed in terms of

Fourier series as follows

n

Fu i = an Cos (LL?) z (13)

n=l

where Fui is the force at node i which produces a displacement in

the y-direction.

Values for tire pressure (PSINOM), wheel load (WLOAD), tire

length (ZLENLD), and half-width of the tire (XLEND) are determined

based on landing gear data for the particular aircraft at maximum

take-off gross weight given by Hay [18] and are included in AFCAN

as the standard constants. However, other values for WLOAD and

PSINOM can be entered into AFCAN. When values of other than the

standard constants are entered, new values of XLENLD and ZLENLD

will be calculated by the computer program.

For multiwheeled landing gears, the wheel loads are considered

to be periodic functions, and the tire pressure diagram in the y-z

plane are modeled by a Fourier series. The constants used to

model the tire pressure diagram for each aircraft are shown in

Table 2. These constants are selected after an overall considera-

tion of pavement response, load modelling, boundary stress, and

computation cost. Acording to Nielsen and Baird [33], the deci-

sions which led to the selection of these variables are subjective.

Therefore, these values may differ from those selected by other

people.

111.2.2.2 AFPRE Program

The airfield preprocessor (AFPRE) program is used to generate

finite element mesh and load parameters for the AFPAV program.

There are two data generation schemes -- single-wheel scheme for
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single-wheel aircraft and multiwheel scheme for multi-wheel air-

craft [6]. In the single-wheel scheme, the pavement is treated as

a uniform prismatic solid of trapezoidal cross-section as shown in

Figure 4. In the multiwheel scheme, the pavement is divided into

three regions -- surface, base, and subgrade. Within the surface

region, materials, nodes, elements, and boundary conditions are

arbitrary. In the base region, materials, nodes, elements, and

boundary conditions are restricted to uniform horizontal layers.

The subgrade region is one homogeneous material of trapezoidal

cross section. Figure 5 illustrates the multiwheel scheme for

C-5A aircraft loading.

AFPRE contains a series of subroutines such as SWMESH, MWMESH,

and FLOAD. SWMESH reads the single-wheel data cards and generates

the single-wheel mesh. MWMESH reads the multiwheel data cards and

generates the multiwheel mesh. FLOAD calculates the Fourier coef-

ficients and plots the Fourier representation of a given aircraft

loading. There are also subroutines to read the material and tem-

perature cards, to compute various quantities needed by AFPAV such

as thermal strain and gravity forces, and to do various other

tasks. Details of the AFPRE program are described by Nielsen [32].

111.2.2.3 AFPAV Program

Program AFPAV is the core of the PREDICT computer code. This

program is an extension of that developed by Herrmann [19].

Detailed formulation of AFPAV can be found from research reports

by Pichumaui [37] and Crawford [7]; the input instruction and

program flow chart are given by Crawford [8] and Nielsen [321.

The constitutive equations presented in a previous section are

incorporated into the AFPAV program so that the nonlinear stress-

strain behavior of the pavement materials can be taken into con-

sideration. In the analysis, the nonlinear relationship between
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normalized shear strain given in Figure 1 is divided into a series

of segments (or steps) and each segment is approximated by a

straight line. In other words, the nonlinear analysis is approxi-

mated by a series of linear-like analysis. For each step, the

loading and geometric conditions are identical but the shear modu-

lus varies. The shear modulus for a given step is obtained by

entering the shear strain value computed in the preceding step

into the constitutive relationship (Figure 1). For the first step

of analysis, the shear modulus is taken to be the modulus value

obtained from the field impulse loading tests. Under normal

conditions, three to four steps cf linear-like analysis are suf-

ficient to provide satisfactory results.

It should be noted that the shear strain varies not only from

element to element but also with different values of z within each

element (see Figure 5). Since the shear modulus decreases with

increasing shear strain as depicted by Figure 1, a conservative

approach of anlaysis is to use the maximum shear strain in each

element to find the shear modulus for the element. Therefore, it

is important that the selected z values (or stations) in the

calculation must encompass the locations of the largest shear

strains.

AFPAV also contains provisions for consideration of no-tension

materials and pavement joints effects, and for analysis of gravi-

tational and thermal strains. For the analysis of no-tension

materials, the maximum compressive strains (Ex, Ey, and Ez) com-

puted in each step are compared with the tension cutoff strain

specified for each material. When any of the compressive strains

exceeds the tension cutoff strains, the element stiffness asso-

ciated with that particular compressive strain is reduced by a

factor of 1000. The stiffness associated with shear strains (Yxy,

Yyz, and Yzx), however, remains unchanged regardless of tension

c rack i ng.
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Joints in rigid pavements are modeled as shear connectors with

certain values of shear modulus to approximate the stiffness of

the Joint. The assigned shear modulus of the Joint should be such

that the measured or known pavement performance at the Joint is

produced. Therefore, a trial and error procedure is usually needed

to obtain an adequate shear modulus for the shear connector [71.

The gravity force is computed by multiplying the mass density

of the material by the volume of the element and the acceleration

constant of gravity. The force that computed is then distributed

to the nodes for computation of gravitational strains. The ther-

mal strain of each element is computed from the temperature in the

element and the thermal coefficient of the material. The computed

gravitational and thermal strains are added to the strains pro-

duced by the aircraft loading to obtain the total strains. The

total strains are then used to determine the nonlinear shear

modulus.

It should be pointed out that although the nonlinear analysis

consideres the variation of Young's modulus with strain level,

Poisson's ratio is assumed to be constant with respect to the

state of stress and strain level. Also, as mentione(i earlier, the

values of Poisson's ratio used in the analysis are assumed rather

than computed from field test data.

TII.2.2.4 RESULT Subroutine

The RESULT subroutine contain. all elements of fatigue analy-

sis. This subroutine searches for' the maximum value of pavement

response from the results of AFPAV computation. For flexible

pavements, the critical responses searched are the maximum tensile

strain in the surface layer and the maximum vertical compressive

strain In the subgrade. For rigid pavement, the maximum tensile

:strs s In the concrete layer and the maximum compressive strain

in the subgqrade are obtained. The results of this search are
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printed in a format which indicates the z-station (ZPLANE) at

which the values are maximum.

The subroutine also contains the following criteria:

(1) Fatigue failure will occur in a bituminous concrete pave-

ment when the maximum tensile stain in the surface layer reaches a

critical value. According to Monismith and McLean [29], the cri-
tical strain value is a function of the modulus of elasticity of

the bituminous concrete and the number of stress repetitions as

shown in Figure 6.

(2) For concrete pavements, fatigue failure will develop when

the maximum tensile stress in the concrete layer reaches a certain

percentage of the modulus of rupture of the concrete. Packard [36]

provides the relationship between the ratio of maximum tensile

stress to the modulus of rupture and the number of stress repeti-

tions required for fatigue failure (Figure 7).

(3) Fatigue failure will develop in a pavement when the maxi-

mum vertical compressive strain in the subgrade reaches a critical

value. The critical compressive strain varies with the pavement

stiffness and the number of stress repetitions to failure. Figure

8 summarizes the results obtained by the Waterways Experiment

Station, Corps of Engineers, and the Asphalt Institute. The fati-

gue criterion given in Figure 8 is for the following conditions:

(1) Portand cement concrete and strong bituminous concrete pave-

ments with a surface layer modulus greater than 350,000 psi, (2)

weak bituminous concrete pavements with a surface layer modulus

less than 200,000 psi, and (3) heavy, multiwheeled aircraft

loading, e.g., B-52 and C-5A.

The fatigue criteria and the maxium pavement response values

searched above are used to determine the number of stress repeti-
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tions to cause fatigue failure for the particular pavement under

investigation. With the concept of cycles per coverage [18], the

number of operations (OPS) permitted for each material (asphalt,

concrete, and/or subgrade) is printed following the stress and

strain data. Also included in the output are the mixed traffic

factors. Using this computer output, the effect of mixed traffic
can be evaluated by multiplying the mixed traffic factor for each

aircraft by the expected number of annual operations.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

The preceding review has indiriated that the Air Force NDPT

method employs impulse loading to determine the elastic moduli of

pavement constituent layers; these modulus values are then used as
input for the computer program, PREDICT, to evaluate the pavement's

remaining service life. The PREDICT computer code is a finite

element program capable of considering the effect of strain rate

on the elastic moduli of gravel and soil. Obvious strength and

weakness of the various NDPT components have been pointed out

earlier; an overall evaluation regarding the soundness and effec-

tiveness of the NDPT method follows.

The impulse loading used in the field testing produces a stress

pulse in the pavement; the shape of stress pulse (described by

amplitude and duration) varies with the amount of energy applied

which depends greatly on the weight of falling mass, drop height,

and the impact plate material, and the pavement structure which

involves material types and layer thicknesses. When compared with

traffic loading, impulse loading generates stress pulse of shorter

duration and induces acceleration of much greater magnitude than

moving wheels [4, 21]. Despite this difference, it is widely

believed that impulse loading simulates actual traffic loading

much better than other types of loading such as static and vibra-

tory loadings [2, 23, 301. Another important feature of using

impulse loading for pavement testing is the size of equipment
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needed. Because impulse loading can be applied without a reaction

system, the equipment size usually is much smaller than that of

vibratory or static loading.

As mentioned before, the Air Force impulse loader is well

designed so that the weight of falling mass and drop height can be

adjusted quite easily compared with other equipment of the same

kind, e.g., the devices described by Moore et al. [30], and

Hoffman and Thompson [201. In addition, the sophisticated instru-

mentation of the impulse loader can be used to measure the velo-

city of wave propagation and the profile of surface deflection.

However, the current NDPT method utilizes the impulse loader only

for obtaining shear wave velocity which is then used to compute

the elastic modulus of each pavement layer.

Various studies [3, 24, 25, 45] have shown that a strong

correlation exists between the shape of surface deflection basin

and the performance of flexible pavements. Other studies [5, 21,

39, 44, 46] have also demonstrated the feasibility of evaluating

the elastic modulus from pavement deflection basins. All of these

indicate that the surface deflection basin is a very useful datum

for evaluating pavement performance and elastic modulus. There-

fore, to fully utilize the well designed impulse loader, the

method of modulus computation should be improved; also, a proce-

dure should be developed so that the pavement deflection data can

be incorporated into the current NDPT method.

It is common practice of pavement analysis that the flexible

pavement is modeled as an elastic layer system and the rigid pave-

ment as a rigid plate supported by the elastic half space. There-

fore, different computer programs are usually needed for analysis

of the two different types of pavements. For examples, some com-

puter programs often used are BISAR [10] and Chevron n-layer

program [47] for flexible pavements, and RPOD [43] for rigid
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pavements. Various existing programs are reviewed by Rauhut et

al. [38]. The PREDICT computer code employs the finite element

method in which the pavement structure, both flexible and rigid,

are approximated by a system of finite number of elements which

are interconnected at nodal points. With this method, only one

computer program is needed or analysis of both types of pave-

ments. Additional advantage of the finite element program is that

the flexibility of the pavement structure can be controlled by

varying the element size, the nonlinear stress-strain property of

the pavement material can be taken into consideration without

great difficulty, and the effect of overlay, if any, can be eval-

uated easily. However, because of the use of prismatic elements,

the PREDICT computer code is unable to consider the variation of

elastic modulus with strain level and state of stress in the

longitudinal direction within each element. For this reason, the

current NDPT method requires a conservative approach by using the

maximum shear strain in the element to determine the shear

modulus. To assure that the maximum shear strain of each element

is obtained, considerable attention is needed in the selection of

Z values for shear strain computation. In the analysis, Z values

are always expressed in terms of the element length, L (Figure 3).

Further, with this approach, there is a possibility of element

mesh distortion at a pavement cross section where the actual shear

strain is less than the maximum shear strain of the element.

Whether or not this distortion will cause undesirable effects on

the results of analysis requires further study.

The preprocessor, AFPRE, in the PREDICT computer code greatly

facilitates the generation of finite element mesh; it reduces con-

siderable amount of not only human effort for data preparation but

also possible errors involved in the mesh generation. Another

salient feature of the PREDICT computer code is the use of AFCAN

program to prepare load input. The aircraft loading is assumed to

be a periodic function and can be described by Fourier series.
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With this method of approximation, different aircraft gear con-

figuration input can be prepared at a small amount of time. One

difficulty involved in this input preparation, however, is the

determination of adequate values for the function constants, espe-

cially NUMCOS (number of cosine terms in the Fourier series) and

ZLEN (half period of the Fourier series). Considerable experience

and engineering judgement are required to select appropriate

values.

Other important features of the PREDICT computer code include

its capability of considering the effect of joints in rigid pave-

ment and fatigue analysis for mixed traffic conditions. The anal-

ysis of pavement fatigue life is made based on the available

distress criteria which will be discussed in a later section. The

pavement joint is modeled as a shear connector having a certain

stiffness. A difficulty associated with the use of a shear con-

nector is the selection of an appropriate stiffness value so that

the actual joint behavior can be adequately modeled. Usually,

this is accomplished by trial and error procedures until the joint

behavior can be duplicated. Therefore, field data on joint beha-

vior is needed for successful pavement evaluation using the

PREDICT computer code.

Although the finite element method can take the nonlinear

stress-strain material property into consideration, the PREDICT

computer code is capable of performing nonlinear analysis for base

and subgrade courses only because of the lack of constitutive

equations of surface materials. For surface layer, either asphalt

or portland cement concrete, the material property is assumed to

be linearly elastic. With this assumption, the result of evalua-

tion may be on unconservative side. This is especially true for

asphaltic material since it generally possesses nonlinear property.

Also, under normal condition, high shear strain exists in the

asphalt layer; the high shear strain value yields a low Young's

modulus. As a result, the actual pavement response such as ten-
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sile strain in the asphalt layer and vertical subgrade strain may

be higher than those computed from the PREDICT code. To avoid

this undesirable result, nonlinear constitutive equations of sur-

face materials should be developed and incorporated into the

PREDICT computer ccde.

It is important to note, as pointed out before, that the test

loading used in the development of constitutive equationsshould

simulate the actual state of stress present in the pavement as

much as possible. Meanwhile, appropriate yield or failure criteria

should be incorporated into the constitutive equations so that

possible local yielding or failure under heavy aircraft loading

can be properly considered. The incorporation of appropriate

yield criteria into the present constitutive equations of gravel

and soil, Eqs (9) and (10), is also necessary.

With the various distress criteria (Figures 6, 7, and 8) in

the subroutine RESULT, the computer code PREDICT is capable of

predicting the remaining life of a pavement system in terms of

fatigue failure. These criteria are critical tensile stress, ten-

sile strain, and compressive subgrade strain values. Because they

are established through laboratory testing and theoretical analy-

sis for the particular pavement, loading, and environmental con-

ditions involved in the development, these criteria should be

expanded to accommodate the range of condition that typically

exists in the Air Force airfield pavement.

Further, in the field, many factors that influence pavement

performance are interrelated so that it is very difficult, .f not

impossible, to consider the combined effect in the laboratory

investigation. As an example, the commonly existing combined

effect of material variability due to inhomogeneity and nonuniform

construction, irregular traffic pattern, edge loading, and envir-

onmental influences may result in a fatigue life different from
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that estimated based on the results of laboratory testing and

anaylsis. Therefore, it is imperative that these distress cri-

teria be validated in the field. O'Brien [35] has outlined some

important elements which need be observed during the field

validation.

Using the preceding distress criteria, the fatigue life of a

pavement can be evaluated for the critical pavement response value

determined at the time of field testing. Since the asphalt and

subgrade moduli vary considerably with temperature and moisture

content, respectively, the fatigue life thus determined corres-

ponds only to the pavement temperature and subgrade moisture con-

tent at testing. The evaluation of remaining service life of a

pavement system is complicated by the fluctuation of pavement tem-

perature and subgrade moisture content. Because of the variation

of critical pavement response with the fluctuating temperature

and moisture content, a procedure involving Miner's hypothesis

usually is needed for estimating the pavement's remaining service

life. For this procedure, a spectrum of seasonal variation of

pavement temperature and subgrade moisture content need be estab-

lished and the corresponding critical pavement responses deter-

mined. With these pavement response data, the amount of damage

already occurred in the pavement is computed and the remaining

service life of the pavement corresponding to this amount of

damage estimated.

The pavement temperature required is the average temperature

across the thickness of the asphalt concrete layer. Because it is

easier to measure temperature on the pavement surface, the sum of

surface temperature and five-day air temperature prior to testing

has been suggested for evaluation of highway pavements [13, 42].

An approach similar to this may be used for the Air Force NDPT

method. The determination of subgrade moisture content is not as

simple. The precipitation data and soil type may give the trend
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of water content fluctuation; however, most reliable data can only

be obtained by taking soil sample through coring. Coring also

provides specimens of pavement materials for laboratory testing

and for determination of pavement layer thicknesses. The pavement

layer thickness is an essential input for the PREDICT computer

code. When the pavement construction record is not available,

coring is the only effective means presently available for layer

thickness determination.

Laboratory testing on cored specimens, although not required,

can provide data on elastic modulus to verify the value determined

from field testing. As has been pointed out before, the elastic

modulus obtained from field vibratory loading test data is usually

too high so that it is arbitarily reduced by 50 percent. The lab-

oratory testing can also provide Poisson's ratio, thus the current

approach of assuming a value of Poisson's ratio for the PREDICT

code can be avoided. Additionally, various soil properties such

as void ratio, degree of saturation, and plasticity characteristics

and others which are required by the constitutive equations can

also be obtained from core samples. Therefore, laboratory testing

on core sample is needed not only for verifying elastic modulus

but also for providing accurate input data to the PREDICT computer

code so that valid structural evaluation of existing airfield

pavements can be assured.

The current NDPT method evaluates a pavement's structural

capacity in terms of fatigue cracking only. There are other modes

of pavement distress which also affect the pavement's performance

considerably. For flexible pavements, more important distress

modes are cracking caused by shrinkage or by changes in tempera-

ture and subgrade moisture, rutting, and slope variance. Both

slope variance and rutting are results of permanent deformation

due to traffic loading. Slope variance refers to the longitudinal

roughness, whereas rutting is the channelized depression along the
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wheel path. Slope variance causes discomfort to the pavement user

while rutting may impound water and reduces skid resistance.

Cracking due to shrinkage and change in temperature and subgrade

moisture results in structural discontinuity and decreases the load

carrying capacity of the pavement. Also, intrusion of water into

the crack may weaken the subgrade material and accelerates pave-

ment deterioration. For rigid pavements, cracking and spalling

around joints and edges are more important than both slope variance

and rutting. To consider these distress modes, appropriate consti

tutive equations should be incorporated into the AFPAV program.

As an exanwple, equations involving viscoelastic and permanent

strains may be needed for rutting and slope variance evaluation.

With the use of finite element method in the AFPAV, some of these

distress modes can be considered without great difficulty. Others

such as slope variance and edge and corner cracking may require

more effort for program modification because of the prismatic ele-

ment used in the AFPAV code. Nevertheless, the AFPAV computer

program possesses sufficient flexibility for future expansion and

modification.

Various weaknesses associated with the NDPT method have

emerged from this discussion. The effect of these weaknesses on

the results of pavement evaluation varies. Of these, the lack of

an appropriate method for computation of layer modulus value

obviously is the most significant shortcoming. Also significant

is that the NDPT method is without constitutive equations for

surface materials particularly bituminous concrete, without a

system of distress criteria that encompasses a range of subgrade

moisture and pavement temperature, and without provisions to take

into consideration the effect of pavement temperature and subgrade

moisture in the evaluation process. With these shortcomings,

reasonable evaluation can hardly be acquired by using the current

NDPT method. It should also be noted that the present NDPT method

is incapable of evaluating a pavement's structural capacity in
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terrrs of' roughness and rutttng. Other weaknesses such as the use

of prismatic element I the PREDLCT code, the difficulty in tho

selection of stiffness for shear connector, and the needed judge-

ment in the determination of Fourier series constants for loading

inputs are comparatively less important.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

V.1 SUMMARY

Various features of the current Air Force NDPT method have

been critically reviewed and discussed. The highlight regarding

the strengths and weaknesses of the NDPT method is briefly sum-

marized below.

V.1.1 Strengths

The data collection equipment contained in a van is air trans-

portable and therefore satisfies the Air Force's need of rapid

worldwide deployment. The impulse loader has great flexibility to

vary the weight of the falling mass and the drop height very

easily. It is also well instrumented so that pavement response

can be measured at eight different locations. In addition, the

equipment has a desk-top computer for preliminary data analysis

and evaluation which screens and rejects unreasonable test data on

the spot.

The PREDICT computer code is !apable of performing nonlinear

analysis for both flexible and rigid pavements subjected to

aircraft loading of various gear configurations. The loading

input can be prepared easily since each aircraft loading is con-

tained in a subroutine. Also, the effort required for preparation

of finite element mesh is greatly reduced by the preprocessor,

AFPHE, in the code. Further, the code contains subroutines for
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mixed traffic and fatigue analyses so that the remaining service

life can be obtained directly from the computer output.

V.1.2 Weaknesses

Adequate methods for interpretation of field test data and com-

putation of elastic constants (Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio)

are not yet available. From the experience on steady state vibra-

tory loading tests, the computed Young's modulus values are always

too high except for portland cement concrete. Without methods for

successful determination of elastic constants, the effort for the

development of the data collection equipment cannot be fully

justified.

The present PREDICT code can only perform nonlinear analysis

for the base and subgrade materials because of the lack of consti-

tutive equations for surface materials. As pointed out earlier,

surface materials especially bituminous concrete behaves nonlin-

early under loading. Pavement evaluation without a consideration

of nonlenear stress-strain behavior of the bituminous concrete

layer may yield an unconservative result.

The distress criteria now in the PREDICT code need be expanded

and validated in the field so that the effect of pavement tem-

perature and subgrade moisture can be considered. Meanwhile, pro-

visions to take into consideration the pavement temperature and

subgrade moisture at the time of testing are needed in the data

collection system so that the remaining pavement service life can

be properly evaluated.

Presently, the required input on pavement layer thickness for

the PREDICT code cannot be obtained nondestructively if construc-

tion record of the pavement under evaluation is not available.

The layer thickness must be determined through coring which causes

destruction to the pavement.
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V.2 CONCLUSIONS

Under the present state of knowledge, practical application of

wave propagation technique to determine pavement layer thickness

is still quite limited, although Lt has been shown [22] that the

technique can be used for simple pavement conditions. Because the

degree of destruction to the pavement structure resulted from

coring and the effort required for field data collection are very

small compared with the destructive method of pavement evaluation,

the use of current NDPT method is well justified. Furthermore,

the present field data collection equipment is very well designed

and the computer code, PREDICT, nas the capability of evaluating

the fatigue life of both flexible and rigid pavements for various

aircraft loadings. With these merits, the current NDPT method can

become a very effective evaluation tool if the aforementioned

weaknesses are corrected. Recommendations for improvement are

given below.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Results of the evaluation have indicated three main areas

which need further research to improve the current NDPT method.

Recommendations for improvement follow:

VI.1 Field Test Data Analysis and Interpretation for Determination

of Elastic Constants of The Pavement Constituent Materials

A key element for successful data interpretation is a well-

defined response curve. As of today, according to Baird [I], the

data in the long wave length region are fairly well defined so

that there seems no great difficulty to obtain reasonable Young's

modulus for the subgrade material. In the short wave length

region, however, there are some difficulties because the disper-

sion curve in this region is not clearly defined. Since the shape
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of the response curve varies with many factors such as the material

and size of the impact plate, type and layer thickness of the

pavement, the weight of impact mass, and drop height, it might be

possible to obtain adequate response data for the computation of

Young's modulus of the surface and base layers by varying the

influencing factors, especially the material and size of the impact

plate. Therefore, during this period of equipment development, an

optimization of loading elements, namely, a search of an optimum

combination of impact plate material, size, falling weight, and

drop height appears to be necessary.

The equipment is capable of measuring the pavement response at

different locations up to eight different points. From these

response data, the basin of deflection under each impulse loading

may be obtained. The deflection basin data may be useful for

validation of the Young's modulus values computed from the disper-

sion curve. Also, the shape of the deflection basin may be used

to infer the structural capacity of the pavement under investiga-

tion. Therefore, a study on how the deflection data can be

integrated into the current NDPT method is warranted.

VI.2 Constitutive Relationships For Surface Materials

The constitutive equations of pavement materials especially

bituminous concrete should be developed and incorporated into the

PREDICT code so that the effect of strain level and state of stress

on the elastic modulus can be taken into consideration. The

equations should be developed under a range of state of stress and

strain level that exist in the field and using the loading that

resembles the actual field condition. Furthermore, the developed

equations should accommodate the range of temperature and mix com-

position that are expected in the airfield pavement.

VI.3 Distress Criteria and Evaluation of Remaining Service Life
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The present distress criteria should be expanded to accommodate

a broad range of loading and environmental conditions that exist

in the airfield pavements. These criteria should also be vali-

dated in the field. For validation, test sites should be selected

at the locations where adequate data on fatigue cracking and traf-

fic record are available. Specimens should be taken for testing

and analysis. At present, a research on the development of

algorithm of fatigue criteria for bituminous concrete is underway

[261. Similar studies for portland cement concrete and subgrade

soil are needed.

For estimation of a pavement's remaining fatigue life, a year-

round data on seasonal variation of air temperature and subgrade

moisture are required. Therefore, it is recommended that such a

data bank be established and incorporated into the PREDICT com-

puter code.
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THE EFFECT OF ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OXYGEN AT ONE ATA AND INCREASED

PRESSURE ON THE METABOLISM OF AN ORGANOPHOSPHATE

(PARATHION) IN THE RAT

by

Alice Ward

ABSTRACT

In vivo studies have been carried out to determine the effect of

100% oxygen at ambient and increased pressure on the metabolism of the

organophosphorous insecticide, parathion. Groups of rats administered

a single intraperitoneal dose of the agent (4.5 mg/kg) were either

treated immediately or after a period of ten minutes with 100% oxygen

at 1 ATA or 2.4 ATA. Results indicate that oxygen at 1 ATA and 2.4

ATA does not prevent the formation of paraoxon, the toxic metabolite

of parathion. Also oxygen at these pressures does not appear to in-

fluence the degradation of paraoxon. It appears that 100% oxygen at

2.4 ATA may enhance the conversion of parathion to paraoxon.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The organophosphates (OPs) are a large class of highly toxic

chemicals. These substances were developed before and during World

War II first as insecticides and later as chemical warfare agents (the

nerve gases). The extreme toxicity of these compounds is due to their

irreversible inactivation of the enzyme acetylcholinesterase.

Many of the OPs are metabolized by the mixed function oxidase

(MFO) enzyme systems of mammalian liver. These enzyme systems have an

essential requirement for reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
1

phosphate (NADPH) and molecular oxygen. Typically, the metabolism of

OPs involve two types of reactions; activation reactions in which the

parent compound is converted into a toxic metabolite and detoxification

reactions in which the parent compound is degraded into nontoxic

metabolites.

Parathion (diethyl 4-nitrophenyl phosphorothionate) is used exten-

sively as an agricultural insecticide. It is metabolized by the MFO

enzyme systems of mammalian liver to paraoxon (diethyl 4-nitrophenyl

phosphate), a toxic metabolite and to diethyl phosphorothionate, a non-

toxic metabolite. '
3 Paraoxon is metabolized further to diethyl phos-

phate (nontoxic) by a number of esterases present in animal tissues.
4

The effect of 100 percent oxygen at 1 ATA* and increased pressure

on the metabolism of OPs has not been extensively investigated. An in

vitro study by Neal2 revealed that 100% oxygen at 1 ATA inhibited the

metabolism of parathion. He reasoned that some component of the MFO

system was susceptible to an oxidation that leads to a decreased enzyme

activity. Neal's investigations did not include the use of hyperbaric

oxygen (HBO).

Various workers 5 have suggested that HBO might alter the metabolism

of certain types of chemicals, however experimental evidence to support

this suggestion is lacking.

This study was undertaken to investigate the effect of oxygen on

the metabolism of a specific organophosphate, parathion, in an in vivo

system.

*ATA is the abbreviation for Atmosphere is Absolute. I ATA is equiva-

lent to a barometric pressure of 760 mm Hg.
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I. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the project were to:

L. Determine if 100% oxygen at 1 ATA and increased pressure prevents

the conversion of parathion to the toxic substance paraoxon.

2. Determine if 100% oxygen at I ATA and increased pressure influences

the metabolism of paraoxon to the nontoxic substance diethyl

phosphate.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

One hundred fifty female albino rats (Sprague-Dawley strain, 200-

265 g) were divided into 5 groups of thirty. Groups I, II, IV, and V

were subdivided into six groups of five. Group III was subdivided into

three groups of ten.

Group I was observed in air at 1 ATA following parathion* injection

and served as the positive control. Parathion, dissolved in a mixture

of ethanol (20%) and propylene glycol (80%), was administered intraperi-

toneally (4.5 mg/kg). The total volume injected was 1 ml. No effects

were observed when the solvent vehicle was injected into a group of 10

animals.

Group II was exposed to 60 minutes of 100% oxygen in the following

manner. The animals in each subgroup were injected with parathion and

immediately placed in sealed oxygen hoods containing 100% oxygen. The

concentration of oxygen in the hoods returned to 100% in 30-45 seconds

after the introduction of an animal. The treatment period was 60 min-

utes broken into three 20 minute periods separated by 5 minute breaks

during which the animals breathed air. Following treatment the rats

were returned to air. Group III was treated identically as Group I,

except that injections were administered in a large pressure chamber

at 2.4 ATA while the rats breathed air. The rats were then treated with

oxygen at 2.4 ATA for 60 minutes in the same hoods used in Group II.

At the end of the treatment period, the surviving animals were returned

to air and decompressed to normal atmospheric pressure over a five

minute period.

*Parathion, assessed to be more than 99% pure, was supplied by The

Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Missouri.
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Group IV was exposed to 60 minutes of 100% oxygen at I ATA. The

procedure was the same as in Group II except that treatment was initiated

10 minutes after the administration of parathion.

Croup V was exposed to 60 minutes of oxygen at 2.4 ATA in the follow-

ing manner. Each subgroup was injected with parathion and placed in

a Bethelem Hyperbaric Animal Chamber (model # 1836-HP). The chamber

was pressurized with 100% oxygen. The oxygen treatment period was 60

minutes broken into three 20 minute periods separated by five minute

breaks during which the animals breathed air. The time interval between

injection of the toxin and commencement of oxygen treatment was 10 min-

utes. At the end of the treatment period the rats were decompressed

to normal atmospheric pressure over a period of five minutes.

Groups II and III were designed to achieve objective (1) and

Groups IV and V were designed to accomplish objective (2). Parameters

used to ascertain treatment effects were the time interval to the appear-

ance of signs of poisoning, the time interval after injection to death,

and the number of animals surviving at 24 hours.

IV. RESULTS

All the animals in Group I exposed to air at normal atmospheric

pressure exhibited symptoms of poisoning within three minutes of inject-

ion. The symptoms included muscle tremors, loss of coordination, diar-

rhea, and excessive salivation and lacrimation. The interval to death

for various animals in the sample ranged from 10-34 minutes following

injection. The percent of rats surviving at 24 hours in this group was

50.00.

The animals in Group II, which were treated immediately with oxy-

gen at 1 ATA exhibited symptoms of poisoning within three minutes of

injection. The preceding interval to death ranged from 10-45 minutes

following injection. The percent of rats surviving in this group at

24 hours was 46.67.

The animals in Group III, which were treated immediately with

oxygen at 2.4 ATA, showed symptoms within three minutes of injection.

The interval to death ranged from 10-60 minutes following injection.

Twenty percent of the rats in this group survived for 24 hours follow-

ing injection.
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The rats in Group IV, which were treated with oxygen at 1 ATA

ten minutes after injection, showed symptoms of poisoning within three

minutes. The interval to death ranged from 10-50 minutes following

injection. The percent of animals surviving in this group at 24 hours

was 50.00.

The rats in group V, which were treated with oxygen at 2.4 ATA

ten minutes following injection, exhibited symptoms of poisoning within

three minutes. The preceeding interval to death ranged from 16-33

minutes for various members of the sample. The percent of animals

surviving at 24 hours was 46.67.

The oxygen treatments at 1 ATA and 2.4 ATA presumably did not pre-

vent the formation of paraoxon, the toxic metabolite of parathion. The

significance of the low survival rate for Group III (only 20%) is unclear

at present. However, the results may substantiate the findings of

Longmuir and co-workers which indicated that HBO induces the synthesis

of the enzyme cytochrome P-450, the terminal enzyme of the MFO enzyme

system. Our findings in this study may also indicate that HBO, working

through cytochrome P-450, indirectly enhances the conversion of parathion

to paraoxon.

The oxygen treatment at 1 ATA and 2.4 ATA presumbably did not

effect the conversion of paraoxon to diethyl phosphate.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

HBO appears to enhance the conversion of parathion to paraoxon.

It is recommended that study in this area be continued to identify the

mechanism(s) responsible for this effect.

The author proposes to further investigate the finding that HBO

induces the synthesis of cytochrome P-450.
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MEASUREMENTS OF TURBULENCE IN THE TROPOSPHERE AND LOWER STRATOSPHERE

USING THE MILLSTONE HILL 440 MHZ RADAR

by

Brenton J. Watkins

ABSTRACT

A program of experiments has been conducted to make intercomparisons

of the refractivity turbulence structure constant (C2) in the upper

troposphere and lower stratosphere. The Millstone Hill 440 Mhz turbulence

scatter radar was operated simultaneously with a number of Air Force

Geophysics Lab balloon experiments. [The balloon data yield temperature

fluctuation profiles that may be converted to C2 profiles]. On one

night a stellar scintillometer was also operated for data comparison

purposes. The data indicated large (factor of 100) variations of C2 with

time and height. The decrease of C2 with altitude (~ 1.4db/k) is

generally similar to that reported by other workers, however on two days

the slope was considerably less. The absolute magnitude of C2 from

these radar data was greater (factor of 10) than found at other radar

sites. However the C2 data gathered in 1968 at the Millstone Hill site

show similar magnitudes to those reported here.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes a len week research effort conducted at the

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (Hanscom AFB Mass) during the summer of

1981.

For several years an Air Force research program has been directed

toward a better understanding of turbulence in the troposphere and

stratosphere. This has been motivated by the need to understand the

atmospheric transport mechanisms pertinent to the rate of mixng and

diffusion of exhaust products in the stratospherel and more recently to

define the role of turbulence in affecting the transmission of optical

signals through the atmosphere. Past research has mainly used two techniques,

(a) balloi measurements of temperature fluctuations caused by turbulence,

and (b) observation of the turbulence breakup of smoke trials released by

rockets and balloons. Within recent years a new radar technique has also

proven useful for this purpose 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 . It is now routinely possible to

monitor the level of atmospheric turbulence at various heights. In addition,

optical techniques have been refined to also measure atmospheric turbulence6 .

This latter method utilizes a small optical telescope to monitor the

scintillations of a bright star.

The general objective of this research program was to compare the

three experimental methods because each has its own differing advantages

and disadvantages, such as height resolution, cost etc.

This report summarizes the work undertaken at the radar site at

Millstone Hill, Westford Massachusetts, located about 20 miles from the

Air Force Geophysics Lab. The particular radar at this site was developed

for turbulence scatter use beginning in 1978. Its development was funded

by the National Science Foundation and operated by MIT Lincoln Lab. From

January 1980 the radar has been operated by MIT North East Radio Observatory

Corporation (NEROC). This work has evolved as a collaborative research

effort between AFGL and NEROC, as well as this investigator (BJW). He

was previously with MIT Lincoln Lab and NEROC, and was responsible for the

development of that radar for turbulence scatter work 5 .
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For the experiments reported here, a temporary balloon launch site

was set up near the radar.

As this investigator was responsible for the radar data taking and

analysis, this report will therefore focus on that particular aspect of

the experiments.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The general research effort was to compare three different techniques

for measuring turbulence in the troposphere and stratosphere. The turbu-

lence scatter radar was to be operated during the balloon experiments

and pointed in a direction to monitor the closest possible common volume.

Height profiles of the refractivity turbulence structure constant C
2

n

from the radar were to be derived for subsequent comparisons. Whenever

possible an optical scintillometer was also to be operated by AFGL.

Turbulence plays a critical role in the transmission of electromagnetic

waves through the atmosphere. Therefore an understanding of the occurrence

and morphology of atmospheric turbulence has been considered an important

objective by the Air Force Geophysics Lab. The intercalibration and use

of new turbulence scatter radars should aid that objective.

III. THE RADAR TURBULENCE SCATTER TECHNIQUE

The radar turbulence scatter technique uses a sensitive coherent

radar to detect signal returns from weak fluctuations in the atmospheric

refractive index. These fluctuations arise from temperature and humidity

fluctuations which results from turbulence. The intensity of the signal

returns is proportional to the volume averaged intensity of turbulence.

It is also possible to determine the wind component at each height because

the radar is capable of measuring the doppler shift of the turbulence

scattered signals.
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In Figure 1 are shown some frequency spectra. These are the basic

results from the real time data taking program. A monochromatic radio

frequency pulse is transmitted at 440 MHZ. The received signals at each

height are composed of ground clutter around the transmit frequency,

doppler shifted turbulence scattered signals and background receiver

noise. The spectra are actually derived by a 256 point fast fourier

transform of sequential signal returns at each range. These receiver

signal samples are sampled after 256 sequential transmitter pulses.

Subsequent analysis programs are used to determine the signal/noise ratio

(S/N) and doppler shift for the spectra at each height.

Ottersten7 has shown that the radar volume reflectivity n is related

to the refractivity turbulence structure constant Cn by,

C2 _ [n/0.38]X I/3 (1)

where A is the radar wavelength and the scattering arises from homogeneous

isotropic turbulence. The reflectivity n is related to the measured S/N

ratio by
4

n (S/N) a PtAe Ar

9 r2kTB (2)

where a = antenna efficiency

Pt - peak pulse power

Ae - effective antenna aperture

Ar - range resolution

r - range

k - Boltzman constant

T - receiver system temperature

B - receiver bandwidth

The peak pulse power and system temperature are continuously monitored;

the other parameters are fixed and dependent on the individual radar

setup. Thus a measurement of S/N ratio can yield a Ca value at each

range.
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IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The joint experiments were scheduled about twice per week for the

month of July, 1981. Some trial experiments were also operated during May

and June. On some days, two balloons were launched about two hours apart.

For convenience table 1 summarizes the launch dates and times.

The radar data were gathered with either an SDS-9300 or Harris S-125

computer, the latter being a newer more reliable machine and this is

listed in the table.

Unfortunately, the optical scintillometer that was operated by AFGL,

was only successfully operated on one day. This was due to both equipment

failures and lack of cloudless nights.

V. RESULTS

For each experiment the radar was generally operated for at least an

hour before the balloon launch. The time to gather an individual C2

profile was 56 seconds on the SDS-9300, and 80 seconds on the Harris S-

125 computer. Thus over the period of a few hours, a very large amount of

data was accumulated. The spectral data have been procesed into shorter

computer disk files containing only C2 and velocity component data.

These data have been retained on disk files at the radar site. Copies of

these files on magnetic tape can be used by AFGL for plotting data in any

desired format. This report briefly summarizes only a very small portion

of the total data.

(a) C2 Profiles
For some initial comparisons, the C2 data have been plotted for

all experiments from 6/30/81 to 7/31/81. An earlier experiment on 5/21/81

has also been processed and the data are stored on a disk file. However

it has not been plotted because the pen plotter failed before this final

task could be done.

As a general example, Figure 2 shows data points from 30 sequential

integration periods. The start times of the first and last integration
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Table I

Data Balloon
Experiment Disk Launch
Date Time Computer File Time Comments

5/21/81 SDS Harris DH:BA -

6/30/81 2300- SDS DS:BAdI
7/1/81 0100

7/1/81 0144- SDS DS:BA2
0258

7/8/81 1929- Harris DH:BA3 0128
7/9/81 0255

7/9/81 2040- Harris DH:BA4 0138
7/10/81 0348

7/11/81 1952 Harris DH:BA056 2033
7/12/81 0315 0130

7/16/81 2100 Harris -- Radar Data Invalid

Because of Radar Timer
Failure

7/17/81 0144 SDS DS:BA$8 0118

7/23/81 2012 SDS DH:BA$9 2057 Second balloon launched
7/24/81 0341 Harris 0238 at 0238 had no AT

measurements

7/25/81 -- Harris DH:BAIO 2042 Very poor quality
Radar Data

7/28/81 1956 Harris DH:BAI1 2050
0248

7/29/81 1918 Harris DH:BA123 2141
7/30/81 0236 0114

7/30/81 1932 Harris DH:BA145 2015 Optical Scintillometer
7/31/81 0252 0125 also working
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periods are shown in the top corner of the diagram. These are universal

times (four hours ahead of local time). An average profile has been drawn

through the data points. The entire analysis and plotting is done by com-

puter with no editting of data points. Within this 28 minute time there

is about a factor of ten variation of C2 at any particular height.

There are some spurious data points marked by arrows and these can affect

the average values. For example, for this Figure 2, at the 16 km height,

one bad data point has moved the average value off the cluster of good

data points. Any user of these data should be aware that all data points

are not valid. These bad points arise from a number of reasons, eg.

external RF interference.

To illustrate the short-term temporal behavior, the Figure 3 shows

two profiles of C2 taken during a few hours apart. It can be seen that

over these six hours of time, the overall profile shape does not vary

considerably, but some heights (eg. 10 km) can exhibit shorter term

variations by a factor of 10-100. The Figure 4 has representative C2

profiles from nine separate days radar data. The troposphere (- 5-10

kms) in particular exhibits large day to day variations. For example

the data for July 9 and July 28 have values in excess of 10- 1 5 at 5 km

altitude whereas the July 29 data have values about 10-17 at the same

altitude. The stratospehre (> 10 km) data have lesser day to day varia-

tions. A remarkable feature in the July 8 data is the persistent layer

at 13 km altitude with low C2 values.

(b) Comparisons with Radar Data from other Locations
The decrease of C2 with altitude in the stratosphere has been

n
reported elsewhere8 . Most profiles examined by this investigator had

1.2 - 1.5 db/km rates of C2 decrease with increasing altitude. However,

only a few profiles that had data with smooth height variations were

measured. The majority of C2 profiles [see for example the July 8 data

on figure 4] had steep and varying C2 gradients, and it did not seem

meaningful to assign an average gradient to such data. Balsley and

Peterson 8 give a value of 1.3 db/km for their stratosphere data.
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With regard to the absolute magnitude of C2 , the Millstone Hill

data have been compared with data gathered at a radar located at Chatanika,

Alaska8 . The averaged data from several days of the Alaskan data are

shown in Figure 5. The approximate range of C2 found in the Millstone

Hill data are plotted as horizontal bars. While this diagram indicates a

good agreement at the upper heights (stratosphere), the Millstone data

more frequently exhibited values at the higher end of range. The tropos-

phere data (below about 10 kms altitude) from Millstone Hill were consid-

erbly greater than the Chatanika data.

Some earlier work was done at the Millstone Hill radar site by

Crane9 . Turbulence data were gathered using an entirely different radar

and signal processing system. It is of interest to note that these C2
n

data, gathered in 1968, had magnitudes similar to those found by this

investigator.

(c) Comparisons with Optical Scintillometer Data

The optical scintillometer was only operated for one night in

conjunction with the radar. A preliminary comparison is shown in Figure

6. The vertical resolution of the scintillometer is considerably coarser

than the radar; there being only four points on the 5-20 km height interval

of Figure 6. The scintillometer averages over the several kms of atmosphere

between the data points. While this comparison appears favorable, a more

extensive comparative analysis should be undertaken.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The work outlined in this report mainly focussed on securing the

basic turbulence data and considerable effort is further needed to fully

define a climatology of the atmospheric refractivity turbulence structure

constant. Nevertheless, the preliminary analysis conducted points to

several unanswered questions, and poses several research areas that should

be pursued.
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The first goal of further analysis should be to compared radar C2

values with the balloon data. The AFGL balloon analysis programs are more

time consuming than the radar analysis, therefore a comparison could not

be made in the summer schedule. Second, a more comprehensive comparison

of theoretical turbulence data should be done. In the troposphere there

is substantial quantities of water vapor and the appropriate corrections

to the radar measured refractivity should be made.

It should be the future goal to utilize data from turbulence scatter

radars to help build a model of the atmospheric turbulence morphology.

This should be of value to Air Force applications involving transmission

of electromagnetic waves through the atmosphere.

More research is required to determine

a) Is there a geographic difference in the levels of turbulence?

b) What is the relation between weather systems and turbulence?

c) Is there any average seasonal or diurnal variation?

It would be of great value to perform similar experiments at other radar

sites. In particular the Poker Flat, Alaska radar is now operating

continuously. This would afford the possibility of operating an optical

scintillometer for long continuous experiments in winter when no contaminating

sunlight is present.

A big advantage of the balloon and optical techniques is that they

are portable. Thus the same instrument can be used at different locations

which is valuable for intercomparisons of radar. This advantage should

be exploited if the Air Force is to utlize the growing number of turbulence

scatter radars. The future long continous radar records could then be

utilized with confidence for Air Force purposes.
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL

SYSTEMS FOLLOWING AN ANALOG MODEL

by

Hsi-Han Yeh

ABS TRACT

The problem of designing a digital controller to replace an analog

controller in a flight control system is studied. The objective of the

research is to develop a Trethod for synthesizing the z-transfer func-

tion of the digital controller which operates at a given sampling rate

and preserves the characteristics of the original continuous system as

much as possible.

The mathematical tool used in this research is an extended maximum

principle of the Pontryagin type, which enables one to synthesize the

output signal of a zero-order hold following the digital controller. A

performance index of integral squared difference between the continuous

state trajectory of the digital control system and that of the continu-

ous model is selected as a means to preserve the performance character-

istics. The rationale in the choice of this performance index is that

the state trajectories of a continuous control system and a digital

control system can be compired over the entire time axis, whereas the

comparison between their frequency responses becomes meaningless as the

signal frequency approaches the folding frequency.

The z-transfer function of the digital controller is obtained in

terms of the parameters of the continuous model. Recommendations for

further research in this area are made.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Discretization of flight control systems has been of increasing

interest to the Air Force. One of the problems confronting the

designer is the real-time implementation of advanced control algo-

rithms within the computational capability of the on-board computer.

Although digital computer technology continues to advance signifi-

cantly, new and expanded software requirements for such functions as

navigation, display and control manage to keep pace with improvements

in computational capability. As a r le, only a small fraction of the

CPU frame time is allocated for control law computation. Hence, from

the standpoint of implementation, the sampling rate should be suffi-

ciently low in order to allow time for computation and for the computer

to be time-shared. But lower limits of the sampling rate are deter-

mined by factors such as roughness in the time response, errors due to

measurement noise and sensitivity to plant parameter uncertainty and

disturbances. The control system designer is then faced with the task

of optimizing the performance of the digital control system at a given

rate of sampling.

In converting a continuous-data Oanalog) controller into a digital

controller, ad hoc approaches such as prewarped bilinear transform and

Tustin transform techniques have typically been used. These methods

have the advantage of being straightforward and easy to use, and they

are intuitively appealing. But the performance of a system digitalized

by these approaches resembles the performance of the baseline (continu-

ous) system only when the sampling frequency is relatively high,

because the dynamics of the plant and the feedback structure of the

system are not taken into consideration.

Three years ago Rattan and the author of this report presented a

method [1] using a complex-curve fitting technique to synthesize the

digital controller so that the frequency response of the digitalized

system matches that of the original continuous model with a least-

square fit. This method was recently applied to a methematical model

of the longitudinal flight control of the YF-16 fighter aircraft at an

altitude of 30,000 ft. and Mach 0.6. Results [2] better than that of

Tustin transform approach have been obtained, especially for lower
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sampling frequencies. However, this method does not take the time-

domain performances into consideration; and only the magnitude plots

of the frequency responses are matched, without regard to the phase

plot. Moreover, the comparison between the frequency response of a

continuous system and the frequency response of a digital control sys-

tem becomes meaningless as the signal frequency approaches the folding

frequency (one half of the sampling frequency). To compensate for

these shortcomings, the state-variable design techniques in the time-

domain should be developed,

In a previous study, the author and his associate showed that [31

by using z-transformation technique, a 4igital controller can always

be svnthesized so that the output of the digitalize(] svstem matches

the output of the continuous model at all sampling instants, under

the stimulation of the same input. However, if the matching between

the frequency responses of two linear dynamical systems are desired,

one must match the time responses over the entire time axis, not just

at the sampling instants.

In this study, an attempt is made to match the continuous state

trajectory of the digital control system with that of its analog

(continuous-data) model. Matching the state trajectories instead of

the output responses assures that the performances of the internal

variables of the plant, as well as the output variable, are preserved

in the discretization. It should also be emphasized that the matching

is specified over the entire continuous time axis, not just at discrete

sampling instants, and is quantified bv a minimum integral squared

error. The choice of this performance criterion is motivated by the

faLt that if the state trajectories of two linear dynamical systems

match, thien frequency responses of the two systems will also match, as

seen by LaplaCe-transforming the state equations.

The mathematical t, A used in this research is an extended maximum

principle of the l'ontrvagin type, which enables one to synthesize a

"staircase" type of optimal control signals, such as the output signal

of a zero-order hold associated with a digital controller. The

extended maximum principle was initiated by Chiang [4] and further

developed by the author and his co-workers [5-9].
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II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this research is to derive a general mathe-

matical expression of the digital controller which may be used to

replace the continuous (analog) controller of a general system while

preserving as much as possible the performance characteristics of the

original continuous system. The specific objectives are

(1) To derive an optimal control law for the digital control

system.

(2) To obtain the z-transfer function of the optimal digital

controller in terms of the parameters of the continuous

model.

(3) To identify problems and to find directions for future

research.

No attempt has been made, however, to obtain numerical results for

flight control examples; nor was there an attempt to develop computer

programs for evaluation of the z-transfer function of the digital con-

troller, as these will be proposed for future research.

IlI. FORMULATION OF THE DESIGN PROBLEM

Consider a continuous control system (Fig. 1) that has satisfac-

torv (or ideal) performances. The state and output equations of the

plant are given by

x = A x (t) + b u (t) (1)
-a -a - m

Ym(t) = c x (t) + d u (t) (2)

The state and output equations of the controller are given by

x (t) = AC x c(t) + b e m(t) (3)

u(t) = c x (t) + d em t) (4)

where x (t) and x (t) are n and n dimensional vectors, respectively,-a-c c

and ur(t), e (t), Y (t) and r(t) are scalar functitns. The dimensions
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Fig. 2 The Dig italized System
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of the coefficient matrices are commensurate with the vectors with

which they associate. The design objective is to replace the control-

ler G (s) by a digital controller D(z) such that the state trajectory
c

of the digitalized system matches that of the continuous model as

closely as possible. The digital control system is represented by

Fig. 2, where G(s) is the same plant as in the continuous model, and

D(z) is to be synthesized in such a way that when r(t) is a unit-step

fLunction, the performance index

J = f t[x(t) - x (t)I'Q[x(t) - x W91 dt (5)
2- -a -a0

attains its minimum, where

q0 . *

0 q2 " 0 4
Q =(6)

Uo0 o •
n

Note that the performance index is an integral, not a discrete sum.

Therefore an attempt is made to match the trajectories over continuous

time axis, not just at the sampling instants. The state and output

equations of the plant in the digital "ontrol system are

x(t) = A x(t) + b u(kT) (7)

y(t) = c x(t) + d u(kT) (8)

for kE < t < (k + 1)T, on account of the zero-order hold used in the

digital control system (Fig. 2).
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IV. THE OPTIMAL STRATEGY

(a) The Extended Maximum Principle

An extended version of the maximum principle of Pontryagin will

be used to find the optimal control sequence u(kT), k = 0,1,2,.--,

which minimizes the performance index (5). The error sequence e(kT)

can be expressed in terms of u(kT), and the digital controller D(z)

can be determined by

D(z) U(z) (9)E(z)

where U(z) is the z-transform of u(kT) and E(z) is the z-transform of

e (kT).

The original Pontryagin's Maximum Principle cannot be applied to

this problem in which the control function must be sampled and held,

i.e.,

u(t) = u(kT) kT < t < (k + 1)T (10)

The derivation of Pontryagin's maximun principle is based on the

assumption that piece-by-piece patchwork of admissible control func-

tions is again admissible. This condition is not satisfied bv the out-

put of a zero-order hold following a constant rate sampler, if the

point of patching is selected at an instant other than the sampling

instants. However, the extended maximtm principle may be applied to

the case where the control inputs are outputs of zero-order holds

[5-9]. Following the derivation of [7], it can be readily shown that

a necessary condition for an admissible control u(t) to be optimal is

that

(k+l)T
f b' p(t) dt = 0 (11)

kT

where p(t) is the state vector of the adjoint system satisfying

3H(x(t),p(t) ,u(t))

(t) . 8- - 9 (12)- Nx(t)
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and H(x(t),p(t),u(t)) is the Hamiltonian function given by

H(x(t),p(t),u(t)) = p'(t)_ x(t)

1
- i[x(t) - xa(t)]'Q[x(t) - xa(t)l (3

Now substituting (13) into (12) and invoking (6) gives the adjoint

state equation

p(t) = 7 A' p(t) + Q[x(t) - xa (t)] (14)

The difficulty in the application of the maximum principle is the two-

point boundary value problem. In this formulation, the two-point

boundary value problem is as follows: For any i, if xi(0) is given,

then pi(0) is unspecified (remains to be determined from (7), (11) and

(14)). If x.(0) is unspecified (remains to be determined by the maxi-1

mum principle), then pi(0) = 0. The same rule applies to x.(-) and

Pi (o).

(b) Determination of Optimal Control Sequence

In order t(, solve Eq. (11) for the optimal control sequence, the

solution p(t) must first be obtained from Eq. (14), which calls for the

solutions of x(t) in terms of u(kT), and x (t) in terms of r(t).-- -a

Let the augmented state vector of the model be

xa(t)]

x (t) - (15)

It follows from Appendix A that

m (t) = A x (t) + b r(t) (16)
m 5-m
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where

bd c bc
A- 1+dd 1+dd

A C (17)

-b cbdc

1+A 1+d d
L C C

[bd
1+dd (8

b n

1+d d
b j

Define QM to be the n x (n + n ) matrix obtained by augmenting n

columns of zeros to Q, i.e.,

Qm= [Q 0] (19)

Then by definition

Q a (t) = i-rn(t) (20)

Assume that r(t) is a step function, i.e.,

r(t) = t(21)

It is shown in Appendix B that, for kT <t < (k + 1)T,

xS(t) = CPt-kr) x(kT) + 4> (t-kT) bu(kT) (22)

x (t) = 4 (t-kT) x (kUl) + ' (t-kT') b qx (23)
-i in inM -n
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and

p(t) = (t-kT) p(kT) + F(t-kT) x(kT) + FS(t-kT)bu(kT)

-F (t-kT) x (kT) - FS(t-kT) b a (24)
m m m -m

where

p(t) = At (25)

t
(s(t) = f d() di (26)

0

A t
Dm(t) = m (27)

t
(s(t) = P (T) dT (28)

= It
0

-A' t
IF(t) =  (29)

t
F(t) = f (t-T) QD(T)dT = (t) (t) (30)

0

t

t(t) = f F( -) dT (3 )

0 ~) f TtT m(Dm (T TQmDm32

0

t
FS(t) = f F (T) dT (33)
m 0 m0

Substituting Eq. (24) into Eq. (11) gives

b'[Ys(T) p(kT) + FS(T) x(kT) + FSS(T) b u(kT)

-FS(T) x (kT) - F SS(T) b a] = 0 (34)
m -n in -in
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where

T
Y S (T) = f 'I(t) dt (35)

0

T
F SS(T) = f FS(t) dt (36)

0

T
F SS(T) = f FS(t) dt (37)
U0 m

Solving Eq. (34) for the optimal control sequence gives

b
u(kT) - 'S(r) p(kT) - FS '(T) x(kT)

b' Fs (T) b

+ F S(T) x (kT) + FSS(T) b a] (38)
m -m m -m

Eq. (38) may be used to compute u(kT) iteratively after the two-point

boundary problem is solved. In this research Eq. (9) is used to syn-

thesize the digital controller transfer function D(z). The two-point

boundary problem still arises and will be treated in the next section.

V. THE DIGITAL CONTROLLER

(a) z-Transform of the Optimal Control Sequence

In order to determine U(z) for use in Eq. (9), P(z), X(z) and

X (z) must be determined first. Setting t = (k + 1)T in Eqs. (22) -m

(24) gives

x[(k+l)T] = (P(T) x(kT) + S(T) b u(kT) (39)

xm[(k+l)T] = 4m(T) x (kT) + Ds(T) b x (40)
In -m m -m

p[(k+l)TJ = '(T) p(kT) + F(T) x(kT) - F r(T) x m(kT)

+ FS (T) b u(kT) - Fs(T) b a (41)
m -m
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Taking z-transformation of Eqs. (39) - (41) gives, respectively,

X(z) = P(z)[z x(0) + s (T) bU(z)] (42)

X (z) = Pm(Z)[z x (O) + PS(T) bm Z] (43)

P(z) - i(z)Iz p(O) + F(T) X(z) - F m(T) X m(z)

+ F' (T) h U(z) - Fs(T) b (44)
m -Mn z-1j

whe re

D(z) = [zI - ?(T)]- (45)

D (z) = [zI - D (T)] 1  
(46)

Y(z) = [zI - '(T)]-' (47)

Substituting Eqs. (42) and (43) into Eq. (44) gives

P(z) = (z){z p(O) + F(T) ;(z) zx(O) - F (T) ( (Z) zx (0)

S[Fm(T) Sm(z) s (T) + F (T)] b 'z
inm m m -M z-1

+ [F(T) $(z) cS(T) + FS(T)] bU(z)} (48)

Substituting Eqs. (42), (43) and (48) into the z-transform of Eq. (38),
we obtain a solution for U(z) as

bs

U(z) = b' H(z)b [Kn(z) z x(0) - K(z) zx(O) - K0 (z) zp(O)

+ H(Z)b -- (49)
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where

S S
K (z) = [YS(T) Y(z) F (T) + F (T)I P (z) (50)m m m m

K(z) = [YS(T) (z) F(T) + FS(T)] ;(z) (51)

K0 (z) = YS (T) N(z) (52)

H (z) = F (T) + K ((z ) S +S(T) (53)
m m 0  m m m

H(z) = FSS(T) + K 0(z) F S(T) + K(z) 4S(T) (54)

(b) z-Transform of the Error Sequence

From the block diagram of Fig. 2 and Eqs. (8) and (22) we may

write

e(t) = r(t) - y(t) = a - y(t) (55)

y(t) = c 4(t-kT) x(kT) + [c 4s(t-kT)b + dl u(kT) (56)

for kT < t < (k + I)T. Therefore

e[(k+l)T] a - c P(T) x(kT) - [c (D(T)b + d] u(kT) (57)

Taking z-transform of the above equation, we have

E(z) = e(0 )+c D(T) X(z) - -[c ( (T)b + d] U(z) (58)
z-1 z z

where c(O is found from IEq. (55) and Eq. (8).

e(O + ) a a - c x(O) - d u(O+ ) (59)
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Substituting Eqs. (59) and (42) into (58), we have

E z(z) = d u(0 ) - C[I + 4(T) ;(z)] x(0+ )

Z-1

1-s
- -[c(I + eP(T) ;(z)) 4S(T)b + d] U(z) (60)z

where u(0 + ) may be obtained from Eq.. (38). Setting k = 0 in Eq. (38)

and substituting the resulting expression of u(O + ) into (60) yields

S b' Fm (T) b 1
E(z) = Z- b' FSS(T)h db 1

db' S (T) d b' FS(T)
+ - 2(0) - x (0)

b' FSS(T) b b' FSS(T)b (

d db' Fs(T) -

+ - c(I + D(T);(z)) x(0)

b' Fss (T) b

1 -
_ [c(I + 4(T) i(z)) 4S(T)b + d] U(z) (61)

By virtue of the relationship given in Eq. (9), the z-transfer function

of the digital controller may now be written, provided that the initial

conditions x(0), x m(0) and p(O) are known.

(c) The z-Transfer Function of the Digital Controller

It is reasonable to consider the case where x (0) is zero. But if

x(0) is given, then p(O) cannot be arbitrarily specified. The maximum

principle requires that p(O) be such that Eqs. (7), (11) and (14) yield

an optimal control sequence that drives the system from the given x(O)

to a prespecified final state x(-), or results in p(-) = 0 if the final

state is unspecified (free). Numerical determination of p(O) for given

x(-) or p(-) is virtually impossible for systems requiring a large num-

ber of sampling periods to run, because either matrix A or -A' has

eigenvalues in the unstable region. On the other hand, if x(O) is
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unspecified, p(O) must be set equal to zero. But then x(O) is deter-

mined by Eqs. (7), (11) and (14) and the final condition, which is

either at a given value of x(-o) or at E(-) - 0. Again, numerical

determination of x(O) is impractical for systems requiring a large

number of sampling periods to run, such as flight control systems.

For the system under consideration, the state trajectory of the

continuous model is assumed to start from x (0) = 0. Let x(O), the-m

initial state of the plant of the digital control system, be unspeci-

fied. Then p(O) = 0. However, since the minimization of the perfor-

mance index given in Eq. (5) means the continuous matching of x(t)

with x a(t) over an infinitely long period of time, it is reasonable to

conjecture that x(t) starts at the same point as x (t), or very close-a

to it, provided that the sampling frequency is considerably higher

than the natural frequency of the control system. Hence the initial

condition may be chosen as

x (0) = 0 (62)
-mn

x(O) = 0 (63)

p(O) = 0 (64)

Substituting these conditions into Eqs. (49) and (61), and using the

resulting expressions in (9), we obtain

_ [z b'FSS(T) b 1 z-

I = - - m -m d ] - H •

D(z) z-1 ss( - b' Hm(z) b z
b 1 F (T) b J -m -i

_ [c(I + (T) D(z)) (DS(T)b + d] (65)

For most control systeiis, and flight control systcms it] particular,

there is no direct linkage between the control signal and the output.

For these systems, the coefficient d is zero, and the z-transfer func-

tion of the digital controller is

D H ( z) b (66)
b'H (z)b z c(I + 4(T) $(z)) ¢S(T)b

8- m -m
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V 1. RECOMMENNDATIONS

The end result presented in Eq. (66) is computationally compli-

cated. It needs to be demonstrated through numerical examples in

order to give the users an intuitive feeling of the optimality it has

achieved. I propose that we first demonstrate the numerical values of

D(z) through a typical classroom example. Specifically we will choose

as an ideal continuous model a system that has the plant

G(s) = 1 (67)
s+l

and a proportional-plus-integral controller (a "washout" compensator),

C (s) = s+2 (68)
c S

This system would be too simple to have any bearing on flight control

systems, but it is amenable to hand calculation with a desk calculator

and gives the designer a feeling of what will be involved in the soft-

ware. We shall then develop software for computing D(z) for a general

single-loop control system, and use it in a design exercise in the lon-

gitudinal control of YF-16 fighter aircraft [2,10]. The control system

performance of this design shall then be compared with some baseline,

namely, those designed by prewarped Tustin transformation and frequency

response matching, as given in Reference [2], through simulation.

In the mathematical formulation of the design problem the qua-

dratic difference between control variables u(t) and u (t) (see Fig. Im

and Fig. 2) is not included in the performance index (5). In other

words, no attempt has been made to match the control variables of the

digital system and its model. It is suggested that the same mathemati-

cal design problem using

f(t= ]'{ X [x(t) - (t)] + [u(t) u (0] 2 } dt (69)

2 0 - a -a m
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instead of (5), and the one using

J [x'(t) Qx(t) + 6u 2 (t)] dt (70)
0

instead of (5) be studied. These two performance indices restrict the

behavior of the control variables as well as the state trajectory of

the digitalized system and hence guarantee its stability. The perfor-

mance index of Eq. (70) is used when the input is set at r(t) = 0 and

x(0) # 0, and is a direct optimal design approach without following a

model. In continuous-data or discrete-time system applications, the

use of (70) as performance index is known to result in a state feedback

system whose feedback gain matrix is determined by a Riccati equation.

A similar result mav Le expected when this performance index is used

in the digitally controlled continuous systems.

The present method of synthesizing an optimal control sequence may

be coupled with the vector switch decomposition technique [11,12] for

use in the design of multi-rate digital control systems. The practical

need of multi-rate sampling in flight control systems is a natural con-

sequence of the finite computing capabilities of the onboard computers

and the need to accommodate high frequency bending moment effects. This

is recommended as a follow-on research after more insight is gained from

the single-rate problem.
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APPENDIX A

THE OVERALL STATE EQUATIONS OF THE CONTINUOUS MODEL

The feedback structure in Fig. 1 gives

em(t) = r(t) - Ym(t) (A-I)

Eliminating era(t) and ym(t) among Eqs. (A-i), (2) and (4) and solving

for u m(t) gives

-dc c d

u (t) t x (t) +xt) + c r(t) (A-2)
m +dd -al+dd -c l+dd

c c C

Eliminating u m(t) and y m(t) among Eqs. (A-l), (2) and (4) and solving

for e (t) gives

- - dc-c c 1
e (t) - x (t) + x (t) + 1- r(t) (A-3)
m 1+dd -a l+dd -c l+ddc c c

Substituting (A-2) into (I) and (A-3) into (3) yields, respectively,

bdc bc bd
a 1+dd -c +dd-a)= A id ya t) +dd-Xc t) + l-d r(t) (A-4)

c c

-b c bcdc b
x(t) = - X(t) + Ac x (t) + r(t) (A-5)

- -+dd ac +dd +d
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APPENDIX B

SOLUTIONS OF THE STATE AND ADJOINT EQUATIONS

The solution p(t) of Eq. (14), in terms of x(t) and x (t), is

given by

t

p(t) = i(t-kT)p(kT) + f kT (t-T)Q[x(T) -x (-)I dr (B-1)
kT -

for kT < t < kT, where

,(t-kT) = E-A' (t-kT) (B-2)

With the aid of Eq. (20), Eq. (B-i) can be written as

t

p(t) = (t-kT)p(kT) + f (t-i)Qx(i) dr
kT

t
- f P(t-i)Q Xm () dr (B-3)

kT

The vectors x (t) and x(t) aro solutions of Eq. (16) and Eq. (7),-m-

respectively. They are given by, for kT < t S (k+l)T,

x (t) = P (t-kT)x (kT) + D s(t-kT)b x (B-4)
-m m -m m -m

x(t) = D(t-kT)x(kT) + s(t-kT)bu(kT) (B-5)

where

A (t-kT)

4 (t-kT) = F (B-6)m

t t-kTI ( , (t-r) dr f , () di (B-7)

m- m m
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4P(t-kT) = A(t-kT) (B-8)

P s(t-kT) -f 'D(t-r) dT f t- (T) dT (B-9)

kT 0

Now substituting (B-4) and (B-5) into (B-3) and invoking (B-7) and

(B-9) gives, for kT < t < (k+l)T,

t
p(t) = W(t-kT)p(kT) + f (t-T)Q4(T-kT) dT x(kT)

kT

t T

+ f ~(t-T)Q f 4)(T-X) dX dT bu(kT)
kT kT

t
- I P(t-T)Qmm(T-kT) dT x M(kT)

kT

t T
- T 4(t-T)Qm f (T-X) dX dT b a (B-10)

kT kT

In view of the identities derived in Appendix C, a new set of notations

may be used for the integrals which appear in the above equation, for

the sake of clarity:

p(t) = y(t-kT)p(kT) + F(t-kT)x(kT) + FS(t-kT)bu(kT)

F (t-kT)x (kT) - F S(t-kT)b a (B-i)m -M m -n

where

t
F(t-kT) = f 0(t-T)Q1(T-kT) dT

kT

t-kT
f 0(t-kT-T)Q4)(T) dT (B-12)

0
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IFS (t-kT) = ft (t-T)Q f T CID-X) dX dT
kT kT

t-kT
= f f 4'(T-?,)Q1l,() dX d,

0 0

t-kT
-f F(T) d, (B-13)
0

t
F m(t-kT) =f tP(t-T)Q m D (-r-kT) dT

kT m

t-kT
= f 0 Cr-TiQ Dm() dT (B-14)

oTmk mm

t-k T
F~(k)= f f P (T A)Q f 0 (A) dA dr

0 0 m

t -kT
f F Fm(T[) di (B-i5)
0
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APPENDIX C

FORMULAS OF FINITE MULTIPLE INTEGRALS

THEOREM: The convolution between f(t) and the area under g(t), if it

exists, is equal to the area under the convolution between f(t) and

g(t):

T t T t
f f(T-r) f g(X) dX dr = f f f(t-r)g(:) dT dt (C-l)

0 0 0 0

Proof:

T =t

A-ff

0 T

Fig. C-I. Area of integrition in (t,T) plane.

In view of Fig. C-l, interchainginw the order of integration for

the integral in the right-hand side of Eq. (C-i) gives

T t T T
f f f(t-T)g(r) dT dt = f f f(t-T)g(T) dt dT (C-2)

0 0 0
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Substituting t' for t-T and dt' for dt (regarding T as a constant in

the partial integration with respect to t) in Eq. (C-2), we obtain,

after changing the integration limits accordingly,

T T T T-i

f f f(t-T)g(i) dt di = f f f(t') dr' g(T) dr (C-3)

0 T 0 0

In a similar fashion, interchanging the order of integration in the

left-hand side of Eq. (C-1) gives

T T T T
f f(T-T) j g(X) dX dT = f f f(T-T)g(X) dT dX (C-4)

0 0 0 A

Substituting tfor T-i and dt for -dT and changing the integration

limits accordingly in the right-hand side of Eq. (C-4) gives

T T T 0
f f f(T-T)g(X) di dX = f f (-l)f(t) dt g(N) dX (C-5)
0 A 0 T-X

Comparison of the Eq. (C-3) with Eq. (C-5) completes the proof.

The following is a list of formulas that are used in the deriva-

tions in Appendix B. The proof involves changes of variables or

changes of order of integrations, and is hence omitted.

t t-kT
Formula 1. f f(t-T) di = f f(i) di

kT 0

t t-kT

Formula 2. f f(t-T)g(T-kT) dT = f f(t-kT-T)g(T) dT
kT 0

t T t-kT T
Formula 3. f f(t-T) f g(i-X) dA di = f f(t-kT-T) f g(A) dX di

kT kT 0 0

t t t-kT T
Formula 4. f f(t-T) f g(T-X) dX di = f f f(i-X)g(X) dX dT

kT kT 0 0
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(k+l) T t T t
Formula 5. f f f(t-T)g(T-kT) di dt = f f f(t-ir)g(T) dT dt

kT kT 0 0

Formula 6. f f(t-T) f g(ir-X) dA dT = f f(t-T) f g(X) dX dT
0 0 0 0

t T t T

Formula 7. f f(t-i) f g(X) dX dic f f f(T-X)g(X) d)X di
0 0 0 0

t It T
Formula 8. 5 f(t-T) f g(r-X) dX dic = f f(T-X)g(X) dX di

0 0 0 0

(k+l)T tT
Formula 9. j f f(t-r) f g(r-X) dX di dt

kT kT kT

T t '
= f f f(t-i) f g(A) dA di dt

0 0 0

(k-4l)T ti

Formula 10. f' f f(t-T) f g(i-X) dX di dt
kT kT kT

T t T

= f f f f(T-X)g(X) dX di dt
00 0
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AMPLITUDE VARIABILITY OF THE STEADY STATE

VISUAL EVOKED RESPONSE

by

Robert L. Yolton

Abstract

The amplitude of the human visual evoked response (VER) has been

found to be a somewhat unreliable indicator of vision and/or perception.

In this study, the reliability of the steady state VER was determined

for nine normal subjects using fast Fourier transform analysis pro-

cedures with 1.0 Hz ind 0.25 Hz frequency bin resolutions. No corre-

lations were found between changes in VER amplitudes and subjects' re-

ports of shifts in attention, accommodation, fixation, or perceived

organization of the stimulus.

Analysis, using analog filtering and Fourier techniques, demon-

strated that there was no significant and sustained amplitude modula-

tion of the VER by any frequency (including alpha) and that frequency

drift of the VER did not contribute significantly to its amplitude

variability.

A modeling approach to variability, using mixed sine waves to

simulate different signal/noise ratios, established that a signifi-

cant portion of the VER variability can be accounted for by noise

which occurs at the same frequency' as the VER and which is not en-

semble averaged out of the VER data during initial processing. An

empirically determined reliability versus signal/noise ratio curve

is presented which shows the minimum variability which can be ex-

pected for any given signal/noise ratio.
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I. Introduction:

The visual evoked response (VER) is a well known and frequently

studied gross electrical response generated primarily by neurons in

the visual cortex (1). As such, the VER is a potentially valuable,

non-invasive tool for use in objectively assessing many aspects of

visual function and perception. VER latency data are useful in the

diagnosis of optic neuritis (2), which is often associated with

multiple sclerosis (3,4,5,6), and VER amplitudes are related to

pattern and brightness perceptions (7). Of importance is the fact

that conditions which affect these perceptions also affect VER ampli-

tudes and it is this relationship which has led to the use of the

VER for refractive error and acuity determinations (8,9,10,11,12),

assessment of recovery from photic and other insults, and for other

assessments requiring an objective measurement of perception/vision (7).

Usefulness of the VER as an assessment tool is somewhat compro-

mised, however, because the amplitude of the evoked response (which

is usually taken as a primary indicator of vision/perception) is often

quite unreliable, i.e., the VER amplitude changes with no apparent

subject, stimulus, or recording device changes (13,14,15,16).

A number of factors have been suggested to account for the varia-

bility of VER amplitude data. These factors can be divided into four

classifications: 1) data analysis procedures, 2) changes in the

ocular status of the subject (e.g., accommodation, fixation, etc.),

3) changes in information processing occurring at central levels in

the subject's visual svstem (e.g., changes caused by variations in
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cortical excitability (17,18.19), and/or by correlates of the alpha

rhythm (20,21,22,23,24), and 4) changes in the background noise level

occurring at the same frequency as the VER, and hence recorded with it.

Probably each of these four factors contribute in complex and

interactive ways to the overall variability of the VER, but in order

to develop the full potential of the VER as a research and clinical

tool, the relative contributions of the factors must be separated so

that appropriate methods can be found to reduce VER variability.

The literature is not very helpful in assessing the relative

contributions of the factors. Van Brocklin, et. al. (16) have pub-

lished data showing VER amplitude variability, but they made no

attempt to correlate charges in VER amplitudes with changes in the

subject's perceptual and/or attentional states, and they did not

consider the effects of noise on the VER.

1I. Objectives of the Research Effort:

Because of the lack of information in the literature, and to

provide additional information on VER variability, the following

study was designed, first, to replicate Van Brocklin's reliability

data using an independent analysis system and procedures, second, to

investigate potential correlations between VER amplitudes and subjects'

reports of attention, stimulus fixation, accommodative status, and

perception of ;timulus organization. and, third to study the sources

ot VER variability using modeli... techniques.
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III. Procedures:

Subjects

One female and eight male subjects participated in this experi-

ment. Mean age of the subjects was 29.1 years (range 20-39) and each

was an experienced VER observer. All except BU were emmetropes or

wore corrections which provided visual acuity of 20/20 or better,

and none, except BU, had significant visual anomalies or pathologies.

Subject BU was a unilateral 20/200 amblyope of unknown etiology.

Stimulus

Subjects were seated comfortably in a darkened, shielded room

2.6 m from a video display which subtended a 525 by 400 arc min rec-

tangle. The display was controlled by a PDP 11/34 computer which

produced a black and white checkerboard consisting of 15 arc min

checks (bright checks 30 f-l, dark checks 4.5 f-l). To elicit the

VER, the checks were square wave phase reversed at a single check

counterphase rate of 7.5 Hz which produced a pattern reversal rate

of 15.0 Hz.

There was a small black dot, clearly visible at all times, in

the center of the display and subjects were instructed to fixate on

this dot except during the rest periods between trials.

During data acquisition, each subject viewed the stimulus dis-

play for ten trials, each of which consisted of 60 s of blank screen

(with the same mean luminance as for the checkerboard), followed by

80 s of phase reversing checkerboard; 1.5 min of test were provided

between each of the trials. VER data recorded during these ten trials

were stored on magnetic tape for later analysis.
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Rating Scales

To determine whether variations in VER amplitudes correlated with

variations in the subjects' visual/perceptual conditions, each subject

was asked to answer four questions after each of the VER trials:

1. Attention: "Rate your degree of attention during

the time the checkerboard was visible on a 1 to 7 scale,

with I being groggy, 4 being relaxed but alert, and 7

being sharp."

2. Fixation: "Rate the percentage of time when the checker-

board was visible that you were able to hold your

fixation on the center dot on the display screen."

3. Accommodation: "Rate the percentage of time when the

checkerboard was visible that the entire display screen

stayed clear and in focus."

4. Uniformity: "Rate the percentage of time when the

checkerboard was visible that the display did not appear

to move about in space, rearrange itself into small seg-

ments or patterns, or form diagonal or cross hatch lines."

These questions were discussed with each subject before any data

were obtained and were repeated after each of the trials. Thus, each

subject responded to each of the four questions ten times.

VER Recording

Conventional procedures were used to record the VERs. Following

cleaning of the skin with alcohol and the application of electrode

paste, silver disc electrodes were attached to each earlobe and to the
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scalp, on the midline, 1-2 cm above Lhe inion (electrode to electrode

resislances were all 5,000 ohms or less). Outputs from the electrodes

were differentially amplified (amplifier frequency cutoffs 0.1 and

100 Hz), and data from the trials stored on magnetic tape.

The computer which produced the checkerboard display also pro-

duced a square wave which was synchronized with the phase reversal

of the display. This square wave was recorded on tape along with

the evoked potentials and served to synchronize subsequent analyses.

After all data had been recorded for a given subject, the data

were digitized at a rate of 256 Hz by an analog/digital converter

and stored on a magnetic disc.

Data Reduction

While specific procedures differ slightly in the experiments

described below, typically the digitized VER data were ensemble

averaged and then analyzed using a fast Fourier transf-rm (FFT).

Since we wanted to show how the ensemble averaging of different

numbers of time epochs affected variability, data from each subject

for each of the ten trial, were siibdivided Into smaller increments.

For each trial, we considered the 90th second of the trial (30 seconds

after the checkerboard first became visible to the subject) as the

start of our ensemble averaging pe-iod. The 90th second was selected

because it was long enough after the checkerboard first became visible

to allow initial transieiits and in;tabilities in the VER to pass (25).

Following the 90th second, periods ranging from 1 to 40 seconds (as

shown in Table 1) were ensemble averaged.
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Table 1

ENSEMBLE AVERAGING INTERVALS

1.0 Hz Bin Resolution 0.25 Hz Bin Resolution

Total Length Total Number of Total Length Total Number
of Ensemble Epochs Ensemble of Ensemble of Epochs

Averaging Period Averaged Averaging Period Ensemble Averaged
(in seconds) (in seconds)

I 1
4 4 4 1

10 10 8 2
20 20 20 5
30 30 32 8
40 40 40 10

Because we also wanted to show how the use of different FFT frequency

resolutions would effect the variability of our VERs, all of our data

were analyzed twice, once using relatively wide frequency bins, and then

again using relatively narrow bins. Very narrow analysis bins would

seem desirable because they would exclude the maximum amount of side-

band noise, however, if bins are too narrow, slight frequency drifts in

the VER will cause leakage of power into more than one bin thus compli-

cating data analysis. Having considered these factors, and others, such

as computer memory space, display rates, etc., which set practical limits

on bin width, we selected resolutions of 1.0 Hz (achieved by digitizing

1.0 s epochs at a rate of 256 Hz) and 0.25 Hz (achieved by using 4.0 s

epochs digitized at a rate of 256 Hz). The pattern reversal of the

checkerboard display produced a 15.0 Hz VER signal which was exactly

centered in a bin for both the 1.0 and 0.25 Hz analyses.
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As an example of how these analyses were conducted, consider the

data for 10 epochs using a 1.0 Hz bin resolution. For each of the

ten trials from a subject, the 90th through 99th seconds were ensemble

averaged and the FFT was used to obtain the amplitude of the VER com-

ponent. This resulted in ten values and the mean and standard devia-

tion of these values were then used to calculate the Reliability

Index (RI) which is the standard deviation of the values expressed

as a percentage of their mean. This process was then repeated for

the other epochs (as shown in Table 1) using bin resolutions of both

1.0 and 0.25 Hz.

Note that the number of epochs required for a given averaging

period is different for the 1.0 versus the 0.25 Hz resolution analyses,

and that the analyses are not truly independent since all were started

with the 90th second of data.

These analyses provided RI data for the VERs, but since signal/

noise ratios and noise variability data were considered important,

analyses were also conducted on noise data (obtained while the sub-

jects were viewing the blank screen). The same analytical procedures

were used for the noise data as for the VERs, except that noise analyses

began with the 15th second of each data trial. These noise analyses

yielded amplitudes and RIs for the 15.0 Hz component of the noise

which was present prior to the time the VER was recorded (and which

may have continued during the time the VER was being recorded).
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IV. Results:

Figure I presents a summary of the VER and noise amplitude data

obtained from our nine subjects. The values are calculated for 1.0 Hz

bin resolutions. Both the VER and noise curves drop rapidly at first

showing the effects of ensemble averaging, but, beyond about 10 s, the

slopes approach zero. The SIN curve, which is the ratio of the mean

VER amplitude to the mean noise amplitude, shows a continuous increase

up to 40 s where the mean SIN ratio is about 11/1. The upward trend in

the curve suggests that better SIN ratios could be obtained by using

longer averaging periods.
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'igure 1. Mean data from nine subjects. The VER and noise curves demon-

strate how changing the length of the ensemble averaging period affects

the amplitudes of these data. Beyond about 10 s, increasing the averaging

period appears to have little effect on these amplitudes, but the signal

to noise ratio increases steadily up to 40 s.
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To compare the reliabilities of the VER amplitudes across subjects

and measurement conditions, the RI was used to normalize the data. The

RI is a useful measure because it is not affected by multiplying or

dividing the data by a constant (as might happen if an amplifier gain

setting was changed), however, the RI is affected by adding or subtracting

a constant from the data, hence care was taken to assure that this did

not happen during analysis.

As noted above, two bin resolution widths (1.0 and 0.25 Hz) were

considered in analyzing the data from our subjects. Curves were con-

structed showing the relationship of the mean RI values to the length

of the data sample which was ensemble averaged to produce each VER.

These curves are shown in Figure 2. Also shown in this Figure are

additional RI data obtained in another laboratory under somewhat simi-

lar conditions (16). These additional data are presented to demonstrate

that the RIs shown in our paper are typical and are not analysis system

specific.

Several points can be made from the data shown in Figure 2. First,

there is little difference between the RI values found using 1.0 and

0.25 Hz resolutions. Second, the slope of the RI curve approaches zero

when more than 20 s of data are used. In other words, VER data are not

made considerably more reliable by analyzing more than approximately

20 s of total data per VER (or at least this is the case up to 40 s

of data which was the limit used in our study). Third, the RI values

show that there is significant variability ia VER amplitudes.
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Figure 2. The upper two curves represent mean RI data from this study

using 0.25 and 1.0 Hz frequency resolutions. The curves show that

beyond about 20 s of data, both resolutions yield the same RI values.

They also show that beyond 20 s tho're is only a very gradual trend

toward more relilability with Incre;islngly long aiveraging periods.

The lower curve shows RI's from Van Brocklin et. al. (16) obtained

using nine subjects and 2.50 Hz resolution Fourier bins.
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To put this variability into perspective, consider subject EL

whose variability data place him at the median for our nine subjects.

Using 40 one-second data epochs, EL produced a mean VER amplitude

of 18.44 and a standard deviation of 3.29 for his ten trials. If

EL were now asked to view a different stimulus display, perhaps

with the contrast changed, and ten additional VERs were recorded,

the mean amplitude of the VERs from the second set of data would

have to differ from the first by at least 30% before we could con-

clude (at the .05 level) that the two displays had produced signi-

ficantly different VERs. The amplitude change of 30% can be calcu-

lated by using the Student's t-test for unrelated means in a "back-

wards" fashion, and assuming that the variance for the second set

of data is the same as for the first. It is important to note that

EL is at the median of a group of normal, trained observers and

that variability from uncooperative or difficult subjects might re-

quire the means of the two sets of data to be even further apart

for significance (26).

V. Factors Which May Account for VER Variability:

The data presented above demonstrate that VER amplitudes are

indeed variable even when subject, stimulus, and analysis conditions

are held constant. Four factors were suggested to account for this

variability and they can now be assessed.
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Variability Associated with Data Analysis Artifacts

Variability can enter via analysis procedures at any of several

levels. Data storage devices such as tape recorders can cause arti-

facts, or the computer algorithms used to analyze the VER data can be

faulty. For example, subtle problems such as windowing, aliasing,

and frequency drifts can cause the FFT to make the VER amplitudes

appear to be variable (27).

A number of quality assurance tests were conducted to insure

that these problems were not occurring in our system. In one test,

we used a 15.0 Hz sine wave which was repeatedly recorded on tape,

digitized, and analyzed by the computer just as though it was a VER

trial. When these analyses were conducted 16 separate times, the

resultant RI for the data was only 0.15% which shows that very little

variability is introduced by our analysis procedures.

A second test ruled out aliasing of higher frequency signals

as a source of variability. In this test, an actual VER trial was

repeatedly digitized with and without a Rockland 100 Hz low-pass

filter placed between the tape deck and the computer. Use of this

filter blocked any high frequency noise which might be aliased to

15.0 Hz. Results of this test demonstrated that aliasing did not

produce the variability in our data since the RIs of the filtered

and unfiltered data were less than 0.5%.

A slight drift in the frequency of the VER itself could cause

the analysis procedures to make tho amplitude data appear artifactually

variable. The results ol such a frequency drift can best be understood
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by considering the VER to be a sine wave. As the frequency of such

a sine wave drifts from the center of a Fourier bin, the power or

amplitude representing the sine wave begins to "leak" into adjacent

bins. The amount of this leakage is predictable and may be deter-

mined theoretically or empirically.

We determined amplitude leakage empirically by using a 15.0 Hz

starting frequency which was then shifted sequentially in increments

equal to 10% of the width of the Fourier bin. The data in Table 2

show the proportion of leakage for 1.0 Hz and 0.25 Hz resolutions

that resulted from this determination.

Table 2

LEAKAGE CAUSED BY FREQUENCY DRIFT

1.0 Hz Bin Resolution 0.25 Hz Bin Resolution Proportion of Amplitude

Represented in Bin with
Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz) 15.0 Hz Center Frequency

15.0 15.000 1.0
15.1 15.025 .98
15.2 15.050 .93
15.3 15.075 .85

15.4 15.100 .76
15.5 15.125 .64

15.6 15.150 .51

15.7 15.175 .37
15.8 15.200 .23
15.9 15.225 .11
16.0 15.250 .00

These data show that equal magnitude frequency shifts (for example,

0.5 Hz away from the 15.0 Hz center point) would have very different

effects depending on whether 1.0 Hz of 0.25 Hz bins were being utilized.
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If a significant amount of the variability present in the actual

VERs recorded from our subjects was caused by frequency drifts,

the data obtained using 0.25 Hz bins should be considerably more

variable than the data obtained using the 1.0 Hz bins. As was

shown in Figure 2, however, this is not the case since the variabil-

ities using the 1.0 Hz and 0.25 Hz bins were approximately the same.

Even though it did not seem theoretically possible for fre-

quency drifts to contribute to VER variability, the degree of drift

was actually measured for one subject. Curves showing the frequency

spread from two 16.0 s samples of data from subject DU are shown in

Figure 3. These data show relatively little frequency drift; essen-

tially all of the VER power is contained in a region 0.25 Hz wide

which is centered on the pattern reversal rate of 15.0 Hz. The lack

of frequency drift is consistent with the fact that variability using

1.0 Hz and 0.25 Hz bins is approximately the same. It is, therefore,

not possible to conclude that a significant proportion of the variabil-

ity seen in VER data is due to frequency drift.
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Variability Associated with Changes in Ocular/Perceptual Status

Since the amplitude of the VER is considered to be an indicator

of perception, any changes that affect stimulus clarity, brightness,

contrast, or retinal location could affect VER amplitudes and be

interpreted as variability. To evaluate the relationship between

changes in perception and the VER, correlation coefficients were de-

termined for our subjects' ratings of attention, fixation, accommoda-

tion and stimulus uniformity versus their VER amplitudes (which had

previously been normalized by converting them to Z-scores to remove

the effects of the subjects' different means and standard deviations).

Scatter plot appearances and the near zero correlations (Table 3)

between the ratings and the VERs show that there is no significant

relationship between changes in the subjects' visual/perceptual re-

ports and fluctuations in the VER. This is somewhat surprising since

the subjects did report changes in their ability to attend to the

stimulus and in its appearance. These changes are not, however,

represented as variations in amplitudes of the VERs, which suggests

that factors other than those associated with perception might be

responsible for amplitude variability.

Table 3
RATINGS VERSUS VER Z-SCORES

Comparison Correlation Coefficient

VER vs. attention .0017 (NS)
VER vs. fixation .001 (NS)
VER vs. accommodation .01 (NS)
VER vs. uniformity .0007 (NS)
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There may, however, be ocular changes which could affect VER

amplitudes but which may not necessarily be associated with percep-

tion. Examples are eye movements (28), blinking (29), and shifts

in binocular balance (30). Armington has demonstrated blink evoked

potentials (29), so it is likely that blinks occurring during the

stimulus viewing period could cause VER amplitude variability. To

assess the importance of this factor, blink rates were measured by

gross ENG recording for three subjects who represented high, medium,

and low RI scores. It was found that all three subjects blinked

only two to four times per minute during the checkerboard viewing

period, thus the results of these blinks would not have a differ-

ential or major effect on the subjects' RI scores.

Since all of our VER data were obtained under binocular view-

ing conditions, we cannot assess the proportion of variability

which may have been caused by shifts in ocular dominance. We

can only note that subject BU, who was a 20/200 amblyope, and who

presumably had relatively stable dominance, showed about as much

variability as our other subjects. Binocularity, however, must re-

main a possible source of variability pending further investigation.

Variability Associated with Changes in Central Processing

It has been suggested that the amplitude of the VER is modulated

by (or at least correlated with) certain EEG signals. For example, a

significant relationship between VER amplitude and alpha rhythm (8 to

13 Uz EEC activity) has been proposed by some (20), and denied hv
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others (22). Theoretical predictions indicate a negative correlation

between the amplitudes of the VER and alpha rhythm, but actual measure-

ments of this relationship in normal subjects often yield a slight posi-

tive correlation (21, 24, Yolton, unpublished observations).

We investigated the relationship between VER amplitude and other

EEG frequencies by selecting two subjects who had low and high VER

amplitude variabilities respectively. A 1.0 s sample (the 90th s) was

taken from each of the ten trials for each subject and the amplitude

of each Fourier frequency component of the data from 1.0 to 13.0 Hz

(in 1.0 Hz steps) was determined. These values were then correlated

with the VER amplitudes obtained during the same trials. Results of

these correlations are shown in Table 4. (Prior to calculating these

correlations, it was determined that, because of the large number

of r values that would be produced, a significance level of .01 would

be used.)

Table 4
VER VERSUS EEG CORRELATIONS

EEG Low VER High VER
Center Frequency (Hz) Variability Variability

Subject (HO) Subject (WO)

1.0 .37 .40
2.0 .37 -.33
3.0 .27 .57
4.0 -. 26 .53
5.0 -. 35 -. 15
6.0 -. 15 .75
7.0 -. 03 .05
8.0 -.07 .33
9.0 .10 - .06
10.0 .24 .35
11.0 .21 .05
12.0 .22 .54
13.0 .17 .47
14.0 .30 .40
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There are no significant correlations shown in the table which

suggest that, at least in our normal population, VER amplitudes are

not modulated by or otherwise related to other brain rhythms including

alpha.

As a second test for amplitude modulation, data from four separate

16.0 s epochs for two subjects were analyzed using an FFT which pro-

duced 0.0625 Hz resolution. The frequency components produced by

this program were searched to determine if there were paired-peaks

displaced equal distances from the 15.0 Hz VER frequency. Such paired-

peaks would result if there had been amplitude modulation of the VER

(the frequency of the modulation would be indicated by the relative

displacement of the peaks from the VER peak).

In the data from these subjects, no paired-peaks were detected

(Figure 4) and this indicates that there was no consistent, sustained

amplitude modulation of the VER.

In a third test for amplitude modulation, we used a sample of data

from subject DU. The raw VER data were analog filtered (Rockland band-

pass filter, 14-16 Hz) to produce a cycle by cycle plot of these data.

Gross observation of the cycle by cycle variations in the VER (Figure 5),

and a Fourier analysis of these variations, revealed no evidence of

amplitude modulation. Thus, while amplitude modulation of the VER

might exist in short bursts (considerably less than 16.0 s) such

modulation is not constant enough to be detected using a 16.0 s

Fourier analysis. The short, non-repeating modulations which appear

in some of the VER data might, in fact, be caused by random factors

such as noise.
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It is also clear that the cycle by cycle variations of the VER

are poorly related to the subject's perception since she strongly

disclaimed any fluctuations in the ; ppearance of the stimulus screen

which might be related to the 600% changes in amplitude that occurred

during the 16.0 s viewing period. 71 cycle by cycle amplitude changes

are related to perception, other mechanisms in the visual system must

be designed to remove their effects.

Variability Associated with Noise

The ensemble averaging process is designed to minimize the effects

of non-synchronized noise which is recorded along with the VER signal,

and use of the FFT can eliminate noise with frequencies outside of the

Fourier bin containing the VER. These two techniques do not, however,

eliminate all noise contamination. The amplitude values provided by

the FFT may be considered to be the sum of two parts: one contribu-

ted by the VER itself, which has a certain mean amplitude and variability,

and a second part contributed by the noise, which also has a certain

mean amplitude and variability.

While it is not possible to ascertain, in any direct fashion,

the fraction of the measured VER which is caused by noise, a deter-

mination of the noise amplitude and variability was made during the

period just before the subject viewed the reversing checkerboard

(Figure 1). An extensive discussion of the effects of this noise on

VER variability will be presented below in the section on Modeling.
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Other Factors

Since the VER amplitudes and the Rls for our nine subjects were

individually quite different, we tried to determine whether these

inter-subject differences could be correlated with body physiology

or age. To make these determinations, correlations relating RIs,

S/N ratios, and mean 40 s VER amplitudes to the subjects' ages and

their height to weight ratios were determined as shown in Table 5.

Table 5
AGE, S/N, AND WEIGHT/HEIGHT VERSUS RI CORRELATIONS

Comparison r value

Age vs. RI .32 (NS)
Age vs. Amplitude -.68 (p (.05, df = 7)
Age vs. S/N -.57 (NS)

Height/weight vs. RI .23 (NS)
Height/weight vs. Amplitude -.23 (NS)
Height/weight vs. S/N -.41 (NS)

The significant negative correlation between VER amplitude and age

is somewhat surprising because of the limited age range represented by

the subjects (20 to 39), and is not easy to explain. Decreases in skin

conductance with increasing age cannot be the cause of the relationship,

since all subjects had approximately equal electrode resistances, nor

can relative body build, which could index thickness of muscle, fat or

bone in the recording region, be the intervening variable, since the

height/weight index was not correlated with amplitude.

There are many other potential sources of VER variability but

few data exist to substantiate or refute their relationship to the
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VER. These factors include respiration and heart rates and the re-

sultant status of blood flow to the cortex, time since the last meal,

psychological state (31), drugs the subject may have taken (32,33),

etc. Although these factors seem relatively obscure, one study (34)

has shown that by having the subject imagine or hallucinate objects

which come between her and the display screen, the VER can be dimin-

ished or extinguished. This clearly demonstrates that the subject's

psychological state can have a projnounced effect on VER amplitudes.

In our study, however, with normal subjects the variations in psycho-

logical state, blood sugar, and cortical physiology that might have

occurred during a single recording session would seem to be too

small to have affected the VERs in any significant way, but further

data are needed to allow definitive statements to be made about the

effects of such subtle factors.

VI. Modeling:

Assuming that data processing and/or equipment artifacts have

been eliminated, it is probable that variations in noise, ocular

status and central processing all interact to produce variability

in the VER. The actions of some of these factors are reduced through

ensemble averaging, which tends to smooth out rapid amplitude fluctua-

tions, but all of the factors probably contribute in an interactive

fashion to the variability of the VER.

Because we found it difficult to separate the effects of these

factors, a different approach was employed in which we modeled the

VER using additive sine wave components. To use this approach, we
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made several assumptions. First, we assumed that the VERs which were

recorded from our subjects consisted of only two components: a true

VER component representing the activity of the visual system, and a

noise component which represented the residual noise remaining after

ensemble averaging. For convenience, we named the recorded VER:

"VERR," the true VER: "VER T" and the noise: "N." In our modeling

approach, VERK equals VERT plus N.

Our next assumptions involved the frequency and amplitude of

the VERT and N components. Since our subjects told us that, over

short periods of time, their perception of the checkerboard stimulus

was relatively constant, we assumed that the amplitude and frequency

of the VERT component was also constant. To simplify the modeling

process, further we assumed that the amplitude of N was constant

over the modeling period that we used (1.0 s), and that the frequency

of N was the same as the frequency of VERT. These assumptions are

reasonable because in the FFT processing of data from our subjects,

all frequencies except those in a single narrow band are discarded,

therefore, the only noise which actually adds to VER T has approximately

the same frequency as VERT.

The final assumption that we made involved the phase relationship

between VERT and N. Clearly the sum of these two components is highly

dependent on their phase relationship, and since there was no reason

to believe that there should be a fixed relationship between the phases

of the components, we allowed the phase relationship to vary at random

between each of a series of additions of the components. Thus, in our
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first modeling approach, it was this variation in phase relationship

which produced the variability in the amplitudes of our VERR

simulations.

Our modeling was accomplished using a Norland 3001 computer which

stored a 1.0 s epoch of a 15.0 Hz sine wave corresponding to VERT, and

then added to it a 15.0 Hz component corresponding to N. An FFT was

performed on the sum of these waves and the amplitude of the 15.0 Hz

sum was determined. This process was repeated ten times with the

phase relationship of the two waves varied at random between each

addition. From these ten simulations, we determined the mean,

standard deviation, and RI of the data as described above.

Since the signal/noise ratio was important to the results of

this simulation, we repeated the process with signal/noise ratios

of approximately 1/1, 3/1, 5/1, 10/1, 20/1, and 25/1 (the ratios

were calculated by dividing the mean of the simulated VERR values

by the mean amplitude of N). These ratios were selected because

they covered the range of S/N ratios produced by our nine real

subjects.

The RI values that resulted from this modeling are shown in

Figure 6. Obviously, when the S/N ratio is close to 1/1, the RI is

quite high (indicating high variability), but when the ratio approaches

25/1, the RI is considerably lower. Note also that the curve is rela-

tively flat from S/N ratios of about 10/1 to 25/1.

The importance of this curve can be appreciated by considering

the assumptions that we made to produce it: 1) no amplitude or fre-

quency variability in N or VERT, and 2) a random phase relationship
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between these two components. Since there is no reason to expect a

non-random relationship between the components in real VER data, the

curve represents the best Rls possible for each signal noise ratio,

i.e., the curve shows what happens if there is no amplitude or

frequency variability in either the N or VERT components and the

only variability in VERR arises from phase differences between these

two components. Thus, for a given signal/noise ratio, no real subject

should have an RI lower than the value indicated by this curve.

Also shown on Figure 6 are the Rls for our nine subjects. Rls

for three of these subjects are close to the theoretical best RI

curve, however, six are considerably above the curve. This suggests

that some amplitude variability must be present in either the N or

VERT components of their data. Therefore, we extended our modeling

experiment to consider the case where the amplitude of N was variable.

We wanted to determine if we could account for the RI values from

all our subjects while retaining the assumption that there was no

variability in the amplitude of VER.

Effects of noise amplitude variability were determined by arti-

ficially varying the amplitude of N prior to its addition to VERT.

The variability was introduced by using a predetermined set of multi-

pliers such that the RI of N was 75% for each S/N ratio. This value

was chosen to be somewhat greater than the mean noise RI of 64%

(SD = 10.2) for our subjects (the mean RI value for the subjects

was calculated by using 40 one-second ensemble averaged epochs ob-

tained prior to the actual viewing of the checkerboard). When this
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amplitude variability was introduced, in combination with the phase

variability described above, the best possible RI curve moved up

significantly for low S/N ratios, but, as expected, was relatively

unaffected for higher ratios.

The addition of noise amplitude variability in an amount roughly

equivalent to the variability of the real noise data from our sub-

jects does not allow us to account for the RI values obtained from

all of these subjects. Thus, if our modeling approach is valid, we

must assume that either the variability of N increases during the

time the subject is actually viewing the checkerboard (as compared

to the time just before the checkerboard becomes visible), or that

there is variability in VERT itself for many of our subjects, or

that there is a third, and yet unknown, component which must be

added to VERT and N to yield VERR. While our modeling approach

does not allow us to separate these three possibilities, it is im-

portant in that it does show that we cannot expect extremely re-

liable VERs (with RI values of less than 10%) if data have signal/

noise ratios of less than about 10/1. The curves also show that

pushing the S/N ratio from 10/1 to 25/1 does not make a propor-

tional increase in reliability. It may be argued that at some

point between 10/1 and 25/1, we have passed the point of diminish-

ing returns with regard to increasing the S/N ratio. Finally the

modeling approach suggests that there may indeed be variability in

the VERT component contrary to our assumption that the amplitude

of this component was constant. Further work will clarify this

point.
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VII. Discussion:

In 1979, Van Brocklin, et. al., (16) quantified what most VER

researchers already knew - the amplitude of the VER is variable. In

replicating Van Brocklin's work, we found that our subjects were even

more variable than theirs, and this degree of variability is sufficient

to render questionable the use of steady state VER amplitudes to accur-

ately assess perception. Certainly, the amplitude changes associated

with eyes-open versus eyes-closed conditions can be discriminated in

most subjects, but our rating scale data show no correlation between

VER amplitude fluctuations and fairly large changes in attention,

ocular status, or stimulus perception conditions. This lack of correla-

tion suggests that the amplitude of the VER may be significantly affected

by non-visual factors.

Earlier in this paper, we identified the four major factors which

might contribute to VER variability - analysis procedures, ocular status,

central processing, and noise. Based on our quality assurance testing,

we are confident that artifacts associated with recording devices and

computer programming did not contribute significantly to the variability

in our data; neither did VER frequency drifts nor FFT artifacts such as

aliasing. The signals that we processed and the data that we derived

from these signals are valid representations of events occurring in

the proximity of our recording electrodes.

While our processing equipment cannot account for a significant

proportion of the VER variability, the noise which was recorded and

analyzed along with the VER can. In our modeling experiment, we
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showed that we could account for essentially all of the variability in

the data from three of our subjects by assuming only a random phase

relationship between variable amplitude noise and constant amplitude

true VER components. For these three subjects, the only way to signi-

ficantly increase the reliability of their data would be to increase

the signal/noise ratio. This could be done by using longer ensemble

averaging periods, however, long periods would make it difficult to

follow rapidly changing visual phenomena. Also, with very long

averaging periods, subjects tend to become restless and may produce

artifacts associated with gross body movements. These large amplitude

artifacts might be removed by the use of an active rejection system,

but, since no such system was available for use in this study, the

effects of artifact rejection cannot be estimated.

Data from six of our subjects showed more variability than we

could account for by assuming a random phase relationship between

the noise and true VER, and we could not account for the variability

in their data by introducing noise amplitude fluctations. For these

subjects, perhaps ocular or central nervous system processing changes

added variability to their data.

Undoubtedly, each of our subjects experienced changes in her/

his ocular status during the stimulus viewing period, and fixation

drifts, changes in pupil size, blinking, and similar factors clearly

have the potential for affecting the amplitude of the VER. However,

findings, such as the subjects' low blink rates and the lack of

correlation between the ocular status rating scales and the VER
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amplitudes, make if difficult to prove that a significant proportion

of VER variability is caused by changes in these functions. Further

experimentation, perhaps involving the use of pharmaceuticals, will

be required to define the exact relationship of ocular status changes

to VER variability.

We were also unable to demonstrate a relationship between our

subjects' central nervous system processing of the VER checkerboard

image and amplitude variability. No EEG rhythms, including alpha,

were correlated with VER amplitudes and there was no correlation with

the subjects' attention ratings. Major changes in attention, such

as might be produced by a threat of electric shock, could change VER

amplitudes (35), but the smaller attentional fluctuations reported

by our subjects did not seem to have this effect.

The lack of correlation between VER amplitudes and perceptual re-

ports, and our inability to find any neurological signals which co-

varied with the VER, raise doubts about the contribution of changes

in cortical processing to VER variability. While negative evidence

does not prove the lack of a relationship, the effects of changes in

cortical processing, in a controlled situation, seem minimal.

VIII. Conclusions:

We conclude that a major proportion of the variability shown by

our subjects is caused by noise analyzed along with the VER. For

three subjects we need not consider ;Lny other factor to explain all

of their variability. For the others, noise plus some interactive

combination of ocular and central processing status changes may be
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used to explain the variable data, but additional work will be needed

to separate out the relative contributions of these factors.

IX: Recommendations:

1. Since the S/N ratio sets limits on reliability, efforts

should be made to increase the S/N ratio for all data.

2. S/N ratios might be increased by implanting electrodes, or

using larger skin surface electrodes.

3. S/N ratios may also be increased by taking longer samples

of VER data, but this will be at the expense of temporal

resolution of dynamic changes in the visual system.

4. Artifact rejection should be pursued, using intelligent

systems to remove blink, eye movement, gross body move-

ment and other signals that are confounded with the VER

data.
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SHAPED CHARGE
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ABSTRACT

Two theories on the penetration of the lined shaped

charge in targets have been reviewed and compared with

the recent experimental data. Under this investigation

is the relationship between the penetration depth and

time. The discrepancies between the theoretical and

experimental values exist. Explanations and suggestions

for further research in this fLeld are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The enhancement of the penetration power of a shaped charge by a thin

metal liner has been known for more than forty years. A hydrodynamic
2

theorem in a form of the Bernoulli equation was developed to describe the

relationship among the physical quantities involved. They consist of the

densities of the target and the penetrating jet formed by the liner, the

velocities of the jet and the penetration, and the stresses of the penetrator

and the target.

According to this theorem, the deceleration of the jet upon striking the
3

target is treated as the interactions between fluids as long as the pene-

trator velocity is higher than a critical value of 2 (RT - Yp P p

where P is the density of the penetrator, RT and Y are the stresses of the

target and penetrator respeitively. When the velocity drops below this

critical value, the target behaves as a rigid body. Furthermore, if RT is

greater than Y the penetration ceases at this velocity.

In this paper, two theories of the theorem are reviewed by use of recent

experimental data.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

There are immediate and long range objectives of this effort. During

this summer, my effort has been concentrated on the analyses of the pene-

tration by the copper Jet on the steel target. The established theories

on the shaped charge are employed for the analyses. The immediate objective

is to obtain a better understanding on the penetration mechanics. It is

anticipated that the present study will result in the improvement of the

effectiveness of the shaped charge.

III. PHENOMENA

We begin with a brief description of the lined shaped charge and the

penetration of a jet in a semi-infinite target. In Fig. 1, a typical shaped
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Movin Inte tationary

(velocity of target)

Fig. 3 (b). The penetration process Fig. 3 (c). 7ne penetration process

as viewed from the sta- is viewe] from the sta-

tionary target. t i,,rnry interfAce.

IV. THEORIES

h

The Pugh and Fireman Theory: In general, the penetration is a three-

dimensional process. However, for a target of uniform density, it is

reasonable to assume an axial symmetry of the process so that it reduces to

a two-dimensional case. Further simplification is possible for analysis

because of the experimental findings that the jets under investigation were

thin and the impinging velocities higher than2(RT p)/pp. These two

conditions enable us to threat the process as a one-dimensional interaction

between metallic steady flows which can be regarded as incompressible and

in-isciI. Here RT, s the resistance of the trret while Yn 1111 re4 "r t

the vesistance and density of the penetratir, i. e., the 3et.

Let us investigate the penetration depth as a function of time for the

case where both RT and Y are negligible. According to the Pugh and Fireman

theory, the equation of motion reads as follows:

I 1 1 2
2 P (v - u) TU (1)

where pT is the density of target, u and v refer to the velocities of inter-

face and the temporary tip of the jet respectively. The quantity (v - u) is

equal to the relative velocity of the jet tip with respect to the interface.

It is worth reviewing the Pugh coordinates system in which every part of the

et i onsidered having zriginated from a same poH, wiYhh ,ray be' 'Y3J,,1 ".hl-

virtu.r, Mrigin. In an ideal case, the tip and the ati of the jet trace two

straight trajectories in the x-t diagram during the period when the jet

,,],ong,te-. The Lntercept of the extrapolated trajectories defines the

virtual origin. The two figures below illustrate its definition.
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charge before explosion is shown. No sooner than the explosion takes place,

the liner starts to collapse. Fi7,. 2 illustrates the process of collapsing.

Detonator
/ / Booster

Booster Metal Liner Detonation Wave

i Explosivec -.------- ----
o - _[ ." Jet

OD Charge

Fig. 1. Shaped charge with a Fig. 2. Collapse of liner

metal liner, due to explosion.

In a period of several microoneconds ifter explosion, the liner totally

collapses into a jet which, propagates in the forward direction. According

to our experimental results, which will be described in the later section,

the jet consists of two portions; the front portion having a constant length,

and the back one stretches in the forward and backward direction as time goes

by. We may call these two portions the constant and stretching parts respec-

tively. In the stretching part, one or more velocity gradients exist in the for-

ward direction, i. e., each particle in this part moves faster than the one

right beh nd it. In a matter of microseconds, the whole jet breaks up into

pieces, each of which can be considered a small jet.

Now consider what happens when a j*?t hits a target. The jet and target

materials start to melt away along the interface. This causes an elongating

crater in the target. The three figure's below illustrate the penetration

process in a semi-infinite target.

------ Semi-infinite Target

Fig. 3 (a). An unbroken jet about hitting a target.
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Tail Trajectory

TiTrjeTrajectory

0

Fig. h. A tretching jet and the virtual origin 0.

~Warhead Faceifiit

d---[- si 0ij--__-T Meal Mt
o Liner Metafac

Fig. . . The relative position between the interface
and the virtual origin.

The displacement x of the interface in the Pugh coordinate is related to

the penetration depth p by the equation:

x = d + s 4 p (2)

where 3 (called the standoff) is fixed by the experimental setup and d is

determined by the relative motion between the tip and tail of the jet. It is

evident that the concept of a virtual origin does not apply to a jet of

constant length because the virtual origin would have to locate at infini-

tv in this case. However the penetration by a constant jet is simpler to

analyze than a stretching jet because the former moves with a constant vel,'-

v .11rder the assurption) that the n,e ,. stfn I. " I or 4+
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instantaneeuvly at the time when the tip of the jet strikes the target, we

can solve Eq. (1) for u:

v
u . . -- (constant) ( )

1+ y

where =(4)

In order to calculate the penetration depth p, it is more convenient to

define the penetration time T (see Fig. 5.). If we assume5 that penetra-

tion stops as soon as the tail of the jet has struck the target, we can exp-

ress p as a funtction of c for a constant u:

p= u t. (5)

Hence ror a jet of constant length 9, the complete penetration depth is seen:

p = - (6)

The derivation of Eq. (6) is riven in Appendix A.

For a stretching jet, one or more velocity gradients exists in it. Hence

neither v nor u are constants. We need to use the concept of the virtual ori-

gin which leads to the following equations:

x-v = (7)

t

and

dp dx (8)
d T dt
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By substituting (7) and (8) into (1), we obtain the solution through

simple integration:

x =0 i + Y (9)

where x and t refer the initial values associated with the interface.

For the case as shown in Fig. 5. we notice that the penetration is seen:

p = x - ( d + s ) (10)

Eqs. (9) and (10) combined together indicate that the penetration ability can

be increased by increasing the density of the jet material. This point will

be discussed in a later section.

The Eichelberger Theory When the strength effects of the jet and the

target is taken into account, the equation of motion should be modified:

1 2 i 2 (i1)

where Y and RT represent the resistance of the jet and target, with respect

to the plastic deformation caused by the penetration.

This report deals with a copper liner and a steel target. Since R is

more than ten times larger than Y., we can make the approximation B.r - "Y

Hence Eq. (11) becomes

-' 2 (12)
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Generally speaking, RT consists of the intrinsic yield strength oy,

and the viscous effects which could depend on v, u and p:

* + klV + kiv2 + k u + K4(1 - -kr),-I + I ? (413)

For the first approximation, we assume that the target material possesses

the ideal plasticity only, i.e.

By inserting (14) into (12)we obtain an equation of motion for the

target of ideal plasticity.

r - F -- j

U 2 - I jv + A2 (15)

where

A J k(1-y 7 ) (constant) (16)
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For a jet of constant length, both v (say vO) and u are constants.

Therefore Eq. (15) becomes

I J I
1

1 2

uV 0 + 17)

which leads the penetration p (see Fig. 5. ):

-- y v( + -- i (iY T

In the case of a stretching jet, neither v nor u are constants. We need

to employ the concept of the virtual origin which results in Eqs. (7) and

(8). Hence Eq. (15) takes the following form

dx[
dt T - 2 + (19)

where x = t ind dx = v (it t dv.

This equation can be solved for t as a function of v (see Appendix B):

t = t 0 e(fo - f) (20)
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where

'{v n -  e 2 siiih- (A v) + ] inh-I (A V) (2])

fo= f Vol,

v 0 = tip velocity.

The penetration depth p in this case can be calculated as follows:

p = v t - v0 to = v t0 e (f - 0  (22)

where X0  d + s (see Fig. 5 ).

It is interesting to notice that Eq. (20) reduces to Eq. (9) when RT or

a is neglected. The details are provided in Appendix C.y

V. EXPERIMENTS

A series of experiments has been carried out recently so as to test the

theories and develop the methods of improving the penetration power of the

lined shaped charge. The typical experimental setup is examplified in

Fig. 6.

Among the quantities measured in the experiments are the profiles of the

jet and the penetration depth, both as functions of time. They are measured

by use of the radiograph photos ind the fast responding electric circuits

respectively.

For the radiographs, four x-ray heads (150 keV) and 10 x-ray films (14"

x 17") were placed as shown in the figure. When the jet passed through the

x-ray region, two views of the jet profiles were recorded in the films.
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These views provided us with the information on the length of the jet and the

velocity of the various parts as functions of time.

X-ray heads (250 keV)
2"Plates

0.4"- " Plates

- . . . .-- ,-. . . . .. . . . - - -'.... . . .

Lined shaped i ,.
e x 17 " .charge ./ , ,1,o 0,

- - I I --1 7 0 " 1 6 '

X-ray fils (14 " x 17")... \Target
X-ray heads (250 keY)

Fig. 6. Experimental setup for measuring the velocity gradients.

As shown in Fig. 6, the target consisted of a number of steel plates, say

eight 2" and ten 1" plates. Each plate was sandwiched by mylar and aluminum

sheets. Before the jet had pierced the aluminum sheet into the target,

the sheet and the plate were insulated by the mylar sheet. When the pene-

tration occured, a current flowed through the aluminum sheet to the plate

surface. This furnished the penetration time. After the explosion the

target plates can be cut open so as to study the size and shape of the crater

produced by the jet.

VI. CjMPARISON OF DATA WITH THEORIES

The profile of a copper jet in one of the two experiments is expressed in

the form of the velocity versus position curve in Fig. 7. The constant

portion of the jet covered a distance from 95 to 150mm and moved at 8.1

km/sec (or 8.1 mm/ps). There were two velocity gradients in the gradient

portion, one being 3.98 x 10- 2 per ps and the other 7.17 x 10- 2 per i's. As

pointed out in the previous sections, no finite virtual ori in can be defined
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for the constant portion but the penetration depth3 are easy to calculate in

both theories of Pugh-Fireman and of Eichelberger. See Appendix A for

details.

There should be two different virtual origins associated with the

gradient portion, each being determined by use of the same method as outlined

in Fig. 4. The penetration depths are calculated through Eqs. (9) and (10)

for the Pugh-Fireman theory or Eqs. (21) and (22) for the Eichelberger

theory. The parameters associated with the experiments are compiled in

Appendix C.

The results of the calculation are plotted as curves No. 2, 3 and 4 in

Fig. 8 along with the averaged experimental data (curve 1) obtained from

three experiments. The bases for these curves are listed below:

CURVES BASES

I Average data from three experiments.

2 The Pugh-Fireman theory modified with the concept of

the multi-gradients of velocity.

3 The Eichelberger theory modified with the concept of the

multi-gradients of velocity and RT -

4 Same basis as curve 3 except R 3L

NOTE: I. Eichelberger modified the P-F theory by considering the strengths

of the target and the jet.

2. Generally speaking, o = y where the strength factor k varies

(Tate
3 ).

According to our findings, the jets broke up around T = 100 psec. It is

therefore meaningless to compare the data points with the theoretical value

at the time T - 100 isec because the theories only apply the continuous jet.
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FiS. 3. Comparison of Penetration Data with Theories.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of Penetration Data with Theories. (continued)
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Based on the prominent discrepancy between Curves 1 and 2, the strength

of the target should not be neglected even at the high velocity around 8 km/sec.

With respect to the inclusion of the target strength in the equation of

motion, the strength factor k plays a sensitive role. It is possible tc bring

the theorectical value to a good agreement with the data by varying k.

In-conclusion, the modified Eichelberger theory appears to be most

successful in explaining our present data.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

From the preceding section, it is ovident that further investigations are

needed so as to obtain a better understanding on how the jets are formed and

what effects does the strength factor k have on the penetration.

Our experiments have shown that tht formation varies with the experi-

ments. Is there any statistical approach which we can formulate? With

respect to the target strength RT, we would like to investigate whether other

effects such as k1v, k 2v , etc, should be included.

Furthermore, the simple Pugh-Fireman theory predicted that the

penetration can be improved by increasing the density of the jet. Since we

all know that there should be a limit on the improvement, it is worthwhile to

find the limit.

As mentioned at the beginning of the paper, the penetration is a multi-

dimensional problem while the theories thus reviewed apply the one

dimensional model only. Analytic work to expand this model appears to be

necessary.

With so much on the penetrator, our attention needs to be also

directed to the composite target which has been known to possess more

resistance than a mono-target.
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Appendi x A

Calculation of Penetration DeDth

The calculation ic based on the thi-.e b.a Ic.csum:. ions

i) Bo'h jets nd t rgoets .re so-f-!.rcl-Il as imcompressible and

inviscid flows,

(ii) The steady state is reached almost instantaneous as the tip

of the jet strikes the target,

(iii) Penetration stops as soon as the tail of the jet has struck

the target

The penetration depth p is related to the penetration time T by

UT (for constant u) (A.!)

fu dt(for varying u) (A.2)

Cael: For a jet of constant length , moving, with the tip vclocity v0

the Pugh-Fireman theory yields the equaLtion

v0

U = -- (A.3)
1 +y

where y
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The time T taken for the interface to move from the face of the target to

P (the total penetration depth) is equal to the time interval for the tail of

the jet to travel a distance of Z + P. Hence

z +P -- (A.4)

V 0
v0

- Target

Interface starts

Tail Tip" to move with u.

V 0
k0

Fig. A.l(a). Beginning of Penetration by a Constant Jet.

Target

Interface stops

Tail -'-.

-L

Fig. A.I(b). End of Penetration by a Constant Jet.

By substituting Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) to (A.1), we obtain

P (a la the P-F theory) (A.5)
Y.
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where P is the total penetration depth of a jet of constant length Z.

From the Eichelberger theory, we have

u Y [v0 - Vo + ]

- 0  (A.6)

1 +

where A =,(I-yi) (const) (A.7)

and yr has the function similar to y

Hence (A.5) changes to

P (a la the E theory) (A.0)

Case 2: For a stretch jet, Eq. (A.2) defines the penetration depth.

However, it is not easy to find u as a function of T. The Pugh-Fireman

theory provided an elegant method to circumvent this difficulty. If we

a,.; lrfne n. the location where the i-th particle meets the interfacethen

P. = viti - Voto = xi - Xo (A-I)

where x0 is the distence between 0 and the target and x. is the final
P.1 At n of the[-th particle of the jet where it m pt " ''h iterfane.
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,i-th particle

Virtual origin Tip Inefc strso

Fig. ~ ~ ~ ~ -mv A.wa. TeithPriea ie ito. t

Virtta originoctyu

Inteta0

Fig. A.2 (b). The i-tb Particle at Time t 0.

Vir.a thePuh- imn tery id

1 O\ ti/I7 i i i

ByL in e t n (A ll int ( lo ) wet obtain:

ii

indpenen vA.2able. Th Prilat imt

Fro the Puh-iemaen theory, e find

Pt = t 0 e + tiat0 ( l h hoy (A.1)
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Therefore (A. 10) leads to

p. = vit 0 e If f VOI - f ilj - X 0  (a la the E theory)(A1)

where v. is the only independent valuable. See Appendix B for the derivation
8

Of I'.
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APPENDIX B

SOLUTION TO EICHELBERGER THEORY

FOR

STRETCHING JET
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Appendix B

Solution to Eichelberger Theory for Stretching Jet

When applying to a stretching jet and a constant target-resistance R, a y

the Eichelberger theory leads to the equation

i =i vi - Y i+.1

where u. instantaneous velocity of the interface when the i-th particle moving

with velocity vi interacts with the interface.

By use of the concept of the virtual origin, the i-th particle iz,

considered to have moved from the virtual origin to the point of interaction

with the constant velocity vi , i. e.,

v. = x.t. (B.2)
1 11

Since u. =( - sP% ' 7  (B.3)
% dT . dt I

we can convert (B.1) into:

dt I"- v - y 27
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where the common subscripts have been d-opped. Note that Eq. (B.4) appears

as Eq. (19). in the main text.

By use of (B.2), we can convert (B. 4) into

dv B V2 1 (B.5)d(tnt) - c V

whence

dv : d(knt) (B.6)

(B-1)v- c V+ A2

where

1C l_ (B.7)

1 1 1-

By letting v = sinh e, we can convert V2 + 1 ito cOsh e Then byAA i A"

noting that cosh e = (e0+e-8 )/2 and sinh e = (e -e )/2 we can change the left-

hand side of (B.6) into a function of e29 , which is easy to integrate.

The result is

t = t0 eiffv - (B.8)

where

1-y.2sinh- 1  1 -1fn - (A+)+i+ ( )sinh - I (Av) (B.9)

which appears as Eq. (21) in the main text.
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REDUCTION OF EICHELBERGER THEORY TO PUGH-FIREMAN THEORY
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Append 1' C

Reduction of Etchelberger Theory 
to Pugh-Fireman Theory

For comparison, both equations of 
motion of motion and solutions are

reproduced below:

V{ + Y (P-F theory) (C.I)

BV - V + (E theory) (C.2)

and

X + Y (P-F theory) (C.3)%t 1 f)

X =

Vto0e(fO f ) (E theory) (c.4)

In this appendix, we want to show Eq. (C.4) agrees with (C.3) when RT

(or -) is neglected as compared with v, i. e. RT<< v.

Let us take a close look on NO:

1 - 2 sinh-]I(Av) ] (l--)snl()(C5

f (v) = in ( ) + 1 Y) sinh (Av) (C.5)

In our experiments, the velocity of the various portion of the jet lies

between 2 and 8 km/sec. The value of A and y are 3.247 and 0.9397 respec-

tively. (see Appendix D for details). If we take 7 = 5 km/sec we find

that,

1 -Y) e2 sinh-  (Av) = 0.0310e
2 sinh-i (16.235)

= 0.0310 (1056) = 32.75>>l
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Henep we can neglect 1 in (C.5) to obtain

Z (n -_ * + 2 sinh - (Av) + 1 y sinh-i (Av)
+ y l y

n I- + Y n L Av + (Av)2 + 1

in 1 1 + 1+ Y Zn 2Av

- \i+Y/~ Y (c.6)

: n ( 1 - Y  + kn [2Av) '

whence

0' -f1 v

anid

e (+ -Y (x/xI + Y
( - f ) Y 0 t - - Y

Finally, we obtain

(f r) Xo/X +

tt 0e to t/

whence (C.4) becomes

xo/X ) 1 .

t 1 /

t t o t t- /t - (C.7)
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Eq. (C.7) can be rewritten as

t ) ( X0)1

whence

x x0 ~ 1 +1 (c.8)

which agrees with (C.3)
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APPENDIX D

RELATED PARAMETERS
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Appendix D

Related Parameters

In our experiments, the jets and targets are made of copper and steel

respectively. Their densities are 7.85 gm/cm 3 and 8.89 gm/cm 3 .

The material strength of the target RT is thought a function of ay, v, u

and p (penetration depth). For the first approximation, we set

cT y = ky(DI

RT (D.1)

where y = 10kb, and k varies. According to Tate, k = 4.5 in some cases. We

found that k = 3 is the most desirable in this analysis.

The tip velocity v0 and the standoff s in our experiments are 8.1 km/sec

and 152.4 mm respectively.

For reference, these parameters are listed below:

3 3
= 7.85 gm/cm, pp = 8.89 gm/cm,

Y -- T/Pp = 0.9397, s = 152.4 m,

v= 8.1 km/sec (or mmlps)

3.427 ps/mr, a = .5Y

A = 2 )

Y 3Y
3.(77 vs/mm, ay W
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